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LET 
Lie 
lit. 
LKA 
Lu gal 
LXX 
MAD 
Manuel 
MAOG 
Maqlu 
Masc. 
M.Ass. 
MB 
MDP 
MNHK 
MT 
MVAG 
Nab. Chron. 
NARG 
N&B 
Nbd. 
Nbk. 
Nbp. 
NBS.t 
ND. 
NEB 
Nin. 
Nomad es 
NpL 
NPOT 
Large Egyptian Tablets = K.228 etc, Streck, 158ff; 
ARAB 2, 348ff $900ff • 
A.G.Lie: The Inscriptions of Sargon II, king of 
Assyria, Part I: the Annals, Paris, 1929 • 
literally 
E.Ebeling: Literarische Keilschrifttexte aus Assur, 
Berlin, 1953 • 
c. Wilcke: Das Lugalbandaepos, Wiesbaden, 1969 • 
The Septuagint 
Materials for the Assyrian Dictionary: see I.Gelb for 
MAD J-3 (HKL, J46f) • 
R.Labat: Manuel d'£pigraphie Akkadienne, Paris,1948 
reprinted 1963 • 
Mitteilungen der Altorientalischen Gesellschaft 
G.Meier: Die assyrische Beschworungssannnlung Maqlu, 
AfO.Bei 2, Berlin, 1937 • 
Masculine 
Middle Assyrian 
Middle Babylonian/ Middle Bronze age 
Memoires de la Delegation en Perse 
E.R.Thiele: The Mysterious Numbers of the Hebrew 
Kings, Paternoster Press/Eerdmans, 1965 • 
Massoretic Text 
Mitteilungen der Vorderasiatischen Gesellschaft 
The Nabonidus Chronicle: see Smith: BHT,110ff & 
ANET, 305 • 
N.Postgate: Neo-Assyrian Royal Grants & Decrees, 
Studia Pohl:series maior I, Rome, 1969 • 
A.Parrot: Nineveh & Babylon, Thames & Hudson, 1961 • 
Nabonidus 
Nebuchadnezzar 
Nabopolassar 
W.J.Hinke: A New Boundary Stone of Nebuchadrezzar I, 
Philadelphia, 1907 • 
tablet signature for texts from Nimrud excavation 
New English Bible 
Nineveh 
J-R.Kupper: Les Nomades en Mesopotamie au Temps des 
Rois de Mari, Paris,1957. 
Nabopolassar 
J.B.Payne(ed): New Perspectives on the OT, Word,1970. 
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Nrg. 
OB 
Obv. 
OECT 
OIP 
Or. 
OT 
OTI 
OTL 
OTS 
OTWSA 
OUP 
PAPhS 
PDK 
PEA 
Peake 
PEQ 
Piep. 
pL 
Plaidoyer 
plur. 
PN 
POS 
POT 
Prolegomena 
PRT 
PRU 
R 
Neriglissar 
Old Babylonian 
Obverse 
Oxford Editions of Cuneiform Texts: 1,2,6 & 7 by 
S.Langdon - see HKL I, 668 • 
Oriental Institute Publications: OIP 2 = Senn. 
. Orientalia 
Old Testament 
O.Eissfeldt: The Old Testament, an Introduction, 
Blackwell, 1966; ET from 3rd German edition • 
· Old Testament Library, SCM • 
Oudtestamentische Studien 
Die Ou-Testamentiese Werkgemeenskap in Suid-Afrika 
Oxford University Press 
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 
E.F.Weidner: Politische Dokumente aus Kleinasien, 
Boghazkoi-Studien 8&9, Leipzig, 1923 • 
R.C.Thompson: The Prisms of Esarhaddon and Ashur-
banipal found at Nineveh, 1927-8, London, 1931 • 
Peake' s Commentary on the Bib le, (eds.) M. Black & H. H. 
Rowley, Nelson, 1963 • 
Palestine Exploration Quarterly 
A.C.Piepkorn: Historical Prism inscriptions of 
Ashurbanipal I: editions E, B 1-5, D & K, Chicago, 
1933 • 
plate 
J.Harvey: Le Plaidoyer Prophetique contre Israel 
apres la Rupture de l'Alliance, Studia 22, Paris: 
Montreal, 1967 • 
plural 
Personal name; plural - PNN • 
Pretoria Oriental Series 
De Predeking van het Oude Testament, Callenbach •. 
J.Wellhausen: Prolegomena to the History of Israel, 
ET A & C Black, Edinburgh, MDCCCLXXXV, reprinted • 
E.G.Klauber: Politisch-religiose Texte aus der 
Saronidenzeit, Leipzig, 1913 • 
J.Nougayrol: Le Palais royal d'Ugarit; PRU IV - Mission 
de Ras Shamra 9, Paris, 1956 • 
H.C.Rawlinson: The Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western 
Asia; IR - Norris, 1861; 2R - Norris, 1866; 3R - G.Smith 
1870; 4R2 - T.G.Pinches, 1891 (see HKL I,365££, 484££ & 
402££) 
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RA 
RA! 
Rassam 
RB 
RCAE 
rev. 
SAHG 
Sargon 
SBH 
SCM 
SD 
Sefire 
Senn. 
Senn. 
Sg. 
SGL 
ShaL 
Sing. 
SKT 
SLA 
Splendeur 
SRT 
STC 
Streck 
Subj. 
Sum 
Sumer 
TB 
T&C 
Revue d'Assyriologie et d'archeologie orientale 
Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale 
Pinches.: 5R,pls. 1-10; Ashurbanipal (A) Edition 
Revue Biblique 
L.Waterman: Royal Correspondence of the Assyrian 
Empire, Ann Arbor, 1930-36 • 
reverse 
A.Falkenstein & W.von Soden: Sumerische und akkadische 
Hymnen und Gebete, Zurich-Stuttgart, 1953 • 
H. Winckler: Die Keilschrifttexte Sargons, Leipzig,· 
1889 • 
G.A.Reisner: Sumerisch-babylonische Hynmen, Berlin, 
1896 • 
Student Christian Movement press 
Studia et documenta ad iura Orientis Antiqui 
J.A.Fitzmyer: The Aramaic Inscriptions of Sefire, 
Bib & Or. 19, Rome, 1967 • 
Sennacherib 
D.D.Luckenbill: The Annals of Sennacherib, OIP 2, 
Chicago, 1924 • 
Sargon; the text of Sargon's 8th Campaign report. 
A.Falkenstein: Sumerische Gotterlieder I, Heicliberg, 
1959; J.J.A.van Dijk: SGL II, Heidelberg, 1960 • 
Shalmaneser 
Singular 
H.Winckler: Sammlung von Keilschrifttexten: I - Die 
Inschriften Tiglat-pilesers, Leipzig,1893; II- Texte 
Verschiedenen Inhalts, Leipzig, 1893/4; III - Die 
Keilschrifttexte Assurbanipals, Leipzig, 1895 • 
R.H.Pfeiffer: State Letters of Assyria, AOS 6, New 
Haven, I 935 • 
E. Cassin: La Splendeur Divine, Civ. & Soc. 8, Paris: 
La Haye, I 968 • 
E.Chiera: Sumerian Religious Texts, 1924 • 
L.W.king: The Seven Tablets of Creation, London,1902. 
M.Streck: Assurbanipal und die Letzen Assyrische 
Konige, VAB 7, Leipzig, 1916 • 
Subject: Subjunctive 
Sumerian 
A.Parrot: Sumer, Thames~ & Hudson, 1960 • 
The Tyndale Bulletin 
D.J.McCarthy: Treaty & Covenant, Analecta Biblica 21, 
Rome,1963 • 
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TCL 
TCOT 
TC/OTP 
TCS 
Th. 
Th.Z. 
TI 
TigL 
TIPE 
Titles 
Tkn. 
TM 
TP 
TuL 
u 
UET 
Ugar. 
UMBS 
VAB 
VAT 
VoL 
vs 
VT 
VTSupp. 
WO 
WVDOG 
WZKM 
Y/GC 
YNER 
YOS 
YUP 
Textes cuneiformes du Louvre 
Tyndale Commentaries on the Old Testament 
D.R.Hillers: Treaty Curses & the OT Prophets, Bib. & 
Or. 16, Rome, 1964 • 
Texts from Cuneiform Sources 
Thompson: Museum tablet signature • 
Theologische Zeitschrift, Basel • 
S.Langdon: Tammuz & Ishtar, Oxford, 1914 • 
Tiglath-pileser 
K.A.Kitchen: The Third Intermediate Period in Egypt 
1100-650 be, Aris & Phillips, 1973 • 
W.W.Hallo: Early Mesopotamian Roya Titles, AOS 43, 
New Haven, 1957 • 
Tukulti-ninurta 
Museum tablet signature 
Tyndale Press 
E.Ebeling: Tod und Leben, Perlin: Leipzig, 1931 • 
University 
Ur Excavation Texts: I & 6/1 under Gadd • 
Ugaritic 
Tablet signature U.Pennsylvania 
Vorderasiatische Bibliothek: 4 - Langdon: Die Neu-
babylonischen Koniginschriften, Leipsig, 1912 (NBK); 
VAB 7 - Streck • 
Berlin Museum tablet signature 
Volume 
Vorderasiatische Schriftdenkmaler (see HKL, 671). 
Vetus Testamentum 
Supplement to VT 
.Welt des Orients 
Wissenschaftliche Veroffentlichungen der Deutschen 
Orient-Gesellschaft 
Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes 
W.F.Albright: Yahweh & the Gods of Canaan, London,1968. 
Yale Near Eastern Researches 
Yale Oriental series 
Yale University Press 
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Preface. 
In 1967 Bertil Albrektson published a monograph with the title 
] History and the Gods , which was sub-titled 'an Essay of the Idea of 
Historical Events as Divine Manifestations in the Ancient Near East 
and in Israel' • It was an important piece of work designed as a 
corrective to commonly held views about the Old Testament and Hebrew 
thought which had come to state the distinctiveness of Israel's con-
cept of divine action in history in a manner which gave too little 
· ··· ·. attention to parallels in the documents of her contemporary reli-
gious cultures. Aware of what had become axioms in the stream of Old 
Testament and Biblical Theology, Albrektson began to question them 
on reading the Mesha stone and other extra-biblical texts. In his 
own words: 'I began to study parallels to the Israelite idea of a 
divine rule and a divine revelation in historical events in the lit-
2 
erature of the neighbouring peoples' 
i 
This led to the organisation of the diverse Ancient Near Eastern 
documents pertinent to the theme under six headings for discussion 
in relation to biblical material: (1) the Divine Sphere of Activity 
(2) Historical Events as Divine Actions (3) Kingship and Divine Rule 
in History (4) The Divine Word and the Course of Events (5) the 
Divine Plan in History, and (6) Historical Events as Divine Revela-
tion. The documents used were mainiy Assyrian and Babylonian, 
though Sumerian and Hittite texts appear as well. 
I. B.Albrektson: History and the Gods, Coniectanea Biblica,OT Series 
l ,CWK Gleerup-Lund, 196 7. 
2. ibid. ,7. That the question of history and revelation is still the 
subject of lively debate among OT theologians is reflected by the 
recent publication of G.H.Hasel: Old Testament Theology: basic 
issues in the current debate, Eerdmans, 1972 Chaps. 1 & 2 'The 
Question of Methodology' & 'The Question of History, History of 
Tradition, and Salvation History', though significantly he is 
unaware of Albrektson's monograph. Not so B.S£hilds: Biblical 
Theology in Crisis,Westminster Press:Philadelphia,1970 who quotes 
Albrektson's opinion that 'the OT idea of historical events a~ 
divine revelation must be counted among the similarities,not 
among the distinctive traits'~ page 77. 
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A comment on methodology needs to be made here. Firstly, the 
principle of studying the Old Testament documents in synopsis with 
the documents of Israel's contemporaries is fundamental to arriving 
at any fruitful or enduring appreciation of what may be considered 
distinctive to Israel's faith during the long course of its exis-
tence. Neither the Creation narratives in Genesis, proclamation of 
the Holy One of Israel in Isaiah, nor the apocalyptic visions 1n 
Daniel were generated in a vacuum, and indeed much of the Old Testa-
ment reflects a creeping syncretism which the spokesmen of normative 
Yahwism sought to combat. Israel's belief in Yhwh was as a matter of 
history either contaminated by or opposed to the pantheons of her 
contemporaries. Hence the construction of Old Testament theology to-
day cannot ignore the concepts of deity held by Israel's neighbours 
which impinged on her thinking in one way or another. 
But secondly, the danger of synoptic study is oversimplification. 
There is a diversity as well as a unity within the Old Testament, and 
this should alert scholars to the possibility that within the other 
cultures of the Ancient Near East beliefs about their gods may have 
undergone modifications during the course of their histories. Indeed, 
this is the case - one need only mention the names of Akhenaten and 
Nabonidus to recall their biased devotion to the Solar Disc and Moon 
god respectively. Sweeping statements about Sumerian, Hittite, 
Assyrian or Babylonian beliefs, not to mention 'a common theology of 
1 the Ancient Near East' , can only result from an abuse of the syn-
optic methodology. 
The dangers of ranging to and fro across cultures and centuries 
in the Ancient Near East is that of obscuring the social and polit-
ical context of the theological documents being quoted, as well as 
1. The phrase comes from a paper by Morton Smith: JBL 71(1952),135ff 
"The Common Theology of the Ancient Near East", which resorts to 
gross oversimplification and an abuse of the synoptic methodolog~ 
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the tendency to make sweeping statements and generalisations as al-
ready mentioned. 1 The methodology employed in this study, therefore, 
is a combination of width and depth, whereby it is hoped that a 
sufficiently large body of material will be covered to ensure that it 
is representative and will bear the weight of limited chronological 
and cultural generalisation, while at the same time the textual ma-
terial will be subjected to a detailed exegesis which pays attention 
to its language~ literary framework, general historical setting and 
the specific context of its theological themes. At several points 
the exegesis will cover passages quoted in Albrektson's monograph, 
and while the conclusions he has drawn will not necessarily need 
correction, it will be apparent that the quotation of isolated pass-
ages tends to miss much of the text's framework and character. 
It is, of course, no part of this study to go into the wider 
philosophical and theological controversies in which the nature of 
history and historiography, the validity of religious language and 
the concept of revelation are debated, though the writer's pre-
suppositions will doubtless become visible. This is a defensible 
omission since the study belongs within the orbit of Ancient Near 
Eastern studies whose conventions require no delineation of a 
scholar's religious and philosophical beliefs concurrent with the 
publication and discussion of Ancient Near Eastern theological docu-
ments. Ultimately, of course, empire and the gods cannot be dis-
cussed without reference to the Kingdom of God and vice versa. 
J. The tendency to unqualified sweeping statements is Albrektson's 
complaint against certain proponents of Biblical Theology, but he 
makes his own, e~ regarding divine election and rule through the 
king: 'naturally this idea of kingship as a divine rule was not 
restricted to Mesopotamia but·common to the entire Ancient Near 
East' (op.cit.,50). Old Testament scholars, Sumerologists, · 
Assyriologists, Egyptologis~s and the like might regard the diff-
erences in royal ideologies between cultures and within the his-
torical period as more significant than the supposed similarities. 
Hosea, Jeremiah and others in the OT seem not to have correlated · 
the rule of Yhwh with the rule of contemporaries ! 
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• , There is one striking omission from the discussion of History 
and the Gods which links both Old. Testament and Ancient Near Eastern 
worlds, that is, the organising principle of the covenant in Israel 
and of the treaty in other cQntemporary cultures. Ancient Near East-
ern studies have provided the most stimulating impetus to Old Testa-
ment scholars to review the covenant ,· regarded, rightly in the 
writer's opinion, as the pivotal centre of Israel's understanding of 
history and Yhwh's activity. 
The debate about the relationship between the Second Millenium 
Hittite treaties and the Sinai covenant continues, while the publi-
cation of the First Millenium Aramaic Sefire treaties and the Esar-
haddon vassal treaties has complemented the Second Millenium mater-
ial from Alalakh, Mari and elsewhere and served to broaden the 
discussion from the question as to where historically the covenant 
traditions of the Pentateuch should be located to the issue of Is-
rael's understanding of the covenant traditions in dynastic and 
prophetic circles, and the relation this has with early and late 
Ancient Near Eastern material. 1 
Yet the First Millenium Mesopotamian material has never been 
fully exploited, despite the clear pointers to its value in early 
studies such as that of Hillers, who, alluding to the campaign of 
1. Two noteworthy recent contributions in book form to the discuss-
ion are M.Weinfeld: Deuteronomy & the Deuteronomic School, OUP, 
1972 and E.W.Nicholson: Exodus & Sinai in History & Tradition, 
Blackwell, 1973 • The work of Korosec,Baltzer,Mendenhall,McCar-
tpy,Beyerlin,Huffmon,Fitzrnyer,Wiseman,Frankena,Fensham,Hillers, 
Moran and Harvey (see bibliography for details) will be referred 
to frequently and constitute fundamental precursors to the pres-
ent work. 
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Ashurbanipal against the Arabs, reported in Column 9 of the Rassam 
Prism, remarked in a footnote: 
This 
It seems quite clear that the language of treaties 
was very much in the annalist's mind as he wrote. 
This is not only the case where the Assyrian 
historians seem to have been influenced by termin-
ology associated with treaties, and it is even 
possible to reconstruct what might be called a 
'covenant-theology' from the annals of Sargon II 
and his successors. 1 
proves to be something of an understatement since a 
thorough study of the royal war annals material plus the letters 
prophetic oracles which tell the story of empire and the gods in 
and 
Frist Milleniuro Mesopotamia reveals that the sword was not wielded 
without prayer, prophetic oracles and appeal to judicial-theological 
justification on the basis of the ade • 
v 
1. D.R. Hillers: Treaty Curses &the Old Testament Prophets, Bib. et Or. 
16, Rome, 1964, page 86 footnote 27· (italics mine). 
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The purpose of this study will therefore be to test the thesis 
that in 1st Millenium Mesopotamia there was what we may justly term 
an 'imperial theology' and to ascertain what part the treaty played 
in this hypothesized account of the relation between the gods and the 
empire. We shall attempt to prove that though Mesopotamia produced no 
'systematic theology' in an occidental sense we may discern in the 
historiography of the royal houses of Nineveh and Babylon a coherent 
apologia in theological terms for the imperial wars and the subsequent 
dealings with conquered peoples and territories. 
To this end we shall select from the Neo-Assyrian royal inscrip_. 
tions one campaign record. from Sargon II' s day (the 8th Campaign 
Gottesbrief) and one. from Esarhaddon's_reign (the Esarhaddon Gottes-
brief) and subject them to a careful theological analysis. Building 
on the theological concepts prominent in these war records, we shall 
study Ashurbanipal's war records under ten headings revolving around 
the ade or treaty. In Part II, we shall move south geographically and 
forwards chronologically to the royal records emanating from the Neo-
Babylonian empire to study the theology of the sword such as there is 
in what are primarily dedicatory records of royal temple building. We 
shall then be able to compare and contrast the Neo-Assyrian and th~ 
Neo-Babylonian theological interpretations of their respective empires. 
Conclusions will be offered in Part III. In Part IV in a number of 
Excurses there will be the opportunity to study in greater depth 
several features associated with treaty and covenant encountered in 
the Neo-Assyrian material but by no means limited to it. 
At this point it will be convenient to set out the.constituents 
of art Ancient Near Eastern treaty for easy reference during the de-
tailed discussion which follows. Following Korosec's analysis of the 
Hittite treaties, Baltzer has set out the composition according to 
the following six phase structure: 
(1) Preamble 
(2) Antecedent History 
(3) Statement of substance 
relationship 
(4) Specific stipulations 
(5) Invocation of the gods 
(6) Curses and blessings 
concerning the future 
as witnesses 
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Among others Kitchen and Weinfeld have applied this analysis of 
form to some of the biblical covenants, the latter treating Exod 19-
24, Josh 24 and Deut according to the following schema: 
Preamble 
Historical Prologue 
The basic stipulation of obedience 
Covenant clauses 
Invocation of witnesses 
Blessings and curses 
The oath-imprecation 
The deposit 
The periodic reading 
Duplicates and copies 
and the former noting that associated with the written document are: 
A form~l oath of obedience 
An accompanying solemn ceremony 
A formal procedure for acting against rebellious vassals 
We shall argue that in the Sargon 8th Campaign report we encounter the 
solemn ceremony of covenant meal accompanying a treaty renewal, while 
the 'procedure for acting· against rebellious vassals' will be repre-
sented in the study of Ashurbanipal's records by section C: The Royal 
Threat, section E: Indictment before the Gods and section H: The Fate 
of the Ade Violator in particular. It will be necessary to bear in 
mind, however, that we shall be analysing 1st Millenium war records 
and not 2nd Millenium treaty documents. Many allusions will be made 
to the 1st and 2nd ~i11enium treaty documents and the biblical cove-
nants in both the body of the thesis and the Excurses, and the hypo-
thesis put forward in this dissertation stands or falls on the validity 
of these allusions to treaty and covenant documents and their accom-
paniments. 
1. See Baltzer: CF,10; Weinfeld: DDS, 66; Kitchen: AO/OT,90ff. Frankena 
gives an analysis of the EVT - which is a loyalty-oath to guard his 
son's succession - under the four headings of (A) Introduction, (B) 
Treaty Stipulations, (C) Curses and (D) Colophon (OTS 14,124); other 
1st Millenium ade documents from Assyria are unfortunately broken, 
and none are extant from Babylon. 
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PART I : TREA1Y IBEOLOGY AND TI-IE SWORD IN SELECTED NEO-ASSYRIAN 
ROYAL INSCRIPTIONS. 
Introduction. 
For an analysis of the theological framework of the Neo-Assyrian 
Royal Annals, material from the extant corpus of three important 
kings has been selected. Sargon II, Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal, 
whose reigns fall between the last quarter of the Eighth Century and 
1 the last quarter of the Seventh Century BC , represent the Neo-
Assyrian empirein the full vigour of its imperialism. Sargon and 
Esarhaddon are linked in this study by the preservation of campaign 
records each in the form of a Gottesbrief, while Esarhaddon and 
Ashurbanipal are linked not only by their father-son relationship 
2 but also by the Esarhaddon Vassal Treaty so-called, a document of 
primary theologital significance. 
The historical details of the three kings' reigns may be left to 
the standard history books and periodical literature, which will be 
cited in the footnotes from time to time. A detailed introduction to 
the Neo-Assyrian Royal Inscriptions is not called for either, but it 
will be of value to briefly consider the nature and purpose of the 
inscriptions, or rather those bearing war annals, in the light of 
their own testimony. This is consistent with the attempt of this 
study to let the primary documents speak for themselves, and to dis-
tinguish as far as possible between occidental presuppositions and 
•Ancient Near Eastern concepts. The quotation of a sizeable amount of 
primary material will be a safeguard in itself, while the method em~ 
ployed throughout will be that of exegetical analysis with regard 
1. The dates according to J.A.Brinkman's chronology are: Sargon II, 
721-705 be; Esarhaddon, 680-669 be; Ashurbanipal, 668-627 be -
set out in A.L.Oppenheim: Ancient Mesopotamia,1964, 3rd impress-
ion 1968, U Chicago Press, page 347. 
2. Henceforward abbreviated EVT, published by D.J.Wiseman: Iraq 20 
0958), 1-99 with improved readings by R.Borger: ZA 54(19615":-173-
196; and an improved translation by E.Reiner: ANETS, 98/534ff • 
-- --------
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for context. Cross references to comparative Ancient Near Eastern 
material and to comparative biblic.al material will be used through-
out to strengthen or elucidate the analysis of Sargon, Esarhaddon 
and Ashurbanipal's records. 
Commenting on a statue of Shalmaneser III inscribed with war 
records in the form of summaries of the campaigns of his eighteenth 
• . 1 
to twentieth years of reign, J.V.Kinnier Wilson writes: 
it stood in antiquity in a probably rather 
ill~lit temple building, and was for the eyes 
only of Adad in what was a personal relationship 
between god and king ••• the Mesopotamian gods 
were not omniscient and they had to be informed 
of the affairs of men. Shalmaneser could not thus 
presume that Adad necessarily knew much about his 
recent campaigns; and considered from this point 
of view it is clear that the statue falls into the 
same general category as the 'Eighth Campaign of 
Sargon' with its long informative address to Ashur 
and the gods of Assyria on the king's recent 
exploits and achievements. 2 
By way of contrast, we may quote Oppenheim's study of the 
Eighth Campaign in which he convincingly argues that this form of 
report to the gods,the Gottesbrief, was 'not to be deposited in 
silence in the sanctuary, but to be actually read to a public that 
. ' . . 3 was to react directly to its contents. 
J. Shalmanes.er III' s reign ran from 858-824 be (Brinkman, AM, 347). 
2 
2. Iraq 24 (1962), 90ff "The Kurba' il Statue of Shalmaneser III" ,p. 96 • 
3. A.L.Oppenheim: JNES 19(1960),133-147 "The City of Ashur in 714bc", 
p. 143. He discusses the Gottesbrief Gattung exemplified by ShaL 
IV and Esarhaddon in this article, and in AM, 279f and the litera-
ture of p. 374 notes 69 & 70, to which addthe remarks of E.Speiser 
in his essay 'Ancient Mesopotamia' in The Idea of History in the 
Ancient Near East (henceforth !HANE), ed R.Dentan,Yale U Press, 
1955, Yale paperback 1~66 pages 63-67 with the further· literature 
cited there, plus JAOS 88.1 VoL 53(1968) ,71-89 "Individual Prayer 
in Sumerian - the continuity of a tradition" by W.W.Hallo, ed 
Festschrift Speiser with K.R.Veenhof's extended review,BiOc 28.5/6 
~971), and R.Borger's article in RLA III, 574f. ~~ 
·-. __ 
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If the war record material itself is homogeneous in these two 
kinds of royal inscription, as Kinnier Wilson suggests by his com-
parison of statue inscription and Gottesbrief, is its purpose altered 
by its context ? Were the Assyrian Royal Annals composed in order to 
'inform the gods' or to inform the people ? Were the clay foundation 
prisms buried for the gods or for posterity ? Was the primary motive 
for compiling campaign narratives the glorification of the gods or 
the glorification of the king ? Or are such alter~atives false anti-
theses arising from occidental perspectives rather than those of their 
compilers ? 
As regards the inscription of war narratives on statues, we may 
note the remark of G. van Driel that · 
. the constant petitioning of the gods for a long life 
is one of the few preoccupations of the ancient Meso-
potamians which we can follow from the beginning of 
their civilization down to the very end, from A'anna-
padda to Antiochus III 1 
and Ashurbanipal's statement that he set up his statue before the 
gods his helpers (mabar ilani tiklija) so that it should intercede 
for his life - ana muterrisu balatija: 'in order to continually be-
seech for my life', using the Gtn Participle of eresu II -'to long 
for, desire, request'. This may or may not have been inscribed with 
war records, but it gives the clue to the purpose of placing an 
image of the king before the gods, ie to serve as a visual-aid 
enuma Adad §almu suatu ina enisu kenis lipparda: 'whenever Adad may 
2 . 
be pleased to light up that statue with his dependable eye' , ie 
may contemplate it, look favorably upon it, it would ensure the gods' 
blessing by reminding them of the king's pious devotion exemplified 
by the dedicatory object before them. Thus the inscription of the 
war records might serve the dual purpose of reporting back to the 
gods and dedicating the valorous deeds the king had performed to them 
I. G. van Driel's review of R.S.Ellis: Foundation Deposits in Ancient 
Mesopotamia, YNER 2, 1968 in JAOS 93. 1 (1973) ,67-74 in which he 
stresses the dedicatory nature of the deposits, including the 
building inscription. 
2. Prism Th. 1929-10-12,2 Col 3:49ff published by R.C.Thompson: PEA, 
33 but corrected in reading; see AHw., 240. 
··-......_ 
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4. 
The same dual purpose may characterise Sargon's Eig~th Campaign 
report in addition to the informing of the population, but if Sargon 
wrote war records for the people of Ashur, he seems to have had a 
wider audience in mind at other times. The walls of his palace were 
decorated with scenes and script, and foreigners entering on bµsiness 
or bringing tribute would have seen the evidence in stone of the 
might of Assyria and its gods. In Sargon's own words: 
Ornamented great slabs of limestone - the peoples 
whom my hands had made prisoners on them I had carved 
their walls I caused to line and for admiration 
(ana tabrati) I made. Peoples from all countries whom 
from the region where the sun is rising to the region 
where the sun is setting through the power of Ashur 
(ina emuq DN), my lord, I had made prisoners, through 
the art of sculpture in the midst of those palaces I 
fashioned as a decoration 1 
The sculptured reliefs still function ana tabrati:'as a spec-
tacle' for contemporary museum visitors, and just as they are im-
pressed without being. able to read the cuneiform campaign records, 
so too the severed heads, impaled victims, burning cities and for-
lorn deportees spoke eloquently enough to the for.eign vassal whose 
eye was not intended to miss the symbols of the gods hovering above 
the scenes of victory. The reliefs with inscriptions were part of 
imperial publicity, then, despite being indoors, and their associa-
tion with the king must have made a powerful psychological, if not 
theological, impression on the beholder. 
Whom did they glorify ? Two further quotations on the same 
theme highlight this question. 
tanatti qardutija sa pirik bursani matati 
tamati attalaku kisitti sa matati kalisina 
ina zagindure ina igaratisina ei;;ir 
J. A.G.Lie: The Inscriptions of Sargon II - the Annals (henceforth 
abbreviated Lie), Paris, 1929 page 78£, lines 4-7 in his trans-
lation. On the last phrase, astakkana simati, see AHw., 1046 
simtu (9) 'iiberall das Erforderliche durchfuhren' • 
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danan DN belija epset ina matate nakrate 
eteppusu ina sipir urrakuti esiqa qerebsa 
My glorious valour (wrought) in the regions of 
the mountains and seas which I had traversed 
and the conquest of all their lands I drew in 
glazed work on their walls. 
The might of Ashur, my lord, the deeds which 
he/I performed in hostile la:nds through the 
art of the sculptor I cut within it. 1 
Ashurna~irpal 's lines emphasise his own achievements - qardutij a: 
'my heroism', and omit any reference to the national gods. But who 
is the subject of eteppusu in the second quotation, and where does 
the emphasis fall ? Strictly speaking the Gtn Pret. Subj. is ambig-
uous and the subject might be 3rd Masc Sing., ie.. the god Ashur, or 
1st Sing. ie.. Es~rhaddon. The correct reading is likely to be the 
1st Sing. 2 , and this accords with other inscriptional summary pass-
ages in which a dual motivation is evident. The might or Macht-
handeZn are the god's (danan DN); which the king continually per-
forms or carries through. Piety and imperial grandeur are fused 
together •. 
5. 
Firstly, then, war records are laid up in dedication to the 
gods inscribed cin dedicatory statues, and secondly, the Gottesbrief 
brings the deeds of gods and king before the citizens of the capi-
tal as well as reporting them to the gods, while thirdly, the sculp-
tured and inscribed palace reliefs transmit their impressions to 
vassals and merchants. Fourthly, Sargon made a custom of erecting 
1. NU 1104, Col 1:30f published by D.J.Wiseman: Iraq 14(1952),24ff 
"A New Stela of Ashurna~irpai II"; R.Borger: Dieinschriften 
Asarhaddons, AfU Bei 9, Graz,1956 (henceforth Asar)~ 62 EpL 22:28f. 
2. See AHw., 227 epesu Gtn - 'danan(Machthandeln) GN ••. sa ••. e/i-
tep-'j)'U="su (ich !) '-;-ind cf. Berger's translation of the equally 
ambiguous passage, grammatically speaking, referring to the in-
scription of records on clay: 
musare epus-ma danan DN belija epset eteppusu 
~erussu usastir-ma ina qerebsun aSkun 
(Asar, 34 lines 56f, $21) 
On the use of the Sumerian loan-word musaru, musaru see .AHw., 68lf. 
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· stelae in conquered lands far and wide. For example, in the land o.f 
the Manneans 
A statue of my majesty(~alarn sarrutija) I made 
and the victory/power of Ashur(liti DN), my lord, 
· I wrote upon it, and in the city of Izirtu, the 
royal city of the Manneans, I s.et it up. 1 
6. 
Another of Sargon's stelae was found as far afield as Cyprus, and is 
referred to by the king in prism fragments from Nimrud, as follows: 
ina emiiq ilani rabuti sa eli kullat na.kirij a 
litu kisitti qatij[a ••• ] ina nari usas~ir-ma 
ina qereb GN nagi sa mat GN 2 eziba agratas 
·. The victory and conquests of· my hands which by 
the strength of the great gods,CI achieved] over 
all my enemies, I caused to be inscribed upon a 
stone monument and le~ it (to stand) unto the 
future in the land of Ia', a district of the· land 
of Iadnana 2 
The stela itself3 records not only the submission and tribute of 
Cyprus, but also gives a general account of Sargon's activities at 
home and abroad, in warfare and in construction, ending off with a 
tribute to the aid of Ashur, Nabu and Marduk who had secured vic-
tory for the king. Injunctions to future rulers to read and respect 
the stele were reinforced with the customary curses. But whether 
subject peoples could decipher the cuneiform or not, the portrait of 
the king and the divine symbols, combined with the location far from 
I. Lie, 18f lines 108f. 
2. C.J.Gadd's translation from his publication in Iraq 16(1954),173-
201 "Inscribed Prisms of Sargon II from Nimrudrr:-l>age 192f CoL 
7:39-44 • 
3. The Cyprus Stele - L.Messerschmidt: VS 1, N~ 71 = H.Winckler: 
Sargon, Band I, ~ 46-47 (see R.Borger: Handbuch der Keilschrift-
literatur, Band I, Berlin,1967 - henceforth HKL - ~ 351 & 632); 
English translation in D.D.Luckenbill: Ancie~Records of Assyria 
& Babylon (henceforth ARAB) 2, $179-189 with exerpts in ANET, 284. 
, ___ __ 
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1 Assyria would have told the tale well enough. 
Were there doubts about the purpose of these stelae erected on 
foreign soil, they are dispelled by the explicit statement of Esar-
haddon 's Zinjerli stele, which reads as follows: 
nara sitir sumija usepis-ma tanitti qarraduti 
DN belija danan epsetija sa ina tukulti DN 
belija attalla.ku-ma u liti kisitti qateja 
~erussu usastir-ma ana tabrat kissat na.kiri 
ana $at fune ulziz rubu arku nara si~ir 
sumija limur-ma liltassu-ma ••• zikri DN 
belija lutta''id 
A stela with the inscription of my name I had 
made and I had inscribed upon it the praise of 
the valour of Ashur my lord (and) the might of 
my deeds, how I marched hither and yon with the 
help of Ashur my lord, and the victories of my 
conquering hand, and I set it up as a spectacle 
for my. enemies worldwide unto distant days ••• 
May a later prince see the stele inscribed with 
my name, have it read to him and ••• may he give 
continual praise to Ashur my lord. 2 
7. 
The key words are ana tabrat kissat nakiri:'as a spectacle for 
my enemies worldwide' • In other words, the stele was directed hori-
zontally rather than vertically, metaphorically speaking, and fur-
1. The erection of victory stelae in foreign countries was an 
ancient practice continued down a long line of Assyrian kings -
e& by Shamshi-Adad 1(1813-1781 be), a stele in Lebanon beside the 
-· Mediterranean (ARAB I, $45 = KAH I, No. 2 cuneiform; E. F. Weidner:. 
IAK, Herrscher 8); ShaL III(858-824 be), a plethora of references 
~sites all over 1he empire, and see the excellent photographs in 
A.Parrot:Nineveh & Babylon, Thames & Hudson,1961 p. 122A No. 138 
'Dedication of Royal Stele1, Armenian Campaign 860bc & p. I 23F No. 
143 'Sacrifices & Erection of a Stele', campaign at the sources of 
the Tigris 853bc, both from.the Bronze Gates of Balawat; Esarhaddon 
(680-669bc) - see the photographs of stelae found at Til Barsip and 
Zinjerli, op.cit., 77 No. 86 & 34 N:l. 39C, with a larger print of the 
latter well reproduced in H.W.F.Saggs: The Greatness that ·was Baby-
lon (henceforth Greatness), Sidgwick & Jackson,B62, plate 37. The 
latter two stelae are particularly graphic with knee-high figures 
of the Sidonian king Abdi-milkuti and a kneeling Nubian king on 
leashes through their lips held by a giant-sized Esarhaddon, attend-
ed by the gods mounted on beasts and in symbol above his head. In 
MacCluhan's jargon, the medium(an Assyrian stele) is the message. 
2. Asar, 99f $65, rev. 50ff; ARAB 2, 227 $580f • 
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thermore was intended for posterity - ana sat time , whether the fu-
ture prince (rubu 'arku) was foreign or Assyrian. Esarhaddon presumes 
that in the royal entourage there will be a scribe conversant with 
cuneiform to read the stele aloud to the prince, and its intended 
effect is piously expressed as not only the recollection of Esar-
haddon' s fame or name - the two are very much linked in Semitic 
. 1 
parlance but of elicited praise of Esarhaddon's gods. 
When the war reports form part of a foundation deposit in dedi-
cation of a building or its renovation, the concluding section of the 
inscription takes the following form: 
A: (i) work completed 
(ii) better than ever before 
B: (i) reference to the record 
(ii) summary of its contents 
(iii) its deposit 
C: (i) ritual instructions to posterity based 
on pious example 
(ii) blessings for fulfilment 
(iii) curses on violators 
D: (i) Date Colophon 
I. See 2 Sam 7:9 and the discussion of it by P.J.Calderone: Dynastic 
Oracle & Suzerainty Treaty (DOST hereafter), Logos 1, Ateneo de 
Manila University, 1966 pages 44ff, and by K.A.Kitchen: Ancient 
Orient & Old Testament (AO/OT hereafter),TP, 1966, ~ llOf. Note 
too Saul 1 s erection of a victory s tele at southe.rn Carmel: hinneh 
ma~sib lo y~d, 1 Sam 15: 12, and compare it on the one hand with 
the Ebenezer monument glorifying Yhwh after victory (1 Sam 7:12) 
.and on the other with Absalom's massebet/yad PN (2 Sam 18: 18), 
called 'after his own name' (wayyiqra' massebet cal-semo) to keep 
his name in remembrance (,aCabGr hazki'r semi), and with Yhwh' s 
promise of 'an everlasting name (sem Colam) 'a monument and a nam~ 
wad wasem) attached to Yhwh Is dynastic claims ('in my house and 
within my walls' c£ the palace reliefs) for the prospectless 
eunuch who was a covenant servant ('who keep my sabbaths'), Isa 
56:4f • 
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9. 
An example of this is the Prism D edition of Ashurbanipal's 
campaigns in a recently published reconstruction. 1 The concluding 
section occupies 39 lines if taken from the point ina iime ~u-ma, or 
29 lines if taken from the notice of completion (u~aklil), and is di-
vided as follows: A(i) l line, A(ii) l line, B 5 lines including a 
list of 10 Assyrian gods, C(i) 12 lines, C(ii) 2 lines, C(iii) 6 
lines, D 2 lines. Twenty out of the 29 lines are devoted to the 
proper treatment of the records and the consequences - an indication 
of how important it was to the Assyrian kings, who thus provided 
themselves with three witnesses ••••• the building, the record and 
the gods. 
In conclusion, the Assyrian kings have told us their motives for 
burying inscribed prisms as foundation deposits, for erecting stelae 
in foreign lands, for carving reliefs around their palace walls and 
for presenting statues of themselves to stand in their chosen shrines, 
and all of these bear the war records of our study. Their stated 
motives have been to inform their enemies and to preserve their names 
for posterity, and additionally to bring glory to the gods~ while the 
.. 
Gottesbrief itself appears to carry at least a dual motivation, that 
is to inform the citizens of the capital to whom it is being read, and 
to dedicate the victory to the gods who are also addressed in the 
opening lines. This does not rule out the concept of informing the gods. 
Prayer in most religions would seem to accomodate telling the deity 
what the intercessor might reasonably believe the deity already knew, 
1. A.R.Millard: Iraq 30(1968), 98-111 +plates "Fragments of Histor-
ical texts from Nineveh: Ashurbanipal", p. 102ff lines 64-102 with 
a date colophon of the 8th Ab, 648bc. This piece may be taken as 
typical of the conclusions ~f foundation deposit prisms dedicating 
temple renovations, and its summary statement (B (ii)) contains 
parallel phrasing to that of the other inscriptions quoted above, 
e& phrases such as: musaru sitir sumija u tanitti qarradutija 
(line 76); ina tukulti DNN (line 77); ina rnatati attallaku,askunu 
dananu u litu (line 79); ana abrat ume ezib(line 80); musaru 
sitir sumija limur(line 84) • 
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for ritual has its own logic. 
But we are justified in concluding from what Esarhaddon has 
stated in his Zinjerli stele that there is an element of calc.ulated 
politico-religious propaganda in the pu~lic presentations of the 
Assyrian king's doings in war, an element which was nevertheless 
quite.compatible with, nay even necessary to, a worship of their 
gods. The mistake to make would be to dismiss the war annals as 
solely imperialistic propaganda perpetrated by megalomaniac monarchs 
too cynical a verdict since it ignores all the phrases attributing 
power and victory to the gods, or to assess them only in terms of 
the personal relationship between Ashur and his high-priest, the 
king - too naieve an evaluation which ignores the conscious purpose 
expressed of achieving an effect on posterity and foreigners to 
bolster the monarch's name. A balance must be preserved, and this 
we shall endeavour to maintain throughout the detailed exegesis 
which is to follow. 
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PART I: A: Sargon II's Eighth Campaign Report.· 
A.1: The Theological Structure of the Gottesbrief. 
The Gottesbrief reporting Sargon's Eighth Campaign offers an 
excellent point of departure for a theological study of the Neo-
Assyrian war annals. It is some 430 lines in length, well preserved, 
and exactly dated to the year 714bc with the scribe's name and pedi-
1 gree attached. As an Erstbericht, it has not passed through the 
torturous process of excision, compression, elaboration and re-
arrangement which was applied to the annals as the reign of the king 
lengthened and comprehensive editions were prepared for clay prisms 
and display inscriptions. Such modifications tell their own story, 
but the.historian and theologian alike benefit from having this Erst-
bericht before them to compare with the end product. This study will 
first consider the religious tone and framework, and then focus atten-
tion on the theological presentation of the two main incidents of the 
campaign, namely, .the Ullusunu and Rusas incident, and the sack of 
Mu~a~ir and Haldia shrine incident. 
Religious terminology runs throughout the inscription, but is 
found at the beginning, the middle and the end forming a framework 
designed to keep the religious aspect of the campaign before the 
hearers. The first concentrated theological section follows on from 
the opening address to Ashur, the gods, the temple, to the city, the 
people, the palace, and to the king (lines 1-5 ana ••• ). It quotes 
the directions of an ancient tablet (ina tuppi mahri) written by Nin-
izi-agag, the lord of wisdom(bel nimeqi) to prove Sargon's conformity 
to the divine will in the timing of the campaign. Then the king is 
1. The text is edited by F.Thureau-Dangin: Une Relation de la Huitieme 
Campagne de Sargon, TCL 3,Paris 1912 plus the fragments which were 
broken off in transit, published by a.Schroeder: KAH 2 No. 141 now 
reprinted as WVDOG 37, p. 90f ; ARAB 2, 73-99 $139-178 provides a 
consecutive English translation. 
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represented as dedicating himself to put down the wicked in a cere-
mony on the third day before Enlil .and Ninlil: 
funu 3 assu hatam pi mu~tarhe kas puridde 
qardamme an; DNN palbis uskin-ma (line 9) 
On the third day, before Enlil and Ninlil I 
reverently pledged to muzzle the mouth of the 
arrogant, to bind the legs of the evil 
No clearer statement of the religious nature of the campaign 
could be wished for. The scribes will now be able to unfold the events 
within this framework showing how the king and the gods worked hand in 
hand for the victorious outcome. 
In the next lines, a complementary picture is drawn of the forces 
as the army of Shamash, god of justice, and of Marduk 1 on the march 
with the strong ~upport of Ashur, Shamash, Nabu and Marduk (ina 
tukultisunu rabiti sa DNN: line 13) preceeded by the standards of the 
gods (sa Nergal Adad urimgalli alikut mahrija usatrisa nirsun: line 14)~ 
\. 
This acknowledgement of the role of the gods more than balances the 
description of the king in action. The king wages war in obedience to, 
on behalf of, and with the help of the gods. 
If the above lines set the religious tone of ·the inscrii:tion in a 
conscious literary manner, the lines 415-425, which are set between 
ruled lines on the tablet, close off the account in a sunnnary primarily 
of a theological nature, designed as a final tribute to the gods, com-
pleting the acknowledgement at the beginning. The key lines are worth 
quoting: 
ina emuqi ~irate sa DN belija ina lite danani sa 
DNN ilani tiklija ina 8.nni keni sa DN diqugal 
ilani sa ~udi iptu-ma ~ululu iskunu eli ummanija 
ina nirbi sa DN dandan ilani alik idija nasir 
karasija ultu GN ••• kima labbi nadri sa puluQtu 
1. ummanat ~NN (line 10); c£ line 110: umman dEnlil ~surki & line 127: 
ummanat Assur & line 256. 
2. See TCL 3, page 4 note 8 on urimgalli - 'ce terme n'est pas a dis-
tinguer d'uri-gal qui est employe (avec le determinatif de dieu) 
pour designer les emblemes divins, portes au bout d'une hampe et 
servant d 1 enseignes OU d 1 etendards aux armees' • 
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ramu etilli~ attallak-ma la amura munibbu 
lli~s 415-427 &.420) . In t.ne exalted migfit of Ashur rrry lord, in the 
strength and power of Bel and Nabu, the gods rrry 
helpers, through the true affirmative of Sha.mash 
the great judge among the gods, who opened up 
the route and spread his protecting shadow over 
rrry army, by the greatness of Nergal, the all-
powerful among the gods, who.goes at rrry side.and1 guards rrry camp, from GN ••• like an enraged lion 
which spreads terror with sovereign-power I 
marched up an2 down and encountered(saw) no one 
to subdue me 
.13. 
Overt acknowledgement is accorded to five named deities, two of 
whom, Shamash and Nergal, receive specific credits for what they did 
on the campaign, while the remaining three all lent their support. 
Because the acknowledgement of divine aid opens the sentence, it seems 
fair to say that the emphasis falls on the gods rather than on the 
king, though one' must admit that the description of him is vigorous 
and arresting. 
In the body of the inscription, bracketed as it were between the 
passages quoted above, ·1ies a central section of royal theology which 
portrays the harmony between the king and the gods, .and serves also as 
a remarkable apologia for a 'just war', if one may use that phrase 
without imposing occidental concepts upon Ancient Near Eastern 
thou~ht patterns. 
Lines 112-122 break into the narrative to give character sketches 
of Sargon and the god Ashur. Lines 112-115 are introduced by the 
phrase anaku sarruken, followed by the stylised phrase sar kibrat. 
arba' re'i mat Ass~r. This is not followed by a genealogical titulary, 
but instead there is a list of attributes which embody the righteous-
ness of this god-fearing monarch, who 'carefully observes the laws and 
1. Borger is certainly right when he points.out (Asar, 96 note 24) that 
the word kal-bu (line 420) should be read with the alternative 
syllabic value lab- : kima lab bi - 'like a lion' and not '1 ike a 
dog' with TCL 3,--xRAB 2 $176 and CADE, 381 etilli~ 'like a terror-
laden wild dog 1 • Other similar instances are quoted by Borger. Note 
the indentical metaphor used of the Devil in 1 Pet 5:8 • 
2. Munebbu - D Par~ of root ne'u -'to overturn' ; AHw., 673 'der um-
wendet, uberwinder'; CAD E-;-"381 - 'to tame.me'; CAD A2, 10 amaru le 
'to calm me' • 
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decrees of the gods', 'reverently waiting upon theirwoi"d' and 'never 
overstepping the bounds they lay down', and who 'sustains religion' 
and 'has an aversion to perversity' 1 . Such are a few of the charac-
teristics of the man who waged the Eighth Campaign. 
This important section of royal theology then shades into a de-
scription of the national god, Ashur, which begins at line I 16. Before 
looking at this portrayal in more detail, we may note the way that it 
is integrated into the theme of the campaign. The divine attributes 
which are stressed constitute the basis for Sargon's prayer for victory. 
Indeed, lines 112-122 c9uld be construed as a single sentence, albeit 
of torturous syntax: anaku Sarruken (line 112) ••• ana .AS'sur(line 116) 
••• qati assisu (line 124). The prayer itself was for retribution 
through battle: 
ina qereb ta.mbari sikiptasu sakani u irib pisu 
elisu turrim-ma annasu sussi (line 124) 
to cause his overthrow in the midst of battle, 
to bring down his insolent words upon himself, 
and to make him bear his sin/penalty for sin. 2 
A positive answer to this prayer could be expected in the light 
of Ashur's character, described in lines 116-122. Besides epithets 
which convey the oumipotence of this national god of Assyria, he is 
described in relation to the proud and to the humble in a way that is 
in many repects reminiscent of the Old Testament's description of 
Yhwh who champions the poor and weak, but humbles the proud. Since the 
passage is fundamental to the theology of the Eighth Campaign, it is 
given in full from line 117-122. 
bel DN dandannu sa ina uzzat tegimtisu rabiti 
malke sa kissati etinnu-ma ustasila lanate kabtu 
qarradu sa ina gisparrisu epis lemutti la 
ipparsiddu~ma la palib miimitisu innassagu surussu 
ana la palib zikrisu sa ana emuqqi ramanisu taklu 
narbi ilutisu mesu-ma idabbuba tasribtu ina sitnun 
asgagi aggis irrigusu-ma kakkesu usabbaru-ma ellassu 
I. Paraphrase of phrases in lines 112-11.5. 
2. Sins of the lips and the penalty it brought are discussed under the 
indictment of Rusas after the quotation of lines 93-95, see below 
section r. A. 2 page 28 • 
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ka~irtu utarru ana sari u ana na91r mesar 
ilani sa ana damqi din DN taklu-ma sa DNN 
ilani pitlugu ilussu ul mi~u seruti idussu 
usallak~u eli ajjabi u z8.mani uszasu ina 
liti (lines 117-122) 
(Ashur), lord of Assyria, the almighty, who 
in the fierceness of his great fury used to 
turn against the rulers of the entire world 
and [ ? •••• ?J, the revered (and) very heroic 
one, from whose trap the evil-doer does not 
escape, and he who does not fear (ia respect, 
honour) oaths made to him(ia Ashur) has his 
root torn out, (and) as regards the one who 
does not reverence his(ia Ashur's) name/ 
command, who trusts in his own strength, 
despising the greatness of his deity, and 
who utters blasphemy, he(Ashur) rushes against 
him furiously in the clash of battle and 
shatters his weapons, and drives his serried 
troops to the winds;but as for him who observes 
the just decree of the gods, who for his good 
relies'upon the arbitration of Shamash, and 
who reveres Ashur, the Enlil of the gods, who 
does not despise his deity, he(the god) causes 
his seriiti-weapon to go at his side, and over 
his enemies causes him to stand in victory. 1 
JS. 
1. Line ll7b is vexing since the general sense can be ascertained 
well enough from the context, but an exact translation of the 
phrase u~ta~ila lanate is elusive. Thureau-Dangin, the original 
editor attempted no translation and simply left gaps for this 
and the previous phrases, while Luckenbill offered 'who in the 
fury of his great anger hwnbled the princes of the regi_ons (of 
the world) and made the ignoble their equal(?), ARAB 2,81. The 
former phrase is cleared up by CADE, 164 enenu B: 1 to punish' 
e-ten- (ni) ...:nu-ma: ••• 'used to turn against •• ' cf. AHw., 21 7 ertenu 
II - 1bestrafen 1 , our passage not listed. The latter phrase 
appears to be 3rd Masc Sin& Ventive St with a plural feminine 
noun. Luckenbill appears to have taken u~tasila to be derived 
from masalu -'to be like' (AHw.,623f 'gleichen') with assimilation 
-ms to -ss (GAG,32 $31f). cAi)'[ offers no help with lanate, and 
a solution may lie in another reading based on an alternative 
syllabic reading for the cuneiform signs or on correction of a 
scribal error. 
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16. 
Of course this type of passage is not unique to Sargon and the 
Sitz im Leben of the Eighth Campaign, for similar descriptions of the 
king and his gods pervade the Assyrian annals, giving them a funda-
mental theological unity. Often such a passage may follow on from the 
royal titulary. 1 In other words, it is a blanket statement there 
covering all the king's deeds. Here the context is a little different 
for the passage definitely interrupts the flow of the narrative, and 
is not so much a routine scribal device in the manner of the lists of 
phrases appended to royal titularies. Here it serves a specific pur-
pose and behind the generalised phraseology such as malke sa kissati, 
epis lemutti, and sa ••• din DN taklu, we are intended to see two his-
torical persons, Rusas and Sargon, each exemplifying one of the two 
contrasting theological portraits. 
The passage is nothing less than an exposition of treaty theology 
following the pattern of blessings and curses which are so often asso-
ciated with treaties in the Ancient Near East. The blessing enumerated 
is the defeat of enemies by divine aid. This is the thinking behind 
2 the concept of ordeal by battle. Oath-breakers (la palih mamitisu) 
by contrast could expect the curses of capture in the Divine Net, 
deracination and the shattering of their weapons. We could trace these 
curses over hundreds of years and among different peoples such as the 
Sumerians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Hittites, Arameans and Hebrews. The 
curse of the Divine Net is of such interest that it will be treated at 
length in an Excursus, while some basic references will be given for 
the other two documenting their distribution in curse material and its 
. . . . 3 incorporation into treaties. 
1. Eg. Sennacherib - OIP 2, 23 & ARAB 2, $233; Esarhaddon - Asar,$65 & 
ARAB 2, 224 $574-579. 
2. On this topic, see V.Korosec: Iraq 25(1963),159-166 "Warfare of the 
Hittites from the Legal Point of View", and F.C.Fensham: Festschrift 
Volterra, vol 6, 1969, 127-135 "Ordeal by Battle in the ANE & the OT". 
3. See Excursus I: The Divine Net; Excursus 2: The Divine Net & Ade 
Theology of the Tukulti-Ninurta Epic; and Excursus 3: Deracination 
& Shattered Weapons - a Reference Profile of Two Treaty Curses , 
p. 310ff • 
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17. 
A.2: The Ullusunu and Rusas Incident. 
This is the first section of the Gottesbrief to be analysed in 
detail for its theological structure, but before this a brief hiSIPr-
ical sketch will set the scene. 1 
In the third palu, 719bc~ Sargon marched to support his vassal 
Irzanu, the Mannean king, against an alliance of Rusas and Mitatti 
the Zikirtian, deporting some Urartians. This measure proved ineffec-
tive , for in the sixth palu of 716bc, Bagdatti of Uishdish joined 
the other two allies, killed Irzanu's son Aza, and left his corpse un-
buried on Mt Uash. Aza is described as 'son of their overlord'(mari 
beli~unu) 3 , which could well be a technical phrase for 'vassal' ,U 
belisunu refers to Sargon - which seems likely - rather than to 
Irzanu. Technical usage prevails in desribing Ullusunu as 'brother' 
of Bagdatti, 4 meaning that he was in alliance with Bagdatti against 
Sargon. Bagdatti was flayed, whereas Ullusunu was pardoned and 
instated as vassal-king of the Manneans. 5 
J. Sargon's Urartian problem is described in the following standard 
history books: CAH 3, 50ff; Greatness, 112-116; Olmstead:HA, cha~ 
18 & 19. Primary sources additional to the Annals are letters such 
as R 101,123,145,148,251,380,381,424,444,515 and the Nimrud Letters 
from Sargon's military correspondence published by H. W. F. Saggs :Iraq 
20(1958),182-212, of which NU 2759 letter N~ 39 has been republished 
by J.N.Postgate: Iraq 35(1973),21-34 with improvements. It attests 
treaty formation and divine action with the following terminology -
pisu ittannanasi ana salmini ittuar:' (Midas) has given us his word 
and become our ally' ,line 9f; isseni issilim:'he has made peace with 
us', line 38; cf. dibbi tabuti suprassu: 'send him friendly messages 
(lit words of good/good relations)', line 14; basi libbusu isseni 
ippassar:'soon his heart may be appeased towards us 1 , line 18 (see 
AHw. 1016 salmu & 1014 salamu II; 702, pt nadanu II, 3d; 842f pasaru 
N,9). This political volte-face is attributed to divine intervention: 
'My gods Ashur,Shamash,Bel and Nabu have now taken action'(line 7f), 
and carries promise ; 'Let Ashur,Shamash,Bel and Nabu give the word 
and all these kings will polish your sandals with their beards'(line 
28ff); 'My gods ••• have taken action now, and this land will be 
trodden under your feet'(line 51f). For basic details, see Sargon's 
Annals for the 3rd, 6th & 7th palu's. 
2. For a detailed discussion of the chronology of Sargon's reign, and 
the dischronologised nature of some inscriptions, see H.Tadmor: JCS 
12(1958),22-40 & 77-100 with a convenient table, p. 94-97 "The Cam-
paigns of Sargon II of Ashur" 
3. Lie, 12 line 80. 
4. ibid, 14 line 83 Ullusunu abu~u 
5. ibid ,14 line 83ff • 
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J 8. 
The seventh palu saw Rusas the Urartian king active again in 715 
be, this time against his former ally, Ullusunu, from whom he took 22 
fortresses. Sargon moved to support his vassal, but Rusas needed the 
more effective deterrent of the following year's campaign, as report-
ed by the Gottesbrief. 
Accordingly, the theme of the Ullusunu,and Rusas incident is 
protection of a vassal and vengeance, and this is unfolded in the 
following episodes in the course of lines 30-162. Firstly, there is 
Ullusunu's joy at the approach of his avenger, Sargon. He and his 
officials hurry· out from the capital, Izirtu, with tribute from the 
Manneans and arrange to meet the king at the Sirdaku fortress, where 
they duly arrive ina tagmirti libbi sa epis arduti:'whole-heartedly 
disposed to vassal-obedience', line 52. This phrase recalls the stipu-
lations of the EVT, and finds parallels in other Assyrian and Hittite 
treaties, as well as in many biblical passages dealing with Israel's 
need for a heart-obedience to the covenant of Yhwh. 1 Suzerains were 
acutely aware of the difference between formal rati~ication of a treaty 
and a whole-hearted intention to honour the treaty-oaths. 
1. R.Frankena: OTS 14(1965, 122-154 "The Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon 
and the Dating of Deuteronomy" has drawn attention to these para-
llels, ~ 140f, citing such OT passages as Dt 4:29, 6:5, 10:12; 2 Kgs 
23:3, Jer 29:13, Psa 78:36,119 passim. Akkadian expresses sincerity 
as truth of heart(kittu) or wholeness of heart (various abstract 
nouns from the root gamaru, see AHw.,278). Among Assyrian treaties, 
note the following references: EVT, 51,53,98,152,169,310,386; AMT, 
3:14 .. & 4:3 • Close to the Heb. bekol lebabeka is the Akkadian ina 
kul libbisu found in the Hittite treaties (e& Suppiluliuma + Tetti 
(19.3) & Aziru(13.20); so too the treaties from Ugarit, e& J.Nou-
gayrol: PRU 4, 89 line 20ff. Not cited by Frankena is an Aramaic 
treaty parallel in Sef!re II, Face B,line 5: hn t'rnr bnbwk wtCst 
blbb!kJ- 'if you say in your soul and think in your mind 1 (Fitzrnyer: 
Sef!re, 80). Weinfeld has provided a convenient appendix of bibli-
cal terminology including a section on 'Loyalty' where references 
to 'Deutaonornic Phraseology' aie given; see, bekol leb ubekol nepes 
No. 9 & 9a (DDS, 334). 
f} 
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19. 
At this juncture a treaty renewal ceremony takes place, as we 
shall argue, for it warrants special attention. The sequel to this is 
in two episodes , the first of which deals with the tribute of minor 
regions and the advance against Matatti. The second episode reaches 
its climax in the battle against the combined forces of Mitatti and 
Rusas on M~ Uash. It is this episode which is so effectively inter-
rupted and held in suspense while the th.eological section praising 
the king and the gods is inserted (lines 112-124), and the action, 
when resumed, is the outworking of the prayer offered to Ashur at 
that point. The·sa:tion is rounded off with a contrast drawn between 
the misery and lamentation of the enemy and the music and rejoicing 
in Sargon's camp.· 
As mentioned, Ullusunu was set on the vassal throne by Sargon, 
and so would have been bound by a vassal treaty which has not sur-
vived. We can be sure that such a treaty included a stipulation re-
garding the supply of forces and provisions when Sargon was on cam-
paign in the area. With satisfaction Sargon notes compliance: 'As 
though they were officials of mine, governors of Assyria, he heaped 
up supplies of flour and wine for the feeding of my army', line 53. 
Obligation to fight the overlord's battles as their own was a con-
stant feature of vassal treaties, and the provision of supplies can 
1 be documented from treaties too. 
Having established his vassal loyalty by these steps, Ullusunu 
went further and handed over his son to Sargon in order to secure 
the succession. It would appear to have been a voluntary move: 
l. Cf •. the following references: 
• EVT, $21 (ANETS,100/536) - to fight 
0 AMT, (iv) (ANETS, 98/534) - to fight 
• Mursilis + Duppi-Teshub $12 (ANET, 204) - provisions 
• Bir-Ga'yah + Mati'el Face B, 38: Sf. I. (Sefi're, 18f; note p. 
71 - 'The stipulation must deal with the furnishing of food 
and provisions for Bir-Ga'yah's army'.) 
. --
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inarsu rabu itti igise sulmani usatlimanni-ma 
ana kunni sarrutisu ipqidda narasu (line 54) 
his eldest son together with a peace-offering 
he delivered to me, and to ensure his succession 
to the throne (li~ his kingship) he made pro-
vision (for this) on his stele 
20. 
The education of the sons of vassal rulers at the suzerain's 
court was a common practice in the Ancient Near East, and in theory 
offered a two-way guarantee of political stability. The son inherited 
his father's throne without the threat of revolution, and the suzer-
ain had a vassal embued with his culture and a worldly respect. 
The second .clau·se above is very interesting, for it apparently 
refers to the drawing up of an agreement between Sargon and Ullusunu 
1 
enshrining a guaranteed succession, an agreement then cut on a stele. 
We should then presumably think of something similar to the Sefire 
stelae, rather than of a clar tablet, though it is nearly certain 
that copies were drawn up on clay to take back to Assyria. 
A point may be raised here to be developed later concerning vas-
sal protection. No extant Assyrian treaty provides an example of 
clauses for the protection of the vassal. This fact .in relation to 
Hittite treaties and to various parallels in the Old Testament has 
2 been discussed by F.C.Fensham, and his summary there is worth quoting 
in full: 
It is immediately clear from the treaties of Esar-
haddon and those of Sef1re that no-clauses of pro-
t e.ction of the vassal are inserted. Both the Assyr-
ian and Aramean treaties are one-sided and have no 
humane attitude to the vassal. The lack of clauses 
of protection in these treaties, as is the case in 
l. Thureau-Dangin hesitates to translate: 'il chargea son ••• du 
soin de son royaume' (op.cit.,11), but presumably wants na-ra-
a-sii to be an official of.some sort. Luckenbill sees no diffi-
culty: 'he provided a=or this) in his stele inscription' (ARAB 2,77 
$148), and gives naru, a Sumerian loan-word (na4 na.rii.a), its 
usual connotation, with which von Soden agrees - AHw., 749 naru 
2a & 825 paqadu (I. 5. a). -
2. VT 13(1963),133-143 "Clauses of Protection in Hittite Vassal 
Treaties and the OT". The paper is fully documented with refer-
ences to the.relevant sections of the specific treaties, so that 
these references need not be repeated here. 
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some of the Hittite treaties, might be due to 
the rigid attitude of the head partner against 
his vassal. Especially the Assyrian treaties show 
on the one hand, a lack of consideration for the 
minor partner, and on the dher hand, strict 
cominandments and rigorous maledictions. 
While further discoveries are unlikely to affect the severity 
21. 
of the pro-Assyrian clauses, it seems possible that a treaty might be 
unearthed with a vassal-protection or succession clause in view of 
Ullusunu's naru and Sargon's vigorous action on behalf of his vassal. 
The episode continues with an oral plea to Sargon made by Ullu-
sunu and his officials for vassal protection: 
assu turri gimillisu ilbina appu sepe Kakme 
nakre limne ultu qereb matisu parasim-ma sa 
Ursa ina dabdi ~eri sunijurtasa sakani mat 
Manaja'saphu ana asrisu turri eli nakrisu ina 
liti uzzuzim-ma ma~e mal libbi su adi rabanni 
sakin tern matisu u~alliini-ma ina panija eli 
irbi' rittisunu iptassilu kima kalbe (line 55b-58) 
that I would avenge him he prostrated himself, 
that I would cut off the inroads(feet) of the 
Kakmi, evil enemies, from his land, and that in 
respect to Rusas I would accomplish his overthrow 
in open battle, and restore the scattered Manneans 
to stand victoriously over their foes to attain 
full satisfation, he together with the high func-
tionaries, the guiding spirit of his land, implored 
me and upon all fours they crawled about like dogs. 
No doubt this display of subservience and utter dependence 
gratified the Assyrian ~ it was something of a body-language conven-
tion in the Ancient Near East for it appears in literary form in the 
1 Amarna letters to the Pharaoh. Sargon gave their request gracious con-
sideration, pronouncing the 10yal abulap, line 59. His reply has a 
theological cast: 
1. For the use of the dog metaphor indicating subservience used in 
Second Millenium Palestine and First Millenium Mesopotamia, see 
the references supplied by CAD K, 72 kalbu (j), eg. EA 61:3 'Thus 
speaks Abdi-Ashirti, your vassal-slave, and the dust of your feet, 
the dog of the house of the king my lord'. The verbal cliche for 
prostration to the Pharaoh ran: 'At. the two feet of the king,my lord, 
the Sun-god of heaven, seven times and seven times I fall, both prone 
and supine' (EA 298; ANET, 490). This background makes the undigni-
fied terror of the gods at the Flood an the more striking: 'The gods 
cowered like dogs crouched against the outer wall'(Gilg. 11:115; ANET, 
94) ! This epitome of abjection is anything but conventional ! ~~ 
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assu danani sutiiri sa DNN isrukiini-ma eli 
kullat malke sa kissati usarbu kakkeja sakap 
GN turri mi~risun nise mat Manaja dalpate 
supsiibi aqbisunuti-ma 
Because of the supreme power which Ashur and 
Marduk had bestowed upon me, and because the 
had exalted my weapons above the kings of the 
entire world, I promised them the overthrow of 
Urartu, to restore their borders, and to bring 
calm to the disquieted Manneans. 
22. 
When viewed as an occasion for glorifying the king and the gods 
who made him all powerful, protection of the vassal gains a real dig-
nity, and one can see no a priori reason why a vassal-protection 
clause should not have found a place in an Assyrian treaty. No human-
itarian .motive need be ascribed, but the ends of political expediency 
and the demonstration of arms would be served by such a clause. Sargon 
certainly makes a great deal of his benevolence towards Ullusunu and 
his purpose of confirming his vassal powers. 
The next step in the narrative is the banquet spread for Ullusunu 
- we are. not intended to reflect that it was the latter who supplied 
all the items on the menu. The magnanimity of Sargon is intended to im-
press the listeners: 
sa PN sarri belisunu 
arkusu-ma eli sa PN2 
sasunu itti nise mat 
sunuti-ma magar DN u 
sarruti 
passur t8.kbitti ma.Darsu 
abi aliddisu usakki kussasu 
GN ina passur gidate usesib-
ilani matisunu ikrubu 
(lines 62f) 
Before Ullusunu the king their overlord a laden 
table I spread, and above Irzanu the father who 
begot him I elevated his throne. Himself together 
with the Assyrians I seated at the table-of-rejoicing 
(joyous banquet). Before Ashur and the gods of their 
land they pronounced blessings upon my majesty. 
This is a noteworthy passage, unmatched, so far as we know, 
in the Assyrian royal inscriptions for its pro-vassal tone. As 
remarked, the magnanimity of Sargon is prominent, but having said 
that, the honour shown to Ullusunu impresses modern readers as some-
what out of character compared with traditional Assyrian bombast. Of 
course, the Gottesbrief as a whole di~ays an unusual interest in and 
respect for foreigners and foreign customs, as Oppenheim has pointed 
I 
out, but one gains the impression that the exaltation of Ullusunu 
I. art cit,~ 19, 139ff, 
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23. 
is part of a deliberate scheme to show what an advantage it was to be 
an Assyrian vassal, or alternatively, if it be supposed that there was 
a treaty with a vassal protection clause, the Gottesbrief is conscious-
ly presenting Sargon as a king who honoured the oaths. 1 
The status of Ullusunu is underlined; he is a 'king' and 'over-
1 d ' ~ . b_l.v 2 Ab . 1·f . h h d or - ;:;arri. e i.sunu • sent is any qua i.. yi.ng p rase sue as ar u 
dagil panija to emphasise his subservience, but instead the Mannean's 
rise in status. and authority is stressed. Not only has he inherited 
his .father's throne despite insurrection, but that throne is now more 
glorious. The accord with Assyria is exemplified by their intermingling 
at the banqueting table. 
The meal may have a deeper more formal significance than would 
appear at first glance, for sharing a meal was very much a part of 
treaty/covenant ceremonies among certain groups. The best extra-
Assyrian examples come from the Old Testament, where a. meal is shared 
formalising and exemplifying the covenant between Isaac and Abimelech 
(Gen 26:26ff), Jacob and Laban (Gen 31:44ff), Joshua and the Gibeonites 
3 (Josh 9:3ff), as well as between Yhwh and Israel (Dt 27:7). These 
examples are of course a long way removed from Sargon and Ullusunu in 
Armenia in locality, culture and date, but the legitimacy of the com-
parison is upheld by the EVT which post-dates Sargon's reign~ Various 
treaty ceremonies are named there in a clause forbidding the Medean 
I. Esarhaddon had his scribes present him in this light in respect to 
a parity treaty with Urartu. See the discussion on the phrase assu 
ade nasarim in Esarhaddon's Gottesbrief, section I:B. l, p. 49ff-.-
2. C£ Lie, 12 line 80: itti RN itti Aza mari belisunu:'against Sargon 
and Aza, son of their overlord'. 1Son 1 would be biological usage, 
and bverlord'would be referring to Irzana, not Sargon, if a simi-
lar dignity is given to an Assyrian vassal as in .sg 8:62 • 
3. Broadly speaking, the Semites; specifically Israel's ancestors and 
the Arabs. On the latter group even to modern times, see J.Pedersen 
Der Eid bei den Semiten, Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des is-
lamitischen Orients 3, Strassbourg,1914, page 24ff • 
4. Colophons delineate the gap at 42 years, the Gottesbrief dating to 
'7t4bc, the Ramataja treaties (EVT) to 672bc • 
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princes from entering into other alliances. 
(If) you establish this treaty before the gods who 
are placed (as witnesses) , and swear by the laden 
table, by drinking from the cup, by the glow of fire, 
by water and oil, by touching one another's breast, 
and (still) do not come and report to the crown 
prince designate, Ashurbanipal •••• 1 
24. 
The pertinent words in the original are: ina KESDA GIS.BANSUR sa-te-e 
ka-si (line 54), which give the reading ina rikis passuri sate kasi, 
and seem to belong together describing a meal involving eating and 
drinking, and not 'drinking from the cup' as a separate ceremony. 
It would be interesting to know how many of these various cere-
monies were used in Assyria during the Sargonid period, and which were 
mentioned because they were known to the Assyrians as treaty cere-
monies in use amongst their vassal neighbours. If our interpretation 
of the Sargon-Ullusunu banquet holds good, then the covenant meal was 
used as well as known, by the Assyrians. 2 
The same paexige from the EVT provides a parallel to the prepo-
sitonal phrase of Sg 8:63b: mabar dAssur u ilani matisunu, for in the 
context of treaty-making ceremonies EVT, 153-154a reads: 
sa DICNGIR.MES u-se-Jsa-bu-u-CnJi a-de-e ina 
IGI DINGIR. CMES-niJ Cta-sa-kan-uJ -ni 
(If) you establish this treaty before the gods 
who are placed (as witnesses) 
In the Sargon text, we have a vassal present, a meal and the prepo-
sitional phrase drawing in the gods. In the EVT, we have the vassal 
present, the explicit mention of a treaty, a meal and the preposition-
al phrase referring to the gods~ It occurs again equally characteris-
tically earlier in the EVT 
ade RN sar mat GN ina IGI ilani rabuti sa same 
er~eti issikunu iSkunil.ni (line 41f) 
1. Erica Reiner's translation, ANETS, 100/536 lines 153-157. 
2. For a more detailed treatment of the OT material relevant to the 
Sargon-Ullusunu banquet, see Excursus 4 : Covenant & Covenant Meal, 
section IV, ~ 399-451 • 
3. The ideogram IGI can be read either as mahru or panu. Further impor-
tant corroborating material drawn from the OT use of the parallel 
prepositional phrase lipeney Yhwh in covenant contexts is dealt with 
in Excursus 5 .: The Phrases lipeney Vhwh and ina IGI DN in Covenant/ 
Treaty Contexts, section IV, ~ 452-464 • 
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The treaty &ihich) RN king of Assyria has 
established with you in the presence of 
the great gods 
25. 
Ina IGI DNN also appears at the beginning of the solemn docu-
ment (EVT, 13),setting the scene. Similar usage may be adduced from 
Assyrian letters. Thus the king is informed about men 'who sinned 
against the oaths ' after making them 'in the presence of' the gods: 
ade sa sarri ina pan d~sur u ila~i rabuti issi ardanisu iskununi • ] 
Certain Elamites assembled, spoke evil words against their king, and 
'in the·presence of their gods confirmed them': ina pan ilanisunu 
·1 k - 2 b . ld h k h h f h k. ' h . 1 ta nu. One Ka tia cou ave ta en t e oat o t e ing w en in 
the midst of your gods': ina libbi ilanika u ade sa sarri belija 
3 
auabat. 
These passages and the cumulative evidence favour a technical 
connotation for Sg 8:63b mabar dAssur u ilani matisunu ikrubu sar-
riiti, rather than it meaning that Sargon was praised by Ullusunu. 4 
The mention of the foreign deities - ilani matisunu - must have 
been deliberate, and would indicate that both Assyria~ and Armenian 
gods were referred to here as witnesses of the renewed treaty-oaths, 
I • H 5 84 : 9- I 2 • 
2. H. 460:3-6. 
3. H202:5-7. 
4. H 878: rev. I If umussu ina mabar dMarduk ••• sarrani beleni iktar'."" 
~abuJ - this shows the non-technical use of the root karabu used 
with the phrase ina !GI DN, and this sense of blessing or praising 
is the most frequent.· It is the context which supports a treaty 
interpretation of Sg 8:63, and the phrase which allows it. For 
other translators renderings, cf. TCL 3, 13; ARAB 2, 77; AHw., 446 
karabu II, 3b) 'segnend griissen'; CAD K, 195 karabu, 2b .-r:-::- did 
homage to me as king in the ·presence of (the images of) Ashur and 
their own gods'. 
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just as the Tyrian gods were involved in Esarhaddon' s treaty with 
1 Baal of Tyre. 
26. 
Whether Sargon bound himself by document to protect his vassal 
or only by word of mouth, it heralded a fierce confrontation with the 
opposing alliance of Rusas and Metatti, but before this took place, and 
as if to demonstrate the alternative way of submission to Assyria, the 
tribute mission of Gizilbundu is recorded. Zizi and Zalaja paid trib-
ute to Sargon, and he paid tribute, metaphorically speaking, to his 
god: 
ina zikirsu rabi sa DN belija sa suknus malke sa 
sade u maear igasesunu isruqii siriqti .~. pulugtu 
. melammeja iktumsuniiti ina qereb mati~unu imqussunu 
battu madattasunu ••• adi.magrija ubliini (lines 68-71) 
At the potent word of Ashur my lord who bestowed as 
a gift· the submission of the mountain kings .and the 
reception of their presents ••• the fear of my awesome 
splendour overwhelmed them and terror overcame them 
in their own land so that their tribute .•• they 
brought before me. 
The point that stands out is that imperialism was wedded to theology 
in a productive and inseparable union. 
The main thrust of the Ullusunu incident now unfolds with a brief 
description of the opposing alliance: 
PN ••• sa nir islu-ma se~iitu RN sarri belisu ilqu 
imisu ardussu ana Ursa ... sa ki sasuma tasimtu la 
idu nirari la eiir napistisu ittakil (lines 80-82) 
PN •• who had thrown off the yoke and slighted 
Ullusunu the king his overlord, who had scorned 
his vassaldom and begun to trust in Rusas, who 
like himself was a stranger to understanding, a 
helper unable to save himself 
Again, the dignity accorded Sargon's vassal Ullusunu is notable; he 
is Metatti's 'overlord' and 'king' (sarri beli~u), and the slight2 
is recorded as being against him not Sargon; niru is left unqualified 
1. Asar, 109 $69 Col 4. Dogmatism as to the customary Assyrian inclusion 
~ission of foreign deities in treaty documents is ill advised in 
view of their paucity and fragmentary nature, e& the As~ -Qedar treaty 
is broken at the point of the god list. McCarthy gropes for an im-
possible generalisation - T&C, 73, 79 notes 36,37 & 93 note 50. 
2. mesu + ardutu; on the use of mesu -'to scorn,disregard,neglect', see 
AHw., 649 • 
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where normally would stand nlrija or nir DN, though too much need not 
I 
rest on this since it could also be a scribal shorthand or error. 
Again this passage highlights the ade as the framework of the action 
and the theology. 
Rusas, the other ally, is given a damning indictment too in terms 
of ade violation using its technical language: 2 
Urartaja la na~ir zikir DNN la palihu mamit 
bel bele (line 92) 
Ursa maliksunu sa ite DNN etiqu-ma ~a DN sar 
ilani ·la ukabbidu m8.missu (line 148) 
The Urartian who did not guard the word of Ashur 
and Marduk, who did not fear the oath/ban of the 
lord of lords 
Rusas their counsellor who transgressed against 
(lit. crossed the bounds of) Shamash and Marduk 
and wh9 did not honour the treaty-oath of Ashur 
king of the gods 
The indictment is then put in more specific terms in the continuation 
of line 92: 
dabab tussi nullati ti~pura saptasu sa DN 
diqugallu ilani zikirsu kabtu la na~ru-ma 
sattisam ana la ege etettiqu u~urtasu arki 
bi~ate magrate gullultu rabitu sa bepe matisu 
u sumqut nisesu epus (lines 93-95) 
I. Thureau-Dangin and Luckenbill both supply 'of Ashur' in their trans-
lations after nir , though the text does not. 
2. Discussions of treaty terminology have multiplied in the wake of 
material published from Boghazkoy, Mari, Ugarit, Sefire and Assyria. 
Relevant to the passages cited below is R.Frankena's discussion of 
tamitu, mamitu & arratu (arL ciL, 134ff), which concludes that it 
is not possible to differentiate clearly between the first two,and 
that" bath' and 'curse' , mamitu and arratu ••• are two sides of the 
same thing", arratu referring to the curse in action subsequent to 
the breaking of the oath, ade, mamitu. "The tamitu, mamitu and arratu 
belong together and are in--;any respects comparable to the Hebrew 
terms sebuCah, 'alah and qeialah II. He cites Josh 9:15, Gen 26:28, 
Dan 9:11, Neh 10:30, Josh 9:21, 1Sam14:26, Dt 28:15, 29:27, 38:45, 
Ps 109:17ff & Num 5:11-28 in illustration. 
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speaking lies, his lips uttered vulgarities, and 
he did not keep the weighty word of Sham.ash great 
judge among the gods, but yearly.without cessation 
he used to transgress his bounds :after his former 
sins, he committed a heinous crime which (led to/ 
earned} the destruction of his land and the felling 
of its peoples 
28. 
1 Granted the translation given above, we have a clear example of 
a 'just war' apologia in which the Assyrian king acts on behalf of 
the offended gods in executing the punishment for ade sin. The treaty 
framework allows the religious interpretation: crime is sin; viola-
tion of geographical frontiers is transgressing divine ordinances.The 
roots galalu and etequ are eminently suited to convey both shades of 
meaning. 
Interesting too is the weight given to sin of the lips. Formal 
declaration of war by letter, or threat of retribution, played a part 
2 in Ancient Near Eastern warfare. Here and elsewhere in the Assyrian 
annals, replies to messages from the king which rejected his terms 
are regarded as insults to his gods, and add to the gravity of treaty-
stipulation breaking. The king would point out to the gods how they 
had been insulted by the enemy, for this was not only legal procedure, 
but also, ~ne suspects, a psychological lever designed to goad them 
into action. How could they allow such insults to go unanswered ? 
1. Reading gullultu - 'misdeed, crime, sin'(CAD G,13l);(AHw.,297)'feind-
seliges Handeln 1 , and keeping apart the roots galalu D and qalalu, 
while understanding the 3rd Masc Sin& suffix attached to matu & nise 
as referring to Rusas, and as attached to usurtu as referring figur-
atively to Shamash, against Luckenbill - ' ••• the great offence of 
destroying this(!) land and overwhelming its people'(ARAB 2, 79 $152), 
we prefer to understand the sa phrase by supplying 'which (led to/ 
resulted in/ merited, etc) .-=-:-1 with the editor (meritait, TCL 3, 95) 
and with the CAD translators sub gullultu & sub bititu (CAD B,209). 
2. See Korosec: Iraq 25(1963),159-166 "Warfare of the Hittites from the 
Legal Point of View", and the discussion of the Ashurbanipal material 
section C: The Royal Threat, page 108fL The following four examples 
may be given mention here: 
o Sg 8:111 - Rusas' invitation to join battle 
0 Asar, $69 - Esarhaddon's warnings to Shupria 
0 ARAB 2, $878 - Asb.' s warning message to Indabigash 
0 R 1260 & 295 - threats of Ashur's wrath on the Rasheans 
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Thus Sargon's prayer to Ashur for Rusas' defeat included the request. 
for the punishment of his insolent words - irib pisu elisu turrim-ma 
annasu sussi (line 124). The purpose of the campaign as a whole was 
similaiy expressed - as~u bafam pi mustarbi (line 9). Ashurbanipal's 
annals provide other clear examples in parallel. Thus he prays for 
vengeance on Teumman who did not esteem the gods (la musakir ilani): 
sut merigti anniti sa PN iqbu a.mbur ~aqute 
DN azziz ana tarsisa akmis sapalsa ilussa 
usappa illak.a di~aj a 
Those. insolent words which Teumman had spoken I 
took,and stood before exalted Ishtar. I bowed 
before her and implored her deity, my tears 
flowing down 
Punishment for sin of the lips was then fitted to the crime, as 
two passages from Ashurbanipal indicate, the first incident following 
the quelling of the Babylonian rebellion led by his brother Shamash-
shum-ukin, while the second belongs to the eighth campaign against 
Gambulu which had supported Elam: 
~abe satunu sillatu pisunu sa ina eli DN ilija 
sillatu iqbu ••• pisunu asluk 
PNN ••• !fa eli ilanija iqbu ~illatu rabitu qereb 
GN lisansun aslup 
1. sillatu -'seditious speech, blasphemy'' merehtu -'insolence, pre-
sumption, aggressiveness, nullatu-'vulgarity, baseness', irgu-
'insolence, ~ressiveness' and tussu-'lies,untruth' do not exhaust 
the vocabulary for sins of the lips in Akkadian, and because it is 
so rich precise renderings are difficult to determine, the lexical 
series not being all that helpful. For an extended note on· the 
Akkadian terms for sinful speech which includes comment on magritum, 
paritum, la qabitu, tas~itu, la amatum, miqtu & atirtu as well as the 
words already cited, see W,G.Lambert: Babylonian Wisdom Literature, 
OUP, 1960, page 312 note 28. Cf. 
a.mat tasqirti tapilti Ullusunu ana PN 58.kin mat 
Mannaja idbub!i~usas) uttered perverse and slander-
ous words against Ullusunu to PN governor of the 
Mannean land' (Lie, 18 line 102) 
··--
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As for those men and their seditious speech 
(li~ mouths) who spoke against Ashur my god 
with blasphemy - I slit their mouths 
PN & PN who spoke the greatest of blasphemy 
against my gods, their tongues I tore out in 
GN I 
30. 
So mr, then, we have been presented with the active vassal re-
lationship between Ullusunu and Sargon, and the religious-legal in-
dictment of the enemy, followed by the praise of king and god with a 
prayer for victory which was studied separately. Now comes the answer 
to that prayer in the battle. Sargon wields the sword, but behind him 
determining the outcome, are the gods of Assyria. 
kakkesu ezzuti sa ina a9isunu istu 9rt samsi 
adi er~b ~am~i la magirr imi~~u iduja um.a" ir 
(line 126) 
His(Ashur's) fierce weapons which in their 
procession from the sun's rising to its setting 
despoil the unsubmissive, he sent at my side 
With this assurance Sargon joins battle ferociously, plunging into 
the ranks of the enemy like a frightful javelin, slaughtering them 
like lambs and dyeing the terrain red like anemones. Some he delib-
erately allowed to ~cape so that they would spread the tale of the 
invincible might of Ashur, but these too were overwhelmed by the 
intervention of the storm god Adad: 
sitat nise sa ana su~u napisti ipparsidu liti 
DN belija ana dalali umasserusuniiti DN2 gasru 
mar DN3 qardu rigimsu rab1tu elisunu iddi-ma 
ina urpat rig9i u aban same uqatti rega (lines 146f) 
As for the rest of the people who had fled in 
order to save their lives, whom I had let go so 
that they would praise the might of Ashur my lord 
- Adad, the powerful, son of Anu, the valiant, 
hurled his mighty roar after them and made an end 
of the remainder with cloudburst and hailstones2 
I. Rassam 4:66-69 & Prism B 6:85f • 
2. Umasserusunuti, D of wasaru/masaru + 3rd Masc pluL suffix, is taken as 
1st Sing. Subj. following sa + Relative clause, with sa also governing 
ipparsidii. Cf. TCL 3, 'etque j 'avais laisses' in contrast to ARAB 2,82f 
-'whom he had abandoned'(= 3rd Masc Sing. Subj.), referring to Metatti 
deserting his army, which removes the apparent discrepancy between 
the intentions of Sargon and his gods' action, but if it referred to 
Metatti one would expect umasserusunuti to follow either nise or 
ipparSidii • 
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The biblical parallels are . too striking to be passed over, and 
it is surprising that Albrektson has apparently missed this passage 
and its biblical counterparts in his study of the parallels between 
the intervention of the Ancient Near Eastern gods in history and what 
is in like manner attributed to the activity of Yhwh, God of Israel, 
1 by the Old Testament. Nor is this comparison irrelevant to the 
study of the sword and ade theology which is our central concern. But 
for convenience the discussion is set out in an Excursus which ob-
viates interrupting the flow of the Eighth Campaign narrative. 2 
This continues with the short-lived escape from death of Rusas. 
In a line already quoted (148), his ade guilt is brought to the atten-
tion of the listeners so that the point of his grizly end will not be 
missed. He flees the battle like the prey of an eagle or of a hunter, 
or like blood streaming from a wound. Prostrate on his bed he lies like 
a woman in labour, unable to take food or drink, and finally he suc-
cumbs to a fatal 'sickness'. Parallel accounts specify suicide by 
meaas of iron dagger; which as Olmstead remarks belongs to the cate-
gory of editorial improvements of the kind whereby booty expands 
immensely in later versions. This might be termed the Evil Destiny 
genre, a literary fiction embracing the suicide or madness of de.,. 
feated enemies. 
Treaty curses might conceivably be responsible for colouring the 
account, for hunter and prey curses in simile form are known, as well 
as those of famine and thirst and sickness, while the womanisation of 
warriors was a common curse and might be adapted here. On the other 
hand, no verbal parallels come to mind, and the labour-pains reaction 
to bad news is common Ancient Near Eastern idiom, though it is true 
J. 'The Idea of Historical Events as Divine Manifestations in the 
Ancient Near East & the OT', Albrektson's sub~title, should certainly 
include the likes of this incident. 
2. See Excursus 7: An Extended Note on Sg 8:146f & the Phenomena of 
Electrical Sorms, section IV, page 468..:490 • 
3. muru~ la tebe emid raman~u - Sg 8:151 (c£ 411-413) 
battu ramni~u imqussu-ma ina pa~ri parzilli ~ibbi~u 
napl':fu.ti~u uJqatti - Iraq 16(1954), 177 line 40f. 
ina [patar parzi]J li ramanisu ki:ma sahi libbasu 
ishul-m~ napi~tasu CuqatJti - Lie, 28'"' line 165. 
... ~-
Cf. sani ~eme i~bassunuti PN ibquma ziqna~u PN2 ina 
patri parzilli. sibbisu isbula karassu (Ash. B 6: 63f; 
c£ ARAB 2, $815 & 1028) 
Olmstead:HA, 242. 
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that the Old Testament prophets use it in connection with invading 
armies which are given a theological, covenant-curse interpretation. 1 
The narrative which concludes this section of the campaign has 
two purposes, one to portray the misery of the defeated, the other to 
laud the victor. The moral drawn is all too obvious for it has been 
d·rawn from each detail of the narrative en route, yet the scribes 
succeed well enough with the contrast they draw between the celebra-
tions in Sargon's camp and the state of the enemy, spattered with the 
venom of death (imat muti). The advantage of loyal vassaldom is under-
lined again: 
~ep nak.ri lemni ultu qereb GN aprus-ma libbi 
RN belisunu utib-ma aria nisesu dalpate use~i 
niiru • (line 155) 
The foot of the wicked enemy I cut off from the 
land of the Manneans; the heart of Ullusunu their 
lord I made glad; on his harassed people I caused 
light to shine forth 
This takes up Ullusunu's plea to his overlord (line 55ff) without 
emphasis being laid on his status as an Assyrian puppet, for there 
is dignity in beli~unu minus reference to Sargon, while parasu ~epu 
ultu refers back to the vassal protection plea in words that are 
customarily used for describing the defence of the Assyrian fatherland. 2 
The scribe is working along a theme of promise and fulfilment 
within.an ade framework - a pattern familiar from the Old Testament~ 
This makes the 'Messianic' parallels explicable in the light of their 
being the reversal of treaty curses, in Ullusunu's case their opposite, 
1. See Hillers: TC/OTP, 64-68 on the Incurable Wound and Womanisation 
curses. Compare Isa 13:8, Jer 6:24, 30:6, 49:22,24 & 50:43 for the 
labour-pain figure of speech. Jer 49:22 is especially interesting 
in that Eagle & Travail imagery are combined in a parallel manner to 
the Sg 8 passage. See further the remarks on Sg 8:411-413 in section 
I:A.3, page 44 below. 
2. E& by Sargon & Tiglath-pileser as follows: 
ina er~et mat Sumeri u Akkade ana sepe Kaldi nak.ri 
limni parasim-ma usarba kakkeja (Lie, 42 line 270f) 
sepe nakire ina matija lu aprus (AKA, 84 line 53f) 
3. See F.C.Fensham's study "Covenant, Promise & Expectation in the Bible", 
.ThZ 23.5(1967),305-322 for an exposition of the OT material in the 
light of recent ANE studies. 
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namely the blessings of liberty and light, bringing gladness of 
. ] 
heart (line 155). 
Granted that lines 155ff consciously present the fulfilment of 
the vassal plea of line 55ff, and that both plea and expedition are 
historically placed within an ade framework, can we go further and 
infer that a vassal protection clause was actually written into the 
ade document ? The difficulty with this is that no Assyrian treaty 
with such a clause is extant, though the fragmentary nature of the 
extant treaties of Ashurbanipal, Sennacherib, Ashur-nirari V and 
Shamshi-Adad V , not to mention the huge gaps in documentation, ex-
cludes dogmatism about the absence of the vassal protection clause. 
What can be said is that this clause offering the blessing of 
protection from enemies by the overlord was present in some Hittite 
J. Cf. the liberation of Chaldea in Sargon's annals: 
mare CNN !fa ina la annisunu ina qerbisun kamu 
~ibittasunu abut-ma ukallimsunuti nuru eqlatisunu 
sa ultu fune ulluti IinaJ i~iti mati Suti CekimuJ-ma 
ramanasun utirru Csa (?) SutJi ~ab ~eri ina kakke 
usamqi t [kisurre.Jsunu masuti [~a ina diJlih ma ti 
ibba~lu Cusadgilll. panussun · .., 
The citizens of Sippar, Nippur, Babylon and Borsippa 
who, for no fault of theirs, were bound among them, I 
ended their imprisonment and sh()IJ)ed them light. Their 
fields which for many days past the Sutu had annexed 
and appropriated to themselves,(now as for those) 
Sutu desert-folk I overthrew (them) with (my) weapons, 
and their (the citizens') forgotten boundaries [which, 
in the conJfusion of the land, had ceased to exist, I 
[put inJ submission to them (again). 
Text and translation by C.J.Ga:dd: Iraq 16(1954),186f • 
C£ Isa 42:6ff & 61:1ff in respect both of the concept of 
divine election and of liberty and light under the 
covenant brought about by the Elect One. Gladness in-
stead of mourning is also present in both sources. 
C£ F.C.Fensham: ZAW 75(1963), 170ff on the curses of Light 
turned into Darkness & the Taking away of Joy (c£ TC/OTP, 
57f) 
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treaties 1, and that Assyrian kings did mount expeditions in aid of 
vassals 2and make a point of mentioning this in their records because 
it exemplified their righteousness as well as the benefits of loyal 
vassaldom. Sargon's annals in particular record vassal protection 
campaigns, though examples from earlier and later monarchs are not 
lacking. For example, from Shalmaneser 1 s records comes the following: 
ina tar~i RN sar GN PN abusu ittisu ibbalkit RN2 
~ar mat GN ana narariite sa RNl·allik PN ina kakki 
u~a.mqit RNl ina kussA abisu ukin 
In the time of RN king of GN PN his brother re-
volted from him;I, Shalmaneser, king of the land 
of Ashur, marched to the help of RN;I struck down 
PN with the sword,(and) established RN on the 
throne of his father. 3 
I. See F.C.Fensham: VT 13(1963),133-143 "Clauses of Protection in 
Hittite Vassal Treaties & the OT", especially section B, page 
140ff. The Suppiluliuma • Niqmadu accord exemplifies two-way 
protection, from which the following lines may be quoted: 
ma dsamsu sarru rabu beluja istu qati nakri lusezibanni 
ma anaku ardu sa 0 8amsiJ sarri rabi belij a ma i tti nakri 
sa belija nakraku uJ itti salami sa belija salmaku 
ma sarranu usabbatiininni 
May the Sun the Great King my lord from the hand of the 
enemy bring me forth, 
For I am the vassal of the Sun the Great King my lord; 
for with the enemy 
of my lord I am hostile, and with the friend of my lord 
I am friendly; 
Indeed the kings oppress me (PRU 4, No. 17.340, lines 11-14) 
2. E& Lie, 8,12,18,24,32,38,74: the last instance records iIIllllediate 
vasstlprotection following Ispabara' s plea for alliance and 
military aid: 
CPN kakkeJsu edtfr-ma ana eJter Cnapistisu ina supeJ 
[u tJeme!qi u~allanni-ma] erisanni kit:rfu 7 siitJresija 
bel pabati ana turri gimillisu aspur 
. PN feared his [weapons ?J and in order to save his life 
he implored me with prayers and entreaties and begged 
for an alliance with me. Seven of my officers, 
governers I despatched to avenge him. 
3. Text and translation by P.Hulin: Iraq 25(1963), 48ff • 
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From Esarhaddon's records comes an illustration of the king's right-
eousness in this vein: 
PN simtu ubilsu-ma PN2 marusu ina kussisu usesib-ma 
••• arka PN3 ana epes sarruti Aribu kalisu eli PN2 
uSbalkit-ma anB.ku RN sar GN sar kibrat erbetti sa 
kittu irammu-ma ~aliptu ikkibsu ~abe t8.bazija ana 
narariite PN2 aspur-ma Arubu kalisu ikbusu 
Hazael fate carried off and I seated Jata' his son 
on his throne .•• after that Uabu in order to make 
himself king of all the Arabs revolted against Jata' 
but I Esarhaddon king of Assyria, king of the four 
quarters, who love truth and to whom crime is an 
abomination, dispatched my battle troops to the help 
of Jata', and they trod down all the Arabs 1 
It is in terms of vassal protection that Ashurbantpal relates 
his 1st Egyptian campaign, making much of the loyalty of the 22 sea-
coast kinglets he met en route, and naming a further 20 Egyptian 
kinglets, princes and governors, including Necoh, who part he took 
after they had been. displaced by Tirhakah's invasion. This campaign 
is summarised by the statement of motivation, which runs thus: 
ana nararuti {!ama~ sa sarrani qipani sa qereb GN 
ardani dagil panija urrulJis ardi-ma allik adi CN 
In order to hurry help to the kings my governors 
in Egypt, vassals beholden to me, I advanced 
swiftly and came to CN 2 
Nor is this Ashurbanipal's only campaign coloured by a vassal 
protection motif, for the 7th is expounded similarly: 
PN sepa sarrutija unassiq-ma qaqqaru usesir ina 
ziqnisu manzaz magarrija i~bat-ma ana epes ardutija 
ra.mansu imnu-ma assu epes dinisu alB.k re~utisu ina 
qibit DNN u~alla beluti ina maorija izzuzu-ma idallalu 
qurdi ilanija dannuti sa illiku reli'uti anB.ku RN libbu 
rapsu-la ka1i3ir ikki mupassisu bitate ana PN remu arsisu 
••• adki ummanateja li'ir PN2 sar GN ustesera lJarranu 
ubil ittija PN sar GN sa lapan PN2 ardisu innabtu-ma 
. i~bata ~epeja .•• PN sa innabta i~bata sepeja qereb 
CN userib askunsu ana sarruti 
I. Asar, 54 lines I 9ff; ARAB 2, 208 $5 I Ba • 
2. Rassam 1:75ff. 
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Tammaritu kissed my royal feet and smoothed the 
ground with his beard; he took up position at my 
(chariot) wheels, and reckoned himself to be my 
vassal. That I should support his cause and go to 
his.aid, he implored my suzerainty in the name of 
Ashur and Ishtar, and stood in my presence praising 
the valour of my gods, the powerful, who came to my 
aid. I, Ashurbanipal the generous hearted, who do 
not harbour a grudge, who forgive sin, showed mercy 
to Tammaritu .•• I mustered my forces; against Ummanal-
dasi king of Elam I set them en route. I took Tamma-
ritu king of Elam with me, who had fled before Umman-
aldasi his slave and had laid hold of my feet ••• Tam-
maritu who had fled and laid hold of my feet I brought 
into Susa and established as king 
36. 
It is true that Ashurbanipal emphasises what he did for his 
vassals ·to highlight their perversity and ungrateful behaviour 
afterwards, underlining the enormity of subsequent sin against the 
ade • Yet the point remains that in practice the Assyrian kings did 
often act in support of their vassals, claiming a righteousness in so 
doing, and the approval and support of the gods in their wielding of 
the sword. This falls short of proof that the treaty blessing of 
vassal protection was written into the ade document, but if it had 
\ 
been in the case of Sargon and Ullusunu it would explain why Sargon 
was at pains to have his scribes present him as Ullusunu's champion, 
clothed in righteous dignity when the action in far away Medea-Iran 
was read aloud in the capital city. 
1. Rassam 4:28-39 & 112-115,& 5:21. 
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A. 3: The Haldi a Shrine Incident. 
This part of the campaign is reported in lines 309-404, the 
majority of which (55 lines) consists of lists of booty. Historically 
and strategically ; the blow dealt to the city of Mu~a~ir and its 
shrine forms a separate unit, a grand finale to the campaign, all the 
mae splendid since victory was achieved with a small detachment of 
shock troops while the main Assyrian army was homeward bound • Theo-
logically it is important for the light it throws on Assyrian atti-
tudes to foreign gods whose existence was not denied. As with the 
remainder of the campaign, the narrative is given a consistent theo-
logical framework which deserves detailed study. 
In summary form, the narrative runs as follows: 
A: indictment of Urzana for vassal rebellion 
B: oracles given to Sargon assuring him of 
divine support in battle 
C: description of environment of Mu~a~ir and 
its coronation customs 
D: conquest and deportation of its citizens 
E: booty list 
F: the reaction of Rusas and the state of 
Urartu after the campaign 
Sections A, B, D a~d F carry the theological apologia, and no further 
reference will be made sections C and E here.Of great value for its 
penetrative literary and historical analysis of the whole incident is 
Oppenheim's study which will be drawn on at various points. 1 
Section A, the indictment, is a mixture of theological, vitupera-
tive and factual clauses set at the beginning of the move against 
Urzana who is later described as 'king and counsellor' (~arru malik-
~unu) line 346). 
ina tajjartija PN Mu1i3uraja epis anni u qillati etiq 
roam.it ilani la kanisu beluti ek~u saddaju sa ina ade 
DNN ibtu-ma ibbalkitu ittija (line 309f) 
On my homeward journey, Urzanu the Musasirean, a 
perpetrator of sin and wickedness, a transgressor 
of the oath of the gods, who did not bow to authority, 
a stubborn mountain-dweller (ie barbarian), who sinned 
against the treaty-oath of Ashur, Shamash, Nabu and 
Marduk, he rebelled against me. 
], A.L.Oppenheim: JNES 19(1960),133-147 "The City of Ashur in 714bc", 
especially 135fr-:-
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To rebel against the king (nabalkutu itti) is to sin against the gods 
because the ade was sworn to in their name. Besides the phrases etequ 
mamitu and uatu ina ade, a third phrase which is used in.the annals 
refers specifically to the vassal-treaty background of the rebellion 
- 'to scorn vassal status': ardiitu me~u. 1 Factual proof of the theo-
logical indictment lay in Urzana's failure to send tribute, _kiss Sargon's 
feet in symbolic submission, or to send his messenger with salutations 
and good wishes for Sargon's well-being (ana ~a'al sulmeja, line 312). 
Following the indictment comes the second step of discerning the 
will of the Assyrian gods by means of three specific divine signs. 
Oppenheim has commented extensively on these signs since the emphasis 
laid upon them seems to indicate that 
Sargon offers here an argument in his defence, an 
argument that anticipates a human reaction which 
the reference to a divine encounter is meant to 
counter. 
He suggests that in his destruction of the Haldia shrine, Sargon may 
have 
committed a crime against ius gentiwn, against 
some unwritten but effective restriction on total 
war among adversaries of equal status 
Be that as it may, Sargon used not only the regular baru for ex-
tispicy, but also an astrologer to interpret the eclipse of the moon, 
and 'a legal argument conveyed to the king through a tukultu, an 
encouraging sign of a mysterious nature' all in order to ensure the 
gods would give victory in the surprise attack on Mu~a~ir. Oppenheim 
comments 
Sargon asserts that Marduk had given from of old 
to Ashur, his own deity, the right to bring into 
Ashur 's temple not only all foreign gods, that is 
their images, 'in order to demonstrate their (the 
foreign gods') respect for him(Ashur)', line 315, 
but likewise all the treasure of their sanctuarie~. 
This elsewhere unheard of divine regulation which 
made it Sargon's religious duty, so to speak, to 
pilla~the temple of Haldia in Mu~a~ir, and to bring 
his and his consorts images to Assyria, is given 
here a stress and importance that should arouse 
our suspicion. 2 
I. The Display Inscription, Winckler: Sargon, 110:73 • 
2. art. cit., J 36f • 
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'Un-heard of' appears too strong an adjective to use, for it seems 
that what is assumed elsewhere in royal inscriptions is simply stated 
explicitly here! Judging by Sennacherib's threats beneath the wall of 
· Jerusalem and the apologia for his deportation of Marduk from a 
devastated Babylon, it may be presumed that it was standard practice 
for a conqueror to represent his conquests as the will of the gods 
indigenous to the conquered territories. 2 
In the Old Testament we have the example of the prophet Jeremiah 
concurring with Nebuchadnezzar's destruction of the Temple and the 
carrying off of its holy vessels, while Ezekiel similarly upheld the 
justice of Babylonian action against oath-breaking Judean vassals. 3 
Both these Old Testamanet oracles are framed within a double covenant 
context - the ade between Judah and Babylon and the berit between 
Yhwh and Israel. It is true, of course, that the Old Testament prophets 
are without parallel in their criticism of their own people's and 
king's behaviour. This is due to their rigorous application of cove-
nant theology to Israel, for the Old Testament prophets stood as ex-
positors of the covenant maledictions when they commented on contemp-
orary events. Nevertheless, Jeremiah and Ezekiel do not condemn the 
suzerain king for his looting of the Temple as though this broke a 
ius gentium. No doubt the ra:son is mainly that they regarded the 
Temple ritual as corrupt and worthless, yet both support the treaty 
right of the suzerain to wreck vengeance on Jerusalem following its 
rebellion. 
Is Sargon's theological apologia strange in the Ancient Near 
Eastern context, then ? In the light of his treaty theology, which 
is offered before mention of Marduk's carte bZanche for the looting 
and capture of deities, it is perhaps not so strange. Is there any 
attempt to present the sack of the Haldia shrine as the will of the 
1. Compare, for example, the theological imperialism of Tukulai-Nin-
urta (ARAB 1, 52 $148) or Tiglath-pileser I (ibi~,7 $226 Assur 
belu kakk.a danna ~u~iknis la magire qati usatmeou-ma mi~ir matisu 
ana ruppisi iqba, AKA, 47f lines 97ff); the latter presented 25 
gods from captured lands to the gods of Assyria (ARAB 1, 80 $234 = 
AKA, 62f, lines 32-39). Cf. Sg 8:68. 
2. See Isa 36:10 and compare ARAB 2, 243 $642 & 151 $339-341. See too 
TnEp. (AfO 18, 42ff BM 98730, lines 38ff) for Tkn.'s version of his 
removal-of Babylonian gods to Assyria. Compare Frankena's comment 
on the EBT Deportation curse (Asar, $69 Col 4:18f) in-·ors 14(1965), 
131 quoted later below. --
3. E& Jer 7:1-15, 38:17-23, 27:1-22 & Ezek 17:11-21 • 
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Urartean gods ? When there was any question of justifying conduct 
this would be standard Assyrian practice • There may be evidence for 
this here in the description of the deportation of the city population, 
though there is ambiguity in both the translation and connotation of 
certain key phrases. The passage in a literal translation runs thus: 
assu sa PN sarru m8.liksunu ana zikir DN la isijutu-ma 
nir belutija islu-ma imisu arduti sa nise 8.li suati 
sa18.lsunu akpid-ma sa DN2 tukulti GN aqtabi su~asu 
mibrit abullisu sal~is usesib-ma assassu maresu 
maratesu nisesu zer bit abisu aslula (lines 346-348) 
Because Urzanu the king their counsellor did not fear. 
the word of Ashur, and cast off the yoke of my over-
lordship, and scorned vassaldom, I decided to make 
booty out of the people of that city, and concerning 
the god Haldia, the strength of Urartu, I decreed his 
exodus. Before his gate victoriously I seated d-iim); 
and his wife, his sons, his daughters, his people; · 
the seed of his father's house I carried off as booty 1 
For what purpose did Sargon set·Haldia down at the city gate ? 
Captives were humiliated by display in chains at the city gate, but 
this was the city gate of the conqueror's capital. Sargon may, on the 
other hand have intended the exiled citizens to regard their god as 
concurring with hill\ in the deportation sentence upon them, and one 
might recall in this connection the sculptured scene of Sennacherib 
1. Saltis -'victoriously' is coupled with Sargon, as frequently else-
where; the 3rd Masc Sin& pronouns refer to Urzana, with the excep-
tion of susa-su - 'his (i~ Haldia's) exodus': CAD A2, 405 asabu 
blunders in naming Urzanu as the one seated, when in fact Sargon 
tells us that he had made good his escape ! Olmstead:HA, 238 by his 
translation of saltis ('Haldia ••• as a conqueror') supports the 
concurrence-in-verdict interpretation; so too Luckenbill:ARAB 2,95 
'As victor I caused him to sit before 6is) city gate' if the English 
is so construed, but more likely he intends 'I,as victor, ••• '. A 
possibility, entirely speculative, is of a scribal error whereby 
the S-theme was written for the G - usesib for usib:'I sat' , 1st 
Sin& Pre~ of (w)asabu -'to sit, be seated'. 
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sitting on his throne outside Lachish to pass sentence on the rebels 
d h ·1 1 an revue t e spo1 s. 
Two other Assyrian documents might be referred to in support of 
the interpretation of a joint sentence by Haldia and Sargon. The EBT 
carries a curse of Conquest & Deportation which is made in the name 
of the vassal's gods: 
DNN matkunu ana habCatiJm nisekunu ana salali 
liddinu ultu matikunu [ ] 
Ma:y Melqart and Eshmun deliver your land to 
destruction, your people to be deported; from 
· your land C ••••• J 2 
As Frankena points out, the implication is that these foreign gods 
will pass sentence on their own people for breach of the treaty stip-
ulations, and in·so doing will concur with the gods of Assyria and 
with Esarhaddon~ The parallel which could be drawn with Sargon's 
deportation of the Mu~ar~ireans is striking. 
The validity of the second document is strictly speaking question-
able since it is fragmentary and the argument rests on a reconstruction 
which must remain hypothetical, nevertheless it is worth mentioning 
the suggestion of Tadmor that at the pertinent point the Eponym Chron-
icle may be restored in a manner that indicates that the restoration 
of the statue of Haldia to Mu~a~ir took place subsequent to its de-
portation, and 'can be viewed as a sign of the temporary reconcilia-
tion with Urartu' •4 
1 • dSin-agge-eriba sar kissati sar mat Assur ina kussi 
nimedi usib-ma sallat 8.1 Lakisu magarsu etiq 
See the good photograph on the cover and on p. 63 of D.J.Wiseman: 
Illustrations from Biblical Archaeology, TP, 1958. 
2. Text: Asar, 109 Col 4:14f ; translation, ANETS, 98/534. 
3. R.Frankena: OTS 14(1965), 131. 
4. H.Tadmor: JCS 12(1958),85ff Eponymn Chronicle, Rm 2,97(Cb4) 
[ ta-a-a-rat d!Jal-di-a a-nJa URU Mu-~a-~ir 
(rev. 11) 
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Was Haldia considered a vassal of the god Ashur, subsequently 
being returned to a position of authority after appearing in the pres-
ence of his Suzerain, just as loyal vassals paid periodic visits to 
the capital, or even .as Ashurbanipal re-installed Necoh in his vassal 
position after his rebellion and the time spent in detention in Nine-
veh ? Perhaps the interpretation which discerns a parallel between 
the vassal relationship and the relationship between 'suzerain gods' 
and 'vassal gods' comes closest to explaining the Assyrian attitude 
to foreign deities. There is other material from the Assyrian annals 
which might be quoted by way of elaboration, but this will be discus-
d 1 · ·d d l" · 1 se at a ater point so as to avo1 up 1cat1on. 
Whatever difficulties lines 346-348 present as regards Sargon's 
attitude to the Urartian god, on the human level the ade theology is 
prominent and unambiguous. Three phrases add to the indictment of 
Urzana already given (lines 309ff), two of which relate Urzana's re-
action to Sargon - 'casting off the yoke of overlordship' and 'scorn-
ing vassaldom' - while the third relates his discounting of Ashur. 
Irreverence towards the national god comes first, then in parallel 
that towards his high-priest. This parallelism is fundamental to the 
theology of the royal annals, for reaction to the king is reaction to 
his gods. A significant difference to the theology of Israel turns on 
precisely this point, that whereas David's attitude to Saul as the 
Lord's anointed and the election theology of the Royal Psalms have 
affinities with Ancient Near Eastern concepts, the theological re-
jection of some of Israel's monarchs and the bitter theological criti-
cism of them belongs t~ the very heart of the Old Testament. Assyrian 
palace revolutions and provincial insurrections show that no amount of 
theological propaganda could render the king inviolable, and that the 
official theology could not accomodate a split between true service of 
the gods and loyalty to the king. No spokesman of Ashur would have 
dared to say what Jeremiah said about Jehoiakim, nor was there room 
for it in the populace-king/priest-pantheon web of relations. The 
Assyrian monarch was not subject to ade indictment like his enemies. 
Returning to the narrative, the deportation of the livestock and 
populace is.numerically described and may be compared with the account 
J. See Part I:C, Ashurbanipal,section A: The Vassal Oath"&- Vassal Status 
and section J: The Renewed State of Submission, pages 83ff 
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in the Annals 1• Deportation was a policy,of the Assyrians before 
Tiglath-pileser III (774-727 be), but he seems to have been more 
thorough in its application than many~ In Sargon's Gottesbrief, de-
portation seems to be given a definite theological twist both by the 
ordered deportation of the national god (~a ijaldia ••• sii~asu aqtal)i), 
and the wording of lines 346f, for immed:ia:ely f~llowing th·~ triple .. 
phrased ade indict.ment comes the king's decision to deport the popu-
lace: sa nise Hi suati salalsunu akpid • Sargon does not record the 
deportation in an abbreviated note - nise aSlula: as a passing de-
tail of the vidory, but seems to record the deportation as his verdict 
and sentence (kapadu, a conscious act of the.will in determining, 
planning,deciding) flowing from the crime of treaty breach. 
This interpretation finds support in actual treaty curses in-
volving the threat of deportation into exile. Thus Esarhaddon's Medean 
vassals had to issue this warning to their offspring: 
ma ade annute usra ma ina libbi adekunu la 
tana~~e napsatk~u la tagallaqa-ma atmatkunu 
ana bape nisekunu ana salali 
Saying :"Keep this treaty, do not sin against 
this treaty with you, lest you lose your lives 
deliver your land to destruction, and your peope 
to be deported" 3 
This compares with the Deportation & Exile curses which form so promi-
nent a part of the curse lists of Deut 28 and Lev 26, and which are 
expounded by the prophets. 4 
I. The sheep have apµrently multiplied from 1235 to 100,225 - propor-
tions that would have made Jacob envious ! See Olmstead: Ass. Historio& , 
41. 
2. The policy of deportation and resettlement is attested as early as the 
Mari archives; for collected references to the practice in Mesopotamia, 
Hatti, Egypt and Palestine, see K.A.Kitchen "Ancient Orient, 'Deutero-
nism' & the OT" New Perspectives, 5-7 section 4.v) The Concept of Exile. 
3. EVT, 291-295; ANETS, 101/537. 
4. Lev 26:33,36ff, Dt 28:36ff,48ff,63ff. Cf.Amos 5:5,27, 6:7, 7:11,17 & 
9:4 and Hos 8:13, 9:3,17 & 11:5. A variety of words are used to denote 
exile: the noun sebi, the verbs zarah, pu~ & galah. C£ further the 
EBT Deportation curse (Asar,109 .$69 Col 4:14£ already quoted above) 
and Asar, 105 GbL II, 2:35 deportation decree of the gods. 
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Section F, lines 411-414, rounds off the incident and is separ-
ated from the remainder of the report by a ruled line after line 414. 
In content, it parallels lines 150.;..154 since both picture the wretched 
state of Rusas and his land. Previously we were told that Rusas in-
flicted on himself 'a sickness without recovery'(muru~ la tibe emid 
ramansu, line 151), and now his reaction to the sack of the Haldia 
shrine is presented in the most graphic terms·. His death in the Annals, 
as mentioned, was by suicide by iron dagger, which can be reconciled 
with the Gottesbrief only if an historical parallel with the defeated 
and wounded Saul is allowed. The graphic stylus portrait runs thus: 
iSmi-ma PN ·qaqqariS ippalseh na1}lapate~u uSarrit-ma 
wussera idesu isbut kubussu""perassu ibsip-ma ud~nnin 
libbasu ina kilallfsu buppanis issagip izziz-ma ~urrusu 
ibmuta kabattus ina pisu ittaskunu qubbe mar~ute 
(lines 411-413) 
Rusas heard and threw himself on the ground; his gar-
ments he rent, he bared his arms, he tore off his tur-
ban, pulled out his hair and smote his breast with 
both hands, he was cast onto his back and his heart 
stopped, his liver burned, in his mouth were ·cries. 
of pain 
If the three accounts of Rusas after his defeat - his distress 
and psychological collapse as above, his fatal sickness, and his 
. . . suicid~ by iron dagger - are not th~ literal.tru~h·b~t ~re at least 
coloured by Assyrian literary conventions, a distinct possibility to 
explain the colouring would be the influence of treaty curses which 
involve the dagger and sickness, such as the following from the EVT: 
DN qurad ilani ina patrisu la gamili napsatkunu 
liballi ••. DN patru parzillu bantu ittikunu 
lirkusu ••. DN azugallutu mur~u tan1bu simmu lazzu 
ina zwnrikunu liskun k1ma me ina libbikunu dami 
lirmuk 
May Nergal the warrior among the gods extinguish 
your life with his merciless dagger ••• May Ninlil 
{who resides in Nineveh), .•• (lit .. may they tie with 
you) a swi~ dagger ••.• May Gula the great physician 
put illness and weariness [into your hearts], an 
unhealing sore into your body, so that you bathe in 
[your own blood] as if in water 1 
1. EVT, 455f, 457f & 46lff; ANETS, 102/538. 
----
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The curse involving the iron dagger seems also to appear in 
the EBT and the Asb. + Qedar treaty, though both are fragmented at 
that point, while those involving psychological b.reakdown are best 
illustrated from verses in Deut.28 and Lev 26, and are discussed in 
connectiort with Isa 51:19f in the Excursus 'The Divine Net' • 1 
1. If the EBT is restored according to the EVT, line 457f, which seems 
almost certain to be correct in view of the gods named and the order 
of the curses in the innnediate context outside the lacuna - see R. 
Frankena: art. cit., 130 and Erica Reiner, ANETS, 98/534. The frag-
mentary Asb. + Qedar treaty reads as follows: 
4' c ••• Jx mJa-u-ta-a' la MU[N ••• J 
5' [ ... GJ!R AN.BAR a-na ga-lu-[qi-ku-nuJ 
6' [ ... Jx gab-bu id-din-[til-[ka-nu-niJ 
7' L .pD-UJ G1R AN.BAR is-kun-u-ka-nu-rfi.J 
4' [ J Jauta' the not goda. J 
5' [ aJn iron dagger for your ri.fin J 
6' [ ] all they have gi van you ] 
7' [the edge of an iron dagger they have set for you 
Bu.91-5-9,178 Obv.4"'-r (Or 37,1968,14 464ff) 
See Lev 26:36 and Dt 28: 65b-67 on psychological breakdown. C£ Isa 
13:6-8 which links the imagery to the yam Yhwh : 
Wail, for the Day of Yhwh is near; 
as destruction from the Almighty it will come 
Therefore all hands will be feeble (tirpenah) 
and every man's heart will melt(yimmas) 
and they will be dismayed(wenibhalu) 
Pangs(sirim) and agony(Qabalim) will seize them(yo'bezun) 
they will be in anguish(yehilun) like a woman in 
· travail(kayyoledah) 
They will look aghast(yitmahu) at one another 
their faces will be aflame(peney lehabim) 
In both cases, the reaction is to news of invasion (verses 4f). 
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Finally, there is the sunnnary rounding off the effect of the 
campaign on Urartu which can be taken in synopsis with the identi-
cally motivated passage concluding the Ullusunu section. 
ina GN ana pat gimrisu sipittu usaslib-ma 
gerranu ~a dfuo iime ina GN usaskin (line 414) 
ina kullat sade kalasu saorartu atbuk-ma 
qiilu u dimmatu emida nise nakrati ina gud 
libbi u risati itti nare samme u tabali ana 
qereb u~manija erub (lines 158f) 
In the land of Urartu to its farthest border 
mourning I spread, and in the Nairi land lam-
entation to distant days I imposed 
Over each and every mountain I poured out 
.paralysing fear, and caused silence and 
misery to the enemy peoples. With joy of heart 
and amidst jubilation accompanied by singers, 
harps and drums I entered my camp. 
46. 
In the lines preceeding the second quotation above, Sargon has 
set out his reasons for victory and they are thoroughly theological. 
In contrast to the perfidiousness of Rusas, his sin against the Assyr-
ian gods, his pride and blasphemy, Sargon is the guardian of truth 
who adheres to the law of his gods, whose humble and continual wor-
shiper he is. As a result, we are to infer, the gods have given their 
positive oracular response, a decree granting him victory. The bles-
sings of 'joy of heart' and 'jubilation' and victory over enemies 
flow out of his right relation with the gods, his righteousness.· This 
1 is familiar from the Old Testament, and so too is the fate of Urartu 
conceived in terms of the treaty curse of the Removal of Joyful Sounds, 
·the replacement of lyre and harp with wailing and lamentation. This 
t. C£ Dt 28:7, the covenant blessing of victory over enemies: 
If you obey the voice of Yhwh your God, being careful 
to do all his conunandments .••• 
Yhwh will cause your enemies who rise against you to 
be defeated before you; they shall come out against 
you one way, and flee before you seven ways 
Cf. Lev 26 : 7 f • 
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common Ancient Near Eastern treaty curs·e has been competantly discus-
sed • 1 Once more we find that a narrative section of the war record 
has more to it than at first meets the eye. The lines just quoted may 
be a factual account, but more importantly they carry a theological 
message ii:i the idiom of the systematic ade theology which characteri-
ses the whole Gottesbrief • 
t. See F.C.Fensham: ZAW 75(1963), 171f on 'Taking away of Joy'; D.R. 
Hillers: TC/OTP, 57f on 'Removal of Joyful Sounds' • The references 
discussed there include: 
Sefire I, A:29 
AMT, rev. 4: 19 
Rassam 6:101-103 
Asar., 107 Rand 1; letter. 
Era Epic (Or 27,1958, ~ 141 & 146 note 3) 
Ludlul B~l""'Nim~qi (BWL, 36) 
Amos 8:10, Isa 24:8-;-:fer 7:34,. 16:19, 25:10, 33:11, 
Ezek 26: 13 
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A.4: Conclusions. 
In sununing up what has emerged from the detailed analysis of the 
two incidents in the Eighth Campaign, a generalised scheme for the 
constituents of an ade theology in their historical sequence may be 
set out as follows: 
A: Vassal Oath & Status 
B: Report of Rebellion 
C: Royal Threat by Letter or Emissary 
D: Reply insulting to Gods & King 
E: Indictment before Assyria's Gods 
F: Divine Verdict & Victory Oracle 
G: Battle & Divine ·intervention 
H: Capture, Sentence, Execution & Display of Rebels 
I: Renewed State of Submission 
Of course not all these steps need necessarily be recorded in the 
campaign narrative, and others may not take place, such as when the 
rebel in question managed to make good his escape, leaving point H 
unfulfilled. Yet each of these situational reflections of ade theology 
may be detected in the two historical incidents analysed in this study 
of the Eighth Campaign. The situational context therefore supports 
our thesis that the Gottesbrief of the Eighth Campaign is a document 
of ade theology. 
Support also comes from the specifically religious statements made 
in the report, especially lines 112-122, which in describing the gods 
of Assyria portray them as the guardians and executors of treaty oaths 
and curses. 
Finally in a number of different passages, it was found that the 
language of the report could be related to the language and idiom of 
curses, especially treaty curses. Literary expressions in the narrative 
were found to be neither free creations nor literal factual accounts, 
but theological historiography based on an ade theology. 
For these reasons we may conclude that Sargon's Gottesbrief is a 
document of treaty theology. 
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PART I, B: The Esarhaddon Gottesbrief • 
B.1: Theological Analysis of the Narrative. 
The Gottesbrief extant from Esarhaddon's reign covering a cam-
paign to the Lake Van area north-west of Assyria in 673 be is not so 
well preserved as the Sargon Gottesbrief, ·but betrays its form by a 
list of fatalities identical to those of .the latter, and shares with 
it a vivid literary presentation, in this instance achieved by the 
use of speeches to convey 
of Shupria who appears on 
• . • d b h l mission in a um -s ow. 
the dramatic plight of the rebellious king 
the walls of his city acting out his sub-
Disjointed though the record may be in its 
preservation, it reveals a coherent theological schema - that of an 
applied ade theology, as we may now go on to consider. 
The account· advances from Esarhaddon's statement of complaint 
against the Shuprian king, namely his failure to put the Assyrian's 
extradition order into effect, to the Shuprian's desperate confession 
of sin from the walls of his besieged city Uppume, to the verdict of 
retribution to be exacted upon him. Then follows the attack, tempor-
arily unsuccessful, and a renewed plea for forgiveness which is re-
jected with a re-iteration of the divine verdict upon him. The details 
of the successful breach of the city lead to a description of the fate 
of the Shuprians, and the fate of the fugitives from the land of 
Assyria which they have been harbouring. The righteousness of Esar-
haddon is underlined by recounting his fidel:itf to the terms of the 
oath, and hence his diligence in interrogation of the Shuprians to 
bring to book fugitives from the king of Urartu besides those from 
Assyria. 
Extradition of fugitives constitutes the legal dispute between 
Esarhaddon and the Shuprian king. In the first fragment (Gbr. I), we 
learn that Esarhaddon had written demanding the return of var~ous 
'fugitives, some of whom seem to have been fairly important officials 
who apparently thought that Assyria's days were numbered. They may of 
1. Text, notes and commentary are found in Borger: Asar, 102-107 $68 
plus "Nachtrage und Verbesserungen" AfO 18, p. 118. Note the re-
arrangement of the tablets as presented in translation by Luckenbill: 
ARAB 2, $592-612. Brief literary comments are made by_ Oppenheim: JNES 
19, art. cit, 144. For his tori cal treatment in Olmstead 1s paraphrastic 
style, see HA, 364-368 • 
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course have been involved in the turmoil of the internal insurrection 
when Sennacherib was murdered, and Esarhaddon's brothers were at dag-
gers drawn with him and with each other. Esarhaddon describes the 
fugitives as sinners who have shed blood (Gbr I:2), and their rank as 
that of officers, governors, overseers, leaders and commanders(Gbr I:3). 
His demand for their extradition was twice more repeated without com-
pliance. "What powerful king ever repeats a command ?",he asks, "Yet 
I a mighty king have sent thrice without your compliance ! " (Gbr II: 1, 
29-30). 
The Shuprian specifically confesses failure to extradite as his 
treaty sin: 
~arraq8.ku-ma ina_ git-i atJ.tu 50am imbe lumalli 
a~~u isten galqu munnabtu mar mat GN lOOam 
ribisu lurib ••• balqu munnabtu sa GN ana belisu 
la utarru ina qateja lemur ••• bit~u dannu ana DN 
abti-ma amat sarri belija ul asme mare GN ardanika 
ul utirrakam (Gbr II: I; 15, 19 ,21 f) 
I am a thief and for the sin I have committed will I 
compensate fifty;..fold; for a single runaway fugitive 
who is an Assyrian will I restore one hundred fold 
••• he who does not return the escaped fugitive from 
Assyria to his overlord, let him learn by my example 
••• a grave sin against Ashur have I committed by not 
heeding the command of the king my lord and not re-
turning your Assyrian subjects to you 
We can be certain that a specific treaty stipulation had been 
broken by the Shuprian king, for the clauses dealing with the extra-
dition of fugitives are one of the most constant features of our 
extant treaties, and are to be found, for example, in the Hittite 
treaties of Hattusilis + Ramases II, and of Mursilis + Duppi-Teshub, 
as well as in the Akkadian treaties from Alalakh between Niqmepa + 
d Ir- IM, and between Idrimi + Pilliya, as well as in the Aramaic treaty 
Sefire III. 1 
Because these treaties were sworn to in the name of the gods, 
they were not only in.ternational legal documents but were theological 
documents, so that the breach of the extradition clause by the Shu-
prian king was a theological matter, a sin against the gods as well as 
an offence against his human overlord. This accounts for the use of 
the root hatu -'to sin' with both Esarhaddon (mat Subria mat ihtuka, 
____.__ 
line 12) and the god Ashur as offended parties (biHu dannu ana DN 
abt:i, line 21). In the petition for his life, the Shuprian king wisely 
1. See conveniently, ANET,201-205; ANETS,95f/531f; Sefire, 96f • 
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expressed his desire to praise both god and king, and dissociated him.-
self from those who fail both god and king: 
ana nap~ati mu~siranni-ma tanitti DN lu~apa ladlula 
qurdika •••• ~a ana DN sar ilani egil amat RN sar 
kissati belisu la isemmii (lines 17. & 18) 
Let me go with my life that I may reveal the glory 
of Ashur and praise your valour ••• whoever is 
lax regarding Ashur king of the gods or does not 
obey the word of Esarhaddon 
Furthermore, in a sentence which is central to the study of this 
Gottesbrief as a document of ade theology, the Shuprian confesses 
that retribution has overtaken him just as it was written into the 
treaty : 
mB.mit ilani rabuti ~a etiqu amat sarrutika sa 
amesu iksudanni jati (Gbr II, 1 :23) 
the oath(curse) of the great gods which I have 
transgressed, (and) your royal decree which I 
despised have overtaken me 
For our purposes it makes no difference whether these were his actual 
words or whether they have been placed in his mouth by the royal 
scribes - a point impossible to determine - for in either case we 
are confronted with a theological reading of histo.rical events in con-
formity with the religio-political framework of the ade • Here the 
root etequ -'to transgress' is coupled with mamit ilani representing 
the religious aspect, while the root me~u -'to despise' is used in 
parallel coupled with amat sarriiti representing the human, political 
plane of the treaty. 
In this instance the maledictions of the treaty were put into 
effect by the king himself. From our point of view this was the ob-
vious way for religious sanctions to be effective, and hence gain 
respect, but undue scepticism in regard to the serious light in which 
the ancients regarded the treaty oaths and their maledictions should 
be avoided. No doubt the king of Assyria was able to enforce the 
treaty stipulations most of the time as the imperial power, but he 
did so as the highpriest (sangu) of the god Ashur and his earthly 
representative (sakkanakku), besides which the maledictions were 
thought to be made operative by the gods directly, or by their arbi-
tration by means of the ordeal by battle, or by the onslaught of an 
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enemy from some other quarter. When Mursilis II offered his Plague 
1 Prayers, he was admitting the reality of direct divine intervention 
for breach of treaty. Nature curses such as sterility, drought, pests, 
diseases and the like were thought to be made operative by this di-
rect kind of divine action. When Hattusilis III as governor fought 
his brother as king, and connnitted the outcome to the gods, this was 
an ordeal by battle, a combination of human and divine agencies, as 
. f k 1 ·1· 2 was supposed by the victory o the wea er party, name y Hattus1 is. 
Retribution exacted through a third party is best illustrated from 
the Old Testame~t when the enemy, be it Assyria or another power, was 
thought to have exacted the penalty for Israel's infidelity to the 
covenant with Yhwh. 
Though Assyrian kings were usually in the position to exact the 
most frightful retribution on rebellious vassals, not infrequently a 
vassal was pardoned - no doubt in accord with politic.al expediency. 
Ullusunu pardoned by Sargon, Manasseh reinstalled by Esarhaddon, and 
Necoh forgiven and reinstaed by Ashurbanipal come to mind inunediately. 
The Shuprian king was not so fortunate, for his appeal was turned 
down, his confession to no avail in the light of his triple disobedi-
ence. He was told that guilt incurred by the breach of ade stipula-
tions and retribution were indissoluably linked together: 
qablu u ta1Jazu tu~aranni-ma kakke DN ezzuti tadka 
ina subtisun (Gbr II, 1:32) 
Strife and battle you have initiated, and the fierce 
weapons of Ashur you have aroused from their resting 
place 
Details of the initial attack.now follow and need not detain us 
except to observe the way in which the scribes turn a reversal in the 
siege operations into a proof of divine support for Assyria. Under 
cover of darkness the defenders of Uppume issued forth and set fire to 
the Assyrian siege ramp. That even this set-back should have occurred 
is explained on the grounds of its being an ill-starred day, a devil 
t. See conveniently, ANET, 394-396 • · 
2. This battle was certainly preceeded by a breach of the treaty which 
regulated the relations between the two brothers. See V.Korosec: 
Iraq 25 (1963), 159-166 "Warfare of the Hittites from the Legal Point 
of View" , and F.C.Fensham "Ordeal by Battle in the ANE & the OT", 
Festschrift Volterra, Vol 6, 127-135 • 
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of a day (unru lemnu ilitti asakki, Gbr II, 2:3). Yet Marduk's swift 
intervention revealed that the gods were on the side of the great 
siege engines: 
ina qibit DN sar ilani iziqam-ma iltanu manit 
bel ilani tabu lisan DN2 munnahzi ana CN 
usabbir • (Gbr II, 2: 5-6) 
At the command of Marduk king of the gods, the 
north wind blew, the pleasant breeze of the lord 
of the go.els, (and) it turned the mounting tongue 
of flame against Uppume 1 
Clearly Sargon was not alone in his efforts to put the treaty male-
dictions into effect. 
The Suprian made a final attempt to have the verdict against him 
set aside by sending out his sons with an image of himself clothed in 
sackcloth and fetters, signifying his total submission to Esarhaddon. 2 
But the decision was a verdict of the gods: 
iqabbi amat Anuti adi 2-su iimeka imlu xxx ka 
iksudam-ma ukkiba adanka x ••• libsa ina pi ilani 
sut same er~etim ••• x itta~a sapag matika ••• 
uttakkaru iqqabbi salal niseka (Gbr II, 2:31-35) 
Is the divine decree twice pronounced ? Your days 
are full, your (fate ?J has overtaken you, near is 
your appointed time C ••••••• J may it be, from the 
mouth of the gods of heaven and earth [ ••• J went 
forth (the decree for) the overthrow of your land; 
[by the word of Ashur which] is not altered is 
decreed the carrying off of your people 
Despite the lacunae, it indisputably relates a divine verdict on the 
oath-breaker. 3 
1. This passage was discussed by Albrektson: op.cit., 59, and aptly com-
pared with Exod 14:21, where Yhwh intervenes to drive back the sea 
before the hemmed in Israelites by means of a strong east wind, 
therby turning seeming defeat into a singular victory. 
2. The words of their plea are unfortunately broken, but contain a plea 
to set aside the verdict albeit in an idiom which rather escapes us: 
la amata ana irti asakki sukna (Gbr II,. 2:24) 
lege das Unwort an die Brust des Teufels 
3. The :zit pisun of line 35 should probably be taken as a reference to 
the divine decree with amat Anuti & ina pi ilani. On the divine 
.verdict following breach of treaty, see the discussion in Ashurbani-
pal ·section F: 'The Divine Pronouncement', and compare Marduk's 
verdict against Babylon(~, 13 $11 Epi 5, B & G, lOf). 
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The fall of Shupria follows in the narrative, and Esarhaddon 
makes a presentation of the spoil to the gods who 'go at his side and 
slay his foes and cause him to attain to his heart's desire' (Gbr II, 
3:10-13). The account then harks back to the fugitive question which 
initiated the campaign, and we are informed of the retributive justice 
wrecked upon them, involving bodily mutilations: 
balqlil munnabtii malJ a belesunu umassirii-ma ana 
GN innabtu x Cxxx qatesulnu ukarri t appu enu uznu 
ekim~unuti x[xx:kxx] ana mati sanitim la innabitu 
emissunuti bi~u (Gbr II, 3:23-25) 
As for the missing fugitives as many as had left 
their masters and fled to Shupria [. • • • • their hands J 
I severed, I deprived them of noses, eyes and ears 
[ ••••••••• ] I laid a punishment on those who had not 
fled to another country 
Esarhaddon would not have regarded this as arbitrary cruelty but as a 
just sentence upholding the dignity of the gods of the treaty oaths, 
as the bitu of treaty breach. This may be simply illustrated from 
actual treaty clauses which have bodily mutilations as their theme: 
w'k zy ycr gbr scwt' kn ycr MtC 'Cl J 
Just as a man of wax is blinded, so may Mati'lelJ 
be blinded 
ena~u lunappil - May his eyes be blinded l 
This was the fate suffered by Zedekiah after sentence for rebellion 
2 
against his vassal status had been passed by Nebuchadnezzar. Inter-
estingly, Ashurbanipal mutilated the statue of an Elamite king, chopping 
off its hands, cutting out its tongue and piercing its lips in a 
3 posthumous sentence to honour his gods. 
1. Sefire I, A:39 & AMT, 6:2. Cf. the Hittite Soldier's Oath (3:2ff, 
ANET, 354) and clauses of the EVT which apparently refer to muti-
lation (ANETS, $40, 84 & 95) and the AMT mutilation of the spring 
lamb (l:IOff). Cf. too the metaphorical(?) blindness curse of Dt 28:28. 
2. 2 Kgs 25:7 = Jer 39:7 = 52:11. Cf. F.E.Deist: JNSL 1(1971),71f "The 
Punishment of the Disobedient Zedekiah". 
3. Streck, 214 =ARAB 2, 363 $937, ~ 3062 • 
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Subsequently, Esarhaddon's righteousness with respect to the ade 
is affirmed: 
ultu GN iria tukulti DN belija ak~udu-ma nisesu 
amnu sallatis assu ade na~arim-ma kittu u misari 
isrµkinni ilani rabuti ina muijbi nise suatunu 
.asai u~ei~ abi~ abir (Gbr II, 3:31-35) 
Af'ter I had conquered the land of Shupria with the 
help of Ashur my lord, and reckoned.its people as 
booty, in order to keep the treaty oaths, and (because) 
the great gods had bestowed on me truth and justice, 
among those people I questioned, enquired, examined 
and tested 
The striking phrase is assu ade nasarim -'in order to fulfill the 
treaty oaths', for the scribes intend to draw a contrast between the 
scrupulousness of Esarhaddon and the Shuprian king's deviation. No 
less than four verbs are used for·describing Esarhaddon's effort to 
return to Urartu any fugitives harboured by Shupria! All this implies 
that a mutual agreement on extradition had been reached by Esarhaddon 
and Rusas. In other words, here is an allusion to a parity treaty -
remarkable indeed when Urartean-Assyrian relations of Sargon's day 
are recalled, though it is explicable in terms of political expediency 
in the face of barbarian incursions of Cimmerians and Scythians north 
of Assyria. 
Ashurbanipal confirms this background of a parity treaty when he 
records an Urartean embassage in his day in terms flattering to him-
self, for he recall> that the previous 'brotherhood' was replaced by 
subservience: 
RN sar GN sa sarre abbesu ana abbeja istanapparilni 
abbutu eninna RN dananu epsetu sa ilani rabuti 
isimuinni isme-ma kima sa mar ana abisu istanappara 
umma lu sulmu ana sar belija palhis kansis tamartasu 
kabittu usebala adi mabrija (R;ssam, 10:40-50) 
Ishtar-duri king of Urartu whose royal fathers had 
repeatedly sent (embassies of) 'brotherhood' to my 
fathers - at this time Ishtar-duri heard of the 
mighty deeds which the great gods had decreed as 
my lot, and like a son addressing his father as lord 
so he too in like manner sent off (a dispatch) which 
read: May it be well with the king, my overlord. With 
reverent submission he directed his weighty tribute 
(present) to my presence . 
1. The roots are sa'alu, ussusum (D-theme of ese~u), hiatu/hadu & 
----beru/be'aru • 
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Ishtar-dud addressed h~m as belija and not as abeja, whereas his 
royal fathers had 'sent brotherhood repeatedly' - the Gtn-theme of 
suparu with the feminine abstract abbiitu, which belong to the techni-
cal vocabulary of treaty relations. By itself this phrase would be 
open to more than one interpretation, 1 but coupled with Esarhaddon's 
phrase assu ade nasarim and deeds in the Gottesbrief, it points to 
the existence of a parity treaty in Esarhaddon's day with mutual ex-
tradition obligations. 
I. In her fundamental study "Diplomacy in Western Asia in the Early 
Second Millenium BC", Iraq 18 (1956),68-110, Ms. J.M.Munn-Rankin 
has discussed the connotation of the terms used to describe inter-
state relations (see~ 76-84), and her conclusions are worth quoting 
regarding ahutum, marutum, arbutum & wardutum, for they may be 
fairly applied to the 1st Millenium as well: 
This examination of the circumstances under which the 
terms 'brotherhood' and 'sonship' were used in royal 
correspondence shows that they are not reliable guides 
to political status. 'Brotherhood' was employed between 
sovereign rulers and between vassal and overlord, perhaps 
when the latter was not fully subject. In all probability 
it was also invoked between an independent ruler and 
the vassal of another state •••• and between vassals of 
the same overlord •.•• 'Sonship' and 'service' expressed 
the dependence of a vassal on his suzerain, but the 
filial relationship was also assumed out of deference 
by a vassal to the ally of his overlord, and possibly 
by a sovereign ruler to an older and more experienced 
monarch. As in the 14th century, 'fraternity' was es-
tablished by the conclusion of a treaty. In every case 
in which one ruler calls another brother in the Mari, 
there is either direct evidence that they were in 
treaty relations or that they were jointly engaged in 
military operations, which presuppose the existence of 
a treaty. {p,84) 
Further ecidence for study may be found sub Voce abbiitu in 
CAD A. 1 , 1 88. 
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There are a further two telling lines from the Gottesbrief to be 
cited as evidence for the treaty background of its literary and theo-
logical expressions. They are written on the edge of the tablet but 
seem m6st appropriaely to belong to the description of the devastated 
city in co~trast to others which Esarhaddon restored and resettled 
under his own officials (Gbr II, 4:1ff). 
ina suqe~u gadu ul iba' epis nigilti ul ipparik 
[ •• ~] sepesu aprus [ ••• ] suti selabu u bu~] 
iqnunii qinnii 
[ ••• Jin its streets joy did not travel, the 
maker of music was not encountered [ ••• J his 
feet I barred [ ••• J there foxes and hyenas 
made their lairs 1 
Two distinct witnesses to the operation of treaty curses are here 
juxtaposed. There is the removal of joyful sounds , and there is the 
occupation of the ruins by wild animals, both very familiar features 
of treaty curse material within and without the Old Testament. 2 
1. Asar, 107 Rand 1-3 ; not translated by Luckenbill. 
2. The 'Habitation of Dragons' curse is discussed by F.C.Fensham: ZAW 
75, 166-168 and by D.R.Hillers: TC/OTP, 44-54 and so need not be--
repeated here, except to supply a list of references from the dis-
cussion for convenience: 
Sefire I, A:32f 
Rassam, 6: 104-106 
Isa 34:11-17, 13:19-22, 17:1f, 27:10, 32:14 
Jer 10:22, 49:33, 50:39, 51:37 
Ezek 25:5, Mic 3:12, Zeph 2:13-15 
The 'Removal of Joyful Sounds' curse is likewise competently treated 
in TC/OTP, 57f and ZAW 75, 171f with reference to 
Sefire I, A:29 
AMT, rev. 4 : 19 
Ras s am, 6: 10 1- I 0 3 
Era Epic, Or 27, 141 & 146 note 3 
Ludlul Bel~imeqi, BWL, 36 
Amos 8:10, Isa 24:8-:-:rer 7:34, 16:19, 25:10, 33:11 
Ezek 26: 13 
Cf. Sg 8:158£ & 414 which is omitted by the above studies but discussed 
in the analysis of the Sargon Gottesbrief, A.3, page 46f • 
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B.2: Conclusions. 
In conclusion, analysis of the Esarhaddon Gottesbrief reveals it 
to be a document of treaty theology at the following points: 
i 
A: Esarhaddon's indictment of the Shuprian vassal 
B: The Shuprian king's confession of sin 
C: The reiterated verdict sentencing retribution 
D: The intervention of the Assyrian gods in the attack 
E: The ade righteousness of Esarhaddon vis-a-vis Urartu 
F: The realised treaty curses of deportation, blinding/ 
mutilation, removal of joy, and reversion to 
wilderness 
Albrektson has used a passage from the Esarhaddon Gottesbrief 1 
to illustrate his thesis that Mesopotamian gods were thought to direct 
the course of historical events by their divine word, apart from their 
decrees discerned by divination. This is correct as far as it goes, 
but he has not explored the theological framework of the incident he 
has chosen with the result that he has missed the whole context of 
theological exposition of the treaty and its curses. His point stands 
that Mesopotamian gods were believed to act in history directing events 
by their word and by direct action, but the parallels between the 
covenant theology of Israel as applied to history and the ade theology 
of the Assyrians reflected in their historiography require a more 
detailed contextual study. 
1. Albrektson: H&G, 58f where the igniting of the ramp and Marduk's 
use of the north wind to turn the flames on the city are discussed 
and compared with Exod 14:21 • · 
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PART I, C: The Annals of Ashurbanipal. 
C.1: Introduction. 
Approaching the Annals of Ashurbanipal in pursuance of the the-
ology of the sword in the war narratives, we are confronted with an 
embarassment of riches on the one hand, but with the difficulty of no 
comprehensive edition of the material to work from such as that pro-
vided by Borger for Esarhaddon's inscriptions~ The length of Ashur-
banipal's reign, 'the functioning of his scribal staff and the for-
tunes of excavation have· yielded a wealth of material. There are more 
than half a dozen recognised editions of the Annals extant, compiled 
between his first year of reign in 668 be and his, thirtieth year in 
639 be. 1 I~ addition, there is much similar material or abbreviated 
1. The editions, which are foundatbn deposits in the form of in-
scribed prisms (see Part I, Introduction, page 3 & note 1), run in 
chronological order as follows: E (c 667 be), B (649 be), D(648 be), 
K = G (? 647 be), C (? 646 be), F =A (645 be), T (645 be) and H 
(639 be). For discussion of the inter-relations of this material 
see the introductions to the major publications of Ashurbanipal's 
inscriptions, which are in order of appearance: 
M.Streck: Assurbanipal und die letZ!en assyrischen Konige 
bis zum Untergange Nineveh 1s, VAB 7,L~ipzig,1916. 
Th. Bauer: Das Inschriftenwerk Assurbanipals, Leipzig,1933. 
A.C.Piepkorn: Historical Prism Inscriptions of Ashurbanipal t, 
AS 5, Chicago, 1933. 
J-M.Aynard: Le Prisme du Louvre AO 19.939, Paris,1957. 
Other important texts appear in -
R.C.Thompson: The Prisms of Esarhaddon & Ashurbanipal 
found at Nineveh in 1927/28, London,1931. 
ibid.: Iraq 7(1940),98-109 
ibid.: AAA 30(1933),79-109 
A. R.Millard : Iraq 30 (1968), 98ff 
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ecceipts inscribed on tablets, barrel cylinders and epigraphs, as well 
as considerable files of correspondence and oracular texts covering 
the same events as are recorded in the Annals. 
Yet there are gaps both chronological and literay. The end of the 
reign from 639-627 be is obscure for want of extant Annals, 1 and the 
corpus for the whole reign contains only one very fragmentary treaty 
text, 2· and not a single Gottesbrief specimen~ The absence of treaty 
texts and Gottesbriefe is a real loss to the study of our theme, though 
ascribable only to excavation hazard, for the Annals reveal that many 
treaties were concluded which must have been committed ·to writing in 
duplicate copies~ and it is a legitimate inference from the Gottesbrief 
specimens of Sargon and Esarhaddon that Ashurbanipal too employed 
this literary form, and that the Annals with their often inexplicable 
omissions had precursors in the form of an Erstbericht for each cam-
paign. This is the direction of Aynard's argument - though she does 
not specify the Gottesbrief form when she infers from the omission of 
the Shamash-shum-ukin incident in Prism F and its appearance in the 
1. The latest Annals text is Edition H of 639 be, on which see A •. R. 
Millard: Iraq 30(1968),l06ff. On the chronological problems of the 
succession, see Joan Oates: Iraq 27(1965),135-159 "Assyrian Chron-
ology, 631-612 be" and J.Reade: JCS 23(1970),1-5 "The Accession of 
Sinsharishkun". Oates, Reade and others accept the.identification of 
Ashurbanipal with.Kandalanu, king of Babylon on date-lists and formu:Ja:;. 
2. Bu. 91-5-9, 178 Asb. + Qedar publfshed by K.Deller & S.Parpola: Or 37 
(1968), 464-466 "Ein Vert rag mi t dem arabischen Stamm Qedar". To 
this could be added the Zaqutu Vereidigung text H. 1239, and H. 1105, 
the internal equivalents of treaties. 
3. K. 3408 (IAsb, 83f) is not a Gottesbrief in the form and s"tyle of the 
Sargon and Esarhaddon specimens, but rather a prayer for victory men-
tioning a number of different historical victories attributed to 
divine aid. 
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slightly later Rassam text that the latter was copied from a detailed 
report made prior to Edition F of the Annals. 1 
Since there are no EPstbePiahte to work from, the edited accounts 
of the royal campaigns must serve as source material. Unfortunately 
scribal principles are imperfectly understood, if indeed they did work 
to any standard pattern of omission and inclusion, censorship, abbrevi-
ation" and exaggeration. A pitfall to be avoided is the attribution of 
theological significance to omissions ~hich may not have been theologi-
cally motivated at all. Aynard suggests, for instance, the very simple 
reason of limited space allocation by pre-ruled lines to account for 
abbreviation in Prism F, noting that the script becomes smaller and 
more cramped prior to the ruled line in contrast to the larger, wider 
spaced script beginning sections. 2 On the other hand, variant phrasing 
I. Aynard comments: 
2. 
••• sans doute, un autre prisme, legerement anterieur 
au prisme F, avait relate de fa~on detaillee cet 
evenement. C'est sur ce texte que le Rassam a vrai-
semblablement copie le recit correspondant 
(Aynard, 22) 
E.A.Speiser in his essay 'Ancient Mesopotamia' (IHANE, 65f) also 
argues for Gottesbrief precursors to the prism editions of the 
war records.· 
11 n'est impossible que, avant meme decrire son texte 
le scribe ait delimite par ces traits la longueur de 
!'emplacement reserve a chacune des parties de son 
texte; ce qui expliquerait que souvent, les premieres 
lignes d'une Campagne sont largement ecrites tandis 
que celles de la fin sont tres <lenses; le scribe ayant 
mal calcule sa place se voyaient contraint de serrer 
la fin de sa texte pour pouvoir le faire tenir eri 
entier ••• C'est peut-etre aussi ce simple detail 
materiel qui explique les variantes, les ajoutes ou 
les raccourcis, les membres entiers de phrases omis, 
qui font differer une redaction d'une autre (Aynard,9) 
Olmstead: Assyrian Historiography, 1916 remains a useful study 
dealing with scribal editing. More recently L.D.Levine: JNES 32 
(1973),312-317 "The Second Campaign of Sennacherib" has attempted 
to explain the scribal process behind the three recensions of one 
campaign in which abbreviation and then harmonisation characterise 
the later accounts in relation to the 'primary source, written soon 
after th~ conclusion of the events described, and the only source 
which makes sense internally'. 
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in congruent passages is a compensatory benefit of multiple versions 
such as we have in the various Annals editions and related texts. 
In previous chapters a single campaign was followed through in 
its narrative sequence, but with Ashurbanipal's numerous campaigns 
for theological analysis this method is not suitable since the results 
would be repetitive and tedious, and so a comparative and thematic 
method will be adopted. Not only will the variant accounts of the 
same campaign be viewed synoptically, but one campaign report will be 
compared directly with another where they exhibit similar situational 
theology. Historical, chronological and geographical questions must be 
largely ignored in the interests of focusing on the theology of the 
Annals. 1 
The thesis we wish to expound by analysis of Ashurbanipal's Annals 
is the same as that propounded for the Gottesbrief reports from Sargon 
and Esarhaddon already studied, namely that the sword appears in an 
explicit theological framework such that the narratives of the mili-
tary campaigns may be understood as the exposition of an ade theology 
of history. This ade framework has largely been overlooked in studies 
of Mesopotamian historiography to date. 2 Though some studies have 
1. For information on these questions, the standard historical works 
and specialised studies should be consulted, such as the following: 
CAR III, 1929 reprinted 1965 
Olmstead: HA, 1923 
Saggs: Greatness, 1962 
S.S.Ahmed: Southern Mesopotamia in the time of Ashurbanipal, 
1968 
ibid.: ZAW 79(1967),1-13 "The Causes of Shamash-shum-ukin's 
Uprising" 
A.Spali~ger: JAOS 94.3(1974),.316-328 "Ashurbanipal & Egypt: a 
source study" . 
M.Weipert: WO 7.1(19t3),39-85 "Die Kampfe des assyrischen 
KOnigs Assurbanipal gegen die Araber" 
2. Eg.E.A.Speiser's essay 'Ancient Mesopotamia', !HANE, 35-73. Contrast 
the many theological studies of OT historiography - eg. H.W.Wolff: 
ZAW 73(1961),171-186 "Das Kerygma des deuteronomistischen Geschichts-
werks" and R.North: JBL 82(1963), 376-380 "The Theology of the Chroni-
cler" • 
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touched on an aspect of this ade theology, eg. the treaty curses, no 
systematic theological study of Ashurbanipal's Annals has been made 
which attempts to expound the entire ade framework of the narratives• 1 
The comparative study of the Ashurbanipal war material may be 
organised according to a ten phase schema linking the history and the 
theology. Historical observation reveals a much repeated sequence of 
events.relating Assyria to her empire. The internal loyalty oath and 
the external treaty oath constitute the primal point for this sequence. 
Thereafter the activity of the king corresponds to the loyalty or dis-
obedience of his subjects vis-a-vis the oath taken; in the event of 
disobedience, there is a punitive campaign, while a vassal protection 
campaigi may be launched on behalf of a loyal vassal. 
A: Vassal Oath U: Vassal Oath 
B: Rebellion V: Attack on Vassal 
C: Royal Threat W-: ·Plea to King 
D: Reply X: Prom.ise of Aid 
E: Prayer Y: Def eat of Enemy 
F: Divine Pronouncement Z: Restoration 
G: Divine Intervention 
H: Fate of the Ade-Violator 
I: Victory and Spoil Ceremony 
J: Renewed Vassaldom 
For the loyal vassal the king takes the place of the gods. The 
plea of the vassal (W) corresponds to the king's prayer to the gods, 
qis promise of aid (X) to the divine pronouncement (F). Restoration 
(Z) replaces retribution (H), that is, the blessing replaces the cur-
ses. The Kirbit campaign, the 1st and 2nd Egyptian campaigns, the 
Ummanaldasi campaign and the Amu-ladi campaign all represent actions 
after the vassal protection paradigm. 
As regards the ten phase schema, it must be pointed out that 
there is no means of knowing whether the full sequence of phases 
occurred each and every time, since the Annals are at one remove from 
the actual events and are not chronicles compiled with the intention 
of meticulous and scrupulous attention t.o detail but are edited 
accounts with abbreviations and omissions. Thus, for example, the 
1. As examples of previous studies touching on the thesis developed 
here, see for example the work of Hillers:TC/OTP, 10 & 86 note 27; 
Frankena: OTS 14(1965), 150; Fensham:Festschrift Volterra 6,132f; 
Albrektson: H&G, 104-106 • 
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the Rassam prism (Edition A) abbreviates the campaign which resulted 
in Teunnnan's decapitation to such an extent that the elaborate prayer 
(E) as well as the oracle and vision (F),which find a place in the B 
Edition, are entirely missing. 1 Had they not been preserved in other 
Editions, or had the Rassam prism been the only extant source, there 
would have been no means of knowing whether Ashurbanipal went through 
the pha~es E and F in connection with Teunnnan's breach of oath. In 
other words, the evidence produced from the extant sources to be 
studied is not as full and complete as we may reasonably suppose it 
once was. There·is the possibility that further discoveries may augment 
the passages to be marshalled under headings A-J • With these obser-
vations in mind, attention may be directed to the ten phase sequence 
step by step. 
1. Compare the Prism B 7th campaign, Piep, 60-71, Col 4:87 - 6:16 with 
Rassam's 5th campaign, Col 3:27 -4~treck, 26 • 
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f 
C.2: A - The Vassal Oath and Vassal Status. 
We are considering under this heading not simply the swearing of 
the oath but its implications for internal and external affairs, and 
the manner in which it introduced theological sanctions to the subject-
sovereign relationship. The same theology governed native Assyrians 
and foreign peoples alike because they both lived under the divinely 
elected king whose status the oath defined in practical as well as 
theological terms. The commonality of ade theology to native and for-
eign subjects is clearly demonstrable from the contents and vocabulary 
of extant treaties, the Neo-Assyrian letters and the Annals. The 
foTI.owing examples serve by way of illustration. 
As their point of departure both the Esarhaddon and the Ashurbani-
pal Annals use the ade ceremony , or ceremonies, if we think in terms 
of first the mar sarruti followed by the sovereign status. Esarhaddon 
relates how his father assembled the people of Assyria small and great, 
and in particular his brothers and members of the royal household, to 
accept his divine election on oath. Subsequently the brothers, but not 
the people, broke this oath: 
nise GN sa ade mamit ilani rabuti ana na~ar sarrutija 
ina me u samni itmu ul illiku re~ussun 
The people of Assyria who had sworn the oath, the 
curse of the great gods, by means of water and oil 
to preserve my sovereignty, did not go to their aid 
This. is directly comparable to the EVT, lines 153ff, which pre-
clude foreign vassals from making a treaty (ade sakanu) by means of 
.. x 2 
water and oil (45 D: A.ME~ I.ME~). It is also comparable to the 
opening of Ashurbanipal's Annals, Edition A: 
ana na~ar mar sarrutija u arkanu sarrutu GN epes ade 
nis ilani usazkirsunuti udannina riksate 
1. Th. 1929-10-12, 1 Col 1 :50-52 , Asar, 43 ; cf. the variant phrasing 
of Col 1:80 ade nis ilani rabut"1"Tii'a mubbija izkuru. 
2. On this ceremony, see D.J.McCarthy: VT 14(1964),215-221 "Hos 12:2 -
Covenant by Oil"; K.Deller: Biblica 46(1965),349-352 "Smn bll(Hos 
12:2) - Additional Evidence"; K.Veenhof: BiOr 23(1966),308-313 in 
review of E. Kutsch: Sal bung als Rechtsakt-.--
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. To stand by my crown-princeship and later my 
kingship over Assyria, he made them swear, taking· 
· oath by the life of the gods, (thus) making the 
treaty secure 1 
66 • 
The subjects here are 'the Assyrians, young and old, from the Upper 
to the Lower Sea', a description which would seem to embrace both 
native and foreign subjects. Ashurbanipal, like his father, invoked 
the !de against his brother 'who did not keep the oath sworn to me', 
but who 'broke brotherhood' (sa la issuru adeja, iprusa abbiitu) 2 , and 
it is in connection with civil war that the internal ade concerns us 
in this study. 
The text K. 85-2-22,130 published as-H. 1105, though fragmentary 
and therefore unclear as regards its exact form~ may nevertheless be 
fairly taken as a specimen of what Zakutu refers to in H. 1239 as ade 
[ma-am-me?3-te •3 . In this declaration of loyalty, central concerns 
are loving the king, fighting his battles and reporting conspiracy -
I. Rassam 1:20, Streck, 4 (ARAB 2,291 $7'66). For commentary on this 
passage and comparison with the dual covenant procedure related to 
coronation in Israel, see Weinfeld: DDS,81ff & 87f; Baltzer:CF, 78ff 
on 2 Kgs 11; Calderone: DynOracle, 21ff • ~ 
2. Rassam 3:97, 108 Streck, 30 • 
3. R.F.Harper: Assyrian and Babylonian Letters belonging to the Kouyun-
jik Collection of the British Museum.I-XIV, London, 1892-1914 as 
edited by L.Waterman: Royal Correspondence of the Assyrian Empire, 
Ann Arbor, 1930-1936 , R 1239:9-10. Selected letters from this 
corpus are published with improved sense by R.Pfeiffer: State Letters 
of Assyria, AOS 6, New Haven, 1935 (hereafter SLA), but further 
advances will be due -to the completion of the work by S.Parpola: 
Letters from Assyrian Scholars to the Kings Esarhaddon and Ashurbani-
pal, AOAT 5 Part I: Texts, Part II: Commentary. 
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1 
exactly the concerns of the EVT. The Zakutu ade is similarly con-
. r-
cerned with heart loyalty and with conspiracy. Nee-Assyrian letters 
quote clauses from such ade texts about reporting as a preface to 
their contents. Inter.nal and external.affairs turned upon the ade 
1 • ultu iimu anni adi ilmu mala [baltani RNJ sar GN ameli 
ra'manisu ••• sar GN belini nir~'amu (R 1105:17f,32) 
qasate nidekk.u (line 23) 
musadbibu sa amat la tabti ana muhgi CRNJ iqabbu ••• 
semire ninamdusi-ma a~a RN [ ••• J (lines 13 & 16) 
From today to the end of [our lives, Ashurbanipal] king 
of Assyria will be the man we love ••• the king of Assyria 
our lord we shall love 
We shall mount arms 
The plotter who speaks evil words against [Ashurbanipal] 
we shall cast into irons and [bringJ to Ashurbanipal 
Cf. EVT, $ 4,6,8,10 & 21 (ANETS, 99/535ff) 
2. R 1239, RCAE, 360ff. 
3. Cina libbi ? ina tuppi ?J ade issatir umma mala tammara 
u tasemma' suprani (R 831 :rev. ·2, RCAE, 78) 
[in the textJ of the treaty it is written, thus: "Whatever 
you see and hear, send off to me ! " 
Cf. appitti amelu sa bi:t belisu ira•amu sa imm.aru u sa isimmu 
uzna sa belesa upatta (R 288:9ff, RCAE, 200) 
Verily, the man who loves the house of his lord discloses 
to his lord whatever he sees and hears (Belibni to Asb.) 
ruddu miimitu ikarraba u sarru uda aninu ammar sa aninu 
ammar idi ussibil (R l385:rev. 2-6) 
The addition to the oath is gracious and the king knows 
that as many as we are and as much as we learn I report 
(Shamash-shum-ukin reporting his suspicions of the Elamite 
crown prince to Ashurbanipal prior to the civil war) 
Cf. H.472:1-4 & H.1110:19-21 • 
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document, and so it is natural that the sovereign should interpret 
the events of his reign according to his peoples' loyalty or disobed-
ience to the document defining his status with divine sanctions. 
The opening lines of the ade of Zakutu specify those people and 
classes with whom the treaty of loyalty was concerned, naming Shamash-
shum-ukin, other brothers and seed royal, then v.arious classes of 
civil servants and finally broadening out to include 'the Assyrians 
... male and female' (H.1239:8f). From other letters it seems that 
the loyalty oath could be administered locally, for City elders and 
various classes of experts are specifically mentioned as entering into 
the oath ( ina libbi ade. erebu) 1, and this ad.e and the. travelling ade 
document (itti tuppi adeja) 2can hardly be separated theol~gically from 
the ade of Zakutu, of the Arinals, and of the Assyrian vassals. 
J. tupsarre bare masmase ase dagil i~~ure manzaz ekalli 
asib ali arag Nisannu UmU 16 ina libbi ade errubu 
uma issiari ade liskunu (H.33:6ff) 
The scribes, the haruspicies, the exorcists, the 
physicians (and) the augurs staying in the palace 
. palace (and) living in the city will enter the treaty 
on the 16th of Nisannu. They should now take the 
oath tomorrow (see LAS II, 2f) 
Cf. H.202 regarding the ade of Babylon, which the writer missed, 
and those in Nippur and Erech where he could have participated: 
ina libbi ilanika u an8.ku ade sa sarri belija asabbat 
u an8.ku ana ade sa sarri ul !}amaku (H. 202: rev. 4..:9) 
Che led meJ into the midst of your gods and I was able 
to take the loyalty oath to the king my overlord, but I 
did not have confidence in (that) oath ceremony 
He was going to· take the oath in Babylon following the instruc-
tions of the royal despatch at the same time as the elders of 
Babylon swore allegiance 
sibutu ki illiku ana libbi ade sa sarri belija ira CN 
iterbu: the elders when they have come to enter into 
the oath of the king my lord (rev. 15-19) 
2. H.539:15. The tuppu is entrusted to three high-ranking officials. 
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The ade may be thought of as a triangle. Instead of two parties 
related to each other by legal clauses of promise and obligation with 
I the courts standing over and above them, we have atripartite rela-
tionship with the gods at the apex: 
Court Gods Gods 
/\ /\ ~ 
PN PN RN RN RN PN 
(Contract). (Parity Treaty) (Vassal Treaty) 
In a parity treaty, the triangle is equilateral with the gods above 
equidistant from the two human partners to the ade in horizontal rela-
tionship to each other below along the base line. In a vassal treaty, 
the triangle becomes lopsided with the divine apex moving to a vertical 
position above the king's base angle with the vassal's corner removed 
to a distance indicating his inferiority in standing vis-a-vis the 
suzerain and the suzerain's gods. 
I. G.M.Tucker: VT 15(1968), 487-503 "Covenant Forms and Contract Forms" 
compares and-Contrasts the use of an oath in contracts (optional) 
and covenants (essential), concluding that the two 'have little in · 
connnon beyond the very general fact that both are agreements'(~ 501). · 
His emphasis on the oath in covenants is valid, yet too rigid a 
categorisation of forms cannot be maintained in the light of over-
laps between covenant-treaties, covenant-grants, royal edicts, and 
testamentary documents. Haphazard omission and adaptation must be 
allowed for too. See further M.Weinfeld: JAOS 90(1970), 184-203 "The 
Covenant of Grant in the OT & the ANE", esp:-~ 184 and note 38 re-
garding a Hittite document falling between a treaty and a grant. 
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Von Soden's decision to translate adu narrowly as 'oath' may be 
etymologically justified, 1 but semantically it does duty for the en-
tire tripartite relationship. Thus Ashurbanipal refers to the theo-
. logical contract as adeja, emphasising his role, or as ade rabuti sa 
dA'.:('¥ h • • .h "'l f As • t • 1 d • 2 
.t=Sur emp as1s1ng t e ro e o syr1a s nat1ona eity. · It appears 
---
as ade mamit ilani rabuti, 3 emphasising the retributive action of its 
sponsors inherent in it and activated by its breach, and finally it 
·appears as the phrase ade niS ilani rabuti~ which does lay emphasis 
on solemn swearing by 'the life of the gods' • 
1. AHw., 14 adu I - 'Eid'. Frankena contras ts this 'original meaning o.f. ·. 
the word ade' with 'a broader sense, denoting also sworn agreement'~ ' 
the treaty between king and vassal or between king and official' · · · 
(OTS 14, 1965,~ 134). Wiseman, commenting on various scholars' trans-
lations, argues that ade 'implies something more technical than 
"B . II "S -- G b II II II Th est1mmung ••• atzung, e ot, Vertrag ••• or agreement •••• e 
more exact meaning is of a law or commandment solemnly imposed in 
the presence of divine witnesses by a suzerain upon an individual or 
people who have no option but acceptance of the terms. It implies 
a "solemn charge or undertaking on oath" ••• ' (Iraq 20,1958 81 note 1). 
Cf. other dicussions by Gelb:BiOr 19, 159-162, by Deller: WZKM 57, 
31f and by CAD A. 1, 131ff adu A · --
2. Rassam 1:118, 3:97, 7:18,85,93, 9:54, 10:89 etc.; Rassam 9:72. 
3. Piep, 76 B, 7:6. 
4. Rassam 1:21, 8:45; LET, 54 (cf. Piep, 80 B,7:97 su[m ilani rabutiJ 
usazkirsu); Rassam 8:50 nis ilani rabuti la iplag (minus ade). On the 
oath by the life of the gods, cf. Hammurabi's Code - Driver & Miles: 
BabLaws 2, 18f $20 Col ixa:S-13, ~ 86f $249 Col xxib:36-43, ~ 157f 
the philological note on $20, and further AHw., 797f nisu II • 
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The difference between the vassal treaty and the parity treaty 
emerges from the vocabulary of the Ashurbanipal Annals themselves. In 
a brief passage, the king claims a t;hange in Assyrian-Urartean rela-
tions i.n the direction of Assyrian ascendancy where formerly parity 
relations had existed. 1 'Brotherh.ood' (ahhutu) 2is replaced by sub-
servience expressed through the son to father imagery (aplu ana abi~u), 
the concept of suzerainty (belutu, belija), and the paying of tribute 
in the spirit of submission (palhis kanSis). Divine decree l~y-behind 
this submission for Ashurbanipal was destined for great deeds (inmui~ni). 
Several armed coalitions hostile to Ashurbanipal appear in the 
Annals • Shamash~shum-ukin who literally and politically 'broke 
.brotherhood' (parasu abbutu, Rassam, 3:108) was supplied by troops in 
this manner - supply of troops being a characteristic of parity 
treaties. 
emuqe iddinsunuti ana re~utu PN aoi nakri ispuram 
i~ta.kan pisu (Rassam, 7:98-101) 
He supplied troops to them (the Arab king to princes) 
and despatched them to the aid of Shamash-shum-ukin 
~hat) hostile brother, and he made an alliance (li~ 
set his mouth) 
The phrase itti PN pi sakanu describes the Arab-Nabatean alliance 
(Rassam, 8:48) ; a parallel phrase itti PN izuzzu is used about the 
Arab brother coalition (Rassam, 10:1), while Nabu-bel-shumate's re-
liance on Elam is expressed by takalu and ana dannutu ~akanu (Rassam, 
,7:20-22). Gyges sent troops to Pharaoh's coalition (ana kitri PN, 
Rassam, 2:114). Of these phrases kitru and the verb kataru I are 
especially tied to the military aspect of treaties, whether coalitions 
of equals or troops sent for vassal protection. 2 
J. The passage has already been quoted, see page 55 above; Rassam, JO: 
40-50, Streck, 84 & ARAB 2, 320f $834 • 
2. See CAD A.I, 186ff abbutu, 3) brotherhood (referring to a political 
relationship) for further references; Munn-Rankin: Iraq 18(1965),76ff; 
Fensham: Festschrift Albright, 121-135 "Father & Sonas Terminology 
for Treaty & Covenant 11 ; H. 301: 15 & Rassam, 3: 108; cf. Amos 1 :9 welo' 
z8.keru berit a~~im ; 1 Kgs 9:13 - al:ii Hiram to Solomon; J.Priest: 
JBL 84(1965) "The Covenant of Brothers" • 
3. For further references, see AHw., 465 kat.rru I & 494, kitru especially 
2.) 1 Bunctgenossen'; CAD K, 467f kitru A I.) (military} aid, 2.) aux-
iliaries, auxiliary force, ally • 
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The coalition most vividly described in the Annals is that be-
tween the Egyptian kinglets and Tarku the Ethiopian. This is explicitly 
called an ade, and some of its terms are defined. It is also explicitly 
condemned in terms of the ade and mamitu of the Assyrian gods. 
eli RN sar GN ana sakan ade u salime uma'eru 
rakbesun umma sulummu ina birinni lissakin-ma 
nindaggara abames matu aoenna nizzuzma a ibbassi 
ina birinni sanumma belum (Rassam, 1:123-126) 
To Tarku king of Cush they sent their messengers to 
establish treaty relations (li~ treaty-oath and 
friendship/friendly relations): "Let friendly re-
lations be established between us; let us come to 
terms and divide the.land between us, and let there 
be no other suzerain over us". 
The friendly relations (sulummu), the division of the land which means 
the recognition of territory and the fixing of borders, and the exclu-
sion of other possibilities of fealty are all characteristic of trea-
ties, parity or vassal. It is the 1st Plural Precatives which mark 
this as a parity treaty. 
Though the word ade is not used in the Annals of the other co-
alitions referred to, it is a fair inference that some formal agree-
ment was made before members of the coalition went into battle to-· 
gether. This is supported by the explicit example quoted above, and 
an insight from a Neo-Assyrian letter reporting a hostile tribal 
move. Belibni informs Ashurbanipal that Nabu-bel-shumate was in 
collusion with the Pukudeans: 
sumu ili 1 ana abames ultelu umma ki adi temu 
mala nisimmu nisapparakka (H.282:re~ 4-6) 
1. The phrase sumu ili, which is written here syllabically su-mu and 
so cannot be confused with nis ili (the ideogram MU is used for 
nisu as well as for sumu), is an interesting variant on the more 
common nis ili. For a parallel use of the name of Yhwh in conclu-
ding a covenant between human partners, see 1 Sam 20:42 
· wayyomer Yehonatan leDawid lek les8.lom 'aser nisbaCnU 
senenu 'ana.l;lnu besem Yhwh le'mor Yhwh yihyeh beni 
Ubeneka uben zarCe . Uben zarCaka Cad Colam 
In 1 Sam 18:3 & 20:8, this relationship is described covenantally 
(karat berit, berit Yhwh) ; in the above passage, the phrase sabaC 
b~~em Yhwh, and the description of.· the state created by the swear-
ing of the oath, namely salom (cf. sulummu), especially invite 
comparison with Mesopotamian pacts. See further Dt 6: I 3, I 0: 20, 
5:11, Exod 20:7, 23:13, Lev 19:12, Josh 23:7 • On the grammatical 
use of kI adi in clauses of positive promises, see GAG, 240 $185,(1). 
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They took a mutual oath in the name of the god 
(lit. they made high, St-theme of elu) in these 
terms: "We shall despatch to you asmuch infor-
. mation as we hear" 
73. 
If the agreement to supply information was sealed with an oath, then 
the supply of troops would almost certainly have involved an ade 
sulunnnu in each case as well. In a real sense, then:fore, the sword 
was wielded within an ade system,·be it parity treaty or vassal treaty. 
Turning to the vassal treaties recorded in Ashurbanipals Annals, 
one finds a suzerain-orientated vocabulary interwoven with a divine 
action vocabulary. Broadly speaking, three situations generate 
vassal treaties. There is the forced oath after military conquest; 
there is the submission motivated by fear of Assyrian reprisals; and 
there is a diplomatic vassaldom entered into spontaneously for its 
defence benefits. 
The Gyges incident illustrates the third category admirably and 
is valuable for our study because the historical events have been 
fully clothed in theological dress. 1 The account first highlights 
1 • The official scribes worked up a story which was as 
notable for its'purple passages as for its lack of 
historicity (Olmstead:HA, 420) 
the influence of the oracles in introducing a highlflown 
and slightly bombastic style may be seen in the his-
torical inscriptions, which develop from simple state-
ments of events into highly coloured and imaginative 
literary documents; an interesting example may be 
found in the account of Ashurbanipal's narrative of 
his relation with Gyges (Sidney Smith: CAR III, 111) 
The above quotations are both overstatements and somewhat mis-
leading. The basic historical events are readily discernible, 
for one thing ••• a Lydian initiated alliance leading to a 
Cimmerian defeat. For another, Smith's evolutionary theory of 
historiography, which is highly suspect, fails to emphasise the 
theological nature of ANE historiography from earliest times. 
See, e~ The Stele of Vultures of E-ana-tuma (2454-2425 be, 
Middle Chronology) or the En-temena Cone (2404-2375 be) of which 
Kramer says: 
the archivist ••• strives to fit the historical events 
into the accepted framework of his theocratic world-
view, and evolves a unique literary style which con-
stantly interweaves the deeds of men and gods and often 
fails to distinguish between them (S.N.Kramer: IEJ 3, 
1953, 217-232 "Sumerian Historiography", p. 221)--
The scribal embellishment found in the Annals seldom obscures the 
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the remoteness of Lydia, unknown to previous monarchs so Ashurbanipal 
alleges, and whose language was unintelligible in the multi-racial 
capital. What prompted the distant envoy's journey ? The Annals see 
divine initiative behind Gyges' diplomatic initiative: 
nibit ~umija ina 
umma ~epe RN sar 
kusud nakrii.tika 
sutti usabrisu-ma DN ilu banUj a 
GN sabat-ma ina zikir sumisu 
• (Rassam, 2:97-99) 
umma sa RN sar GN bisibti DN sar ilani bel gimri 
sepe rubutisu. iabat-ma sarriissu pitlulJ-ma ~ulla 
belussu sa epes arduti u nadin mandatti lillikiis 
suppUka (LET,rev. 16-18 Streck,166) 
The god Ashur my begetter caused him{Gyges) to see 
the writing of my name in a dream, with the message: 
"Seize the feet of Ashurbanipal king of Assyria and 
you will conquer your enemies under the aegis of 
his name" 
"Seize· the feet of his highness Ashurbanipal king of 
Assyria, the darling of Ashur king of the gods, lord 
of totality, and revere his suzerainty; implore his 
overlordship that you may become his vassal and give 
tribute;let your supplications come before him" 
The moral is then heavily drawn, attributing Gyges' instant military 
success to his new vassal status and the support of Assyria's gods. 
A variant text adds that the two captured chieftains sent to Ashur-
banipal plus tribute were proof of the gods' prowess. 
Some texts, being earlier accounts, stop there, but the Rassam 
prism adds another incident further enlarging the scope of suzerain 
orientated vocabulary, for afterwards Gyges broke his vassal oath, 
sending troops to Egypt. His son in renewing the Assyrian alliance 
after military setbacks is alleged to have written: 
historical events irrevocably, especially when multiple Editions 
are extant, and presents us with a gain of insight into contempor-
ary theological orthodoxy. While literary skill is not absent (see 
e~ the Sg 8 Gottesbrief), it is only occidental thought which 
wishes to fit the royal Annals into categories marked 'History' or 
'Literature' or other Western genre. 'Royal Propaganda' or 'Theo-
logical Exposition' would appear to be somewhat less erroneous tags. 
1. atammaru danan DNN : 'so that I might see the might of Ashur and 
Marduk', Piep, 48 B,3:4. 
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sarru sa ilu idusu atta 
issakin ina panisu jati 
lasii.~a abs8.nka 
abua tarur-ma lemuttu 
ardu paligka kurbanni-ma 
(Rassam, 2: 123-125) 
You are the king whom the gods acknowledge/know. You 
I cursed my father and evil befell him. But as for me, 
a slave who reveres you, bless me and let me draw 
your yoke. 
75. 
As a second example of diplomatic submission to vassaldom, the 
occasion of Tammaritu's flight from Elam and reception at the Assyrian 
palace may be cited. Following Indab igam' coup, the nobles and seed 
royal fled for protection to Assyria, counting on their re-installation 
when Assyria or fate deposed the Elamite usurper. 
PN sepe sarrii.tija unassiq-ma qaqqaru usesir ina 
ziqnisu manzaz masarija ililbat-ma ana epes ardii.tija 
ra.mB.nsu imnu-ma ••• ina mabrija izzizu idallulu 
qurdi ilanija dannii.ti sa illikii. re~ii.ti (Rassam, 4:28ff) 
Tammaritu kissed my royal feet and smoothed the 
ground with his beard; he took up his place at my 
chariot and counted himself as my vassal .••• (while) 
he stood in my presence praising the valour of my 
powerful gods who came to (my/his) aid 
ana katarisu uli1alla beluti (Piep,80 B,7:72) 
He implored me as overlord to be his protective 
ally 
Taking these two narratives alone, something of the richness of the 
vassal vocabulary is evident, and also the interweaving of the gods, 
vassaldom and victory. Vassaldom consists of paying respects (the role 
of Gyges' envoy: ana sa'al sulmeja, Rassam 2:101), doing homage (sepe 
RN eabatu, nasaqu), reverencing the suzerain (sarrutu palabu) and his 
gods (qurdi ilani dalalu), being a slave (ardu, arduti epesu), drawing 
the yoke (absanu satu), addressing prayer to the overlord as though he 
replaced the native gods (jullu, suppu alaku), and more materially the 
paying of tribute (mandattu nadanu). 
Illustrating the submission to vasscidom for fear of Assyrian re-
prisals is the account of Natnu the Nabatean to whom one of the Arab 
rebels had fled for protection: 
PN iplab-ma irsa naquttu mar-sipresu ana sa'al sulmeja 
ispuram-ma unassiqa sepeja ana sakan ade sulumme epes 
ardii.tija ulilanalla beluti a.n8.ku badis a.ppalissu-ma panija 
damqati elisu askun biltu mandattu sattisamma ukin 
~erusiti (St~eck, 144 C;9:37~49) 
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isme-ma danan DN sa utakkilanni ••• ina pulugti 
kakke DN kasiduti issanqamma (Rassam, 8:59 & 63f) 
Natnu was afraid and prostrate; he despatched his 
messenger to pay respects to me; he kissed my feet 
and prayed my lordship that treaty relations, namely 
vassaldom, might be established. I looked favorably 
upon him and directed my benificence towards him. A 
tax of yearly tribute I imposed upon him. 
He{Natnu) heard about the might of Ashur who supported 
me ••• he was compelled by the fear of the conquering 
weapons of Ashur 
76. 
Fear of 1he ·king and fear of the gods run parallel. The concept 
of blessing through servitude to Assyria is marked by the phrases 
ade sulumme, badts palasu and damqati. To the blessings of vassaldom 
we must return presently. 
As a second example of the reprisal generated submissbn, the case 
of Indabigash the Elamite usurper suggests itself. The parallel with 
Natnu's submission is marked, for it too turns on the question of 
extradition. In Edition C, there is a record of a threatening letter 
Ashurbanipal sent to Indabigash, demanding the extradition of the 
defector Nabu-bel-shumate or the consequence of the invasion of Elam. 
Prism C then recounts a popular revolt against Indabigash sparked off 
by Ashurbanipal's despatch, but Edition B indicates that prior to 
this revolt which cost Indabigash his life, he made submission to 
Assyria. Indabigash freed from detention certain Assyrian soldiers 
not party to Nabu-bel-shumate's defection and returned them to Ashur-
banipal with assurances of non-aggression: 
ki ~abat a1hltti qabi damiqtisu la bati mi~ir matisu 
ina qat mar-siprisu sa ~ubi u sulumme usebila adi 
mabrija (Piep, 80 B, 7:89~92) 
That I would take (his) side, declare (my) benevolence 
towards him and not cross over the boundary of his 
country, he conveyed to me by the hand of a messenger 
of good will and peace. 
Here we find a new phrase ~abatu abbuttu -'to take the part of, to 
intercede (liL to seize.hold of fatherhood)' 1 coupled with others 
(damiqtu, tubu u sulurrnnu) to emphasise the benefits and desirability 
of vassidom. Again, the question of territoty and invasion is promi-
-----1. See CAD $, 24 sabatu abbuttu - 'to intercede, further a person's 
cause' for further references. 
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nent, requiring the formal legal act of the ade contract to settle it. 
Were it not for the instability of Elam at this time which in fact 
led to Indabigash' murder, one might translate the Akkadian slightly 
differently and suppose that Ashurbanipal was concealing the fact that 
he concluded a non-aggression treaty of a parity rather than of a vas-
1 
sal nature. The translation above seems preferable. 
Before discussing examples of the vassal oath following military 
action, it will be worth quoting one of Belibni's letters to Ashur-
banipal which desc:rl.bes the capittila.tion of certain tribes after a suc-
cessful Assyrian razzia in their area. What is interesting is that a 
relatively low-ranking Assyrian officer can apparently administer an 
on-the-spot vassal oath: 
nasfkati ~a CN u PN ultu mubbi sa Imuru-ma 
bijalanija ana aoisunu ulli ittenibbu ki 
iplabu pisanu idannunu ade itti PN mar a-Oatija 
1. Piepkorn's translation tends to turn the lines into an Elamite 
concession which goes against the grain of the Annals' style: 
To take my side, to express his friendly regard, 
that he would not overstep the boundary of his 
. land - (this assurance) by the hand of his messenger 
of good faith and friendship he transmitted to me·· 
(Piep, 81) (read tiibi u sultmnne for tu-Cub lib-biJ u 
s~e, line 91, with von Soden, AHw., 1057 sulummu, 2c) 
There are other interesting Annals' passages which use the verb 
batu with misru in a treaty context. Two are quoted below, the 
first being a direct parallel in subject and ambiguity of trans-
lation from Esarhaddon's Annals. 
assu ana mi~ir matatesunu la bate mar-sipresunu sa tubi 
u sulumme ana Ninua adi mabrija ispuriinim-ma nis ilani 
rabuti izkuru (cf. C.AD H,. 157 batu 2a & Thompson's trans-
lation, PEA, 24) ~ 
Cana la ijatJi mi~ir mat Assur nis ilani rabuti Cbeleja(?)J 
[astak.lan m8.mit su m8.mit ilani rabuti beleja iprus 
(BM 123410, 22 .. -24 .. ; Iraq 30, 109f restored by the Ishtar 
Temple inscription, IT:156ff, AAA 20, 1933, ~ 89) 
Dugdamme's submission to Ashurbanipal 
With some justification Weinfeld remarks that the 'notion of not 
trespassing beyond the fixed boundaries goes back to the Sumerians 
and actually constitutes the origin of the treaty form in the ancient 
Near East' (DDS, 73; see his discussion, ~ 72ff) • 
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ardu sa [sarriJ belija sa ina mu-Obi kadi apqidu 
i~filabtu umma ardani sa sar GN ani:ni (H. 280: 19-rev. 4) 
The chie~ains of the Lahiru and Nagu' tribe, when 
they saw my warriors advancing on their rear, became 
afraid and coming to a decision they took oath under 
Mushezib-Marduk, my nephew, the servant of !the king] 
my lord, whom I had appointed to the garrison. They 
said: "Slaves of the king of Assyria are we." 
78. 
Together with the technical phrase ade ~abatu is the clearly techni-
cal use of ardu meaning 'vassal', and the simple six word confession 
indicating the new political situation. 1 Presumably this field oath 
was replaced by a more elaborate oath written up on durable material 
and kept in the capital where vassals were expected to put in regular 
appearances, and bring their imposed tribute. 
The two examples of vassaldom associated with conquest are inter-
esting in different ways. The first under discussion concerns the 
shifting relations with the Arab tribes, while the second is bound up 
with Assyria's policy towards Egypt. The Arab campaigns of Ashurbani-
pal are now the subject of a recent paper by Weippert who has approach-
ed the subject from the angle of Redaktionsgeschichte, examining the 
Rassam account in the light of the other extant sources. 2 Our concern 
is with the theological dimensions of the accounts, meaning with the 
treaties and their expositions in the narratives. 
The Arabs were not a unified ethno-political entity, of course, 
sp that relations between the tribes themselves were fluid as well as 
with the imperial power. We have already seen how Natnu chose to be-
come an Assyrian vassal rather than throw in his lot with an abortive 
rebellion of tribal groups. A certain continuity is provided for us 
J. C£ the Confession of Gyges' son : jati ardu palihka (Rassam, 2:125); 
the Testimony of the Sealanders vis-a-vis Elam's seduction: PN beli-
ani balit u ardani sa sar mat Assur anini (H•576:15f, SLA,)8f $20) • 
2. M.Weippert: WO 7.1(1973), 39-85 "Die Kampfe des assyrischen Konigs 
Assurbanipal gegen die Araber; Redaktionskritische Untersuchung des 
Berichts in Primsa A " • 
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by the character variously named as Uwaite'/ Jatita'/ Jaute' , for he 
links the reigns of Sennacherib, Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal, and be-
sides being mentioned in the Annals is also featured in our sole sur-
viving treaty document, the very broken Ash.+ Qedar treaty published 
2 by Deller and Parpola. He is given the title 'king of Qedar' and 
elsewhere 'king of Arabia' by the Assyrian sources. 3 The end of his 
career as an Assyrian protege is marked by the account of Abijate' 
being made vassal king in Jauta''s place following a savage reprisal 
campaign to avenge the breach of vassal oath - and to a study of this 
campaign's explicit ade theology of retribution we must return. 
PN mar PN2 ana CN illikam-ma unassiq sepeja ade ana 
epes ardutija ittisu askun kUm. PN3 askunsu ana sar-
riiti (Piep, 84 B,8:32-35) 
Abijate' son of Te'eri came to Nineveh and kissed my 
feet. I drew up a vassal treaty with him and appointed 
him as vassal-king in the place of Jauta'. 4 · 
The editors of the Qedar treaty fragment, from which only 36 very 
broken lines out of an estimated 64 line original remain, identify this 
tablet as the tuppi ade of Abijate'. Certainly its attitude to Jauta' 
fits this period , for he seems to be described in the fragment as 
'Jauta'; the not-good' (Jauta' la MUCNJ, line 4'), if 'not-good' is 
taken as being in apposition to the personal name. Then there appears 
J. On the variants, see Weippert: art.cit., page 40 note 6 • 
2. Bu.91-5-9,178 published by K.Deller & S.Parpola: Or 37(1968),464-466 
"Ein Vertrag Assurbanipals mit dem arabischen Stamm Qedar" ; see too 
A.F.Campbell: Biblica 50(1969), 534f "An Historical Prologue in a 
Seventh-Century Treaty" • 
3. sar mat Aribi - e~ Rassam, 7:83, 8:93, 10:21; sar KUR.Qa-da-ri, 
B, 7:94. See Weippert: art.cit.,66 • 
4. Compare the phrasing in the parallel account in the Rassam prism: 
remu arsisu-ma ade ni~ ilani rabuti u~azkir~u ·.· 
(Rassam, 8:44-46) 
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to be a mention of the disastrous war, the 'edge of the iron dagger' 
1 that has ruined them, and this is followed by the promise of grace 
and the forbidding of any contact with Jauta' who must be presumed to 
be still at large. 
CRN ~arJ GN belkunu ~amnu iskunakkaniini panesu 
damqu ina mubbikunu iskununi 'Summa attunii itti 
PN ana ~abti taqarribani (Bu. 91-5-9, I 78 : 8 ... -13 ... ) 
(Ashurbanipal king of] Assyria your overlord has 
set out oil for you; he has displayed his good 
favour towards you. If you approach Jauta' with a 
view to establishing good relations •••• 
Even this fragmentary piece bears the stamp of the vassal treaty vo-
cabulary with its use of damqu to express the graciousness of the suz-
erain, the reference to the ceremonial oil, and the technical use of 
fabtu referring.to friendly treaty relations. 
I. Line 5 ... reads: [ ••• GJIR AN.BAR a-na ga-lu-Cqi-ku-nuJ ; the patru 
parzilli (GIR AN.BAR) occurs again in line 7 .... It is the 3rd Masc 
Sing form of the verbs in obv. 4"'-I 1 ... , as opposed to the 2nd Masc Plur. 
in obv. 13"" , which leads Deller and Cq.mpbell to see lines 4 ... - I I ... as 
a narrative description, in other words an 'Historical Prologue'. 
See Campbell: art.cit., 535 note 3. The surmna of line I2 ... introduces 
the Stipulations with the impending curses. 
2. On the use of oil in treaty ceremonies, see the articles by McCarthy, 
Deller and Veenhof cited previously on page 65 note 2. For discussion 
of iubtu/tabtu/tabuttu as technical treaty terms, see W.L.Moran: JNES 
22 (1963), I 73-176 "A Note on the Treaty Terminology of the Se fire 
Steles"; D.R.Hillers: BASOR 176(1964),46f "A Note on Some Treaty Ter-
minology in the OT"; A.R.Millard: TB 17(1966),115-117 "For He is Good"; 
M.Weinfeld: JAOS 93.2(1973),190-199"Covenant Terminology in the ANE 
& its Influe'ilCe"on the West"; M.Fox: BASOR 209(1973),41£ "'fob as 
Covenant Terminology" • -
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Jauta' 's career previous to his replacement by Abij ate' is a 
chequered. one, punctuated by periods of peaceful submission to Assyr-
ian overlordship. Sennacherib had subjugated his father Hazael and 
held the tribes' gods in custody in Nineveh; Esarhaddon returned them 
and on Hazael's death installed Jauta' on the vassal throne, subse-
quently launching a vassal protection campaign on his·behalf ·against 
a potential usurper, one Uabu. 1 Jauta' defected despite this, but was 
defeated in battle, once more losing the tribal gods to Assyrian cap-
tivity. 2 After Ashurbanipal's coronation, Jauta' renewed his vassal 
3 
oath, and the tribal gods were returned, only to be seized in the 
battles preceeding Abijate''s installation as the vassal king, recor-
. . . 4 
ded in the Qedar treaty fragment. 
This raises the question of the relation of the vassal's gods to 
the suzerain's gods in the vassal relationship, though a systematic 
theology is most unlikely. From the Babylonian Chronicle and the royal 
Annals, we know that the movement of gods from their own temples to 
others was highly significant, whether in ritual or of necessity or 
1. Th. 1929-10-12, 1 Col 4: 1-31. (On the technical use of remu rasu, 
CoL 4:9, see the Additional Note: rernu,re'amu/remu, remutu/rQm). 
·Compare ARAB 2, 207f & 214, $518a & 536(= Asar,53; K.3087, "Streck, 
216£ = ARAB 2, 364f $940; K.3405, Streck, 222£ = ARAB 2, 365f $943. 
2. Prism B, 7:93ff, Piep, 80 = ARAB 2, 337 $869; VAT 5600, Streck, 376 
= ARAB 2, 367 $946 = Weippert: WO 7. I, page 75-. -
3. Prism B, 7:98 
4. Rassam, 8: 124; Streck, 72 = ARAB 2, 317 $824 • 
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1 through conquest. It demanded a theological explanation - and 
there are many extant examples. It is at this point that the dis-
tinctive nature of Yahwism manifests itself, for few, if any, scholars 
would contest.that the prophets of Israel released a priori explana-
tions of the sack of the Temple in Jerusalem and the transference of 
2 its cultic equipment to Babylon. Mesopotamian theology could accomo-
date no such a priori doom prophecies about the indigenous cult, and 
J. See, for example, BM.25127:15ff & rev. 19ff - Nabopolassar's return 
of gods to Susa previously captured by the Assyrians and settled in 
Erech, and the emergency withdrawal of the Shapazzu and Sippar city 
deities to Babylon; BM. 2l901: 6ff - Babylonian capture of Assyrian. 
gods; BM. 21946: rev. 9f - Nebuchadnezzar's removal of the Arabs 1 
gods; BM.96273:1,4,9 & 22 - confiscation and return of and reports 
on cultic equipment (Wiseman: CCK, 50ff, 78 note 19, 54f & 70f; A. 
R.Millard: Iraq 26(1964),15f).Compare the scenes from Assyrian 
reliefs showing the demolition of captur~d idols (Botta & Flandin: 
Monuments de Ninive I, pl. 65 which is reproduced in Olmstead: HA, . 
fig. 102), and Tiglath-pileser III 's removal of idols from a .captured. 
town (Layard: Monuments of Nineveh I, 36 which is reproduced in F~F~ 
Bruce: Israel & the Nations, Paternoster Press,1969, pL 6 ) • 
2. W.F.Albright collllilents on the prophets, the sack of Jerusalem and OT 
prophecy in general that 
It is wholly unnecessary to reckon with 'prophecies 
after the event': we have exceedingly few cases of 
vatiainium ex eventu in the Hebrew Bible before the 
third or second century B.C. 
(FSAC, 18) 
' 
The deep cultural significance of the exile of idols is played upon 
in the taunts of Hosea against the Calf of Ephraim (Hos 10:5f), and 
of Jeremiah against Kemosh of Moab (Jer 48:7,13 & 49:3). The OT 
Chronicler in common with his Mesopotamian counterparts placed great 
significance on the removal and return of Yahwistic cultic equipment 
(2 Chron 36:7,10,18 & Ezra 1:7-11) • 
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theological explanations were left to the apologists of the royal 
Annals writing post eventu • 1 This was a delicate task when Assyria 
and Babylon with their overlapping pantheons were the two combatants. 
Leaving aside this special context, we may consider the suzerain 
in relation to the gods outside his own pantheon. It is interesting 
to notice that even when the Assyrians are described in the Annals 
as desecrating an enemy's shrine with particular ferocity including 
the smashing of their gods that evidence from later Annals or Chroni-
cle texts seems to indicate that not all the idols were destroyed, but 
that some were 'held captive' in Assyrian temples to be returned at a 
susbsequent date determined by royal policy. 2 The general rule seemed 
1. The so-called 'Akkadian Prophecies' which speak of the sack of in-
digenous shrines and sacred cities must, in the words of an editor, 
'be considered simply a peculiar part of the vast Nesopdamian omen 
tradi ticin 1 ( R. D. Biggs: Iraq 29 (1967), 117-132 "More Babylonian 1 Pro-
phecies' ", page 117. Note lines 18 & 27 of the text which 'predict' 
the obliteration of the shrines of the great gods, slaughter in 
Nippur, and Amorite attacks extending to the shrines). Cf. A.K.Gray-
son & W. G. Lambert: JCS 18 (1964), 7-23 "Akkadian Prophecies", Text A, 
ii:lOff (=ANETS,1707606), and a newly published text Warka 22307/7: 
rev. 4, 13 (H.Hunger & S.A.Kaufman: JAOS 95.3(1975) ,371-375 "A New 
Akkadian Prophecy Text"; note the discussion of the literary genre 
there and in Kaufman's yet unpublished paper 'Prediction,Prophecy 
& Apocalypse in the Light of New Akkadian Texts' delivered to the 
Sixth World Congress of Jewish Studies, Jerusalem,1973 • 
The Hebrew prophets were also innovators in their use. of the 
qinah with reference to future events - see Eissfeldt: The OT,94ff 
and compare the theological explanations of the post eventu Sumerian 
lamentations, on which see entries N~ 44-46,54 & 55 in the Ur liter-
ary catalogue (S N. Kramer: RA 55(1961), 169- 1 76 "A New Literary Cata-
logue from Ur", and M.Lambert: ibid., 190ff "La Literature Sumerienne 
apropos d'Ouvrages Recents", and the transiations by Kramer in ANET, 
455ff 'Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur', and ANETS,175/61~ 
'Lamentation over the Destruction of Sumer & Ur'; c£ too the histor-
iography of 'The Curse of Agade', ANETS, 210/646ff) • 
2. Compare Sargon's destruction of the Haldia shrine (Sg 8:346ff ; 
Olmstead: HA,240 fig. 101 & 102) and the likely return of the chief 
idol according to Tadmor's reconstruction of the Eponym Chronicle 
(see the previous discussion, page 41 and note 4 above); compare 
Ashurbanipal's desecration of the Susa shrine with Nabopolassar's 
return of the Susa gods (Rassam, 5:126ff ARAB 2,309 $809ff; BM.· 
25127:15ff, CCK, 50f); compare Sennacherib's 1 complete devastation' 
of Babylon, shrines and gods with Esarhaddon's return of Babylonian 
deities (Luckenbill:Senn, 83f, lines 48 & 53f 'the gods dwelling 
therein, - the hands---or-my people took them, and they· smashed them'; 
Asar, 45 =ARAB 2, 203 $507). In the absence of idols, the seizing 
and return of the Judean cultic equipment may be cited---as a parallel, 
noting the complete devastation of the Temple complex. 
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to be confiscation of gods as a punishment which was suspended if the 
vassal showed signs of remaining loyal. Within his own cult he had to 
1 
make provision for the suzerain's gods. 
The smashing of idols and the repair and return of idols appear 
to be contradictory actions on the surface, but the assertion of the 
supremacy of the suzerain's pantheon over the conquered pantheon pro-
vides a theological constant applicable to both. Vassaldom of the con-
quered deities would parallel vassaldom on the human plane, for just 
as the suzerain might execute, display in the capital, retain as hos-
tage or enthrone the conquered vassal, so the victim's idols might be 
smashed, carried in the victory march and reckoned among the spoils, .. 
held in Assyrian temples or returned to their indigenous shrines. An 
earlier Assyrian king, Tiglath-pileser I (1115-1077 be) speaks of 
bringing kings bound into the presence of the Assyrian gods where 
they were made to swear the vassal oath before the deities, and were 
then reckoned as subjects of the god Ashur, and were released as wor-
shipers of the great gods, in other words as living testimonies to 
2 the supremacy of the Assyrian pantheon. Captive gods were also 
I. 'Exile of the deity was an act of retribution inflicted upon enemy 
or rebel cities as a mark of complete subjugation' - A.R.Millard: 
2. 
Iraq 26 (1964), 18 commenting on Chronicle Text BM~ 9627 3: 1 • Accomo-
dation of the suzerain's Assyrian deities in vassal cults is attested 
for example by 2 Kgs 16: lOff and by Esarhaddon's Zinjerli Stele (Asar, 
99 = ARAB 2, 277 $580) • --
salliisunu u kamiisunu 
mamit ilanija rabuti 
arduti utammisunuti 
· b d""s "" b-1 · · t 1na ma ar a.mas e 1Ja ap.ur-ma 
ana arkat iime ana iim ~ate ana 
PN sa ~a dA~~ur belija la kansu sallusu u kamusu ana 
8.lija Assur ublasu rema arsasu-ma istu alija DN dalil 
ilani rabuti ana dalali ana napisti umassirsu 
nir belutija kabtu elisunu ukin pan dAssur usadgilsuniiti 
(AKA, 69£, 70f & 57 Col 5:12ff, 5:22ff & 3:87; ARAB 1, 
82·& 79, $236, 237 & 231 respectively) 
C£ Tammaritu's submission - idallalu qurdi ~a ilanija dannuti(Rassam, 
4:35, Streck, 36 =ARAB 2, 303 $793), and the sparing of captured 
kings from execution ••• ana dalal tanitti DNN u ilani rabuti beleja 
remu arsisu-ma uba1li~ napsassu (Rassam, 9:112-114, Streck,80 =ARAB 2, · 
319 $830; cf. Prism B,6:82 ana dalal abrate - 'for future obedience'; 
'so that they might proclaim (my might) for ever' (CAD D,47); 'damit die 
Spateren preisen'(AHw., 153) • 
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presented to'the great gods' by this king, though the impression 
given is that they remained in the Assyrian temples along with the 
campaign booty. 1 If so, they were comparable to the hostages retained 
• • . 2 
when the Nairi kings were bound over on oath and released. In any 
case, the parallel idea of bound captives and helpless idols both 
3 
appearing before the victorious Assyrian gods is apparent. It is 
only a short.step away from conceiving of the foreign deities as 
vassals of the 'great gods' • 4 
If the presentation of captured gods and kings runs parallel as 
we have shown, so too does their release. Passages from Esarhaddon's 
and Ashurbanipal's Annals are informative here. When Esarhaddon re-
turned the Arabs' gods, he first inscribed them, which is recorded in 
1 • GN ana.sigirtisa aksud 25 ilani~unu sallasunu 
busa~unu namkursunu u~e~a ••• arimsunuti ••• dagil 
pan Assur belija amnusunuti ina iimisuma 25 ilani 
sa matati sinatina kisitti qatija sa alqa ana utu'ut 
bit Belit birte rabite namaddi DN belija DNN ekurrat 
B.lija DN u Istarat matija lu asruk 
(AKA, 60ff Col 4: 22f f = ARAB 1 , 80 $233f) 
They may, of course, have been returned at a later date. 
2. Royal sons were held as hostages - AKA, 70 Col 5: 17f = ARAB 1, 82 
$236 • 
3. Curiously, Ashurbanipal does not record the presentation of captive 
idols to the Assyrian gods in the extant inscriptions, so far as the 
present writer is aware, though subjugated kings were forced to draw 
his chariot to victory thanksgiving ceremonies at the temple - see 
Rassam, 10:17ff, ARAB 2, 320 $833; cf. LET, 34ff, Streck,168 =ARAB 2, 
353 $913 • 
4. Compare the use of sarru rabu = 'Great King' for the Suzerain vis-a-
vis the lesser kings,his vassals in the Hittite treaties. The ilani 
rabuti could carry overtones of dominance in relation to the gods 
of conquered lands, as well as being a term used to distinguish 
them from the multitude of lesser Assyrian deities and personal gods. 
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a manner which speaks for its significance. The details of the vassal 
oath are passed over with the generalised but probably technical 
usage of remu rasu, whereas the details about the idols are spelled 
out: 
ilani sa Aribi anbussunu uddis-ma danan DN belija 
u si~ir sum.ija elisunu as~ur-ma utir-ma addinsu 
I repaired the damaged gods of the Arabs, inscribed 
on them the might of Ashur and my titulary, returning 
and handing them over to him1 
When Ashurbanipal returns the Arabs' gods, the emphasis falls on 
the vassal condition of their devotee rather than that of his idols. 
The broken passage is restored by Piepkorn following George Smith: 
CPNJ mar PN2 
imburanni-ma 
usazkirsu-ma 
iij~i 
sar GN [epes ardwtija [assu ilaniJsu 
[u~alDa sarruti su!in ilani rabfrti J 
DN ut:ir-ma addinsu arkl:a.nu inaJ adej a 
(Piep, 80 B, 7:93-99) 
(Jauta'J the son of Hazael king of Qedar as my 
vassal came to implore me as (his) suzerain about 
his gods, and I made him take oath by the great 
gods, and returned Atarsamain, handing (the idol) 
over to him. But a~erwards he violated the vassal 
oath sworn to me 
Taken together, these complementary passages reveal a close 
connection between the ade, the vassal's idols and the suzerain's 
claims. The nature of the suzerain's inscription on the idols merits 
attention. It can not be considered as a votive dedication requesting 
that the gods should remember him favourably. This is true for Ashur-
banipal's return of Babylonian cultic equipment on which he wrote 
his name, but the context for that action is the special inter-related-
I. Th.1929-10-12-1 Col 4:12-14. Compare Esarhaddon's dealings with 
Laile of Jadi'. He receives the royal remu, and has a district set 
under him in one account,while another adds that his gods were re-
turned with the 'might of Ashur' inscribed on them (ibid., 4:76f; 
Asar, 56f =ARAB 2, 214f $538). Omission of mention~Esarhaddon's 
titulary on the images is no doubt simply scribal hazard and not of 
theological significance, so too the omission of the return of the 
gods in the Thompson prism, and the omission of explicit reference 
to the imposition of the ade. This is a warning against theological 
conclusions based on abbreviated accounts, and encourages a judicious 
use of cross references within the homogeneous corpus of the Annals. 
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ness of the Assyrian and Babylonian pantheons; and the covert acknow-
ledgement by Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal that Sennacherib had over-
l 
stepped the bounds of piety in his looting of the sacred city. The 
Arab idols bear not only the name of the Assyrian suzerain but a des-
cription of the 'might of Ashur' (danan DN belija), which might argu-
ably be considered the more important since it precedes sitir sumija, 
which the A Editbn omits. The danan DN is a might made expli::it in 
Ashur's power over Jauta' and over the very gods whose images bore 
these words. 
An analogy to the king's name being inscribed on vassal idols is 
found in Ashurbanipal's inscription of his name on the dagger given to 
the re-instated Necoh. The dagger and other items of dress invest him 
with royal authority, and in this context Ashurbanipal's titulary 
functions in two ways. It legitimates Necoh's authority by indicating 
its source that is, Ashurbanipal underwrites his vassal in this 
symbolical and ceremonial manner besides any guarantee which might have 
been given in Necoh's vassal treaty document. At the same time, the 
t. The Chronicle text BM.96273:4 (Iraq 26,1964,~ 15) notes the return 
of 'the original couch of Bel' from its resting place as booty from 
Sennacherib's sack of Babylon, from the Ashur temple in Nineveh to 
Babylon. Ashurbanipal erased Sennacherib's dedicatory inscription to 
Ashur and Ninlil thereon, and added an inscription of his own. The 
colophon of K.2411, restored by Millard, mentions the inscription of 
Ashurbanipal's name·· on the couch: 
dababu ~a ina mu-Obi ersi sa ina 
ina bit DN2 karratuni passutuni 
sat;iruni 
mubbi kussi sa DN sa 
sumu sa RN ina mubbi 
(Iraq 26, ~ 21) 
The text which was. upon the couch, which was upon the 
throne of Bel which were in Esharra was cut away and 
erased. The name of Ashurbanipal was written upon it. 
That this writing of Ashurbanipal's name was as part of a votive 
inscription is clear from the standard votive formula recorded in 
K.2411 - ana napistija arak iimeja ana siriqti asruq:'I gave as a 
present for my life and length of days' (art.cit., 21 note 36), 
and the requests for the blessing of his kingship, for attaining 
the desires of his heart and for the overthrow of his foes (see 
ARAB 2, 387ff $1010ff = Streck, 292ff). 
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' 1 
inscribed titulary is an indication of 'ownership'. The royal name 
exerts authority as well as granting authority, and Necoh bears the 
name in a manner roughly analagous to a slave bearing his master's 
brand. 2A possible analogy to this comes from a letter appealing to 
1. The use of Hebrew seals seems to offer an analogy, for they appear 
to have been used both as guarantees and as marks of ownership. A. 
R.Millard estimates that 'as many as one third of the Hebrew seals' 
- for which he gives a round number of 250 extant - 'are engraved 
solely with the owner's names and patronyms', and he goes on to 
describe their usage as follows: 
It is clear that the seals were applied to clay in sealing 
letters and legal deeds and also to large jars and and 
other objects. In the first case they served as seals, 
authenticating and securing documents which would contain 
the names of the parties and the witnesses in the text 
proper (cf. Jer 32). In the latter case when applied to 
jars and the like, they seem to have acted as marks of 
ownership and identification 
BA 35 (1972), 98-11 "The Practice of Writing in Ancient Israel", 
page 104; cf. Millard: BASOR 208(1972),5-9 "An Israelite Royal 
Seal ?", p. 8 where the author points out the freedom of royal 
vassals of Assyria under their suzerains, quoting Necoh and 
Bar-Rakib of Sam'al as examples, the latter who spoke of his 
enthronement by his national deity and Tiglath-pileser his 
suzerain, and who like the Edomite king of the 7th century 
Qos-g[abrJ, was free to use a personal royal seal, which seems 
to underline the authority designated by the Assyrian 
suzerain. 
2. If the mark of a slave was by tonsure or brand in the earlier periods, 
the Neo-Babylonian period attests the practice of branding the owner's 
name on the back of the slave's hand. Compare the abuttu mark of 
slavery. in Hammurabi's Code $146,226 & 227 with the discussion of ter-
minology and references to the branding of the owner's name given by 
BabLaws, 271ff; cf. CAD A.I, abuttu & CAD J, ittu,idatu; cf. I.Mendel-
sohn: BAR 3, 127-143, "slavery in the ANE", especially p. I 34f. For 
comparative biblical material in which the Suzerain-Vassal relationship 
seems to be implied in connection with marks on the vassal, note the 
mark of Cain ('ot, Gen 4:15) with D.Kidner's connnent: 'God's answering 
pledge, together with his mark or sign (the same word as in 9:3 & 17:11) 
- not a stigma but a safe-conduct - is almost a covenant, making Him 
virtually Cain's go'el or protector (Genesis,TCOT,1967,p. 76). Cf. the 
taw on the forehead of those within the covenant in Ezek 9:4 & 6; 
those in the regenerated covenant community writing Yhwh's name on 
their hands (Isa 44:5 - so RSV,NEB against C.R.North: The Second 
Isaiah, Oxford, 1964,p. 134); cf. Isa 49: 16; cf. the mark of the Beast 
in name or cipher on the right hand or forehead (Rev 13: I 6f) in con-
trast to the redeemed bearing the Lamb's or Father's name (Rev 14:1 & 
22:4). 
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the king for re-instatement as a trusted servant against the back-
ground of an allegedly slanderous charge of misconduct. The writer 
protests that 'Indeed I long for. the king's service', and continues 
~arru itti ardani limnanni-ma idati sa arduti sa 
sarri ina mu!}gija.tabbassi-ma ••• idati sa sarri 
belija lilmur (H.283:8ff= SLA 201) 
May the king reckon me among his servants and may the 
sign of the service of the king be upon me the 
sign of the king my lord may I see 
Pfeiffer's translation - 'I bear on my body the marks of the service 
of the king' (SLA, 148) - reminiscent of Gal 6:17 and Paul the bond-
slave of Christ, is probably misleading, and instead we should think 
of a request that the writer should carry royal credentials. 1 While 
this might be a written proof of instatement as a loyal official, it 
might also be some visible badge of office worn on his person, or even 
a royal seal. 2 Perhaps Assyrian civil-servants and military officers 
carried a dagger inscribed with the king's name too. Whatever the 
idati sa ardiiti sa sarri was, it is analagous to the visible emblems 
borne by Pharaoh Necoh. 
In summary, then, we have evidence of an Assyrian practice asso-
ciated with.the status of vassaldom imposed after military conquest, 
namely, the inscription of the suzerain's name on the vassal's gods 
or on the symbol of authority. The parallel suggests that the gods of 
the vassal were thought of as being vassals to the Assyrian great gods, 
having an existence but exercising power only within circumscribed 
limits. The psychological effect on the vassal of the capture of his 
gods and their return bearing the marks of subservience must have 
been considerable. 
1. C£ the CAD translations: 'so that the mark (showing) that I am a 
servant Of the king may be upon me'; 'so that I have proof of my 
status as servant of the king' (CAD I/J,304ff ittu,idatu; ittu 1. 
'mark,sign,feature,characteristic' & 4. 'notice,acknowledgement, 
written proof' & CAD A.2, 249 ardu 9~ ; cf. AHw., 406 ittu 4.) n/spB 
'besondere(s) Zeugnis, Bezeugung usw.'. ~- -~-
2. C£ Nabu-shum-lishir's need for royal assurances - 'I have been a 
a dead man; but if I were to see the golden signet(unqu bura~i) 
of the king my lord, I would come back to life', H.259:re~ 3ff 
SLA $22 • 
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The second example of vassaldom following military conquest is 
the subjugation of Necoh already mentioned, the background to which 
lies in the reign of Esarhaddon, who summar:is?s the outcome of his 
Egyptian policy in the Zinjerli Stele, where he claims to have torn 
out the root of Kush - but it was to sprout again during his son's 
· reign. Esarhaddon' s measures following his conquest of Egypt fell 
into three parts - organising the administration by appointing a whole 
series of officials from kinglets to scribes; planting Assyrian re-
ligion by ordering the cult of Ashur and the pantheon to be kept, a 
move which highlights the inseparable link between the sword and the 
gods in Assyria's theologically orientated imperialism; imposing 
yearly.tribute to add economic gains to the political and religious 
advance~ • .t 
Ashurbanipal outlines his father's achievements in Egypt, and 
2 
adds some interesting details, especially the re-namitig processes. 
1. The Zinjerli Stele, Asar, 99 = ARAB 2, $580 = ANET, 293 • For a 
·recent study with good bibliographical footnote5°Written after 
2. 
the Egyptologically orientated treatment of K.A.Kitchen: The Third 
Intermediate Period in Egypt, 1100-650 be, Aris & Phillips,1973 
page 391ff, see A.Spalinger: Or 43(1974),295££ i'Esarhaddon & Egypt: 
an analysis of the 1st Invasion of Egypt" • 
CmatuJ suatu ina sibirtisa ibel-ma ana m1s1r GN utir 
[sume] alani mahruti unakkir-ma ana essuti iskuna 
nibissun (Pris~ E, 1:12-15, Piep, 10; restored from 
K.3083, Streck,216) ~~ 
Sais, for instance, became Kar-bel-matate ; Athribis became Limir-
issakku-.ASsur (LET,61 & 64f; Streck, 164. The Egyptiansd Necoh 1s 
son and. another bear Assyrian names - Sarru-lii-dari & Nabu-sezi-
banni (LET,64). Change of name associated with vassal status is 
familiar from the OT and the NT, eg. Eliakim-Jehoiakim (2 Kgs 23:34), 
Mattaniah-Zedekiah (2 Kgs 24:17); c£ Abram-Abraham (Gen 17:5) and 
Simon-Cephas (Jn 1:42). For the history of this period, see also 
Olmstead: HA, chaps. 29 & 32; CAH III, 280ff chap. 13 • 
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He himself was forced to re-organise Egypt as a vassal territory 
under local dynasts after his first Egyptian camp,aign: 
GNN ~a abu banua iksuda ana essuti asbat ma9arati 
elf sa iime pani udannin-ma urakkisa ;iksate 
(Rassam, I: 114-116) 
The lands of Egypt and Kush which my father begetter 
had conquered I. re-organised and strengthened the 
garrisons to a greater degree than previously, and 
made binding the bonds 
91. 
The phrase riksu rakasu might be understood as referring to details 
of organisation, but on the other hand the way riksate is used with 
dananu D-theme in parallel with epesu ade nis ilani in the opening · 
ceremony of the Rassam prism suggests that here too we may have an 
explicit reference to the vassal treaties in general terms; In para-
phrase, Ashurbanipal re-swore the vassals to obedience, laying upon 
h . 1 t em stricter measures. 
Events proved these measures ineffective, and another military 
conquest was required during which Necoh was taken prisoner and se.nt 
in chains to Nineveh. Following political dictates, Ashurbanipal 
spared Necoh the retribution inherent in his vassal oath, instead re-
installing him with no little dignity. The Annals make Necoh the 
paradigm of fortune, the epitome of Assyrian grace and the parade ex-
ample of the felicity of vassaldom under the imperial aegis. 
I. Rassam, 1:20-22 ; Streck, 4. For riksu in treaty contexts, see the 
references given under AHw., 985 riksu C • It is most common in the 
Hittite treaties in the hendiadys riksate u mamite - see V.Korosec: 
Hethitische Staatsvertrage, 1931 p. 31££, and M.Weinfeld: JAOS 93 
(1973),190-199 ncovenant Terminology in the ANE & its Influence on 
the West", p. 190 & note 3. He states: 
In the Akkadian of the 1st Millenium ade replaced the 
riksu/riksate of the 2nd Millenium, and in accordance 
with this change the old riksu mamitu has been trans-
formed into ade mamite 
In the light of the Ashurbanipal ref ere n .ces above, we see that riksu 
was still used singly or in parallel with reference to treaties, and . 
that urakkisa riksate denotes a tightening up of the stipulation 
clauses. C£ Weinfeld:DDS, 66£ & 87 plus note 2 • 
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ana PN ultu.birisunu remu arsisu-ma uballit 
napsassu ade eli sa magri usatir-ma ittisu 
askun ••• ~abtu damiqtu eli sa abi banija 
u~atir-ma epussu 
To one of their number, Necoh, I showed mercy, 
sparing his life; I made the oath more severe 
than previously and concluded it with him ••• 
the benificence and favour I showed him exceeded 
(even) that of my father begetter 1 
92. 
Royal grace was selective as well as elective, for of the twenty 
kinglets re-instal.Ed after their displacement by Tarku, only Necoh is 
mentioned after the abortive rebellion, and he received the added 
grace of guaranteed dynastic succession for his son Nabu-shezibanni, 
as may be inferred from the latter's appointment to office at the 
same time as Necoh's re-installation. Indeed the securing of the lo-
cal dynasty was a major advantage and motivating factor in becoming 
an imperial vassal king. 2 Ashurbanipal gives an example of the way a 
1. Rassam, 2:8f & 18f. LET,53 provides a variant: remu arsisu-ma 
kitti [ad?J-di-is-su-ma -'I showed him mercy and dealt loyally 
with him (?)', Streck, 162 & note (e). Ad-di-is-su-ma for addinsuma 
from root nadanu - 1to give' is the more uuual form as Streck notes. 
His suggestion is not listed by AHw. or CAD, but see CAD K, 471 
2' e for Amarna and Ras Shamra references-to treaty~making using 
kittu + epesu. Kittu nadanu might be added to the treaty-making 
vocabulary if other textual suppport were forthcoming. 
2. On the guarantee of Dynastic Succession to the vassal in the Hittite 
Treaties, see V.Korosec: HSV, 90f. Compare further the implications 
of the Aramaic treaty, Sefire I, Face C, VII:l-8 (Sefire, 18f), and 
the Davidic Dynastic Oracle of 2 Sam 7 - on which see the thoroughly 
documented comparative study of P.J.Calderone: DynOracle; an out-
standing piece of work, which underlines the glaring inadequacies 
in the standard OT Conunentaries on such passages as 2 Sam 7, 1 Chron 
17, 22:10, 28:7, 1 Kgs 2:4, 8:20, 9:1-9 due to the passing over of 
ANE data. Weinfeld :JAOS 90 (1970), 184-203 points to the conce.pt of 
continuity enshrined in royal grants and their affinities with the 
Abrahamic and Davidic covenants, noting too the guarantees of royal 
succession in the former covenant at Gen 17:6 & 16 and 35:11. The 
continuity of the weaker party in biblical covenants, expressed in 
the continuity of mankind on the earth in the Noah covenant (Gen 9: 
8ff), of Abraham's seed (Gen 15 & 17), of the royal and priestly 
lineage (Jer 33), and of the nation (Exod 19:3ff, Jer 31:31-37 + 
Rom 9-11) culminates in the New Covenant people (Matt 26:26ff) 
granted eternal life under the reign and mediatorship of the eter-
nal Son, King and High-priest according to NT theology; cf. Wein-
feld's remark that 'the promise of the dynasty in the Davidic 
covenant is connected with the image of the son of God; a feature 
found also in the promise of dynasty in the Hittite.treaties' 
(DDS, 79) • . 
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suzerain settled the vassal succession question in his account of the 
death of Jakinlu of Arvad. Ten of Jakinlu's sons came to Nineveh, one 
to be elected as the new vassal king to return to Arvad with his suz-
erain's authority behind him, and nine to apparently remain in Nineveh 
serving as courtiers, where they would be unable to upset the status 
quo in Arvad with intrigue and insurrection, and where they might be-
come hostages if Arvad rebelled. 1 
1 • 
.: · .... ,. 
Azibaal I regarded with favour(badis appalis) and 
installed as king of Arvad; (his nine brothers) I 
clothed with fine raiment and rings of gold for 
their hands, and allowed them to serve as courtiers 
(Rassam, 2:88-94) 
The technical legal significance of badis naplusu is discussed in 
connection with contracts and royal donations such as kudurru texts 
by Y.Muffs: Studies in the Aramaic Legal Papyrii from Elephantine, 
~ J28ff where it is shown to convey the uncoerced, fully volitional 
aspect of the grant or contract. Muffs does not discuss the use.of 
badis naplusu in treaty contexts, nor does Weinfeld (art.cit. JAOS 90) 
who draws on Muffs at points in his comparative study of grants, 
covenants and treaties. The overlaps between treaty, grant and con-
tract should not be overlooked in the wake of the studies by Wein-
feld and Tucker (art.cit.,VT 15) which draw distinctions between 
them. With the phrases badi~ naplusu/ ina bud libbi nadanu and the 
Aramaic semantic equivalents, compare the idea of the uncoerced, 
non-obligatory, ia gracious granting of a vassal treaty to Natnu by 
Ashurbanipal: 
He sent to pay respects (ana sa'al sulmeja), kissed my 
feet and begged me as suzerain to grant (him) a vassal 
treaty of good relations (ana sakan ade sulunrrne epes 
ardutija). I was gracious to him (badis appalissu) and 
bestowed my favour upon him (panija damqati elisu askun) 
(Prism C, 9:42-48; Streck, 144 = ARAB 2, 342 $880 
naplusu is literally 'to look at joyfully') 
bad is 
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Splendid garments and rings of gold were granted to the Arvad 
king and his brdhers alike, as to Necoh, but the latter also received 
the iron dagger already discussed, royal transport and a 'golden chain 
emblem of his kingship' •. It is probably only coincidence, but this 
parallels the in:vestiture of Joseph as sallit over Egypt in respect 
of ring, robe, golden chain and chariotry. 1 We should like details of 
Necoh's investiture. Was the ceremony performed in Nineveh wi1hout a 
ceremony in Egypt according to local rites ? This seems unlikely. Did 
Necoh wear the crowns of Egypt, or did Ashurbanipal, like David vis-a-
vis the .Ammonites 2,retain this usual emblem of kingship, allowing 
Necoh only the golden chain of high office ? Our sources fail us here, 
and we can only repeat that Necoh was simultaneously king and vassal, 
just as on another plane the occupants of the Davidic throne were 
bearers of royal insignia and vassals of Yhwh. 3 
J. Compare Rassam 2:10-14 with Gen 41:42f 
·• lubultii birme ulabbissu 
• allu gura~i simat sarriitisu 
• semire gura~i urakkisa 
rittesu + nibit sumija 
• narkabati sise pare ana 
rukub belutisu 
wayyalbes 'oto bigedey-ses 
rebid hazzahab Cal-~awwa'ro 
~abbaCto meCal-yado 
wayyarkeb 'oto bemirkebet 
hammisneh 'aser-lo 
(Note CAD A.I, allu B piece of jewelry) Since neither Egyptian nor 
Mesopotamian custams know of such a use of the hoe, the old trans-
lation 'chain' seems preferable) ~-
C£ the gifts and royal riding provided by the Hittite suzerain for 
his vassal Mattiwaza - Weidner: PDK, 42ff N~ 2 Mattiwaza + Suppilu-
liuma, lines 3lff • 
2. 2 Sam 12:30. For convenient discussion of coronation procedure in 
Israel, Egypt and Assyria, see e& R. de Vaux: Ancient Israel, 2nd e~, 
1965, chap. 5-, p. 102ff; P.Montet: Eternal Egypt, 1964, chap. 3,p. 37ff; · 
K.Kitchen: AO/OT, 106ff; Oppenheim: AM,97ff; Saggs:Greatness, chap. 11; 
all provide specialised bibliography-.-
3. See R.de Vaux: Bible et Orient, du Cerf,1967; ET, 1971 Chap. 9,p. 152-166 
"The King of Israel, Vassal of Yahweh" ; Calderone:DynOracle, 70f and 
his conclusion: 
Assembling OT parallels from the historical books, the Psalms 
and the Prophets, this scholar concludes that the divine 
choice, the quality of 'servant 1 especially applied to 
David, the coronation anointing, and the divine covenant 
which binds him and guarantees eternal protection would all 
justifiably define the king of Israel as Yahweh's vassal 
{p. 7 I) 
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To summarise, we have seen that the ade was normative for both 
Assyrians and subjugated peoples, putting the king into a theologi 
cally grounded relationship to his subjects. Both parity treaties and 
. vassal treaties are known from Ashurbanipal's inscriptions, and a 
very rich vocabulary is used to describe entering into the state of 
vassaldom, whether this was done spontaneously for diplomatic reasons, 
or through fear of Assyrian reprisals or brought about by outright 
conquest. A number of changes took place when a country was subjugated. 
It may have been turned into a province of Assyria with Assyrian 
appointed officials or local dynasts in charge. Local names including 
the king's were changed, and the cult expanded to include the Assyrian 
deities. Tribute was imposed, hostages were held in the capital, in-
cluding the subjugated gods. Obligations were written into the vas-
sal documents, such as the supply of information, troops and pro-
visions, and the.extradition of fugitives. Assyrian prisoners were to 
be released, and territorial boundaries strictly observed. No diplo-
matic relations with other tribes or countries were allowed without 
. f h . I sanction rom t e suzerain. 
The king and his gods act in unison throughout and this is re-
flected in narrative descriptions and in the variations of phrasing 
in which now the king and now his gods take the connnanding role. In 
support of this fundamental thesis we may add an examination of one 
of Ashurbanipal's letters, and of a semantic field widely associated 
with vassaldom. 
1. The Qedar Treaty, for example, forbids any contact with the fugi-
tive king Jauta', and the despatch of diplomatic messages: 
If you should approach (taqarribani) Jauta' to make 
a pact (liL 'for good relations': MUN) 
(If) you should send off a message [to them] :ina 
qat memeni tasapparafui ( suni)] 
Bu. 91-5-9, 178: 12f & rev. 4 ... 
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The wording of one of Ashurbanipal's letters to Belibni tallies 
with what we have learnt from the reports of submission to vassaldom 
in.the war records about the Arabs and Egypt. Prior to ordering the 
arrest of an important enemy in the Nippur area to be sent dead or 
alive to the palace, the king moral;i.ses·about the fruits of divinely 
granted victory: 
attunu tida sa ina libbi patar parzilli DN ileja 
mati ulliti gabbisa isatu tusakila u matu ki ta-Ogisa 
tatta.k.bas u panisa ana muggija tuttirra 
You know that by means of the iron dagger of Ashur 
and my gods you sent that entire country up in flames 
and that the land has again become submissive and has 
turned its face towards me (ie looks to me) 
Credit is divided between the general in charge of operations and the 
gods. Noteworthy is the phrase, which one might call a cliche, 'the 
iron dagger of the god Ashur'. The GIR AN.BAR appears twice in the 
Qedar Treaty fragment without the divine qualification, but it can 
hardly be separated from the divine weapon in battle and hunting 
narratives 2and in treaty curses. 3 The Qedar fragment, the narratives 
relating the imposing of the ade, and the Neo-Assyrian letters pre-
sent a coherent theological picture of vassaldom. 
Divine/royal parallelism is expressed very clearly in the variant 
phrasing observable is the use of the yoke metaphor • The plea of 
Gyges' son - 'let me draw your yoke': la~Gfa absanka in parallel 
with ardu palibka:'I am your worshipful slave' - already encountered 
is but one example of the metaphor's widespread use, whose origin may 
1. H.292:5-9 = SLA $35; H.297 with identical wording is addressed to 
the people of Uruk; cf. H. 350: 6 = SLA $24 sa lapan patar parzilli 
usezibu ina bubuti imati • --
2. e~ ka.k.ki dAssur (Rassam, 2:20 ARAB 
nam~aru zaqtu sa epes tagazi (B,5:55 
drstar belit tabazi & patar parzilli 
ARAB 2,391f $1021 & $1024 (d):4 ) 
2,295 $775); distar salpat 
Piep,66); tilpanu ezzetu sa 
sibbija (Jagdinschriften, (a): 2 
3. e~ (~ergal) ina patrisu la gamili ; patru parzillu eantu fNinlil~ 
( Sibitti) ina kakke ezzuti naspan[takunu liskunJ - EVT,455f,458 & 
464f (ANETS,102/538£, $49, 50 & 53) • 
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lie in agriculture or possibly in the treatment of prisoners. 1 Those 
beyond.the bounds of Assyrian imperialism were described as 'the un-
submissive who did not bear the yoke' (Rassam, 2:77). A synonym for 
vassaldom (ardiitu) used frequently is 'the yoke of my overlordship' 
(nir beliitija, Prism B,4:60, 8:1, etc). This is modified in a typical 
manner by variants which lay emphasis less on the king and more on 
the gods, as the following passages show: 
danan DN 12 ilani rabuti beleja emur-ma. iknusa 
ana n1rija 
(isla) nir belutija sa DN emedus isu~u absani 
PNN ••• ~a ina emuqi DNN beleja usaknisa ana 
nirija 
DNN sa la kansutija u5aknisu ana n1rija 
n1r DN sa islu emissunuti 
He perceived the might of Ashur (12 gods) the great 
gods my lords and submitted to my yoke 
(He threw off) the yoke of my suzerainty which Ashur 
had laid upon him (commanding) that he should bear 
my yoke 
(Three kings) whom I had subjugated through the power 
of Ashur and Ishtar my lords 
The yoke of Ashur which they had cast off I laid upon 
them 2 
1. I.J.Gelb points out that the Sumerian sign ERIN represents a yoke or 
neckstock, and is employed in reference to 'enemy warriors at.the 
time of their capture, and as "soldiers" or "workers" when it refers 
to them at the time of their employment in Babylonia' (JNES 32, 1973, 
70-98 "Prisoners of War in Early Mesopotamia", p. 84). He quotes evi-
dence of use of the yoke on human beings from Sargonic times (MAD 5, 
56:re~ 5) and early Mari (RA. 46,~ 187 N~ If), with which compare the 
use of wooden neckstocks (Sum GIS SI.GAR = Akk. sigarum) on captives 
in the early period (art.cit,73 for references) and in the 1st Millen-
ium Assyrian art, eg. the bronze gates of Balawat of Shalmaneser III, 
9th century be (excellent quality photograph in Saggs: Greatness, fi& 
33a & in Parrot: N&B, 123 fig. 1). From the OT compare the yoke 
metaphor as a covenant curse (Dt 28:48), and its breaking as a cove-
nant blessing and promise (Lev 26:13 & Ezek 34:27), and as a threat 
and promise in the Prophets (Jer 27:28, Isa 10:27, 14:25, Nah 1:13). 
Cf. Persian bandaka -' subject,servant' derived from banda- 'bond, fetter 1 
(Gelb:art.cit,85); NT Grk. synzygus (Phil 4:3) -'fellow servant'; La~ 
subjugare -'to subjugate' • ' 
2. Rassam, 3:12-16, 7:87f, 10:17ff, 10:33ff & 4:103; Streck~ 24,64,82,84 
& 40; ARAB 2, 299, 313, 320, 320 & 305, $786, 817, 833,833, 798. 
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The phrase varies from being the king's yoke to being the god's yoke, 
with the king as the active agent in the last example and the gods in 
the one previous to it. The verbal forms vary correspondingly with 
both king and gods standing as subject of the causative theme of root 
kanasu-'to bow'; ~-theme -'to cause to bow, to subjugate'. 1 
Finally, this description of the status of vassaldom may be roun-
ded off by some quotations from the letters of loyal subjects which 
illustrate the theoretically ideal position of king's vassal which 
should have made rebellion undesirable_. The letters used stem from 
subjects rather than the subjugated, but as we have seen both were 
regulated by the ade, and the royal grace extended to vassals such as 
Azibaal and Necoh legitimises the comparison, as does the overlap in 
vocabulary. 
Ashurbanipal's general Belibni describes himself as the 'dog of 
the king', and consciously echoes his loyalty oath in promising to 
report whatever occurs,concluding that his life is entirely dedicated 
to his suzerain (napsateja ••• lii paqda, H.795:rev. 16f = SLA $38). After 
receiving a royal favour, he extols his sovereign's benificence in 
words appropriate to a vassal: 2 
By the numerous favours (~abate ma'adata) which the 
ki~g my lord has bestowed from the beginning and 
awarded me who am a dead dog(kalbi miti), the son of 
a nobody(mar la manma), the king my lord has given me 
life(uballitanni). Their plenitude is more than I can 
comprehend (alla mullisini ul masaka) (H.521:4-8=SLA $39) 
I. In addition to the references above, compare ardani dagil paniJa 
sa tusaknisa ana sepeja:'(the Amurru kings) vassals of mine whom 
you (the god) subdued before me' ('Letter to Ashur', Col 2:38, e~ 
M.Weippert: WO 7.1(1973),76 =Streck, 202 line 19; Rassam,5:35, 
2:55, Streck~6 & 18 = ARAB 2,307 & 296, $803 & 779. For further 
references in the royal Annals, see AHw. kanasu,kansu,kansis, 435f, 
438; niru, 793f; absanu, 7. 
2. Note the use of tabtu and kalbu common to suzerain-vassal descrip-
tive vocabulary. On ~abtu, see the articles cited on page 80 note 
2; on kalbu as a subject"'s humble self-reference, see page 21 note 
I and CAD K, 72 kalbu, l(j); cf. 1 Sam 24:15 & 2 Sam 9:8. 
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Daily prayer for the king and the blood of sacrificial lambs 
were the cultic expression of his gratitude, but perhaps this was 
part of the reason for vassals accomodating the Assyrian cult too. 
Belibni continues: 
Now the king my lord is going to see the loyalty of 
his servant (kinutu sa ardi~u) ••• to the house of 
his lord. What am I when I am keeping the watch of 
the king my lord ? A loved slave (ardu rai'annu)and 
a blade (ziqpi) in the hand of the king my lord am 
I. My lord the king has raised me to the skies(ina 
same iltaknanni). May Ashur (etc) cause my lord the 
king*s hand to attain to whatever the king my lord 
desires. (H.521:18-25 = SLA $39) 
99. 
Other letters are equally humble and pious, and one makes an 
interesting use of the imagery of light and darkness relating to the 
king's rule and favour. Mardi, probably addressing Ashurbanipal when 
he was crown-prince, prays that he may succeeed to his. father's throne 
- a practical blessing sometimes guaranteed to vassals - continuing: 
an8.ku arassu kalbisu u na~tusu ina ~illisu 18.mur 
niiru DNN ~ulleka k1 ismiini sarruti sa darata ~ale 
arkute ana sarri belija iddannu u k1ma ~eta dsamsi 
matate gabbe ina ~etika namru u anaku ina libbi 
etuti k1r8.k (H.916:11-15 = SLA $177) 
. --
I am his slave, his dog and his penitent. Under his 
protection may I see light. The gods, when they hear 
your prayers, will bestow on the king my lord an 
eternal kingship and an enduring rule, for just as 
at the rising of the sun/Shamash,all lands are lit 
up at your appearance, whereas I remain in darkness. 
Darkness and light representing royal displeasure and royal favour, 
the two states in which a subject might stand to his suzerain, are 
related to the ade as curse and blessing respectively. Darkness may 
be inflicted by the gods in retribution for breach of treaty, while 
1. DN niir samame u qaqqari din kitti mesari aj iddinkunlini 
ina enekunu lislirrm1a ina ekleti tallaka // illn.Ukunu lii 
e~u sanatukunu 0 lu ekla ekletu la namari ana s1mti lisimu 
May Shamash the light of heaven and earth not give you a 
fair and equitable jusdgement, may he take away your 
eyesight; walk about in darkness ! II Your days should 
be somber, your years dark, may they decree for you an 
unrelieved darkness 
(EVT, 424 & 485£; ANETS,102/538£, $40 & 56) 
See F.C.Fensham: ZAW 75(1963),155-175 "Conunon Trends in Curses of 
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there is a lengthy Mesopotamian tradition associating the king with 
Shamash as the one who blesses his people with light, that is, with 
justice. The sculptured scene and the text of Hammurabi's Code exhib-
its this light/justice-Shamash/king association. The king is 'to rise 
over the black-locked people like the Sun and light up the land' (kima 
dsama§' ••• wa$im •• nuwwurim, CH,CoL ia:40ff); he is 'the Sun of Baby-
lon who makes the light shine over Sumer and Ak.kad 1 (dsamas su CN musesi 
nurim ana GNN, ibi~ iv:4ff); 'I beam light upori them' (nuram use~isina­
sim, ibi~ xxivb:21). The Hittite kings were known as 'the Sun'; David 
as 'the lamp of Israel' (n~r Yisra'el, 2 Sam 21:17); Ashurbanipal as· 
'the Sun of the people'(sarru dsamas sa nise, H.923:rev. 8 .. =LAS $117). 1 
Mardi's words, accordingly, ~na sillisu lamur nuru) are a plea for 
justice and royal blessing, lest he fall from favour judged to have 
lapsed from ade loyalty and be subject to royal and divine displeasure 
like a rebellious vassal. 
the Near Eastern Treaties & Kudurru-Inscriptions compared with 
Maledictions of Amos & Isaiah", 170f (i)The Turning of Light into 
Darkness for other references, and the suggestion of a link with 
the imagery of the yam Yhwh. For a possible extenuation of this 
imagery into the Qumran literature where those excluded from the 
Covenant 'are ruled by the Angel of Darkness and walk in the ways 
of darkness' and destined to angelically executed plagues and 
damnation and 'calamities of darkness', see Baltzer:CF,99ff & 
G. Vermes: The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, rev. 1968 ,P:-7Sf; cf. the· 
comment on 'outer darkness' and references given by Albright & 
Mann: Matthew, AB 26,1971,~ 93. 
t. A possible background for some of the OT Messianic language could 
be investigated in connection with reign and light. The reign of 
Ashurbanipal hoped for devoutly by Mardi is sarruti sa darata pale 
arkute which echoes language of the Messianic oracle of Isa 9 
where the Messiah's reign is to be 'wilhout end', 'from this time 
forth for evermore'('en qes, meCattah wecad-Colam), bringing 'light' 
and 'justice' to 'the people who walked in darkness ••• there who 
dwelt in a land of deep darkness'(hacam haholekim bahosek ra'u 'or 
gadol yosebey be'ere$ $almawet 'or nagah caleyhem); c£ the Servant 
of Yhwh given librit cam le'or goyim (Isa 42:6); cf. Mal 3:2 MT • 
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Belibni's letter previously cited spoke of his overflowing grat-
itude for Ashurbanipal's benificence (t:abate ma'adata). Another writer 
gives a broader view of royal blessing: 
sarru belija qataja k1 isbatu uballitanni sarru 
ramanu atta ana kippat i~bitti .tabti. tetepus, 
(H.499:10££ = SLA $172) • 
When the king my lord took my hand he gave me life. 
A merciful king are you. You have done good to the 
four quarters (of the world) 
While on the one hand this is hyperbole, a striving for phraseology 
to please the royal recipient and indicate the writer's due apprecia-
tion, from another point of view it captures the spirit of Assyrian 
imperialism as it was idealistically conceived of in Assyria. This 
will be substantiated from the charges laid against rebellious vas-
sals with their note of indignation and affront at the vassal's 
despising of the good will and grace extended to him from Nineveh. 
The letters just quoted portray the king as suzerain, as source of 
life and light and welfare. From this perspective we turn to study 
the political reality of Assyrian suzerainty rejected by rebel 
vassals. 
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C.3: B - Rebellion: its Character and Vocabulary. 
mannu bel tabti la iram ina zamari ~a Akkadi ma 
assu pika iabu re'ua gabbu ummane upaqqUka 
(H.435:rev. 9ff = SLA $64) 
Who does not love a benefactor ? - as the Akkadian 
song says, "Because of your gracious lips, 0 my 
Shepherd, all men pay attention to you" 
The idealised image of the Assyrian king as a benificent world 
ruler did little or nothing to avert rebellion among Assyria's vassals. 
Neither fear of the gods nor of the Assyrian sword quenched the oppor-
tunism which turned conspiracy into open defiance of the suzerain and 
his imperial machine. Ashurbanipal's Annals record more than nine 
major rebellions, yet none is a; striking as the bid for independence 
made by the king's own brother, Shamash-shum-ukin. Using this re-
bellion as a framework, we shall outline the features and vocabulary 
associated with the rupture of the ade • 
Speaking of his brother as he might of any vassal, Ashurbanipal 
claims to have been his benefactor in ade associated terminology -
Ja fabtu epusus askunus ana sarrut CN (Rassam, 3:71f Streck, 28; ARAB 
2, 301 $789). The concrete benefits are listed, and the charge is 
laid: 
u su da.miqtu annitu epusus imsi-ma isteni'a lemuttu 
But he forgot this favour which I had bestowed upon 
him and persisitently pursued evil (designs) 
That the context for the fabtu and damiqtu is the ade,· and that they 
are used in their technical sense is clear from Ashurbanipal's refer-
ence to his father's decree - eli Ja abu banija iqbu addinsu, 3:77 • 
The charge of rebellion is framed in terms of the fabtu and 
damiqtu inherent in the ade many times .in Ashurbanipal's Annals. 
Various verbs are used: 'not to guard the good' (nasaru), 'net to give 
thought to the good'(basasu), 'to forget the good'(maJu), 'to sin 
against the good'(hatu). 1 Or again, the king 'seeks from the hand of 
I • Uwaite: tabtu + la nasaru - Rassam, 7:86; Streck,64; ARAB 2,313 $817 
- Prism B, 8: I ; Piep, 86 
'Abiate: tabtu + 1a nasasu - Rassam, 8:65; Streck,70; ARAB 2,315 $822 
Urtaku - Prism B, 4:19f;Piep, 56 
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. I 
the rebel the good done him by grace' (ba "u). 
The next description of Shamash-shum-ukin is also an indict-
ment based on the ade : 
elis ina saptesu itamma ~ubbati saplanu libbasu 
ka~er nertu (Rassam, 3:80f) 
Outwardly with his lips he was swearing to good 
relations, meanwhile under cover his heart was 
designing murder 
Treaties are much exercised by the dangers of double-dealing, and are 
well aware that sinful action was preceded by sinful thoughts and a 
corrupt heart - a thoroughly biblical concept, as underlined by 
studies of Deuteronomy and the EVT. 2 
In contrast to the treaty injunction to stick to the complete 
truth (kettu salimtu kullu/ka"ulu: EVT, 96), and not to slander the 
king (karsu akalu, abassu la tabtu la damiqtu qabu: EVT, 323ff), 3 
Egyptians: tabtu + masu : Rassam, 
d~rniqtu + masu:Rassam, 
tabtu + batu : Rassam, 
1:119; Streck,12; ARAB 2,294 $772 
5:23 Streck,44; ARAB 2,306 $802 
9:73 ; Streck,78; ARAB 2,318 $828 
Tammaritu: 
Arabs: 
-=-----
1. The Egyptians: tabtu/dunqu + ba"u - Rassam, 1:133; Streck, 12; 
ARAB 2, 294 $773 
2. See the EVT,51,53,98f,152,183f,310f: the rootsmalaku, dababu,qarrabu + 
ina kitti sa libbikunu 
sa gammurti libbikunu 
libbakunu issisu la gammuriini 
abutu la damiqtu ••• ina 
libbikunu tasakkanani ina 
mungisu 
C£ Frankena: OTS 14(1965),140f and Weinfeld:DDS,8lff & 334 N~ 8ff. 
3. Compare Esarhaddon's ade indictment of his rebellious .brothers: 
They forsook the (will) of the gods and turned to their 
own violent ways, plotting evil. Evil tongue(li~an lemuttim) 
slanderous lies(karsi ta~qerti) quite contrary to the 
divine will(ki la libbi ilani) they perpetrated against me, 
and with lies/crimes(surrati) ~ontrary to perfect relations 
(la ralrnati) they were conferring together treacherously 
(idanabbubu zirad). (Th.1929-10-12,1CoL1:24ff) 
C£ 'the spreadors of rumours':rnu~adbibutu libsu (EVT,500) and the 
censure of slanderers (EVT, 166,329,331,364), if von Soden's trans-
lation is followed (AHw., 269 ezaru- 1beschirnpfen'; 772 nazaru S -
'Beschimpfungen veranlassen'). But see Reiner:ANETS,101/537 note 10 
who favours a meaning 'to instigate' for nazaru S, and another root 
at 166 'to hold prisoner'(Wiseman,'hate 1 ) (presumably reading roots 
eseru,e~/zeru & zeru respectively). 
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Shamash-shum-ukin sl~dered Ashurbanipal before his subjects and suc-
ceeded in subverting them: 
mare GN sa ina eli GN amru ardani dagil panija 
iprus-ma dadab la kitte idbuba ittisun (3:82ff) 
. 
The Babylonians, who looked to Assyria as my 
subject servants, he subverted by distortion of 
the truth when he addressed them 
He stirred revolt (~-theme nabalkatu, 3: 100), created hostility to 
Ashurbanipal (S-theme nakaru, 3: 105), persuading the population groups 
to join his anti-Nineveh coalition (~akanu pi itti, 3: 106). The con-
federates are described as uttering seditious speech blasphemous to 
the gods (satunu ~illatu pisunu sa ina eli DNN ilija sillatu iqbu, 4: 
66). 
Rebellious speech is conveyed by the addit:Dnal phrases - pi~u 
erbu (B,5:2 Teumman; IT,149 Dugdamme) 'a rebellious aggressive 
mouth'; qabu mereQtu -'to talk violence'(B,7:59 Tammaritu); deku ina 
pir§ati -'to incite with lies' . (B, 4:32 Beliqisha); dababu dasati itti 
-'to speak treachery against'(A, 2:69 Mugallu); dababu surrate ~tti)­
'to plot insurrection, speak lies against' 1(A,1:120 Egyptians & 8:68 
Abiate); samu dabab surrate -'to listen to lies'(A, 7:91 Jauta'); qabu 
qul(?)-la-tu rabitu eli abi ·bani RN -'to utter a great curse against 
the father begetter of RN' (TM.1931-2,26:19 Iraq 7,~ 107 Shamash-
shum-ukin). An explicit theological interpretation is offered of Tam-
maritu's reaction at the execution of Teumman: 
eli am.ate annate sa ilzenu DNN erenu~u (A,4:21) 
Because of these words (merehtu iqbu: 4:14) 
with which he mocked Ashur ~d Ishtar, they 
attacked him 
1. AHw., 1062 & 1028f, surratu -'Lugen, Verbrechen' & sararu -'unbestandig, 
falsch, unwahr, lugnerisch sein'. Weinfeld aptly compares the Hebrew 
of Dt 13~6 dibber sirah - a prohibition against covert collusion in 
idolatry - ~ith its Akkadian cognate in Ashurbanipal's Annals and in 
the EVT, which censures listening to and conceding (samu, pazaru) 
knowledge of 'agitators, plotters, whispers of evil,-wr0ng, unseemly 
acts, rebellious and disloyal speech against the crown-prince desig-
nate Ashurbanipal: musa.mBi9utu mu~adbibutu libsu sa amat lemutti la 
~abtu la banitu dabab surrate la kenati , EVT 500ff; ANETS,103/539 $ 
57). However,Weinfeld does not draw the conclusion we propose about 
the Annals, namely that they are ade-historiography (D1:_S, 99). 
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Complementing the verbalised element of rebellion is the vocabu-
lary of military coalition, from the putting out of diplomatic feelers 
to the marshaII.ing of armies against the imperial forces. Included are 
such phrases as kapadu lemuttu-'to plot evil'(A,1:120 Egyptians), 
mu"uru ana 1fakan ade u salime -'to despatch (envoys) to establish an 
oath-bound alliance' (A, 1 : l 23f Egyptians), taru ana i~ten pi - 'to unify' 
(A,4:99 Shamash-shum-ukin), izuzzu itti -'to take a stand with'(A,10:3 
Aimua), mabaru da'tu -'to take a bribe/mercenary payment'(A,3:137 Umman-
igash), saparu ana kitri -'to send(hire) for military aid'(A,3:138 
Ummanigash; B,7:49 Tammaritu; A,2:114 Gyges), nadanu emiiqe -'to give 
troops to' (A,7:98 Jauta'), alaku/saparu ana resiiti -'to go/send to 
the aid of' (A,4:6 Tammaritu; A,7:99 Jauta'), sakanu ana danniitu-'to 
rely for strength upon' (A,7:21 Nabu-bel-shumate), tebu lemuttim ana 
misri- 'to evilly attack the border'(A,8:72 Natnu) and babatu bubut 
nise -'to plunder Assyrian subjects' (A,7:103 Jauta'). 
The bid for independence is marked by such attitudes and actions 
as ramansun milik la kusir malaku -'to adopt their own inept council' 
(A,1:120 Egyptians), gapasu libbi -'to swell with pride' (A,2:113 
Gyges), rasu S batiltu rakbu ana sa'al sulme RN -'to cease E;ending) 
the treaty envoy' (A,2:lllf Gyges), takalu ana emiiq ramani -'to trust 
to his own strength' (A,2:113 Gyges), la kanasu -'t~ be unsubmissive' 
(A,9:120 people of Akku), la sanaqu ana pabatisunu ~'to be disobedient 
to governors' (A,9:117 people of Ushu), kalu tamarti mandatta kabittu 
-'to cease paying the heavy tribute le'7y' (A,7:90 Jauta'), parasu sepe 
ana sa'al sulme RN -'to withdraw from paying respects' (A,7:89 Jauta') 
epesu sibu (u) barti-'instigating insurrection and rebellion' (Iraq 7, 
107 TM.1931-2,26:22; c£ EVT,498), eksu baranu -'to be an obdurate 
rebel'(A,5:31 Tammaritu), ekemu mahazi subat DNN -'to take away the 
shrines of the gods' (A,3:115 Shamash~shum-ukin), kalu epe~ niqe RN 
-'to stop royal libations' (A,3:112 Smskn), and batalu S nadan zibe 
RN -'to prevent royal offerings (A,3:114 Smskn). The latter three 
phrases belong to the secession of Babylon and lay bare the funda-
mental theological character of rebellion by the emphasis they carry 
in Ashurbanipal's listing of his brother's crimes. The rebel's actions 
are an offence against the king and against his gods. 
Suzerain-centred vocabulary includes the phrases la nasaru amat 
sarruti -'not to observe thewordof the king' (A,5:21 Baali), la 'Samu 
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zikir sapte RN -'not to obey the utterance of the king's lips (ibid.), 
la palatlu beliiti RN -'not to reverence RN's suzerainty' (A,3:4 Ahshe-
ri), parasu ahhiitu -'to break the bond of.brotherhood' (A,3:109 Smskn), 
la na~aru ibriiti -'not to maintain friendly relations' (B,4:20,54 Ur-
taku), masaru RN -'to forsake RN' (A,7:96 Jauta'), hatu ina tabti RN 
-'to sin against the grace of RN' (A,9:73 Arabs), l~ ~a'al sulum sar-
riiti RN -'not to pledge homage(lit.. ask after royal welfare)' (A,4:5 
134 Tannnaritu; people of Bit Imbi). 
Some of these phrases find exact parallels related to the gods 
or generally similar phraseology, including la nasaru amat DN - 'not 
to observe the word of Ashur' (A,2:112f Gyges), salu nir DN -'to cast 
off the yoke of Ashur' (A,4:103 Smskn's confederates), masu danan DN 
- 'to forget 1 the power of the gods' (A,1:56 Tarku), and la nakadu 
zikir DN -'not to tremble at the divine word' (Streck,280:22 Dugdam-
me). 
The explicit reference to the ade in the record of rebellion is 
of course fundamental to our thesis, also confirming as it does the 
more oblique allusions such as those pointed out above. The rebel 
may 'sin against the treaty-oath of the king': batu ina ade RN (A, 1: 
118 Egyptians; A,7:18 & AAA 20,85 IT:l08 Nabu-bel-shumate; A,7:85 
Jauta'),'not observe the treaty-oath of the king':.la. nasaru ade RN 
A, 1: 133 Egyptians), and 'not observe the curse of the great gods': la 
na~aru mamit ilani rabuti (A,1:119 Egyptians; A,8:67 Abiate). Other 
phrases used include 'not fearing the oath by the life of the great 
gods': la palabu nis ilani rabuti ade DNN (LET:34 Necoh), 'rupturing 
the curse of the gods': para~u/parasu(Neo-Ass.) mamit DNN (LET:34 
Necoh; Iraq 30, 109 BM.123410:24 ... Dugdamme), 'not paying respect to 
the curse of the gods': la dagalu mamit DNN (AAA 20,89 IT:l58), and 
'to despise the oath by the life of the gods': me~u niC~ ilaniJ 
Streck, 280:22 Dugdannne), 
This survey of the vocabulary of rebellion shows that 'sin' in-
cluded the whole range of thought, word, deed and cultus. Though 
parallels to the Old Testament concepts of sin may be sought else-
1. Von Soden lists A,1:56 under two different verbs: masu II, 3(c) 
'to forget' (AHw.,631) and mesu; 2(c) 'to despise,scorn,disregard'. 
The Rassam text reads im-sI='ii1a (R.Borger: Babylonisch-Assyrische 
·Lesestucke,II,Roma,1963,~ 81) from masu, but under the middle weak 
~' von Soden gives a reading e-me=es15 • Either verb fits well. 
a 
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where in the Mesopotamian tradition - eg. in Babylonian 'Penitential 
Psalms' 1- the most fruitful field for study lies in the sphere of 
the ade, for sin in the Old Testament is essentially rebellion against 
Israel's Suzerain in analogy to the 'sin' of the rebel against ade 
stipulations, king and gods in Mesopotamia. 
1. See for example, S.H.Langdon: Babylonian Penitential Psalms, OECT 6, 
Paris, 1927 ; E.R.Dalglish: Psalm 51 in the light of ANE Patternism, 
1962. Unwitting sin, though acknowledged in the OT, is hardly the 
powerful psychological factor that it is in Mesopotamian prayers, 
eg. 4R2, 10 =Langdon: op.cit., 39f ; ANET, 391f. Compare the. 
remarks of W.H.Ph.Romer, 'The Religion"'"'OT""Ancient Mesopotamia', 
section 4.B: Ethics (a) Sin & Guilt in Historia Religionum I, 
Religions of the Past, eds. C.J.Bleeker & G.Widengreen, Brill, 1969, 
page 154f • 
. ·----
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C.4: C - The Royal Threat. 
Writing about warfare as practised by the Hittites, Korosec sees 
a progression towards norms of law governing inter-state relations. 
He notes the attempts of Mursilis II to 'justify his numerous wars by 
indicating reasons for their outbreak' such as 'the punishment of a 
rebellious city; reaction to aggression by the adversary; or reprisal 
for the refusal of a previous Hittite demand for restitution of Hit-
tite refugees' • Significant too were the concepts of 'ordeal by 
battle', and that 'the breach of a sworn treaty can lead to evil con-
~equences'. Whether the Assyrian Annals which overlap chronologically 
with the end of the Hittite Empire are characterised by 'the lust for 
torture and cruelty' only, and lack all trace of the religious and 
legal norms present in the Hittite Annals is debatable. That is too 
wide an issue for discussion here, but most p'ertinent is the overlap 
of one definite concept singled out by Korosec as marking an advance 
in the Hittite idea of warfare. Speaking of the time of Mursilis II, 
he notes that 'the declaration of war was often drawn up in writing 
and forwarded to the enemy'. 1 In the later 1st Millenium, at any rate, 
we have evidence that the Assyrians sent letters with dire warnings 
from the king, ultimatums, that he would attack their recipients if 
they made certain moves indicating aggression or disloyalty. These 
letters were sent, it seems, in the hope that a campaign would not be 
needed. As such, they were a deterrent, despatched after whispers of 
rebellion reached the king via his intelligence service, or at a 
later stage than that when anti-Assyrian coalitions had already formed 
and taken up arms. In either case they fall into the category of im-
perial power politics, their motivation hardly being humanitarian, 
yet they were a declaration of intent and offered the possibility of 
repentance before reprisals were wrecked. 
I. V.Korosec: Iraq 25(1963),159-166 "The Warfare of the Hittites from 
the Legal Point of View", J63ff. Compare Sg 8:110ff where the Ur-
artian coalition sends Sargon a messenger declaring its readiness 
· for battle (ARAB 2, 80 $152). 
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The message of the Rabshakeh. to Jerusalem was grim enough but 
held out the possibility of P.eaceful resettlement. Hezekiah also re-
ceived a war letter from Sennacherib, written as a deterrent against 
reliance on the coalition with Tirhakah. 1 From the Esarhaddon Gottes-
b'l'ief, when the king is laying seige to Uppume, w~ gather that the 
Shuprian's repentance is unacceptable at that stage because he had. 
twice ignored Esarhaddon's messages, which by implication would have 
allowed for his forgiveness. 2 
More impressive are two letters from Ashurbanipal justifying 
himself against the treaty and threatening dire consequences should 
the recipients side with Elam in armed aggression: 
minamma an8.ku ina ra '8.mi sa GN ar8.m bel ~abtija 
u bel ~altija ul ubasa ana gabbi t-abti epus u 
sunu lemutte etipsuni // ja'nu kI sa DNN ileja 
u~allu inneppus mimma libbatija la imallu 
(H.295:4-9 & rev. 7-10) 
ultu re1'fo ~abti ana GN ki epu~u u sunu ~abtaja 
ul utirriini maqtutesunu ultu libbi sarrani adi 
rube a-Ote~in akale u me attadin u ana mati~unu 
altaparsunuti u sunu mare-sipreja sa ana sulme 
aspuru iktesu u ana kitri sa ardija sa ig~a ••• 
ja'nu ki sa DNN u9alluinni ippus arkanis libbatija 
mala imallu adu kI aspur uznakunu aptette 
(H.1260:5-16 & rev. 16ff = SLA $28) 
1. See Isa 36 & 37. Isa 37:9ff has the specific mention of a written 
threat: 
wayyiqqa,ti RN 'et-hasseparim miyyad hammal'8.kim 
wayyiqra 'ehu 
Note too the parallel in theological justification between Isa 36:10 
and Ashurbanipal's justification of himself in ade terms and the 
conviction which emerged .from this that an attack on the Rasheans 
and Elam would be made with divine backing. On the campaign of 701bc 
by Sennacherib, see now K.A.Kitchen: The Third Intermediate Period in 
Egypt: 1100-650 BC, Aris & Phillips,1973, pages 157ff with details 
on Tirhaqa 's participation. 
2. Asar, 102ff $68, Gbr II,1:25ff; ARAB 2, 232f $596 • 
··-....__ 
\• 
' 
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Why have I displayed love for Elam ? I love my 
ally and do not put my opponent to shame. l To 
all I have shown favour/been loyal (li~ done good) 
but they have repaid with evil. ••• truly, when I 
entreat Ashur and Marduk my gods, will they not 
carry out w~atever is in my mind ? 
From the beginning I have indeed dealt loyally with 
(li~ done good to) Elam, but they have not returned 
my benificence. Their refugees from kings to princes 
I have granted protection. Food and drink have I 
given them and allowed them to return to thel.r country 
but they have bound my peace-envoys whom I have sent 
them, and to the military aid of my vassal who sinned 
r ••••• J ••• Truly, when I entreat Ashur and my gods 
they will subsequently carry out whatever was in my 
mind. Hence I have written to make you understand 
this. 
110. 
Both letters address the Rasheans, a tribe conquered and recon-
quered in the struggles with Elam, and at that point liable to give 
its backing to Elam against Ashurbanipal. Links with treaty texts 
l. This translation of bel ~altija ul .ubasa is supported by Pfeiffer: 
SLA, 25 and CAD S, 89. It sounds unusually chivalrous on an Syyrian 
king's lips when elsewhere the moral drawn is good fortune to his 
friends who are loyal and destruction to his enemies, making the 
normal royal ethic to read ' ••• and my adversary do I not put to 
shame·? ' • Here the following phrase ana gabbi tends to . 
support the CAD traralation. If this is correct, we are witnessing 
the civilising effect of the ade, which creates an objective 
'righteousness' somewhat beyond the subjectivity of royal whim, 
and somewhat comparable to the ethics of Prov 25:21f: 
If your enemy is hungry, give him bread to eat; 
and if he is thirsty, give him water to drink; 
for you will heap coals of fire on his head, and 
the LORD will reward you 
Ashurbanipal too looked to the gods to reward his goodness to Elam, 
even if divine retribution - a rather literal 'coals of fire' -
was in his mind; 
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appear in the concepts of showing love and loyalty, favour and peace 
supported by particular acts such as the giving of food and protec-
tion, and the re-installation of the .local dynasts. The treachery of 
Elam is thus exposed, and the gods will exact retribution on the 
king's bidding. The Rasheans must be made aware that any disloyalty 
would send king and gods into action against them. One presumes that 
they had not committed themselves to Elam at the time of the letter 
though their position seems to be compromised. 
At this point, we may point out the parallel that the Royal 
Threat provides to biblical prophecy in that both are based on the 
accusation of breach of treaty or covenant. The Old Testament prophet 
is the Suzerain Yhwh's messenger coming to the covenant people with 
an accusation and an announcement of judgement based on the covenant 
2 
stipulations and its curses. 
1. W.L.Moran: CBQ 25(1963),77-87 "The ANE Background of the Love of 
God in Deuteronomy" has pointed out the common idea of love= 
loyalty in treaty texts and letters, including H.1105:32, which he 
regards as an oath of loyalty sworn to Ashurbanipal on the eve of 
the war with Shamash-shum-ukin. He did not mention the first letter 
above (H. 295), where noun and verb (ra' amu, ramu) carry the tech-
nical sense with allusion to treaty oaths, further supporting 
Moran's thesis. 
2. On the Botenstil, see Claus Westermann: Grundformen prophetischer 
Rede, Munich,1960; ET, Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech, Lutterworth, 
1967, page 98ff plus J.Harvey: Biblica 43(1962),172-196 "Le 'Rib-
Pattern' Requisitoire Prophetique sur la Rupture de l'Allianc~, 
expanded in his book Le Plaidoyer Prophetique contre Israel apres 
la Rupture de !'Alliance, Studia:travaux de recherche 22,Paris,1967. 
The latter stands out in its fruitful use of ANE comparative mater-
ial combined with attention to detail; see Chap 5 'Paralleles 
Extra-biblique du Rib', and Chap 6 'Consequence et Corol.laires' ·' 
section A: Le Prophete comme Mes sager, p. · 145ff. Note the antiqi.iit.~r 
of the antecedent to Ashurbanipal's letter,A.1314. (G.Dossin: Syri'a. 
33, 1956,63-69 "Une Lettre de Iarim-Lim Roi d'Alep a Iasub-Iahad Roi 
de Dir") comprising the following features: (A). Identification of 
addres.see & author, who describes. himself in te.rms of the· treaty · · ~ · 
relationship (abuka), and the implied commissioning of the messenger 
(qibi-ma), lines 1-4, {B) Invocation of Shamash,god of justice, to 
judge the controversy, lines 5..,.6a, (C) General Accusation of treaty 
breach in characteristic treaty terminology (abu,abu,ajjabu), lines 
6b-9, (D) Accusing Question recalling Heilsgeschichte and using the 
Contrast Motif, lines 10-18, (E) Parallel Accusation of Sin-Gamil 
for sin against treaty benefits to reinforce by means of ~arning 
example, lines 19-24, (F) Reiteration of Accusation against addressee 
in terms of his obdurate conduct, lines 25-26, (G) Unconditional 
Announcement of Judgement in the form of a threat of annihilation, 
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Other details emerge. For example, within the first section of 
the two-part Accusation + Announcement of 
tal of HeiZsgeschichte in both sources. 1 
Judgement, there is a reci-
Ashurbanipal 's salvation of 
Elam from famine parallels Yhwh's deliverance of Israel from Egyptian 
bondage and likewise constitutes a legitimate claim on their loyalty. 
Rhetorical questions are found in both sources in the Accusation, and 
so is the Contrast Motif : 'Wherefore have I displayed love for Elam ? 
To all I have done good, but they have repaid with evil' (H.295). 2 
The motive for the Assyrian Royal Threat and for Yhwh's threat via 
His messenger is identical - to secure repentance and hence to avert 
the use of the sword, restoring good relations and renewed obedience. 3 
which is the central message of the letter. Harvey sets his analysis 
out under the following five headings: (1.) Adresse et Introuction, 
1-5, (2) Accusation, 5-9, (3) Interrogatoire, 10-14, (4) Requisitoire 
histori.que: a. bienfaits, b. ingratitude, 15-26, (5) Menaces, 27-:33. 
Compare this with his lists and tables (op.cit, 53ff,80f) for the OT 
samples of the prophetic rib • 
l. Westermann:op.cit, 129ff on the two-part form Accusation+ Announcement, 
noting that the Assyrian material here is variously addressed. to the 
individual king or to the tribal group collectively; ibid., 125f & 182f 
on the use of HeiZsgeschichte and divine self-predication; also H.B. 
Huffmon: JBL 78(1959),285-295 "The Covenant Lawsuit in the Prophets", 
p. 294 • 
2. On rhetorical questions, see Westermann:op.cit, 142ff; on the Contrast 
Motif, 155ff & 182f • 
3. Compare Hos 11:8ff, 14:1ff with his covenant indictment, eg. 4:1ff. 
Clearly the intention of this covenant messenger is to secure Israel's 
.repentance and so to avert its downfall; Cf. Jer 18:7 & Ezek 18:23,30ff 
which deal with repentance after proclamation of doom. · 
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Further, both the Annals and the Old Testament.historiographers make 
a point of recording the way in which the suzerain's messenger was 
received. The mistreatment of the messenger is the last straw, and 
after this only retribution can follow. Compare the treatment of 
Ashurbanipal's messenger sent to warn the onetime refugee Ummanigash 
against siding with Shamash-shum-ukin with the Chronicler's note on 
the prophets: 
~ut a.mate annate mar-siprij a uma "ir ~er PN 
sut-resija sa aSbu ina [CNJ ikla-ma la utirra 
turti a.matija (Prism B, 7:36-39 Piep, 76) 
Concerning these words I despatched my messenger 
to Ummaniga.sh. My officer in [. •• J he restrained 
and did not send a reply to my message. 
Yhwh, the God of their fathers, sent persistently 
to them by his messengers (mal8.kayw), because He 
had compassion on his people and on his dwelling 
place; but they kept mocking the messengers of God, 
despising his words, and scoffing at his prophets 
(nebi'?.yw), till the wrath of Yhwh rose against 
his people, till there was no remedy. (2 Chron 36:15f) 
We therefore agree with Harvey in locating the Sitz im Leben of 
the Rib-Pattern texts, and more generally of the prophetic threats 
against Israel, in the Royal Threat rooted in the ade/berit, and de-
livered by the Suzerain's messenger. 1 The 1st Millenium Ashurbanipal 
texts are of great importance both in revealing the continuity from 
the 2nd Millenium texts, and in attesting the vitality of the ade as 
a judicial-theological institution. 
The actual message of another Royal Threat, this time directed 
against Indabigash, is recorded in Prism C of the Annals editions. It 
is most explicit as regards retribution, and the possibility of repen-
tance is omitted from the message for greater effect just as it is 
1. Harvey: art.cit., 180 - 'il ne s'agit pas ici d'une forme litteraire 
adaptee tardivement a un nouveau contenu, mais que l'on a plutot 
devant soi un formulaire intimement rattache . a !'alliance des le 
depart 1 • Compare W.Brueggeman: Tradition for C.risis, John Knox, 
1968, ~ 88f anchoring Hosea's judgement-speech, indictment, sentence, 
salvation-oracle, warning-speech in the covenant : 'in each case 
the point of immediate reference for the prophet is not in the 
courtroom, nor the holy war crisis, nor wisdom circles. Each of 
these forms in one way or another has been taken into the covenant 
tradition of Israel' • 
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from the prophecies of unconditional judgement in the Old Testament. 
ina qiita miir-siprisu ana PN kiam aspursu-ma 
assu nise satunu lii tusebila umma allakam-ma 
alanika anaqqar CniseJ CNN asallal ulti kussi 
sarriitika adakkika [sa1namma ina kussika u!Sesib 
ep1set ina pan PN usapriku usamnirka kata 
(Prism C,8:53-61 Streck, 142; ARAB 2,341 $878) 
By the hand of his messenger I sent off the following 
despatch:" Because you have not sent back these people, 
I am going to come and devastate your cities. I shall 
carry off the inhabitants of Susa, Madaktu, and Hidalu. 
I shall·cast you from your royal throne and enthrone 
another. What . (evil) I brought upon Teumman ~ I will 
inflict upon you too. 
While these threats are contextually determined by their relevance 
cto .the historical situation, the general background of treaty curses 
may be supposed without the specific mention of the gods as the agents 
of retribution. 1 Devastation of cities and the exile of their popu-
lation were common not only in history but in curse material, 2 while 
the return of wanted persons was a prime concern of treaty stipulations 
being dealt with by clauses in the Hittite and Egyptian treaties (eg. 
Hattusilis III + Rameses II; Mursilis II + Duppi-Teshub), in the 
d Alalakh treaties (eg. Niqmepa + Ir- IM; Idrimi + Pilliya) and in the 
Aramaic Sefire III treaty. 
That Ashurbanipal reacted theologically as well as by military 
alert is evident from the knowledge of his general behaviour pattern 
and from the continuation of this particular narrative. It recounts 
divine intervention - in answer to a prayer to the gods not recorded 
- before the messenger in question had arrived. The gods instigated a 
1. That an ade document governed the relations between Ashurbanipal 
and Indabigash may not be assumed, since Indabigash was not an 
Assyrian protegee, but previously Ummanigash was, and Ashurbanipal 
was probably protesting against the background of the previous 
ade relations with Elam such as is evidenced by the letters quoted 
above, and which it would suit him to regard as normative for 
Elamite conduct towards Assyria. 
2, Compare, for example, Sefire I, A:32ff & C:21ff; EBT, 4:14f; EVT, 
295; Deut 28:36ff,48ff & 63ff; Lev 26:33 & 36ff. See Hillers: 
TC/OTP, 44ff & 61; Fensham:ZAW 75, 165ff • 
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revolt among the Elamites which brought Indabigash down (C,8:62ff). 
The reference to Teumman in the letter consolidates the argument, for 
turning to the Prism B 7th campaign, one finds an elaborately theo-
logical narrative which includes prayers and divine oracles as the 
prelude to divine intervention in.retribution upon Teumman! certainly 
constituting a paradigm for the compressed threat in this royal des-
patch. Furthermore, if one compares the truncation of the Teumman 
campaign in the Rassam Prism from which all the major theological 
trappings have disappeared, there is every reason to believe that the 
text of the Royal Threat preserved in Prism C is deceptively 'secular' 
because it is only an exerpt. Despite this brevity, the Prism C des-
patch reveals its ade framework, as we have argued above, and.that of 
_the Royal Threat in general. 
J. Prism B, 5:25ff Ashurbanipal's prayer to Ishtar; 5:46ff - Ishtar's 
speech in response; 5:49ff - the seer's vision of Ishtar and her 
speech with the king; see the discussion of the prayer under section 
E : Prayer to the Gods, page 119ff below, and of Ishtar's response 
under section F: The Divine Pronouncement, page 142ff 
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C.5: D - The Insulting Reply. 
Although this sub-division somewhat overlaps that of B: Rebel-
lion, and in particular the sins of the lips discussed there, and is 
documented by only one narrative in a clear manner in Ashurbanipal's 
Annals as we now have them, it seems warranted to note this as a step 
in ade relations which forms a link between the ade and the sword 
with the accompanying theological overtones. 
The heading assumes that a point in the historical development 
of relations between Assyria and the nations round her has been reached 
namely, that the Assyrian monarch has despatched a warning message 
indicting the recipient in terms of the inter-state relations which 
previously obtained between them, whether suzerain-vassal or mutual 
coalition. Since the Assyrians would tend to represent states neutral 
or on a par with Assyria as secondary in importance or as bound by 
ties of tribute and vassalage, one cannot always make a rigid cate-
gorisation between vassal and parity relations based on the presenta-
tion in the Assyrian Annals. Parities fluctuated, for instance, between 
Assyria and Urartu, Assyria and Elam, and Assyria and the Cimmerians 
and Lydians, as well as with Egypt. 
In the narrative recounting the exchanges between Ashurbanipal 
and Teumman which is apposite to this sub-division, it is not clear 
in exactly what relation Elam stood to Assyria from a legal point of 
view, since Teumman had dethroned what Ashurbanipal apparently re-
garded as the legal though rebellious dynasty. Certainly in the time 
of Urtaku' s early reign, relations with Elam were good. Ashurbanipal 
describes how he 'grasped his hand' (asbat qassu, B,4:2'3 Piep,58) and 
supplied grain in the famine, also allowing temporary immigration to 
Assyria. He alleges that no thought of Elamite hostility had crossed 
his mind. This changed as rebellion and revolution occurred in rapid 
succession, leaving Teumman on the throne and the Assyrian palace 
filled with Elamite refugees whose extradition was rudely demanded. 1 
t. 'Their extradition I did not grant him on the grounds of the inso-
lence(merebete) which he kept on monthly despatching via PNN'(B,4: 
96ff). Compare the use of merebtu at B,5:25 and the parallel phras-
eology of B,5:1ff - atkil ana DN sa utakkilanni qibit pisu ergu 
ul amgur ul addinsu munnabte satunu:'I trusted in Ishtar who came 
to my aid, and did not concede to the demand of his insolent mouth 
·and give back those refugees to him' (Piep,62)~ 
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Teumman followed up his demands and the written refusal, which we 
must assume Ashurbanipal sent him in the form of a Royal Threat, with 
a military advance. This was communicated to the king by intelligence 
reports transmitting Teumman's words to his generals, or perhaps more 
likely in the form of a declaration of war by the Elamite. If so, this 
is another example of an exchange of notes before battle. Perhaps 
Teumman couched his extradition demands in terms of the treaty-oath 
with Urtaku, for by regarding himself as the rightful king of Elam in 
Urtaku's place he could bring the gods of the previous ade into his 
threats if his demands were not met. At any rate, Ashurbanipal regar-
ded Teumman's reaction as a reply insulting to his sovereignty and to 
that of his gods: 
ina CN nara.m libbisa assu tibut PN sa balu ilani 
itba usanniini temu umma PN kia.m iqbi sa DN usannu 
milik ~emesu umma ul umassir adi allaku itti3u 
eppusu mitbu~utu sut meregti anniti sa PN iqbu amgur 
(sut meregeti PN sar mat GN i~tappara a.mdagar) 
When I was in Arbela, city beloved of her(Ishtar's) 
heart, they brought me intelligence of the Elamite's 
advance - who had· gone into action contrary to the 
will of .the gods (li~without the gods) - saying: 
'Thus spoke Teumman whom Ishtar has deranged in 
mind:"I will not leave off until I have come and 
fought a battle with him." ' This insolence which · 
Teumman uttered I noted (or: received) 
(This insolence which Teumman king of Elam des-
patched I received) 1 
Ashurbanipal exploits his position when the insulting reply was 
received. Teumman's impiety contrasts with his celebrations in Arbela 
devoted to Ishtar. The very fact that he should be interrupted in 
worship by the 'insolent message' underlined its character as being 
abusive to Assyria's gods. 
I. Prism B, 5:18-26 Piep, 64 with a variant in brackets from K.2652:9, 
Streck, 190; ARAB ~60 $929 • The use of the root ~aparu -'to 
send, despatch' in the variant, as opposed to qabu -'to speak' in 
Prism B, lends weight to the supposition that "'il"'Written message in 
the form of an ultimatum o'r an outright declaration of war passed 
between Elam and Assyria before battle was joined. However, the 
question as to which variant is closest to the Erstbericht remains. 
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The ccncept of an insult against the national deity is shared by 
the makers of Hebrew history. It was in these terms that Sennacherib's 
Royal Threat was regarded by king and prophet in Jerusalem (Isa 37:4 
~' gdp), and there is the promise of punishment for Assyrian arro-
gance, 1 conceived of as an insult to Yhwh's sovereignty. A similar 
association of deity and king in the context of hostility expressed 
against the anointed being hostility against the deity is again evi-
dent in Hebrew thought about their dynastic covenant2 , but it also 
extends to the true worshiper of Yhwh who personally feels the insults 
directed against Yhwh. 3 
It is very clear, then, that inter-state relations must involve 
theological as well as judicial implications not only because the 
Assyrian king was the high-priest of his national deity but because 
the territory of Assyria was Ashur' s special realm and because the 
question of boundaries and military action were covered by treaty 
documents to which Assyria's gods were both witnesses and executors, 
so that when the monarch sent an ultimatum invoking the treaty and 
that ultimatum was rejected aggressively it constituted a declaration 
of theological dimensions involving the elect representative of Ashur, 
the gods' home territory and their ability to act as guarantors of 
treaty oaths, in short an insulting reply to the king called into 
question the ability of Assyria's gods to be gods. The next step was 
for the king to lay this outrage before his pantheon so as to effect 
the maximum divine involvement in the political solution. 
1 • When Yhwh has finished all his work on Mount Zion 
and on Jerusalem, he will punish the arrogant boasting 
of the king of Assyria and his haughty pride (Cal-peri-
godel lebab melek GN weCal-tip'eret rfun Ceynayw ) 
(Isa 10:12) · 
2. es. Psa 2:lff where the hostile coalition attempting to throw off 
the 'bonds and cords' of suzerainty are said to be acting 'against 
Yhwh and against his anointed' • The Psalm is an ultimatum embody-
ing a Divine Pronouncement supporting the king and threatening 
total destruction on his enemies, concluding with a warning that 
vassal obedience should be forthwith renewed; c£ Cibdu DN beyir'ah 
(Psa 2:11) with phrases from the Annals such as lii sulmu ana sar 
belija palhis kansis tamartasu-kabittu usebala adi mabrija(A,10:50). 
v v 
3. ki-qine'at beyteka 'akalani weherpot horepeyka 
napelu ca.18.y (Psa 69:10 MT) • • 
· For zeal for thy house has consumed me, and·· the 
insults of those who insult thee have fallen on me. 
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C.6: E ~ Prayer to the Gods. 
The narrative recording Ashurbanipal's reception of Teumman's 
insulting reply continues with the king's prayer to Ishtar in a pas-
sage of great importance for the formulation of the Assyrian concept 
of history, the gods and the sword. Ashurbanipal relates how he step-
ped into the divine presence, bowed in worship and with tears flow-
ing entreated the goddess. 
This is immediately reminiscent of Hezekiah's reaction to Senn-
acherib's threats, for he rent his garments, donned sackcloth and went. 
into the Temple, and in the language of the Chronicler 'prayed because 
of this and cried to heaven' (2 Chron 32: 20, cf. 2 Kgs 19: I, 14). Com-
parable too is Jehoshaphat's proclamation of a fast in the face of 
Moabite and Ammonite attack, and hi; prayer in the Temple along cove-
nant lines (2 Chron 20). Fasting, sackcloth and.tears express the 
•humble dependance of the king before his gods with whom the victory 
-,lay, though the connotation of repentance would not seem to be applic-
able to the Assyrian monarch's tears 1 in the same way that repentance 
.for failure to keep the berit belonged to Hebrew intercession (cf. 
Ezra 9, Neh I & Dan 9), for the who le tenor of Ashurbanipal's prayer 
is his righteousness based on his election by Ashur (B,5:30ff), and 
his fulfilment of all its religious duties: 
an8.ku asreki astene "i allika aria palag ilutiki 
u sullum par~iki u su PN sar GN la musaqir ilani 
ku~~ur kali ana mitgu~ ummanateja umma atti belit 
beleti ilat qabli beli t taeazi milikat ilani ~a ina 
magar DN abi baniki damiqtim taqbi ina ni~ enesu 
elleti ibsunanni ana sarruti assu PN sar GN ana DN 
sar ilani abi baniki ibtu biltu [la ubilaJ idka 
ummansu ik~ura tagazi usa'ala kakkesu ana alak GN 
umma atti qaritti ilani kima bilti ina qabal 
ta.m!Jari puttirusu-ma dekissu megu ~aru limnu inb~ja 
sUn.uouti DN isme (Prism B,5:33-46 Piep, 64) 
1. At the Babylonian Akitu-festival, the king made a confession of 
righteousness, and his tears after the Sheshgallu-priest had struck 
him were considered a good omen of divine favour; see conveniently, 
Saggs: Greatness, 386£ • 
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I have sought out your sanctuary, coming to do 
reverence to your deity and to fulfill your rites. 
But as for Teumman king of Elam who does not honour 
the gods, he has mustered his resources for an 
onslaught on my army. 0 Queen of ladies, Goddess of 
battle, Mistress of war, Queen /Counsellor of the 
gods, who before Ashur the Father who begot you 
spoke favourably (about me so that) by the lift-
ing of' his pure· eyes (upon me) he designated me for 
the kingship - because Teumman king of Elam who 
sinned against Ashur king of the gods your Father 
begetter, and [did not bring] tribute but mustered 
his army and drew up his battle array and invoked 
his weapons to march on Assyria - now therefore 0 
Heroine of the gods, rip him open like a bundle in 
the f'ray, mount a tempest and evil wind against him ! 
Ishtar heard my groaning sighs. 
120. 
The prayer is built from an identification of the speaker, a 
description of the circumstances with a denunciation of the enemy, a 
listing of the appropriate divine attributes on the basis of which 
approach to the deity is made, and the request for specific divine 
action. Though the tears and the lifting of the.hands identify the 
king as suppliant, his words are in fact a list of attributes - his 
merit - on the basis of which he expects Ishtar's response. The 
indictment of Teunnnan is two-fold - the general charge of impiety 
which contrasts him starkly with Ashurbanipal, and the specific charge 
of treaty breach. The former is expressed by la mu~aqir ilani (5:35), 
which links with sa balu ilani itba (5: 19), indicating conduct which 
is divorced from the divine will. The specific charge is failure to 
pay tribute and armed aggression against Assyria, described theologi-
cally as 'sin against Ashur'. This involves the goddess, for Ishtar 
is his daughter, and furthermore was the one who advised Ashurbani-
pal's election. Her warlike titles are invoked, and her intervention 
in battle requested to enact a curse in the tradition of the simile 
curses appended to treaties, which begin ki sa ••• ,or in Aramaic 
'yk zy I 
1. For example, EVT,530ff; Sefire I, A:35ff; cf. the Hittite Soldier's 
Oath, ANET, 353f; cf. Neh 5: 13 kakah •• 
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Was the spoken curse accompanied by ritual·action as it was in 
treaty ceremonies ? Evidence for this is lacking, though it cannot 
be ruled out on the grounds of the.apparently personal entry into the 
goddess' presence by the king, ·as though this would exclude his accom-' 
paniment by priests performing magical rites. To interpret the account 
as a private act of religion would be to neglect the cultural setting 
which is not individualistic,. though the occasiOn may have been less 
public than for treaty making • .It is relevant to note that in the 
two biblical incidents mentioned for comparison the setting for Je-. 
hoshaphat's prayer was. a publically proclaimed fast and ceremony dur-
ing which all the people were 'standing before Yhwh' with priests 
present, one· of whom uttered the responsive oracle (2 Chroh 20:3,13, 
14 & 18), while in the Hezekiah narrative his apparently solitary 
entry into the Temple for prayer (2 Kgs 18: 14ff) must be modified by 
·picturing him accompanied by those mentioned at 2 Kgs 18: 18 and 19: 2, 
:namely, the comptroller .of the household, the adjutant-general, the 
.secretary of state and the senior priests. 1 That priests were pres-
.ent during Ashurbanipal's prayer is indicated by the responsive 
oracle of Prism B, 5:47ff • 
. In effect, tijerefore, the prayer is an indictment of Teumman 
couched in terms·. of the ade and culminating in a curse which relates 
to treaty curses either by allusion back to those in a treaty with 
Elam, or by further ritual activation of them or of similar curses 
during the prayer. Furthermore, Ishtar is invoked both as witness 
and executor, as are the gods in· treaty texts. The prayer. and the 
treaty belong together with~n the same theological framework. 
It has often been remarked that in Assyrian hands the curse 
section of the treaty was greatly elaborated. Congruent with this 
emphasis on the curses in the ade is its emphasis in Ashurbanipal's 
prayer against Teumman, and also the form in which his prayer against 
·Gyges has been preserved. The earlier Edition E had a fuller narra-
tive of the Gyges episode than do later editions, but for the prayer 
1. Compare too Naaman, the commander in chief of the Syrian army, as 
·the king's regular es court in worship - 2 Kgs 5: J 9 • 
---
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'The four curses which appear in the two brief prayers of Ashur-
banipal cited are interesting in that those directed against Gyges 
.appear to be appropriate in being personal, involving his death and 
. ·desecration, the latter pursuing him beyond the grave, since improper 
burial and neglect of the shade was thought to cause the ghost to 
wander unhappily, 1 whereas the .two ·directed against Teumman appear 
to have been selected at random from the wide range of traditional 
material. The denial of proper burial is widely attested as a curse, 
and there is evidence in Ashurbanipal's own behaviour and statements 
of his subscription to these beliefs. 2 These references will be dis-
cussed under section H: The Fate of the Ade Violator, while here we 
may note the significant extension of retribution from this life to 
the afterlife - a point not discussed by Fensham and Hillers in their 
·sketches of the curse of No Burial and Desecration of Corpse, which 
.:.also omit references to the Gyges episode and the curse in Ashurbani-
.>pal 's prayer. 3 Significant too is the fact that while the Old Testa-
"1llent reflects the traditional curse .of desecration, there is no re-
flection of the restlessness beyond death, and this despite gen~ral 
1. Compare the curse in the Middle Babylonian boundary stone of 
Merodach-baladan I - ~alamatasu ina er~eti aj iqebbir [e~emmusuJ 
ana e~emme kimtisu aj isniq: 'may his corpse not be buried in the 
earth, his spirit not join the spirits of his.kin-'(V.Scheil: l:1DP 6, 
1905 pL 10, 6:22), ·and the Shamash curse of Haimh~r~bi's\~ode -
awatum maru~tum sa DN arhis liksussu elis ina baltutim lissuh$u 
saplis ina ersetim etemm~su me lisasmi:'may the o~inous word of 
Shamash quickiy overtake him, may it uproot him from among the 
living in the (world) above, and cause his spirit to thirst for 
water in the nether world' (CH 27b:31-40, BabLaws, 102). For the 
·types of death and the fate of the corpse in relation to the spirit's 
existence in the afterlife, see CT 16,pL 10; 5:1-14 =Thompson: 
Devils I, 30ff; Gil& 12:151ff =~ANET, 99 ; Ebeling:LKA, N~ 84:23ff 
= ibid: TuL, 144ff - all conveniently reproduced under CAD E, 398f 
efemmu 
2. E& Rassam, 6:70££, Streck, 54££; ARAB 2, 310 $810 • 
3. ZAW 75(1963),161££; TC/OTP, 68f • 
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similarities between the Hebrew concept of Sheol with its wraith-like 
1 ~istence and Assyrian concepts. 
There seems to be no exact equivalent to the 'bundle curse' in 
·other extant lists, nor has biltu in the sense of 'bundle, baggage 
pack' generated other similes according to the listings of the dic-
tionaries. The simile here equates the victim's body with the bundle 
wishing for it to be strewn dismembered like the contents of a load, 
pack or bundle whose lashings have been loosened and whose contents 
have fallen out on the ground. The simile relates in conception to 
the dismemberment similes which are ritually enacted with animal vic-
tims such as the spring lamb and ewe of the Mati-ilu ati.d Ramataja 
treaties (AMT & EVT). 2 
The curse of tempest and evil wind (mehu saru limnu) is at first 
sight somewhat. odd in this context, unlike its setting in the EBT text 
·,,where the Phoenecian gods are exhorted to raise a saru lemnu to wreck 
,the Tyrian fleet. 3 A suitable background other than the maritime may 
J. The biblical taunt against the king of Babylon mocks his desecra-
tion - 'but you have been flung out unburied, mere loathsome car-
rion ••• a corpse trampled under foot' (Isa 14:19 NEB), but sug-
gests that he is now the equal, no better nor worse than the previ-
ously deceased kings who greet him - 'So you too are weak as we are, 
and have become one of us'(Isa 14:10 NEB). The contrast is in his 
glory in life and his weakness in death, and not in his plight after 
desecration compared to the ease of properly buried kings. Ezek 32: 
27 is most dubious as regards the relation between violent death 
and the afterlife, for the distinction between the honorably buried 
warriors ' who have gone down to Sheol with their weapons, their 
swords under their heads and their shields over .their bones' (NEB), 
and Meshech and Tubal does not appear to be the point, and is cer-
tainly not so if the negative is omitted after the Greek, or the 
NEB rendering of it as a question ('Do they not rest • • • • ? ) is 
followed. 
On the afterlife in Hebrew and.Mesopotamian thought, see A.Heidel's 
carefully documented essay 'Death & the Afterlife', cha~ 3 of The 
Epic of Gilgamesh & 0 Parallels, U. Chicago Phoenix edition, 1963, ~ 
137-223; Ebeling:TuL,1931; S.N.Kramer: Festschrift Woolley,Iraq 22 
(1960) ,59-68 "Death & the Netherworld according to the Sumerian 
Literary Texts"; ibid.: JCS 21(1967),104ff "The Death of Ur-Nammu & 
His Descent to the Nethernorld"; M.Bayliss: Iraq 35(1973),115-125 
"The Cult of the Dead in Assyria & Babylonia1';H.W.F.Saggs: Faith & 
Thought 90(1958), 157-182 "Some Ancient Semitic Conceptions of the 
Afterlife" plus the studies cited in Greatness,522f (c) Texts & 
Studies on the Underworld.& Ideas on the Afterlife ; R.Martin-Achard: 
From Death to Life, London,1960; N.J.Tromp: Primitive Conceptions of 
Death & the Nether World in the OT~ Bib '& Or. 21, Rome, 1969 wi. th some 
discussion of Ugaritic material~ 
2. ANETS, 96/532£, AMT, : i: JO & 103/539 EVT, $69 & 70 • 
3. ibid., 98/534, iv: 10. 
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be found, however, in the heroic epics such as Enuma Elish and the 
Myth of Zu, where the champion of the gods defeats an unruly and mon-
strous enemy of the gods with the assistance of the four winds, storm, 
tempest, and ·evil wind. From Enuma Elish in Speiser's.translation 
come the following lines by way of illustration: 
The four winds he stationed that nothing of her 
might escape, 
The South Wind, the North Wind, the East Wind, 
the West Wind. 
Close to his side he held the net, the gift of 
his father Anu. 
He brought forth Imhullu, 'the Evil Wind', the 
Whirlwind, the Hurricane, . < .>.-
The Fourfold Wind, the Sevenfold Wind, the CyClone~ 
the Matchless Wind; 
Then he sent forth the winds he had brought forth, 
·--the seven of them. 
To stir up the inside of Tiamat they rose_up 
.,behind him. 
·The Evil Wind, which followed behind, he let loose 
.in her face. 
When Tiamat opened her mouth to consume him, 
He drove in the Evil Wind that she slose not her lips, 
As the fierce winds charged her belly, 
Her body was distended and her mouth was wide open. 
He released the arrow, it tore her belly, 
It cut through her insides, splitting the heart. 
A similar passage from the Myth of Zu describes Ninurta's attack 
on evil Zu as follows: 
My lord hitched the Seven-of-the-Battle, 
The hero hitched the seven ill winds, 
The seven whirlwinds which stir up the dust, 
He launched a terrifying war, a fierce conflict. 
While the gale at his side shrieked for strife, 
Zu and Ninurta met on the mountain side. l 
Oppenheim discussed the poetic language of the Assyrian Annals 
in relation to the poetry of the Epics, comparing the report of Senn-
acherib's battle at Halule with Marduk's battle in Enuma Eli sh with 
2 
respect to the vividness of language in the former source. Here we 
J. Enuma Elish,. 4:42-48,96-102 by Speiser & Zu,2:30-35 by Grayson;ANET, 66f 
& ANETS, 79/515 respectively • 
. 2. To the detriment of the Epic - Oppenheim: AM, 253 , 
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are not ·concerned with stylistics but the reflection of theological 
ideas from the Epics to the historiographic sources by means of allu-
:sive imagery. The case for allusion is further strengthened by the 
appearance of the Di vine Net in Ashurbanipal's Annals, which, as we· 
.argue in the Excursus: The Divine Net, has a long history including 
1 
appearance in .the passage from Enuma Elish quoted above. Ashurbani-
pal's prayer might more appropriately have been made to a deity other 
than Ishtar, it might be argued, were the association of his curse and 
mythical battles direct. However, the roles and attributes of the Meso-
potamian gods were not rigidly designated, and the Assyrians, for ins-.· 
tance, felt free to substitute Ashur for Marduk in their version of 
Enuma Elish. As goddess of war_, Ishtar could be credited with the 
qualities of the epical gods of battle, and in this case with those of 
the god of thund~rstorm. 2 She is certainly addressed in heroic terms 
,~malikat ilani, qaritti ilani) which stress her ferocity (ilat qabli 
'belit tahazi) and Teumman would be appropriately cast l.n the role of 
.a ·rebilious monster. 
As noted the curse of tempest and evil wind.has not yet turned up 
in Assyrian treaty texts, and by coincidence it is likewise missing 
from the curse lists of Deut 28 and Lev 26, but present in a Hebrew 
prayer directed against a hostile coalition threatening the nation. 
God is invoked because an alliance of Israel's enemies has taken a 
vow to wipe her out. Divinely aided victories of Israel's past are re-
called with the wish that God would treat the present enemies likewise, 
and a number of vivid requests for their doom by divine retribution 
1. See the Excursus I: The Divine Net, especially page 
2. On Marduk as ~.AR.UTU.(A)K ='Son of the Storm', see T.Jacobsen: JAOS 
88.1 (1968),104££ "The Battle between Marduk and Tiamat";for th_e __ 
early association of storm imagery wi.th Ishtar, identifie.d ~ith · · 
Sumerian Inanna, see Engeduanna 's poem Nin-me-sar-ra , section (iv)" 
Inanna & Ishkur, lines 26ff, esp. 28-31: 
In the guise of a charging storm you charge 
With a roaring storm you roar 
With Thunder you continually thunder 
With all the evil winds you snort 
(Hallo & van Dijk: Exaltation, 18f & 51 notes; cf. ANETS, 144/ 
580 by Kramer) 
Cf. M. Lambert: RA 55 ( 1961), No. 20 'Inanna & Ebib' and No. 55 'Inanna 
·of Battle' • 
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are uttered: 
Scatter them, 0 God, like thistledown, 
like chaff before the wind. 
Like fire raging through the forest 
or flames which blaze across the hills, 
hunt them. down with thy tempest (besacareka) 
and dismay them with thy storm-wind (besupateka) 
1 
The combination of curse and context - prayer in similar circumstances 
to Teumman's military aggression - makes the parallel with Ashurbani-
pal's Annals most striking. Alongside this we may lay parallel proph-
etic curses such as the malediction of Amos against the Ammonites, a 
traditional enemy of Israel. 
Theref9re I will set fire to the walls of Rabbah 
fire that shall consume its palaces 
amid war-cries on the day of battle 
with a whirl-wind on the day of tempest 
(besacar beyom supah) (Amos I: 14 NEB) 
The yom supah is in parallel with the yom milhamah, which draws to-
gether the literal fighting with divine intervention (Yhwh speaks in 
the 1st Person.in the Oracles against the Nations) which may be literal 
as is the. fire and battle cry, but seems more likely to be used as 
imagery for terror, violence and divine wrath. Certainly, the sacarat 
Yhwh conjures up divine wrath elsewhere in the prophets, this time in 
a malediction directed against Israel: 
Behold, the storm of Ywh ! (sacarat DN) 
Wrath(Qemah) has gone forth, 
a whirling tempest(saCar mitgolel); 
it will burst upon the head of the wicked. 
The anger of Yhwh ('ap-DN)will not turn back 
until he has executed and accomplished 
the intents of his mind. 
1. Psa 83:13-15 NEB. Opinions are very divided on the historical back-
ground of this psalm, ranging from regarding it as a visionary ex-
perience of a threatening 'Volkersturm' and the names as 'dichterisch 
frei zusammengestellt' (eg. H-J.Kraus: Psalmen II, BKAT,576f), or 
dating it in the Maccabean period, to those commentators taking Ashur 
as Assyria giving it a pre-exilic date (eg. M.Dahood:Psalms 51-100,AB, 
1968, ~ 273) with earlier or later periods in mind (eg. Maillot & Le-
lievre: Les Psaumes 2, Labor et Fides, 1966 ,p. 199f for a date c. 850-
730 be; or 650 be following Shamash-shum-ukin' s revolt and supposing 
Manasseh's simultaneous revolt and the inevitable Assyrian reprisal 
following - see de Liagre Bohl & Gemser: De Psalmen, Callenbach-Nijkerk, 
1968, ~ 149f • 
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In the latter days you will understand it clearly. 
(Jer 23:19££ = 30:23) 
J28. 
The curse of scattering in exile (cf. Deut .28:36,64 & Lev 26:33) 
is expounded in relation to 'great wr.ath' {qe~ep gadol) from Yhwh by 
Zechariah using the tempest imagery: 'I scattered the~ with a whirl-
wind (we'esacarem) among all the nations which they had not known' 
(Zech 7:14). Hosea too, who is so rich in his use of covenant ideology1 
and traditional curse material, employs the tempest malediction : 
For they sow the wind (rcaQ) 
and they shall reap the whirlwind (supatah) 
The wind shall sweep them away, wrapped in 
:Us wings (Hos 8:7 & 4:19 NEB) 
The passages quoted do not exhaust the comparative biblical ma-
. • 2 . . ~ter1·al, but are quite sufficient to .reveal the parallels in Assyrian 
,and Hebrew concepts of realised divine wrath in historical circumstances. 
The .question of Hebrew borrowing may be left open. Is the tempest 
i-magery naturalistic and independent of mythological stories about 
Storm-deities, is it borrowed unconsciously from the common pool of 
literary expression wfthout mythological association, or is it used - ·. ··· 
with deliberate apologetic intent to squeeze out pagan gods by ascrib-
ing all their attributes to Yhwh alone ? These questions are beyond 
our scope which is limited here to showing that both Ashurbanipal and 
the Psalmist, as well as Amos, Hosea and later prophets were wont to 
base historical expectations on their dcities acting in respect to 
3 
curses appended to a treaty/covenant document. What parallels there 
are should not, of course, obscure the unparalleled, namely, Israel's 
J. See, for example, W.Brueggeman: Tradition for Crisis, John Knox,1968; 
F.C.Fensham: OTWSA 1964/65, 35-49 11The Covenant Idea in the Book of 
Hosea". 
2. Cf. Job 27:20ff, Nah 1:3b. The chaff simile (eg. Isa 40:24 & 41:16) 
seems to belong to another though possibly associated literary figure, 
cf. Isa 29:5 with the following verse, 29:6 • 
3. It is quite inadequate to say with J.L.Mays - commenting on Amos 1-:14 
- that 'tempest and whirlwind are elements of the traditional por-
trayal of a Yhwh theophany' (Amos, SCM,1969, p. 38) and leave it there 
wit!i.out pursuit of the ANE literary relationships, and .in this instance 
_of the curse material. Even special studies of the curse tradition 
(eg. ZAW 75,155-175) need extending now that their basic point has 
been established and accepted. 
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subjection to her berit curses, for she had need .to confess her dis-
:obedience to the berit, though she might like Ashurbanipal have claini-
·ed to have fulfilled Yhwh's rituals. 1 
The three biblical prayers mentioned (2 Chron 20; Isa 37; Psa 83) 
brief as they are, reveal the distinctive faith of Yahwism when laid 
.alongside Ashurbanipal's prayers. In them, Yhwh alone 'rules over all 
the kingdoms of the nations'(2 chron20:6), is 'God, thou alone, of 
all the kingdoms of the earth'(Isa 37:16), and 'alone whose name is 
Yhwh, art the Most High over all the earth'(Psa 83:19), so that none 
is able to withstand thee' (2 Chron 20:6). While the Assyrians might 
say much the same about Ashur on occasion, 2 it would be less exclu-
sive both of other gods in their pantheon and of foreign gods reckoned 
as existent but less powerful, whereas Yahwism's praise was not direc-
ted now to this god and now to that in the petioner's interest, while 
~oreign deities were reckoned as 'no gods, but the work of men's hands, 
.wood and stone' (Isa 37:19). Yhwh is motivated to demonstrate this 
(Isa 37:20, Psa 83:19, 2 Chron 20:6-8) • 
1. Compare Prism B, 5:33ff with Amos 5:2lf, Hos 6:6, Jer 6:20, 7:1-4, 
21ff, etc. 
2. C.J.Labuschagne correctly describes the Mesopotamian hymns and 
prayers which address one god as supreme or incomparable as using 
' nothing more than a stereotyped epithet expressing the profound-
est adoration' (The Incomparability of Yahweh in the OT, POS 5, 
Brill, 1966, chap. 3 The Incomparability of God in other ANE Re-
ligions", page 35). This important monograph treats Jehoshaphat's 
prayer (p. 86ff), and in its general conclusions supports the points 
made above regarding the distinctiveness of Yahwism expressed by 
.national election and heilsgeschichtliche perspective - 'nowhere 
else in the ancient Middle East was the attribute of incomparability 
applied to a community; we find it only'iri.2orinection with Israel' 
p. 149; ' "epithets" describing certain aspects of Yahweh involve· 
much more than honorific ascriptions, embellishments or epithets· of·· 
lavish praise, for they are confessions of Israel's experience in 
history, motivating belief in His incomparability' (p. 97). The im-:" 
portance of the Exodus as the historical basis for belief in Yhwh 
as the incomparably just redeemer to whom appeal could be made is 
stressed ·repeatedly by Labuschagne and described as 'the ·moral 
basis of Yahweh's redeeming intervention in history'(p. 100). The 
Exodus confession is the basis of both the hymns of praise and 
the appeals for rescue, in both of which the incomparability of 
Yhwh is prominent. 
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Again, despite election appearing in both sets of prayers, 
. Israel's election is thoroughly historicised by reference back to the 
_Abrahamic covenant, the Exodus and the Conquest as the fulfilment of 
Thwh's covenant promise (2 Chron 20:7ff, Psa 83:4), and is national 
rather than monarchical alone. The Yahwistic covenant regulated Isra-
el's occupation of Palestine, which is threatened, and since Israel 
had observed the covenant prohibitions in the Conquest as stipulated 
by her divine Suzerain, she is now able to appeal against her attackers 
for divine arbitration and for protection of 'the pastures of God'(Psa 
83:13) and 'thy.possession which ·thou hast given us to inherit' (2 
Chron 20:11), just as a vassal might appeal to his sµzerain ('elohim 
-halo' tispat-bam, 2 Chron 20: 7) ~ Hope for victory i$. )iistorically 
. . .. -~' . ··. . ... 
rooted by recollection of. Yhwh' s previous·· interv:nti:o~s' ·f2/:'Chron 20: 
.7 ~A Psa .83: 8ff caseh-lahem keMidyan~ etc). Hence at the points ~f 
·-<monolatry, election, covenant, nationhood and the heilsgeschichtZiche 
:p.erspective, the biblical prayers which run parallel to Ashurbanipal's 
-Oepart from their Assyrian counterparts. It is important to be clear 
on both divergences and parallels for enlightened· biblical studies, 
.and hence·the point has been labored here~ 
From the prayer uttered before action divine or human was taken, 
we move to the response from the gods. 
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·C.7: F- The Divine Pronouncement. 
Of the five prayers ·- four specif1ed arid one implied - which 
were mentioned in the previous section, only one has its responsive 
-Oracle attached, while the oracle but not the prayer has been pre-
served in the fifth example • .1 Besides these two oracles, it is poss-
ible to present three more and to indicate fur.ther passages in the 
Annals of Ashurbanipal where an oracle has not been recorded in the 
narrative but where it is cleaiy implied in the original historical 
circumstances. 
This truncated form of preservation contrasts with the full and 
··growing representation of 2nd Millenium prophetic oracles from Mari 
from which so much has been learnt about prophecy in Mesopotamian 
.. .and in Israel. 2 . Ideally, the oracles of Ashurbanipal's Annals should 
.-.:not be studied in isolation but alongside the Mari collection and 
c;the remainder of the Sargonid corpus, some of which has received 
1. 
2. 
Prism B, 5:25ff prayer + 5:-46ff oracle & vision 
Rassam, 3:4ff prayer implied & oracle 
Rassam, 2: l 15ff ·prayer only 
Rassam, 1: 63ff prayer only 
Prism B, 7:52ff prayer only 
A good bibliography on the Mari collection of prophetic oracles 
may be found in four of the most recent studies 
J-G. Heintz: VTSupp 17 (1969), 112-138 "Oracles Prophetique et 
1Guerre Sainte' selon les Archives de Mari et l'AT" 
ibid: Biblica 52(1971),543-555 review article of 
F.Ellermeier: Propetie in Mari und Israel, 1969. 
W.L.Moran: Biblical 50(1969), 15-56 "New Evidence from Mari on 
the Histor~ of Prophecy" 
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renewed attention at least so fat as translation goes. 1 A complete 
study of this nature cannot be attempted here, and occasional referen-
ces to the texts and studies falling outside the limits of Ashurbani-
pal's Annals must suffice, though they may be of influence by leading 
us to ask of the Ashurbanipal oracles as to whether they are solicited 
or unsolicited,·by whom mediated and from which deity, of what form 
and content, to whom addressed and of what historical fulfilment. Yet 
~ur main concern must be how the oracles fit into the theological 
framework of the ade and the sword. 
l. The oracles in mind here belong to Esarhaddon (A) and Ashurbanipal 
(B), and may be tabulated as follows: 
A: $Pinches: 4R2, pL 61 - bibliography HKL 1, 405 & ANETS,169/605 
$ K.2401 - pibliography HKL 1,67 under Craig:ABRT I,22-25; ET & 
~ransliteration, S.A.Strong: Bei.AssyL II, Leipzig,1893, 
.page 627££ 
$ BM. 82-5..,22,527 bibliography, HKL 1 ,294; S.Langdon: T&I, Oxford, 
1914, pl& 2-3 & ~ 137ff 
~ K.6259 T&I, pL4 
B: $ CT 35, pls. 13-15 (K.2647 + Rm.2, 99) bibliography HKL 1, 298 
~ under Leeper; ET in ARAB 2, 402ff 
$CT 35, pl& 26f (K.6064); tranliteration & German translation 
in Bauer: IAsb, 82 
$ CT 35, pL 30 (Rm 2,236); ibid. 
$ H.923 = SLA $248 = Parpola: LAS, 82f; ANETS, 170/606 
$Prism B,5:15-76 Piep, 64ff; Oppenheim:Dreams,249; ANETS, 170/606 
$ K.883 bibliography HKL 1, 67 under Craig: ABRT I, pL 26f;ANET,450 
Note also H.32, 58,' 1021, 149, 1237. H.58 records a victory promise 
from Ishtar of Arbela, and H.1021 a dream in which Bel speaks. 
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.Before looking at tne recorded divine pronouncements, we can 
learn much from two passages in 'the Annals where the actual oracle 
has disappeared, being replaced by a summary phrase which clarifies 
the character of the oracles themselves. The first of these is embed-
ded in the Elamite wars narrative prior to the accession of Tammaritu. 
The contexthas_ been described in Section C on the Royal Threat where 
the passage was quoted recording Ashurbanipal's threatening letter to 
Umma • h h . d . 1 • . nigas , w o ignore it. The narrative continues -
,DNN [ilaniJ tiklija din kitti itti PN 
idiniiinni PN2 ~erussu ibbalkit-ma sasu 
gadu kimtisu urassip in kakke 
Ashur Sin Shamash Bel Nabu Nergal [the gods] rny 
-helpers, passed a just sentence (lit. judged for 
me a true judgement) on Ummanigash. Tammaritu 
revolted against him and cut him down and his 
_ ,:family_· with the sword. 2 
A royal prayer is surely implied prior to the divine verdict in 
which Ummanigash would have been indicted for breach of the ade, as 
3 ~ 
he is earlier in the Prism B column. The charge of treaty-breach 
which opens Column 7 is this a scribal re-arrangement of the ade 
charges contained in Ashurbanipal's letter and prayer which have 
been omitted for brevity. 
l. Prism B, 7:36-39 Piep, 76; see Section C: The Royal Threat,~ 113. 
2. Prism B, 7:40-44, Piep,78; ARAB 2, 336 $867. 
3. PN sa tabtu ma'assu epusus askunus ana sarruti 
GN sa damiqti la gassu la i~~uru ade m8.mit 
ilani rabuti (Prism B, 7:3-6) 
See the discussion of treaty breach vocabulary in Section B: Rebellion 
- its Character & Vocabulary, page 102f • 
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Besides the text of the letter and the prayer, the words of the 
divine pronouncement have also been omitted in favour of the bare 
.fact of the verdict itself: din ki tti i tti PN idtniiim;1i. If we may 
trust the scribes, the list of six Assyrian gods associated with the 
judgement removes it from the category of divinatory inquiry which 
resulted in a Yes or No and was addressed to. Shamash the bel dinim, 
.to Shamash and Adad DNl bel dinim DN2 bel biri or to another _deity. 1 . 
From the way the narrative moves on to describe Ummanigash' slaughter 
at Tammaritu's hand, which is surely being presented as divinely or-
dained, a retribution flowing out of the.divine verdict, it would be 
most appropriate to suppose that the divine dinu predicted the fate 
·of Ummanigash in a prophetic oracle whose fulfilment the historiog- · 
raphers saw in the subsequent events. 
·. i' 
The judicial framework which the dinu/danu phraseology points to 
is to be found in the ade. Ashurbanipal had taken his .case against 
~Ummanigash to the gods, and they had ruled in his favour (id!nu + -inni) 
<Confirming his ade indictment. Since all the Assyrian gods were listed 
as witnesses to the ade, the list of six may be regarded as repre-
sentative. Because this is not an instance of ordeal by battle in 
J. On inquiries by omen directed to Shamash, .see J.A.Knudt~on:Assyrische 
Gebete an den Sonnei-tgott, Leipzig, 1893 and. E·. G: Klauber"':· Poli tisch-
Religiose Texte aus der Sargonidenzeit, Leipzig;1913 and the new 
edition with sipplementary texts promised by J.Aro 'Remarks on the 
Practice of Extispicy in the Time of Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal' in 
La Divination en Mesopotamie; RAI 14, 1966, 109-117. They open with 
the request for a clear omen dsamas belu rabu sa asallaku anna kina 
apulanni, and Esarhaddon seems to have introduced or made this a 
regular feature in his time (Aro:op.cit.,112). The Babylonian tamitu 
can also conc~rn warfare as. well as trivial matters (ibid., 11 with 
reference to Craig: ABRT I, $1 /82) but addressed Adad-as-wlll as 
'Shamash - see Lambert: La Divination, 119..;.123 'The Tamitu Texts' • 
K.81-2-4,48 & 83-1-18,199 ~ H.1367 & 1368 are well preserved oracular 
inquiries without answers addressed to dLahar on behalf of Ashur-
nanipal by a woman (sinnistu in the·ezib clause) concerning rumours 
of revolt and the sword. The semantic range of dinu in no way 
obliges us to take it here in Prism B, 7:41 as limited to an omen 
(cf. CAD D, 150ff) • . 
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:which the outcome decided which of ihe two contestants was judicially 
1 
,supported by the gods, we .must presume that the judicial decision 
recorded prior to Ummanigash fate - unless a scribal concoction with-
out historical correlate - was communicated by a prophetic pronounce-
ment which was likely to have built -0n the curses of the breached ade, 
as Ashurbanipal's prayer may have done, for which we. have the prece-
-Oents quoted in section E. 
The sec·ond wordless 'divine pronouncement' comes from a summary 
.of the Elamite wars in the Jagdinschrift where Ashurbanipal de&ribes 
his prowess in wisdom and war with credit to the gods who bestowed 
their favours upon him: 
. usarbu ka.kkeja eli na.kreja sa ultu ~eherija adi 
rabija igrlhinniJ idinu dini itti PN s~r GN sa la 
a.grusu igranrfi .•• J kimiia ta.ijtasu iskunu imlJas;u 
panass-u i t;rudii~u adi ~ir ••• J 
(The gods) exalted my weapons over my foes who were 
,hostile to me during my lifespan. They gave judgement 
in my case against Urta.ku king of Elam who made war 
on me although I had not been hostile towards him 
[ ••• J. In my stead, they accomplished his defeat, 
smote him and drove him off across the border[,,,] 2 
When this is compared with the Prism B account of the encounter 
with Urtaku, the context of the dinu becomes .clear. It is the breach 
of the ade • This is spelled out by phrases drawn from the ade vocabu-
lary such as tabtu la basasu and ibrutu la nasaru followed by the 
historical details of Ashurbanipal's succour and Urtaku's invasion. 
Associated with Urtaku are Beliqisha and Nabushumeresh, described as 
vassals and oath-breakers (ardani dagil panija, 4:29 & ade la nasaru, 
4:62). The fates of all three are given in terms of divine wrath through 
sword, wild beast and disease, 3 which are regular means of retribution 
in the treaty curses. 
J. Neither Fensham nor Harvey (Festschrift Volterra, art.cit. & Biblica 
43) makESuse of the important prayers and pronouncements in the 
Ashurbanipal material, but their general thesis relating prophetic 
pronouncements to the treaty/covenant, its curses and the sword is 
much the same. 
2. K.2867 + Ki.1904-10-9,11 lines 27-29; Bauer:IAsb,87 ; ARAB 2,362 $934. 
3. 1 Nergal & Ishum smote (Urtaku) with a mortal wound' (cf. ARAB 2 ,366 $944 
Rm 281 Streck,226·& 225 note 9 on alternative reports); Beliqisha 
died by 'the bite of a boar(?)', B,4:61 (cf. AHw.,355 bum~iru -'Maus'); 
Nabushumersh died of dropsy - aganutillu me maluti, B,4:63 • 
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ellll.SSU DN sar ilani sertasu rabitu ••• libbi DN2' 
aggu ul inuJJsunuti ul ipsansunuti kabitti DN3 sa 
utakkilanni (Prism B, 4:66 & 69ff, Piep, 60) 
Marduk king of the gods laid upon him (Urtaku 's 
officer) a heavy sentence • • • The angry heart of 
Ashur was not calmed regarding them nor was the 
liver of Ishtar who came to my aid soothed about 
them. 
136. 
In the light of the parallel account, we see that the divine 
dinu is the judicial precursor of the divine retribution, and that 
both are united in the framework of the ade • Where the indictment and 
divine pronouncement of the sentence are missing, the bare fact of the 
verdict recalls the legal-theological setting, the ade, into which fit 
the oracles, dreams and visions which are occasionally reported. 
The fragmentary Dugdamme oracle by preserving some of the wording 
.,of the divine pronouncement on Ashurbanipal's enemy takes us one step 
further than the passages previously reviewed. Texts parallel to the 
dedicatory inscription to Marduk of Esagila highlight the oracle's ade 
context by their explicit reference to the nis/mamit ilani rabuti and 
its transgression, and follow this with vivid details of the ·curses 
that befell him, but they omit the pronouncement itself. 1 The Marduk 
text preserves the following description and wording: 
ki sipri iliitika sa taspura umma usappan 
il-lat-[ J(Streck, 284:24 ) 
according to your divine message which you 
despatched, saying: "I will shatter [his?J 
:forces L .•••••••• J (ARAB 2, 385 $100 l) 
Details of the place and medium of the message are entirely wanting', 
and its ascription to Marduk might be questioned on the grounds that 
whatever god was the subject of a dedication tended to be credited 
with the king's successes, just as incomparability was attributed for 
a prayer's greater effectiveness. What remains merits attention -
that the prophetic pronouncement is unequivocably characterised'as a 
divine message. This accords with Westermann's thesis that biblical 
prophecy is the speech of a messenger. Here too the message formula 
1 .. See BM.123410:22',24 ... (Iraq 30,109f) & IT:142ff (AM 20,88ff),esp. 149 
where illness and fire from heaven are affected through the gods' 
word - ina amat IiluJ- ti-CsuJ-nu , an embryonic Worttheo Zogie vl.ewing 
history as the outworking of the divine word. 
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leads to the quotation of the direct speech of the god. The uncon-
ditional announcement of doom/s~lvation - doom on the enemy is assur-
ance of salvation directed to the king gives the impression of 
~runcation. There is no 'Fear not' formula, no 'handing over' formula, 
no divine self-predication and no recollection of Heilsgeschichte, ie. 
Ashurbanipal's birth, enthronement and past victories by divine enablin& 
Nevertheless, the record of the god's promise of victory was it 
pronounced in Babylonia and forwarded by letter to the king ? - is a 
welcome filling out of the parallel accounts, and a proof that the 
divine verdict in an ade suit was not limited to a divinatory positive, 
but could issue in an announcement of victory over the oath-breaker. 
"The emphasis of the Ahsheri oracle passage is on the fulfilment 
and reliability of the divine pronouncement. 1 The scribes give it an 
ade context by including the charges that tribute had been withheld 
:and Assyrian territory annexed (Rassam, 3:23f & B",3:52ff), though 
,,Ashurbanipal admits or perhaps boas ts. that the Mannai acknowledged 
neither his fathers' (sa ana sarrani abbeja la kitnusu, B,3:18) nor 
his suzerainty (la palib beliitija, Rassam, 3:4) prior to his campaign. 
ina a.mat DN asibat CN sa ultu resi taqbu umma 
anaku mitutu PN sar GN k:l sa aqbu ippusina qata 
ardanisu ta.mnusu (Rassam, 3:4-7 Streck,24;ARAB 2,299) 
At the word of Ishtar dwelling in Arbela which she 
bad spoken at the outset, saying: "I my.self will 
bring about the death of Ahsheri king of the Manneans 
just as I announced " - she delivered him into the 
hands of his servants 
What do the phrases sa ultu re~i taqbu and ki sa aqbu imply ? 
-Apparently time has elapsed since the original prophetic announement 
.and this recorded reiteration of the promise given to allay fears that 
no fulfilment would be realised. The words of the oracle, sandwiched 
as they are between the identification of Ahsheri and the record of 
I. Albrektson quotes it in parallel with 2 Kgs 9:36f (H&G,64) in his 
trenchant chapter on 'The Divine Word & the Course of Events' with 
which we are in basic agreement. However, he fails to explain the 
theological framework of ade/berit within which the divine pronounce-
ments in the Annals & the"""'l5euteronomistic History' are made, which 
is our concern here. 
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his fate, prove that events are determined by the divine word, even 
though it may Iie dormant for a while. Of course the Old .Testament 
is far richer than the Assyrian Annals in its record of scepticism 
towards prophetic oracles, of reiterated pronouncements and of expo-
sition of the theological doctrine of the Word of Yhwh, but in this 
write-up of Ishtar's pronouncement we glimpse a similar mentality to 
that of Jehu when he makes an orthodox theological comment on history 
and the word of Yhwh when he declares: 'Know then that there shall 
fall to the earth nothing of the word of Yhwh, which Yhwh spoke con-
cerning the house of Ahab; for Yhwh has done what he said by his ser-
v~nt Elijah' (2 Kgs I 0: 10). I 
'Not incompatible with the above may be the suggestion of royal 
apologetics. Why had Ashurbanipal not meted out judgement on Ahsheri 
himself ? - he escaped - because the goddess herself had more appro-
., 
·:priate means, a more ironical fate. The UbergaheformeZ has been modi-
fied - 'Ishtar counted him into the hand of his subjects' ! The hu-
_-ini.liation of the enemy was a favorite motif, and loss of dignity in 
flight - riding a mare, fleeing like a bat, creeping away like mice, 
being caged like a bird - compensated for the failure to kill or 
capture. 
Ahsheri's loss of dignity is complete at the hands of his subjects/ 
slaves/servants (ardani~u), for not only is he deposed but his corpse 
is desecrated in the streets after the manner of treaty curses. This 
1. Von Rad: OT Theol 2, 94 note 23 lists the phrases used by the 
historical books emphasising the efficacy of the diiine pronounce-
ment in the course of events. Compare Cha~ F 'The Prophets' Con-
ception of the Word of God', pages 80-98, and OT Theel I, Chap C.6, 
334ff 'The Deuteronomist' s Theology of History 1 , es~ 341 ff. 
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This echoes a Holy War motif in which the enemy kill themselves off 
without the need for Israel to strike a blow. 1 
The pronouncement against Shamash-shum-~kin, preserved in the 
.Rassam prism though missing from F, gives details of its mediation: 
ina iimesuina sabru ina. sat miisi utiil-ma inattal 
.!uttu umma ina eli kigalli sa DN sat;ir-ma ~~ sa 
itti RN sar GN ikpudu lemuttu ippusu ~eliitu mil.tu 
lemnu asarraksuniiti ina patri parzilli hanti 
miqit isati tusabbi lipit DN uqatta nap~assun 
annate asme-ma adgil ana a.mat DN belij a 
(3:118-127, Streck,32; ARAB 2, 302 $790) 
At that time a seer was lying down during the course 
of the night and he beheld a dream, as follows: upon · ····. 
the statue of Sin was written 'Whoever plots evil 
.against Ashurbanipal king of Assyria and begins an 
insurrection I will bequeath them an evil death; by 
the swi~ thrust of the iron dagger, by fiery con-
£lagration, famine and the outbreak of plague (li~ 
the touch of Erra) will I bring their lives to an 
.end' • I gave heed to these &<ords) and waited upon 
the pronouncement of Sin my lord • 
~=.. -
.Dreams are uniquely prominent in Ashurbanipal's Annals - three 
.dream revelations are extant - and these appear to differ from the 
later Nabonidus dreams in being mediated rather than being experienced 
by the king himself. 2 In this instance the exact significance of the 
... 
J. See Heintz: VTSupp 17, 125££ section B: 'A la poigne du roi' compares 
the Ubergaheformel in the Mari prophecies and in the OT Holy War with 
passages listed. Note his observation that the Ubergaheformel is 
closely linked with (a) consultation of Yhwh, and (b) exhortation to 
battle. On the Holy War, see G.von Rad: Der Heilige Krieg im alten 
Israel, Zurich,1951 • For the enemy's self-destruction, see 
Jdg 7: 22 & 2 Chron 20: 23. Compare the following phrases. fr.om ·.th.e Neo-
Assyrian letters: nakriiti sa sarri belija ina qata sarri belija lim- . 
nisu[nuJ (H.340:21£ Mar-Ishtar) & dibbi parsutusunu kenu ~ita ana 
libbi mati sa ina qat8.k.a tasbutu DNN ultu tfuntim elitim adi tamtim 
.~aplitum ana qata sarri beiija indanu: iThe text of their decision is 
reliable. Shamash and Marduk have given into the hands of the king my 
lord the entrance to the heart of the land which your hands have 
seized from the upper sea to the lower sea' (H.137 = SLA $324 Zakir). 
2. See A.L.Oppenheim: Dreams,1956 es~ 249ff for an overall assessment of 
dreams recorded in Mesopotamia with translations and comment on the 
Ashurbanipal and Nabonidus material •. 
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inscription of the message on the statue/pedastal of the Moon god 
escapes us. Why is there this psychological preference for a written 
transmission in the middle of a visoonary experience ? Does this per-
.haps reflect legal tradition ? Is the generalised scope of the threat 
simply intended to include the allies of Shamash-shum-ukin - he is 
not named - or 1s there a correspondance in form to the treaty 
clauses which is more than coincidental ·? 
.A case can be made for the reflection of the legal-theologia:il. 
treaty tradition in this oraCle. The form ma sa itti .RN sar GN' +· · 
subjunctive corresponds quite closely with the form of a treaty para-
.graph as well as with its contents, as for instance 
.. · ifomm.a memeni ina Iiluijiji RN sar GN sibu u bartu 
etappas (EVT, 302f; ANETS,101/537 $26) 
If anyone raises an insurrection and rebellion 
against Esarhaddon king of Assyria •.••• 
The sabrri oracle is a generalised threat - this is the whole. 
~enor of the EVT. The oracle mentions dagger,fire,famine and plague, 
these feature prominently in Assyrian treaty curses. Further, the 
.oracle is given an ade settting by the ade indictment of Shamash-shun:r-
ukin heading the na~tive, 1 which is also concluded with the pointed 
references to famine, flames and dagger as divine retribution at the 
2 denouement. Without the need to state it explicitly, the record is 
presenting the story of the sack of Babylon in terms of the fulfilment 
of the sabru's oracle and in exposition of the treaty curses. 
In connection with the Shamash-shum-ukin war it is worth drawing 
attention to the mutilated collection of oracles in which his fate as 
1. Rassatn., 3:70ff and explicitly 3:97 & 108 - ~a la u~~mru adeja 
iprusa ahhutu • See the discussion in section B, page 102ff above • 
...... 
2. Rassam, 4:42ff ; ARAB 2, 303£ $794; Streck, 36ff where twelve gods 
and their net - sapar ilani rabuti - are mentioned in.connection 
with the nikis patri parzilli .sunqi bubuti isati ariri. See the· 
Excursus I: The Divine Net for discussion. Note too -4:77ff mentioning 
plague - pagre nise sa dErra usamqitu • 
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an oath-breaker is spelled out. Phrases such as the following occur: 
siit epsete annate lemnete sa PN epusu elika isdi 
kussi sarriitisu assu-O palasu L·.:; tilsappig GN kali~a 
PN sa adeja la i~~uru-ma ihtu ina tabti RN ~arri 
narfam libJbij a ina mesiri ... danni e~ir~u-ma 
PN nizirte belutij a sa arurus •••••• 
CqiJbitua ilanisu i ttisu iznu umassiriisu i~batii 
a.bati [ ••• ] qibit ilutija rabiti alanisunu taksud 
sallassunu kabittu taslula ana qereb CN 
Because of these evil deeds which Shamash-shum-ukin 
has perpetrated against -you, I will tear out the 
foundation of his royal throne, his reign[ ••• ] I 
will overwhelm the entire land of Akkad .•• 
·Shamash-shum-ukin who did not keep my treaty but 
sinned against the treaty relations (lit. good) with. 
Ashurbanipal the king whom my heart loves:have I 
blockaded with a severe siege ...•. . 
Sha.mash-shum-ukin whom I cursed with the curses of 
my lordly authority.... . 
At my (woJrd, his gods were/will be wroth with him 
'.forsook/will forsake him and went/will go elsewhere 
( ••••• J at the pronouncement of my great divinity, 
you will conquer their cities, their weighty booty 
.you will carry off to Assyria 
Notable are the prophetic perfects' stating what is promised as 
fulfilled, the direct divine speech attested by the 1st Sin~ suffixes 
J. K.2647 +Rm 2,99: 3f, 7ff, 14f, 2lff; ARAB 2, 402f $1100ff. Note 
the mixture of pronouncement against the individual, and against 
his house and the whole land. Does this not make dubious Weinfeld's 
·neat distinction between mantic oracles pronounced against individ-
uis and alleged Deuteronomistic 'interpolations' concerned with 
the dynasty and national destiny ? See his statement - · · 
In contrast, the deuteronomic word of God, which is 
appended to the words of these prophets deals, not 
with the individual and personal fate of the king, 
but with the fate of his house' ,i~his dynasty; in 
other words it concerns his historical destiny - his 
place in the divine historical scheme 
(DDS, I 6) 
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-:and verbs, and the explicit refer~nce to the ade and its curses. Most 
:significant is the 1st Sing. suffix + ade (line 7) by which the god 
-describes the treaty as his/hers, which makes one think of the Old 
Testament phrase 'my covenant which you have broken' (Jer 31:32 and 
beriti many times in divine speech). It is vexing that all details of 
the origin and mediation of these ·Oracles and why they were collected 
is lacking. 
Ashurbanipal's prayer which forms the prelude to the lengthy 
pronouncement of Ishtar against Teumman has .already been quoted and 
discussed in the previous section. 1 Prism B presents a two-fold re-
sponse from the goddess: there is a short directly spoken oracle 
followed by a long and vivid dream appearance to a seer. The scribes 
·omit the means of mediation of the former, though it could be given 
through an attendant cultic prophet or prophetess such as those named 
2 
·:as responsible for the oracles in the Esarhaddon oracle text. 
ingij a siinuijuti DN isme-ma la tapallaij iqba 
u~arei~anni libbu ana nis qateka sa tassa eneka 
.imla dimtti a.rtasi remu 
Ishtar heard my groaning sighs, and said: "Do not 
fear ! II ' and she gave me heart. "Because of your 
imploring hands raised to me, and because your eyes 
overflowed with tears, I have had mercy on you." 3 
The 'Fear not' formula is a motif in the Holy War, attested in Mari 
and in the Old Testament as well as relatively frequently in the 
Sargonid corpus~ Heintz outlines a four-part scheme covering the 
oracles of 'Fear not' formulation: (i) the opening assurance assurance 
formula for which various Akkadian verbs are used and their semantic 
J. See page 119ff. 
2. 4R2, pL 61; ANETS, 169/605: 6 mediums from Arbela, all but one women, 
are named; plus one more woman from the town Darahuya; 7 'Fear not' 
formulas appear. 
3. Prism B, 5:46-49 Piep, 64ff; ARAB 2, 332 $860. 
4. Heintz:art.cit., 121ff section II,A for references; c£ Weinfeld:DDS, 
45f & note 5 • In K.883 (ANET, 450f), 'Fear not' occurs 4 times.--
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,equivalents in Hebrew and Aratraic · (ii) ki the motivation particle 
(iii) the divine self-presentation involving self-description and 
often the recollection of previous undertakings, (iv) a promise of 
.action, either salvation or judgement of.the ene~y and frequently 
.accompanied by assurance of the divine presence. 1 It is noticeable 
that this oracle is built up from an assurance formula and a reason 
.which amounts to the assurance of a favorable response to the prayer. 
This gives the impression of truncation. There is no promise for the 
_future, no divine self-presentation or recollection of past Heilge-
schichte. This brings the oracle closer to a simple verdict in the 
suit against Teunnnan, while the seer's dream which follows carries 
-the promise of active intervention. 
The swiftness of divine response is a motif in the vision's intro-
.duction which stresses that it was given on the very same day the king 
;prayed - ina sat'musi suatu sa aml:!ursi, 5:49. 2 The sabru priest first 
-,,describes Ishtar's battle-dress with quiver, bow and drawn sword (5:55). 
3 Fearful to her foes, she is to the king a mother. This is the message 
of the descriptive section of the vision, forming the prologue and 
epilogue to the exchange of speech between king and goddess. Thus, the 
introductory phrase siki ummi alitti itannna ittika:'she like a mother 
J. Heintz: art.cit., 124 note 3 under (i) Akk. ~' palahu; Heb. yr' 
Aram zl;l 
2. Piepkorn's translation of 5:50-52 is preferable to ANETS, 170/606 
which changes the dream(suttu) into a post-awakening 1n()cturnal 
vision' (tabrit musi sa DN usabrusu), whereas with Piepkorn we take 
the syntax as a Pluperfect subordin~te clause: 'he woke up and 
related the nocturnal vision which Ishtar had revealed to him' • 
Technically therefore it was a dream revelation not an hallucination 
or visionary trance in a non-somnulant state ( against Oppenheim: 
Dreams, 249). Compare Moran ,-s discussion of the psychological state 
of the Mari prophetic personnel, and the place of dreams (Biblica 50). 
3. Compare the elaborate Mother-Child imagery used to express the 
goddess-king relationship by the Ashurbanipal Ninlil oracle, K.883: 
20ff (ANET, 451), and the Esarhaddon Ishtar oracle 4R2, pL61, 3:15ff 
ANETS,169/605. -
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with child spoke.with you' (5:56f) is followed up at 5:71f by ina 
- I 
kirimme~a tabi tag~inka-ma tabtena gimir lanika:'in her tender embrace 
she enfolded you and protected your entire form', while by contrast 
she makes a warlike and purposive exit to confront the enemy: 
panussa isati innapig sa.mri~ tatta~i ana agati 
eli PN sar GN sa uggugatu panussa taskun 
her face began to blaze fiercely she went off 
setting her face against Teumman king of Elam 
with whom she was enraged 2 
The instructions given by the goddess follow the 'Stand still' 
theme such as appears before the overthrow of Pharaoh at the Red Sea. 3 
. tanattala ana epes sasmi asar panua saknu t-ebaku 
an8.ku atta taqabbisi umma a~ar tallaki ittiki 
lullik belet beleti sr tusannakka umma atta akanna 
.J.u asbata asar maskanika akul akulu siti kurunnu 
ningtitu ~ukun nu "id iluti adi allaku sipru suatu 
ippusu usaksudu ~ummerat libbika panuka ul urraq . 
ul inarrut-a sepeka ul tasamma~ le'utka ina qabal 
ta.mbari (B,5:59-76 Piep, 66; ANETS, 170/606) 
"You are wanting(looking) to do battle. Whither my 
face is set I go". You V\.shurbanipal) then spoke as 
follows: "Wherever you(Ishtar) go, truly I will go 
with you, 0 Lady supreme !" She replied to you 
herself as follows: "You must stay where you are at 
your base; take food, drink wine, make music and 
praise the gods whlle I go, and that deed is accom-
plished ~hich) grants you the desire of your heart. 
Your face will not blanch, your step will not waver, 
your ability will not desert you in the heat of 
battle. 
The translation above differs from ANETS, which cannot be 
grammatically justified from Piepkorn's text and presumably uses 
variants such as Streck's text attests. 4 The point of the initial 
1. kirimmu: AHw., 484 'Armbeuge'; CAD K, 406 does not designate a 
specific part of the body ( 'Armbeuge') but rather a characteristic and 
functional position of the mother's arm assumed in order to hold a 
child safely' • 
2. C£ Piep,67 note 17-17 variant izzis nalinriris tatta~i-maJ ana kasad 
[nakrisa tallikJ 
3. 'Fear not, stand fi.rm and see the salvation of Yhwh which he will work 
for you today ••• Yhwh will fight for you, and you have only to be still' 
(Exod 14:13f). See F.C.Fensham: Exodus, POT,1970,p.68 ._ 
4. Contrast 'Wait (Imperative) with the attack;(for) wherever you(!) 
intend to go, I am also ready to go'(ANETS) with Piepkorn's tanat;t:ala 
- 2nd Masc Sin& Present Indic + Ventive; panua - suffix=Ishtar's face, 
cf. St:reck, 116 pa-nu-ki • 
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exchange is certainly obscured in ANETS, for in fact the oracle 
.simply tells Ashurbanipal to do .nothing but leave the victory to 
Ishtar after the manner of this Holy War motif. The seer avoids any 
hint of royal cowardice by putting the lines into Ashurbanipal's 
:mouth expressing willingness to follow Ishtar into battle anywhere. 
She cuts across this decisively. Noting his desire to go to war, she 
states her own sovereign freedom to attack when and how she pleases. 
The moment is always opportune for her. Ashurbanipal's role is to 
keep the feast, remaining behind to praise while she goes off to make 
'· 
his prayers an accomplished fact. 
Despite Ishtar's grand exit, a battle had to be fought. Perhaps 
the oracle source was hoping that one -0f the frequent upheavals within 
the Elmaite nobility would avert the necessity for a trial of arms. 
Though giving the impression that the goddess would carry the day on 
.her own, the orac:le perhaps covers itself by adding promises about the 
:valour of the king; while not relating this to a specific immanent 
event. At any rate, Ashurbanipal did muster his forces on a propitious 
day of a propitious month: 'I trusted in the decision (purussu) of 
.Nanna the luminous and the message(word(~ipru)of Ishtar my lord which 
is not altered' (B,5:78f). He sets out 'at the command of Ashur,Sin 
and Ishtar(ina qibit DNN), B,5:80. This seems to indicate that 
divination contributed pra~tical details of the divine will which the 
Ishtar oracle had unfolded in general terms. The combination of 
divination and prophetic pronouncement is met with again during a 
later crisis in the campaign caused by the enemy seizing Ashurbanipal's 
watering places: 
.ina qibit DNN ilani rabuti sa utakkiliiinni 
ina ittat damqate egirre sipir mab~i ina 
qereb sa GN abiktasunu askun(B,5:93-96 Piep,68) 
At the command of Ashur and Marduk the great gods 
who strengthened me, through the favorable signs, 
the utterance (snd) message of the ~hbu, I accom-
-plished his defeat at Til-Tuba. 
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Proof of the mabbu' s 1 p~esence in the field is .a tantalising gain 
;from this passage since so much is still unclear regarding the exact 
relations between the personnel concerned with divination and those 
who acted as mediums of prophetic messages and visions. At Mari, divin-
-ation was used to authenticate mediated messages, 2 but divinatory in-
·quiry about practical decisions rather than counter-checking seems to 
be more likely here. Divine field directions are comparably given in 
3 the dream announcement by Ishtar of Arbela to Ashurbanipal's army 
when confronted by the flooded Idide river. While these allusions 
strengthen the bond between the sword and the gods, the divination and 
J. On the mahhu, see AHw., 582 -'Ekstatiker,Prophet'; H.B.Huffmon.: BA 
31(1968),l12ff "Prophecy- in the Mari Letters"; W.L.Moran:Biblica 
50, 27ff. On the egirru, which Moran notes as 'still imperfectly 
·;understood I' see ARM I 0 $4: 6' JO (=Moran $11' p. 46ff) where it is a 
:prognostic utterance about battle and victory solicited by the queen 
Shib tu from 'a man and a woman' • Cf. AHw., 189 and CAD E, 44f egi rru 3. 
2 • . For an instance of divination to confirm a mahhu's message about a 
building project, see the 645 be Asb. prism Th. 1929-10-12,2 Col 2: 16ff 
3. 
The Queen of Kidmuri • • • in drean(s), the word of the 
:lllabbu sent continually (ina sutti sipir mange istan-
appara kajjanu). Shamash and Adad I consulted (asal) 
and they answered me with a reliable positive (epulanni 
annu kenu) 
The army was afraid to cross. Ishtar of Arbela in the 
course of the night revealed a dream (suttu usabri) 
to my army, and thus she spoke to them: "I myself go 
before Ashurbanipal, the king whom my hands formed." 
My army relied upon that dream and crossed the Idide 
safely (Rassam,5:95-103 Streck,48; ARAB 2,308 $807) 
Omitted in Prism F 
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. <dream here fall outside our focal point, although broadly contained 
within the ade framework. 
The main aim has been to demortstrate that the divine verdict and 
victory oracle form the judicial-theological nexus between Ashurbani-
pal's relations with ade partners in peace and his carrying the sword 
against them. He did not wish to be represented as acting capriciously 
without legal and ~or~l justification. The broken ·ade gave him a just 
. . --
cause which he brought to the gods fully expecting them to play their 
role as adjudicators. The speech of the gods - chiefly Ishtar of 
1 Arbela, but also Marduk, Ashur, Sin., Nabu and Nergal - takes up 
the ade indictment and responds with an exposition of treaty curses. 
··The material is of great interest to the study of covenant indictment 
and prophetic oracle in the Oid Testament with which it has obvious 
affinities, and it is only a pity that so little of the original As-
-~yrian theophanies and ade-pronouncements has been transmitted by the 
;S·cribes of the Annals. Nevertheless, there is sufficient on which to 
. base the conclusions offered above. 
I. The frequent appearance of Ishtar goddess of war in the Annals is 
not surprising {Rassam,3:4ff - the Ahsheri oracle; 5:97ff - the Idide 
dream; B,5:46ff & 5:51ff - the Teumman oracle & dream oracle; cf. the 
Esarhaddon collection - 4R2,pL 61 ANETS, 169/605), nor is the associ-
ation with her of Ashur head of the pantheon (e& B,7:52f; c£ the 
Ashur oracle of H.923 =LAS, 82f $117). The list of gods in B,7:40 
may be ascribed to scribal habit - the omission of Ishtar can hardly 
be significant, but the combination of a number of important gods 
and the judical terminology DNN ••• din kitti PN idiniiinni may point 
to a concept of decision in a Divine Assembly. Studies of the OT 
Covenant Lawsuit (rtb) have debated the roleof a Divine Council 
and whether the natural phenomena appealed to are are part of this 
Council, or witnesses to the prior covenant.:...oath as Huffman and·. 
Harvey prefer. Though illuminating the Covenant Lawsuit, the Annals 
do not add material to. the Tukulti-Ninurta suit and the. earlier 
Hittite treaties mentioning heav~n and earth. For discussion, see 
Harvey:art.cit., esp. p. 175,180ff & 182 note 1; F~M.Crtfss: J.NES 12 
(1953), 274-277 "The Council of Yahweh in Second Isaiah" and CM/HE, 
186ff; G.E.Wright: The OT against its Environment,SCM,1950,p. 36; H.B. 
Huffmon: JBL 78(1959) ,285-295 "The Covenant Lawsuit in the Prophets", 
esp. p. 290tt. 
·--
.·.·· 
.. : '.,.· .. 
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C.8: G - Divine Intervention. 
The Divine Intervention which follows the treaty indictment and 
the promises given in. the divine pronouncements can take several forms 
-and be direct or indirect. Before looking at key passages in the Annals, 
some passages from the letter corpus are worth quoting as examples of 
first-hand expression of belief in Divine Intervention, coming as they 
-Oo from the field of battle and carrying the officers' theological 
interpretation of the events they were involved in. Pious affirmations 
that the king will be given complete victory by his gods abound, some 
h f d 1 'd as prayers ot ers by way o assurances an encouragement. Bes1 es 
the generalised beliefs, there are more vivid despatches. Thus, Belinni 
discussing the capture of Nabu-bel-shumate with Ashurbanipal describes 
him as the 'accursed of Bel'(sikipti DN), and fears that he will escape 
but hopes that the gods will intervene to prevent this--'perhaps the 
--gods of the king my lord will act and seize him unawares (lit. with 
._slack bow) and despatch him to my lord, the sovereign of kings' (H. 281 I 
~ $44, lines 8ff. 2 
I. Es the following lines from expositions of astronical phenomena: 
My lord the king will attain his wish. The good deeds 
and prayers of my lord fue king are before the gods ••• 
truly the hand of my lord the king will capture him. 
(H.629:rev. 3ff I SLA $323) 
Entry into the heart of the land, which you will/have 
seizetl) with your hand, Shamash and Marduk will give 
into the hand of my lord the king from upper to lower 
sea (H.137:rev. 2f/ SLA $324) 
Compare the following description of a previous reign, and the wish 
expressed for the fate of an enemy: 
And he who observes before and behind, right and left, 
upwards and downwards, the king of the gods, exalted 
and.pre-eminent, gave over the whole of the inhabited 
world into the hand of him who reverences him 
(H.1240:11ff/ SLA $12) 
Upaqu about whom my lord the king wrote: Bel, Nabu,Ishtar 
of Erech and Nana exercise power (idannunu) from East to 
West - may they finish him off (luqattu), and hand him 
over(liddinu) to my lord the king, and may they cause the 
kings of the whole earth to bow (lusaknisu) before the 
weapons (ana pani kakki) of my lord the king. 
(H.277:6ff/ SLA $26) 
2. On Nabu-bel-shumate, see Rassam,7:9££ Streck,60/ ARAB 2,312 $815 and 
B,7:81ff Piep, 80; his career and Belibni 1 s are described by Olmstead 
HA, 672 paraphrasing the primary material. 
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In another letter in which he describes Nabu-bel-shumate as 'the 
,-0ne whose skin Nabu will put up for sale (masaksu ana mabara nadanu) ', 
~elibni recounts parallel royal and divine protection during Elamite 
sirmishes - 1 since the gods of my lord the king stood by me (ittija ki 
izzizii) •••• ' that 'under the protection of (ina silli sa) my lor_d the 
king they made a great slaughter' (H.1000: 12 & rev. 4ff/ SLA $42) ~'The 
. . . -- . 
parallel roles of gods and king are a feature of the Annals too. Again, 
Belibni speaks of prayer when in a tight corner outnumbered by the 
enemy - 'we took up position opposite them and prayer (nusallii) to the 
gods of the sovereign of kings our overlord' (H.462:rev. 14ff/ SLA $41), 
and in similar circumstances elsewhere credits success to bravery and 
. .-Oivnne aid - '(Belibni 's forces) said to one another • • • if we must 
·die let us die with a noble name (ina sumi babbani). Since the gods of 
my lord the king stood by his vassals (itti ardanisu ki izzizii), they 
~,killed 17 of the' enemy forces ••• ' (H.520:rev. 2ff/ SLA $43). 
A letter important to our study links divine intervention to 
treaty breach in an exemplary statement of ade theology: 
anniite parri9ute sa ina muijui da-at-te (read t;abti ?) 
idbubiini ade sa sarri ina pan DN u ilani rabuti is'.i::;:j:_. 
ardanisu iskununi sa ina libbi ade ih"t;ilni DNuilani 
rabuti uk.tassiii ina qat sarri belija~issaknusunu tabtu 
sa sarri ta.ktassassunu (H.584:7££/ SLA $214) 
Those perjurers who plotted against the ••• (good 
relations ?) sinned against the treaty, the treaty 
of the king which they entered into with his servants 
· in the presence of Ashur and the great gods - Ashur 
and the great gods have bound them and delivered them 
into the hand of my lord the king. The treaty.:.ravour 
of the king has overt a.ken them. 1 
The writer interprets events in a cause and effec·t sequence centred on 
the ade with the gods as primary agents and the king as the passive 
beneficiary who receives his enemies already trussed. Whether the 
writer is reporting a successful campaign theologically or encouraging 
the king that the rebellion will be dealt with though the outcome at 
J. H.584 (K.1097) joins H.1370.Deller discusses aspects of H.584 such 
as parri~u anddatu -'law, decree' in connection with the difficult 
da-at-te (Or 30,~ 251). Parallel to tabtu kasadu, c£ ade sa sarri 
belija ki iksudusuniiti (H.350:rev. 5/ SLA $24); see section H, ~ 171££. 
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·the time of writing was not clear, we do not know, but we may assume 
·that it was acceptable to mingle intelligence reports with theological 
statements in the administration of the empire. Though cynical and 
sceptical statements casting doubt on God's involvement in human affairs 
are to be found in the Old Testament, and possibly a nuance of reser-
vation may be detected in Belibni 's mindema ippusii - 'perhaps (the 
gods) will act' (li.281 quoted on p.148), it would be a misinterpreta-
tion to view the letters, prophetic oracles and the Annals cynically, 
.as though the writers, officers and king, royal scribes and mabbu' s 
did not subscribe· to -an ade theology of empire • We can assume that 
they did believe their own theology, and this leads us into the poly-
·-theistic Heilsgeschichte of the Annds as. part of a self-consistent 
theological system which we have been following step by step in its 
component parts., 
Turning to the Annals, we find two examples in which the gods 
,,act as supporters of the ade by examining and punishing a partici-
pant in the oath in a most direct manner. We have already studied 
the Rassam account of Shamash-shum-ukin' s rebellion (section B,p.102ff) 
and the prophetic victory oracles it evoked (section F, p. 139ff). 
Both indictment and divine pronouncement are steeped in treaty theol-
ogy, as is the outcome of the campaign to be studied under section H. 
The sequences of (C) Royal Threat, (D) Insulting Reply and (E) Prayer 
to the Gods are missing from the Rassam text. Section (G) Divine Inter-
vention is represented by mention of 'the net of the gods', discussed 
in the pertinent Excursus, and in Shamash-shum-ukin's execution, dis-
cussed in section (H) • Missing from the Rassam edition is the 
following apposite wording from another version: 
DNN ilani tikl1ja epsetisu lemnati ippalsu-ma 
illiku re~uti-ma taoazisunu danni Cisbupsu ?J 
(var. ippalsu-ma ina d[GIS.BAR iddusu-ma ?J) 
Bel and Marduk, the gods my helpers, observed his 
evil deeds and came to my aid and [overwhelmed him?J 
with their fierce onslaught {va~ ••• observed and in 
[god Fire cast him ?J) 
1. IT, lllf (AAA 20,86); variant G.Smith: 3R, 38 N~ 1, K.2631,etc 
Streck, 18"6""line 22 & note (k); ARAB 2,~57 $923. The restoration 
is based on Rassam,4:51 ina miqJt isati ariri iddusu • 
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The concept of divine surveillance conveyed by palasu N-theme 
-'to observe' .appears in the second passage which deals with Tamma-
ritu whom Ashurbanipal had installed as vassal king of Elam: 
DNN sa idaja illiku usazzizuinni l?lr gareja libbi PN 
ek9u baranu ibru-ma uba "ii qatU:ssu ultu kussi 
sarrutisu idkiinissu-ma ut:iiriinissu sanijjanu usaknisus 
ana sepeja sut amati annate ina l?in'.bti libbija sa PN 
la kenu ihta ina 11ti u danani sa ilani rabuti beleja 
qereb GN ;_~a sigirtisa attalak sal~is 
(Rassam,5:29-40 Streck,44f; ARAB 2, 306f $803) 
Ashur.and Ishtar who go at my side and cause me to 
tread down my foes, examined the heart of Tammaritu 
the stubborn rebel and found him guilty/held him 
responsible (lit. sought at his hand). From his royal 
throne they toppled him and a second time returned 
him to bow at my feet. With furious heart at those 
deeds in which the faithless Tammaritu had sinned, I 
marched about the entire land of Elam victoriously in 
.. the triumphant power of the great gods. 
<· Otµission of the treaty indictment and the king's prayer in the 
two last quoted passages leaves the divine action in central focus. 
The gods act as guardians of the treaty exercising their judicial 
powers without the need of prompting. The concept of Yhwh reading the 
-minds and hearts of men is· a fundamental attribute of his deity in 
the Old Testament, and qualifies him to be judge as well as Suzerain 
1 partner in the covenant. Here too the treaty guardians 'will by no 
J. E& Prov 19:1f, 1 Sam 16:7 and especially Jer 11:20 & 17:9-10 
But 0 Yhwh of hosts who judgest righteously(sopet ~edeq) 
who triest the heart and mind(bol;ien kelayot waleb) 
let me see thy vengeance(niqmateka) upon them 
for to thee have I committed my cause (ribi) 
(Jer 11 :20) --
I Yhwh search the mind(l;ioqer leb) 
and try the heart(bohen k~layot) 
to give to every man according to his ways, 
according to the fruit of his doings 
(Jer 17:10 c£ 1 Chron 29:19 David's covenant prayer) 
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means clear the guilty'. 1 There is a link in vocabulary and the con-
ccept of surveillance between these passages from Ashurbanipal's Annals 
,and Assyrian treaty texts. Compare the .use of ina qati bu"u -'to 
call to account, hold responsible' in both, and the parallel use of 
2 palasu and dagalu -'to look upon' • 
· . ...'. 
: .. ,·: -"·· 
., ... 
J. Such is the ch:ar·act:.~r oC the ·covenart:f God Of the Exod _34 theoph~~y 
naqqeh 16' yenaqqeh (Exoci' 34: 7, Num I 4: I 8, Nah 1 : 3; cf. Exod 20: 7 & 
.Deut 5:11). NEB reverses the sense of this Absolute Infinitive Piel 
use of the rott nqh by translating 'not sweeping the guilty clean 
away',. setting it in parallel with the previous clause rather than· 
in antithesis to it; cf. K-B,632 nqh -'ungestraff las.sen'; BDB, 667 
·Pi. (2) 'leave unpunished 1 ; NEB bases itself on the supposed primary 
meaning 'to purge' • 
2. CAD & AHw. do not quote this significant use of dagalu in the 
EVT. Wiseman's 'take note' (Iraq 20,66) is better than Reiner's 
'1ook on' (ANETS, 103/539), but Wiseman's grammar is wrong; the gods 
.. ;.are not invoked to take note of the oath - ' ••• that we (swear that 
we) will not make rebellion ••• ' - but to watch for offences, i~ 
1
.May these gods take note if we rebel ••• ' • On the grammar of the 
:EVT, see Frankena: OTS 14(1965),125 and ANETS, 99/535 note 5. 
From the OT, compare the_ use of Heb. daras mecim & biqqes miyyad 
with ina qati bu"u in Deut 18: 19 - 'And whoever will not give heed 
to my .words which he (nabi: the covenant messenger) shall speak in 
my name, I myself (Yhwh) will require it of him ('anoki 'edros mecimmO); 
Deut 23:22 MT - When you make a vow(neder) to Yhwh your God, you 
shall not be slack to pay it; for Yhwh your God will surely require 
it of you (daros yidresennu ..• meCimmB.k) and it would be sin in you'; 
compare, therefore, the covenant vow. Compare the concept of account-
ability in response to covenant indictment.at .. Josh2Z:13ff -'If it 
was in rebellion(bemered) or in breach of faith (bemacal) toward 
Yhwh, spare us not today ••• may Yhwh himself take vengeance (DN hu 
yebaqqes)'. Note 1 Sam 20:16 in the David+ Jonathan covenant, the 
clause ubiqqes Yhwh miyyad 'oyebey Dawid , especially if the NEB.,· 
emendation prove correct - 'may Yhwh call him(David) to accQunt if·: 
he and his house are no longer my friends'. H.P.Smith regards the 
clause as an imprecation on David should he break the co\renant, .em~n~ .. 
ded in the MT by euphemistic insertion of 'oyebey (I. Samuel·, ·IC:C~IS8f);·· 
however, RSV and H.W.Hertzberg could well be correct in taking the 
clause as a separate benediction upon David (Samuel,SCM,169). This 
would mean a variation from the covenant formulary pattern of bles-
sings followed by curses, but this is not a decisive argument in view 
of the narrative context. 
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ilani annute lidgulu sUiIIIIIa ••• ilani mala 
sumsunu zakru ina qatini zerini zer zerini 
luba"u (EVT,494 & 5llf; ANETS,103/539 $57) 
Mlcy".these gods take note if ••• (list of treacheries) 
May the gods as many as are herein named, hold us, 
our children and our children's children responsible 
153. 
Not surprisingly, there is an echo of the biblical concept of 
solidarity and corporate responsibility in the perpetuation of the 
covenant/treaty. Hence the gods witness not only .the·single historical 
oath, but continue their surveillance do~ the generations, 'visiting 
the iniquity .of the fathers upon the children and the children's 
children to the third and fourth generation'. 
Thus the three features - divine discernment of the heart, con-
tinuous surveillance over the treaty oath down the years, and the cor-
porate consequen~es of sin as well as particular retribution - are 
. . . ] 
,,~common to the Annals, the treaties and the Old Testament. 
1. On the involvement of children in the covenant/treaty and its 
consequences, note: 
(1) Children participate in the oath: Deut 29: 9ff t;appekem 
- 'your little ones' ••• lecobreka biberit DN ube'alato 
••• DN . koret Clmmeka 
ade ~a RN ••• issikunu marekunu marmarekunu sa arki 
ade ina Ume ~ati ibbassuni 
(2) The Responsibility of teaching children the stipulations: 
a.na marekunu ••• etc •.• la taqabbani temu la 
tasakkananisuni ma ade anniite usra ~a ina libbi 
adekunu la tagie ••• etc (EVT,283ff $25) 
Cf. Deut 6:7,20 31:9-13, 32:46 
(3) The Effect of sin on children: 
summa attiin:u ••• ana marekunu •• etc •• la tusallatani 
••• marekunu marmarekunu ana sasu liplu{lii (EVT,385ff $34) 
offspring are mentioned as victims of most curses, such 
as eradication($45), disembowelling($69f) and cannabalism 
($70) and the internalisation of the curse like oil 
rubbed in ($94, cf. $72) 
Cf.Exod20:4f = Deut 5:9f vengeance to fourth generation 
for breach of graven image stipulation; the perishing of 
children in Dathan & Abiram's rebellion (Num 16:27); the 
converse implication of Deut 5:29 'that it may go well 
(yitab) with them & their children for ever'. 
Cf. Ashurbanipal's averiging of his grandfather on the 
contemporary generation of Babylonians (Rassam,4:70ff) 
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Similar to the judicial surveillance of Shamash-shum-ukin and 
Tammaritu is the emphasis of two passages with the prepositional 
phrase kimua -'in place of, instead of', expressing how readily 
Ashurbanipal's gods intervened on his behalf: 
DNN ilanija sa itapalii kimiia pulUbti kakketsunuJ 
harbasu ishupsuniit::i. 
{K.2631+:3Sf Streck, 182; ARAB 2,357 $924) 
idinu dini PN ••• kimua abiktasu iskunii .•• libbi 
ilani rabuti·beleja ul inu-O ul ipsag sa ezezii 
kabitti belutisunu sarrussu iskipupalasU.·ekemii 
(K.2867:15ff Streck,210ff; ARAB 2, 362 $934) 
Cf. (ilani rabuti sa) kimiia etappalii bel filaltija 
inaru garija (Rassam,1:38 Streck,4; ARAB 2,$768) 
Asbur and Nergal my gods who respond on my behalf 
the fear and horror of their weapons overwhelned 
them (the enemy) 
(The gbds) adjudicated my case against Urtaku ••• on 
my behalf they accomplished his defeat ••• the heart 
of my lords the great gods did not rest, was not 
soothed, as suzerains their spleen was stirred and 
they dethroned him and took awry his rule 1 
1. Cf. the parallel account of Prism B,4:18ff Piep,56ff and see the 
discussion of idinu dini itti PN on page 133ff, section F. Compare 
too the concept of the determined and unquenchable wrath of the 
deity (ul anaou, ul pasabu) shaping historical events following 
treaty/covenant breach: 
eli PN sa GN sa uggugatu panussa taSkun 
libbi dAssur aggu ul inubsuniiti ul ipsagsuniiti 
kabitti. drstar sa utakkilanni 
(B,5:75f & B,4:69f variant of K.2867:118) 
Behold I will bring evil upon this place and upon its 
inhabitants, all the.words of the book which the king 
of Judah has read. Because they have forsaken me and 
burned incense to other gods, that they might provoke 
me to anger with all the work of their hands, therefore 
my wrath(hamati:) will be kindled(wenissetah) against 
this place, and it will not be quenched(welo' tikbeh) 
(2 Kgs 22:16f// 2 Chron 34:24f) 
C£ Deut 18:19 & 2 Chron 36:15f dealing with the rejection 
of the covenant messengers and the rousing of unquenchable 
wrath - 'till the wrath of Yhwh rose against his people, 
till there was no remedy': Cad c8J.ot ~8.mat-DN beCa.mmo cad 
le'en marpe' 
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. When the enemy was beyond Ashurbanipal's reach like Gyges of 
Lydia in the far West, Dugdamme the Scythian chieftain1, or Mugallu 
of Tabal, the readiness of the gods to intervene on his behalf was 
all the more pressing, and the Annals make .a point of drawing atten-
:tion to .their fate. 
epset lemuttim sa ina nis qateja ilani tiklija ina 
pan abi banisu usapriku ••• ispuramma ••• sarru sa ilu 
idusu attat abua tarur""".ma lemuttu issakin ina panisu 
(R.assam,2:121ff Streck,22; ARAB 2,298 $785) 
.DN sadu rabu sa itasu la innenni 
ina doerri ariri pagarsu usaqme 
(IT:143f, AAA 20,88) 
riiqu ik~ussu-ma 
(Gyges 1 son) sent an account of the evil. which the gods 
·my helpers had laid upon his father progenitor at the 
lifting of my hands (in prayer) ••• 11A king whom the gods 
··acknowledge you are, for you cursed my father and evil 
.. ..befell' him" 
Ashur the great mountain whose bounds are unalterable 
••• from afar overcame him and burned his body in the 
··flaming (god) fire (cf. _IT: 150, Dugdamme) 2 
J. On Dugdamme, see Campbell Thompson's note (AAA 20,107ff), but 
corrected by understanding zer Hal-ga-te-i (IT:l43) not as a tribal 
.name but as zer halqati - 'nomad' from the Adj. halqu (AHw., 313; CAD H, 
50a); cf. Millard:Iraq 30,p. 109f & note 46. 
2. Cf.Amos 9: 7ff & all the foreign oracles; in historiography, see 2 Kgs 
6:ttff & 19:37. On the God-Gyges & Tubal-Tuballu relation and their 
·role in apocalyptic, see the standard commentaries on Ezek 27: 13 & 38-
39 together with D.S.Russell: Jewish Apocalyptic,SCM,1964,p. 190ff and 
J.G.Aalders: Gog en Magog in Ezechiel, Kampen,1951 who finds 'endge-
schichtliche' events in view at the same time as arguing for a 'zeit-
geschichtlich' orientation fulfilled in the Seleucid wars, especially 
in the days of Antio.chus (Epiphanies) IV • 
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The Old Testament carries the concepts of Yhwh's control over 
.far flung peoples and of his acting on a curse uttered by his repre-
sentative following an insult and action construed as sin against 
Yhwh. This seems the best way of understanding the Old Testament 
historiographer's presentation of .2 Kgs .2:23ff when he records the 
curse of Elisha - wayeqallelem be~em Yhwh - and follows it with the 
note that 'two she-bears came out of the woods and tore forty-two of 
t:he boys'. 1 When this is read in connection with Deut 18:15-19 which 
emphasises the sanctity of· the covenant messenger and with the cove-
nant curses of wild beasts common to the Old Testament and Ancient 
Near Eastern treaties, including the specific mention of bears in one 
..source, 
2 
we seem justified in drawing .a parallel between Elisha and 
Ashurbanipal as representatives of their deities calling down a curse 
on their enemies for violations of the covenant/treaty in which sub-
.sequent events ate interpreted as the fulfilment flowing from di vine 
.intervention. 
There is also a parallel in treaty/covenant terminology to be ob-
.. served in the Gyges passages and the Old Testament. Epset lemuttim 
with paraku S-theme, and lemuttu + sakanu N-theme have their equiva-
lents in the threat of Joshua: .ken yabi DN caleykem 'et kol-haddabar , . 
harac ••• beCobrekem 'et-berit DN (Josh 23:15f), and of the prophet-
·-: 
ess Huldah - hineni mebi' raCah Cal-hammaqom hazzeh weCal-yosebayw 'et 
kol-ha'alot hakketupot cal-hasseper (2 Chron 34:24) with racah + HL bo'. 
J •. In fact the text carries no indication of whether the bears emerged 
immediaely, or were in the area for a period of time, nor is their 
appearance attributed to Yhwh except by implication. 
2. Hillers: TC/OTP, 54ff diccusses the wild beasts curse in ANE and OT 
texts, noting 2 Kgs 2:24 (~ 55 note 36) without further comment or 
the suggestion of the parallel with Ashurbanipal. Fitzmyer argues 
that the Aram dbhh of Sefire I, A:31 is a feminine form of the later 
Aram dubba (Heb. dob), and refers to the ursus syriacus, c£ 1 Sam 17: 
34 & Hos 13:8 • ~-
.. .____ 
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. Hand in hand with the ability .of the gods to operate extra-
cterratorially over vast distances goes their power over the enemy's 
mind or spirit. This could be dubbed the psychological intervention 
of the gods, and results in a state of morbid fear, despair, flight 
,or radical alteration of behaviour either in the direction of insanity 
or of conversion: 
:CpuluntiJ DN belij a isbupsu-ma mabbutas illik-ma 
ina miqit ~efine] unassak rittesu 
J)N sar ilani sadu rabu ~ensu usanni-ma illika adi 
lllal)rija 
PN ••• na.murrat kakke DNN ezzuti sa I-su II-su III-su 
itbuku eli GN igsus-ma irsa !Jip libbi ultu qereb GN 
innabtu-ma i~bata sepe sarrutija 
[The fear ofJ Ashur my lord overwhelmed him and he 
went insane and chewed at his wrists in his dementia 
:Ashur, king of the gods, the great .mountain, alt.ered 
:bis mind and he came into my presence 
Pa 'e ••• thought about the terrifying brilliance of the 
;weapons of Ashur and Ishtar which had been poured out 
once, twice, three times over Elam, and he broke down. 
He fled from the midst of Elam and.laid hold of my 
sovereign feet. 
Despite the contradictions and propaganda motives of the Annals, 
the realism of at least some of its descriptions of psychological 
breakdown may be accepted, since modern clinical studies and case 
histories confirm that breakdown occurs under the severe stresses of 
warfare and physical deprivation such as those of seige. 2 
1. Dugdamme, IT:159f (AAA 20,8~); Uwaite, Rassam,8:5ff Streck,66 ARAB 
2, 314 $819; Pa'e, Rassam, 7:51ff Streck;62 ARAB 2, 312 $8i6. 
Temu sanu -'to alter the mind'.with_the g~d·.:·aS'. ~®j:ed .. is ambigu-
ous and may mean 'to drive insane'; alaku Vendve ·+ adi mabrija might 
.indicate a hostile advance - so Streck 1er kam mir entgegen 1 and 
. Luckenbill 's footnote. The 'severe penalty' (annu kabtu) Ashurbanipal 
imposed might support an interpretation of aggression. There are 
biblical parallels of Yhwh luring an enemy into attacking for judge-
ment - see Ezek 38:16 & 39:2 - to vindicate his suzerainty. If 
this interpretation be ·correct, it affords yet another link between 
biblical and Assyrian treaty/covenant theology. · 
2. See W.Sargant: Battle for the Mind, rev. ed.,1959 for a Pavlovian 
interpretation of psychological breakdown in modern warfare compared 
·with altered behaviour patterns via brainwashing and certain types 
of. religious conversion experiences. 
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The psychological intervention of the gods is indicated by a 
number of closely related phrases, from 'the fear of the gods' to 
158. 
·•the fear of the weapons of .the gods' and from 'the splendour of the 
gods' to 'the terror of the splendour of the gods', or simply 'fear,· 
terror', etc. These expressions are frequently applied to the king as 
well, his weapons1 and his splendour. They do not all fit into section 
(G) in the sequence we are following through, but always relate closely 
to the ade, if not after treaty breach, indictment and divine pron-. 
ouncement, then as renewed by submission without conquest or entered 
into spontaneously without precedent. 
' 
Taking Tarqu(Tirhaka) as paradigm, the interchangeability of 
phrase conveying divine psychological intervention is illustrated thus: 
namriri DNN ishupsu-ma illika maggutas melamme 
sarrutija iktumusu-ma sa uza'inuinni ilani sut 
·same er~eti 
PN asar innabtu rasubbat kakki DN belija isgupsu-ma 
illik simat musisu 
sasu hattu puluotu belutija isbupsu-ma illik ~imat 
........ 
musisu 
'l'he terri:f'ying brilliance of Ashur and Ishtar over-
whelmed him so that he went insane; the splendour of· 
my royalty with which the.gods of heaven and earth 
endowed me overcame him 
The terror of the weapon of Ashur my lord overwhelmed 
Tarqu in the place where he had fled and he went to 
his fateful oblivion 
PN sar GN battu pulu!}ti belutija isgupsu-ma illik 
simat musisu . 
The terror and fear of my suzerainty overwhelmed Tarqu 
king of Cush and he went to his fated oblivion 2 
1. Compare ultu kakke DNN eli GN.usamriru & kakkeja usamrir - S-theme 
of mararu I -'to be bitter'(AHw.,609) with the king as subject and 
the gods' weapons/his weapon"S"as objects {Rassam,3:50 & 2:46, Streck, 
26 & 14; ARAB 2,300 & 296, $788 & 778; cf. Prism B,2:38 & 7:80). 
2. Rassam,1:84, 2:20ff; LET:19,66 ; Streck,8,14,158,164; ARAB 2,293,295, 
349,351 $771, 775, 901, 906 • 
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In the above quotations pulubtu and melamme are predicated of 
'.the king, but this is secondary to their divine attribution of which 
the Annals also give examples. The Ishtar Temple inscription abounds 
in the phrase pulubti DNN and after the Dugdamme account, partially 
quoted above, adds the summary statement: 
.sitte nakire la kan~iite puluhti DNN ilani 
[tikl1ja isgupsunuti-maJ anawgipis sumija 
iptalahu arduti ir~u (IT:164f AAA 20,89) 
w ~- . 
The rest of the unsubmissive enemies the fear 
of Ashur, Ninlil and [Ishtar] of Arbela the gods 
(my helpers overwhelmed, and] at my widespread 
renown they grew afraid and became vassals 
cf. IT:152ff. 
J. C£pulu{lti DNN 8.1.ikiit idaja isgupsu - Ummanaldasi (Rassam,5:71 
.Streck, 48; ARAB 2,307 $805), and examples of pre-treaty pulubtu 
such as secured the submission of Cyrus: 
_After the conquering weapons of Ashur had conquered and 
annihilated (ultu kakke DN kasiduti GN kalsa iksudu iriaru) 
the whole of Elam, Cyrus the king of Parsumash and Pish-
lume the king of Hudimeri, kings whose locality is far 
off, who live beyond Elam,,the fear of (pulu{lti + sa9apu) 
Ashur, Ninlil and Ishtar of Arbela overwhelmed them and 
they were prostrate(irsu naquttu), and they despatched 
their envoys to me with substantial tribute to establish 
peaceful treaty relations (~irutisunu sa tuCbi u sulJumme 
abalu), and they kissed my feet. (IT: 115ff AAA 20,86) 
CL Shihum & Mugallu' s submission (IT: 135ff) and Natnu' s 
(Rassam, 8:56ff Streck, 70; ARAB 2,315 $822) 
On the etymology and semantics of puluhtu, see AHw., 878 and the 
important discussions by Oppenheim: JAOS 63 (1943) ,31-34 "Akkadian 
pulubtu & melammu" and E.Cassin: La Splendeut Divine, Civ & Soc 8, 
1968, ~ 131f who describes it as -
la zone a l'interieur de laquelle la vitalite royale se 
fait sentir dans ce qu'elle a de·terrible et de bienfaisan~ 
a la fois, de brulant et d'apaisant· la personne ••• 
comme etincellement qu'emet le roi et a plus forte raison 
-tout etre divin 
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When the link between the battu ra~ubbatu and puluhtu of the 
4~ods or king with the ade is perceived, it may be used to throw light 
Dn biblical historiography, and several passages take on a new 
clarity when read in parallel with the Assyrian material. For example, 
t:he Chronicler presents Jehoshaphat as a king faithful to the covenant 
traditions who had Judeans instructed from 'the book of the law of 
Yhwh' (2 Chron 17:9). The next sentence describes how Yhwh honoured 
bis covenant fidelity in terms evocative of the summary statements in 
Ashurbanipal's .annals - 'and the fear of Yhwh fell upon (wayehi patJ.ad 
DN Cal) all the kingdoms of the lands that were round about Judah, 
.and they made no war against Jehoshaphat' • It continues by recording 
. . . .. 
.tile .Philistine and Arab tribute simil~rly ·,to Ashurb'anipal 's boasts 
about the submission of Cyrus, etc. This is taken up again in cha~ 20 
.after the illustrative narrative involving the pronouncement of Jaha-
,,.ziel, promising Yhwh 's victorious intervention on their behalf. 1 The 
'Compiler attributes the peace of his reign to the fact that 'the fear 
of Yhwh came on all the kingdoms of the countries when they heard 
that Yhwh had fought against the enemies of Israel' (2 Chron 20:29). 
This treatment of Jehoshaphat is preceded by an equally cove-
.nantal historiography for Asa 1 s reign with great prominence given to 
covenant renewal and divine intervention in battle. At this time, they 
'entered into a covenant to seek Yhwh(wayyabo'u babberit lidros 'et-DI:n 
the god of their fathers, with all their heart and with all their 
soul ••• they took oath to Yhwh with a loud voice ••• and Yhwh gave them 
rest round about' (2 Chron 15:12ff). 2 
1. Compare re'u 'et-yesuCat DN Cimm8.kem of Jahaziel's oracle conveying 
Yhwh's representative action with the kimu phrases discussed on ~154 
2. Note the terminology which underlines the importance of a complete 
heart obedience, so characteristic of both covenant and treaty: 
bekol lebabam libekol-napsam 
ki bekol-lebabam nisbaCu Ubekol-re~onam biqesiihu 
ina gummurti libbi, ina kitti sa libbi, ina kul libbisu 
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Associated with the covenant renewal ceremony is Asa's prior 
prayer which secures Yhwh's intervention against the attack of Zerah 
the Ethiopian who was 'broken before Yhwh and his army' (lipeney DN 
W1• W - hW -hA)1 2 Ch 14 13 h f h 11 h • • we ipeney ma.ane u , ron : so t at t ey smote a t e cities 
·round about Gerar, for the fear of Yhwh was upon them' (ki-hayah patiad 
-DN caJ.eyhem). 
Just as Ashurbanipal links the fear of his gods and his spreading 
2 
renown (ana gipis sumija iptalafiu, IT:l65), so the biblical historio-
:grapher describes the reign of David in the identical idiom: 
And the fame of David(sem-RN) went out into all 
lands,· and Yhwh brought the fear of him upon all 
nations (DN natan 'et-paQdo Cal) l Chron 14:17 
Cf. J Sam 11 :7 wayyippol pal;J.ad-Yhwh cal-haca.m -
the aura surrounding Saul, Yhwh's elect king 
J. Note mahanehu - the 3rd Masc. Sing. pron~un is significant, so too the 
.. sharing by the royal forces of Yhwh 's attribute of producing fear in 
the enemy, which parallels such lines from Ashurbanipal as: 
They heard of the advance -of my mighty battle-array 
(tabazija danni) as I approached Elam. The terrifying 
brilli.ance(namriri) of Ashur and Ishtar my lords, and 
the fear of my suzerainty(pulubti sarrutija) overwhelmed 
. them (Rassam,4:118ff c£ the parallel variants sa lapan 
kakke DN belija I kakkeja ipparsidu, Rassam 9:55f; B,8:23f) 
2. For renown as a divine gift, see 2 Sam 7:9 and note its context in 
the Dynastic Covenant, as expounded by Calderone: DynOracle, 44ff, 
plus much useful comparative material supplied by H.Tawil: Or 43 
(1974) ,40-65 "Some Literary Elements in the Opening' Sectionsof the 
Hadad, Zakir & the Nerab II Inscriptions in the Light of East & West 
Semitic Royal Inscriptions", p. 58ff drawing on Old Aramaic, Hebrew 
and Akkadian sources, which supplement Kitchen: AO/OT, 106ff in 
rebutting the misinterpretations of von Rad and Morenz who attempted 
to press the 'great name' irito analogy with the Egyptian titulary. 
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This is set within the context of David's covenant fidelity and of 
Yhwh' s covenant with his dynasty, so that the covenant is the key 
interpretative tool for the Old Testament historiographer just as 
Ashurbanipal's succession ade the EVT, and his vassal treaties under-
lie the theological interpretation of his reign in the Annals. 
That the link between the 'fear of Yhwh' and the covenant is 
fundamental and preceeds kingship in Israel is apparent from the in-
clusion of this motif in the archaic 'Song of the Sea' 1 in the 
section dealing with Yhwh as the Suzerain Protector of his covenant 
people vis-Ci-vis the possible hostility of surrounding nations. 
The peoples have heard, they tremble(yirgazun) 
pangs(!l!_l) have seized on the inhabitants of Philistia 
~ow are the chiefs of Edom dismayed (nibhalU) 
the leaders of Moab, trembling seizes them (racad) 
all the inhabitants of Canaan have melted away (namogu) 
Terror' and dread('ematah wapahad) fall upon them; .··· . 
,.because of the greatness of thy arm, 
they are as still as a stone, 
:till thy people, 0 Yhwh, pass by, 
:till the people pass by whom thou hast purchased. 
(Exod 15: 14-16) 
Confirming the grounding of this motif in the covenant we may also 
. ' ' 2 
cite Exod 23:22 & 27 from the so-called 'Book of the Covenant'. 
1. Albright dates it to the 1st quarter of the 13th century be using 
comparative ANE linguistic and literary data, and is supported in 
assigning it an archaic, pre-monarchical dating by other scholars. 
See F.C.Fensham:E/POT, 75ff & bibliography p. 245, to which add P.C. 
Craigie: TB 22(1971),3-31 "The Poetry of Ugarit & Israel", section 
3. 'The Song of the Sea & Canaanite Literature', p. 19ff which adds 
to the basic study by F.M.Cross & D.N.Freedman: .JNES 14(1955),237-
250 "The Song of Miriam" • 
2. Archaic ANE parallels and features have led recent scholars to 
assign an early date to Exod 20:22 - 23:33. 'Het moet een van de 
oudste israelistische wetsverzamelingen zijn en kan op Moses en in 
b'epaalde gevallen zelfs nog op een vroegere tijd teruggaan' (Fensham: 
E/POT, 145 and see his whole discussion and bibliography p. 144f & 
246ff). C£ Albright:op.ciL,88ff; S.M.Paul: Studies in the Book of 
the .Covenant in the Light of Cuneiform & Biblical Law, VTSupp. 18, 
1970, p. 104f on dating. Note too G.J.Wenham: TB 22(1971),95-102 
"Legal Forms in the Book of the Covenant" which shows that Alt 1s 
conclusions about apodictic and casuistic distinctions and origins 
are an oversimplification, and that 'we must be cautious about 
assigning them to different Hebrew life-settings, whatever their 
earlier origins may have been', p. 102. C£ A.Marzal: CBQ 33(1971), 
333-364 & 492-509 "Mari ciauses in 'Casuistic I & 'Apodictic'' Styles", 
p. 509 - 'Both formulations are attested in Mari at the same time; 
the subject matter and the setting in life are not the factors 
which finally determine the selECtion of one formulation over another;. 
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Here covenant fidelity is linked with .the promise of Yhwh 's 
--suzerain protection in a formula derived from international treaties, 1 
,and after further promises of the covenant blessings of health and 
fertility have been spelled out the question of enemies is taken up 
"again and the promise of verse 22 is elaborated in verse 27: 
I will be an enemy to your enemies 
and an adversary -to your adversaries 
I will send my terror before you ('et-'emati 
'asallaJ:l lepaneyka) and throw into confusion 
(wehammoti) all the people against whom you 
shall come·, and I will make all your enemies 
turn their backs to you. (Exod 23 :22 & 27) 2 
-Quite clearly, then, the 'terror of the gods' operates on behalf 
-of those inside the covenant/treaty against those outside it, reducing 
·-•them to submission. It is one of Israel's earliest traditions that the 
later historiographer of Chronicles has adopted as a theological inter-
pretative tool. Though the concepts of suzerain protection and cowed 
enemies run parallel with the early Hittite and late Assyrian concepts, 
the terror of Yhwh falling on Israel itself is elaborated in a charac-
teristically Hebrew manner in its reflexive extension. 
1. Exod 23:22 is discussed in relation to its ANE parallels with 
references in the article by F.C.Fensham: VT 13(1963),133-143 
"Clauses of Protection in Hittite Vassal Treaties & the OT" , but 
the 'terror of Yhwh' and its parallels are outside its scope.· 
2. Compare too Deut 2:25 -
This day I will begin to put the dread and fear of you 
(patdeka weyire'ateka) upon the peoples that are under 
the whole heaven, who shall hear the report of you and 
shall tremble and be in anguish (weragezu weQalu) 
because of you. 
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Another 'psychological' cause of submission in the Assyriari 
arsenal is the divine effulgence, the bright aura of glory which 
terrifies the enemy. Namriru/namurratu -'terrifying brilliance' is a 
synonym of the spiritualised meaning of me1armnu, which is the numinous 
glow emanating from sacred objects and persons, as well as the divine 
tiara in the phrase adu melannnu, and more concretely can be a mask. 
Melannnu may be bestowed on the king, but he may also lose it in a 
·.kind of draining away of his charisma. It has associations with burn-
ing. 1 Compare the following texts with Rassam 1: 84ff (Tarqu) , already 
quoted: 
. .melanime DNN GN isgup-ma iknusa ana nirij a 
-namriri DNN beleja pulu.bti sarrutija isgupsunuti 
sunu nisesunu alpesunu 9enesunu ana epes ardutij a 
ana GN imquttilm-ma i9bata sepe sarrutij a 
.namriri DNN beleja isgupsunuti ultu sade asar 
'1118.rkitisun innabtUn.im-ma i~batu sepeja 
.The glory of Ashur and Ishtar overwhelmed Elam 
and they bowed to my yoke 
The terrifying brilliance of Ashur and Ishtar 
my lords (and) the dread of my sovereignty 
overwhelmed them; they, their people, their 
oxen, their sheep went headlong to Assyria to 
become vassals and they seized my feet 
The terrifying brilliance of Ashur and Ishtar 
my lords overwhelmed them;from their refuge in 
the mountains they fled and seized my feet 2 
1. See the studies of Oppenheim and Cassin quoted, esp. the latter, 
chap. 6 'Le melammu et la Fonction royale', p. 65ff; cf. AHw., 643 
melammu -'Schreckensglanz(maske)' for references to the use of 
melammu of gods and demons, k{ng,temple and alone; AHw., 728 & 730 
namriru,namrirru & namurratu -' schreckenlicher Glan~Cf. the 
ga 'on Yhwh of Exod 15: 7 Uberob ge 'oneka taharos qameyka, and 
Isa 2:10,19 & 21 mippene patJ.ad Yhwh Gmehadar ge'ono beqGmo lacar69 
ha'are~ • Similarly the king is endowed with glory by the covenant 
God : gadol kebodo biysuCateka hod wehadar tesawweh Calayw Psa 
21:6 MT read in the light of the article by F.C.Fensham: ZAW 77 
(1965),193-202 "Psa 21 - a Covenant Song ?"; cf. 1 Chron 29:25 the 
endoWment of Solomon, wayyitten (Yhwh) ca.18.yw hod malkut. 
2. Prism B, 6:4£ Piep,70; Rassam, 4:119££ & 7:75££, Streck, 42 & 62; 
ARAB 2, 305 & 313, $800 & 816 • 
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Apart from katamu -'to cover' at Raffilm 1:85, the usual verb to 
describe the effect of the divine melammu/namriru on the enemy is 
sabapu ·-'to overwhelm'. 1 In the examples just quoted this does not 
lead to insanity but to the positive action of accepting Ashurbanipal's 
suzerainty, having become aware of the power and splendour of the 
gods who stand behind him. There is no battle on the physical plane 
for the revelation of Ashur and Ishtar's glory bends the enemy's 
will. 2 
1. See Ahw., 1004 sabapu (le) for further references in the royal 
inscriptions. 
2. For an idea of the antiquity of the melanrrnu of the gods cowing 
man, see the Enbeduanna poem Nin-me-sar-ra: 
When m.ankind . comes before you 
In fear and trembling at (your) tempestuous 
radiance (ni-me-lam ux-lu-da) 
They receive from you their just deserts. 
(Hallo & van Dijk: Exaltation, 16f section (iii) lines 
21-23; but cf. ANETS, 144/580 for S.N.Kramer's rather 
different translation of these lines) 
. For an artistic presentation, see the 9th century be glazed brick 
from Ashur showing the god Ashur with feathered wings spread, 
drawing a bow, and surrounded by a. circular aura with little flames 
on its circumference. Beneath are the broken fragments of a man in 
a chariot and we may assume some battle scene was depicted since 
the man does not wear a crown. The aura must represent the divine 
melammu, and the drawn bow indicates pictorially the divine inter-
vention in battle conveyed verbally in the Annals. The relief 
sculpture carries the same theme. (A.Parrot: N&R, fi& 282 the 
Ashur glazed brick; cf. fi~ 40c feathered disc with hands and bow 
above Tiglath-pileser I's prisoners; fi& 18 winged god drawing a 
bow above Ashurbanipal attack on city) 
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The final passage for consideration in this section.will be 
divided and part treated in the following section H since it describes 
the observable effect of the Arabs' sin against the ade, while its 
later lines deal with what is for us the unseen activity of Ashur-
banipal's gods, which is purely theological description, and from 
~he point of view of the modern reader is therefore negated as history 
since the existence of its actors is denied. This very gap between 
ancient and modern perspectives makes it essential reading in order 
to grasp the Assyrian mentality and its effect through Assyria's 
imperialism on her contemporary world. 
DNl rimtu DN2 mitu qadirti ilati sa itti DN3 u 
DN2 sitlutat manzazu unakkip nakrutija ina qarnesa 
gasrati DN4 asibat CN i~ati litbusat mela.mme nasata 
eli GN izannun nabli DN5 qardu anuntu ku9~ur-ma 
.· urassipa garej a DN6 tartahu qarradu rabu mar DN2 
_ina u~~isu zaqtiuparri' n;pistim nakrutija DN7 
-sukallu na'du musapu beluti sa ina qibit DN8 DNl 
qaridtu belit taoazi idaja illik-ma i99ura sarruti 
:mibrit ummanateja i~bat-ma usamqita garija tibut 
kakke DN8 u DN4 ilani rabuti beleja sa ina epes 
tB.hazi illiku resuti ummanate sa PN ismu-ma elisu 
ibbalkitu su ipl~b;_ma ultu biti innabtu u~am-ma 
ina tukulti DNN qata iksussu 
(Rassam,9:75-101 Streck, 79ff; ARAB 2,318f $829) 
Ninlil beloved of Enlil, the honoured, proudest/ 
impetuous among goddesses., who holds a station with 
Anu and Enlil, gored my enemies with her mighty horns: 
Ishtar of Arbela clothed with fire (and) bearing 
splendour rained down flame on the and of the Arabs; 
the heroic Erra organised the battle array and felled 
my foes: Ninurta the lance, the great warrior, son of 
Enlil, slit the throats of my enemies with his sharp 
arrow; Nusku the awesome vizier who proclaims my 
suzerainty (and) who at the command of Ashur and 
Ninlil the heroine and mistress of battle goes at my 
side and guards my sovereignty took (his place) 
before my forces and.felled my foes. The forces of 
Uwaite heard about the advance of the weapons of 
Ashur and Ishtar the great gods my lords who came to 
my aid to do battle, and they revolted against him. 
He was afraid and from the house h~ had entered he 
i'led and my hands captured him through the help of 
Ashur, Sin,Shamash,Adad,Bel,Nabu,Ishtar of Nineveh, 
the queen of Qidmuri, Ishtar of Arbela, ninurta, 
Nergal and Nusku. 
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The five gods Ninlil, Ishtar, Erra, Ninurta and Nusku are des-
. ,cribed in action in a striking manner, unusual in the Annals. Indeed 
.the language lapses back into generalised cliche. in resume with line 
90 which subsumes the previous statements in the phrase tibut kakke 
dASsur u distar. The prominence given to Ninlil and Nusku is interest-
ing. Sumerian Ninlil was the spouse of Enlil, but in Assyria her role 
suffered the usual syncretism, and as Ashur assumed priority.in the 
pantheon, Ninlil became assimilated to Ishtar the leading Assyrian 
goddess. Yet here she retains her individuality, and we may compare 
her role here with that in the £.MAS.MAS dedicatory slab., where she 
appears as Ashurbanipal's means of victory, 2 with her oracular pron-
-ouncements of victory and motherly care for him in the important 
oracle text K.883 already alluded to. 3 
J. Cf. the Assyrian coronation ritual text in which Ashur and Ninlil 
take the leading roles: 'The diadem on your head - may Ashur and 
·Ninlil, the lords of the diadem, put it upon you for a hundred 
years' (G.Roux: Ancient Iraq, Pelican,1966,~ 310; text originally 
published by K.F.Muller: MVAG 41/III(l937) 'Das assyrische Ritual'). 
2. 
Note that Ninlil 'guards Asb.'s kingship' (9:88). 
By means of her(Ninlil's) mighty help my hand 
captured them, and I yoked them to my chariot 
my royal transport. Further, at her powerful 
injunction I traversed all lands without meeting 
a rival. (Streck, 274; ARAB 2, 383f $995ff) 
3. See page 132 note 1, and page 143 note 3. 
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The rimtu or 'wild cow' metaphor appears in Ashurbanipal's Ishtar 
Temple inscription where her(Venus') help against his enemies is 
phrased sa qarnasa edda munakkipat za'ire:'whose horns are sharp,who 
gores the enemy' (AAA 20,80 IT:7). Hammurabi also depicted himself as 
'the impetuous steer who gores the enemy': rimum kadrum munakkip 
za'ire (CH 3a:7-9), and though the Old Testament appears to avoid 
comparison of El to a bull, a trace of the metaphor appears in the 
archaic oracles of Bllaam with the cognate re'em: 
What its curving horns are to the wild ox (ketoCapot 
re;em lo) God is to him, who brought him out of 
Egypt; he shall devour his adversaries the nations 
(Num ~4:8 NEB) 
The description of Ishtar is a proof text for Cassin's connection 
.,of _melammu and burning, and it tallies with the Prism B vision where 
_fire burns before her (panussa isati innapib, B 5:73) as she departs 
-to des troy Ashurbanipal's foes. 2 Other oracles cite fire or something 
like it raining down from heaven. 3 It is difficult to know if this is 
.simply exotic imagery for divine wrath or whether it mirrors and myth-
ologises the fires of warfare or the phenomena of electrical storms. 
1. Also Num 23:22 with which compare Deut 33:17 bekor ~oro hadar lo 
Weqarney re'em qarnayw bahem Ca.mmim yenagga~ ya~dayw 'apesey-'are~ 
- the success of the Joseph tribes. Job 39:9££ singles out the wild 
ox for its untameable strength • 
2. Compare Ishtar's title in a late bilingual text: 4.u.kam.ma.mu 
izi.gar.me.[ J- rabu stimi isatu napibCtu (sa tabazi)J: 1my(Ishtar's) 
-4th name is Flaming-Fire-of-Battle', CAD I/J, 229 isatu, 2b- =G.A. 
Reisner: SBH, 1896, p. 109 line 63£ • 
3. isatu ina mat Ellipi ummad 
isatu lusakilsunu 
abne aqqullu ina muggisunu azannun 
Fire have/will I hurl(ed) on the land of Ellipi 
Fire will surely consume them 
Glowing stones will I rain down upon them 
(K.2401, ·Col 2:2,17,21; Craig:opcit, 22£ cuneiform; Strong: 
art.cit , 627ff transliteration) 
·---
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The same association of Yhwh with numinous fire, and of judge~ 
ment in the form of fire rained down from heaven upon earth is, of 
course, common to the Old Testament as well. 1 
Apart from these remarks little can be drawn further from these 
lines in the theological sense, for the list of deities in lines 97ff 
appears to be a random selection of major gods such as is often in-
serted in the Annals for pious reasons. The phrase ina tukulti DNN 
is a cliche which introduces many phases of a campaign and a large 
number of passages which fall under our section heading (G), the 
2 
conquest of rebels by divine support. 
1. For the OT equivalent of Ishtar isatu litbusat, note the freophanies 
of Exod 3 - the burning bush, Deut 4: 11 ff - the fire on Horeb (cf. 
Heb 12:29 'our God is a consuming fire'), Ezek 1:13,27 - the fiery 
figure; 2 Thess 1:8 - a fiery Parousia. For ·fire in special connec-
tion with judgement, note Exod 9:23f, Num ll:lf & 16:35, 2 Kgs l:lOff, 
Lk 9:54 & 17:29 and the following texts: 
ki-hinneh Yhwh ba'es yabo' 
lehasib beQemah 'appo 
ki ba'es Yhwh nispat 
werabbu haleley Yhwh: 
wekassupiih markebotayw 
wegaCarato belahabey-'es 
UbeQarbo 'et-kol-basar 
(Isa 66:15f) 
'es wegoprit (Psa 11:6) 
tim~a' yadeka lekol-oyebeyka yemineka tim9a' sone'eyka: 
tesitemo ketannilr 'es iecet paneyka Yhwh be'appo yebalcem 
Wetokelem 'es: piryamo me'ere9 te'abbed wezareCem mibbeney 
(Psa 21: 9-11) 'adam: 
'es lepanayw telek utelahet sabib ~arayw: 
he'iru beraqayw tebel ra'atiih wattiihel ha'are~: 
. 'harim kaddonag namassu millipeney Yhwh 
millipeney 'adon kol-ha'are~: (Psa 97:3-5) 
2. Eg. Prism B, 1:75f - ina tukulti DNN ilani rabuti beleja alikut 
id8.j a ina taoaz ~eri rapsi askuna abikti wnmanatesu • 
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To sum up, we have seen that a role of tremendous national im-
portance was ascribed to the Assyrian deities. The battles which seem 
significant to modern historians of the Assyrian empire were given a 
dimeuion by their participants which makes them key material for re-
constructing the psychological and theological make-up of Ashurbani-
pal and his fellow empire builders, and without which one can assume 
Assyrian imperialism could not have operated. The history of the 
Assyrian empire as it is told in the Annals is Heilsgeschichte. 
Funhermore, the accounts of the divine surveillance and action are 
acchored in the ade with all that this implies of promise,oath, stipu-
lation and curse. Through the ade, Assyria's gods were believed to 
exert a judicial control over nations and history. Theirs was no 
passive role, nor was their intervention regarded as haphazard and 
. .arbitrary, 1 rather it was in accord with the fidelity and prayers of 
.-·:their earthly representative, and was morally conditional upon the 
,yesponsible reaction of the ade -sworn peoples. This leads us to the 
..next section ' The Fate of the Ade-Violator', which might be sub-
titled from Ashurbanipal's theological viewpoint 'Historical Proofs 
of Divine Justice' • 
J. Note the concept of swift and specific retribution on Tammaritu 
conveyed by Rassam, 4:2lf 
eli amate annati sa ilzinu DNN eribusu 
On account of these words with which he (Tammaritu) 
had insulted Ashur and Ishtar, they rushed against 
him/ attacked him. 
On lezenu/lazanu - 'to mock,insult;scoff at', see AHw., 548 & CAD L, 
162£; for erehu -'to attack, rush against', see AHw., 237 & CAD A.2, 
222£ arabu c . 
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C.9: H - The Fate of the Ade-Violator. 
_Jn the previous section we focussed our attention on the activity 
of the gods. Now we shall concentrate on what results from it, on th~ 
effects of divine wrath as experienced by those who are its cause arid 
its-victims. Emphasis has.been laid on the direct intervention of the 
gods, and now we shall see this balanced by the king playing the role 
1 
of judge and executor. Ashurbanipal is seen as the expositor of ade 
theology in the field. He has no wish to be represented in his royal 
records as an autocrat, a tyrant whose absolute and arbitrary will 
controls his kingdom. When passing sentence or waging war he wishes 
--to be seen to be governed· by the clauses .of the legal document, which 
the ade is, and by the promptings of his gods. The moral to be drawn 
is that the violator of the ade has only himself to blame for the 
,-consequences of his actions. When the .Annals describe the curses of 
• ..the treaty at work, it is the Assyrian theology's way of affirming 
the responsible free-will of people and the sovereignty of the gods. 
We may begin by immediately quoting the clearest exposition of 
~reaty theobgy to be found anywhere in ·the Mesopotamian records. In 
the light of our section by section analysis of Ashurbanipal's Annals 
it comes as no surprise that such an explicit theological exposition 
should be embedded in the record of his reign, though it raises the 
interesting question as to why Ashurbanipal's Annals rather than 
those of his predecessors or Babylonian successors should exhibit an 
ade- theology of history so clearly .and 'systematically' • 
1. Note the judicial nature of Zedekiah's sentence by Nebuchadnezzar 
in 2 Kgs 25:6f - wayedabber 'itto mispat :'who passed sentence 
upon him' (cf. 1 and he took process with him', J. Gray: 1 & 2 Kings, 
SCM, 1964, p. 695 & 698). Blindness and exile were familiar treaty· 
curses. See F.E.Deist: JNSL 1(1971),71f "The Punishment of the 
Disobedient Zedekiah" .--
-----
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PN adi ummanatesu sa. adej a la i~~uru sa lapan kakke 
DN belija ipparsidu-ma innabtiini mabarsunu usamqis-
sunuti DN2 qardu sunqu ina b1risunu issakin-ma ana 
biirisunu ekulu ser maresunu ina arrate mala ina ade-
~unu ifa-t;ra ina pitti iSimusunuti DNN bakru su!)iru 
biiru gurapu ina eli 7 museniqati eniqu-ma sizbu la 
lW'abbu karasesunu nise GN isten ana isten istana 'al Um 
anrunes unima ina mu-Obi mine k1 epsetu ann1tu lemuttu 
imburu GN umma assu ade rabuti sa DN la ni99uru 
nibtu ina ~abti RN sarri naram libbi DN3 
(Rassam, 9:53-74 Streck~ 76ff; ARAB 2, 318 $828) 
Uaite', along with his forces who had not kept my 
treaty, and who had fled before the weapons of Ashur 
TifY lord, and made a get-away in front of them, the 
heroic Erra felled. Famine set in .among them and they 
eat the flesh of their children to (alleviate) their 
·-hunger. Ashur, Sin, Shamash, Adad, Bel, Nabu, Ishtar 
of Nineveh, the queen of Kidmur , Ishtar of Arbela, 1 Ninurta, Nergal and Nusku beset them correspondingly 
:with curses, as many as were written down in their 
vassal .... oath. The young camel, foal, calf and spring 
J:amb sucked at seven udders but did not satisfy their 
bellies with milk. The people of Arabia questioned one 
another repeatedly , saying: "Why is it that this evil 
:has befallen Arabia ?" The reply - "Because we. did 
not keep the weighty vassal-oath of Ashur, but sinned 
against.the covenant-goodness of Ashurbanipal, the 
king beloved of Enlil's heart." 
J 72. 
J. Streck, Luckenbill and Piepkorn take ina pitti to mean 'instantly, 
suddenly', cf. GAG, 174 $119g ina pitti -'plOtzlich,sogleich'; but 
.compare von Soden! AHw., 871 pittu I, etwa 'Bereich', 2(b) dafiir ina 
pit-ti (bestimmten sie) Ash. A IX.61 • There is a variant of thes_e_ 
lines in VAT 5600 (Streck,378; ARAB 2, 367 $949), edited by M. 
Weippert: WO 7/1(1973),74££, Episode 2, Col. II:l0-12, page 76 -
arrate mala ina ade ina nib1t ~umika u ilani 
marika sa~ru ina pitti simtu lemuttu tasimsunuti 
Alle die Fluche, die im Eia(estext) unter hennung 
meines(!) (sumika ='thy name',i~ Ashur's name -
see line I of the Column) und 0.er Namen) der Gotter, 
deiner Kinder, geschreiben stehen, bestimmtest du ihnen 
genauso als schlimmes Geschick (~ 82) 
Since the whole tenor of the narrative is the swift and exacting 
nature of the retribution, either nuance of ina pitti fits. 
fl 
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·The importance of the document lies in its explicit linking of 
the written document and the battlefield. The clay tablet of the 
:treaty established a complex relationship between the visible and the 
invisible, the present and the future. Ashurbanipal and the vassal 
.confronted each other visibly and publicly in the ade ceremony; the 
gods were possibly represented visibly by thei~ effigies, but other-
wise they and the f.uture course of events were unseen. The historical 
narrative is therefore a theological apologia. The events empirically 
verified the theology of the ade 4 The ade has become a prophetic 
text, and an expositon of the nature of divine sovereignty in the 
face of human sin. 
The passage has quite rightly been compared with Old Testament 
texts of which Jer 22:8f is the most striking becuuse of its parallel 
I form. 
cAnd many nations will pass by this city, and every 
man will say to. his neighbour," Why has the LORD 
Aiealt thus with this great city ?" And they will 
.answer, "Because they forsook the covenant of Yhwh 
their God (Cal 'aser cazebu 'et-berit DN 'eloheyhem) 
.and worshipped other gods and served them." 
After quoting the Ashurbanipal passage and Jer 22:8f, Albrektson goes 
on to label both as 'a stock interpretation of defeat and disaster in 
the Ancient Near East', based on the belief in moral retribution. We 
may agree that disaster was commonly interpreted as a revelation of 
.divine wrath, but two points need to be borne in mind relating to the 
two passages above •. The biblical_passage is a prophecy, not a vati-
einiwn ex eventu, arid belongs not to royal apologia but to prophetic 
-denunciation of the state by a commoner. The source, motivation and 
timing of the biblical passage mark it off from the Assyrian material. 
Secondly, the Ashurbanipal passage cannot be grouped fairly in one 
category with other records of disaster, for example, the Sumerian 
laments for temples and cities, the Flood stories, the Erra Epic, etc, 
and its theologically distinctive framework, which we have analysed 
step by step, ignored. It is too imprecise to subsume the theological 
l. Albrektson: H&G, 104ff with reference to Frankena's remarks (OTS 14 
153). We share Albrektson's scepticism about direct borrowing by the 
.biblical writers (H&G, 105 note 24) • 
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ideas of lament, theogony, theodicy, wisdom, epic and historical nar-
·rative under the one heading of belief in moral retribution because 
.all touch on the disasters and evils of the human lot. 1 This is the 
great temptation of 'Comparative Religion', that in c)rder to compare 
cand syt~matize distinctions are overlooked' for the sake of an umbrella 
.generalisation. Hence we must stress that the verse; of Jeremiah are· . 
..distinctive in being both prophecy and attesting a montheistic or 
.monolatrous covenant relationship between a people and its God, while 
the words of Ashurbanipal, attesting a polytheistic and imperially 
imposed vassal treaty attain their distinctiveness in the Mesopotamian 
milieu by their focus. upon the clay tablet of the ade in which the 
relationship, the theology and the legality of the particular histori-
cal situation were fixed. 
We shall return to the specific curses of the Arabs' treaty 
later, but may now gather the additional material from-the Annals 
··:which links the fate of ade-violators with the curses and the gods • 
.. .As explicit as the Arab campaign narrative is the interpretation of 
1. Note that Albrektson (H&G,106 note 28) is quoting from Lambert's 
introduction to BWL on the commonality of belief in moral retri-
bution in the context of failure'to maintain the cultus, eg, fish 
offerings for Esagi la in the 'Weidner Chronicle' (H. G. Giiterbock: ZA 
42, 47-57). Lambert's and Albrektson 1 s inclusion of the Tukulti=-
Ninurta Epic alongside the 'Weidner Chronicle' overlooks that it 
belongs with the Assyrian Royal Annals in being an indigenous ... • 
exposition of an ade-theology of history - see the Excursus on the 
Tukulti-Ninurta Epic. But the literary genre and means of expres-
sion of a generalised belief that in the end the righteous are 
justified and the wicked suffer an evil fate in Wisdom literature 
like the 'Babylonian Theodicy', Ludlul, etc is a far cry from both 
Royal Annals and OT Prophets. Albrektson's quotation from C.R.North 
The OT Interpretation of History, 1946, page 67 is equally mis-
leading, since North was writing before the discovery of treaty/ 
covenant parallels and the work done on the .OT Prophets from this 
perspective. Even so, North was concerned to correct the equation 
.of 'the prophetic interpretation of history' with a generalised 
belief in the prosperity and doom of the righteous and wicked 
respectively, and goes on to differ from H.G.Wood, whom he quotes 
(op.ciL, 67). Neither Jeremiah nor Ashurbanipal can be fairly 
reduced to illustrating a belief in moral retribution so vaguely 
defined. 
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the arrest and execution of the Egyptian kinglets: 
lDAmit DN ~ar ilani iksussunuti-ma sa ihtu ina 
ade ilani rabi'.iti "t;abti q'atasun uba 'ima-~a 
epussunuti dunqu . 
(Rassam,1:132 Streck,12; ARAB 2,294 $773) 
'l'he curse of Ashur king of the gods overtook them 
because they sinned against the treaty-oath of 
the great gods. The grace which I had benevolently 
bestowed upon them I required at their hand. 
175. 
The characteristic treaty vocabulary combines with the characteristic 
. . . l . parallelism between AShur and Ashurbanipal. Curse and king operate 
effectively in the historical situation. Sometimes the king does not 
effect the curse himself, as in the case of Gyges cursed in prayer 
before Ashur and Ishtar with the result confessed to by his son (Ras-
sam, 2:116f). This verbal curse cannot, of course, be divided from 
'=the .ade-document curses, as its .nature and context proved, but· appears 
to re-inforce or activate the written curses. This is the case with 
-the Ishtar oracle on Ahsheri (Rassam:,3:4ff), also a Corpse & Burial 
.curse fulfilled in the historical situation. On· the basis of the Arab 
campaign's specific reference to the written docuemnt, the prayer and 
oracle presentation of curses may be seen as a variant means of draw-
ing attention to the ade document. 
The technique of incorporating curses into prayers and oracles 
re-iterative of the ade-ciocument curses is illustrated by the Shamash-
shum-ukin campaign narrative previously discussed. 2 In the vision of 
.Ashurbanipal's sabru, the god Sin threatens sword (ina patri parzilli 
hanti), fire (miqit isati), famine (husabbu) and plague (lipit dErra), 
1. Compare H.350:rev. 4/SLA $24 - u ade sa sarri belija kI iksudusunuti. 
2. See section B, page 102ff, and section F, page 139 above. Note the 
curses in Ashurbanipal's prayer of Prism B, 5: 29ff discussed in 
section E, page 119f, and the prayer of Rassam, 2:115-117 discussed 
on page 122 • 
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·well-known treaty curses, as indeed they might be since they were 
,common enough realities in everyday imperial life. The narrative then 
builds on this pre-view describing the fate of the ade-violators: 
nibretu i~bassunuti ana burisunu sere maresunu 
.ma-Oratesunu ekulu iksussu kurussu DNN sa ina 
ma-Orija illiku inarli garija PN ••• ina miqit isati 
ariri iddusu-ma ul,lalliqu napsassu ••• sa lapan nikis 
patri parzilli sunqi bubuti isati ariri isetiini 
eijuzu markitu sapar ilani rabuti beleja sa la 
naparsudi isijupsunuti edu ul ipparsid multattu 
ul usi ina qateja imnu qatua 
(Ras; am, 4 :43-63 Streck, 36ff; ARAB 2, · 303f $794) 
Famine seized them; to (ease) their hunger they eat 
the flesh of their sons and daughters and gnawed on 
thongs. Ashur, Sin, Sham.ash, Adad, Bel, Nabu, Ishtar 
of Nineveh, the Queen of Ki dmuri, Ishtar of Arbela, 
Ninurta, Nergal and Nusku, who advance before me and 
annihilate my foes cast Shamash-shum-ukin into a 
·:flaming holocaust and destroyed his life. • • Those 
· :oYTho escaped before the stroke of the iron dagger, 
famine, want and flaming fire ,and attained a refuge, 
the net of the great gods my lords which.is ines-
_capable overwhelmed them. Not one escaped, no rebel 
destined for my hands got away from them. 
The curses of the ade-document have produced a two-fold literary 
influence, firstly on the wording of the oracle, and secondly on the 
wording of the narrative, for though in one sense this is historicai 
description of what happened, the scribes surely intended these later 
lines to echo phrases from the victory oracle in promise and fulfil-
ment manner, and besides this the net of the gods is quite gratuitous, 
theological and unconditioned by historical realism. We are not sug-
gesting that the previous oracle was invented by the royal scribes 
and placed in the sabru's mouth only in the cuneiform write-up of the 
civil war. What we are saying is that the sabru, besides being aware 
of the realities of siege warfare was aware of the existence of the 
ade document and the action from the gods enshrined in the curses 
which could be expected to become operational. Just as the sabru could 
not fail to be influenced in his pronouncement by his theology, so too 
the royal scrihes in writing up the victorious campaign saw fulfil-
ment of the sabru' s words in its closing scenes anµ belie_;v~d _that it 
was accurate theological reporting to. sa/ that the ·gads~· ~~~'/·~he rebel 
brother into the flames, and trapped his supporters in their net. 
If we move from sabru and royal scr~be to Old Testament prophet 
and historiographer, what parallels are there ? The use of covenant 
curses in the Prophets has been amply illustrated by Hillers, Fensham 
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and pertinent references during the course of this study, but the 
influence of the covenant curses on the Old Testament historiographers 
deserves a special study in depth. We can only point a direction here 
by drawing attention to the following features in the second book of 
Kings: fire from heaven (cf. the fate of Dugdamme) (2 Kgs 1); Elisha's 
bears (2 Kgs 2); cf. the curse of lions (2 Kgs 17); blindness (2 Kgs 6); 
fear from Yhwh (2 Kgs 7); corpse & burial curse on Jezebel (2 Kgs 9); 
the sword of Yhwh (2 Kgs 10, 13 & 15); the curse of leprosy (2 Kgs 15); 
defeat & exile (2 Kgs 17). These curses of sword, fire, wild 
beast, disease, exile and desecration follow covenantal disobedience. 
They are not all laboriously spelled out as covenant curses by the 
historiographer, but his theological perspective on them may be deduced 
from his explicit editorial explanation of the exile (chap. 17), and 
his dwelling,conversely,on the covenant renewal under Josiah. Again, 
it should be emphasised that the theology is not 'creating' the 
history, but rather the interpretative tools of the Old Testament 
historiographer become clearly visible, while the explicit negative 
and positive covenantal expositions lead one to look again at the 
less explicit elements • 
Returning to Ashurbanipal's Annals, we can single out a number 
of realised treaty curses embedded in the campaign narratives. One 
immediately notices the frequency of two related curses, the Corpse & 
Burial curse and the Banquet for Birds & Beasts curse. Hillers and 
Fensham have commented on both with references from kudurrus, treaties, 
Old Testament Prophets and other Old Testament passages, but omit· 
mention of the equivalent realised curses in Ashurbanipal's Annals. 1 
J. See Hillers: TC/OTP,68f No. 15 'No Burial'; he points out the com-
pound nature of the curse - · the body is unburied, eaten by preda-
tors, left as refuse; Fensham: ZAW 75, 161f (iii)'The corpse of 
the transgressor will be exposedi:-of the references quoted, Deut 
28:26 (c£ Lev 26:30) illustrates the curse in the treaty document; 
1 Kgs 14:11, 16:4, 21:24 & 2 Kgs 10:9,36 show them in prophetic 
oracles embedded in historiography; Psa 79:2f lament over realised 
curse; Jer 7:33, 8:2, 9:22, 14:16,.16:4,6, 22:19 & 36:30, Amos 8:3 
& Isa 5:25 directed against kings and people of Israel by the ~las­
sical prophets; Ezek 39:17-20 prophesies a reversal whereby they 
operate against Israel's enemies; cf. Baruch 1 :20 & 2:24f; Rev 19: 
17ff; note too M.P.Horgan: JSS 18(1973),224-234 "A Lament over Jeru-
salem(4 Q179)",p. 225 Frag. I ,Col. 2:2 with his. commeri"t - 'In the lit-
erature, then, these images move from the' terms· Of· ·the c-C,venan,t to 
the warnings of the prophets, and·finally to the mourning of 'the 
people when disaster has befallen them' • 
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The EVT is linked to Ashurbanipal's Annals both by its royal 
subject and by the continuing scribal traditional which drew up both. 
From it we may quote the pertinent curses with the observation that 
rhere is a correspondence in frequency of occurence of these curses 
in the Annals and in the EVT. 
DN asared ilani ina siltagisu ~amri lisamqitkunu 
us.MEs-kunu limalla ~eru sereka arii zibu lisakil 
sirekunu kalbe sabe likulu 
ina rebit CN linda~aru pagrekunu ina er~etim aj 
imbur ina karsi kalbi sahi lu naqbarkunu 
. ~ 
DN2 bel asaredu sifrekumil eru zibu [lisakilJ 
May Ninurta, leader of the gods fell you with his 
fierce arrow, and fill the plain with your corpses, 
give your flesh to eagles and vultures to feed upon 
Let dogs and pigs eat your flesh 
May dogs and pigs drag around in the streets of Ashur 
the of your young women, the ••• of your young 
men before your very eyes, may the earth not receive 
your body for burial, may the bellies of dogs and 
pigs be your burial place 
May Palil, lord of first rank, let eagles and vultures 
eat your flesh . . . 1 
(EVT, 425ff,451,483 & 519f;-.$41,47,56 &. 59; ANETS,lOZ/S38) 
As it happens the Banquet curse predominates, probably because of its 
extra horror, for it goes beyond inadequate burial, already serious 
because of the restlessness of the etemmu it caused, to the vivid 
picture of a person being reduced to offal and carrion. 
From the Annals comes Ashurbanipal's enactment of the Banquet 
curse. It is not a case of vultures descending on the dead after a 
1. See Erica Reiner: ANETS,103/539 note 22 for restoration of line 484; 
for other improvements on Wiseman's text in Iraq 20, see R.Borger:ZA 
54(1961),191. The ideogram US.MES can be read Akkadian dame -'blood', 
see Labat: Manuel, N~ 69 & AHw.,158, but Wiseman and Reiner take it 
probably correctly as 'corpses' - US.MES for the more usual LU. US. 
MES= pagre (cognate with Heb. peger, cf. Lev 26:30 & Amos 8:3).0n 
zibu = 1 jackal/vulture', see CAD Z, 106f, 
:-
,, 
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a battle as one sees in Assyrian sculpture, but of the king's delib-
erate revenge on the Babylonians, executing them and feeding their 
corpses to predators - note the use of anaku and of the S-theme of 
akalu in the 1st Sin~ • 
sitti nise baliusun ina sedi lamassi sa RN ab abi 
banija ina libbi ispunu eninna an8.ku ina kispisu 
nise ~atunu ina libbi aspun seresunu nukkusuti 
usakil kalbe saoe zibe ere i~~urate same niine apsi 
(Rassam,4:70-76 Streck,38; ARAB 2,304 $795) 
I myself now cut down on the spot the rest of the 
people alive between the protective genii where they 
had cut down my father-begett(F Sennacherib as an 
offering for the dead to him. Their severed flesh 
I fed to to dogs, pigs, vultures, eagles, birds of 
the h.eavens and fish of the deep. 
Cf. pagar quradesunu ina la qeberi usakil zibu 
I let YuJ.tures/jackals feed on the corpses of their 
warriors without burial (Asar, 58 Nin A,5:6) 
Quite clearly the king is putting the treaty curses into effect, and 
doing it to satisfy the gods, for he immediately refers to this in 
the words 'After I calmed the heart of the great gods my lords': ultu 
uniggu libbi ilani rabuti beleja. 2 The period of the curse is then 
brought to a definite end by the clearance of the Banquet's left-
overs - reget ukulti kalbe sage .•• use~i (4:81ff), and a ritual 
purification. This in itself is interesting, but the exceptional 
nature of the circumstances - rebels occupying the sacred city - do 
not allow us to generalise about the period for which curses would 
apply to foreign territory and how, if at all, their ill effects were 
terminated. 
1. CAD K, 426 kispu has Ashurbanipal crushing the victims with the 
statues (ina sedi la.massi, ina libbi ispunu, ina libbi aspun). This 
seems unlikely, but he may have conceived of the colossi as witnesses 
to the retribution if not its instruments. As witness to Ashurbani-
pal's pious practice and as background to his enactment of the Burial 
curses where he deliberately cuts off libations for ancestral spirits: 
adi kispi naq me ana etimme sarrani alikut mabrija 
sa sub~ulu arkus ana ili u a.melutum mituti u baltuti 
~abtu epus (K.891: Streck, 248ff; ARAB 2,376ff $984) 
··----
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Identifiable as the pleasure of the gods is the fate of the Man-
nean king, subject of one of Ishtar's doom oracles, discussed in 
J 
.section F • The curses are presented as answers to prayer. One is 
rebellion against him, from which the second follows: 
ina suqi aJ.isu salamtasu iddusu indassarii pagarsu 
They cast his body into the street of his city and 
they dragged around his corpse 
(Rassam,3:8f Streck, 24; ARAB 2, 299 $786) 
The verbal correspondance - masaru Gtn-theme Precative and Preterite -
between the EVT, 483 and the historical narrative together with the 
deliberate desecration implied as a public spectacle and the contacts 
with expressions in the Old Testament Prop?ets 2 suggests that we may 
take these lines as more than a chronicle of events. 
Another passage which might qualify as influenced by treaty 
·curses deals with the fate of Teumman's army: 
ina la meni adiik qurade~u ina qata baltuti 
U$abbit mundab~esu salmatfsunu kfma balti U 
asagi umalla tamirti CN damesunu GN usardi mesa 
a~rup kima nabassi (Va~: ina pagresunu GN asker 
salmatesunu .~.etc) 
Countless of their warriors I slew. I seized alive 
his fighters. With their corpses I filled the plain 
. of Susa like baltu and asagu thorn-bushes. With 
their blood I made the Ulay river run down; its 
waters I dyed like red wool (Var: with their corpses 
I blocked the Ulay river, their bodies ••• etc) 3 
J. See section F, page 137 on the oracle which implies a prior prayer. 
Three curses are involved in its answer - rebellion, desecration of 
corpse and eradication of dynasty. 
2. Eg. Jer 14:16 - 'the people~to whom they(false prophets) prophesy 
shall be cast out in the streets of Jerusalem, victims of famine and 
sword with none to bury them'; Jer 22:19 - 'With the burial of an ass 
shall he(Jehoiakim) be buried, dragged and cast forth beyond the gates 
of Jerusalem'. Note that one of the four curses, ia scourges or 
destroyers(mispahot) along with sword, birds and beasts is 'dogs to 
tear/drag': we'et hakkelabim lisl).6b , Jer 15:3. Cf. Jezebel's fate, 
cast out into the street by human agency and devoured by dogs. Though 
indassaru could imply a hu~iliation like Hector's, animals may be 
the subject ·as in the EVT & OT parallels. In Hammurabi's Code , a 
certain defaulter could be dragged (to death, presumably) in the field 
which was the site of the crime (BabLaws,88f,lines 97-100; ANET,177 
$256), so this treatment was both ancient and wisespread. ~~ 
3. Rassam,3:38ff Streck, 26; ARAB 2,300 $787. Va~ Prism B,5:97 Piep,68. 
Umalla (3:40) must be translated 1st Sin& with Ash. as subjec~ot 
3rd Plural with Piepkorn. 
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Does this describe a battle or an execution ? The second clause 
with baltuti might suggest a massacre of prisoners, and support for 
such a practice could be found in 2 Sam 8:2 where David executed two 
lines of Moabites, sparing one other line. 1 The EVT Ninurta curse 
(lines 425f) speaks of the plain being filled with corpses (pagre-
kunu limalla ~eru) The imagery of rivers of blood like red wool is 
reminiscent cif simile curses which can be very vivid, but this has 
not turned up as a treaty curse yet, though it is a cliche of the 
Annals. 2 Though certainty is impossible, this passage may reflect 
a royal execution of ade-violators after the manner of ade curses. 
Beyond cavil as royal punishments are the following passages 
which fall under the rubric of the Corpse & Burial curse. 
·' 
e~emti abi banisunu •••• aslula 
kimabbe sarranisunu mabruti arkuti la palibuti DNN 
beleja munarri~u sarrani abbeja abbul aqqur ukallim 
samsi e~metisunu alqa ana GN etemmesunu la ~alalu 
emid kispi naq me uzammesunuti 
sitti abbesu sa PNN anir seresunu usebil ana tamarti 
matitan ••• e~mate PN3 sa ultu qereb GN ilqUni ana GN 
esmate satena mihrit abulli qabal CN usahsila maresu 
. "" "" 
pagarsu aj addin ana qeberi eli sa mabri mitussu 
uttir qaqqassu akkis ina kisadi PN ••• alul 3 
The bones of the father who begot them I carried off 
The sepulchres of their former and latter kings who 
did not reverence Ashur and Ishtar my lords, but who 
harassed my royal fathers, I destroyed and demolished 
and exposed to the sun. Their bones I took off to 
Assyria; I laid a penalty of not restirig upon their 
spirits; I deprived them of their funerary offerings 
and libations 
I. Cf. too Amaziah's massacre of the 10 000 captured Edomites by 
casting _them to their deaths from a high rock (2 Chron 25: 12). 
2. For references, see AHw., 697 nabasu -'red wool'; CAD~, 104 ~arapu B 
- 'to dye red, to dyer-. 
3. Rassam, 3:64, 6:70ff Streck, 28 & 54ff; ARAB 2, 300 & 310, $788 & 810 
Prism B, 6:90ff Piep, 74; Rassam, 7:45££ Streck,62; ARAB 2, 312 
$815. --
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The rest of the brothers of Dunanu and Sumayya I 
killed. Their flesh I sent around as a spectacle 
throughout the land ••• the bones of Nabushumeresh 
which they had brought back from Gambulu to Assyria 
these very bones I made his sons crush to bits 
before the city gate of Nineveh 
·I· did not allow his body to be buried but rather 
exacerbated his death. I cut off his head and 
hung it on Nabuqatasabat 's back 
182. 
~-· 
.-·.:--_: 
When these are read in the light of Ashurbanipal's prayer-curse upon 
.Gyges (pan nakrisu pagarsu linnaddi-ma lissilni e~metisu, Rassam 1:116), 
the treaty, kudurru and Old Testament maledictions, it is clear that 
the king is carrying out a definite program of retribution, in. other 
d . 1 f - . wor s, executing a sentence. We note .the legal use o emedu in the 
second passage (Rassam,6:70ff), and can compare it with phrasing from' 
:another passage dealing with a divinely imposed sentence - emissu 
Marduk sar ilani sertasu rabitu:'Marduk king of the gods laid upon him 
his onerous penalty'(B,4:66) - which came as retribution on Mardukshum-
2 ibni an officer of the Urtaku assault. 
The deterrent intention behind Ashurbanipal's barbarous justice 
.is br~ught out clearly in his sending of the dismembered corpses on 
tour ana tamarti -'as as spectacle, for beholding' from the root amaru 
-'to see'. Our comprehension is increased when the biblical parallel 
is recalled when Saul dismembered his oxen and distributed the pieces 
'throughout all the territory of Israel' with the warning 'Whoever 
does not come out after Saul and Samuel, so shall it be done to his 
oxen !'(1 Sam 11:7). It is a visual aid in the form of a simile curse 
in both cases, though intensified in shock effect in Assyria by its 
J. Cf. the following curses from legal documents: 
saO.amta~Ju qebera aj [irsiJ/ limqut salmassu-ma 
qebera aj ir~i // etemmekunu paqidu naq me aj ir~i/ 
et-emmekunu me lisamU (King:BBS,62 & 127, No. 9,2:24 & 
N~ 36,6:54f; EVT:452 .& 477)~ . 
Note Jeremiah's closely parallel forecast of sepulchre desecration 
with bones exposed to the sun, but lacking a statement on the spirits 
which may be a significant omission for OT theology in contradistinc-
to Assyrian beliefs about the afterlife. For the Grinding of Bones 
curse, but in the context of cannabalism, see EVT, 444ff (ANETS, $4 7). 
2. Cf. assu m8.mit ilani rabuti sa etiqu DNN anna kabtu emedusu-ma qereb 
GN inarus ina kakki(Asar,47 Nin. A,2:55ff; ARAB 2,204 $509); cf. CADE, 
l4lf emedu, 3(b)(d) &(o). Is there an irony intended in B,4:66 with 
Marduk sentencing his namesake 'Marduk-a name-has created' ? 
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. 1 ' 
use of human flesh and threat to humans. 
The importance of the Assyrian capital city as the site of execu-
.tion is related to its cosmopolitan nature which makes it suitable for 
staging executions so that justice .may be seen to be done and the news 
-carry. Many foreigners were in Nineveh, including the royal hostages 
·Of vassal states. The city gate has traditionally been associated with 
2 the business of justice as well as being a general thoroughfare, so 
that the specific mention of 'the city gate of Nineveh' as the site 
for the sons of Nabushumeresh to crush their father's bones underlines 
the judicial nature of the act, and its intended effect, 
In concluding the discussion of the Corpse and the Banquet curses, 
it will be worthwhile noting a passage from one of Ashurbanipal's 
Covenant of Grant texts, for these legal documents give a clear 
·.:-though incidental picture of the Assyrian attitude to burial, and 
~ave .formal links with treaty texts. We quote from Postgate 1 s newly 
collated edition of these texts: 
When Baltaya, chief of the fodder supplies, goes 
to his fate in my palace with a good repute, they 
shall bury him where he dictates, and he shall lie 
where it was his wish. wbere he lies you shall not 
disturb him (asar sallu la tadakkisu), and you s dl 
not raise your hand against him, to do him evil, 
because he is one who has deserved kindness and 
favour (bel tabti bel da.miqti) of the king his lord. 
Whoever disturbs him and removes him(sa ••• idek.kusu) 
from the grave where he is lying, may the king his 
lord be angry with him(likkilme~u) and show him no 
1. Jdg 19:29 the distribution in 12 pieces of the Levite's outraged 
-and murdered concubine may have carried an implication 'May Yhwh 
do so to you and more also, if you do not avenge me', but this is 
not stated. On the dismembering of animals, note the Spring Lamb 
curse of AMT,IOff (AfO 8, 18; ANETS,96/532 $iv ; UDU.NIM = burapu, 
see AHw.,357f & CAD ~245), and the EVT,551ff (ANETS,103/539 $70) 
where the threat is that the entrails(erre) of sons and daughters 
will spill out like those of disembowelled yearlings and spring 
lambs (kabsu, hurapu). Cf. PN qereb CN eli maka~i iddusum-ma 
i't-bu-Ous aslis:'In Nineveh they threw Dunanu onto the slaughter-
table and sla.Ightered him like a lamb'(B,6:87ff). See CAD A.2,335f 
aslis & aslu for further references from the Annals in like vein. 
2 .• See E.Speiser "'Coming' & 'Going' at the 'City' Gate", Oriental & 
Biblical Studies, eds. J.J.Finkelstein & M.Greenberg, 1967, p. 83-88 
.and the discussion of the throne/judgement-seat discovered in the 
city-gate complex of Dan - BA 37(1974),43ff; L.Kohler:Hebrew Man,. 
SCM, 1956,p. 149-175 AppendiX:'Justice on the Gate'. 
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mercy(ai irsisu remu), may he forbid him .to walk in 
temple and palace, and let him shroud his head(lirim 
,qaqqassu) daylong from the wrath(uggat) of god and 
king. May the· dogs t_ear apart his corpse as it lies 
.unburied (pagarsu ina la qeberi liba~~iru kalbe) 1 
184. 
This states the positive blessings of a good relationship using 
the terminology of covenantal grace (tabtu, damiqtu). They are, so 
.far as death is concerned, burial of a kind and in a place chosen by 
the person beforehand; his wishes are carried out in every respect, 
.and his spirit has rest - sallu in contrast to the Elamite kings la 
salalu. The curse_ for violating the king's decree is appended, and 
appropriately includes a Corpse & Burial curse amalgamated with the 
Banquet curse. 
We have seen, then, that it is possible to reconstruct the As-
·syrian attitude towards burial and the .after-life from texts of 
'-Ashurbanipal's day dealing with the positive and negative aspects 
-of covenantal relations, and that the Annals in fact expound the 
·treaty-curses applied to ade-violators in this sphere. 
J. N.Postgate: NARG, 37 No's 9-12:rev. 52ff. Note how the wrath of 
king and gods-ril'ns parallel in the text. Likkilmesu derives from 
root nekelmu (AHw.,775f), and is often used to express the gods' 
anger leading tclthe great curse -
. Anu Enlil Ea ilani rabuti ina aggi libbisunu likkilmusu 
(BBS,17 N~ 3,6:2) 
ilani rabuti sa same erl?eti asib1ltu kibrati mala ina 
tuppi anni sumsunu zakru limba~iikunu likilmiikunu . 
arratu marustu aggis liruriikunu (EVT,472ff; ANETS,103/539) 
On the phrase remu rasu -'to show mercy', see the pertinent Excursus. 
On the form of the Covenant of Grant and its relations with treaty 
texts and biblical material, see the important articles by M.Wein-
feld: JAOS 90 ( 1970), 184-203 "Covenant of Grant in the OT & ANE", and 
-JAOS 93(1973), 190-199 "Covenant Terminology in the ANE & its Influ-
·ence of the West", and DDS,74ff. 
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The narrative of the sack of Susa,from which we quoted the lines 
-Oealing with curses executed upon the sepulchres and bones, continues 
with other equally obvious allusions to treaty curses which have re-
ceived commentary from scholars such ·as Fensham, Fitzmyer and Hillers. 
tabtu sanlu usappiga ~erussun ••• epere CNN ••. eris 
alqa ana GN ina arab Um.e GN2 ana pat gimresu aspun 
rigim ameluti kibis alpe u !?eni sisit alala tabi 
uzamma ugaresu serreme l?abiti umam Sleri mala basil 
parganis usarbil?a qerebsun 
(Rassam,6:79ff Streck,56ff; ARAB 2,310f $811) 
Salt and sahlu-weed I. strewed upon them(the dis-
tricts of Elam) ••• the soil of Susa, Madaktu and 
. Haltemash ••• I ploughed up and carried (some) back 
to Assyria. In a month of days I devastated Elam to 
its outer limits. The human sounds· and the plod of 
oxen and sheep, the exuberance of sweet work-songs 
I cut off. And as for their pastures, wild asses, 
cigazelles' the beasts of the steppe of all varieties 
I caused to frequent for grazing. 
The Sowing of Salt, the Reduction to Wasteland & Rubble, the 
Removal of Joyful Sounds and the Habitation of Dragons curses spring 
Irom the treaty milieu with parallels in Hittite, Hebrew, Aramaic and 
·Assyrian sources. The references and discussion of them is found in 
the works below and need not be repeated here, for the point we wish 
to emphasise is that Ashurbanipal was taking judicial action in 
specific terms against an ade-violator, so that his Annals reflect 
his practical exposition of an ade theology. 1 
1. See Fensham: BA 25(1962),48-50 "Salt as Curse in the OT & the ANE", 
and ZAW 75,166ff & 17lf; Hillers:TC/OTP,44ff & 57£; Fitzmyer:Sefire, 
45,47f,50f & 53£; EVT,545f - dsamas ina epinni sa parzilli aliiku.Cnu 
nagekunuJ lu-[?J:'May Shamash plow up your cities and d:is:ricts with 
an iron plow' (A.NETS, 103/539 $68; cf. Iraq 20,69 & 88 and ZA 54, 192 on 
restoration of the verb). Cf. 'to pacify (ana nubbi) the heart of Ashur 
my lord and so that people would praise his glorious power, I gathered 
up dust of Babylon(epire CN assubam) as a spectacle for future genera-
tions (ana tamartinise ahrati), and stored it in that Bit Akiti in a 
heap in a storehouse'(Senn,137£, lines 36ff; ARAB 2, 185 $438£), 
On sahlu & serremu against Streck's sihlu & purime, see AHw., 1009f & 
1038. 
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There are, of course, a number of other curses connnon to the 
.Ar~maic, Hebrew and Assyrian sources which are reflected in Ashur-
banipal's Annals, such as those of Dry Breasts, Famine, Thirst, Dis-
ease and Cannabalism. 1 Some are strongly underlined as curses for ad&-
violation, such as the curse of Dry Breasts and of Cannabalism in 
the Arab campaign (Rassam,9 :53ff quoted previously), while others 
.appear more 'naturally 1 or obliquely in the narratives. Previous 
studies have covered these, but omitted others such as the curse of 
Insanity and .of Fire, so it is worth quoting an incident in which 
the latter two come together. 
DNN [sa anaJ ••• ezizu pisu irge damu-ma imtara~ 
eli~un ina amat [ilutJ:iSunu [isatJu ultu ~ame imqut-ma 
. ·. sasu ummanatesu karassu uqallisunuti • • • kakke DN 
belij a isgupsu-ma maonutas illik-ma ina mi qi t teme 
unassak rittesu muttassu immasid-ma sihlu issakin 
.ina libbisu immarta-ma imqut usarisu i;a zabi u gali 
·.ua aj iqtati napistus 
Ashur,Ninlil, Bel, Nabu, Ishtar of Arbela [who against] 
[ ••• J were wrathful. His mouth poured out blood and 
he fell sick. Upon him at the decree of their divinities 
.. fire fell from heaven and burned up him, his army and 
his camp •••. The weapons of Ashur my lord overwhelmed 
him and he went insane and in his dementia chewed at 
his wrists. Half of him was paralyzed, searing pain 
pierced his heart, he began to scratch away, and his 
penis fell off due to oozing and putrifying. With 
groans of woe his life came to an end. 2 
l. The curse of Dry Breasts in Rassam,9:65ff has a particularly 
striking counterpart in Sefire I, A:21ff (Fitzmyer: Sefire, 14f & 
41ff; TC/OTP, 62f), and on Cannabalism, see the vivid passages 
referred to by Hillers: TC/OTP, 62f. 
2. IT: 148ff (AAA 20, 88f); cf. BM.123410 (Iraq 30, 109f); Thompson's 
transliteration in AAA 20 has been improved on in lines 149,159,160, 
161; see AHw.,269 .ezezu, 1 (c) & 623 ma~adu N -'to suffer a stroke' & 
392, US =ifci'ru, usaru, and Millard's transliteration and transla-
tion of BM.123410. 
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Firstly, the inscription is given an explicit treaty context in 
>its record of Dugdamme first swearing to and then breaking the ni~/ 
mamit ilani rabuti (IT: 156f). Secondly, Millard's text adds an ex-
plicit theological interpretation of Dugdamme's fate as a sentence for 
ade violation with the words - emessu ~eressu rabitu:' (Ashur?) im-
posed upon him his severe sentence'(line 29 ... ). Thirdly, the misfor-
tunes described are 'natural', ie. not executed by Ashurbanipal but 
caused by direct divine intervention. 
Enlarging on the second point, we may note that divine legiti-
mation or motivation for royal sentences is the rule rather than the 
.exception in the Annals, and in the two passages explicitly referring 
..to a .divine seretu,. the result is death. In the case of Urtaku, Bel-
iqisha, Nabushumeresh and Mardukshumibni, the deaths result from 
.unspecified decline (illness ?) , the bite of a wild animal, dropsy 
_.,.and a completely· unspecified cause. I Vagueness might be intentional 
to veil the person's actual fortunes, or could be due to lack of 
information in a confused aftermath of war, but we can be certain 
that disease would have been theologically interpreted by Ashurbani-
-pal for we have his own lament before the gods when illness overtook 
him2as well as such instances as the interpretation of Teumman's stroke 
or convulsions as something the gods did to him seriously affecting 
his lips and eye - itti epseti annati sa DNN epusiis ul ibas:'yet 
despite these things which the gods.did to him he was not ashamed' 
(B, 5:13ff), 
J. Prism B, 4:54ff Piep, 58ff. Urtaku: ~a la i~~uru ibruti ina fune 
la simtisu mutu~-~ugarru ina tanihi iqtu izubu:'who had not main-
tained friendly relations, on a day not decreed as his fate death 
declared war on him and with groans he came to his end ebbing away'; 
Beliqisha: sa islu nir beliitija ina nisik gum~iri istakan napisti: 
'who had cast off my sovereign yoke lost his life from the bite of 
a humsfru(type of rat ? wild boar ?) '; Nabushumeresh: la na~ir ade 
i~si aganutilla me maluti:'who did not keep the treaty-oath, dropsy 
carried off' • 
2. ammini murf?U lumnu libbi uddu guluqqu ritkusa ittija:'Why is it that 
sickness, malaise, depression and misfortune haunt me ?'(K.891:re~ 4f 
Streck, 248ff; ARAB 2, 376ff). Note for comparison a theological 
presentation of disease in Elijah's Letter threatening plague and 
disease of the bowels for 'infidelity'(2 Chron 21:12ff). With ANE 
leprosy curses (see Fensham: ZAW 75, 160f), compare Gehazi's and 
Uzziah's leprosy (2 Kgs 5:27 ~ Chron 27:19ff) • 
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The royal seretu's which are complementary to the divine were 
,carried out on captured kings or insurrectionists, and definitely 
:were intended as deterrents. Besides the distribution of the severed 
corpse already mentioned, there is the differentiated treatment of 
the Bit-Imbi captives - some were beheaded on the spot while others 
went to Nineveh where 'their lips I pierced, and for a spectacle for 
the people of my land I took them off to Assyria': saptesunu apru' 
ana tamarti nise matija alqa ana mat GN (Rassam, 4:135ff Streck,42; 
ARAB 2,306 $800). The motive of public display is quite congruent 
with glorification of the gods, as the following passages show: 
ina qabal tamhari baltussu ina qata asbat ina CN 
ai belutija m;saksu a~gut • 
ana kullum tani tti DN u ilani rabuti belej a annu 
. .kabtu emissu-ma sigaru askunsu-ma itti asi kalbi 
arkusasu-ma usan~irsu abulla qabal CN Nereb 
· Masnaqti Adnati 
ina qibit ilani rabuti beleja ulli kalbi askunsu-ma 
usan~irsu sigaru 
_ina nfs qataja sa ana kasad nakrutija amdabbaru ina 
qibit DNN ina gutne masire ~ibit qateja me~isu aplus 
••• ana dalal tanitti DN ••• remu arsisu uballit 
napsassu 
nikis qaqqad PN ina tar~i abulli qabal ali sa CN 
umaooira magguris assu danan DNN beleja nise 
kullume nikis qaqqad PN 
sa .ultu ulla ina baruti qabu umma CqaqqadeJ 
nakreka tana!kkisJ 
I took him alive in the battle; in Nineveh my royal 
capital I flayed off his skin 
To reveal the glory of Ashur and my lords the great 
gods I laid upon him a heavy penalty. I appointed 
him to a kennel, and tied him up with bear and dog, 
and made him guard the city gate of Nineveh, called 
'Entrance for the Scrutiny of Peoples' 
At the behest of the great gods my lords I fitted 
him with a dog-chain and made him guard a kennel 
By the raising of my hands which I received for the 
conquest of my foes at the decree of Ashur and Nin-
lil I pierced his jaws with the hutnu of the chariot 
held in my hand •.• to praise the glory of Ashur, Ishtar 
and the great gods ••• I showed him mercy and spared 
his life 
The severed head of Teumman in the middle of the city-
gate of Nineveh I presented as an offering so that the 
people might behold the power of Ashur and Ishtar my 
lords by the severed head of Teumman 
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(The severed head of Teumman .•. I presented as an 
offering in the middle of the city-gate) where from 
of old in the oracle it was said: "CThe heads of] 
¥Our foes you will curt off] 1 
189. 
l. Rassam, 10:4ff, 8:8ff, 8:27ff, 9:103ff Streck, 82, 66, 68, 80 ; 
ARAB 2, 320, 314, 315, 319 $831, 819, 820, 829 ; Prism B, 6:66ff 
Piep, 74; CT 35, pL 32 = BM.80-7-19,102:14ff, E.Weidner: AfO 8 
'(1932/33), lB4 ARAB 2, 396 $1047 • 
From the second passage (Rasaam,8:8ff), note a-si = asu II Sumerian 
loan-word= 'bear' (AHw., 76 against Streck & Luckenbill); c£ Senn~ 
acherib binding the Babylonian king dabu'is -'like a bear' (c£ Heb. 
dOb) with the variant itti asi attested (Senn, 88 line 36). On the 
.name of the d.ty-gate, where Luckenbill has-rEntrance of the Throng-
ing Nations', c£ Streck, 68 note 1, see AHw., 619 masnaqtu -'Uber-
prufing';'Examination, Inspection' from root sanaqu -'to examine' 
. (AHw., 1020); c£ CAD A. 1, 128 adnatti 'Entrance-to-the-Place-where-the-
·World-is-Contr.olled'. 
From the fourth passage(Rassam,9:103ff), note against Streck & 
:Luckenbill ( 'meinem schneidenden Handmesser') the· difficulty of 
precisely rendering ina gutni maseri ~ibit qateja:li~ 'with the 
. -hutnu of the chariot the grip of my hands' • See CAD H,263 'butnu 
should be connected with hetennu, likewise denoting a part of the 
chariot and possibly with the missile huterinu'. and translating it. 
'with the hutnU of my own chariot'; cf. CADS, 166(d)·~ 'with fhe~··.~ · ... ···· 
••• javelin which I myself held'; c£ AHw., 342 ~/hutennu,hutnu -
'Deichelspitze (?)' • 
From the fifth passage(B,6:66ff), note against Piepkorn whose 
translation fits the context well ('I displayed conspicuously') 
von Soden's distinguishing of the root mihhuru, mu/ahhuru -'Opfer-
gabe' and mi/mubburis - 'als Opfergabe', which implies an element· 
of display add presentation to the gods, not only to the people. 
See the other references given, AHw., 651 • 
·------
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In these passages there is a careful .interweaving of royal and 
.divine impetus, public and religious -action. The gods' promptings are 
.represented in the phrases ana kullum tanitti DNN, ana dalal tanitti 
DNN, assu danan Dll.TN,- ina qibrt DNN(twice) , ina baruti qabu and in a 
variant reference to Teumman's beheading not quoted ina nasnarti DN: 
- 1 
'at Ashur's order', a noun from the root saparu -'to send, despatch'. 
--Ashurbanipal's responsive action can be summed up in his passing 
sentence - annu kabtu + emedu, and his awareness of bestowed power -
ina nis qataja sa ana kasad nakriitija amdahharu, which is then ex-_ 
pressed by the string of 1st Preterites, especially umafl.hirama@uris 
with its religious nuances. The element of public display is inherent 
:in .the .use of kullumu -'to cause .to .see, --demonstrate, reveal', and the 
references to the populace and the capital with its public place, the 
2 
city-gate. 
I. PN •• ifa ina nasparti DN ina gerija manre akkisu qaqqassu (Rassam,5:7 
Streck,44; ARAB 2,306 $801). See AHw., 760f na~partu B:4(a) 'Botschaft 
-von Got tern' • 
. 2. As a variant of the phrase ana tamarti nise matija (Rassam,4:135ff 
above), compare ana tabrat nise (noun derived from baru I-' to see, __ 
behold') in the royal sentence passed by Ashurbanipal in a parallel:: -
text reading -
PNN ina abul $it samsi ereb samsi ina tabrat nise 
itti asi urakkissuniiti 
CT 35, pL 31 = Sm.1350:52; Weidner: AfU 8(1932/33),182; 
"ARAB 2, 395 $1044 
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. Returning to the Dugdamme incident, then, we note that it belongs 
.to .the category of di vine sentence, which is inherent in the phrase 
ina amat ilutisunu and explicit in the variant (DN) emessu seressu 
.rabitu, and which then finds expression visibly in fire, insanity and 
disease, behind which lie the curses ~f the ade • 1 
A phenomenon which emerges from a study of the curses in the pas-
.. sages of major importance in Ashurbanipal's Annals such as the Arab 
·campaign, Shamash-shum-:ukin:'s revolt, the sack of Susa and the fate of 
Dugdamme is the grouping of curses in clusters. For instance, the theo-
logical exposition of the Arab campaign draws in four curses - plague, 
I. On fire, see TC/OTP,74ff Hillers' Sodom & Gomorrah curse, exclusive 
to the OT, but may be regarded as a particular and vividly histori-
cised form of a broader curse involving lightning, fire and brimstone • 
. .Mith the Dugdamme, Shamash-shum-:ukin, Ishtar oracle and other ins-
·--tances of judgement by fire in the ,Annals (eg. IT: 144 ina dGerri ariri 
:pagarsu saqme) compare the Girra curse of the EVT,524f: dGIS.BAR 
(girru) nadin makale ana ~eger rabu zerkunu zer zerkunu liqmu:'May 
Girra(a fire god) who. provides food for young and old, burn your 
offspring and descendants'(AN~TS,103/539 $62). Compare too the 
.Figurine curses of the EVT .& Sefire I: 'Just as one burns a wax 
figurine in fire, ••• so may they burn your figure in fire 1 (EVT,608f; 
ANETS, 104/540 $89) & 'Just as this wax is burned by fire, so may 
Arpad be burned and her gr[eat daughter-cities] ! Just as this wax 
is burred by fire, so may MatHCel be burned by fiJre ! 1 (A:35,37 
Sefire, 14f & 35f). Note that the Aramaic curse,·~pplies to cities 
as well as to persons, affording a better parailel to the burning of 
Dugdamme and his camp, Shamash-shunrukin and Babylon than would 
individualised curses alone. Note also the Lightning curse known in 
Assyria as attested by the curse cluster protecting Tiglath-pileser 
I's prism inscriptions and reading - dAdad ina birqi lemuttu massu 
libriq:'May Adad(the storm god) blitz his land with (his) dread 
ligh tning:-bo lt' (AKA, I 08 8: 83f; ARAB I , 91 $266). See further the 
Excursus:'Sg 8:146f & the Phenomena of Electrical Storms' 
On the curse of Insanity, compare -
Tarqu illika mahhutas // yakkeka.h Yhwh besiggacon 
1fueCiwwaron Ubetim.hon lebab ••• wehayitfili mesuggaC 
mimmar 'eh ceyneyka 'as er tir 'eh// bayyom habu' 
ne'fun-Yhwh 'akkeh kol-sus battimma.hon werokebo 
bassiggaCon (Rassam,1:84; Deut 28:28,34; Zech 12:4) 
On Disease as a covenant/treaty curse, compare Deut 28:27,35 & 
59ff with EVT, 418ff, 461ff & 469ff, $38A,39 & 52 (ANETS,102/538). 
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.famine, cannabalism and sterility - in ten lines (9:57-67 within the 
larger unit of 9:53-114). The sabru's oracle from the civil war groups 
:Sword, fire, famine and plague (Rassam,3: 122-126), while the narrative 
groups sword, famine, want, fire and the divine net (4:59-61). The 
sack of Susa links together action against sepulchres and bones, the 
.sowing of salt and weed, the reduction of cities to rubble, the cut-
ting off of joyful sounds and the turning over to wild animals ·(6: 70-
106), while the Dugdamme narrative expounds the curses of fire, insani-
ty and disease (IT:149-161). This clustering of curses is not suffici-
ently accounted for by the demands of historical description, even 
1:bough one must allows for inter-related natural phenomena in some-
thing like a seige where sword, famine and plague are commonly found 
together. For one thing, the Susa narrative relates five deliberately 
-·~xecuted curses not natural occurences, for another the inclusion of 
"'the divine net o~ of fire from heaven is gratuitous not a cause and 
·-~effect necessity. The explanation would seem to lie in the clustering 
.of .curses at the end of the Assyrian treaty documents. This called for 
a fulfilment of like clustering together of realised curses in the 
_..ade historiography, the official imperial theology. 
Perhaps a further analogy is to be found in those Old Testament 
passages which group curses in three's, four's or five's. This is a 
characteristic of the books of Jeremiah and Ezekiel from which the 
following passages deserve special mention: 
Those who are for pestilence(lannnawet)to pestilence, 
and those who are for the s~ord(laoereb) to the sword; 
those who are for famine(laracab) to famine, 
and those who are for captivity(lassebiy)to captivity. 
I will appoint over them four kinds of destroyers 
(mispaoot), says Yhwh: the sword to slay, dogs to 
tear(hakkelabim lishOb), and the birds of the air 
and the beasts of the earth to devour and destroy 
(Cop hassamayim we'et-behemat ha'are~ le'ekol ulehaShit) 
.Jer 15:2-3 
How much more when I send upon Jerusalem my four sore 
acts of judgement ( 'arbaCat sepatay haraC£m), sword, 
famine, evil beasts (l;layyah raCah), and pestilence 
(deber), to cut off from it man and beast>.J(Ezek 14:21) 
l .. See J.Bright:Jererniah, AB, 1965,p. 102ff on the reasonable ascription 
-of the composition/ adaptation mixing poetry and prose to Jeremiah; on 
Ezekiel, see the standard commentary of W.Zimmerli:Ezechiel,BKAT,316£f. 
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These passages are particularly striking in their departure from 
the usual threefold curi;e of sword, famine and pestilence (e& Jer 24: 
JO, 29:17, 34:17), or sword, wild beasts and pestilence (Ezek 32:27), 
or the fire, sword and exile of Ezekiel's acted out curse using his 
shaven hair in thirds (Ezek 5:1ff). The general thrust of a cluster 
is the complete nature of the act of judgement, complete destruction 
'root and branch' as the English idiom has it, or as the Hebrew would 
put it, the cutting off of man and beast. 1 The variations of content 
captivity is added in one instance, evil beasts in another, while 
the third omits'pestilence and famine in favour of extending the 
wild beasts category - do not seem significant at all. Rather, one 
is dealing with a numerological figure of speech; perhaps comparable 
to Amos'. phrase 'for three transgressions or for four' • Ezekiel 
twice extends the cluster of three or four curses to include famine, 
wild beasts, pestilence, blood and sword as 'deadly arrows for des-
truction' from Yhwh directed against Israel(Ezek 5:17), or in rever-
sal of direction the curses of pestilence(deber), blood(dam), torren-
tial rains(ge~em sotep), hailstones('abney 'elgabis), fire('es) and 
brimstone(goprit), which fall on the hordes of Gog (Ezek 38:22) • 
It appears, then, that the Annals and the Old Testament Prophets 
share the technique of clustering treaty/covenant curses together to 
underline the gravity of the sin committed and the fullness of the 
retribution demanded by it, and that in doing so they are influenced 
by the form of the treaty/covenant which carries extended lists of 
curses clustered together in both traditions. 
J. Some regard four as 'one of the symbols of completeness in the 
Bible'(NBD,897 R.A.H.Gunner,'Number'), and compare the four horns 
scattering Judah(Zech 1:18ff), the four patrolling chariots(Zech 
6) and the four horsemen of the Apocalypse (Rev 6), and the four 
destroying angels (Rev 9:13ff), (IDB, 565). In addition to the 
passages quoted above, compare the choice of scourges offered to 
David in which the implication is that they are not causally 
linked: 'The command of Yhwh had come to the prophet Gad, David's 
seer, to go and speak to David •••• "Is it to be three years of 
famine in your land, or three months of flight with the enemy at 
your heels, or three days of pestilence in your land ?" (2 Sam 
24: 1 lff NEB) • 
.. ____ 
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-To sum up this section, we have seen how explicitly the Annals 
.refer to the treaty document and its curses, and how these permeate 
the prayers and oracles as well. We have looked at a number of speci-
fic· curses in detail, especially the frequent references to the bodies 
. _and graves of ade-violators. We have seen the king in the role of 
executor of the curses on cities, citizens and kings taken on puni-
tive expeditions, and noted the element of public display of victims 
as deterrent. But most important from Ashurbanipal's point of view 
as we perceive it through these scribal compositions was the power of 
·his gods, the justice of his case against ade-violators and the demon-
·stration of the effects of sin against himself and his gods. 
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. C. 10: I - The Victory and Spoil_ Ceremony. 
There is surprisingly little material for documenting the cele-
.bration of Ashurbanipal's victories, and we shall have to build on 
what there is with the help of other sources .than his Annals. Perti-
nent to the lack of descriptions pf victory ceremonies is the lack of 
Erstberichte -0r Gottesbriefe which might well have been composed 
after the pattern preserved in the Sargon .and Esarhaddon sources and 
used in Nineveh in ceremonies after the king's triumphal return from 
campaigns. It may be reiterated that a lack of extant texts does not 
imply' that this sphere of celebration was unimportant in the social 
and religious life of the imperial community. ThereJare after all 
only a tiny fraction of the vassal treaties. extant, and whole cate-
gories of native Assyrian literature which must have existed. once are 
-centirely missing. and the gap cannot be satisfactorily explained by 
~enying them creativity because of .excessive dependence on Babylonian 
. .,exemplars • 
If we found that Nineveh was the scene of the public execution of 
:ade-violators who were displayed to the cosmopolitan populace, then 
-·we might expect that the capital would be the site of the victory 
ceremonies. This may well be so, but another most important factor 
enters into consideration - the .location of the appropriate temples. 
For instance, the importance of Ishtar of Arbela is apparent from 
every list of gods in the Annals, and because of the references to 
oracles coming from . her promising military victories. It is no sur-
prise, then, to read of a combination of Bi:t-Aldti ceremonies and en-
trance into Arbela amidst the tokens of victories bestowed on Ashur-
banipal by the goddess. 
anaku RN sar GN ultu niqe DN aqqu epusu isinni 
Bit-Akiti atmuhu asati DN ina libbi PNN u nakis 
qaqqad PN4 sar .... GN2 sa DN beltu imnu qataua ereb 
CN epus ina gade 
I am Ashurbanipal king of Assyria. When I had 
poured out libations for Shatru(Ishtar) and had 
celebrated the feast of the New Year's House, had 
taken hold of the reins of Ishtar, surrounded by 
Dunanu, Samgunu, Apla and the severed head of 
Teumman king of Elam whom the mistress Ishtar had 
delivered into my hand, I made entrance into 
Arbela with rejoicing. 
(CT 35,pL 12 rev. 1:20-23; ARAB 2,398 $1071) 
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Is ·there any relation between this ceremony and the 'taking the 
,hand of Bel' and Bit-Akiti ceremonies in Babylon ? Did Ishtar of Ar-
bela 'go out' to meet the king outside the city and accompany him 
back to her shrine there ? 1 Was the celebration of the year's cam-
paign delayed to coincide with the asinnuof the Bit-Akiti, or were 
there other victory processions held independently ? These questions 
may be too involved for our extant sources to answer. 
We can attempt to piece together' references to the four charac-
·ters .named above from elsewhere in the Annals. Thus Prism B states 
that Teumman's head was hung around Dunanu's neck en route to Nine-
veh, and that the capital was entered to the accompaniment of music-
ians and singers: 
itti ki~itti GN sallat GN2 sa ina qibit DN iksuda 
·qataja itti nare epes ningfiti ana CN erub-ma ina 
.hidati" (B,6 :52-56; Piep, 72) 
v ~~
With the spoil of Elam and the booty of Gambulu 
:which my hands had acquired by conquest at the 
.behest of Ashur, accompanied by singers and makers 
of celebration songs, I entered Nineveh amidst 
rejoicing. 2 
This answers one question, namely that there was a public cele-
bration of the king's victory on his return to the capital, whatever 
additional rites were held at other shrines elsewhere. The narrative 
continues with the passage already quoted in the previous section 
where Teumman's head is offered as a tribute to the power of the gods 
(umabbira mabburis, 6:67). We presume that Dunanu was still wearing 
the head at this stage, for another description of Dunanu has him, 
.his younger brother Samgunu and Apla tied up at the gate of Nineveh 
for the populace to stare at - ana tabrat nise (Sm 1350; ARAB 2,395 
$1044). Then Dunanu and Samgunu are separated, going to Ashur and 
Arbela respectively, if we follow Piepkorn, or succesively (Prism B, 
6:76ff), The motive for this is given in 6:82 ana dalal abrate ubil-
suniiti: 'for praise unto posterity I brought them', that is, they are 
presented at the shrines in these important cultic centres so that 
the record of their defeat and humiliation before Assyria's gods may 
be known and lead future generations to extol the gods. This makes 
1. See Saggs:Greatness, 383ff on the Akitu festival at Babylon. 
2. Hadis/ina hade have ceremonial public reference rather than being 
limited to the king's emotional state. On music~ see N&R,296-312 • 
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-more sense to our mind than does .Piepkorn' s 'for future obedience' 
Mhich the record of their later slaughter contradicts. Piepkorn's 
separation of the victims is also -contradicted by their joint appear-
ance in Arbela in the text quoted previously. If we allow the various 
texts a historicity and attempt to harmonise them, the following se-
quence emerges: an initial celebration on Ashurbanipal's return to 
.Nineveh the capital, a periOd of public display in the capital, then 
a presentation of victims at major shrines successively, perhaps syn-
chronising with set festivals held there, and finally an execution 
back in the capital, followed in at least this instance by sending the 
severed corpses on tour. Thus Dunanu .appears in Nineveh with Teumma~'s 
~head, and leaves subsequently for Ashur and Arbela. At the latter city, 
Teumman's-head again receives special mention in the processional(see 
-Sm 1350; ARAB 2, 39 5 $1043 & 1045) 1 , and finally Dunanu is slaughtered 
like a lamb in Nineveh. 
·Moving outside Ashurbanipal's -Annals, we find corroboration for 
_.concluding that holding a victory parade in the capital with a display 
of captives and decapitated enemy heads was an important part of the 
-king's return from campaign, and served the dual purpose of impressing 
the populace and honouring the gods. Esarhaddon states his motive for 
the ceremony as follows: 
assu danan DN belija nise kullim-ma ina kisadi 
-rabutisun alul-ma i tti nari · u sammi ina rebet 
CN etettiq 
In order to demonstrate the power of Ashur my lord 
to the people, I hung (the heads of Sanduarri and 
Abdimilkutti) around the necks of their nobles and 
paraded through the concourse of Nineveh to the 
accompaniment of singers and harps. 
(Th.1929-10-12,1 CoL 3:36-38 Asar,50; ARAB 2,212 $528) 
1. Note the depiction of the decapitated heads of enemies in Assyrian 
sculpture, notably Parrot: N&R, 51 fig. 60 showing Ashurbanipal and 
the queen feasting together in the gardens with an Elamite head 
hanging from a nearby tree ! C£ the hanging up of the heads of 
Saul and his sons in the temple of Dagon (1 Chron 10: 10). 
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For comparison we may cite the Jehoshaphat narrative of 2 Chron 
20, which has already been discussed in connection with its covenant 
prayer, victory oracle and the fear of Yhwh falling on surrounding 
_nations. Two spoil and victory ceremonies take place, on in the. field 
in the valley of Berachah, the other in the capital which echoes the 
.Assyrian celebrations: 
Then they returned, every man of Judah and Jerusalem 
and Jehoshaphat at their head, returning to Jerusa-
lem with joy, for Yhwh had made them rejoice over 
their enemies. They came to Jerusalem with harps and 
lyres and trumpets, to the house of Yhwh.(2 Chron 20:27£) 
We have a procession led by the king to the accompaniment of 
music, which winds through the capital city and ends at the national 
shrine. In this ~ontext, joy has a ceremonial and theological colour-
_ing and is not simply emotional elation, and of course the theologi-
cal context is the berit and the divine election of the king, both 
_·,of which receive vindication through the military victory. 
Worth mentioning too is the .reaction of the Philistines to the 
victory over Saul, for the biblical narrative states that they 'sent 
~ .... ,· 
·messengers throughout the land of the Philistines, to carry the good 
news to their idols (wayesalle~u be'ere~ GN sabib lebasser 'et-
ca~abbeyhem) and to the people' (I Chron 10:9f). The impression given 
is that runners were despatched post haste to keep the gods informed. 
Certainly at Mari the gods wanted up to the minute intelligence re-
ports on the campaigns, and perhaps this was also the cutom in Assyria, 
though the Annals do not mention it. Again one notes the duality of 
purpose - publicity and praise. The latter is prominent in the pre-
sentation of Saul's head to Dagon. Did the Philistine and Assyrian 
·gods need to be informed of events on the battlefield ? Is this a 
motive for the Assyrian Gottesbrief ? Probably there is an inherent 
ambiguity in prayer in any religion, since much of it involves tel-
ing the deity/deities what it/they already know according to the wor-
shipers' presuppositions about its/their competence. It seems reason-
able to conclude that GOttesbrief or Annals edition, like the vic-
tory ceremonies themselves, had both publicity and praise motivations, 
whether or not they aimed at informing the gods. 
Another feature of biblical victory ceremonies unduplicated in 
the extant Annals of Ashurbanipcil is the ceremonial donning of a con-
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quered king's crown, for David is crowned with the .Ammonite crown 
whose craftsmanship is remarked upon ( l Chron 20 :2). We read of Ashur-
banipal carrying off the personal furniture and rega_lia of the con-
quered Elamite king, or of his bedecking of the vassal Necoh, but in 
:neither instance is there a mention of ,crowns. This may be put down •.> 
to ch nee silence in the sources, but on the other.hand it.could re-
flect Assyrian nationalism, prepared to undergo Babylonian coronation 
ceremonies but unprepared to even negatively acknowledge other terri-
torial authorities. However, this seems unlikely and lacking informa-
tion from our sources, speculation is liable to err. 
As well as dealing with the fate of ade-violators, the Annals 
.make a point of mentioning the rich booty captured on punitive cam-
paigns. Though for detail there is no .comparison with the Sargon 
_<f;Ottesbrief, the· record of the Elamite campaign just referred to 
<·does list materials and artisans taken captive. The gods are acknow-
ledged in both the seizure and the distribution of spoil : 
~a ina tukulti DNN ilani rabuti beleja birit GN 
u GN2 iksuda qataja ina qibit DN u ilani rabuti 
beleja ultu qereb GN3 hadis u~am-ma ana gimir 
UIIIIll8nateja salimtu ~aknat(B,6:12-16 Piep,70) 
(The war equipment) which by the help of Ashur 
and Ishtar the great gods my lords my hands had 
captured between Susa and the river Ullaya, at 
the command of Ashur and the great gods my lords 
I brought out of Elam with rejoicing and to every 
soldier a portion of the spoil was given. 
Two cliches are inserted in the narrative ~ ina tukulti DNN & 
.ina qibi:t DN to theologically justify the looting of Elam and the 
way the spoils were handled. This particular narrative omits reference 
t:o the gods' share, but perhaps we may read into the cliche covering 
the soldiers' benefits a feeling that all the spoil belonged to Ashur 
and that divine injunction or permission was needed to assign some of 
the spoil to the human agents of victory. 
The Rassam prism makes good Prism B's omission by adding that the 
best of the people and spoil captured at the gods' behest went to them 
risati ana ilani asruk: 'the choicest/chief part I dedicated to the gods' 
(7:1, Streck, 60; ARAB 2,311 $814). Some of the fighting men were at-
tached to the royal command, while 'the rest I divided like sheep among 
the cultic cities, locations of the great gods(ana mahazi ~ubat ilani 
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rabuti) 1, among my officers and dignitaries and whole force'(7:6ff). 
The implication seems to be that those not executed became the prop-
.erty of the gods, deployed in the armed forces which are called 'the 
forces of Ashur'. 
'Supporting this is the text of LET:rev. 32-36 devoted to the Sin 
.temple at Harran which Ashurbanipal restored: 
ina tukulti ilani rabuti u DN asib CN belij a ragge 
iknusii sip~;i [ u liJti unassiqu sepeja matate la 
magireja aksud sallassunu kabittu resite kaspu 
eura~u mimma aqru nakiri sadluti ana ilani GN ilani 
CGN2 ?J aqis ana qisti 
By the help of the great gods and Sin resident in 
Harran, my lord, the wicked bowed in submission at 
my feet at (my) power and might. The unsubmissi ve 
lands I conquered. Their massive spoil, the choicest 
-of it, silver, gold and whatever was of value, enemy 
prisoners I dedicated as a gift to the gods of Assyria 
.and [Babylonia ?J • 
. The destiny of the material treasures is corroborated by the 
Ishtar Temple inscription in a passage'referring to the restoration 
of E.MAs.M.AS , temple of Ninlil: 
lule umalli dadme nakire sa n[ak~uda qataj a 
simati nakiri ~a ina qibit ilutisa 9irti 
astakkanu u sarrani la kansii[ti ana niriJj a 
With the riches of the inhabited world from the 
kings whom my hands conquered, with the regalia 
of the enemy and of kings unsubmissive to :my 
[yoke], which I had accumulated at the command 
of her exalted divinity, I filled (it) 
(IT:34f, AAA 20, 82) 2 
1. See AHw., 582 on mahazu -'Gathering place; market/cult centre'. 
2. Thompson's translation which follows the awkward syntax more closely 
makes it sound as though E.MAS.MAS was filled with unsubmissive 
kings, whereas it is the rich decoration and regalia that graces 
·the shrine ! Cf. Tiglath-pileser I dedicating bronze and copper 
vessels and idols from loot and tribute (AI<.A,44 Col. 2:58££; ARAB 1, 
76 $223); David's dedication of silver, gold and bronze spoil and 
tribute (1 Chron 18:11); the vessels of Yhwh stored in the Babylon-
ian temple (Ezra 1: 7). 
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The mention of E.MAS.MAS leads us to the last passage to be 
-quoted from the Annals in connection with praising the gods for vic-
tory. It ties in with the deductions made in regard to the use of Du-
nanu at various shrines in succession, for it deals with rites per-
formed at the shrine of Ninlil in connection with the Bit-Akiti. 
ultu ana nadan niqe elu ina TN subat belutisun 
0ma.bar DN ummi ilani rabuti birtu naramti DN2 
epusu par~i Bit Akiti nir sa sadadi usa~bissunuti 
adi bab ekurri isdudu ina saplija albin appi atta'id 
ilussun usappa dannussun ina pubur ummanateja sa DNN 
sa la kansutija usaknisu ana nirija ana liti u dan-
ani usazzizuinni sir nakrutija 
(Rassam, 10:24-39. Streck, 82ff; ARAB 2, 320 $833) 
After I had gone up to make offerings in E.MAS.MAS 
the residence of their lordships, and had performed 
the rites of the Bit Akit u before Ninlil, mother of . 
. the great gods and consort of Enlil, I made them 
(Tammaritu, Pa'e & Ummanaldash) lay hold of the yoke 
of my chariot, and they drew me as far as the temple 
gate. I humbly prostrated myself, T praised their 
godhead, I made much of their power in front of my 
army, (the power) of Ashur, Sin, Sha.mash, Adad, Bel, 
Nabu, Ishtar of Nineveh, the Queen of Kidmuri, Ishtar 
of Arbela, Ninurta, Nergal and Nusku, who made the 
unsubmissive bow to my yoke, and with victory and 
might caused me to stand on the neck of my enemies. 1 
It may simply be coincidence that Bit-Akiti rites are cited in 
connection with martial celebrations in the two instances - the Ish-
tar of Arbela and the Ninlil celebrations. Most instructive is Ashur-
banipal's emphasis on his army's presence and his crediting of the 
2 gods before them. Whatever the rites and offerings concerned, the 
I. The cuneiform of 10:28 should be read PA.AN.MES= paqi -'rites', 
and not a-di ilani(Streck,82; 'my covenant with the gods' - ARAB 2, 
320) - see CAD A. 1, 268 under akitu; c£ AHw., 835 parsu. 
2. Line 32: u-sa-pa-a is the S-theme of root wapum -'to be visible', 
for which von Soden assigns two S-theme meanings, at. times dis.tin-
guishable by their vowels - usapi _,er verlierriicht,e;':·er 'schtit'· & 
usepi -'er machte sichtbari(GAG,142 $103(v)gannna). 'Glorify' is the 
meaning here, rendered 'to make much of' to give the feel of the 
context in which the king is acting out his praise before his offi-
cers, drawing their attention to the gods' primary role in victory. 
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,;the -0.ominant theme of the temple visit as the scribes have recorded 
it is praise for victory over Elam. This takes us close to the heart 
.()f .Assyrian religion and subs tan ti ates . Wiseman' s remark· that· 'the 
Assyrian campaigns were conceived, at least in part, as a holy war 
.against those who failed to avow his (the king's as regent of Ashur) 
• ' 1 sovereignty 
Nevertheless one of the features of a 'Holy War' is missing from 
the Annals for there is no record of Ashurbanipal's putting every-
thing under the ban.· In Nari both royal and divine bans are known; in 
the Old Testament, the divine Q.erem was practised during Saul's reign; 
in Moab, the Mesha stele tells .of the same rite in honour of Ashtar-. 
-Chemosh; but so far as -we know, Ashurbanipal apportion¢d or sold the 
-spoils, and never slaughtered pri$oners to the last mah~ woman or 
.child: It may be. that the needs of the empire dictated otherwise, for 
.;.;So f:ar as we can· see, there is nothing in the ade system and its 
;.theology which would be incompatible with this method of glorifying 
:the gods. At any rate , it is not attested in extant sources. 
1. D.J.Wiseman 'Assyria', NBD, 104. Two further passages outside 
Ashurbanipal's Annals mirror the 'devotion' of prisoners to the 
gods without it.involving totd slaughter: 
I trod on the royal neck of the Kassite king Kash-
tiliash as though it were a footstool(galtappi). 
Stripped and bound before Ashur my lord I brought 
him. (ARAB 1, 51 & 57 $145 & 166; E.Weidner:ITN,26ff) 
sa mare CN dullulute sabe kidinni ~ubare DNN 
andurarsunu essis aski'.m sa.miite sa ana resute 
siiluke sa am 9indi u birti ~u 'uzu upabgir-ma 
ana Babilaja amna busesunu ~allute utir 
As for the enslaved Babylonians under divine 
protection freemen of Anu and Enlil - their 
freedom I re-established; I gathered together 
the privileged who had gone into slavery dis-
tributed among the foreign riff-raff and de-
clared them Babylonians, returning their plun-
dered possessions. (Asar,25; ARAB 2, 253 $659E) 
Compare this reversal with Senn,137f; ARAB 2,185 $438f. 
2. On 'the ban', see A.Malarnat "The Ban in Mari & in the Bible" ,OTWSA 
1966,40-49; C.Brekelmans: De ~erern in het Oude Testarnent,1959; AHw., 
73 asakku II & 368f ikkibu; CAD A.2, 326 & CAD I/J, 55ff. ~-
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In summary; we find that Ashurbanipal carries his theological 
.apologia through to its logical conclusion in the face of violation 
of the ade by rebellious vassals, for the victory he gains is public~ 
ly acknowledged as divinely promised, sanctioned and achieved. The 
spoils of war decorate the shrines of the ade witnesses. This makes 
Ji .fitting conclusion to the episode which has run from the public 
ade ceremony in the capital to the public execution of the sinner and 
the public celebration of Ashur's power. There remains but one step 
;more - the initiation of the next cycle of vassaldom with the draw-
ing up a fresh legal documents. 
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The Renewed State of Submission. 
:We have already discussed the best two examples of renewed 
vassaldom in the Ashurbanipal corpus in section A above namely, 
~he re-installation of Pharaoh Necoh and the fragmentary Qedar treaty 
replacing the one previously concluded with Jauta' • The former 
.account refers explicitly to a new legal document to cover the new 
situation in these words - 'I made the oath more severe than previ-
:ously and concluded it with him': .ade eli sa mahri usatir-ma ittisu 
a§'kun (Rassam, 2:8f). 
Unfortunately, we simply do not have two consecutive treaties to 
compare, or two detailed accounts of treaty ceremonies, so no precise 
contents can be attributed to Necoh's renewed treaty, nor can we 
£ocus on changes. in the vocabulary used or the rites. In general, the 
·obvious changes in the direction of more severe terms would cover 
··such things as an increase in yearly tribute, additional hostages 
:taken as security (in distinction from further prisoners of war), the 
extension of the re-naming process for cities and people, greater de-
mands for the accomodation of the Assyrian pantteon in the local cult, 
more frequent appearances of the vassal king at his suzerain's court, 
tighter control of foreign trade and relations, and the like. These 
changes do not appear to be of great theological significance. 
There was no way of making the theological penal ties more severe 
in a fresh vassal treaty, especially if the local gods were already 
impounded in the imperial temples. Had there been a concept of a 
blessed afterlife dependent on a right relation with Ashur and the 
other important Assyrian deities, a concept which the vassal somehow 
accepted as valid, there would have been the threat of eternal per-
dition. But such a belief would not have been easy to implant in a 
resentful and humiliated populace, even if they believed that their 
-native deities had deserted them, giving them up to the Assyrian con-
querors. Polytheistic and syncretistic religion never succeeded in 
gaining allegiance for one god or pantheon only, even when the gods 
of conquerors were assimilated into the indigenous worship. In Israel 
there was always the possibility of a theological threat of 'cutting 
off' without the possibility of covenant renewal. It would be diffi-
·cult to say whether the' cutting off' and broken covenant had implica-
tions for the afterlife in the thinking of the common Israelite, but 
in the absence of any commentary on the afterlife in the covenant 
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'Curses of Israel, it might be more accurate to conclude that this 
theological issue was never worked out and incorporated into 
Israel's covenant theology_, and that in the_ face of sin by the 
-covenant people it was the consequences in this life that filled the 
prophets' utterances with threat. 
If we look to Judah's later history under the Babylonians we 
may perhaps discern a pattern which would bear application in its 
_general features to Assyria's imperial policy, for there is a pro-
gressive severity in the dealings of the imperial power with her re-
bellious vassal state. First, there is vassaldom retaining the temple 
and equipment under Jehoiachin, then after his rebellion there is the 
'loss of the sacred golden vessels, and finally after Zedekiah's re-
bellion the burning down of the Temple and the seizure of its less 
·important items such as pots, shovel>, dishes, firepans and bowls 
(2 Kgs 24 & 25). The measure of theological distress this caused can 
be ascertained from the measure of attention the restoration of the 
.1'emple and its paraphenalia receives - . and this in a community which 
was trained to distinguish between the presence of its deity and a 
fixed location for that deity - witness Jeremiah's 'Temple of Yhwh' 
oracle (Jer 7). 
Something of Ashurbanipal's frustration with Elam and the long 
years of tension with that kingdom come through in his Rassam account 
of the sacking of Susa which has a thoroughness about it comparable 
to Nebuchadnezzar's work at Jerusalem. Complete devastation seems to 
have been Ashurbanipal's aim in this onslaught of the eigt:h campaign, 
-and he makes a special point of recording how his common soldiers 
broke into the most sacred precincts of their shrines, ransacked them 
and set them on fire, and he records the deportation of the gods and 
goddesses listing eighteen of them by name, and mentions their cultic 
paraphenalia too (ilani istarate satunu itti sukkuttisunu makkuresunu, 
Rassam, 6:44 Streck,52; ARAB 2,310 $810). This was the end of the road 
as regards imperial policy,and for economic reasons was obviously not 
desireable since the Elam Ashurbanipal left behind was one as thor~ 
oughly devastated as possible with its agricultural l_and s_own with 
weeds and salt,as noted in section H. ·what was presented theologically 
as a singular victory for the Assyrian pantheon was probably not as 
desireable as the more usual result of military success, namely the 
installation of a repentant or a new vassal king sworn to obedience 
and the payment of tribute in the ade witnessed by Assyria's conquer-
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ing gods and perhaps the effigies of the vassal's gods brought into 
the imperial capital. 
.Finally, we may mention the possibility of repentance in rela-
tion to a renewed state of submission. Repentance is a key factor in 
covenant renewal in the Old Testament, for which the renewal under 
.Josiah ·can serve as a paradigm. The wrath of Yhwh is not completely 
:withdrawn but renewed promises are granted to the king in these words: 
Thus says Yhwh the God of Israel: Regarding the 
-words. which you have heard, because. your heart 
was penitent, and you humbled yourself before 
the LORD, when you heard how I spoke against 
this place, and against its inhabitants, that 
they should become a desolation and a: curse 
-(lesamrnah ~veliqelalah) and you have rent your 
clothes and wept before me, I also have heard 
you says the LORD. (2 Kgs 22: 19) 
·The ··note of ·repentance is struck too at the renewal later under Ezra 
0who 'prayed and made confession, weeping and casting himself down 
before the house of God' together with the people who wept bitterly 
(Ezra IO). Other examples could be brought in too. 
In the imperial context, mercy towards a penintent vassal is 
known. In the Esarhaddon GOttesbrief, the repentance of the Shuprian 
king came too late to avail him of treaty renewal, but in Ashurbani-
pal's Annals the phrase remu rasu -'to show mercy' used in a tech-
nical way reiating to the ade appears several times! Thus, for example, 
Abijate' flees to save his life when the writing was on the wall for 
Shamash-shum-ukin's coalition and lays hold of Ashurbanipal's feet. 
The king says 'I showed him mercy': remu arsisu (Rassam, 8:44) and 
innnediately refers to the renewed ade document - ade nis ilani rabuti 
usazkirsu:'I made him swear the treaty-oath by the life of the great 
gods'(8:45). And so a new cycle began, or as the imperial monarch 
hoped a continuing'line of vassals bound by the ade • If the Assyrian 
kings regarded history as cyclical,it was in terms of cycles of the 
vassal oath imposed, rebellion, royal threat, insulting reply, indict-
ment before the gods, the. divine pronouncement, divine intervention, 
·the fate of the ade-violator, the victory and spoil ceremonies and a 
renewed state of submission to the ade • 
--1. See the Excursus: remu,re'amu/remu,remutu/rhm for details. 
~~ ~~ _._ 
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PART I I : TREA1Y TI-lEOLOGY AND TI-lE SWORD IN SELECTED NEO-BABYLONIAN 
ROYAL INSCRIPTIONS. 
Introduction. 
The Neo-Babylonian Empire began with the successful generalship 
of Nabopolassar, whose accession to the throne can be accurately dated 
to the 26th of Marcheswan 626 be, and ended with the unopposed entry 
into Babylon by Cyrus II in 539 be. 1 The Chaldean Empire can be 
placed in its theological setting by relating it to its Old Testament 
contemporaries, and especially to the two prophetic giants Jeremiah 
and Ezekiel whose oracles were so often motivated by historical inter-
, 
action with the great imperial power, Babylon. It was around the time 
of Nabopolassar's accession that Jeremiah received his call in the 
thirteenth year 6f Josiah king of Judah, at which time he was old 
enough to be aware of national and international events, of empire 
and the sword. At this time too, his younger contemporary Ezekiel may 
have been born. 3 
1. See Wiseman: CCK,50 for BM.25127:14f and S.Smith: BHT,98ff & pls. 
12-14 'The Nabonidus Chronicle'(ANET, 305ff). The standard works 
CAH III, chap. 10 and Greatness, 134ff cover the period in broad 
outline, while B.right: HI2, 314ff follows it from Israel's per-
spective. 
2. On Josiah's dates and hence the date of Jeremiah's call, see the 
following references - Jer 1:2, 2 Kgs 23:29; BM.2190l:re~ 66f(CCK, 
62); 2 Chron 34:1 and E.R.Thiele's discussion MNHK, 165. On Jere=-
miah's age at the time, note the looseness of nacar, but the likely 
guideline that the age for priestly service affords (25 years -
Num 8:24, 1 Chron 23:27), since he was the son of a priest but con-
sidered himself too young to be a prophet. 
3. Ezek 1:1, if the 30th year refers to the prophet's age as a re-
cent connnentator has argued - see J.B.Taylor: Ezekiel,TP,1969,page 
37ff where. literature for and against is cited. 
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Jeremiah continued to give oracles after the· second fall of Jenr 
.salem to Nebuchadnezzar and the subsequenb assassination of Gedaliah, 
after which we lose sight of him, for he was forced to accompany fugi-
. 1 
tives into Egypt where there was a Jewish colony. He predicted both 
the conquest of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar and the passing of the Neo-
Babylonian Empire, while the last dated oracle of Ezekiel also pre-
. 2 diets the fall .of Egypt and comes from 571 be. Their lives thus 
spanned six decades of the Nee-Babylonian Empire, and their vision 
comprehended its demise. Ezekiel may have looked upon the very temples 
whose construction is recorded in the royal building inscriptions. 
It is with some interest that we may turn to the Babylonian 
· Tecords to discover what was their contemporary understanding of em-
pire and the gods. Unfortunately, the Chaldeans did not continue the 
--Assyrian tradition of recording ·their wars in elaborate Annals, and 
.:so we must utilise what material ·there is on the sword scattered 
".through their building inscriptions .of which there are a good number • 
. As with the Assyrian kings, we shall allow the Babylonians themselves 
to state the purpose of their inscriptions so that occidental miscon-
ceptions may be avoided as far as possible. 
(a) The Nature and Purpose of the Neo-Babylonian Royal Inscriptions. 
Firstly, the kings of this. period were conscious of being heirs 
to a longstanding tradition of restoring shrines and leaving a record 
of their pious work. Nabonidus, the last king of the Neo-Babylonian 
Empire shows this feeling for tradition most markedly, for consider-
able space in his inscriptions is devoted to accounts of the search 
for and the discovery of archaic foundation deposits. 
In the minds of some historians, Nabonidus' traditional concern 
for correct religious procedure has been linked with his unconvention-
al ten year sojourn away from the capital in Arabia and his unusual 
devotion to the moon god Sin, practically expressed in the glorifica-
l.Jer 43:10-13 & 51:59-64 on which see the standard commentaries such 
as J.Bright: Jeremiah, AB, 1965. 
2.Ezek 29:17-20. On this and the question of Ezekiel's locality, see 
the discussion and the literature cited in W.Zimmerli: -Ezechiel, 
BKAT, 1955££ and other standard works. 
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1 tion of Sin's Harran shrine miles away from Babylon. The result is 
that they have charicatured Nabonidus as an enthusiastic but amateur 
archaeologist. Thus R.C.Thompson describes him as 'a schola:ro with a 
most conservative respects for old records and customs, and was never 
happier than when he could excavate some acient foundation stone'. 2 
More recently Speiser slipped into the same approach dubbing Naboni-
dus as 'a frustrated a:rochaeologist turned king'. 3 The paternalistic 
. 
and misleading use of anachronisms which have been italicised only 
serves to illustrate how difficult modern scholars find it to shed 
occidental presuppositions, yet this is a prerequisite for handling 
Ancient Near Eastern texts exegetically. 
I. The Babylonians probably resented the care lavished on Harran out 
of local patriotism; the priests may have felt that the supreme 
honour of Marduk was at stake. Later compositions reflect this re--
sentment. The normal attitude of the Babylonian king is represented 
by the following words of Nebuchadnezzar: ' I made no cult-city 
(mahazu) stand out (S-theme of wapu -'to be visible') more promi-
nently than Babylon and Borsippa (Marduk & Nabu's cities); in Baby-
lon, the apple of my eye(al nis ineja = 'city of the lifting up of 
my eyes'), which I love ••• ': 'that my royal base should be in any 
other centre (than Babylon), I did not favour, in no other place on 
earth did I build my kingly shrine/palace or establish the treasures 
of my royal trappings' (Nbk. 15, 7:32ff & 8:19ff Langdon, 134ff; 
Berger, ZyL Frgm III.I). 
2. CAH III, 218 italics mine. 
3. !HANE, 46 italics mine. 
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Nabonidus' motives were neither aniiquarian interest nor his-
torical research. They were deeply religious. 1 A good illustration 
is provided by his record of the Ebabbarra shrine's restoration at 
Sippar. The whole process is invested with an intense religious aura. 
Coming before Shamssh, the king prayEd for guidance before beginning 
on this project. Kings traditio.nally recorded their reverent hesitan-
cy lest they start projects precipitately. Through an oracle Shamash 
and Adad answer Nabonidus with a true and unalterable affirmative in 
which he trusts wholeheartedly. Shamash is led to a temporary resting 
place while his own shrine is undergoing the renovation. The king 
calls in experts for consultation. Elders of the city, learned and 
wise, members of the scribal academy and well-versed in religious 
procedure, they are commissioned to seek out and uncover the earliest 
foundation deposits so that Nabonidus may go ahead with due observance. 
They search whil~ the king prays earnestly. Soon they return. This 
did not happen on every occasion, for we read of one search that 
lasted for three years and produced no documents until they were 
2 forced to conclude that rain and floods had destroyed them. But on 
this occasion Shamash showed his favour, and one of the experts re-
ported: 'I have indeed found the old foundation work of Naram-Sin, a 
king of yore, and the very shrine of Shamash, the abiding place of 
his divinity'. 3 No king before Nabonidus had been vouchsafed the 
blessing of seeing this deposit of Naram-Sin son of Sargon from 
4 3,200 years ago. 
J. Even Lambert's remark - 'Some texts reflect the pride of belonging 
to an ancient civilisation, as when Late Babylonian kings announce 
their finding of foundation documents from older rulers' (OTS 17, 
1968, p. 65-72 "Destiny & Divine Intervention in Babylon & Israel", 
· p. 70) - strays in the direction of conflating the figure of Naboni-
dus with that of Sir Kenneth Clark and his TV series 'Civilisation' ! 
2. NBK, 246ff Nbd 4, 2:53ff/Zyl III,4;Berger, 377f bibliography. 
3. NBK, 252££ Nbd 6/Zyl II, 9; Berger, 367f bibliography. 
4. NBK, 226 Nbd 1/Zyl 111,2 CoL 2:57ff; Berger, 371ff bibliography. 
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There was a twofold value in the foundation deposits. Firstly, 
~ach inscription carried a blessing and a curse to enforce its preser-
itation. J If the king who uncovered the deposit read it; anointed it, 
made sacrifice and replaced it alongside his own inscription, then 
··the gods would hear his prayers .. This is the commonest blessing, but 
there were many others covering all aspects of welfare, opposite and 
complementary to. the curses. No doubt a religiously devout man like 
Nabonidus'valued these blessings, for he certainly makes a point of 
recording how he honoured and did not alter the prescriptions en-
d . d . 2 grave on previous · eposits •. 
Secondly, a diligent search for the -original foundations of a 
3 
shrine-was -Oemanded by the Mesopotamian.concept of the temple. 
·-'Where there was once a shrine, there was always a shrine. The exact 
.location took on. a religious sanctity since the continuation of the 
.,;relationship between .deity and ·worshipers, which was described in the 
.. 'f.oundation tablet or cone or prism or cylinder, required a correspon-
·<ling continuity in the architectural structure. Kings arrived at the 
decision to build and at the site for building only through divine 
Tevelation. 4 Therefore ·architectural continuity enshrined both the 
l. This was characteristic of ANE documents that were intended to 
retain their force in the future, eg, royal decrees such as Hammu-
c-rabi 's Code, kudurru 1 s, vassal treaties and royal inscriptions on 
steles, dedicatory· statues, etc • 
2. .Sit;ir sum sa Naram-Sin mar Sarrugina amur-ma la 
unakkir samni apsus niqe aqqi itti musareja askun-ma 
utir asrusu (Nbd l/Zyl III,2 CoL 3:8££) 
3. See A.L.Oppenheim 'The Mesopotamian Temple', BA Reader 1,1961,158-169 • 
.4. See the discussion of A.S.Kapelrud: Or 32(1963),56-62 "Temple 
Building - a task for Gods & Kings" ,espedally the comparison of 
::Gudea and Solomon. 
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revelation and the numinous relationship. Thus it is that Nabonidus 
is at pains to record the exactitude with which he refounded the 
Shamash temple: 
not a finger's breadth did I move outwards, 
not' a finger's breadth did I ingress, 
upon the foundation-platform of Naram-Sin 
son of Sargon I founded its brickwork 1 
In behaving this way he was simply playing the role of a devout Meso-
potamian king, not that of archaeologist or scholar or oddity. 
Before considering the rewards expected for this laborious piety, 
we may take note of a further evidence for the conscious adoption of 
tradition, besides the mention of previous kings and their foundation 
records. 2 There·is an artistic continuity in foundation figurines 
which covers a period of over 2,000 years. The king is portrayed with 
arms raised to the level of the top of his head, steadying the reed-
woven basket in which he carries the first mud-bricks for building the 
temple. An early example is that of Ur-Nanshe, king of Lagash in the 
middle of the 3rd Millenium be, carved in profile on limestone in the 
so-callad Genealogical Bas-Relief of Ur-Nina(Ur-Nanshe). 3 With this 
compare the metal figurines with natural or pointed base or Ur-Nammu 
(c. 2100 be), Shulgi(c. 2090 be) and Warad-Sin(c.1830 bc). 4 The 
l. Nbd l/Zyl III,2 CoL 2:64f ; c£ mimmu ippusu istene'u arkatsu bita: 
'I (Nabonidus am) one who investigates carefully whatever he does, 
investigating its consequences'(Nbd 7/Zyl II,8 CoL 1:11). 
2. Other predecessors mentioned by Nabonidus include: 
Assyrian kings : Ashurbanipal (Nbd l/Zyl III,2 Col 2: 3ff) 
Esarhaddon (Nbd 4/Zyl III,4 Col 2: 29ff) 
Shalmaneser . (Nbd l/Zyl III,2 Col 2: 3ff) 
Kassite kings Kurigalzu (Nbd 4/Zyl III,4 Col 2:29ff) 
Shagaraktish (Nbd l/Zyl III,2 Col 3:27££) 
Burnuburiash (Nbd 4/Zyl III,4 Col l:55ff) 
Ur II Dynasty Shulgi (Nbd 5/Zyl II,2 Col I: 8ff) 
Ur-Nammu (ditto) 
3. A.Parrot: Sumer, ET 1961, page 130 pL 159, A & B. 
4. ibid, 238 pL 292 C & D: Ur-Nammu & Shulgi; London Illustrated News, 
Aug 18th, 1956 & Sep 6th, 1958; Warad-Sin BM.91144 postcard No. WA 21. 
For a full discussion of foundation deposits, see R.s~-E-llis: Founda-
tion Deposits in Ancient Mesopotamia, YNER 2, YUP,1968 and the 
review by G.van Driel JAOS 93(1973),67-74. 
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The continuity of this early royal iconography is attested by 
the representations of Ashurbanipal in the later 7th century be, of 
which Parrot says: 
·breaking with a century-old iconographical convention, 
Ashurbanipal had himself represented full-race in the 
humble posture of a basket-bearer. This_ was a rever-. 
sion to a very ancient precedent, notably the repre'"'·· 
sentation of the Sumerian Ur-Nanshe, patesi of Lagash, 
'who also had had himself depicted with a. basket on 
his head. 1 
We know that this tradition was continued by the Chaldean kings, 
for Nabopolassar .records this in describing his restoration of the 
Etemenanki ziqqurat in Babylon: 
.a figurine of my royal person bearing the tupsikku 
..basket· I made and placed in the foundation 2 
The manual labour on temples was done by slaves, prisoners of war and 
captive kings, and so far more was portrayed in the sovereign's .bear-
_ing of the basket and head-pad than the laying of a foundation stone 
by a dignitary occidental style. Nabopolassar presented himself as 
the humble slave of the deity as is clear from his own words: 
To Marduk my lord I truly bowed my neck(kisadam 
lii ukannisu); the cloak, my royal _vestment I took 
off; bricks and clay on .my head I truly bore. 3 
Nabopolassar's two sons, Nebuchadnezzar his heir and Nabu-shum-lishir 
were put to work alongside their father. 
The tupsikku-figurines are but a variation - in locality on 
the dedicatory statues and statuettes set up before the deities in the 
shrine itself, for their purpose was to commend the pious work of 
J. Parrot: N&B, ET 1961,p. 35 pL 40A; cf. BM.90865 postcard WA 16. 
2. Npl l/Zyl III,l Col. 2:55ff. 
3. ibid., Col 2:60ff. 
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restoration continually before the deity who was well able to see his 
devotee's figurine beneath the walls of sun-dried brick. In a typical 
passage Nabonidus gives us an insight into the purpose of the dedica-
tory statue and inscription: 
There 
The inscription of my name and satue of my royal 
person(~alam sarrutija) before Shamash and Aja, 
my lords, I placed unto everlasting days(ana diir 
•umt). 0 Shamash, exalted lord, lover of my life 
~' im napistim) in your going forth and entering. 
of Ebabbarra your shining abode favourably regard 
my good works(epsetija damqatam), the inscription 
of my narne(sitir sumija) and my royal figurine 
(~alarn sarrutija); my good deeds(damqatiia) may they 
ever be before you (ana dur dar libsa) 
(NBK,232 Nbd 2/Zyl II,4 Col 1:35ff) 
follows a list of blessings to flow from the gods' joyous be-
holding (N-theme·· palasu + hadiS), mainly to do with long life and an 
enduring throne or dynasty - not an idle orayer in view of the many 
assassinations in palace history, such as Labashi-Marduk's, Nabonidus' 
predecessor. The inscriptions, the figurines and the statues were 
thenfore of much the same function, namely, to continually present the 
king's good deeds before his deity so that he might receive the rewards 
of his piety. 
In our parlance, we might say that the shrine spoke for itself. 
The Babylonian kings put this more vividly by addressing the shrine 
and asking for its intercession on their behalf with the high gods in 
the same way as they would ask this of a lesser god. The following 
examples illustrate this form of address: 
At that time, for Lugal-Marad my lord, his temple 
which is in Marad ••• an inscription of my name I 
made and placed therein ••• O Lugal-Marad before 
Marduk king of heaven and earth cause my works to 
appear favourable(epseteja sumgira), speak for my 
good(qibi dumqua) 
0 Etemenanki unto the king your renovator grant 
blessing(ana sarri muddiska kurub); when Marduk 
with rejoicing takes up his dwelling within you 
0 Temple, unto Marduk my lord report my good 
deeds(ana DN .•• damiqtim tizkaram) 
Threshholds, bolts, door-sockets(sippi sigari 
midilii dalati) of Ebabbarra, myy good works 
without ceasing may they report before you(la 
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naparka lizkuru maharka)~ 1 
Each king in turn claims that he exceeded all former kings, at 
least in a particular project, but often in his pious works as a 
whole. Indeed, when predecessors are mentioned, it is usually to high-
light the inscriber's surpassing of their accomplishments. 2 
There is little in the Nee-Babylonian post....:scripts to suggest 
:that it is the glory of the god which ·the record enshrines, which is 
in some ways a contrast to the carefully balanced duality of the As-
syrian kings' records where the gods' and the monarch's glory run in 
parallel. This is not surprising if van Oriel's view is accepted that 
,we .should understand the whole building .which the king completed as a 
'.votive object' .and that 'the purpose --Of .the dedication is to ensure 
-the prolongation of the reign, well-being .and life, although a wish 
_ .• that the memory of the good deed should .be preserved after the death 
· 10f :the dedicator :was certainly present ' .• 3 . Two passages illustrate 
the balance of the Nee-Babylonian inscriptions: the first appears as 
.:a colophon .inserted in a blank space after column 2 on a clay barrel 
·cylinder of Nabonidus, which bears -copies of stone stelae originals 
set up at one of the centres where he had had work done such as Larsa, 
Sippar of Anunitum or Akkad. It reads as follows: 
1. NBK, 68,52 & 92 Nbk 2/Zyl III,2 Col 3:20ff,28ff,45ff; Nbp 1/Zyl 
III,1 Col 3:50ff; Nbk 10/Zyl II,4. Col 2:22ff. The verbs used are 
lllagaru & zakaru, S-theme and qabu & karabu • 
2. Note such typical phrases as: sarru sa epsetusu eli sarrani abbesu 
sutugu anak.u & sa mannamma sarru ma.1Jru la ipusu (NBK,57,84 & 162; 
Nbp 3/Zyl II,2 Col 1: 18ff, Nbk 9/Zyl III,4 Col 2:4, Nbk 19/Nbk 
Wadi Brisa Col 7:41). · 
3. G.van Driel: JAOS 93(1973) ,67-74 review of Ellis: Foundation Deposits 
in Ancient Mesopotamia, YNER 2, 1968. 
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e-pis-tii of Sin, lord of the gods and the goddesses · 
of the heavens and earth, which upon a stele of 
galala-stone I inscribed for the hearing of the 
people in the future (ana same sa nise arkitu) 
2.16. 
It seems that the scribe intended these lines to cover the whole in-
scription, and that he inserted them in the blank space in the body 
of the t~xt when he found that he had run out of space at the end 
after collecting together several stele inscriptions for the barrel 
cylinder. The phrase ana same sa nise arkitu deserves attention since 
it runs counter to the notion that these compositions were for the 
eyes of the gods alone or even primarily so,for it emphasises the mo-
tive of public display. 
What does e-pis-tu mean here, and can the colophon be cited as 
ad majorem dei ~loricun ? Epistu the feminine abstract noun from the 
root epesu -'to do'(basic meaning) has a range of meanings, and the 
context allows the following possibilities: 
A: 'the achievement(s) of Sin ••• ' 
B: 'the deed(s) of Sin 
C: 'the work done for Sin .•..• ' 
E: 'the rites of Sin •••• ' 
Normally one would need look no further than A or B, and the English 
Genitives would be taken in the sense of 'the achievement/deed which 
Sin performed ••• ', and one could compare phrases like epset belutija -
!my royal deed' or epset Tiamat-'Tiamat's (evil) deed', 2 and indeed 
Moran has translated a supposed parallel from the Harran inscription 
as 'the great deed of Sin which none of the gods or goddesses under-
stands': · ipisti DN rabiti sa ilani u istar mamman idusu. But Moran 
then explains the phrase as being an alternative and theological way 
of describing the building-work done by Nabonidus for his god. 3 How-
J. King: CT 34, pL 26ff for cuneiform of Nbd 1912-7-6,2 (pL 37:80), 
(104738); NBK, 242ff Nbd 4/Zyl III,4 • 
2. TCL 3, Sg 8: 192 & Enuma Elish VII:91 quoted by CAD E, 241ff epistu, 
..-:-workmanship,work, 2. construction, 3. working groups, 4. act, 
activity,achievement,accomplishment, 5. ritual(act), 6. evil magic. 
No~e especially 4.4~ (pious) works, referring to temples 
3. W.L.Moran: Or 28(1959),130-140 "Notes on the New Nabonidus Inscrip-
tions 11 , p. 138 & 135. 
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ever, in the context of building inscriptions the word epi~tu may sim-
ply carry its building-work connotation, so that epistu Sin means 'the 
building-work for Sin'. 1 
Less ambiguous and perhaps of weight in interpreting the first 
passage are the lines from a cylinder of Nebuchadnezzar which read: 
The care-taking of Esagila and Ezida and the 
renovation of Babylon and Borsippa which I 
'made excell everything done previously (~a eli 
sa mahri usatiqu), I completed outstandingly 
well(askunam ana resetim}. The care-taking of 
the sacred phces of the great gods, which I made 
surpass that done by the kings my forefathers (sa 
eli sarrani abbeja usatiru), all my excellent~ 
-.works (kala epsetij a siiqurati) I inscribed on a 
stele(ina nari astur) and conserved for posterity 
(ukin ahratas). All my works which I have inscribed 
on the stele may the wise read and let him contin-
ually take thought for the glory of the gods(muda 
litammar tanitti ilani lihtassas). The building~ 
.work on the cult-centres{episti mabazi) of the gods 
and goddesses which my ·great lord Marduk sent me to 
.-do(uma"aranni) and which my heart urged me on to do 
(usadkanni) reverently(palhis) without interruption 
his task I completed(la battil usallam sipirsu) 
2 
There are three basic assertions in this summary. Firstly, the 
king has outdone his predecessors; secondly, he has perservered with 
his divine commission and fulfilled it completely; thirdly, he has 
made records. All this is clear. The debtate turns on the exact mo-
tivation of the record-making. 
Recently Albrektson has undertaken to defend the royal inscrip-
tions as being ad majorem dei gloriam • He subscribes to the view that 
1. Moran's exegesis of the Barran inscription lines quoted has it 
that 'the view of Nabonidus that all of his accomplishments even 
his building activities were in reality the work of Sin here finds 
its most articulate expression' (Or '28, 1959 ,p. 135). · 
2. NBK, 102ff Nbk 13/III,7 Col 2:72ff. For bibliography, see Berger, 
292. The verbs etequ, wataru & deku appear in the s-theme; suqurati 
is the superlative Adjective fromroot waqaru; kanu & waru are used 
in the D-theme (waru in late Babylonian is mainly based on m'r with 
a D-theme meaning of 'to commission', GAG 106(£); basasu is in its 
Gtn-theme; ana resetim is not 'according to instructions'(Langdon), 
but from restu I, AHw., 972 'Anfang, Spitze,Qualitat' with the phrase 
ana reStU Sakanu meaning 1bescnderS gut gestal ten I o ··~ 
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the inscriptions were primarily intended for the eyes of the gods, 
and says: 
And in a text where the king does expect his in-
scriptions to be read by men and states this ex-
plici tly, he does not boast of his exploits and 
take the credit to himself but records the ad 
maioraem dei gZor>iam 
He then quotes the central lines of the passage quoted above from 
Nebuchadnezzar. Since he is referring to both Assyrian and Babylonian 
inscriptions, this could hardly carry the point, for as was noted the 
Assyrian inscriptions appear in various forms such as stelae planted 
on foreign soil with an explicit public display motive and a glorifi-
cation of the king incorporated. Further, a careful examination of 
the Nebuchadnezzar passage reveals serious problems with this mode of 
interpretation. In fact, Albrektson takes note that it has been used 
to prove the contrary to his point, for in a footnote he remarks: 
J. H&G, 42ff. Compare and contrast Lambert's assessment - 'Most rulers 
wanted posterity to be informed of their achievements, and royal 
inscriptions are connnonly written with this in view' (OTS 17, 1968, 
65-72 "Destiny & Divine Intervention in Babylon & Israel" ,p. 70). 
Note also that Albrektson's use of Olm.stead's phrase on Assyrian 
historiography - 'developed from the building inscription and not 
from the boast of the soldier'- is misleading, since Olmstead goes 
on to emphasise that glorification of the king was a scribal motive:. 
later editions not onlyanitted important facts but 
'corrected' the earlier recitals for the greater 
glory of the router, real or nominal ••• we should 
never forget that these are official documents •.• 
all the greater must be our suspicion that they 
have concealed the truth when it was not to the 
advantage of the monarch glorified 
(Olmstead: Ass.Historiog.,p. 64 italics mine) 
See further the Introduction to the Assyrian royal inscriptions on 
page lff above. 
·-------
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Oddly enough Mowinkel quotes this particular passage 
in support of the view 'dass die Inschriften ••• · das --
Verdiens t des Urhebers vor den Gotternhervorheben 
wollen'. There are. certainly some passages on which 
such a claim could be based, but I cannot find that 
Nebuchadnezzar here speaks of his own merits before 
Lhe gods: on the contrary he gives_the credit to them. 1 
.219. 
cClose attention to the wording of the original affords reasons 
.for rejecting Albrektson' s interpretation. Firstly, the phrases eli 
sa mahri usatiqu and eli sarrani abbeja usatiru are characteristic in 
~esopotamian royal inscriptions. In the Nee-Babylonian corpus they are 
of course confined to building operations, whereas in the wider scope · 
"of .. the Assyrian :records .they are .applied ,t-0 .diplomatic, military and 
. .exploratory ventures. Such s.tock phrases are cf.ten historically un--
_justified, though in the case -of Nebuchadnezzar his claims to ·exten-
.• .:.sive .building in· the _capital .. are justified .• ,rn .. bo.th Assyrian :and .Baby-
iltonian inscriptions., the renown of the ·:monarch is to the fore .whenever 
''these phrases are used, and their frequency is some indication that 
:ihe glorification of the king was .a constant aim of the record making, 
;;even if .this be qualified by its .being the king qua elect or .repre-
· .sentati ve of the gods. Using a ·poetic-like parallelism, the Precatives 
in the lines muda litammar-ma tanitti ilani.libtassas address the 
.subsequent generations - not the gods at this point.. The Gtn-theme of 
amaru-'to see' has the sense here of 'to read over and over again', 
that is to internalise the king's words as the Gtn-theme of hasasu -
'-to think' indicates with its meaning 'to continually reflect upon, 
to .meditate upon'. Tanittu, the Feminine abstract Noun from nadu, 
na'adu II -'to praise', is probably rendered better by 'praise' than 
glory' .and the phrase as a whole transla·ted 'let him continually take 
thought for (what is appropriate for) the praise of the gods'. 
Nebuchadnezzar thus addresses the religious experts and-points 
to his building workd as the praise of the gods in bricks. Note that 
·epistu occurs three times in the passage quoted and is each time 
clearly the king's work not the gods' work (twice it has the 1st Sing 
l 
suffix attached, epset:ija), and is explicitly the stated subject 
matter of the whole inscription. Also this work of the king is 
J. H&G, 43 note 6 • 
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suqurati - 'excellent, outstanding' • Nebuchadnezzar is therefore 
holding himself up to posterity as a paradigm of piety. The wise will 
acknowledge that what he has done was appropriate to the service of 
the gods, and that he has set a standard which none of his predeces-
sors has attained. This is the spirit of the inscription. It is the 
king and his works that stand enshrined in the inscription for pos-
terity and before the gods for their blessing. No attempt can subse-
quently by-pass the life and works of king Nebuchadnezzar. 
As further confirmation of the public attention motive we may 
point to the use of the phrase ana tabrati -'for the beholding, as a 
spectacle' from the verbal root baru I - 'to see'. Its use in connec-
tion with the palace indicates its thrust when temple restoration is 
involved. For example, writing about his palace Nebuchadnezzar says: 
I· 
that li:ouse I made for the beholding/ as a spectacle 
(ana tabrati) and for the people of the worli(kissat 
nise) to gaze upon (ana dagalu) with opulence(lule) 
I filled it. Potent(balti), awesome(uzzu) and numi-
nous things(pulubti), the awe-inspiring splendour 
of my royalty (melamme sarriiti) I scattered around 
its environs.(NBK,138 Nbk 15/ZylFrgm III,l 9:29ff) 
There is no doubt about the tenor of this passage. The king in-
tended there to be an overwhelming effect on all who caught sight of 
his magnificent palace. Similarly, world acclaim seems clearly to 
figure in the motives for temple restoration in the following lines: 
a temple after the pattern of Ebabbarra with jubi-
lation and rejoicing I indeed made and raised its 
pinnacle like a mountain(kima sad1m resisu lu ullim) 
For my lord Marduk as in the days of old I erected 
it as a spectacle (ana tabrati) 
(Nbp 1/Zyl III,I Col 3:19ff) 
the temple(Ezida) I suitably beautified(asmis udammiq) 
and for a spectacle(ana tabrati) I filled it with 
opulence. (Nbk 15/Zyl III, I Col 3:62ff) 
its (Ebabbari:a' s) utensils I adorned with. silver and 
gold, as a spectacle I filled it with opulence; the 
inscription of my name alongside the inscription of 
Naram-Sin's name, a former king, I set up within it. 
(Nbd 2/Zyl II,4 Col 1:25ff) 
The same phrase ana tabrati -'as a spectacle' which Nebuchdnezzar 
used about his palace is used here by Nabopolassar, Nebuchadnezzar and 
Nabonidus in the passages quoted above. The temples stood as witnesses 
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not only to the glory of the gods .but also to the acclaim of the man-
.arch. Their effect is attested by the ancient historian Herodotus who 
was deeply impressed by the buildings of Babylon and described them 
for the classical world. 1 
In drawing to a close this discussion of tradition, piety, merit 
.and renown in the Neo-Babylonian royal inscriptions, another look at 
occidental presuppositions may account for differing evaluations of 
the motivations of the kings. The characteristic phrase ana tabrati 
in the Babylonian corpus has a semantic equivalent in the Greek phrase 
pros to theathenai whose context may be the source of the perhaps un-
··Cons cious apologetic tone in Albrektson '.s discussion: 
Be careful not to make a show of your religion 
before men; if you do, no reward awaits you in 
.. your Father's house in heaven. (Matt 6: I NEB) 
If this principle that the value of good deeds is vitiated by their 
:pub1ic display colours an occidental scholar's approach to Mesopota-
lllian royal inscriptions he will likely attempt to play down the self-
.. presentation and aggrandisement in those texts in an attempt to give 
them as sympathetic a hearing as possible. Analysis has shown that 
this self~praise motif is present both explicitly and implicitly, but 
analysis does not prove that the Mesopotamians thought it inconsistent 
for their records to plead the king's merits before the gods and simul-
taneously keep one eye on posterity. There is no obligation whatsoever 
to justify the royal practice of religion according to the canons of 
good taste in Western culture or according to Christian theology. That 
1. See Herodotus: The Histories Book I, 178ff, and note the spirit of 
the passage describing the image of Bel: 
In the temple of Babylon there is a second shrine 
lower down, in which is a great sitting figure of 
Bel, all of gold on a golden throne~ supported on 
a base of gold, with a golden table standing beside 
it. I was told by the Chaldeans that, to make all 
this, more than twenty-two tons of gold were used. 
(A.de Selincourt: Herodotus, the Histories, Penguin 
Classics, 1954 reprinted, page 87) 
The lule has worked its effect ! 
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the records speak for themselves at this point and that the pious 
deeds of the Neo-Babylonian kings were efficacious in securing the 
intervention of the gods on their behalf according to their testi-
mony is of fundamental importance in the theological exegesis of the 
sword in the imperial records to which we now turn. 
(b) The Form of the Inscriptions in relation to the Exegesis. 
Several options are open regarding the organ:i satiort of the 
relevant material for theological exegesis. Analysis could proceed 
chronologically treating each inscription individually, but this 
would be repetitious and tedious since the Ne~Bcbylonian corpus 
shows little variety in either form or contents and the use of stock 
phrases along traditional lines means that there is little fresh lit-
erary creative effort to clothe the basic theological iaeas during the 
period. It seems preferable therefore to group the material for 
exegesis under categories which are the most utilitarian though it 
will be a mixture of form and content. 
This decided, a very brief sketch of the predomiant form found 
in the Neo-Babylonian corpus may now be given, and reference made to 
the work of P-R.Berger where full details may be found on the liter-
1 
ary s.tructure and style as well as the historical information • 
1. P-R.Berger: Die Neubabylonischen Konigsinschriften, AO/AT 4.1, 
Verlag, 1973 abbreviated Berger throughout. Full bibliography is 
given on each inscription covering physical details, copies, trans-
literations, commentaries, historical details and so on. The second 
volume promised with the fresh translations and transliterations 
has not been available in the preparation of this study, where re-
liance has had to be made on the basic editio.n by Langdon. This 
latter edition(NBK)cited under the abbreviation VAB 4 is the ref-
erence work for CAD & AHw, so that Langdon's numbering of the in-
scriptions needs to be cited in any case. 
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With few exceptions, the Nee-Babylonian inscriptions follow a 
.standard pattern or form which is made up from the following units: 
A: Royal Titulary 
B: Election Formula 
C: .Building Project 
·n: Concluding Prayer 
This form is used for both short and long inscriptions. In two-columned 
inscriptions, A may be limited to the name plus 'king of Babylon', B 
omitted or greatly abbreviated, C occupying the major space with D 
limited to a single general request for blessing~ Three-columned in-
-scriptions display the full form in its simplest use, while inscrip-
'tions of ten columns or_ more have rather fuller versions of A and B 
prefaced to CJ, C2, C3, etc. The concatenation of building projects 
-accounts for the length, while the Concluding Prayer may match the 
c~yal Titulary and Election Formula in being-more ample -than in ·a three 
-•"'Columned piece. 
;Each _unit of the ,form is _introduced :by .a s.totk -phrase. Hence, A 
opens with the king's -name(RN) and .closes with the 1st .Sing Personal 
:Pronoun anaku. Between RN ••• anaku lies a list .of stock phrases con-
-''°Veying the prestige of the king as .darling of the gods and hero among 
1 
men. The king's father may be mentioned; for example, Nebuchadnez-
zar closes his Royal Titulary--
RN sar Babili ••.• aplu a~aridu sa dNabu-aplu-usur 
sar Babilam anaku (Nbk 1/Zyl III,3) . 
An exception to this opening formula is provided by Nabopolassar's 
three-columned inscription which begins with a dedication formula -
ana dMarduk •.• belija RN .•• anaku (Nbp I/Zyl III,1). 
The Election Formula is introduced by the conjuriction eniima -' 
"when ••• ', and relates how the king was chosen by the gods because of 
his great piety towards them - the invariable explanation of acces-
sion. Evert the usurping of the throne is turned to good effect by this 
means. Thus the first Chaldean king stressed that he was 'the son of a 
nobody' to prove that his elevation to the throne was due to his out-
J. See Berger, 72ff for lists of the royal epithets used by each 
monarch and for discussion of them. 
·------
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d • . ] stan ing piety. So too did the last king of the Empire some seventy 
years later, though it was accepted that he had ruled against the 
will of the gods after his humiliating defeat at the hands of Cyrus 
the Great. 2 Completing the Election Formula after the eniima clause 
describing divine election follows a series of clauses introduced by 
anaku which give the response of the king to his election and how he 
gave his heart wholly to the service of the gods. 
The ~pecific Building Project is then introduced either by the 
conjunction iniimisu -'at that time', or more abruptly with the name 
of the building (BN). The considerable detail of this record accounts 
for the overall length of the inscription. 
The Concluding Prayer terminates the inscription, and is abruptly 
introduced by a divine name(DN) iri the.vocative, e~ 'O Shamash •••• ', 
or else introduced by the phrase ana DN ••• umma -'to DN ••• thus(I prayed)'. 
Exceptionally, the prayer is replaced by a royal injunction to a fu-
ture prince who might light upon the cylinder. J Notable is the absence 
of Curse Formulae which were so much part of protective clauses for 
documents from Sumerian times. Occasional positive injunctions to 
read and replace do appear. 
Allusions to the sword appear in each of the literary units A, B, 
C and D. Though reference will be made in passing to the form cate-
gory during exegesis, the analysis will not proceed on the basis of 
form but rather on the basis of content and context. 
1. Nbp 4/Zyl II,8 Col 1:4 & 10 mar la manmanim ••• jasi 9a-Orim sa ina 
ina nisim la uttu, iniima ina mi9biriitja mar la manmanim: 'son of a 
nobody .•• as for me I was little, one who was not visible among the 
people', 'when in my obscurity as the son of a nobody ••• ' 
2. 'I (am) Nabonidus, who have not the honour(?) of (being a) somebody, 
and kingship is not within me' (Nbd Harran 2 Col 1:8f by C.J.Gadd: 
AnSt 8(1958), 56). Compare S.Smith:BHT,pls. v-x,p. 83ff; ANET,312ff. 
3. Nbp 4/Zyl I,2 Col 1:31 mannamma sarru ina mati-ma lii aplu lii mar 
mari aliku arkija:'whatever king(there be) in the land, and whether 
it be heir or grandson who follows after me ••• '. Instructions follow • 
.. --------
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PART II: A: The Sword in Historical Passages •. 
. A. J: Nabopolassar and the Fall of Assy,ria. - -·~; ~ . 
Though i~ is true that the Neo-Babylonian corpus of royal in-
scriptions contains to Annals of international events, there are 
nevertheless a number of historical references to empire and the 
.sword. Allusions to the defeat of the .Assyrians which inaugurated the 
Neo-Babylonian Empire provide valuable historical-theological insights. 
Three passages allude to Nabopolassar 's victory and the final 
extinction of the Assyrian Empire, so accurat.ely recorded by the Baby-
lonian Chronicle, and vividly portrayed in later Greek and Jewish 
histories. 1 Yet the general in the field makes but passing reference 
to the events which put him on the throne, and gives all the credit to 
his gods. Nothin~ could emphasise so well the ·contrast of the Baby-
~.:J.onian and Assyrian scribal .prac:tices .• Two,--0£ ·the passages run 
.RN ••• anaku 
•eniima ina qibitim 
Nabu u Marduk 
naram sarriitija 
u kakki danni 
ia Girra rasubbu 
mustabriqu za'arija 
Sub arum anaru 
massu utirru 
.ana tilli u karme 
iniimi~u BN ••• 
.RN ••• anaku 
·eniima Samas 
belu rabu 
idaj a illiku-ma 
[Subarum aJnaru 
[u mat za'aJrija 
[utirruJ .ana tilli 
Iu kaJrme iniimB"u ana DN ••• BN 
Nabopolassar ••• am I. When at the decree of Nabu and 
Marduk the one who loves my kingship and with the 
mighty weapons of Girra the terrible who blasts my 
foes, the Assyrians I annihilated and turned their 
1and into mounds and ruins, then :at that time Etemenanki 
••• II Nabopolassar .••• am I. When the great lord Shamash 
went at my side, and I annihilated[the AssyriansJ[and 
turned the land of my enemies] into mounds [and ruins], 
then at that time to Belit of Sippar ••• E'edinna 
,(Nbp IIZyl III,1 Col 1:23ff & Nbp 3IZyl II,2 Col 1:21ff) 
1. See Wiseman: CCK, 50-69 for transliteration and translation of the 
relevant sections of the Babylonian Chronicle, and pages 5-27 for 
discussion and references to Berossus, Diodorus and Josephus. 
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Both passages follow on innnediately from the Royal Titulary (RN 
••• anaku), and are enclosed by the time indicators enuma ••• inumisu, 
the second of which simply gathers up the first as though what inter-
vened were in parenthesis and the scribe wished to hurry on to the 
important section of his inscriptions, namely the Building Project 
which differs in the two cylinders, one describes the work done on 
Etemenanki, the other on E'edinna at Sippar. In form, therefore, 
these his'torical passages are but introductions to the unit of the 
Building Project. 
The theology of the divine action is polytheistic, of course, and 
the divine functions are no more than very generally distinguished. 
Thus five gods are named - Marduk,Nabu, Shamash, Nergal and.Girra. 1 
The latter two are gods of plague and fire, or of warfare in general, 
and it is thus appropriate for them to be in the field, while Marduk 
as the supreme gbd of the pantheon and Nabu his son give the divine 
command to advance to victory. Shamash god of justice goes at the 
king's side. There may be some attempt at a division of labour among 
the gods, though this should not be pressed too hard and taken to im-
ply a coherent theology of divine action, for the scribe might equal-
ly well have have given the oracular command to Shamash, and made 
Ishtar or Marduk advance at the king's side. In the broken passage, 
Shamash appears by himself while the others are omitted, haphazardly 
it would seem, whereas in a third passage divine team-work is en-
visaged for Marduk sends Nergal to execute the task. What does emerge 
is the traditional Mesopotamian belief that their gods intervened, 
especially in battle, to grant an outcome which accorded with their 
will and the desires of their favorites - RN sa Girra rasubbu 
usaksidusu nizmassu:'whom Girra the terrible enabled to attain to his 
desires'. 2 
Victory is the outcome of divine election based on pious merit. 
Restoration work was the evidence of the ruler's piety. Seen in this 
light, it is comprehensible that the Mesopotamians regarded shrine-
I. Nbp 1, 3 & 4 - Marduk, Nabu, Girra; Shamash; Marduk, Nabu, Nergal. 
Note that the defeat of the Assyrians is being described in all three. 
2. Nbp 3/Zyl II,2 Col 1:13-14. For further references to the royal 
stock phrase nizmatu kasadu, see AHw., 799 • 
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building as a formula for empire. How far back were monarchs able to 
stand from this theological thought-pattern in their planning and in-
terpreting o.f political manceuvres in a .secular manner in terms of 
strategy, diplomacy and ecomomics ? This we may not be able to discern 
since the inner reckonings of the characters are cloaked as much as 
revealed by the traditional religious phraseology used in historical 
-documents • 
. 
The following passage also describing Nabopolassar's defeat of 
the Assyrians gives expression to the theological understanding of 
cause and event in terms_ of the king's piety., election, victories and 
-Ouilding works. We have no real basis for questioning Nabopolassar's 
--'Single-mindedness, and indeed the -more so since the passage lacks the 
-admissable bombast and slander. A longish -quotation from this cylinder 
;will convey its tone : 
inu.ma ina mishirutij a mar .1a manmanim .ina as rat DNN 
·belija astenf"kajjanum sa kunni par~·isunu u sullumi 
.kidudisunu itama kabittua ana kitt1 u misarim basa 
uznaja DN mudu libbi ilani sa same u irsetim sa 
takallat nisim ibarru kajjanum jasi l?a-O~im sa ina 
'.nisim la uttu sa libbija ibri-ma mati abbanu i1!rkunanni 
.ana risetim ana belut mati u niSim ittaba nibitja 
-usallik sedu dunqu ina idej a ina mimma eteppusu 
usallim 1!ripraja DN3 dandanni ilani usallik idaja inar 
ajjabija usamqit garija Assuru sa ultu Umi ruquti 
kullat nisim ibelu-ma ina nirisu kabti usazziqu nisim 
mati an8.ku ensum biznuqu muste'u bel beli ina emuqi 
gasrati sa DNN belija ultu GN sepesunu aprus-ma nirsunu 
usaddi inusu BN 
When in my insignificance as a son-of-a-nobody I was 
ever· seeking the advice of Nabu and Marduk, my lords, 
in truth - for my mind(liver) instructed me about the 
establishing of their rites and the completion of their 
shrines - to truth and justice were my ears open,(then) 
Marduk who knows the hearts of the gods of heaven and 
--c-earth, who truly beholds all people., beheld my heart -
I the insignificant who was not visible among the people 
- and over the land where I was born appointed me to 
supremacy, for the rule of land and people he named my 
name. He sent a good spirit to accompany me; in what-
ever I did he prospered my work. Nergal the most power-
f'ul of the gods he despatched to my side and he exter-
minated my enemies, felled my foes. The Assyrians who 
for ages had been the masters of all peoples arid who 
with their heavy yoke had wearied the people of the 
land, I the weak and humble worshiper of the lord of 
lords had cut off their foot from the land of Akkad 
by means of the gathered forces/mighty power of Nabu 
and Marduk my lords and had banished their yoke. At 
that time, BN •.••• 
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The form of this passage compares with that of the two previously 
quoted, enclosed as it is in the temporal framework eniima ••• inusu BN, 
and following the Royal Titulary RN.· •• anaku. 1 ·It is impressive for the 
way in which it presents the gods carrying through their will. The 
defeat of the Assyrians is seen as one step in this direction and as 
the outcome of the king's election. This in turn was the result of 
Marduk's insight. 
In ract this text focuses on a divine attribute of heart-sur-
veillance already encountered in connection with judgement in the As-
syrian Annals where the gods read the mind of rebellious vassals as 
they hatch plots against the suzerain. 2 Here there is a parallel with 
Yhwh's selection and election of David a younger brother and herd-boy 
'not visible among the people' from an-unpretentious family. His 
brother Eliab was outwardly more impressive, but Yhwh said to Samuel: 
Do not look on his appearance, or on the height of 
his stature, because I have rejected him; for the 
LORD sees not as man sees; man looks on the outward 
appearance, but the LORD looks on the heart (1 Sam 16: 7) 
Similarly, Marduk passed over those of standing because he was able 
to discern Nabopolassar's heart. The scope of Marduk's knowledge is 
both general - miidu lib bi ilani sa same u irsitie sa takallat ( ! ) nB'im 
ibarru kajjanum - and particular - ja~i ••• libbija ibri. It is referred 
to again in the concluding injunction addressed to future rulers -
1. Langdon notes the position of anaku at the end of line 4, and 
comments plausibly - 'it appears to be almost certain that the 
scribe has brought the word anaku-ma down from the line above 
although all three copies have it at the end of line 4' • Text 
and translation, Langdon, 56ff Nbp 4/Zyl I,2 Col 1:4-21. Note in 
the translation above 'seeking the advice of DNN' as opposed to 
Langdon's 'the sacred places of DNN' - see A.Goetze: JCS 19(1965), 
129ff note on asirtu • 
2. DNN ••• libbi PN eksu baranu ibru:'Ashur and Ishtar ••• examined the 
heart of Tammarit~ the stubborn rebel'(Rassam, 5:29ff). See Part I: 
C.8 Asb. section G:Divine Intervention,page 151 above. 
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Marduk my lord examines speech(mouth) and scans the 
mind(heart) (Nbp 4/Zyl I,2 Col I :35) 1 
229. 
Where the Babylonian inscriptions use the roots bafu,biafu II -'to 
examine, keep under surveillance' and baru I -'to see, discern' 
with ·.E!, and libbu, the Old Testament uses hQn -'to try, test',~ -
'to search, examine thoroughly' and less frequently r'h -'to see' with 
leb,lebab -'heart,mind' and kelayot -'kidneys, inmost being' as ob-
-. - 2 
3ect. 
1. Compare the election of Cyrus by Marduk: 
kullat matata kalisina ihit ibre-ma i~ti'ema malki 
isaru pibil libbi sa itt~~ qatussu 
(Marduk) examined all countries, the whole lot of them, 
(and) made an inspection: he looked for an upright king 
after his own heart who would take his hand. 
(BM.90920: l lf; 5R,pL 35; R.P.Dougherty: Nabonidus & Bel-
shazzar,New Haven,1929,p. 176; ANET,315) 
The roots batu & barU are used in parallel. Note that T.Fish:DOTT,92 
apparently=r;ads Tb'r'erna (CAD B, 116 baru A, l(a)l~) as ib-ri-~: 
ibrusu ='his friend,companion'. The verbal root as reflected in the 
translations, if not the transliterations of Dougherty and CAD ij, 160 
hatu,(2a), is no doubt correct here. 
2. For further examples of divine surveillance expressed with the roots 
baru & bat:u, see CAD B, 116 baru A, 1 (ra & b) and CAD H, 159f ~ 
(2a). Of particular interest is a text published by H.H.Figulla: Busi-
ness Documents of the New-Babylonian Period, UET 4,London,1949 No. 171 
given in transliteration and translation by W.von Soden: JAOS 71(1951), 
267f improving on a prior edition by Ebeling. Kudurru asks the deity 
Musteser-babli for vindication of an accusation brought against him , 
asking the god.to try his heart - libbi biri (line 13), and invoking 
curses upon himself if he is guilty, including the dropsy curse -
agannutilla seretka rabiti sa la pa~ari sussanni:'dropsy, your great 
penalty which cannot be got rid of, let me bear'(line 16; see CAD A.I, 
144 (a) curses for further references, and page 187f, Ash. section H: 
·The Fate of the Ade-Violator.) 
From the OT, note such passages as Psa 7:10, 26:2, 139:23; Jer 17: 
9£, Prov 17:3, Psa 95:9, Jer 12:3, 20:12 and 11:20 
--------
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In his survey Marduk noted two qualities about Nabopolassar 
:which counted towards his election - he was righteous towards the 
gods in planning for their rites and shrines (sa kunni par~isunu u 
sullumu kidudisunu itama), and in pious dependance upon their guidance 
he desired to rule justly (ana kitti u misarim basa uznaja). 1 The 
L .. Just rule was in theory if not in practice· strongly bound up with 
t:he king's accountability to his gods. Discussing the mesarum-act 
~f the early period, Wiseman says: 
It may be further argued that the mearum-act was an 
essential element in the procedure whereby a king 
established his royal authority .over the land on 
· . .accession. He ordained 'justice' for the land 
(mesarum sakanu) and demonstrated his .quality as a 
·ruler according to law (sar mesarim) •••.• The so- . 
:c_called· 'law-codes', including that of Haiilmurabi, were i. • 
. .no.t :themselves the written record oi the mes arum-act •' 
.;-t;hough they presupposed such .an activity. Finkelstein 
has shown that they were composed .late in the reign as 
.a -,yoy al apologia, a witness to the king's conduct of 
affairs as Sar mesarim. This will explain why the Stele 
.bearing the portrait and laws of Hammurabi and named 
sar mesarim was set up within Esagil, the temple of 
;Marduk, to be the written witness to the deity of the 
lcnng's oral decisions. The prologue and epilogue and 
. thus the laws, were addressed to the deity and not to 
the people, they were a report on the exercise of the 
·royal wisdom(emqum) recorded also for the benefit of 
~uccessors with a plea to continue the same legal 
practices. (D.J.Wiseman: JSS 7(1962), 161-172 "The Laws 
of Hammurabi Again", p. 163& 168) . 
On the technical misarum-act, see too F.R.Kraus: Ein Edikt des Konigs 
Ammisaduqa von Babylon, SD 5 ,Leiden, 1958 and J .J .Finkelstein: JCS 15 
(1961), 91-104 "Ammisaduqa's Edict & the Babylonian 'Law Codes"', 
while for further references see AHw., 659f misarum -'Gerechtigkeit' 
and CAD K, 468££.kittu, especiallyl(b},1; & 2;, p. 470 for both 
·general and technical asssociations of the king with justice• 
In Israel, the just rule of Yhwh was to be imitated by his anoint-
ed who was instructed in this out of the Torah. Cf. 'So David reigned 
~ver all Israel; and David administered justice and equity(Coseh 
mi~pat u9edaqah) to all his people' (2 Sam 8:15); Deut 17:18-20 & 
1 Sam JO: 25; Psa .9: 7f & Psa 45:6£. Note the use of the Heb. nouns miser 
& meysarim from the verbal root ysr -'to be straight,right' cognate 
with Akk. eseru & miSaru. Akk. kit~ pL kinatu from root kanu cognate 
with Heb. root kun has no philological Heb. countepart but semantic 
equivalents 'emet& iedeq/~edaqah often in parallel, while 'emet & 
hesed in parallel are frequent with Godward reference. 
··-..__ 
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imagery of the 'open ear' which expresses an attentive and receptive 
attitude before the deity is familiar in the Old Testament, as is the 
1 
negative attitude expressed by the 'closed ear' • Humility and 
righteousness are associated in Nabopolassar's self-portrait. 
Further comparing the election of Nabopolassar with David's 
election to the throne of Israel, we may note the semantic parallels 
in Samuel's words to Saul: 'Yhwh has sought out(biqqes) a man after 
his own h~art('is kilebabo) and has appointed him to be prince(lenagid) 
over his people' (1 Sam 13:-14). The picture is of Yhwh sifting through 
Israel, scanning the hearts ·of all until he found David whose inner 
character accorded with his will. The replacement of Saul by David 
parallels the replacement of Nabonidus by Cyrus; who was to be trusted 
to carry through Marduk's will as a man after Marduk's heart(malki 
isaru bibil libbi). The dynamic results.are no doubt just as much in 
mind as the inner character, for both Nabopolassar and David had the 
task of delivering the people from enemy oppression, while Saul like 
Nabonidus was regarded as having failed militarily and by cultic ab-
erration. 
David's election marks a break in the succession - a fact which 
was never forgotten by the embittered remnants of the house of Saul, 
and which sprang to the lips of Shimei as a curse in the time of Ab-
salom' s rebellion. Nabopolassar used the dynastic break to great 
effect, underlining it, the open field of _choice and his personal in-
significance. Although there appears to have been no formal adoption 
in Saul's day of the principle of dynastic succession, the curses of 
Shimei and the history make it clear that a theological apologia for 
David's elevation to the throne was imperative. In fact at no point 
in the book of Samuel is this apologia given, though it is conveyed 
silently through the unfolding narrative and through Samuel's pro-
phetic word and actions. Did David himself ever write in like vein to 
Nabopolassar drawing attention to his piety as the cause of his elec-
tion ? At least one passage deserves attention in this connection, 
I. Note for instance the character of the Servant: 'Morning by 
morning (God) wakens/ he wakens my ear/ to hear as those who are 
taught/ The Lord GOD has opened my ear/ and I was not rebellious/ 
I turned not backward (Isa 50:4f) in marked contrast to Israel -
Isa 48:8 'From of old your ear has not been open' • 
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and it has been given a context somewhat parallel in that the victory 
song over enemies including Saul ascribed to David and involving the 
.celebration of Yhwh 's intervention and success with the sword has 
been set in the historiography of the book of Samuel and when David 
could reckon himself in full control of his empire! A moral aphorism 
in general terms conveys the same flavour of righteouness and humble 
dependence. on God as encountered in Nabopolassar's .inscription: 
·:With the loyal (qasid) thou dost show thyself loyal; 
with the blameless man thou dost show thyself blameless; 
:With the pure thou dost show thyself pure, 
-and with the crooked thou dost show thyself perverse. 
(2 Sam 22:26f) 
Immediately before this general conclusion, the poet speaks in 
.personal terms of;fering an explanation as to why Yhwh took his part: 
"He,4elivered me because he delighted in me(hape$ bi); 
Yhwh rewarded me according to my righteousness(kesideqati); 
.,.according to the cleanness of my hands he recompensed me. 
For I have kept the ways of Yhwh, 
and have not wickedly departed from my God. 
For all his ordinances were before me, 
and from his statutes I did not turn aside. 
I was blameless(tamim) before him, 
and I kept myself from guilt • 
. Therefore Yhwh has recompensed me according to my 
righteousness(kesideqati), 
according to my cleanness(kebori) in his sight. 
(2 Sam 22:20-25) 
1. Since it is the concepts which are being compared the problems of 
composition and dating are not critical here, but Eissfeldt's words 
may be quoted as representative of modern scholarship: 
·against this possibility (a question of source-criticism) must 
be set the normal dating of both passages in the late pre-
exilic period or even later, a dating based upon substantial 
grounds ••• But it may be that these two songs, like many other 
OT songs, and in particular those in the Psalter, are consid-
erably older than is usually assumed, and then they could be 
assigned to one of the older narrative works, as· seems to be 
the case with the Song of Moses in Deut 32:1-43 
In one or two cases, as for example with Psa 18(=2 Sam 22), 
the possibility does not seem to be quite excluded that we 
have a composition which really does go back to David. 
( OEissfeldt:OTI, 279 & 452) 
See Cross & Freedman:JBL 72(1953),15-34 "A Royal Song of Thanksgiving, 
2 Sam 22 = Psa 18", p. 20 - 'A 10th century date for the· poem is not at 
all improbable'; Albright: Y/GC, 22 -'10th century in agreement with 
the tradition'. 
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That the poet spoke as a king and not merely as a warrior is revealed 
in verses 44-46 which describe the submission to vassaldom of foreign 
peoples, and with these verses should be compared the wording of the 
epilogue in which Yhwh is praised for giving great victories to his 
king(malko) and demonstrating his covenant love(Qesed) to his anointed 
(me~iho), king David. 1 
It seems then that there are grounds for comparison of the elec-
tion apologia in the biblical -song and the Nabopolassar inscription 
with the proviso that it is the reasons for election that are com-
pared in general terms rather than the supposition being made that 
there is a synoptic view of righteousness and duty towards the deity 
in the two religious systems. In Nabopolassar's view he was elected 
to build or renovate shrines for the pantheon, whereas David was in 
fact specifically prohibited from the building of the Temple in Jeru-
salem, and that 6n the grounds of his success as a warrior. 2 It is 
indeed of the essence of the Old Testament's presentation that the 
limitations and failures of its leading figures are recorded at the 
same time as their call and connnissioning by Yhwh are affirmed. Thus 
Moses did not enter the promised land; David did not build the Temple. 
David's reasons for not building the Temple would sound strange on 
the lips of a Mesopotamian king, and it is of paramount importance to 
- a methodology that risks comparisons to note divergences as well. 3 
1. Cross and Freedman find the mention of David as suspicious, but 
argue that mesiho -'his anointed' 'is not at all out of place in 
an early psalm'(art.cit.,34 note 116). 
2. But God said to me,'You may not build a house for my 
name, for you are a warrior and have shed blood.' Yet 
Yhwh God of Israel chose me from all my father's house 
to be king over Israel for ever. (i Chron 28:3f) 
I had it in my heart to build a house to the name of 
Yhwh my God.But the word of Yhwh came to me,saying,'You 
have shed much blood and have waged great wars; you shall 
not build a house to my name, because you have shed so 
much blood before me upon the earth •• '(1 Chron 22:7f) 
3. The restricting oracle remains paradoxical,for David's wars were 
waged at the directive and in the name of Yhwh who granted the 
victor:irus outcome according to the OT (c~ 2 Sam 8:14 'And Yhwh 
gave victory to David wherever he went', a summary statement which 
embraces victories over Philistines, Arameans, Moabites & Edomites, 
the fate of the latter two being particularly bloody). 
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. With respect to temple building, Solomon's election makes a 
closer parallel to Nabopolass ar 's than does ·David's 
'It is Solomon your son who shall build my house · 
and my courts, for I have chosen him to be my son 
.and I will be his father' ••• 'And you Solomon my 
son, know the God of your father, and serve him 
with a whole heart and a willing mind; for Yhwh 
·searches all hearts (ki kol-lebabot dores DN) and 
··understands every plan and thought(wekol-yei;;er 
matia~abot mebin) ( 1 Chron 28::6 .& 9) 
234 • 
Amid a repertoire of covenantal terminology, election and temple 
:building are indissoluably linked reinforced by repetition. 1 Mili-
·-i:ary s.ipremacy, expressed in the promise of ·1 Chron 22:9 'I will give 
·him peace from all his enemies round -about' is regarded as a gift 
fr·om the deity as in Nabopolassar's .inscription, and in Solomon's 
- t:ase merely as i~cidental, a factor·ensuring favorable circumstances 
f-0r the building of the Temple for-,which Solomon was elected (I Chron 
..12:10) • ..Again the heart-surveillance_by Yhwh is a most prominent 
:part of the electoral procedure. 
'.Thus it is possible to· draw ·parallels between Nabopolassar' s 
--·theological interpretation of history and the sword and his election 
and some of the Old Testament's theological historiography, yet both 
have their remarkable features, the Old Testament in its paradoxical 
but clearly implied judgement that the sword and bloodshed is incom-
2 patible with a sanctified worship of Yhwh; the inscription of Nabo-
polassar in its passing over of astounding political and military 
events with a ·circumstantial allusion, and its absence of self-glori-
fication on that score. 
1. Note the construction of I Chron 28:10 where election (DN ba~ar be) 
-and temple building (libnot-bayit) are linked by the Infinitive Con-
struct with Lamed construction expressing the purpose of election. 
2. Is this based on Gen 9:6, where a sanctity is set on human life 
because man is created in the image of God ? 
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Nabopolassar goes on to conclude his inscription with another 
memorable theological insight which appears to be a summary of his 
own imperial faith. The lines replace the usual Concluding Prayer 
and carry the following injµnction to suaessors: 
manammu sarru ina mati-ma lu aplu lu mar mari 
8.1.iku arkija sa DN ana belut mati inabbu zikirsu 
sa emuqu u danani e tasdud ana libbika asrat DNN 
• site'e-ma linaru garika (Nbp 4/Zyl I,2 Col 1 :31-34) 
Whoever the king is over the land a~er me whether 
heir or grandson whom Marduk names for suzerainty 
over the land, do not incline your mind(heart) to 
power(forces) and might; seek the direction of Nabu 
and Marduk, and let them annihilate your enemies. 
It is after this injunction that the reminder is given that Marduk 
discerns word an~ thought (ibatu pim ibarri libbi, line 35), and then 
follow lines carrying an aphorism comparable to the biblical cim-hasid 
tithassad :'with the loyal thou dost show thyself loyal'(2 Sam 22:26). 
sa itti DN kinu ikunna isdasu 
sa itti apal DN kinu ulabbar ana darati (lines 36f) 
He who is steadfast to Bel, 
his foundation shall be/is firm; 
He who is steadfast to the son of Bel, 
shall endure/endures to eternity. 
Nabopolassar himself was 'the weak and humble worshiper of the 
lord of lords' (line 19), who 'sought the advice of Nabu and Marduk' 
(line 5), and hence enjoins his successor to 'seek the guidance of 
Nabu and Marduk'(line 34)~ This leads him to make a strong prohibition 
against reliance on the 'arm of the flesh' - sa emuqu u danani e 
tasdud ana libbika • The root sadadu is a vigorous one with the basic 
meaning of 'to pull, drag, draw', here used in the negative Optative 
construction,~ + 2Masc.Sing. Preterite - 'Mayest thou not ••• ' • 
The positive affirmation follows with the Precative of the root naru, 
neru -'to annihilate', with the Precative not being a wish - 'O, may 
they annihilate ••• ', but rather an asseverative - 'Truly, they will 
annihilate ••• / and they really will annihilate ••• ' • So there is a 
J. For a~irtu -'direction,guidance,advice,counsel', as opposed to 
asirtu,eiertu,iiertum -'shrine', see A.Goetze: JCS 19(1965),130. 
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~onditicin in positive and negative terms - depend on the gods, do 
-<not .depend on or strive for power - . and a guaranteed result. Success 
with the sword lies with the gods~ Lines 36f read like a quotation 
from a hymn to Marduk with their parallelism. Here we have the oppo-
$ite stated to the many treaty curses which threaten deracination, 
the crumbling away of an untrue· kingdom to sand, the overturning of 
the throne, the extermination of lineage, etc. The blessing is an 
:enduring ., foundation', which in context of course means 'throne' and 
-~ <iynas ty ' , a this-worldly form of eternal life in which the name, 
'fame, status and offspring of the monarch live and on. 1 on 
:Besides the parallels to David's Song of Thanksgiving (2 Sam 22), 
.. ,we may note how familiar is Nabopolassar's injunction against 
reliance on human resources for power to readers of the Old Testament. 
.To quote only on~ passage, we may draw attention to the words of 
,_.;;Nabopolassar's .contemporary, Jeremiah: 
'arur haggeber 'aser yib~ati ba'adam 
,,~esam basar zeroCo Umin-Yhwh yasUr libbo 
Cursed is the man who trusts in man 
and makes flesh his arm, 
whose heart turns away from Yhwh. 
(Jer 17:5) 
If, as seems prob ab le, Nabopolassar is basing his theology of 
trust in Marduk on his own experience of victory over the Assyrians, 
then one could compare this historical theology with the theology 
-0£ salvation which flowed out of Israel's deliverance from bondage 
to :the Egyptians, which was the cornerstone of festival, law arid 
prophets alike. For example, it is on the basis of the Exodus that 
·the theological hope of a New Exodus is formulated in Isaiah. 2 In the 
brief inscription of Nabopolassar, there is no place for the theo-
logical development of the theme but the parallel of a national 
deliverance experienced historically and interpreted theologically 
which in turn becomes the foundation for faith in future divine 
1. See ~' 393 isdu (2) a & b for references to i~du + kussu/sarriitu • 
2. See, for example, B.W.Andersonis essay "Exodus Typology in Second 
Isaiah" in Israel's Prophetic Heritage, 177-195,eds. Anderson & W. 
Harrelson, New York, 1962. 
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intervention is noteworthy. Granted this ~nderstanding of history, 
empire and the sword by Nabopolassar, it is evident that Albrektson 
is correct that there can be no fascile distinction drawn between 
Yhwh's believed action in historical events and what the Mesopotamian 
monarchs expected of their gods in terms of divine intervention. 
Before leaving Nabopolassar's inscription, one further passage 
from the Old Testament may be adduced for comparison to its presenta-
tion of the searching eye of Marduk, the vanity of arms, and the 
secret of the king's victory •. In Psalm 33 just such a pattern of 
associations is present. Beginning with the creation (verses 6-7) 
which took place at the divine word, the psalm asserts that Yhwh rules 
the nations, frustrating their counsel but bringing his own to pass 
(verses 10-12). He sits enthroned scanning the hearts of men, and in 
particular marking the king to see whether he is relying on the mach-
_ines of war or on his God. 
Yhwh looks down(hibbit) from heaven, 
he sees(ra'ah) all the sons of men; 
from where he sits enthroned he looks forth(hi~giaQ.) 
on all the inhabitants of the earth, 
he who fashions(hayyo~er) the hearts of them all 
and observes(hammebin) all their deeds. 
A king is not saved by his great .army(berab bayil); 
a warrior is not delivered by his great strength(~). 
The war horse is a vain hope for victory(litesuCah), 
and by its great might(heylo) it cannot save(yemallet) 
Behold the eye of Yhwh is on those who fear him(yere'ayw), 
and those who hope in his steadfast love, 
(lameyaQ.alim leoasdo) 
that he may deliver their soul from death, 
and keep them alive in famine. 
(Psa 33:13-19) 
Yhwh is the fashioner of the heart who discerns man's motives 
as well as their deeds. It is not the earthly king who is in control, 
but the deity who reigns as suzerain, so that the king who fears the 
deity has the hope of victory rather than the one who places his 
trust in hayil, koaQ., emuqu and danani. The psalmist and Nabopolassar 
draw close in their statements of imperial theology at this point. 
It is only a pity that the king who put an end to the empire of 
Assyria should have left so tantalisingly small a record of his 
theological interpretation of empire and the gods. It is nevertheless 
a significant one. 
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A.2: Nebuchadnezzar and the Conquest of Syria • 
. Nebuchadnezzar was not only the greatest builder and beautifier 
of Babylon, but also one of its greatest generals. Before he succeeded 
.his father to the throne, he had assumed responsibility for the army 
in the field, and indeed it was due to t:he battles fought under his 
leadership that the Nee-Babylonian Empire was abe in large measure to 
assume immediate control of Assyria's western holdings after her.col-
lapse. Again, it is surprising that Nebuchadnezzar makes :virtually no 
.mention of such historic events as the battle of Carchemish, the 
:.double investiture of Jerusalem, the crushing of Ascalon, the siege 
.!Of Tyre and other clashes to .the north ... Again, the Babylonian Chron-
,i-cle reveals that these historical events were recorded as they occur-
:red, but no scribe took up his stylus to compose an account glorifying 
;.Jtlng and gods • .In .the Building Inscriptions,, ",one general and .;one par-
'Jticular refe.rence to military campaigns o-remain. 
Following a practice as early as the time of Naram-Sin, which 
,:was ·emulated by Shalmaneser III at .the source .of the Tigris, Esar-
haddon at the Nahr-el-Kelb, Darius at .Behis.tun, Nebuchadnezzar in-
:scribed an account of his deeds on the rock faces of .the narrow Wadi-
Brissa in Syria, 1 on one side in Nee-Babylonian on the opposite in an 
archaising script. The gist of this is that he wished to build a tem-
ple using Lebanon's fragrant wood, claimed by imperial theology as 
'.the luxurious forest of Marduk'. However, 'a hos tile foreign king' 
(Jarru nakru ahu) controlled the area - perhaps a pharaoh or Phoe-
necian whose name might appear elsewhere., who was exploiting its re-
sources which according to Nebuchadnezzar's imperial theology was 
''.robbing (it of) its riches' • A further indictment was that 'its 
people were scattered, had fled to a far (away region)'. Presenting 
himself as Lebanon's liberator who 'made that country happy by eradi-
.:cating its enemy everywhere' and re-assembling its populace, Nebuchad-
--ne~zar speaks of organising his army for an expedition to the Lebanon 
'in the power of my lords Nabu and Marduk' (ina emiiqa DNN), a phrase 
1. See A.Malamat's essay "Campaigns to the Mediterranean by Iahdunlim 
& Other Early Mesopotamian Rulers",. Festschrift Lands berger, AS 16, 
p. 365-373. For modern translations of the Wadi Brissa inscription, 
see ANET, 307 by A.L.Oppenheim from which phrases abov~ are taken, 
and DOTT, i37f by T.Fish. See HKL 1,627 Weissbach:wadI Brisa and 
_Berg~nder the sigla W.Br. for bibliography. 
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standard to the vocabulary of empire and the gods, which is here left 
quite unelaborated and which is counterbalanced with the king's rather 
fuller record of his victory stele, the i:alam ~arrutija and the 
writing of 'an inscription mentioning my name' with the traditional 
injunctions to posterity following. 
Brief and formal as this text is, it speaks of an imperial theo-
logy clearly enough in which the king's role as temple builder fits 
hand in glove with his role as empire builder. Foreign territory and 
its resources are regarded as the legitimate domain of Marduk, while 
the king is concerned to present himself as wielding the sword justly, 
in this instance as a liberator for the oppressed indigenous populace. 
If Nebuchadnezzar reflected on the names, fates and theologies of the 
previous imperialists whose inscriptions he encountered on the far 
flung marching routes of the western kingdoms, he has taken those 
royal thoughts ih silence to the grave. 
The second of Nebuchadnezzar's texts with references to his 
military exploits is a ten-columned fnscription which echoes the 
traditional phraseology but which departs slightly from the set form 
in that the Election Formula which follows the Royal Titulary is ex-
panded, first by reference to the king's conception and birth and his 
elevation to the throne after which a prayer to Marduk 1s included 
which touches the heigh ts of Babylonian theology. This in turn is 
followed by a resume of conquest, tribute and the prosperity of Baby-
lon under the king's just rule, before the usual Building Project is 
introduced by the standard phrase ina BN ••• 
The pre-natal election of Nebuchadnezzar echoes that of Jeremiah: 
i~tu ibnanni belu ilu irua DN ibsimu nabniti ina 
ummi eniima aldaku abbanu an8.ku asrati ili asteni 
alakti ili irteneddi sa DN belu rabu ilu banija 
epsetusu na.k.lati elis attanadu · 
(Nbk 15/Zyl III, 1 Col 1 :23-32) 
Af'ter the lord my divine begetter made me, Marduk 
had built my structure within my mother, when I 
was born, was created, I continually sought the 
guidance of the gods, the way of the. gods I followed 
ever; as regards Marduk, the great lord, the god, my ma-
ker to his artistic work I continu~ly paid attention. 
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Now the word of Yhwh came to me saying: 
Before I formed you in the womb I knew you 
and before you were born I consecrated you; 
I .appointed you a prophet to the nations. 
(Jer I :4) 
240. 
Following this strong affirmation of divine ·election, Nebuchad-
:nezzar records his pious response in traditional terms, but then he 
goes on t.o amplify this with the inclusion of a prayer which takes up 
.the motif of his divine creation, encollPlSses his piety, and prays for 
a devout rule over the people • 
1ll.lanuku bell mina ban-ma ana sarri. sa taramma 
tanambu zikirsu sa elika ~abu tu$tessir sum.Su 
l.Jarrana isarta tapaqqidsu an8.ku rubu magiraka 
1>iniiti qatika atta tabananni-ma sarriiti kissat 
nisf taqipanni kfma dunquka belu sa t~teppiru 
,7gimirsun belutka ~irti sure '"im pUlu£ti ilutika 
_,,i.Subsa ina libbija surqam sa elika ta.bu sa_balatija 
;lu :tippes (Nbk 15/Zyl III., 1 & St. TfJ. 10, >Col 1 !55££) 
:Without you, my lord, what exists ? -For the king 
,,;whom you love, whose name you pronounce, ~who pleases 
you, you establish his reputation(lit. make straight 
:his name) and appoint a straighti'orward course for 
.him. I am the prince who is submissive ·to you, the 
creation of your hands. You have begotten me, and 
·entrusted me with the rule of all peoples. In accord 
'With your benificence, 0 lord, who watches over them 
all, lead them to love your exalted sovereignty. May 
reverence for your divinity be in my heart; prolong 
(the days of) him who pleases you, f'or you indeed are 
the one who gives me life. 
The prayer is notable for the spirit .of godly dependence it 
breathes, moving from the general theological principle enunciated. in 
..the rhetorical-question to .the <:0ncept -0f the god's personal care and 
providence for king and people. The inclusion of the ruled in the god's 
providential care - tusteppiru Stn-theme of eperu I 2 and the 
J. For the biblical concept of individual creation, see Psa 139: 13ff; 
for the idea in the context of election, see Isa 44:2,24 on Israel's 
election, and Isa 49:1,5 on the Servant's election. 
2. AHw., 223 eperu I - 'verkostigeil, versorgen'; Stn 'gemass deinen Wohl-
'taten, Herr du sie alle i.w. versorgen liessest'. Langdon has taken 
it as from the root eberu -'to enter' in error. 
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prayer .that they will be devout in their acknowledgement of the deity 
is striking, for it brings a perspective to empire and the gods com-
plementary to rule by the sword. The implication is that the people's 
heart-allegiance is necessary not simply towards Nebuchadnezzar but 
to Marduk, then his rule will be successful. The gods being sovereign 
are able to instil this devout attitude in the hearts of the ruled as 
well as in the ruler's. This prospect of pious and peaceful imperial-
ism stands in contrast to the lines which then follow: 
ina tukultisu ~irti matati ruqati sadim nisiiti 
istu tamti eliti ana tamti saplati urgum as~iitim 
padanim pigiiti asar kibsi suprusu sepe la ibasii 
ijarranam namra~a urug ~amami irteddi.:...ma la magiri 
anar a.kmi mata ustessir-ma nisim ustammig ragga u 
~enim ina nisi usessi (Col 2:12ff) 
• I 
With his exalted aid far-off lands, distant moun-
tains from the upper sea to the lower sea, rough 
paths, blocked roads where the march was hindered, 
untrod by human foot, difficult ways and thirsty 
paths I followed and I annihilated the unsubmissive, 
.I bound~ foes), the land I set in order, and the 
people ·I made joyful; the rogues and evil-doers I 
removed from among the people. 
It can be said with fair certainty that Nebuchadnezzar traversed 
no untrodden routes - the passage is quarried from stock phrases and 
reflects the traditional picture of empire and the gods with its nod 
in the divine direction in the stock phrase ina tukulti~u and its 
chain of 1st singular verbs underlining royal prowess. The level of 
generalisation makes a disappointing sequence to the previous theo-
logically rich section, for while these lines attest a theology of 
history and the sword, they are rather colourless. 
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A.3: Nabonidus - His Interpretation of History & Loss of an Empire. 
The inscriptions of Nabon:idus break out ·of the previous patterns 
to some extent to give a more vivid portrait of this official under 
.-Nebuchadnez.zar who came to the throne through the murder of the child 
.king Labashi-Marduk, whose religious outlook seems to have been deeply 
influenced by his centarian mother, Adda-guppi, high-priestess of Sin 
.in Harran~ and. who left the splendour of his capital city for a ten 
year sojourn in the sands of Arabia, returning only to lose ·his em-
.pire to Cyrus the Great. 
·Nabonidus' theology of the sword -deserves attention for it pro-
vides the last -opportunity for the study of the .. indigenous Mesopota- __ 
-'Dlian thinking before Iranian suzerainty obs~ured it. F-urther, it would 
.appear that Nabonidus was a monarch motivated to a greater degree and 
_,cost than mos.t by religious considerations. He has .left only religious 
r.explanations -1'f his unusual .conduct., 'which -defies rationalistic ex-
1 . b h" . . 1 'P anations _ y western is tori ans. 
In a .basalt stele now in Istanbul., Nabonidus reviews the story 
~'o.f ~Babylon before his coronation by :way of .introduction to records 
-of work on Esagila and Ezida and restoration of the jasper cylinder 
seal of Sin engraved by Ashurbanipal. Happily the fate of Babylon 
.from Senn-ache rib's day is recounted in several extant sources. The 
parallel sources will be discussed in.relation to the conclusions 
which Albrektson has drawn in his comparison of divine revelation in 
history in the context of .Ancient Near Eastern thought. 
1. See C.Gadd's discussion (AnSt 8,1958,88££) which notes 'the 
failure of modern historians to divine any convincing reason at 
all' for the Teima interlude, and after mentioning health or trade 
suppositions concludes that 'neither of these is more than inci-
.dental, and certainly in the -purpsse of Nabonidus, so far as he 
was willing to reveal it, they played no part at all' • With this 
.-compare Tadmor' s remarks - 'We know ·not the motives behind Nabu-
naid' s departure to Arabia in his fourth year ••• This question 
remains a riddle' ("The Inscriptions of Nabunaid", Festschrift 
Landsberger, AS 16, 351-363, p. 363). This underlines the value 
-of a theological analysis of Nabonidus' inscriptions • 
.. ---------
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(a) Sennacherib's Destruction of Babylon: 
The basalt stele becomes readable at this point -
iktapud lemuttim ~iri mati libba~u itama hi~iti 
ana nii!e mati tajjaru ul ir~i liinnis ana CN una.mmi 
esretis usangi u~urati billude usalpit qati rubi 
DN i~bat-ma userib qereb GN 
• (Sennacherib) planned evil against the land, his 
heart premeditated crimes, toward the people of · 
the land he did not show mercy; evilly disposed 
toward Babyion, he turned the shrines into steppe, 
their outlines he obliterated, their rites he dis-
located. He took the hand of Marduk and brought 
him to Assyria. 
243. 
The coldly calculated nature of the crime(bititu) is ~onveyed 
not only by the ~remeditation (kapadu -'to plot, plan'; awOm -'to say, 
speak' Gt-theme+ libbu), but by the very thoroughness of execution 
(nawum II, namu III D-theme 'to lay waste, turn into wasteland'; sabu 
D-theme 'to obliterate, desecrate'; lapatu S-theme 'to ruin,dislocate'f 
By obscuring the very foundation outlines, Sennacherib made the re-
building according to religious protocol impossible. Note too the 
irony in the phrase sabatu qat Marduk, which applied to the king when 
he 'took the hand of Bel' in the New Year ceremony, confirming his 
divinely decreed role as king. Capture and removal of gods was a dire 
and distressing punishment inflicted on rebels. 3 The Assyrian Annals 
make a point of recording this when describing victories; the Baby-
lonian Chronicle exibits an acute interest in the movement of idols 
during political cirses; Nabonidus himself appears to have set greater 
store by the in-gathering of idols to Babylon than on any other coun-
. . 4 
termove in the face of Cryus' advance. Commenting on another 
1. Nbd 8/StL Frgm XI Col l:lff. See Berger,60 & 384 for bibliograph-
ical details; a translation by Oppenheim is given in ANET, 309. 
2. For nawum, sahu & lapatu, see AHw., 771, 1034 & 535 respectively. 
---"'- ~-
3. See the discussion under Part I, Asb. subsection A: The Vassal Oath 
& Vassal Status, page 83ff. 
4. See Esarhaddon Prism Th. 1929-10-12,1 Col 4; Bab.Chron., BM 25127:6, 
16f, rev. 19,21; BM.21901:8f; BM.21946:10; Nab. Chron., Col 3:9££. 
------
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occasion when Sennacherib removed a: city god to Assyria, Millard 
succinctly remarks that 'exile of the deity was an act of retribution 
inflicted upon enemy or rebel cities as a mark of complete subjuga-
• ' 1 tion • 
To Nabonidus, thenfore, it was not acceptable that Marduk had 
.been carried off to Assyria forcibly. He could not re-write history 
for it had been chronicled and likely was too well remembered an 
. 
event, but a theological re-interpretation of the exile was an open 
option - far from leaving the city against his will Marduk went 
:voluntarily ! In Nabonidus' own words: 
Jdma uzzi ili-ma itepu~ mati ul ipsur kimiltasu 
rubu DN 21 sanati qereb G:tJ irta.me i!ubassu 
(Sennacherib) did to the land what was the 
::wratb(rul will) of the gods; the prince MardUk 
did not relax his wrath; for 21 years he set up 
_Ms dwelling in Assyria. 2 
No reason for Marduk's -wrath is recorded in the stele as we 
have it, 3 but it achieves .the castigation of Sennacherib and an 
.apologia for Marduk's supremacy, for Marduk is seen as the real 
J. A.R.Millard: Iraq 26(1964),p.18 commenting on the Chronicle text 
BM.96273: J. 
2. Nbd 8/Stl.Frgm. XI, Col 1:18ff. For chronological details and 
source references to the duration of Marduk's exile in Assyria, 
~nd the return of the statue, couch and chariot to Babylon, to-
gether with the inscription of Ashurbanipal carved upon them, see 
Millard's article note 1 above. Compare the anger, departure, 
residence in Elam and return of Nana .:after 1635 years recounted 
by Ashurbanipal (ARAB 2; $812-813 etc). 
3. A traditional reason was that the god's rites were not being 
correctly observed. The disorder in the cult here is described 
as the result of Sennacherib's seige rather than its cause via 
Marduk's wrath. In the Esarhaddon version, he asserts sacrilege 
in the form of using the temple treasure of Esagila to buy an 
Elamite alliance against Assyria (ARAB 2, $642; Asar, $11) 
') 
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instigator of Babylon's destruction, his agent not thereby escaping 
h . . f ·1 1 t e incurring o gui t. 
Marduk's wrath passed, and this heralded the restoration of his 
city and temple, and the day of reckoning for his erstwhile agent. 
imlu iime iksuda adannu i~iig-ma uzzasu sa sar 
ilani bek bele TN u CN ihsus subat belutisu sa 
GN sa ina uzzi DN salputtim mati iskunu mar ~it 
• libbiSu ina kakki urassib~u 
The days were fulfilled, the appointed time arrived; 
quieted was the wrath of the king of the gods, the 
lord of lords. Esagila and Babylon his lordly resi-
dence he he remembered. As for the king of Subartu 
(Assyria) who through the wrath of Marduk brought 
about the destruction of the land, a son the progeny 
of his.loins cut him down with the sword. 2 
For Nabonidus, Sennacherib's murder was the dramatic token of the 
end of Marduk's wrath with Babylon. He does not s.tate in so many 
I. The principle of Yhwh's right to use a foreign power to punish 
Israel, and his right to in turn dispose of that power pervades 
the OT, especially the prophetic literature. Thus Assyria was 
'the rod of my(Yhwh's) anger', destined to be broken subse-
quently(Isa 10:12,15f). Compare Jeremiah's oracles on Babylon 
and Jer 25: I ff. It could be argued that to some extent a paral-
lel in the Babylonian milieu exists to Israel's covenant rela-
tionship with her national deity Yhwh, for Israel is explicitly 
threatened with covenant curses while the Babylonians are inr 
plicitly regarded as subject to fates like those of disobedient 
vassals conditional upon proper (cultic) relations with Marduk. 
2. Urassibsu is 3rd Masc.Sing. D-theme of root rasabu,rasapu plus 
3rd Masc.Sing. accusative suffix. Oppenheim renders this as a 
causative with Marduk as subject: '(Therefore) he(Marduk) made 
his(Sennacherib's) own son murder the king of Subartu(Sen~)', 
ANET, 309. This translation accords well with the theology of 
the passage, but the D-theme with mar -'son' as subject is what 
we have here. The D-theme of rasap;-Qccurs frequently in the 
Assyrian Annals with the meaning 1to raze' in the context of the 
sword; russupu is quoted by von Soden as an example of where 
there is little distinction in meaning between G- and D-themes 
GAG, $88 (f), cf. AHw., 958f • 
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words that Mar.duk contrived the murder, nor do the two or three 
broken lines following reveal whether he provided a theological 
rationale for Assyria's use in chastisement followed by her destruc-
• 1 ti on. 
The concept of a fixed period of divine wrath merits considera-
tion in the wider context of parallel usages, though only a brief 
discussion can be given here. In the basalt stele, the duration of 
Marduk's wrath is encompassed by the phrase imlu ume, and its termin"."" 
ation point indicated by kasadu -'to arrive, reach' plus the noun 
2 
adannu. A selection of Akkadian parallels will illustrate the use 
.of the phrase. 
A-most important parallel is given in a barrel cylinder of.Marduk 
apla-iddina II, the Merodach-baladan of the Old Testament who was the 
..contemporary of Isaiah,Hezekiah, Sargon and Sennacherib in the 8th 
.. ....century be. 3 Des~ribing work -on Ningizzida 's shrine attached to the 
E-.anna temple at Erech, he tells of Assyrian domination, the wrath of 
Marduk with Akkad, its appeasement leading to his coronation, and his 
pious restoration work, for which there· is also archaeabgical evidence. 
1. The OT prophets supply a rationale by making a point of enemy 
arrogance, that is their taking the credit for their victories 
without reference to Yhwh's role. Again, judgement is passed on 
them for the excesses to which they carried the punishment of 
Israel. On these points, see Isa 7 to 11, 47:6f, 51 :21ff & Zech 1: 
15. 
2. See AHw., 10 'Termin'; CAD A. 1, 97ff (2) 'a period of time of pre-
determined length or characterized by a sequence of specific events'. 
3. See J.A.Brinkman's masterly essay "Merodach-Baladan II" in Fest-
schrift Oppenheim, p. 6ff; ND.2090 is discussed on page 14f. 
·---. 
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C:ilnii~u belu ri:i.bu DN ana mat GN kimiltu~ isbus-ma 
C:MU-x-Jkam-ma nak.ru limnu Subaru ina GN appus belutu 
C:adJi (?) iime imlu iksuda adannu CbeluJ rabu DN ana 
. GN sa ikmilu irsu sa.J.ima · 
At that time the lord Marduk became wrath with the 
land of Akkad. [X yeaJrs the wicked enemy, the Subarean 
ae. Assyrians) exercised lordship in Akkadfuntil the 
.days were fulfilled and the appointed time arrived. The 
great [lord] Marduk became friendly towards Akkad with 
which he had been wrath. 1 
247. 
The passage is an exact parallel to Nabonidus'basalt stele, and for 
all we know may be a text a copy of which Nabonidus might have read 
or unearthed. 
The second passage concerns the recapture by Ashurbanipal of 
the statue of Nana carried off to Elam 1,635 years previously: 
iime imiu ukkipa adannu ilani rabuti epseti emuru 
the days were fulfilled, the appointed time ap-
proached; the great gods saw the deed •••• 2 
Ashurbanipal apparently would have subscribed to the proverb 'the 
mills of God grind slowly but they grind exceeding small', for his 
vengeance wrecked on Elam was thorough. As the broken text stands 
there is no mention of Nana's wrath calming, so it just possible to 
take adannu as here denoting the moment of vengeance. However, it 
seems preferable to understand it as indicating the terminal point 
of the god's anger, as is so in the other examples. 
I. c .. J.Gadd: Iraq 15(1953),123-132 "An Inscribed Barrel Cylinder of 
Marduk-apla-iddina II". Found in three pieces at Nimrud in 1952, 
its published number is ND.2090; Col 1:8-11 is quoted here. 
2. K.263l+K.2653+K.2855:line 15 - Streck,178; ARAB 2, $923. Compare 
the other accounts by Ashurbanipal - ARAB 2,$812f, 885, 919, and 
by Sennacherib - $249-251 • 
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From Nabonidus himself come other uses of the adannu phrases 
--which are important for interpreting the eclipse of the Nee-Babylon-
ian Empire. He refers to the termination of his stay in Teima -
_10 MU.AN.NA.MES iksudam-ma adannu 
imJ.:ii Um.ii sa iqbu sar il1 DN 
imli MU iksudu adanna sa [ ] 
ultu ali CN u-[ -J 
(In) 10 years arrived the appointed time, 
the days which Nannar king of the gods had decreed 
-were fulfilled 
The year was fulfilled; arrived had the 
time -which [ 
f'rom the city of Teima [ 
appointed 
] 
]1 
The exact theological circumstances of thi_s ten year fixed period 
_,.are given by Nabonidus himself in .a comprehensible manner, even if the 
--economic and political details are lacking. The priests and people of 
Babylonia had offended the moon god Sin whose temple at Harran the 
king wished to restore - ana iliiti~u rabiti ihtii, and this stirred his 
wrath against thetn. This is clearly implied by the phrase la idii 
ezizzu (qablitu) sa sar ilani Nannari. Wrath apparently manifested it-
self in the fever and famine which broke out in Babylonia. The king 
acting in a similar manner to an offended deity 2 then quit Babylon and 
sojourned in a foreign land, Arabia. After ten years the omens re-
vealed that the appointed time was up, and Nabonidus returned to the 
capital.-Adannu is used to describe the termination of this divinely 
decreed period. 
In the contexts cited, Esarhaddon, Ashurbanipal and Nabonidus 
explicitly mention the consultation of the gods by oracle in order to 
interpret their will. It was by means of the 'true affirmative' 
1. Gadd: AnSt 8, 60 & 62 Nbd H2, Col 2: 1 lf & 3:4f. See p. 67 note 12 
and the reference to Esarhaddon's Annals, Asar, 15 note 19:imlu lime. 
2. Exile was a common treaty curse, but the idea that Nabonidus' exile 
was a voluntary and vicarious suffering of a punishment due to 
those who had offended against the deity is as foreign to Babylonia 
as it is familiar to the OT in the figure of the Servant of Isa 53 
(cL Gal 3:13 for crucifixion so intapreted). Ritual substitution 
was known in order to protect the king from evil omens (see Greatness, 
36 lfJ - but this is the opposite of the biblical concept, and in 
. fact of Belshazzar's appointment during Nabonidus 1 absen-ce. The 
·uniqueness of the OT must be emphasised at this point. 
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granted through liver divination (and astrology as well in the case 
of Nabonidus) that they could set a termination to the period of the 
divine wrath. Indeed, adannu can hardly be severed from its place in 
the highly technical vocabulary of divination, for it is characteris-
tic of the oracular enquiries placed before Shamash by Esarhaddon and 
Ashurbanipal, and here refers to the period stated specifically in 
I 
months and days during which an event might occur. Oracular consul-
tation is evidence enough that the gods were thought to know the fu-
ture, and other texts can be cited to show that the Mesopotamians 
believed in the personal intervention of the gods in events. There 
would therefore appear to be no good reason for regarding the wrath 
of the gods as invariably an expedient theological explanation whereby 
political events were draped in religious covers. What the Mesopota-
mians understood as an active cause and effect system may not, of 
couree, be acceptable to modern minds, but this is irrelevant to the 
exegesis of the texts and their thought patterns. It seems soundest 
then to ascribe Nabonidus' interpretation of the 7th century to his 
l.·See La Divination en Mesopotamie Ancienne, XIVe Rencontre Assyrio-
logique Internationale, 1966. For a definition of adannu, see Gadd 
"Babylonian Divinatory Methods" , p. 3lf; on adannu in the oracular 
enquiries published by Knudtzon & Klauber, see J. Aro· "On the Prac-
tice of Extispicy", page 109f. . · 
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~onviction about the personal and operative will of his deities. 1 
After the period of wrath, Marduk is said to have given thought 
£or or remembered - basasu - his city and temple. This is reminis-
cent of the Old Testament psalms where the remembrance by Yhwh of 
Zion and its Temple, often in association with his remembrance of 
the various covenants with the fathers, is a recurring theme. After 
1. In the many religious cultures where gods are believed to control 
events, there seems to be. room in the popular mind at any rate 
for an impersonal category of more fatalistic nature, called luck, 
chance or fate, which differs from divine decree. In true Yahwism, 
there was no place for this really, but it appears in syncretistic 
practices such as attested by Isa 65:11: 
But you who forsake Yhwh, 
who forget my holy mountain, 
:who set a table for Fortune(laggad). 
_,and fill cups of mixed wine for Des tiny (lameni) 
Cf. but time(Cet) and chance(penaC) happen to them all 
(Eccles 97iT) 
Cf. the idea of luck in Punic mzl ncm and Rabbinic mzl t:b 
.In the OT, besides 'the Day of Yhwh' which is intimately associated 
-with wrath and judgement (e& Zeph 1:14-16), there are phrases which 
describe the termination of a period of divine wrath and the dawn 
of an era of favour. Compare the use of mo Ced :... ,.meeting-place' 
appointed time, fixed day, space of time, time of feast' with 
adannu in Psa 102:13 -
Thou wilt arise and have pity on Zion; 
it is the time to favour her(ki-Cet lebenenah); 
the appointed time has come(ki-ba' maced). 
For the onset of a period of divine wrath on an erstwhile conqueror 
- a context equivalent to that of Nabonidus' basalt stele, note: 
Behold, I am against you> 0 proud one, 
says the Lord Yhwh of hosts; 
for your day has come(ki ba' yomeka) 
the time when I will punish you(cet peqadtika) 
(Jer 50:31 c£ verse 27) 
Adannu is used as the pre-,determined sign for the onset of the 
Flood - a divine judgement: 
adanna 'Samas iS'kunam// cusurJ adanna sa asapparakka 
adannu su iktalda · 
Shamash set a definite time for me ••• that appointed time 
arrived // CObserveJ the appointed time of which I will 
inform you(Enter[the boatJand close the boat's door) 
(Gil& XI:86 & 89; Atrahasis, 128 DT 42(W):5 ) 
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the destruction of the city and Temple, which was predicted so realis-
tically by Jeremiah, assurance was again given of Yhwh' s will to re-
store the fortunes of Israel in terms very similar to those of Naboni-
d ' . . . 1 us inscription. 
Nabonidus apparently passes over the considerable restoration 
2 
work done by Esarhaddon on Babylon, which he began before the death 
of his father, for after recording Sennacherib's death and a gap of 
two or three lines, the basalt stele passes straight on to the over-
throw of Assyria after Ashurbanipal's death. The agents of Marduk in 
1. Zechariah mentions the 70 year duration of Yhwh' s wrath, and then 
records an oracle which affirms that Yhwh would again remember 
Zion and the Temple: 
'O Yhwh: of hosts, how long wilt thou have no mercy on 
Jerusalem and the cities of Judah, against which thou 
hast had indignation these 70 years ?' And Yhwh ans-
wered gracious and comforting words to the angel who 
talked with me •••• thus says Yhwh of hosts ••• 'I am very 
angry with the nations that are at ease; for while I 
was angry but a little, they furthered the disaster •• 
•• I have returned to Jerusalem with compassion; my 
house shall be built in it ••• my cities shall again 
overflow with prosperity, and Yhwh will again com-
fort Zion and again choose Jerusalem'(Zech 1:12ff) 
2. After the sack of 698 be, Sennacherib made Esarhaddon the vice-
regent of Babylonia, a position he occupied for 8 years before 
winning the crown of Assyria from his brothers after his father's 
murder in 681 be. 'It is known that Sennacherib himself commenced 
the work of rebuilding the city' (CAR III, 69) - no references 
given; c£ 'Babylon, devastated by Sennacherib, had probably be-
gun to be rebuilt by the end of his reign' (Greatness, 125). For 
documentation of Esarhaddon's work, see ARAB 2, 242ff. 
----
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this retributive punishment of Assyria are the Unnnan-Manda. 1 
ri~ii iddinsum tappa usarsis sar Umman-manda sa 
. .matliri la isu usa.knis qibissu usa.llik reljlU.tsu elis 
li saplis imnu u sumelu a.bubanis ispun iitir gimillu 
CN iriba. tukte.~a.r ummm-!!landa. la adiru usa.lpit 
e·~retisun sa ilani GN ka.la.sun u m8.hazani pat GN 
sa itti sa.r GN nakru-ma la illiku ~e~utsu utalpit-ma. 
mesi~un mana.mma. la ezib usa.brib magazisun usattir 
abUbis sa.r CN sipir DN sa. sillati ikkibsu la iibil 
qatasu ana billude ilani ka.la.ma issi ma.la(!) majj al 
qaqqar inal. .•••.• ilaniCstilnu Cmusak.JJil Csulub1.,hisun 
sa DN ana. susubu magaza ilani ba.rbiitii imbii nibissi 
tillani naduti esreti ilani iskunu qatussu 
(Nbd 8/StL Frgm XI, Col 2: 1-3: 10) 
(Marduk) gave him helpers (and) provided him with 
friends - the king of the Umman-manda who was 
without rival he ca.used to bow to his orders and 
go to his aid. Above and below, to the right and to 
the le;f't, like the Flood he overwhelmed ~he land); 
·he made retribution for Babylon and wrecked ven-
geance. The king of the Umman-manda., without fear 
(ie fear of the gods),destroyed all the shrines of 
.Assyria's gods,and the tmms/cult-centres who had 
been hostile to the king of Akkad who had not gone 
to his aid he destroyed, and their cults without 
exception he layed waste; their towns/cult-centres 
he tore down like the Flood. But as for the king of 
Babylon the creation of Marduk, who abhors sacrilege, 
he did not raise his hand against the cult-places of 
the gods. He let his hair grow dishevelled, and made 
his bed on the ground •..••.• their gods, restoring 
their cultic-rites, those ruined cult-centres of the 
gods which Marduk directed to be resettled, the de-
serted tells, the shrines of the gods which he put 
into his control. 
252. 
1. The usage of this term is still debtated, especially in the Chron-
icle of the Fall of Nineveh in view of what certain Greek histor-
ians say about the Scythians. For recent discussion with source 
references, see Wiseman: CCK, 16 & 81. In Nabonidus' inscriptions 
it undoubtedly denotes the Medes - see Gadd: AnSt 8,73; CL Nbd 1, 
1:8ff; Nbd 8, IO: 12ff; cL the references to the destruction of 
Barran in Adda-guppi 's stele H1 B, 1 :6-9 and the Nabopolassar 
Chronicle BM.21901:58-65. 
···.: .. 
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Marduk is the catalyst in the interaction of three groups of 
peoples - the Babylonian;s, the Medes and the Assyrians. Firstly, he 
is instrumental in the formation of the Medo-Babylonian alliance. 
The grammatical construction bears this out, for although the pre-
vious lines are.missing from the inscription, Marduk must be reckoned 
to be the subject of the verb nadanu - 'to give' with the suffix -sum 
'to him' standing for the king of Babylon. This is supported by use 
of the s-theme of the roots rasu, kanasu and alaku which fcill.ow. This 
is divine action in history. 
Secondly, Marduk uses the Medes to avenge his temples and city. 
The concept of retribution is emphasised iri the inscription with the 
use of gimillu and tuktu implying the wiping out of former ignominy 
by the succes.ful·retaliation in like degree. 
Nabonidus w.as himself no friend of the Merles, for they had 
thwarted his pla~s for reconstructing Ebulbul by their continued 
1 presence in Harran. He looked to Cyrus the Persian, the new master 
of Iran, to solve the Median problem and allow his plans for honoring 
the dishonoured Sin to reach fruition. This subsequent historical 
development explains why he is so careful to dissociate the king of 
Babylon in the basalt stele, who is presumably Nabopolassar, from 
2 the rampaging Medes, for while the latter sacked city and shrine 
I • bitu suatim ~a taqbu epesu Umman-manda sagirsum-ma 
puggulu emuqa~u (Nbd 1, 1:24f) 
That temple which you are commanding me to rebuild . 
the Umman-manda surround, and their forces are mighty 
2. It is. interesting to note the absence of the Babylonians at the 
fall of Ashur, and the carnage attributed to the Medes by the 
Babylonian Chronicle, though no moral or religious consequences 
are necessarily implied by that document: 
(The Mede) inflicted a terrible massacre upon the 
greater part of the people, plundering it(the city) 
and carrying off [prisoners from itJ .[ The king of 
Aklcad and his troops, who had come to the help of 
the Medes, did not reach the (scene of) the attack 
(until) the city [was (already) taken] • 
(Wiseman: CCK, 5 7 BM. 21901: 24-28) 
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alike, the Babylonian king demonstrated to the ·gods his distress at 
the sacrilege, lest destruction of the Assyrian shrines arouse the 
wrath -of the gods and bring their retaliation upon Babylon in turn. 1 
He was careful to rebuild those sites expressly indicated by Marduk, 
lest in any way he overstep the boundaries of the divine will. 
In this way, Nabonidus threads his way through the historical 
events of empire and the sword down to his day with a considerable 
theological skill. Marduk is seen in the process of executing his 
will through human agents yet in an unfettered manner for he retains 
the right to dispose of them when they have served their purpose. In-
deed this is explained not only by his sovereignty but by his right-
eousness, for he was entitled to punish any who might lift their h 
·hand against a shrine disrupting the service of the gods. It is ironi-
cal that the same theological process could be turned against Naboni-
. ,dus and that his loss of the empire could be ascribed to his acts of 
. :sacrilege against Marduk, his innovations in the cult leading to the 
anger of the gods and their use of Cyrus as agent of judgement. 2 
1. The following lines are a crux for interpretation: 
sar CN sipir DN sa sillati ikkibsu la ubil qatasu 
ana pillude ilani kale.ma 
Oppenheim renders this: 'The king of Babylon, however,. for whom 
this sacriligious action of Marduk was horrible, did not raise 
his hand against the cult-places ••• '(ANET,309;italics mine).There 
are good reasops for rejecting this incrimination of Marduk. 
Albrektson spots the theoiogical absurdity (H&G,36 note 60), but 
misses a clinching parallel provided by Esarhaddon' s prism Th. 
1929-10-12, 1 Col l :35 - Assur sar ilani rimnu Marduk sa nullati 
ikkibsu •.• u~alli~unuti:'Ashur king of the gods merciful Marduk to 
.whom iniquity is an abomination ••• to them I prayed' (cf. AHw.,369 
ikkibu, S(a)). Nabonidus is the sipru of Marduk, that is, either 
the 'creation, handiwork'(~ipru = 'work') or perhaps less likely 
'the messenger of Marduk'(sipir DN for mar sipri DN), and sillati 
is either an abomination to him, or perhaps more likely to his god 
as we have it in the parallel from Esarhtldon's prism: 'The king of 
Babylon, the creation of Marduk to whom sacrilege is an abomination, 
did not raise his hand against the cult-places of the pantheon'. 
2. See the Cyrus cylinder BM.90920 and the Persian Verse Account 
both translated in ANET, pages 315f & 312ff respectively. 
----
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We are now in a position to go back over the same historical 
events and to examine the other extant accounts, not for their his-
torical content but for their theological inte~pretation ~f those 
events. By this means, we shall be able to determine whether it may 
be fairly said that there is a common theology in the Ancient Near 
East, or at least a common method of interpreting the activity of 
the gods and the fate of empires. 1 
(b) Senaacherib's Account of the Sack of Babylon. 
Merodach-baladdan returned from Elam to proclaim himself king in 
Babylon, to be dislodged in 703 be and replaced by Belibni, who in 
turn was replaced by Sennacherib's son, Ashur-nadin-shumi. He was 
' 
captured by the Elamites, and their protegee, Nergal-ushezib fell 
into Assyrian hapds. The Chaldean Mushezib-Marduk took over control of 
Babylon in league with Elam, and subsequent to the inconclusive battle 
of Halule, Sennacherib laid siege to him, the city falling in 689 be 
2 
after suffering famine and plague. The sacking which follows is 
recorded in vivid detail reflecting Sennacherib's bitterness at his 
failure to subdue Elam and govern Babylonia. Two accounts are extant, 
one commemorating the engineering works at the Bavian gorge, the other 
the building of the temple of the New Year's Feast, and they are too 
long to quote in full, but exerpts with a bearing on subsequent theo-
]. Morton Smith in a sceptical paper entitled "The Common Theology of 
the ANE", JBL 71(1952),135-147, attempts to establish that there is 
a g~neral theological uniformity as a result of deterministic forces 
of psychological, social and rhetorical nature at work on interpret-
ing natural and political phenomena. Thus he speaks of the OT pro-
phets as basically talking about change, and change was as inevitable 
as it was newsworthy - 'change, if for the better, was conceived of 
divine reward, if for the worse, as punishment'(p. 145). His paper 
begs a number of important questions, and underlines the dangers of 
blanket generalisations and abstractions. 
2. See the recent article by J.A.Brinkman: JCS 25(1973),89-95 "Senn-
acherib's Babylonian Problem: an interpretation", where source 
references are given; on the battle of Halule, see A,K.Grayson's 
essay "Problematical Battles in Mesopotamian History", Festschrift 
Landsberger, AS 16, 3371342, 'p. 342. Other standard discussions are 
CAH III,61-70 chap 3.1 'The Babylonian Policy of Sennacherib' and 
Olmstead: HA,283-296 chap 23 'Sen~ & the Babylonian Problem' • 
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logical interpretation may be given: 
ana CN sa ana kasadi u9ammerusu bitmutis allik ••• 
ilani asib libbisu qata niseja iksussunuti-ma 
usabbiru-ma busasunu makkfuasunu ilqUni ••. duru u 
salbu bitati .ilani ziqqurat libitti u epiri mala 
basu assuo-ma ana GN addi ..• assu agrat iimi qaqqar 
ali suatu u bitati ilani la mussi ina mami 
usbarmissu-ma agdamar usallis (Senn.,84 Bavian H.3:43ff) 
Against Babylon which I had decided to conquer I 
advanced very swiftly .•. As for the gods resident 
there, the hands of my people seized them and 
smashed them, and helped themselves to their goods 
and paraphenalia •.• Wall and outer wall, temples 
and gods, ziqqurat of brick and earth - I demol-
ished the lot of them and cast them into the Arahtu 
canal •••• That in days to come the fundament of 
that city and the temples of the gods might not be 
remembered, I washed it away with water and inundated 
it like a meadow 
istu CN ahbu ilani sa usabbiru nisesu ina kakki 
ispunu ••• 7ana nubbi libbi DN belija tanitti dannutisu 
nise ana dalali ana tamarti nise a-Orate epiri CN 
assunam-ma ina bit akiti suati kari katmi ugarrin 
After I had destroyed Babylon, had shattered its gods 
and overwhelmed its people with the sword ..• to calm 
the heart of Ashur my lord, to make people bow in 1 praise of his power I distributed the dust of Babylon 
as gifts to distant peoples. In that temple of the 
New Year Femt I filled up a storage vessel (with 
dust from Babylon) (Senn., 137 Ashur stele VA.8248:36ff) 
256. 
I. In this context, the dust of Babylon serves the same purpose as 
the spring lamb in the Mati-ilu vassal treaty, ie. as a visual aid 
actualising a treaty curse. The distant peoples or more accurately 
'the people of subsequent generations' may not have been Sennach-
erib's foreign vassals, however, as Luckenbill's translation sug-
gests, since we could translate 'I dug up ~amples of) the dust of 
Babylon as a gift/evidence for later generations' - nasaiju-'to 
uproot' rather than 'dispense,distribute' (AHw., 749), and with 
ana tamarti perhaps retaining some of its etymological connection 
with its verbal root amaru -'to see' - hence, 'for evidence' 
rather than 'as gifts' • 
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257. 
It is interesting that Sennacherib adds no special phrase to in-
·dicate that he consulted the divine will before attacking Babylon. 
There is no stock phrase such as ina tukulti DNN, ina qibit DN or ina 
_-emuqa DN. He simply records his decision to destroy the city. As a 
generalisation, the Annals of Sennacherib are less decked with religi-
.ous phrases than are, for example, Ashurbanipal's, and so the omission 
here may not be significant. This is perhaps borne out by the appear-
ance of the stock phrase ana nubbi libbi DN in the second passage, 
which implies that the entire campaign was undertaken at the command 
and in the honour of the national god, Ashur. Though Sennacherib 
-does not mention it, we may assume that a breach of loyalty oath such 
as the Zakutu Vereidigung forms part of the background to the attack. 
The smashing of idols broke all religious bounds in view of the 
. -very close relations of worship in Assyria and in BabylOn. On his 
previous entry into Babylon when he had put Merodach-b.aladdan to 
·£light, and when his reception was not hostile, Sennacherib had only 
.laid hands on the palace treasures. Brinkman notes that in the key 
lines describing the sacriligious action there appears 'one. of the 
few sentences which does not have "!"(Sennacherib) as its subject', 
.. and he thinks this is evidence that 'Sennacherib's scribes at tempt to 
focus the blame for the desecration of the temples ••• pointing out that 
it was Sennacherib's irate men - not Sennacherib himself who were 
guilty'. 1 He may be right, but one cannot be certain. At any rate, 
Sennacherib's own account proves that Nabonidus was not exaggerating 
when he spoke of shrines being turned into steppe and rites dislocated. 
(c) The Babylonian Chronicle Account and Esarhaddon's Account. 
The third source,that of the dispassionate Babylonian Chronicle, 
carries no theological interpretation at all but simply records that 
'on the 1st day of the month of Kislev, the city was taken; Mushezib-
Marduk was taken and brought to Assyria'. 2 Thereafter, according to 
1. Brinkmann:art.ciL, 94f. 
2. ANET,302 BM. 8.4-2-11 ,356 Col 3:22f, CT 34,pl. 46ff. 
·--....__ 
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258. 
the orthodox Babylcinian view 'for 8 years there was no king in Baby-
lon' (line 28). 
The last source for comparison on the sack of Babylon comes 
from Esarhaddon's scribes. That the king was in a position of the 
utmost political and theological delicacy is obvi()us - his manifesto 
had to be convincing if his Babylonian policy was to succeed, for he 
set his hopes on conciliation and the rebuilding of what his father 
had destroyed. His scribes produced one of the most intriguing 
religio-political documents of the Ancient Near East. Perhaps they 
first read the official versions of the sack produced under Sennach--
erib and found the following germ of a theological explanation: 
. bit ni~irti ~a TN iptu-ma bura~a kaspa ~a DNN 
bu~a bit ilani~unu u~esilni ana PN ~ar GN sa la 
i~u iemu u milku u~ebiius da'iitu 
(Senn./ 42; Oriental Institue prism, 5:31-34) 
They opened the treasure-house of Esagila, and 
took out the gold, silver and temple possessions 
of their gods Bel and Sarpanitum to send it as a 
bribe to Ummanmenanu king of Elam who lacked 
both intelligence and counsel 
The implication is that this use of the temple treasure was an 
act of sacrilege which invited divine retribution. 1 Esarhaddon was 
quick to utilise this embryonic theological interpretation, and his 
version reads: 
ana makkur TN ekal ilani a~ar la ari qat~unu 
ubilu-ma kaspu gura~u nisiqti abne ana GN 
i~puru mah1ri~ (Asar, 13) 
"" --
They dipped their hands into the property of 
Esagila temple of the gods of forbidden entry 
and sent off gold, silver and pre·cious stones 
as a bribe to Elam. 
I. Misuse of temple treasure seems to have been 'standard' practice 
in political emergencies, so that the veracity of Sennacherib's 
report need riot be doubted. Compare Ahaz' bribe to Tiglath-pileser 
III in 2 Kgs 16:7f, Asa's buying of an alliance from Ben-hadad of 
Aram.- though misappropriation of Temple treasure is secondary to 
the condemnation of reliance on a foreign power instead of on Yhwh, 
brutal treatment of the people and the prophet (2 Chron 16:1ff), 
and 2 Chron 28: 16ff. 
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259. 
Elsewhere he describes their action as theft - imsii biisesu: 
"they plundered his property'. 1 To this indictment, already suffici-
·ent to arouse divine anger, Esarhaddon adds two charges - civil 
disorder and ritual irregularity. It is unfortunate that the passage 
with the religious charge is badly damaged. It reads: 
rH.aniJsina xxxCxJ CxJ Istara parfiJi~ina 
eziba-I!la sanati-ma irkaba 
[ .••.• J-tu sursu asakku a.klu [... satiuk:lku 
u$ab~alu ~absu rikiltu 2 
It is not possible to give a coherent translation of these lines, but 
one seems justified in seeing in them reference to cultic disorder. 
The phrase asakku akalu might be compared with occurrences in the Mari 
letters where it', means 'to infringe on a taboo', where asakku does not 
0 mean 'a demon; disease caused by demon' but rather 'something set 
,apart'. 3 This would fit well for Esarhaddon would be charging the 
.J3abylonians both with omitting necessary rituals and with desecration • 
.Restoration of sa:tukku in line 5 seems assured since there are many 
examples of the root batalu -'to cease' + sattukku-'daily offering' to 
describe cultic irregularities. 4 
• 
J. Asar, 13 $11, Epi 4, Fass. (b); see AHw., 624 masa'u for parallels. 
2. Asar, $11, Epi 3 a2 = c2:A&B lines 25ff & c3:B lines 4f in Berger's 
tranllation: 1 Ihre Gotter ••• Gottinen verliessen ihre gottlichen Ord-
nungen(?) und ••• (unklar)' & ' ••• einreissenlassen des Essens von 
Tabu-Speise ••• die regelmassigen Opfer schafften sie ab und settelten 
eine Verschworung an'. Compare BM. 78223 (Asar, lOff A. la+A. lb+A. lc) 
- 'the people who dwelt in Shuanna split into factions, plotting 
rebellion, forsaking their gods, abandoning the worship of the 
goddess of their cult, and going away to other (lands)', ARAB 2,245 
$649. . 
3. See CAD A. I, 255 akalu, 7(a) & CAD A.2, 326 asakku B; J.Bottero & 
:A.Finet: ARM 15, 176 asakkum • 
4. See AHw., 116 bat:alu G 2(a) & S 2(b). 
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260. 
In describing the fate of Babylon, Esarhaddon carefully avoids 
mentioning his father by name, J though heJclaims descent from Sennach-
erib whose titulary he inherited elsewhere. 'The reign of a former 
king' is his circumlocution: 
inusu ina pale sarri ma.Ore ina mat GNN ittabsa 
idiiti lemneti 
At that time in the reign of a former king evil 
days befell Sumer and Akkad (lit. there began to 
be evil omens) 
nise asib libbisu'anna ulla a!James etappalu 
edabbuba surrati • • • • CnabJbalu saggasu CinaJ 
zumrisina issakin-ma ensu igabbilii isarraku ana 
danni ina qereb ali dullulu magar katre ibbasi-ma 
iimisam·la naparka im'Su'u buse sa anames maru ina 
suqi etarar abasu resu ana belisu( •• Jbeltisa u1 
isemlineJ 
The people who lived there(Babylon) deceived each 
other(lit. answered each other Yes and No) and 
uttered lies/plotted insurrection ••• ·• a murderous 
[snaJre was placed [onJ their bodies. They robbed 
the weak and gave to the strong. In the city there 
was oppression and the taking of bribes. Daily 
without a lull they plundered each oth~r 's goods. 
Sons insulted/cursed their fathers in the street; 
slaves [did not obey] their masters; [slave-girls] 
did not obey their mistresses. 2 
When he had painted this picture of social and religious chaos, he 
went on to describe the just anger of the gods it aroused: 
igug-ma DN ilani DN2 ana sapan mati hulluqu nise~a 
iktapud lemuttim (Asar, 13 $11, Epi~Sa) 
Marduk the Enlil of the gods was enraged, and planned 
disaster - the overthrow of the land and destruction 
of its people 
1. Compare the indefinite expression with ullanua - ullaniia belu rabu 
DN igug:'before my time the great lord Marduk was enraged'(Asar,$11 
Epi. Sc, E.I) 
2. Asar, 12 $11Epi.2 & Epi. 3 Fass. (a)I & (b) & Fass. (c)I • On idati, 
see CAD I/J, 304ff ittu (2)'omen; ominous sign'; AHw., 406 ittu II, 
. (4.d). On surratu-'lie,crime', see AHw.,1062. ~-
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[En?Jlil ippalis-ma eziz libbasu kabattus issarib 
DN ilani bel matati ana sapag mati u nise iktapud 
1emuttim ana sapan mati u hulluq nisesa libbus eziz-ma 
arrat marusti issakin ina p1su 
[En1lil saw and his heart was enraged, his liver cried 
out; the Enlil of the gods the suzerain of lands 
planned disaster - that the land and its people should 
be destroyed. His heart grew inflamed (bent on) over-
throwing the land and doing away with its people, and 
on his lips was a disastrous curse. 1 
26 l. 
·-Esarhaddon thus placed responsibility for Babylon's destruction 
on the shoulders of its inhabitants, while Marduk himself was alleged 
.to have decreed and effected it. Sennacherib is not once named, even 
. as can agent of Marduk. This likely betrays a sensitivity to anti-
Assyrian feelings, for normally the record of a victorious campaign 
proudly bore the name of the gods' agent. Here it looks as though 
Esarhaddon felt it was wiser to speak in theological language and 
not focus upon secondary causes. 
Another touch in the son's account which may not be coincidence 
is the way the dependable Arabtu canal becomes a treacherous torrent 
with a will of its own, where Sennacherib had told how it was he who 
diverted the irrigation water until it flowed through the city carry-
ing eroded soil down to the Persian gulf where it discoloured the 
sea and struck fear into the hearts of the inhabitants of Dilmun: 
Ara.bti nar oegalli agu ezzi edu samru milu kassu 
tam511 abubu ibbablam~ma alu subassu esretisu me 
uSbi '-ma useme karmes (Asar, 14 Epi. 7a) 
The Arahtu an abundant river, a violent current, 
a raging flood, a mighty tide, a replica of the 
Flood, overflowed;the water saturated the city,its 
dwellings and shrines, and turned them into ruins. 
l. See Borger's note (Asar,13 on Epi. 5b:l0) - 'Bhat mes(drei Keil-
kopfe)-sa, nicht As=stir', so that Luckenbill 's reading with the 
national god 'Ashur was angered' (ARAB 2 ,250 $659B, K. 192 obv) 
must be discarded. Marduk's wrath was revealed in heaven and on 
earth, ie. in the stars and the entrails by divination - ina same 
u er~itim idat lemuttim (Asar, 14 Epi. 6). 
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262. 
Ibbablamma is the N-theme +Ventive of root babalu -'to bring'. It 
could be translated 'was brought' in. the regular passive meaning of 
the N-theme, but Borger's translation 'trat uber' and his note point-
ing to the derivative noun bibbulu ~'flash flood' are attractive. As 
N-ingressive the N-theme denotes the beginning of action, and since 
the context stresses the dangerous nature of the river, in fact its 
malevolence, "an active translation like 'began to flood' would fit 
perfectly with Esarhaddon's playing down of his father's agency in 
h d . 1 t e estruction. 
Completing' the picture of desolation and surely to be understood 
as a theological consequence of Enlil's arrat niarusti, Esarhaddon 
tells of Babylon's state before he began its restoration: 
TN u CN namuta illiku-ma emu qisubbes •.• qan 
apparate u sarbati ina qerbisu magal Isir-ma 
u~arri~a papallu i~~urat same ntine apsi sa la 
nibi ina qerbisu ibbasu (Asar, $11 Epi. 7b & 7c) 
Esagila and Babylon became·wasteland and cane-brake 
••• swamp-reeds and poplars shot up within it and 
sprouted growth; birds of the air and fish of the 
deep were there in countless numbers 
To read this only on the naturalistic plane would be to miss the 
associations and implications it would have had on a theological 
plane for the scribes who wrote ade historiography, as Part I of 
this study has shown. When they wrote of the arrat marusti it could 
hardly have been divorced from the parallel treaty curses extant in 
Esarhaddon's Baal and Ramataja treaties, or from the familiar curses 
on cities which were to lie desolate inhabited by wild animals and 
their pasturage overgrown with weeds,only slightly adapted from 
2 desert conditions to fauna and flora appropriate to Mesopotamian swamps. 
t. Note the CAD's translation 'the Arautu •• a very Deluge, overflowed' 
- CAD E, 35 edu (a) • 
2. ilani GN arrat la napsuri lirurlikunu 
bi~u kabtu mamit la pasari ana simtikunu lisim 
arratu marustu aggis liruriikurtu 
May the gods of Eber-Nari curse you with an indissoluable curse 
(May Mard\J,k the eldest son !) assign you a grievous penalty 
and an indissoluable curse as your fate 
May they fiercely curse you with an indissoluable curse 
(EBT, iv:9; EVT,433f & 475; ANETS,98/534 & 102/5-38f) 
On the curses of desolation, see Fens ham: ZAW 75 (1963), 166ff, Hillers: 
TC/OTP,44ff, Fitmyer: Sefire,14f and the biblical threats against 
Babylon such as Isa 13: 19ff, Jer 50: l2f,39f & 51 :36f • 
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The theological point is driven home with the assertion that the 
indigenous gods took flight from the city, leaving it to its fate: 
ilani istarati asib libbisu i~!?Uris ipparsii-ma 
elu samames (Asar, Epi 8a) 
'I'he gods and goddesses resident there took flight 
J.ike birds and went up to heaven. 
· There may be an allusion to or recollection of the Gilgames Epic here, 
for the gods took fright before the Flood although it too was a divine 
decree by Enlil. The two contexts concern floods, and the phrase 
tam5il abubu which Borger translates 'ein Ebenbild der Sintflut' with 
the support of the CAD, indicates an association in the scribe's minds, 
so that the flight into the heavens could well duplicate the Epic. 1 
Esarhaddon's scribes knew of both the smashed idols and the cap-
tured ones, for Marduk and his chariot were carried off to Assyria, and 
''.they were confronted with the theological niceties which the relation 
between god and idol presented - a real issue since there are elabor-
-ate rituals preserved which govern the manufacture, dress, installation 
and repair of idols to the end that the idol and the real presence of 
the god should in some way,which we can hardly understand, coalesce. 
1 • ilu iqbii gamertCamJ I sipra lemna ana ni~i ipus DCNJ 
The gods commanded total destruction, 
Enlil did an evil deed on the peoples• 
(Atrahasis,86£ lines 34£) 
ilani ipla.Bu abubam-ma/ itteg~u itelii .ana same ~a DN/ 
ilani kima kalbi kunnunii ina kamati rab~ii 
The gods feared the Flood/ They drew back, they took flight 
into the heaven of Anu/ The gods cowered like dogs, they 
crouched within the outer wall (Gilg. XI: 113-115) 
Cf. DN sar ilani itti ali~u u biti~u iznu ilu ~amfunis alu u 
nise sa ina libbisu illiku karmuti:'Sin king of the gods 
was angry with his city and his temple, and went up to 
heaven. The city and its peoples went to ruin'(AnSt 8,46 
Adda-guppi 's s tele H.1, B Col 1: 7£) 
C£ AHw.,827 paradu II -'sich absondern; to make off, disappear' used 
also in stele H.2, Col 3: 12 - ilani ~a ippardu iriqa: 'the gods (and 
goddesses) who had fled and were afar off'; not napardu, but paradu 
or paratu -'to clear off, move away'(AHw.,832 cf. W.L.Moran: Or 28,1959, 
130-140 "Notes on the New Nabonidus Inscriptions",p. 139 against Gadd) 
On tamSil abubu, see CAD A. 1, 78 abiibu; la; Asar, 14 Epi. 7:41. 
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ilani u istar asibut qerbisu sa me butuqtu u radu 
iibilusunuti-ma ikilii sikinsun salputtasunu lumunti 
uddis zimesunu ukkuliitu usanbit subassunu arsu ubbib 
ina parakkesunu daris usarmesuniiti(Asar,23 EpL 32a) 
As for the gods and goddesses resident there whom the 
flood-waters and thunderstorms had carried off, whose 
appearance they had darkened, I renewed their dis-
figured features, I made their blackened faces shine, 
their dirty garments I made pure, and established 
them .in their cellas eternally. 
264. 
Presumably the gods represented by the despoiled statues remained 
· in heaven where they had fled until the time when their effigies were 
refashioned and ritually purified, whereas those gods whose idols had 
been exiled to Assyria were thought to have inhabited them in an un-
broken sequence. 
Nabonidus had included both the involuntary and the voluntary 
aspects of Marduk's residence in Assyria in his account, for Sennach-
erib, he said, had 'caused (Marduk) to enter Assyria' (the Causative 
S-.theme o~ erebu) and Marduk had 'taken up residence' (Gt-theme of 
ramu II + subtu) according to his own intention. On the other hand, 
Esarhaddon's main intention was to record his piety in his act of 
restoration without dwelling on the way in which they came to be in 
Assyria. He too espoused the dual explanation as the most convenient, 
while his noble deed was enshrined in the phrases of his Royal Titu-
lc1ry: 
epis TN u CN muddis ilani u istar qerbisu sa ilani 
matati salluti ultu qereb GN ana asrisunu utirru 
(Th.1929-10-12,1 Col 2:22-24) 
Builder of Esagila and Babylon renewer of the gods 
and goddesses resident there, who returned the gods 
of plundered lands from Assyria to their places 
In other _passages relating to the same events the phrasing gives 
Marduk the leading role: 
1. Translated incorrectly by Thompson as 'despoiled from the midst of 
the city of Ashur', whereas ultu qereb GN goes with utirru and not 
with ~alliiti - cf. ND.1126:5-7 of 5 th Abu,672 be published by 
Wiseman: Iraq 14(1952) with the identical phrase correctly translated • 
............. 
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sarru sa ina fune palesu belu rabu DN ana CN salimu 
irsu ina TN ekallisu irmu subassu 
(Esarhaddon) the. king in whose reign the great lord 
Marduk was reconciled towards Babylon and took up 
his dwelling in Esagila his temple. 1 
265. 
It is interesting to note that Marduk the head of the pantheon alone 
actively brings about his return, whereas the other gods - Anu and 
ilani matati sallutu - are described passively as being resettled by 
Esarhaddon, whereas their passage to Assyria is put into the active -
ilani matati sa ana GN ibisiini.: 'the gods of the lands which had rushed 
off to Assyria(their treasure I renewed)'. 2 The root hasu,hiasum de-
notes hasty and precipitous action, and is strengthened further by the 
use of the Ventive, yielding the sense 'rush off'. No discrepancy is 
felt in describing the gods as taki~g flight to heaven in one text, 
and rushing off to .Assyria in.another ! This indicates the ad hoc na-
ture of Esarhaddon's theological interpretations. 3 
1. Text compiled from fragments by A.Goetze: JCS 17(1963), "Esarhad-
don's Inscription from the Inanna Temple in Nippur", p.129 line 9 • 
2. The passive return uses Esarhaddon as subject with S-theme of 
erebu and wasabu, and the Preterite of taru + suri.uti; on the root 
h~~" III cognate with Heb. bus see AHw., 343 • 
....__ --
3. The dual fate of the Babylonian population after its. fa:ll provides 
an interesting parallel on the human plane to the' ·f.ate 'of the gods, 
for some fled to remote parts while others went into slavery .in 
Assyria: 
nise asib qerbisu ana ~indi u birte zu'uzii illiku 
resiitu (Asar,15 Epi.9, c: D &E) 
ni~e asib [qerbisu asar sanamma igliqu-ma] ina erset 
la idu eguzu puzrate (Asar,15 $11, Epi. 9,b:B; c£0 a:A) 
··--... 
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266. 
The final justification for the rebuilding of Babylon is handled 
with an adroitness which appeals to modern minds by its ingenuity and 
must have impressed its original readers: 
70 sanati minut nidutisu istur-ma remenu DN surris 
libbasu inilij-ma elis ana saplis uSbalkit-ma ana 11 
sanati asabsu iq_bi (Asar, 15 $11 Epi. 10,a) 
{Marduk) wrote down 70years as the figure (for the 
duration) of its desolation(Babylon's), but the 
merciful Marduk's heart q_uickly calmed down, and he 
turned (the Book of Fate/ Tablet of Destiny) upside 
down, and decreed its refounding a~er 11 years. 1 
Since all kinds of coincidences in everyday life could be omens 
with a hidden meaning for the observant Mesopotamian, this neat but 
ad hoa manipulation of the cuneiform se~esimal system might have 
carried theologi~al conviction with its original readers. 2 Chronology 
indicates that the numbers 70 and 11 are used 'theologically' rather 
than exactly. From the much cited parallels of Jer 25:11 and 29:10, 
it would appear that 70 years was a round figure appropriate to a pro-
tracted period of divine wrath. Sheer coincidence seems to be ruled 
out by the contextual harmony of divine wrath, punishment by a human 
agent, period of desolation, possibility of eventual restoration and 
punishment of the agent, which of course is not admitted overtly by 
Esarhaddon in Sennacherib's case. 
Of special interest is the parallel writing down of the divine 
decree where the Akkadian uses sataru with Marduk as subject and the 
tablet of Destiny as the implied locus of the record and the Hebrew 
has ktb with the locus as basseper hazzeh, the corpus of Jeremiah's 
oracles. Bearing in mind Jeremiah's use of treaty curses from the 
common Ancient Near Eastern pool in this very context, the 70 year 
period of wrath in Jeremiah and Esarhaddon seem comparable. 
1. Variants of this are given in Asar, Fassung b:B & c:E. Of note is 
the stock phrase imlu ume used--rc;-describe the period of a divine 
decree, which was discussed in connection with Nbd 8, ~ 245ff above. 
2. Vertical + Horizontal Wedges (60+10=70) become Horizontal + Vertical 
(10+1=11) with the Vertical representing 60 and 10 respectively. 
Assuming the promulgation of the record in 681 be, Esarhaddon's 1st 
year, 11 years back was 692 be, an approximation for the 689 sack. 
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267 • 
. In conclusion, it is fair to say that Esarhaddon 's account of 
the sack and restoration of Babylon reveals itself as an ad hoc docu-
ment of political expediency framed in theological language. This 
estimate is supported by the delicate omission of Sennacherib's 
,name, depiction of the carrying off of Babylonian gods as their volun-
tary flight to sanctuary, and the use of the numerical pun to explain 
changes of royal policy in terms of divine attitudes. It is likely 
that Esarhaddon needed to satisfy both Assyrian and Babylonian parties, 
for if the latter needed conciliation, there may have been counsellors 
in the Assyrian court who needed convincing' as to the wisdom of re-
versing Sennacherib's policy of subjugation. The account did not stand 
-by ·itself, of course, since Esarhaddon made a point of taking the 
most care.ful of omens which we must assume was a practice convincing 
. .enough to have endured for centuries. The scribes were presumably 
.,compiling the records after these omens were well known. Being an 
,.official document, the record conceals as much as it reveals for we 
~have no means of knowing Esarhaddon's theological convictions other 
than by what he did and left written down. We have assumed that the 
king's account of empire and the gods was written amidst the pressures 
of a difficult political situation and involved a theological manipu-
lation of the historical events. How conscious Esarhaddon was of 
trying to exonerate his father while reversing his policy and 
fostering the worship of the idols his father had despoiled br seized 
and whether this involved him in 'bad faith' cannot be stated exactly. 
Before considering the various accounts of Sennacherib's murder, 
it would be opportune to take issue here with a point raised by 
Albrektson in connection with Esarhaddon's restoration of Babylon. 
Citing the passages which record Marduk's wrath and the reversal of 
his decre~ of 70 years desolation, he writes: 
The verb 'to plan'{kapadu) is used about Marduk to 
describe his evil devices against the impious popu-
lation of Babylon. This plan includes among other 
things an exile lasting 70 years - the parallel with 
Jer 25:llf & 29:10 needs hardly to be pointed out. The 
gods deeds in history are thus represented as a pur-
poseful activity, though the future course of events 
is not inexorably laid down according to a fixed and 
detailed plan but rather dependant upon the general 
putpose of the deity, which admits a certain flexi-
bility - much as in the Hebrew prophets, who some-
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times .describe the impending judgement as con-
ditional or alterable, depending on the people's 
conversion and Yhwh's mercy. 1 
268. 
To draw such conclusions - from this passage at any rate -
would appear to be unjustified in that it passes over the differences 
between the Esarhaddon and biblical material too lightly. Firstly, it 
is doubtful whether the phrase kapadu lemuttim can be pressed into 
menning anything comparable to a detailed plan arrived at by medita-
tion and then effected step by step over a considerable period. 2 
Rather, it expresses a change of attitude towards the Babylonians on 
Marduk's behalf, just as its reversal is indicated by a complementary 
phrase rasu salimu -'to become friendly'. In other words, kapadu is 
not being used by itself with the emphasis on the planning but as an 
integrated phras~ kapadu + lemuttu with the subsequent emphasis on 
the quality of divine action. 
Secondly, Jeremiah's oracle of doom is a genuine prediction, 
whereas analysis has shown that Esarhaddon's theology was coloured 
by political exigency, and certainly composed post eventu • The well-
known passage, Jer 18:1-12, in which Yhwh teaches the prophet the 
lesson of the potter and the clay, describing his action as condition-
al upon the people's response can scarcely be compared with the 
turning upside down of the tablets of Destiny in terms of divine 
flexibility, for repentance and repentance only averts doom decreed 
by Yhwh, whereas there is no hint of repentance among Babylonians or 
Assyrians in their records leading to Marduk's reversal of attitude. 
An official court document designed to highlight the king's piety 
with a post eventu ad hoc theological irtt.erpretation of historical 
events is so different from the prediction of a Hebrew prophet who 
held no brief for king or people that comparisons must be limited.3 
t. H&G, 91 f • 
2. Albrektson himself complains of the difficulty of finding any Heb-
rew expression in the OT equivalent to our concept of planning as 
defined above - 'There is hardly a Hebrew term whose field of 
meaning covers entirely that of the English word', chap 5 'The 
Divine Plan in History', H&G,69 • 
3. J.J.M.Roberts' important article "Myth versus History" (CBQ 38, 1976, 
1-13, esp. 9f. on Sennacherib and Babylon) in dialogue wi_th Albrektson, 
and the literature of notes 49 & 51 appeared too late for discussion. 
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:(d) Sennacherib's Murder in Esarhaddon' s Records, the Old Testament 
:and the Babylonian Chronicle. 
Passing onto Sennacherib's murder in accounts previous to Nabo-
nidus' version, we begin with the official Assyrian record of his 
son Esarhaddon who was once thought to be directly implicated but is 
:now believed to have been away from Nineveh in the West such as Cili-
• 1 
c1a. 
The ade ceremony opens Esarhad<ion's account and provides the 
theological framework from the brothers' rebellion understood as 
treason committed against the gods to whom the oath was sworn. After 
i>lotting in secret the brothers 'went mad' and ran amock in Nineveh 
'like young goats', during which time the murder presumably occurred • 
. 
,arkanu: aggej a immagu-ma mimma sa eli ilani u 
~a.meluti la tabu epusu-ma ikpudjj. lemuttim issihu_;ma 
.ka.kke ina qereb CN balu ilani ana epis sarruti itti 
anames ittakkipu lala'is DNN epset ijamma'e sa kl: la 
1ibbi ilani innipsu limnis ittatlu-ma idasun ul izizzu 
emuqasun lilluta usaliku-ma saplanua usakmesusunuti 
(Th. 1929-10-12, 1 Col 1:41-49) 
A:f'terwards rrry brothers went insane and did whatever 
·was sinful(lit. not good) against the gods and the 
people, and they determined to do evil. They drew 
. the sword within Nineveh disregarding the gods. To 
secure the kingship they butted at each other like 
young he-goats. Ashur, Sin, Sha.mash, Bel, Nabu, Ishtar 
of Nineveh and Ishtar of Arbela saw with displeasure 
the rebellious conduct carried out contrary to the 
will of the gods, and lent them no support. They 
turned their strength to helplessness and made them 
bow before me. 
The insanity of the brothers may be a divine judgement for we 
have seen that insanity is a tr.eaty curse which leads to self-destruc-
tion. Esarhaddon's account is certainly a prime document of ade 
theology for it exhibits the established pattern ·of vassal oath, 
rebellion, prayer of indictment, divine pronouncement, divine inter-
1. See D.J.Wiseman: Iraq 36(1974) Festschrift Mallowan, 249-260 
"Murder in Mesopotamia", p. 251f on Sennacherib 1s murder in Dec/Jan, 
681/80 be; DOTT, 71 • 
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vention and judgement on the oath-breakers. The judgement was further-
ed by Ashurbanipal after Shamash-shuro-ukin's revolt.when he reports 
the execution of Babylonians somehow implicated in his grandfather's 
murder. 1 Esarhaddon's account is carefully prepared as a public docu-
ment to support his claims to the throne and to discourage disloyalty. 
Naturally, he does not subscribe to the interpretation of his father's 
death as either a personal or national judgement for sins committed. 
Two passages in the Old Testament record the murder: 
Then Sennacherib king of Agy-ria departed, and went 
home and dwelt at Nineveh. And as he was worshipping 
in the house of Nisroch his god, Adrammelech and 
Sharezar, his sons, slew him with the sword, and 
escaped into the land of Ararat. And Esarhaddon his 
son reigned in his stead. (Isa 37:37f = 2 Kgs 19:36f) 
• And Yhwh sent an angel, who cut off all the mighty 
warriors and commanders and officers in the camp of 
the king of Assyria. So he returned with shame of 
face to his own land. And when he came into the 
house of his god, some of his own sons struck him 
down there with the sword. (2 Chron 32:21f) 
Leaving aside the complex and fascinating historical problems of 
these passages, 2a comparison of their contexts with that of Nabonidus' 
account proves interesting. The murder is a sequel to the miraculous 
deliverance of Jerusalem after the Assyrian seige. With a contradiction 
characteristic of political propaganda, the Rabshakeh had claimed both 
that Yhwh had sent the Assyrians and that Yhwh would not be able to 
protect Jerusalem from them any more than had other gods saved their 
Cities (Isa 36:10,20). This theological interpretation of history was 
resisted by Judean king and prophet, and the raising of the ·seige 
followed an oracle predicting Judgement on Sennacherib's arrogance. 
J. See page 179 above where the passage is discussed. 
2. The cuneiform documents neither corroborate nor dismiss the biblical 
data. See DOTT, 70££ and on the campaign issue, K.A.Kitchen: TIPE, 
383££' $346££ • 
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The account of the murder is impersonal and naturalistic, but 
'.may be understood as a theological reading of history because of the 
way it follows on from the seige reversal effected by the mal'ak Yhwh 
(Isa 37:36) and the prophetic oracle: 
Behold I(Yhwh) will put a spirit in Sennacherib, so 
that he shall hear a rumour, and return to his own 
land; and I will make him fall by the sword in his 
:own land.· (Isa 37:7) 
.The use of the Hiphil 1st Sing of npl with Yhwh as subject is decisive; 
Sennacherib's death is marked as the deed of Yhwh. 
The Chronicler makes his points rather more heavily without the 
literary qualities of the Isaiah passage, but is in complete theologi-
cal accord • A s~mmary statement of the covenant blessing of peace 
from enemies and· tribute from foreigners rounds off the incident. The 
Chronicler sees Sennacherib's murder as poetic justice which comes 
out in the phrase mi~i'ey mecayw:'the progeny of his loins', the 
Aequivalent of the Akkadian sit libbisu, to describe the murderers.The 
more moralistic style of the Chronicler is evident in his insertion 
of beboset. panim - 'shame-facedly' describing Sennacherib's retreat. 
With these touches, the recorded boasting, the shamefaced retreat, the 
dishonourable conduct of sons, th~ house of worship the place of 
slaughter, the Old testament conveys the personal, national and 
Assyrian pantheon's humiliation. 
In contrast to the colourful Old Testament record, the Babylonian 
Chronicle is brief and sober: 
In the month of Tebet(Dec/Jan), on the 20th day, 
(as for) Sennacherib king of Assyria his son 
(DUMU-su) in an uprising (ina sihi)killed him 
(GAZ-su = iddiiksu) 1 
No explanation of the rebellion or theological interpretation is given. 
In view of Babylon's fate at Sennacherib's hand, the restraint and 
reliability of this source is outstanding. 
1. BM 84-2-11,356 Col 3:34f; CT 34 for cuneiform with transliteration 
and translation by Borger: Asar, 121 $109; ANET, 301ff • 
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·We are now in a position to compare the extant accounts to see 
if there is a connnon theology of the sword and the gods. Firstly, 
the Babylonian Chronicle must be set on one side apart for it carries 
no theological interpretation. Of course, there is not the slightest 
reason to suppose that the s:ribes responsible for the Chronicle's 
'secular' statement differed radically in religious outlook from 
their contemporaries for the Chronicle's records of religious festi-
vals and the itineraries of idols reflect normal religious concerns. 
The 'secular' version must be due to the brevity of form required in 
this genre. 
Next the Old Testament account needs to be kept apart from 
those of Esarhaddon and Nabonidus since they are post eventu, while 
the basis of the Old Testament's record is a prophetic oracle! The 
remaining accounts obviously differ because one stems from Assyria 
and the other from Babylon. The differences may be set. out ·for con-
venient reference as follows: 
Esarhaddon 
l. Sacrilege & disorder - the 
sin of the Babylonians 
2. Hostile intentions of Marduk: 
kapadu lemuttim 
3. Canal-waters as the 
instrument of destruction 
4. Dual explanation of idols 
going to Assyria 
5. Marduk's wrath calmed; sheer 
mercy instead; no reason 
6. Period of wrath 11 years 
7. Appemal of Marduk's wrath 
revealed by omen; results in 
Esarhaddon's building project 
Nabonidus 
Religious disorder - the fault of 
Sennacherib 
Hostile intentions of Sennacherib: 
kapadu lemuttim; Marduk's wrath 
the primary factor 
Sennacherib as the instrument of 
destruction 
Dual explanation of idols going 
to Assyria 
Marduk's wrath calmed; remembered 
temple & city; no reason given 
Period of wrath 21 years, ie 
duration of woluntary) stay in 
Assyria (but see 7 below) 
Appeasal of Marduk's wrath revealed 
by murder of Sennacherib; no mention 
of Esarhaddon's building work 
J. Albrektson rightly lays great emphasis on the predictive and 
interpretative word of Yhwh as distinctive to the OT's interpretation 
of history in his concluding chapter - 'It must be emphasised that 
not only does God speak to man according to the OT: he also does so 
before his great deeds in history. To represent the verbal aspect of 
the divine self-revelation as merely a subsequent interpretation of 
events already occurred is entirely foreign to the OT authors' (H&G,I:n 
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8. Omission of direct descrip-
tion of Sennacherib's murder: 
sin of brothers implied as 
the sole factor; contrary to 
the will of the Assyrian gods 
Murder prominent in account; 
brothers' action recorded; 
implied that deed was brought 
about by Marduk 
273. 
What clearly emerges as a common theme of both accounts is the 
.unquestionable sovereignty of the gods. Both kings make an effort to 
:present Marduk as bringing about his will in an unhindered manner, 
-Oespite nationality differences. Albrektson has aptly remarked that 
'politicians may not always be too particular about the truth, but 
] 
.they usually see to it that what they say is marketable 1 , and we 
have said that Esarhaddon is writing an ad hoo account. He chose to 
set the divine will in the forefront in doing so, ascribing things 
that happened in human affairs to the god's operation, but this 
posed him an insoluable problem when it came to his father's murder, 
-:which he kept as far out of sight as possible by omitting direct 
::reference to it, though he was forced to say that his brothers acted 
'contrary to the will of the gods'. His compensation is to under-
line the retribution for breaching the ade , 2 and point to their 
re-assertion of control through his divinely inspired enthronement. 
There was no possibility of Esarhaddon' s resorting to splitting the 
pantheon to explain events even though division in the pantheon was 
familiar from Akkadian myth such as the Flood story. There is no 
thought that the national god Ashur and the Assyrian Ishtars have 
been outmanoevred by Marduk. Esarhaddon prayed to Marduk 
and Nabu as well as the Assyrian gods implying their unity and 
sovereign control. 
For Nabonidus the situation was not so delicate,for Assyria was 
gone for ever leaving Marduk unopposed head of the pantheon,for the 
Babylonians at any rate who did· not share Nabonidus penchant for Sin. 
A second fundamental agreement for theological interpretation besides 
the sovereignty of the pantheon was the importance of the cultus. 
Both the Assyrian and Babylonian king regard irregularities in the 
cult as a primary cause of divine wrath. The inviolability of the 
shrine is already evident as a theological axiom in the 300 line 
l • l!!£, 102. 
2. The brothers are contrasted with the loyal populace who 'had sworn 
loyalty by the curse of the great gods by means of water and oil to 
guard my suzerainty': sa ade miimit ilani rabuti ana na~ar sarrutija 
ina me u samni itmu (Th. 1929-10-12,1 Col 1:50f). 
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Sumerian composition 'The Curse of Agade: the Ekur avenged'. This is 
an historiographic document though written in a highly poetic form of 
prose, and it interprets the destruction of Akkad, capital of the 
Agade dynasty,whose founder was Sargon the Great,at the hands of the 
barbaric Guti as an event brought about by Enlil whose great shrine 
at Nippur the Ekur Naram-Sin had sacked impiously. 1 The Weidner 
Chronicle carries the same consistently applied temple-theology in 
2 its interpretation, above all of the Sargonid dynasty. The fate of 
these kings depended on their relations with Babylon and the shrine 
of Marduk, Esagila. If the rites were neglected or property mis-
appropriated, Marduks wrath was aroused and he deth~oned the unhappy 
king. The fact that this reading of events was anachronistic -
Esagila did not exist in Sargon's time - only serves to illustrate 
how deep-grained:was this temple-theology in the minds of the Baby-
lonian scribes who prepared the document at a later period. 
J. This document is now on a better footing than ever; see A.Falken-
stein's publication, ZA 57(1965),43ff 1 Fluch uber Akkade' and the 
recent English translation by S.N.Kramer, ANETS, 210/646ff and his 
remarks. in History Begins, 317ff. The composition is dated to the 
Ur III period, ie. the last century of the 3rd Millenium be. For 
its historical references see CAH I, Part 2, 454ff, esp. 456 note 2. 
2. On the Weidner Chronicle, see H.G.Giiterbock: ZA 42, 47ff; !HANE, 
59f; H&G, 102f; ANET, 266ff. Compare too the Sargon Chronicle 
where Shulgi son~Ur-nammu is said to have 'sought after evil 
and brought out the treasure of Esagila and Babylon as spoil' 
for which he was punished by Bel, and brought to an end. The 
Sargon Chronicle appears to have borrowed from the Weidner 
Chronicle where the two overlap. A. K. Grayson's work on the . 
Chronicles scheduled for the TCS series will replace L.W.King's 
publication of BM.26472, the Sargon Chronicle. 
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Returning to Nabonidus' account, it is evident that his post. 
eventu historical interpretation needed to adhere to the theological 
.principles mentioned above. The personal fate of Sennacherib would 
have confirmed the inviolability of Babylon's holy shrines, as would 
·the later national fate of Assyria. It seems likely that Nabonidus 
believed implicitly in his theological interpretation, and if it is 
correct to ascribe a certain contrived effect to Esarhaddon's record, 
;this psychological difference behind the two accounts makes their 
agreement in modes of theological interpretation the more striking. 
Albrektson must be allowed his basic thesis that the gods of the· 
nations around Israel were thought by them to intervene in historical 
events in a sovereign manner, making use of human agents to carry 
out their will, and governing according to a system of retribution 
described in terms of their personal wrath. So much must be allowed 
·to stand. Yet it remains on the plane of broad generalisation. 
It .appears to be more doubtful whether direct comparison can be 
:made with the Old Testament on the issues of Temple theology, the 
supremacy of the national god and historical interpretation. 1 Just 
when equivalents appear to be found between the religious concepts of 
Israel and her neighbours, closer examination reveals that divergences 
remain. Yhwh might, like Marduk, be ·said to make use of a foreign 
power to punish his own people and thereafter dispose of the agent. 
In abstract this comparison holds true, but in specific historical 
situations fundamental differences appear. Attitudes to the Jerusalem 
Temple and its cultus in prophetic Yahwism cannot be equated with 
the Mesopotamian concept of the inviolability of the shrine, and 
the all-importance of maintaining the cultus. Isaiah did not predict 
doom at Assyrian hands for lack of cultic maintenance. On the con-
trary, the sacrifices and festivals were in full operation. It was 
. 2 
the moral conduct which drew down the prophet's condenmation. 
1. See Albrektson's remarks: 'historical e~ents - the falls of kings 
and dynasties - are interpreted (by the Weidner Chronicle) as 
divine punishment of disobedient princes ••• The parallel with Heb-
rew historian.sand their view of history as God's judgement on 
apostate kings is patent; One could perhaps. add that they have 
even the anachronis ic trait in conunon as well as the emphasis on 
-cultic offences'. The source of this thought is J.J.Finkelstein: 
PAPhS 107(1963),p. 467 note 24 on the Weidner Chronide•~ 
2. See for example Isa 1:10-17. 
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A parallel might be supposed between the Jerusalem and Babylonian 
social disorder. Esarhaddon mentions bribery and stealing as do the 
Hebrew prophets. However, Esarhaddon was intent on rationalising his 
father's intervention so allowance must be made for exaggeration, 
while the description of social disorder seems to function partly to 
explain how the shrines came to be neglected and how the bribing of 
Elam came about with the sacriligious use of the Esagila treasure. In 
other words, the shrine is at the centre of interest and sin against 
Esagila seems to loom largest 
Like Isaiah, Jeremiah denounced the mentality which relied on 
an external maintenance of the cultus and found security in the 
presence of Yhwh's Temple .without regard for the moral covenant stipu-
lations of Yahwism. Implied is the sinking of Judah to the level of 
her contemporari~s at their best. He therefore reminds them of the 
fate of Shiloh, kn earlier cult-centre, and predicts the destruction 
of the present Temple, and more radically the abolition of the 
apparatus of th~ cult, notably the Ark of the covenant, looking to 
a new covenant relationship without this paraphenalia. 1 
To Nabonidus, all this would have been quite alien. He was 
forced to attribute the destruction of Esagila and Babylon to Mar-
duk for the continued worship of Marduk as supreme lord demanded 
this. Since Jeremiah was motivated by no such pantheon-saving 
motivation but rather of his grasp of the moral basis of judgement 
and the ethical character of his deity, an exact parallel'does not 
exist between the two accounts .of national gods destroying their 
central shrines.Isaiah and Jeremiah noted the lavish scale of cul-
tic observation but flatly denied that this was any guarantee of 
security for land, people, city or Temple. 
J. See Jer 7:2Jff, 7:1ff, 3:16 & 31:31ff on false security in the 
cultus, the interpretation of the Shibh destruction, the future 
abolition of the Ark and the nature of the new covenant. Jeremiah 
it is true, is more radical than, say, the Chronicler, though it 
would still be a mistake to equate the Chronicler's interpretation 
of history with the Mesopotamian, for a true Aaronic and Levitical 
worship is set over again:t the spurious Jereboam cult in the north 
where the true priests were dismissed and golden calves made,and 
against syncretistic practices and reliance on apostate and pagan 
powers instead of reliance on Yhwh. The election of David and his 
dynasty is at least as important a factor in the Chronicler's 
historical interpretation as his concern with worship:-see for 
example, 2 Chron 13:5, 21:7,12, 23:3, 34:2f for this principle 
applied to the post-Solomonic history. 
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:Nabonidus inscriptions on the other hand indicate that he regar-
ded the smooth functioning of the cultus as the prime guarantee of 
-Oivine favour and security. 
It is not surprising that sword and shrine are juxtaposed in 
historical interpretations for war and worship at a cult centre both 
have a long history in Mesopotamia stretching back in time to the 
1 proto-literate period and beyond. What could be more natural than 
the genesis of the theological interpretation of history with the 
writing of the history of a cult centre ? Who would be more likely 
than the attendants of a shrine to record its history, and with the 
record to provide an explanation in theological terms for its pros-
·perity or decline ? Since warfare on an inter-city, regional and 
international scale also characterise Mesopotamian life, and included 
. .defeat on the same scale, it was -o~ly natural that pries ts should 
-provide explanations for the desecration of their shrines or else 
:completely change their allegiance in worship~ The latter seems to 
.have gone too much against the grain .. of human nature. No doubt defeat 
contributed towards syncretism, but rejection of local gods was psy-
chologically of another order altogether. Hence Jeremiah speaks of 
theological conservatism as a general and historically verifiable 
human phenomenon: 
For cross to the coasts of Cyprus and see, 
or send to Kedar and examine with care, 
see if there has been such a thing. 
Has a nation changed its gods, 
even though they are no gods ? 
(Jer 2: IOf) 
It proved simpler to furnish an acceptable theological interpretation 
of the shrine and the sword, empire and the gods. 
I. Note in particular the series of temples found at Eridu belonging 
to the Eridu, Ubaid and Uruk cultures from the 5th Millenium down-
wards (see CAH I. 1 Chap 8) and the highly developed art of war 
attested by the 3rd Millenium 'Standard of Ur' showing onager 
chariotry in the historical period. The 'Tummal Chronicle' stemming 
·from the. shrine itself at Nippur during the Isin Dynasty carries 
historical information about the sacred pr,eCinct of Enlil , its 
foundation and fortunes, back to Gilgamesh and Enmebaragesi in 
Early Dynastic times in the 3rd Mi~nium (see S.N.Kramer: The Su-
merians, chap 2,46ff; CAH I.I, chap 6 (II,e) ). 
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(e) Further Temple Theology and the Harran Inscriptions. 
In certain of Nabonidus' records there is a conflation of natura-
listic and theological description bearing on a shrine where the 
enemy is the desert sand not an invading army. In one passage, the 
shrine is in ruins, its outlines obscured by natural collapse of the 
mud-brick and by the drifting sand. When the wind lays bare the out-
lines, it is said to have arisen 'at the word of Marduk'. 1 Elsewhere 
the natural burial process is interpreted in terms of divine anger. 
This was reversed in the time of former king Nebuchadnezzar when 
Sin and Shamash sent hurricanes to clear the site so that building 
could begin. 2 Clearly, the fortunes of a shrine irresistably drew 
theological interpretation. 
Nabonidus goes on to elucidate a general principle which ex-
plains the rise and fall of nations which may be seen as an extension 
of the principles applying to the prosperity or desolation of shrines. 
Nabonidus Harran inscription dealing with the Ehulhul temple of Sin 
does not follow the set pattern of Royal Titulary, Election Formula, 
Building Project and Concluding prayer. The statement of theological 
principle occurs in a eulogy of Sin which asks the rhetorical ques-
tion 'Without thee who does anything ?' • The inscription continues: 
1. Nbd 3/Zyl III,l Col 1:34-43 & Col 2:10-13; Berger, 369ff • 
2. Nbd 4/Zyl III,4 Col 1:43ff: 
ilani rabuti asibut sa same u er~itim istu iime 
ruquti ittisu isbusJ:..ma sipik epiru rabuti elisu 
issapku-ma la ussappu kissisu ina pale RN sar GN 
sarri mabri alik maijr:ij3. mar RN2 ~ar GN ina qibit 
DNN belesu itbooim-ma sari irbitti mehi rabuti 
bafii~;i sa eli ali u biti sasu katmu in~assib 
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. matu sa libbika asabsu ublu pulugtu ilutika 
rabiti ina libbisu tasakkan-ma ana iimu ruquti 
isdesu ikunnu matu sa libbika bapusu ublu 
pulubtaka ultu libbisu tanissimu tanandis ana 
iimu ruquti (Nbd H2 A & B, Col 2:26-32) 
As f'or a land which you have ordained to be 
inhabited, you set the reverence of your great 
godhead within it so that its foundations stand 
firm to distant days. As for the land which you 
have decreed for destruction, you sever from it 
reverence f'or you and overthrow it to distant 
days 
'279 • 
This has a quaint logic about it, the logic of a circular 
argument which runs as follows: a shrine is in ruins - this means 
that.the gods were angry and decreed its destruction; the gods were 
angry - this was due to irregularities in the cultic worship; there 
was a failure to· maintain the cult - this was because the gods took 
the numinous awe of ihemselves out of the hearts of the people; the 
gods dissipated the people's reverence -: this was because they in-
tended to destroy that country. Why did they so purpose ? - because 
they were angry , Divine sovereignty is stoutly maintained. 
Moving to Adda-guppi's inscription, the mother of Nabonidus 
tells of Sin's shrine in ruins: 
ina satti 16 RN sar GN DN sar ilani itti alisu u 
bitisu iznu elu samamis alu u nise sa ina libbisu 
illiku karmuti (Nbd H.I B Col 1:6-9) 
In the 16th year of Nabopolassar king of Babylon, 
Sin king of the gods became angry with his city 
and his shrine, and departed to heaven. The city 
and its people went to ruins. 
Historically, this refers to events which took place in 610/609 
be, when the king of Akkad and the Ummanmanda chased Ashuruballit and 
his Eg)'Itian allies from Harr an, and·' carried off much spoil f.rom the 
I 
city and temple', though one could never guess this from the gen-
eralised religious language adopted. 2 It is indeed striking that the 
J. See BM.21901:re~ 58-65. 
2. Gadd notes this remarking that 'the suppression of all secular 
details here was doubtless due to considerations which applied 
locally to Harran, above all the need to avoid giving offence to 
the Medes, who were still in control of the place' (AnSt 8, 74). 
But if the stele was set up in Adda-guppi's 104th year'; that is 
Nabonidus' 9th year,547 be , the Medes were defeated. 
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. Babylonian Chronicle and Adda-guppi could use such different termin-
,ology to describe the same events. Theologically, the sword arrived 
:.where the gods had departed. This is Mesopotamian temple theology. 
The reversal of circumstances which led to the rebuilding of 
· Ehu1hul is explained by Adda-guppi as the fruit of prayer and penance. 
For 95 years she 'sought after the shrines of Sin's great godhead' 
(Col 1:34). He looked. upon her good deeds with favour, heard her 
prayers, granted her requests, and the wrath of his heart calmed down. 
He was reconciled toward his shrine (Col 1:35-39). He elected Naboni-
dus to the throne and 'from the border of Egypt on the Upper Sea 
even to the Lower Sea, all lands he entrusted hither to his hands' 
·(Col 1:41-44). Realising that the sword was wielded by the gods~ Adda-
guppi prayed· for military victory for Nabonidus: 
' 
.ina qibit iliitika rabiti ilani rabuti idasu 
lillikii lisamqitii garesu (Col 2:2f) 
On your almighty divine decree may the great 
_,.gods go at his side and fell his foes. 
Sin replied in a dream, promising the return of the gods to Harran 
and the completion of the Ehulhul shrine (Col 2:5-8). Her prayer 
for victory over the enemy which is cast in stock phrases is the only 
hint that political and military events would necessarily be involved 
in the worship revolving around this shrine. 
We have already quoted Nabonidus' crediting of Marduk with 
sending the Medes as Nabopolassar's helpers, and his dissociation of 
.Marduk and Nabopolassar from the ensuing destruction of Assyrian 
shrines, including Ehulhul where Shalmaneser III and Ashurbanipal 
were known by him to have undertaken repair work. In the Babylon 
· Nbd 8 inscription, the Medes are said to act independently of the 
gods in wickedly destroying Ehulhul, but this is contradicted by the 
Sippar cylinder employing stock temple theology where the ruin must. 
be attributed to the wrath of the gods worshipped. 1 
J. Compare and contrast Nbd 8/Frg XI and Nbd l/III,2 
& 371ff for bibliography. 
Berger, 384ff 
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TN brt DN sa qereb CN sa ultu Um.ii sati DN belu 
rabu subat tub libbi ramu qerebsu ~li ali u biti 
sasu libbus izuz-ma Ummanmanda usatbam-ma biti 
suatim ubbit-ma usaliksu karmutu ina pale kinim 
DN2_rabuti ina naram sarriitija ana ali u biti 
sasu islimu irsu tajjari (Nbd 1/III,2 Col 1:8-15) 
As for Ehulhul the temple of Sin in Hanan, where 
the great lord Sin had taken up residence in a 
dwelling that pleased him, against that ·.· ity and 
temple he (then) grew angry, and despatched the 
Ummanmanda, and destroyed that temple and turned 
it into a ruin. (But) in my legitimate reign, 
great Bel out of love for my kingship became recon-
ciled towards that city and temple and was merciful. 
281. 
Sin is the subject of the Causatives (S-thmme +ventive) of the 
roots tebu -'to rise up and go' and alaku -'to go', and of the Ir 
1 theme of abatu -'to destroy'. This agrees theologically with the 
' 
mother's less specific statement. The Sippar cylinder has been ad-
justed to make Marduk the spokesman and Sin a bystander in the dream 
oracle, where the Harran Stele gives Sin an unrivalled role·. Gadd 
comments aptly: 'The artful elaboration of this incident to the 
taste of the Babylonian readers is as deliberate as it is disingenu-
ous'. 
2 
In the Sippar dream, Marduk told the king to take bricks .for the 
founding of Ehulhul from Babylonia in his chariot, and when Nabonidus 
could only fearfully think of the occupying Medes whose forces were 
formidable - puggalu emuqasu - a second word was given prophesying 
their defeat and removal by Cyrus their Persian vassal: 
1. Since luumrnan-manda is treated grammatically as a singular, 'the 
Mede' could be the subject of abatu and alaku, but this would be 
a change of subject from the previous verb DN ••. u~atbarnma, and so 
is less likely. Theologically it would have been permissable to 
say that Sin destroyed the shrine, since primary causes loomed 
larger than secondary ones (ie human agents). 
2. C.J.Gadd: AnSt 8, 74 note 2. See W.L.Moran: Or 28(1959), 130-140 
"Notes on the New Nabonidus Inscriptions", p.l35 for proof that 
Nbd I is more faithful in style to the Vorlage it shares with 
Nbd H2,A & B, which is a short recension mainly concerned with 
t_he Teima history. · 
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DN ma ita.ma ittija Ummanmanda ~a taqbu sasu mati.~u 
u sarrani 8.Iik idisu ul ibassi ina salulti satti 
ina kasadu usatbiinisum-ma fu'IJ !far GN aradsu 9agri 
ina ummanisu isutu Ummanmanda rapsati usappib RN2 
-Sar Ummanmanda i1ilbat-ma ka.mussu ana mati~u ilqi 
'(Nbd 1 Col 1 :26-33) 
Marduk then swore to me: 'The Ummanmanda of whom 
you speak, they, their land, and the kings who 
.support them will no longer exist. When the third 
year arrives I will send against them Cyrus king 
of Anzan their subordinate vassal. With his few 
forces he will scatter the wide-spread Ummanmanda' • 
.Asf¥ages king of the Ummanmanda he captured and 
took as prisoner to his own country. 
282 •. 
Though no doubt this is a post eventu prophecy as artful as its 
adaptation to Babylonian readers, it speaks eloquently of the belief 
that the Mesopotamian gods governed the fortunes· of war .and peace • 
... This early faith in Cyrus as the emancipator from Median occupation 
··Eakes Nabonidus' end the more ironical. It is also ironical that the 
.:shifts in political power which eventually led to his downfall could 
have been viewed, it seems, solely in terms of one shrine far from 
the capital Babylon. 
This estimate is supported by other political allusions in the 
H2 stele whose main theme is the Ehulhul project! It records the Sin 
oracle, omitting Marduk, and then candidly describes the Babylonian 
reaction which led to Nabonidus' withdrawal to Teima after the manner 
of an offended deity. During the 10 year appointed absence, Nabonidus 
1. Moran describes the Harran stele thus: 'The view of Nabonidus 
t:hat all of his accomplishments, even his building activities 
were in reality the work of Sin here finds its most articulate 
expression ••• the inscription is,therfore, for the primacy of 
Sin a theodicy and by implication, for Nabonidus an apologia 
pro vita sua' (art. cit., 135). 
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both wielded the sword and made peace, all under the aegis of Sin 
and Ishtar: 
ina am.at DNN belit tagazi ~a nukurti u sulummu 
ina balisu ina mati la ibassu u kakku la innippusu 
qatsu ina muijbisunu taprik-ma sar GN alu Madaja 
GN2 u naphar sarrani nakiriitu ana sulummu u tubbati 
isappariin~ ana ma.brija (H2 Col 1:38-45) • · 
At the command of Sin and Ishtar,mistress of battle, 
without whom hostility and peace do not exist in the 
land nor is war waged, her hand she fulminated over 
them so that the king of Egypt, the city of the Medes, 
the :Arabs' country and all the kings who were hostile 
sent (to establish) peaceful treaty relations with me. 1 
283. 
The brief spell of good relations was regarded as god-given for 
the purpose of completing the work on Ehulhul, or so the inscription 
would make it seem, for Nabonidus goes on to describe how he returned 
to Babylon, which the gods had made to be at peace with him, and 
summoned his subjects 'the peoples of Akkad.and the Hatti land from 
the border of Egypt on the Upper Sea as far as the Lower Sea' whom 
I." Gadd suggests plausibly that the vague 'city of the Medes' denotes 
Ecbatana shortly after the reversal which put Cyrus on the throne, 
but before he had assumed official titles; c£ Cyrus as aradsu ~ibru 
in Nbd 1 where 'his(the Ununanmanda's) young/subordintate vassal/ 
servant' is a pre-revolution reference (cf. H.Tadmor:AS 16,Festschrift 
Landsberger,~ 351 'his young servant', where CADS, 182 $ibru 1c2-
takes ~ibru = 'Cyrus •• the second'; AHw.,1089 Cid 'der jungere~ II). 
On pharaoh Amasis II (569-525 be) see-the Nebuchadnezzar Chronicle 
BM 33041:re~ 1 referring to Nebuchadnezzar's 37th year. 
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.284. 
I 1 
of the gods had 'put into his hand'. He continues -Sin, king 
ctEhulhul, 
2 3:21£) •. 
the temple of Sin, anew I built, I finished its work'(Col 
Even when allowance is made for the conventions of Building 
Inscriptions, these inscriptions of Nabonidus, and especially ·the 
:Harran stele .cannot fail to give the impression that the Ehulhul 
shrine at Barran was an idee fixee of the reign and played an extra-
ordinary role in the drama of empire. Since this project was pursued 
by Nabonidus despite Median occupation, Babylonian revolt, his re-
.moteness in Arabia and during the briefest of lulls after his return 
to Babylon before the engulfing tide of Persian expansion overtook 
bim, the only explanation for this variation on the theme of empire, 
the sword and the gods lies in Nabonidus' personal theological be-
liefs. We must assume that he regarded the exaltation of Sin as the 
;.£oundation for Babylonian imperialism. Subsequent generations did not 
-see his belief in the sovereignty of the Babylonian pantheon as in 
,_error, but only his neglect of Marduk. The principle of divine sov-
ereignty as the basis of empire was therefore upheld, and a theologi-
cal interpretation of Nabonidus'reign was supplied which found the 
explanation for Babylon's change of master in the cultic irregularities 
perpetrated by the devotee of Sin. Nabonidus' temple theology was 
seen as a lop-sided aberration, but temple theology remained the key 
to historical interpretation. 
1. As in the Assyrian inscriptions, prisoners of war were regarded as 
the gift of the gods and in gratitude were put to work on the shrines. 
2850 ina ummani sillati nakri gumee ~a belu DN eli 
sarrani alik mahrija usatiranni-ma "ilmalla qatua ana 
zabalu dupsikku~ana DNN ileja alik ideja asruk 
(Nbd 8 Col 9:31-41) 
2.It is now agreed that Nabonidus only finished the work on Ehulhul 
~fter he had returtied from Teima in his 13th year or later. See 
Tadmor: AS 16,363; Moran:Or 28,132 and Lambert:AfO 22,1 • 
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PART II B: The Sword in Imperial Theology. 
Attention has already been drawn to the action of the gods in 
the election of the king to the throne, and to their intervention on 
his behalf in battle, as recorded in the few historical accounts left 
by the Neo-Babylonian rulers. Imperial theology, as we have called it, 
is the religious rationale which the kings gave for their economic 
and political ventures, the theological justification: for empire-
building, whether by peaceful or by warlike means. 
Implicit in election to the throne were imperial rights over 
foreign lands, for piety towards Babylon's gods had international 
consequences since election was election to empire. Syria, Palestine 
and other foreign lands were regarded as the patrimony bestowed on 
I the king at his coronation by the gods. Foreign peoples could be 
pressed into service of Babylon's gods, and foreign resources ex-
ploited for the decoration of their shrines. Cedars were cut in Leba-
non by royal and divine prerogative. Royal imperialism' also carried 
I the ideal of a rule which brought peace and prosperity to the ruled, 
I though how far this was applied beyond Babylonia is debateable. 
! 1 In the following texts the scope of divine election emerges: 
J 
When the lord Marduk elevated my head(resi ullu) 
and gave me the wide-spread peoples to shepherd 
(nise rapsatim ana re'utim iddinam), to Marduk 
my lord I was faithful without ceasing. 
(Nbk 17/IV,J Col 1:16-23) 
J. There is some analogy here with Royal Grants of land made by 
Assyrian & Babylonian kings to their loyal subjects, and of Yhwh's 
granting of Palestine to Abraham. See M.Weinfeld: JAOS 90(1970), 
184-203 "Covenant of Grant in the OT & the ANE". Compare too Sargon's 
definition of his calling in the Grant text: ana ~uklul simat ekurri 
dunnun sattukkI mu'ur kissati ullu resija -'to decorate the temple 
perfectly, to increase the regular offerings, to rule the world, and 
to exalt my head'(Postgate:Decrees,64 N~ 32:43f). In this latter 
case it is a question of Sargon's receiving a parcel of land by 
exchange for building his capital Dur-Sharruken, but in principle 
the incorporation of foreign territory was much the same theologi-
cally speaking. 
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The passage is in the typical Election Formula form introduced 
by the adverbial conjunction enuma indicating the occasion of Marduk's 
act, and followed by the king's response introduced by anaku. 'The 
wide-spread peoples' are regarded as at the disposal of the gods who 
.appoint the king of Babylon to look after them as their vice-regent. 
The imagery of the king as Shepherd, surely intended to imply benevo-
lence,is an ancient one which can be traced back to Sumerian royal 
.inscriptions such as those of Gudea. 1 
The traditional nature of this concept of world rule emerges 
.too from the use. of the phrase trans lated 'four world quarters' ·.in 
Nebuchadnezzar's prayer: 
£y your exalted word/decree which does not alter 
over the peoples of the four world regions(eli 
ni~e kibrati arbatim) may my shepherding be long 
.(lirik·re'uti) (Nbk 18/Bkst.BIII,l Col 1:19-22) 
Clearly Nebuchadnezzar wished to emulate the ancient kings who had 
.first dominated the majority of the Near East and thought of their 
territory as extending to the four quarters of the world. 2 
The sovereign power of Babylon's gods and hence the power of 
Babylon's sovereign over foreign peoples is exemplified by his au-
thority to impose corvee labour on them, as we learn in the record 
of the Etemenanki restoration: 
1. For references, see AHw. ,976ff re'u -'to shepherd' G2b,Gtn2,Gt2; 
977 re 'u - I Shepherd '~l & re 'u~1 Shepherding I' 2 • . 
2. For references, see AHw., 471 kibru,2; CAD K, 33lf; cf. W.W. Hallo: 
Titles,2lff and M.J.Seux: Epithethes Royales,308ff, and CAD K, 458f 
kissatu A, 2a • On the early feats of sword and empire, see A. 
Malamat: Festschrift Landsberger,AS 16, 365-373 "Campaigns to the 
Mediterranean by Jahdun-Lim & other Early Mesopotamian Rulers" • 
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. ni~e rapsatim sa DN beli jati iqipanni re 'uSina 
iddina.m quradam DN2 kullat matitan gimir kala dad.me 
ultu tfuntim elHim adi tamtim saplitim matati ruqatim 
nise dadme rapsatim sarrani sade nesutim u nage 
beriitim sa qereb tamtim elitim u saplitim sa DNl beli 
ana.sadaa sirdisu zirassina umallu qatua adkam-ma 
ummanat DNN ina epesu TN~ •• sakkanakke GN nibirti 
naru GN ana erib samsi sa ina a.mat DNl belija 
belussunu abilu-ma erine dannutim ultu sadu GN2 ana 
ma-Oazija GN3 ibabballinim napbar niSe dad.me rapsatim 
sa DNl beli jati isruqam ina epesu TN dullu.~ 
uSa~bissunuti-ma emissunuti tupsikku 
(Nbk 17/IV, 1 Col 2: 12-36 & Col 3:8-24) 
The widespread peoples whom Marduk entrusted to me, 
the hero Sha.mash appointed me as their shepherd, all 
lands, the entire inhabited world from Upper to Lower 
Seas, distant lands, widespread peoples of the world, 
the kings of distant mountains and far-off regions 
which are bordered by Upper and Lower Seas, whom Marduk 
the su~erain put into my control for drawing his yoke 
with their strength I assembled, and the work-force of 
Sha.mash and Marduk for building EtemEIRnki ••• Viceroys 
from Syria beyond the Euphrates in the West over whom 
I was sovereign by the decree of Marduk my lord, these 
brought mighty cedars from the Lebanon range to my city 
Babylon. The entire people of the widespread world whom 
lord Marduk bestowed on me I pressed into service for 
building Etemenanki and laid corvee work upon them. 
287 • 
The scribe has multiplied stock-phrases in his effort to give an 
impressive picture of the sweep of Nebuchadnezzar's empire. The whole 
structure of empire is seen as harnessed for a single purpose - the 
1 
service of the gods. To achieve a consistent and dynamic theology of 
Babylonian domination of foreign countries, he uses the verbs qapu -
'to entrust to, bestow upon', nadanu-'to give,appoint', mallu qatu -
'to fill the hand with, put into the power of', saraqu-'to bestow' 
and the phrase ina amat DN -'by the word/decree of DN' which prove 
the Babylonian gods' active sovereignty exercised through the reign 
of Nebuchadnezzar. 
Because Marduk and Shamash rule the nations and bestow them on 
their chosen representative, any resistance to him at home or abroad 
is logically seen as rebellion against the gods and punishable by 
them. Thus Neriglissar describes how Marduk enabled him to quell 
opposition: 
1. On 'drawing the yoke' as a· cliche for vassaldom, see Part I, Ash. 
section A: Vassal Oath & Vassal Status, ~ 96f • 
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:opposition: 
battu isarti murabbisat matam ana sarriitij a lii 
isrukam sibirri kinu musallim nise ana belutam 
lii iqbim uspari mukannis za'iru lu usatmiba qatua 
aga kin:u usassanni-ma ana sarriitija saninu u 
mugallitu anar ajjabi asgis zamanii la magiri 
kalisunu alut mi sari ina matim a.Stakkan nisej a 
rapsatim ina
0
sulmi artani'e 
(Nrg 2/II,1 Col 1:29 - 2:3) 
.(Marduk) bestowed on me an upright sceptre which 
extends the land for my kingly rule, a true staff 
-which.prospers the people he did indeed decree for 
(exercising) suzerainty, he made my hand surely 
.grasp a flail which humbles the foe, he made me 
wear a legitimate crown of kingship. Rival and 
rebel I annihilated, my enemies I destroyed. As 
for the rebels and the unsubmissive - I subjugated 
the whole lot of them. I established justice in the 
1and. My wise-spread peoples I shepherded in con-
<tinual ·peace. 
.288. 
The stock phrases are arranged in .a.rhythmical and exalted prose. 
The royal insignia's true symbolism is expounded. No ornaments or 
trinkets these. Marduk, acting through the sheshgallu priest on the 
fifth day of the Akitu Festival, invests Neriglissar. The usparu is 
given specifically for humbling the foe - mukannis za'iri, and this 
is expounded with the ver s of conquest - naru-'to slay, annihilate', 
sakasu -'to destroy, kill' and~ -'to subjugate' • Wanton slaugh-
ter is not intended, rather the preliminaries to the establishment 
of law and order. Misarum seems not be used in its technical sense · 
here as a specific royal act, but more widely of the quality of rule 
which in turn results in peace. 
The same note is sounded in another of Meriglissar's inscriptions 
where Marduk, Nabu and Girra appear as his champions with Marduk 
decreeing his destiny, Nabu putting into his hand a sceptre of justice, 
1 
and Girra 'mightiest of the gods gave him his weapons'. Whether Awel-
Marduk's deposition previously accounts for the emphasis on election2 
or whether it is simply scribal tradition, that the gods pLaced a 
sword in the hands of their chosen monarch was the common theology. 
J. Nrg 1/II,3 Col 1:13. 
2. As Langdon-Zehnpfund suggest: NBK, 211 note J. 
·~--
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C: Babylon, Tribute and the Sword. 
AS a backgiound for considering Babylonian Holy City theology as 
it bears on the sword and empire reference may be made to the study 
of Giorgio Bw::ellati on the theological associations of the capital 
city. Speaking of Mesopotamia and Syria-Palestine, he writes: 
There is evidence to the effect that the city where 
the enthronement would take place - usually the 
capital city - was considered the object of a 
special divine choice. It was, therefore because of 
religious reasons that the act of enthronement was 
strictly linked with the si°'t'"e"of the enthronement 1 
Speaking in 'secular terms, we know that empires were built on 
the economic advantage gained from securing trade-routes and tribute. 
It was the capital city of the empire which reflected these advantages 
to the fullest extent with magnificent temples and palaces. Though 
the Babylonian kings went into detail on the splendours of the 
capital, it was always within a theological framework. Babylon was a 
holy city of ancient religious traditions, and was acknowledged as a 
centre of religious ceremony and knowledge with its own sanctity by 
such redoubtable empire builders as the Assyrians. We should therefore 
not expect to find a secular account of imperial tribute and the 
resulting economic prosperity of Babylon. Just as foreign lands were 
understood to be the gift of the gods to Babylon, so tribute could 
be made a matter for prayer. If tribute could be exacted only at the 
point of the sword, then prayer for victory in battle was appropriate. 
Spoils of war and tribute were promised as decoration for the vic-
torious gods' shrines. 
The.mother-city sentiment comes out strongly in the following 
inscription: 
1. G.Buccellati "The Enthronement of the King & the Capital City" in 
Festschrift Oppenheim, 54-61, page 61. 
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. nisim rapsatim sa DN belija umallu qatua ana CN 
ukannis bilat matati bisit sadim hi~ib tamtim 
,qerbasu a.mBur ana ~illisu dari kullat nisim t-abis 
upabbir urre ~e 'im dannutim la nibi astapaksu 
(Nbk 9/III,4 Col 3:18-26) 
.The widespread peoples whom Marduk my lord put 
into my power I made subservient to Babylon. The 
· produce(or, tribute) of the lands, the products of 
the mountains, the richness of the seas I .gathered 
inside it. I gathered all peoples benevolently 
under its eternal protection(shadow). Great 
quantities of grain without measure I stored up 
for it. 
290 • 
Here is depicted a scene af peace and plenty at the heart of the 
empire. Marduk has poured into the king's ·cup such blessing that it 
overflows. A description of the palace follows on creating an impres-
sion of grandeur.and statesmanship: 
inusu ekal musab sarrutija markas nisim rabitim 
~ubat risati u gidatim asar kadrutim uktannasu 
ina CN essis epus ina kigallam restim ina irat 
izirtim rapastim ina kupri u agurri usarsid 
temensa erenim dannutim ultu GN qistim elletim 
ana ~ullisa lu ubilam diira danna ina kupri u agurri 
usasbirsu para9 sarruti sulu-O belutim ina libbisa 
usapfun (Nbk 9/III,4 Col 3:27-42) 
At that time a palace for my royal abode, the bond 
of mighty peoples, the abode of joy and reJ01c1ng, 
where the proud were subjugated I built anew in 
Babylon on the primeval foundation, the bosom of 
the wide earth I laid its foundation. Mighty cedars 
from Lebanon that pure forest I surely brought to 
roof it. I surrounded it with a mighty wall of 
mortar and clay-brick. My royal decisions, the 
decrees of rule, I made public from its precincts. 1 
After setting the scene in this manner, the inscription contin-
ues with a prayer that this might last in perpetuity, and the request 
for tribute is the nearest statement to a secular assessment of empire 
-t:hat may be found in Nee-Babylonian royal inscriptions. 
1. Against Langdom:op.cit.,89 note 4 and the mistranslation of the 
3rd Masc plural Dt-theme of kanasu -'to bow,submit' note the above 
translation with the Adj. kadru,qadru -'wild,impetuous,proud' from 
thr root kadaru II (AHw., 419; CAD K, 32 kadru, b ) • 
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assi qata usalla bel bele ana DN ramini illiku 
supua bel matati DN 5rmi sit pia bita epu~u lalasu 
luSbiam ina CN ina qerbi~u sibutu lu uksud lusba 
littuti sa sarrani kibratim sa kala tene~etim 
bilassunu kabitti lumhur qerebsa lipua ina qerbi~a 
an.a daratim 9almat qaqqadim libelu 
(Nbk 9/III,4 Col 3:43-59) 
I raised my hand, I prayed to the lord of lords, to 
Marduk the merciful my prayers went up: 0 lord of the 
lands, Marduk, hear the utterance of my mouth. As re-
gards the house I have built, may I enjoy its ri.ches. 
May I attain grey hairs in the midst of Babylon; may 
I enjoy posterity. Within Babylon may I receive the· 
heavy tribute of the kings of the four quarters of 
the whole world. May my descendants for ever rule the 
black-headed people within it. 
291 • 
The account'is only 'secular' in that it pictures the king as 
the raipient of the wealth of empire, and so discloses the motives 
of imperial expansion. 1 In form, it is a prayer, and elsewhere the 
benefits of tribute are promised to the gods as fitting tokens in 
their worship. 2 For instance, Nabonidus prays: 
ipat kibrat irbittim nugus tfunati gi9ib ~ade u 
matitan sattisamma ana TN ekal ~ame u ir~itim 
luserib (Nbd 7/II,8 Col 2:46-49) 
bilassunu sa kalis kibrat mahar ili~u u DNN ilua 
u ilani gimirsunu ••• (Nbd 2/II,4 Col 2:27f) 
The produce of the four quarters of the world, the 
riches of the sea, the fulness of the mountains and 
the lands, yearly to Esagila the temple of heaven 
and earth may I bring. 
their tribute, that of the whole world before his 
god and before Sarpanitum, Nabu and Nergal my gods 
and before all the gods •••• 
1. Compare Nrg 1/II,3 Col 2:31-42 for a Concluding Prayer with 
identical requests with the empire described as 'from the 
horizon of the heavens to the zenith of the heavens, wherever 
Shamsh goes' • 
2. Compare Part I, Asb. section I: The Victory and Spoil Ceremony, 
page 195ff • 
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.He mentions the feasts such as that of the New Year, and the 
offerings of grain and animals he desires to present to the gods out 
of the bountiful tribute he prays they will secure for him. It would 
no doubt be a-mistake to dismiss the prayers, promises and religious 
language of the Babylonian kings as a subterfuge for purely economic 
and political gain. For one thing the feeling for Babylon runs too 
deep as is plain from Nebuchadnezzar's Concluding Prayer for tribute 
,and aid against the enemy in which he describes himself as 'the one 
·whom Marduk the great lord ordained for the good of Babylon his 
\ 
cult centre (ana damqati CN mabazisu)'. 1 He built impregnable defen-
ces to protect the holy city 'that the battle-line might not draw 
near to the wall of Babylon': gan tabazi ana diiri CN la tabe (Nbk 15/ 
III,l Col 6:22) and that 'the merciless enemy might not press upon 
the sides of Babylon': assum ajjabi la babil panim ite CN la sanaqa 
'(ibid., 6:39f). With confidence Nebuchadnezzar could say .to Marduk: 
kima napsati aqarti arammu ella lanka eli 
filika CN ina kala dad.me ul usapa magaza 
••• sa sarrani kibrati sa kala teniseti 
bilassunu kabitti lumhur qerbussa istu isid 
same adi elat same em; DN af?u ai isi nakiri 
mugalliti ai arsi (Nbk 15/III, l Col 9:52-56 
& Col 10:9-16) 
I love your pure appearance as my own precious 
·life. No city in the inhabited world have I made 
more illustriuus than Babylon your city ••. From 
the kings of all quarters, from all mankind may I 
receive heavy tribute in Babylon. From the horizon 
to the zenith wherever the sun goes may there be 
no enemy, may I have no one to .cause panic. 
In similar vein, Naboriidus asked for the favour of Shamash, declaring 
that he was relying on the god for the subjugation of the enemy and 
the material rewards flowing from victory: 
J. Nbk 15/III, l Col 7:2f • We might note that the Assyrians recog-
nized th€ sacred status of Babylon, but this did not prevent 
either the sack by Sennacherib nor indigenous Holy City theology 
as expressed in Sargon's 'Charter of Ashur' - 8.1 DN sa DN belsu 
ana kibrate issuqassu markassul 'the city of Ashur, which Ashur 
its lord has chosen to be the centre of the entire world'(Winckl"er: 
SKT 2, ~ 1349:30) 
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ina sitasrika suqquru lilliki re~utu melrunmu 
birbirriika zime belutu sala.nunat sarrutu ana 
salala mat nakir1ja sUlikki iaaja lurbi~ mat 
ajjabija lunar za'irija sillat nakrija lUkul 
buse matitan luseribi ana qereb matija 
(Nbd 6:II,9 Col 2:38-42) 
May help come through your extremely valuable 
support. Despatch the dread-glory of your rays 
your lordly face, your royal splendour to my 
side to plunder the land of my enemies. May I 
raze the land of my foes; may I annihilate my 
enemies; may I devour the spoil of my enemies; 
the goods of their lands may I bring back to 
my land. 1 
293. 
After a further reminder that he is the one who cares for, renews 
and completes the gods' shrines, the king continues: 
ana zikir sumija kabtu kullat n8.kir1 iittarri 
linusu liknisu ana sepeja ana lime ~atr lisdudu 
niri bilassunu kabitti ana qereb alija CN libilnu 
ana ma{}rija ina qereb CN likun subti ina sulesu 
atallaku lusbu (Col 2:44-47) 
By the mention of my weighty name may all of my 
enemies change, become weak, bow at my feet, bear 
my yoke for evermore and bring their laden tribute 
into my presence in the midst of my city Babylon. 
May my abode be established in Babylon and on its 
highways may I walk about and be content. 2 
There is no reason to question the sincerity of these prayers. 
Nabonidus, Nebuchadnezzar and Neriglissar were asking for t'ribute to 
roll into the capital because it was a city holy to the gods. Their 
prayers sprang from their self-concepts. The rule of the elect from 
the sacred city necessitated a theology of the capital in relation to 
the wider empire and its fruits. 
1. On the numinous terror of the gods and victory, see the Assyrian 
material discussed in Part I, Asb. section G:Divine Intervention, 
page 164£ and the literature by Oppenheim and Cassin cited there. 
2. On 'name theology', see the discussion in Part I, Asb. section A: 
Vassal Oath & Vassal Status, page 74 & 87f • 
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D: The Sword in Concluding Prayers. 
The conclusions of the Nee-Babylonian royal inscriptions differ 
notably from Assyrian counterparts in their omission of curse formu-
1ae. Assyrian kings appended instructions on the treatment of their 
records, adding blessings for those showing due respect and curses 
on those desecrating their names. The Babylonian kings concluded with 
a prayer to the god or gods to whom the inscriptl.on was dedicated. 
Even when Nabonidus made the innovation of appending the oracles 
taken at the time of the building project, he concluded with a prayer 
. 1 
to Shamash. 
Marduk naturally receives the majority of concluding prayers, 
while Shamash is.also directly addressed, and other lesser deities 
-such as Nabu, Ninkarrak,Ai,Bunene and Lugal-Marad are addressed as 
intermediaries,u~ually because their ·shrines are the subject of the 
-:repairs. 
The range of requests in the concluding prayers is wide. Those 
for tribute have already been discussed, and there are others which 
involve the sword to receive attention presently. The general theme 
could be described as the good life conceived in Ancient Near Eastern 
terms marked by long life to grey hairs in health of body and mind 
with numerous offspring to succeed to the throne and continue the 
rule of Babylonia. The good life was also one of communion with the 
gods in the sense that they would respond to piety with recognition 
and rewards. With their help the king hoped to be preserved in some 
way whether through memory,renown, records or offspring as an island 
buttressed against erosion by' the river of time. 
The king prayed for himself in relation to the gods, the Baby-
lonians and rebels or rivals. Nabonidus includes his heir Belshazzar 
in one prayer asking that they should be preserved from sin against 
the deity, and that reverence for Sin should be put into their hearts 
and those of the populace. Perhaps this reflects the tensions which 
Nabonidus preference for the Moon god were causing in the empire. 
1. See Nbd 7/II,8 Col 2:10-40 (oracles), 41.:...51 (prayer); c£ Nbd 8/ 
StL Frgm XI broken off at Col 11 :43 during the list of oracles but 
likely to have ended with a Concluding Prayer in its full form -
ANET, 309ff for a translation. 
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A third category of address in concluding prayers is Nabopolassar' s 
admonition to a successor, whether son or grandson, and his request 
to Marduk for a blessing upon such· a one should he treat the cunei-
form tablet with respect. 
Some of the prayers for divine intervention against enemies are 
brief, general and in the character of stock phrases, but others 
breathe a more authentic sounding spirit of reverent dependence on 
the power of the gods as opposed to human resources or seem to carry 
a sense of urgency which might indicate some Sitz im Leben now lost 
to us. Three examples will suffice to illustrate the brief prayer 
against enemies: 
DNN supusu lismu 
li~a.mqita garisu 
da.miqtasu liqbu 
limgura qibissu idasu lilliku 
Umisamma ana DN3 abi banisun 
(Nbd l/III,2 Col 3:48-50) 
lu suniqutu n8.kirija u sapanim mati ajjabija ina 
maijar DN sar same u er~itim qibi satta.kka 
(Nbk l/III,3 Col 3:48-52) 
~umqutu n8.kiri kasadam mati ajjabi ana siriktim 
surkam (Nbk 11/II,12 Col 2:21f) 
May Shamash and Anunitum hear his prayer and receive 
his petition favourably. May they go at his side and 
cut down his foes. May they daily recount his good 
deeds before Sin their father begetter. 
0 fell my foes and overwhelm the land of my enemies. 
Before Marduk the king of heaven and earth intercede 
continually. 
the felling of the foe, the conquest of the enemy ts 
land, grant as a gift ! 
Nabonidus' prayer. perhaps reflects his personal religious bent, 
making Shamash but an intermediary to the Moon god; Nebuchadnezzar 
prays to Marduk through Ninkarraka of Eharsagila, and in the savnd 
prayer of his demonstrates his belief in divine sovereignty by his 
use of saraku and seriktum conveying the power of Marduk to add 
countries who were hostile to the empire at will. 
A more elaborate imprecation against enemies from Nebuchadnezzar 
is given in Nbk 2 of which only Col 3 survives •. The imprecation takes 
up most.of the prayer, dominating the usual requests for throne and 
offspring. 
~igis la magiri subbir kakkesun bulliq napgar 
mati ajjabi suppun kullassun kakkeka ezzutim 
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sa la igammilu nSkiri lii tibii lu zaqtu ana nari. 
ajjabija lilliku iaaja rria-Oar DN sar ·same u erljitim 
epsetija sumgir qibi dumqiia 
(Nbk 2/II,2 Col 3:37-47) 
Destroy the unsubmissive, shatter their weapons; 
.obliterate the entire land of the enemy; overwhelm 
them all. Let your dread weapons advance which do 
not spare the foe., and let them be sharp for the 
annihilation of my enemies; may they go at my side. · .. •· 
Before Marduk king of heaven and earth make my deeds 
appear acceptable, speak up for favour to me. 
Being Lugal-Marad's shrine that was under restoration, he was 
addressed as intermediary. The string of imperatives - ~igis, subbir, 
~bulliq and suppuil - give the prayer great vigour, conveying the 
violent and decisive action which the king wished to see from his 
divine supporters. 
The direct form of ad~ress in imprecation can be illustrated 
;from .examples where worship and dependence are expressed using the 
phrase DN •••• atta: 
iii re~i tukultija DN atta-ma ina qibitika kitti 
sa la n8.karim lu tebu lu zaqtii kakkua kak nakarim 
.limesu (Nbk 4/II,8 Col 2:24-32) 
ema qabli u tabazi lu resi tukultija DN atta-ma 
kakkeka ezzutim sa la i~abbarii ana sumqut nakirija 
lilliku idaja (Nbk 5/II,5 Col 2:23-29) 
.In truth you are my help and stay 0 Marduk ! By 
your sure decree which does not alter let my 
weapons advance and be sharp. May they crush the 
weapons of my enemy ! 
Whether in battle or conflict, you 0 Marduk are 
truly my deliverer and help ! Let your dread 
weapons which are unrivalled go at my side for 
the destruction of my foes ! 
Both inscriptions commemorate the strengthening of Babylon's 
defences so that 'the evil destroyer might not press against Babylon, 
that the front of the battle-line might not draw near to Imgur-Bel, 
the wall of Babylon'. The imprecations fit welL Faith and works .·L. 
were found together in Babylonian theology of the sword. 
Another passage is addressed to Shamash on conclusion of his 
temple Ebabbarra at Sippar, and combines prayers for peace andwar. 
batti isarti re"iitu ~abti sibirri kinim mu~allim 
nisi lu isiq sarriitija ana darati ina kakke izzuti 
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tebiiti tagaza lii sulul ummanija DN atta-ma ina 
dinim u biri isaris apalanni ina amatika elliti 
sa la supilam lu tebu lu zaqtu kakkua kakke 
nakarim limesu (Nbk 12/III,l Col 3:11-30) 
0 grant as the lot of my kingship an upright scepre, 
a good rule(shepherding), a true staff bringing 
prosperity(peace) to the people for ever. With dread 
weapons, the advance of battle, 0 protect my army. 
You are Shamash; in decision and auspice answer me 
faithfully. By your pure word which does not alter, 
0 may my weapons advance and be sharp. The weapons 
of the enemy may they crush. 
297. 
Divine sovereignty manifests itself in the alotting of destiny 
which involves both role and quality of life - isqu is 'the lot 
assigned by the gods', here governing the kingship and the reign. 1 
Knowledge of the future and divine guidance through divination is 
also involved. The combination of a decree of destiny, guidance 
through divination and the defeat of enemies make for successful 
imperialism in Babylonian theology. The prayer is appropriately 
addressed to Shamash since he was the god of justice - the Babylonian 
tradition being exemplified by the sculptured scene atop Hammurabi's 
stele and the wisdo~ poem 'Hymn to Shamash' - and also the one to 
whom oracular inquiries were addressed~ His orbit through the heavens 
passing over all lands and scanning their inhabitants made him an 
appropriate deity to be the vigilante of the empire - phrases such 
as 'wherever you go' and 'from your rising to your setting' have 
already been encountered in royal prayers quoted, and with Nebuchad-
nezzar's words above we may compare the phrase Nabonidus addresses to 
Shamash: 
nisi ~almat qaqqadu mala ibarra nurka namri 
lruksida qatua suknisu sepua(Nbd 3/II:t,l Col 3:43-46) 
Make my hand conquer the black-headed people, 
as many as your bright rays light up, make 
them bow down at my feet ! 
1. See CAD I/J, 198ff isqu 3.; cf. CADE, esequ D, p. 332, (2) and 
parallel phrases such as muslin simati, mu~~ir u~urati,mussiq 
isq~ti all used of divine dispensation. 
2. For the Shamash Hymn, see Lambert: BWL, 121ff; Esarhaddon and 
Ashurbanipal learnt the procedure of"Oracular inquiry· to Shamash 
from Babylonian experts - see J.Aro "Remarks on the Practice of 
Extispicy in the Time of Esar. & Asb. ", Divination, 109.:;;-117, esp. 
p. 112, and compare C.J.Gadd "Babylonian Divinatory Methods",21-34 •. 
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E: The Sword in Miscellaneous Contexts. 
Moving on from considering the ·evidence for a Babylonian imperial 
theology revealed in the Concluding Prayers, there remain some ref-
,,erences to empire and the sword to include in the interests of a com-
:pleter survey of the Neo-Babylonian evidence. Material from epithet 
lines, dedications and omens will now be considered. 
(i.) Epithet Lines. 
'When a god is mentioned by name in the Neo-Babylonian royal in-
scriptions, one or more epithets are usually attached indicating 
some of its attributes - the most repetitive example being belu rabu 
attached to Marduk, sometimes varied to bel bele. ·Many other epithets 
,occur and seem largely interchangeable for there is no systematic 
·-"theology of. the pantheon though certain trends are recognisable over 
.,the centuries such as the rise of Marduk and later of Nabu, and the 
late compilation of lists in which lesser deities are seen as mani-
£estations of Marduk. 
In the lines below, Shamash the sun god is related to empire and 
national enemies: · 
ana DN bel elati u ~aplati datm rabu same u ersitim 
dajjanu ~Iri sa ilani rabuti pari~ purusse ga:'lt. libba 
nise baru terete ra 'im sarrutij a na~ir napistij.a ka~id 
ajjabija muhalliq za'iri:ja asib TN 
(Nbd 6/II,9 Col 1:10-14) 
For Shamsh the lord of the above and below, great judge 
of heaven and earth, exalted decision maker among the 
great gods, unfolder of decisions, trier of the hearts 
of the people, who reveals oracles, who loves my king-
ship, who preserves my life, who conquers my enemies, 
who dwells in Ebabbarra 
Perhaps one may discern here the imperialist's desire to fight 
'just wars', to have an oracular word from the god of justice with 
which to go into battle. We saw that Ashurbanipal was at pains to 
present himself as a king with justice on his side in his war records 
and his use of an ade-theology to this end. Here Nabonidus relies on 
direct and special revelation to justify his imperial ventures. 
Shamash was not alone in the field, for elsewhere Anunitum is 
addressed in a role parallel to Assyrian Ishtar's, and there are the 
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the gods of plague and fire abroad too: 
ana DN belit taoazi nasata qasti u ispati musallimat 
qibit DN2 abisu sapinat nak.ru muealliqat raggu 
DN dandanni DN2 er~itim muttalku ina qabli u taoazi 
illiki idasu 
DN rasubbu usak.sidu nizmassu 
DN musabbir kakke sa nak.iri:j a 
For Anuriitum mistress of battle who bears the bow 
and quiver, fulfilling the command of Enlil her 
father, who overwhelms the foe and destroys the 
wicked 
Nergal the mightiest the Enlil (ia lord) of earth 
who marches about in battle and conflict going at 
his. side 
(whom)·Girra the dread enables to attain to his 
desires 
Dumu-Lil-En who shatters the weapons of my enemies 
299. 
·Epithet lines which form the names of walls, gates and streets of 
Babylon carry the same message. Thss a city-gate was named 'Nana, des-
troyer of those who advance against her'(DN-sakipat-tebisu), while 
another was 'Destruction of the foe'(Kibsu-nakar), and a street was 
called 'Nana, strength/champion of his forces'(DN-dannat-sabesu). 2 
I. Nbd l/III,2 Col 3:22-24; Nbd 3/III,1 Col 1:19f; Nbp 3/II,2 
Col I : 13 • 
2. Nbk 19, A Col 7:43-45. 
---- ' 
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(ii.) Dedications • 
.The building work as a whole was done to secure the blessing of 
the gods and the building inscriptions were dedicated to this end 
·and climax ·in the Conciuding Prayers, but on occasion certain features· 
of the building were noted as designed to bring special blessings, and 
some of these concern the sword. 
The work as a whole is invoked as motivation for divine inter-
vention against the ennnnies of empirr in the following two passages: 
I completed the work on Ebabbarra and made the 
temple shine like the day. For the life of my 
soul(ana balat napsatija), and the overthrow of 
my foes(sakapu nakirija) to Shamash my lord I 
dedicated it(lu aqi~) 
I .compieted the work on Eulmash and made it shine 
.like the day. For .A.nuni tum, the great lady, my · 
"'-mistress, for the life of my soul and the over-
throw of my foes indeed I built it(lu epus). 
1 
1n the next passage we are given an insight into the nature of 
the colossi which flanked the doorways of palaces and temples -
symbols of Assyriology and 19th century excavation. 
A wild bull(rimu) in pure electrum for the fierce 
goring of my enemies(munaqqib garija kadri~) I set 
up in the shrine. Two colossi(lahmu) of bronze for 
the overthrow of my enemies I stood .at either side 
of the east door. 2 
1. Nbd 4/III,4 Col 1:12-15 & Col 3:46-49. On the use of qiasum,qiasu, 
qa~u with man as subject and the gods involved, see AHw., 919,II,2. 
2. Note how Hammurabi adopts this imagery in describing himself as 
·'the fierce wild ox who gores the enemy': rimum kadrum munaqqib 
za'iri (Driver:BabLaws, 8 Col iiia:7ff). CAD Z, 12 reads the 
plural rimi which seems more lo'gical instead of r'!mu as above. 
On labmU:-See CAD L,41 & AHw., 528 for further references; cf. CAD L, 
60ff lamassu and sedu and Oppenheim: AM,chap 4, section 'Mesopota-
mian Psytltlogy', p. 198ff for an attem'Pt at relating the ilu, i~taru, 
lamassu & sedu 1 pro,tettive spirits' to the 'external souls' of the 
anthropologists and the personality theories of the psychologist. 
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These massive statues 'were therefore functional not simply decor-
ative. Even if we do not understand the category of thinking surroutling 
genii of semi-divine nature and somewhat magical mode of 9per·ation, we 
can see that they fitted into the scheme of imperial theology. 
(iii.) Omens. 
Mesopotamian omen literature is a vast and complex field demand-
ing as much expertise today in translation and comprehension as it did 
of its original exponents. The experts were versed in rituals, inter-
nal anatomy of sacrificial animals, and the scholastic records of ob-
servations of all kinds in the heavens and on eath. Nabonidus appears 
to make an innovation in appending in full the favourable oracles the 
·gods gave him when commanding his restoration of their shrines. These 
omens reveal Mesopotamian thought concerning war and victory and the 
role of the gods in empire. The following examples well serve: 
The gods will go at your side 
Your army will gather the choice yield and return 
home with its spoils(res eqlisu ikassad salmassu itarra) 
Your foot will grind (imassad) the foe 
The weapon of Ishtar is my help(re~ua) to turn back 
(subbur) the advance of the enemy 
secondly, "Subduer"(depi; AHw., 167 depu II from depu) is 
the weapon's name 
These apodoses were ·divine promises on which the monarch could rely. 
They had proven true in the past and the experts declared that they 
applied most surely. Perhaps there is an element of hermeneutic in-
volved since these omens were understood as favourable to going 
ahead with a building project, whereas one must assume they originally 
had a military Sitz im Leben. In any case, they reveal the need for 
military support from the gods expressed and promised. 
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F: Concluding Remarks. 
At the end of a study of the Nee-Babylonian material, the ques-
tion may be raised as to whether there is any theological difference 
between Babylon and .Assyria, or whether one is entitled to speak of a 
Mesopotamian theology of empire and the sword ? Are there any really 
.significant dissimilarities besides such obvious but insignificant 
differences as Ashur and Marduk being heads of the respective pan-
.. theons ? 
In both sources there is a fundamental stress on election by the 
gods from which flow many corollaries with a bearing on the conquest 
of other nations and their subservience to the imperial pantheon. 
·Both Assyrian and Babylonian dynasties see temple building as· a major >: ;;., .. ,; "·· 
vocation, and regard prisoners of war employed in-corvee labour as 
gifts of.the gods to whom a portion of ·the spoils of conquest are 
dedicated. 
,The theology of kingship and the theology of the shrine are 
·thus twin pillars of Mesopotamian thought on which Assyrian and Baby-
lonian attitudes to foreign peoples are erected. Divine intervention 
- especially in battle, for battles were afterall the decisive 
determinants of the fortunes of empire - was axiomatic in both As-
syrian and Babylonian expectations, and is reflected. in their post 
eventu historical interpretation. 
But what of the ade so prominent in the Assyrian war records ? 
What of the Divine Pronouncement and the realisation of the Treaty 
Curses ? Where in the Nee-Babylonian records is there evidence of. 
the sense of a judicial-theological framework regulating relations 
between suzerain and the segments of empire ? The truth of the matter 
is that no reference to vassal treaties is to be found in the Neo-
Babylonian records, and that no such treaties are extant. This is 
indeed strange, and it would be easy to jump to false conclusions 
and generalisations. 
A moment's reflection leads one rather to the conclusion that 
the lack of treaty documents and the absence of the integrated treaty 
theology which characterises Ashurbanipal's records, as has been 
shown, must be due to a dual coincidence rather than to a factual 
divergence between Assyrian and Babylonian practice. 
Th.e evidence for this is found in the Old Testament records of 
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Nebuchadnezzar's dealings with Judah. It is quite clear from J Kgs 
24:17ff and Ezek 17 that the Babylonians appointed vassal kings and 
also punished them judicially for rebellion. There is no reason to 
suppose that the vassal oath and relationship described .in these pas-
sages in the Old Testament was not set down in writing, probably in 
. J 
twin copies, with specific stipulations and appended penalties. 
The lack of reference to treaties in the Nee-Babylonian records must 
therefore be due to their genre as dedicatory building inscriptions 
to which such historical details were evidently regarded as inappro-
priate. The lack of treaty documents must be coincidence, a factor 
which further excavation could conceivably alter in the future. 
What appears, then; to be a major difference between Assyria 
and Babylon turns out to be nothing more than a difference in lit-
erary convention~ Nor can a fundamentally more modest attitude be 
ascribed to the Babylonian kings to explain the absence or virtual 
absence of their deeds of war from their records, for as was argued 
in the introduction, the Babylonian royal records have the glorifi-
cation of the monarch for world acclaim just as much in mind as do 
the Assyrian royal records as a factor among other motivations. 
J. We may take note of the treaty-judicial language of the following 
germane passages from the OT: 
wayyiqqaQ mizzerac hammelukah wayyikrot 'itto berit 
be'alah (Ezek 17:13) 
hay..;..'ani ne'um 'adonay Yhwh 'im-lo' bimqom hannnelek 
hammamlik 'oto 'aser bazah 'et-'alato wa'a~er heper 
'et-berito 'itto betok-Babel yamut: (Ezek 17:~) 
wayyamlek melek-Babel PN ••• wayyaseb 'et-~emo PN2 
(2 Kgs 24: 17) 
wayyiqeQ.u 'oto (Zedeki-ah) wayyacaliihu 'el-RN(Nebuchadnezzar) 
melek-CN GN be'ere~ GN2 wayedabber 'itto mispa~im: 
(Jer 39:5) 
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A case can therefore be made for speaking of a Mesopotamian 
theology of empire since so many of the facets of Babylonian imperial 
theology parallel the concepts reflected in the Assyrian records -
for example, divine election, the bestowal of insignia and weapons 
by the gods, rule. of the four quarters of the world as gift of des-
tiny, the use of foreign armies by the national pantheon as. agents in 
imperial affairs, tribute as a divine right, mother-city sentiment 
theolOgised, the association of sin and crime in international affairs 
and of culti.c observation and divine wrath at home, the scope of 
divine action and decree, to mention some broad categories. 
The Babylonian material considered may therefore be held to 
complement the material discussed in Part I of this study, and the 
two parts be considered together in reaching conclusions about a 
Mesopotamian theology of empire and the gods. 
; 
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PART III: EMPIRE AND THE GODS. 
conclusion. 
Can a Mesopotamian theology of empire be written ? Does the 
very word 'theology' betray an occidental drive for systematisation 
which is doomed to frustration when confronted with the religion of 
Assyria and Babylon ? Or worse still, will the documents of these 
two nations be forced onto a Procrustean bed sprung with the pre-
suppositions of modern scholars which have been or may become axio-
matic by dint of frequent repetition ? Do the words of the late 
great Assyriologist A.Leo Oppenheim apply - a systematic presen-
tation of Mesopotamian religion cannot and should not be. written' ?1 
Should this dictum be applied to Assyrian and Babylonian concepts of 
history, the gods and the sword in the First Millenium be, as well 
as to the documents related to rituals, festivals, idols, demons, 
divination and mythology which Oppenheim chiefly had in mind ? 
The outcome of this study suggests otherwise. We may side with 
Hillers in the opnion that it is possible 'to reconstruct what might 
be called a "covenant-theology" from the annals of Sargon and his 
successors'.
2 There is sufficient material to hand. This is proven 
by the fact that this study had to prune the amount of material which 
could have been included so that attention was only given to one 
document from Sargon's r~ign and one from Esarhaddon's, though cross-
references could be made at appropriate places. It was not a case of 
erecting a superstructure on flimsy foundations. Furthermore, if 
Speiser's theory is correct - and it seems to have a high degree of 
probability to the present writer - that 'the kings of Assyria, when 
annual reports had become customary, first composed these reports in 
t. Oppenheim: AM, 172 under the sectional heading "Why a 'Mesopota-
mian Religion' should not be written' • 
2. Hillers: TC/OTP, 86 note 27 quoted in the preface to this study. 
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·the form of letters to their acknowledged sovereign (ie. the god Ashur), 
to be abridged in due course for purposes of a year-by-year edition', 1 
then the evidence marshalled from the limited number of extant docu-
ments is seen to be only a fraction of what must originally have been 
available in Gottesbrief form. In addition, it has been pointed out 
that the lack of ade documents from the Babylonian empire can only be 
.ascribed to historical accident, so that the imperial theology con-
tained in their royal building inscriptions is only a fraction of the 
original explicit theological documentation of the empire, the sword 
and the gods. 
This gap in exta~t 1st Millenium treaty documents from Assyria 
and Babylonia leaves unanswered the question as to whether they in-
cluded an historical prologue or not. Some .scholars are inclined to 
·suppose that they did on the basis of a couple of very fragmented 
; . 2 
lines in a very fragmentary text, the Ashurbanipal-Qedar document. 
In the present writer's opinion, conclt.sions on this issue are present-
ly premature, but if a 1st ~illlenium ade document were to turn up 
with an historical prologue, this would obviously lend weight to the 
view that Mesopotamia could be described .as having an ade-theology of 
.history. The possibilities of further discovery thus appear to weigh 
in the positive regarding the results of this present study. 
Because the Assyrian material not only includes ade documents 
but also reflects more his tori cal details .of empire related to treaties 
in the royal records, it is only to be expected that a more coherent 
ade-theology emerges from the Assyrian sources than the Babylonian. 
All the details cannot be recapitulated here, but the coherent out-
lines obtained from Esarhaddon's Gottesbrief, and the scheme con-
structed from Ashurbanipal's Annals may be cited. From the former 
source came six points: 
1. !HANE, 666. 
2. Bu. 91-5-9,17.8 published by K.Deller & S.Parpoia: ·or 37(1968),464-
466 "Ein Vertrag Assurbanipals mit dem arabischen""'Stiimrn Qedar" 
with the connnents of A.F.Campbell: Biblica 50(1969), 534f."An 
Historical Prologue in a Seventh-Century Treaty" • 
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$ the ade indictment of the vassal 
$ the vassal's sin confessed 
$ the reit~rated verdict of rettibution 
$ divine intervention during the military attack 
$ the ade righteousness of the Assyrian.monarch 
$ the realisation of the ade curses 
307. 
This is impressively coherent when one considers that only a single 
aspect of a campaign is dealt with. 
Backing this.was the wider-spread coherent presentation to be 
found in Ashurbanipal's war records where the ade acts as a definite 
organisational principle in the historiography, so that incidents are 
related in terms of the ten points -
$ the 
$ its 
$ the 
$ its 
$ the 
$ the 
$ the 
$ the 
$ the 
$ the 
oath 
rupture 
call for repentance 
divinely insulting rejection 
royal prayer of indictment 
divine response through oracular pronouncement 
ensuing active intervention of the gods 
judicial fate of the ade violator 
victory and spoil ceremonies as public thanksgiving 
renewed imposition of the vassal oath 
These points were studied separately in depth using the Ashurbanipal 
material as a whole rather than individual incidents or campaigns. 
The ade was also found to be at the root of Sargon and Ashurbani-
pal's campaigns to protect their vassals, and throughout the documents 
studied was perceived the need felt by these imperial monarchs to 
present themselves within the judicial framework of the ade, rather 
than operating as unfettered autocrats with no principle beyond 
themselves to appeal to. Thus it was S'een that sin and righteousness 
are given character in relation to.the ade. 
Besides the elements of human heart, speech and deed defined in 
relation to the ade, the elements of nature were observed to be drawn 
into this coherent theology, for the ade was invoked to explain the 
phenomena of electrical storms, the activities of wild animals and 
the onset of diseases to mention but three components of the 
historically realised treaty curses. 
Furthermore, the ade attested to a relationship between the 
Assyrian pantheon and the gods of o.ther nations with historical and 
imperial consequences. 
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.Because all these elements of experience were given meaning in 
relation to the ade, we must conclude that one is justified in speak-
ing of an ade theology meaning a coherent and somewhat systematic 
principle for the interpretation of empire and the gods in the 1st 
Millenium be. In fact, the study of elements such as the Covenant 
Meal attested in Sargon's 8th Campaign and the Divine Net metaphor 
attested in Ashurbanipal revea~that the Assyrian kings of the 1st 
Millenium were heirs to a theological tradition reaching well back 
into the 2nd Millenium, whether in rudimentary or already developed 
form. 
Carrying this summary forward historically, it became clear that 
i·t ·was justified to speak of a Babylonian imperial theology which 
functioned to explain the wielding of the sword and victories in 
--battle. The organisational principle was found to lie in the concept 
cof divine electi~n to the throne and cultic care-taking, and the need 
to give an historical apologetic for divine sovereignty • 
.Prominent in this was the concept of divine wrath directed both 
against Babylon itself and against its enemies. The inscriptions of 
Nabonidus in particular revealed the concept of foreign people such 
as the Assyrians, the Ummanmanda and Cyrus being used to execute the 
divine will through the fluctuations. of military power. 
While there are differences of emphasis between the Assyrian 
and Babylonian theological writings. termed royal inscriptions -
mainly due to the lack of explicit exposition of the treaty in the 
latter - both display what may best be termed an imperial theology. 
This is sufficiently coherent in its explanation of the.election to 
world rule of the .king, his reliance on the active intervention of 
the gods in battle, and the exhibition of. divine sovereignty in 
history to merit the term theol_ogy and to gain inclusion in any 
attempt to write a religion of Mesopotamia. 
In .conclusion, and to show that this imperial theology is not 
always a matter of post eventu apologetic, the words of the king who 
put an end to the Assyrian empire may be quoted again: 
Whatever king over the land, whether heir or 
gransson who comes after me, whom Marduk names 
for suzerainty over the land - do not incline 
your mind to power and might. Seek the direction 
of Nabu and Marduk and they will certainly 
annihilate your enemies. (Nbp 4/I,2 Col 1:31-34) 
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Postscript. 
The full implications of all the passages quoted from the Assyrian 
and Babylonian documents for Old Testament studies remain to be worked 
out, for the allusions to the Old Testament during the course of the 
discussion have necessarily been limited. Is there an imperial theology 
in the Old Testament, and if so what does it owe, if anything, to the 
Mesopotamian concepts of divine elect;ion to world rule, the divine 
choice of the capital city and the glorification of the national shrine, 
the bringing of tribute and the treasure of the nations and the sub-
servience of foreign kings ? Or again, what are the implications for 
Deuteronomic studies of the ade-theology of history ? The prophetic 
rib and the threat of treaty curses have received attention, and the 
distinctiveness of the so-called Deuteronomic doctrine of retribution 
in the Old Testament has been questioned in recent studies, 1 and it 
has become necessary to once again formulate the distinctive features 
of the Old Testament's statements about the covenant, the king, the 
sword and the sovereignty of Yhwh while fully taking into account 
not only the treaty documents of the Jst Millenium but also the theo-
logical material in the ts t Millenium royal inscriptions. 
t. For instance K.A.Kitchen's essay "Ancient Orient,'Deuteronism' & 
the OT" in New Perspectives on the OT, ed. J.Barton-Payne, Word 
Books, 1970, 1-24: 
. Much that is called Deuteronomic is connnon ground 
conceptually in the religions and society of the 
Biblical Near East at large, and not even specifi~ 
. cally Israelite, let alone specially Deuteronomic 
1 
within Israel. (p. 19) 
Compare J. G. Gammie: CBQ 32 (1970), 1-12 "The Theology of Retribution 
in the Book of Deuteronomy" for a sunnnary of the debate internal 
to Old Testament studies and centring around the publication of 
Klaus Koch: Zeitschrift fur Theologie und Kirche 52(1955),1-42 
"Gibt es ein Vergeltungsdogma im A.T. ?11 , where Gammie formulates 
four aspects of the idea of retribution in the book of Deuteronomy 
itself - a reminder of the ever present danger of over-simplifi-
cation. 
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PART IV: EXCURSES. 
IV. I: The Divine Net, 
In Sg 8: 118 the national god of Assyria is portrayed in the act 
of capturing her enemies in his net - ina gi~parri~u epi~ lemutti la 
ipparsidd\1. 1 A wider study of this metaphor will prove rewarding, 
for by itself it controverts the facile notion that Israel's God is 
to be distinguished from the gods of Mesopotamia by the latter's non-
activity in the realm of history, as opposed to the cyclical realm of 
nature. \..That is presented here is an outline, the sketch of an idea, 
and makes no claim to comprehensiveness, nor to originality, for its 
starting point is the outstanding contribution of J-G.Heintz to Old 
Testament and Ancient Near Eastern studies in his paper on the pro-
h '· 1 f . 2 p etic orac es o Mari. 
The general point we wish to emphasise is the great antiquity 
and continuity of this theological metaphor, for it is found in 
Sumerian texts of the mid 3rd Millenium and also in the Ramataja 
vassal treaties (EVT) from Esarhaddon's 7th Century Assyria. Besides 
this wide time-span, there is an equally impressive distribution of 
the concept among literary genres. A quasi-chronobgical and quasi-
literary approach will enable us to appreciate this distribution. 
I. The passage is discussed in Part I: A, Sargon's 8th Campaign Report, 
section A. I - The Theological Structure of the Gottesbrief ,~ 14-16. 
2. J-G.Heintz: VTSupp 17(1969),112-138 "Oracles Prophctiques et 'Guerre 
Sainte' selon les Archives de Mari et l '.Ancien Testament ", which is· 
a modified form of one of three concluding chapters of a thesis 
submitted to the University of Stradbourg with the title "Les .Lettres 
'prophetiques' des Archives 'royales de Mari et l'Ancien Testament". 
This and his study "Le Filet divine: etude d'un theme de souvrainete 
du Proche-Orient antique dans ses rapports avec le slerem biblique I 
(e~ dactyL ~ memoire presente a 1'£cole Biblique et Archeologique 
Francaise de Jerusalem, 1964/65, to appear in Cahiers de la Revue 
Biblique have not been available to me in preparing this excursus. 
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(a) The Sumerian Context. 
The so-called 'Stele of Vultures' provides a particularly fine 
example of the Divine Net theme, for it is expounded in both word and 
1 
sculptured scene. It commemorates the victory of E-ana-tuma king of; 
Lagash over the neighbouring city of Umma some time in the 3rd Millen-
ium2, and is estimated to have originally carried some 830 lines of 
which only 335 complete lines of writing remain plus 130 damaged ones 
on the limestone body which is measured at 150 x 130 centimetres. One 
side p:rtrays the warriors of Lagash in action with Eannatum at their 
head advancing in close order over the fallen bodies of the enemy; 
the other is devoted to the intervention of the gods of whom Ningirsu, 
the city-god of Lagash is foremost. Parrot comments: 
the fragments of the shattered stele that have been 
pieced together make it clear that a whole pantheon 
of gods threw themselves into the fray. Two crowns 
still intact, point to the presence of two goddesses, 
presumably Inanna and Bau. But the mighty figure of 
Ningirsu, tutelary god of Lagash, dominates the scene. 3 
It is Ningirsu who holds a giant net in his left hand by a clasp 
with symbolic form attached to its main outer cord. The clasp consists 
of a lion-headed eagle mounted on two lions, and they may be compared 
with the near-contemporary divine emblems such as the hammered copper 
al cUbaid temple lintel, apparently the god of the storm DINGIR IM. 
1. In addition to the literature on the 'Stele des Vautours' cited by 
Heintz (art.ci~, 133 note 4), there is the recent French translation 
by Sollberger in the convenient collection of early royal inscrip-
tions IRSA, 47-58 number IC5a. High quality photographs of the stele 
may be found in A.Parrot: Sumer, figs. 193-166 and in S.N.Kramer: 
History Begins, fig& 9-10. 
2. According to the Middle Chronology which dates Hammurabi at 1792-
1750 be, Eannatum reigned from 2454-2425 be, while the Lagash Dyn-
asty ran from c 2570-2342 be. See CAH I:Part 1, chap 6 on the Chron-
ology and CAH I: Part 2, 93ff chap 13 "The Ci ties of Babylonia" by 
C.J.Gadd, especially 114-124 on the historical setting. 
3. Parrot:op.ciL, 136. 
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DUGUD (lion-headed eagle on two stags), 1 or the finely-etched lion-
headed eagle on two lions on the ~ilver vase of Entemena patesi of 
2 Lagash, or the similar emblem on the D du plaque in which the lions 
bite at the eagle's wings. 3 The feathered, winged discs, so etimes 
with arms drawing a bow, which represent the divine intervention of 
the national god Ashur in battle sculptures of the Assyrian period 
continue the 3rd Millenium interpretation of history in pictures. 4 
In the Vulture Stele, Ningirsu wields a mace rather than the 
later bow and arrow which were apparently not used in battle.at this 
period. 5 Right-handed he strikes the head of a captive which is pro-
truding from his net, while other captives tumble limply within it. 
The text no less than the sculpture bears on our theme for it 
provides a six-fold oath with the Divine Net as part of the male-
diction. Eannatum describes himself as having cast the net of the 
gods over his enemy: 
I Eannatum, the Great Net(sasus-gal) of Enlil cast 
over the man of Umma, and (by this net) I made him 
take oath.(And) the man of Umma took oath. 6 
1. See the excellent photo in Saggs: Greatness, fig, 10 ~ 
2. Parrot:op.ciL, fig, 188 • 
3. ibid., fig, 167a; larger .reproduction in Kramer:History Begins,fig, 38£. 
4. See Tiglath-pi leser I's Broken Obelisk 12th CenL be (Parrot: N&B, 
fi& 40c, 3~; 9th CenL glazed brick from Ashur(N&B,227); 9th CenL 
Kalakh palace relief of Ashurnasirpal II (N&B, 14fig, 18). 
S. Though known to have been used in hunting - see CAR I:Part 2, chap 
13, ~ 121ff 'Armies & Warfare' • 
6. RN sasus-gal DN e-na-s1 nam-e-na-ta-=tar lu UmriJ.aki_ge 
RN, nam-mu-na-tar-ra ( 16: 13-19) 
Best text edition by E.Sollberger: Corpus, Ean. 1; IRSA, 47ff, 
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Subsequently, he redefined the boundary between the two cities, 
which lie some thirty miles apart~ Un@a(JDkhli) to the West and Lagash 
(Tell oh or al Hi bah) to the East, roughly equidistant from the channel-
bed al-Gharraf /ShaH al-tlayy, which runs between them. On the boundary 
he erected stelae, the removal of which would instigate retribution: 
This stele(na-ru-a) let him not remove ! If he 
violates (the boundary), may the great net of 
Enlil, king of heaven and earth, by which. he has 
taken oath, descend upon Ununa ! 
Before Enlil my brd upon whose order, at the bidding 
of whom would the man of Umma go back on his word ? 
As long as the day endures, (this) word endures ! If 
he transgresses his oath, may the great net of Enlil 
by which he has taken oath, descend upon Umma ! 1 
This wording is repeated with the other deities - Ninhursag, Enki, 
Suen, Utu and Ninki. The importance of the Divine Net is apparent from 
the fact that it is the sole malediction backing the oath, unlike the 
multiple curses which begin with the Agade Dynasty inscriptions and 
develop to an extraordinary proportion in Esarhaddon's treaties. 
For our purpose, it is important to note that the mention of the 
Divine Net in the record of Sargon II's 8th Campaign has this remark-
ably long theological history behind it. Not only imagery is involved 
- a similarity of metaphor or simile does not necessarily indicate an 
historical connection, but the very theological framework coincides, 
ie inter-state relations with terro~ sworn to in the name of the gods, 
re-enforced by curses on violators and expected to have an historical 
out-working due to divine intervention. 
Next we may mention the clay cones of En-temena(2404-2375 be), 
nephew of Eaµnatum, for they take up the historical relations between 
Lagash and Umma as well as continuing the Divine Net theme. 2 The 
1. The intervening passage with the liberation of two specially anoin-
ted doves is omitted here; see Corpus for text restorations, and 
Borger: HKL I, 497 under Ean 1 for bibliography. 
2. See Corpus, Ent. 29; IRSA,71ff IC7i; History Begins,86f and S.N.Kramer 
IEJ 3(1953),217-232 "Sumerian Historiography"; J.B.Nies: JAOS 36 
(1917),137-139 "A Net Cylinder of Entemena" with J-G.Heintz:art.cit., 
134 note 3 •. 
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inscription opens with a sketch of the historical-theological situa-
tion between the two cities since the time Mesilim king of Kish was· 
overlord of both and himself a worshiper of Ningirsu, and measured 
out a boundary-line in accordance with the divine word. 1 
This preamble which is apparently present at the opem.ng of the 
2 Vulture Stele though in very damaged form can hardly fail to remind 
one of the historical prologues of later treaty texts, notably those 
of the Hittites. 
Kramer has described the style of the writer as follows: 
he strives to fit the historical events into the 
accepted framework of his theocratic world-view, 
and thus evolves a unique literary style which 
constantly interweaves the deeds of men and gods and 
often fails to distinguish between them. 3 
In fact this is a conunon Ancient Near Eastern pattern of histori-
ography with the exception of the Chronicle Texts and hence its unique-
ness lies rather in the great antiquity of the specimen. We can be 
glad of the scribe's method for the history is by and large recoverable 
by reading between the lines, while the document also affords invalu-
able evidence of an already developed theory of divine intervention in 
human affairs. 
I. Dated c.. 2550 be by .Middle Chronology. See IRSA,40 IA3 a-c in which 
Lugal-sa-engur of Lagash Nin-kisal-si of Adab are named as .contem~ 
poraries, and he describes himself as the builder of Ningirsu's 
temple and a worshiper in E-sara, Inanna's temple in Adah. 
2. Less than 40 damaged and obscure lines remain out of an estimated. 
98, but the editor can say: 'ce qu'on sait de la litterature his-
toriographique du temps, permettent de penser que l'auteur nous 
renseignait sur l'origine lointaine du conflit recurrent entre 
Lagash et Umrna. et sur ses principaux episodes', IRSA,48. 
3. History Begins, 82f • 
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Enlil is pictured as head of the pantheon arbitrating between 
the lesser deities, Ningirsu and Shara, patron deities of Lagash and 
Umman respectively. This is no merely human arbitration on :Mesilim's 
part. He measured off the boundary 'according to the word of Sataran 1 • 
The stele erected, presumably like Entemena's cones, recorded the 
history of the conflict, the divine decision, the oaths of the parties 
in agreement and maledictions against violators. At any rate, Ush the 
Umman aggressor is described as having 'violated (both) the decree 
(of the gods) and the word (given by man to man)'. 1 
(Then) did Ningirsu, Enlil 's foremost warrior do 
battle with (the men of) Umma in accordance with 
his(Enlil's) straightforward word; by the word of 
Enlil he hurled the great Shush-net upon them, and 
heaped up their skeleton(?) piles in the plain in 
their (various) places. 2 
No human warriors are mentioned on the side of Lagash ! It is 
then recorded that fresh measurements and stelae were made. The sub-
sequent history we skip over, and move on to the terminating curse: 
The Ummaite who (at any future time) will cross the 
boundary ditch of Ningirsu (and) the boundary ditch 
of Nanshe in order to take to himself fields and farms 
by force, whether he be (really) an Ummaite or a 
foreigner - may Enlil destroy him; may Ningirsu, after 
hurling his great Shush-net on him, bring down on him 
his lofty hand (and) his lofty foot; may the people of 
his city, having risen in rebellion, strike him down 
in the midst of his city. 
1. Kramer's translation; but note Sollberger IRSA, 71 : "Us ••. agit 
selon (ses) discours grandioses', with a note suggesting this 
refers to the speech he made in the ai:rembly at Umma when the accord 
was agreed to. 
2. Sollberger: . I erigea ses tumulus clans la plaine I' with a note that 
sahar-dul-TAG4 ... dub means 'entasser de la terre en un tumulus', 
decrit l'acte rituel accompli a la fin d'une bataille (par le 
vainqueur): les cadavres (enemis) sont mis en tas et recouverts de 
terre', IRSA, 57 note 6. 
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.. . hh f .. 1 1 hl The Divine Net is again int e ands o Ning1rsu, tioug tle 
action of Enlil and of rebellious subjects are drawn into the curse 
formula and find echoes centuries later in Assyrian documents. 
' Bef6re moving on from this early period we may note another 
example of sculptural representation of the Divine Net which belongs 
to the Agade Dynasty period, though its royal protagonist cannot be 
identified. It bears a very obvious artistic relation to the Eanna-
tum monument. The fragment depicts the left arm of· a giant figure, 
certainly that of a god, bent at the elbow and gripping the clasp of 
a net, exactly as Ningirsu does on the Vulture Stee. The right hand 
wields a mace which batters the protruding head of a bearded captive, 
while inside the net little victims lie trapped, exactly like those 
on the Vulture Stele. Apparently this was a popular motif for royal 
. 2 
victory monuments. 
The next text we mention belongs to the great collection of 
Temple Hymns penned by Enheduanna, daughter of Sargon of Agade and 
high-priestess of the moon god Nanna of Ur. 3 It is No. 34 in the series 
of 42, and honours Ninazu and his temple £-sikil in Eshnunna. 4 The 
1. In Cylinder B of Gudea patesi of Lagash, c. 2141..:2122 be, Ningirsu 
is described as 'god of the man-catching net': dingir ka-mar-za 
e-a sa-ni (Col 6:9), 
2. Compare the ink drawing in Heintz: art.cit., fig. 4 p. 132 with ANEP, 
No. 307, which unfortunately does not show the god's arms and mace 
from the angle from which it was photgraphed. According to the notes 
the object is diorite of 540mm of the Agade period and found at Susa. 
3. See Hallo & van Dijk: Exaltation for an introduction to her career 
and literary achievement; Kramer's translation of her major work 
appears in ANETS, 143/579ff , 
4. Ninazu was .later ousted by Tishpak, originally identical with the 
Hurrian weather-god Teshup. The editors point out that Ninazu 
appears as a god of the nether world in No. 14, but here as a 'Ninurta 
figure' - see the note on 455, page 134 of the work cited below. 
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majority of the 22 lines describe not the temple but its god, who is 
pbrtrayed as a warrior in terms o~ a lion, a dragon, a venomous beast 
and a storm. 
House, your prince (is) a great lion, the 
enemy hangs down from his claw, 
Your lord (is) a furious and strong storm, 
~he 'h~art of the battle', 
In the combat he goes like ••••• , his ( !) 
lofty arm (holds) the shield, 
~t is) a net over the widespread people, 
the foe canno.t escape from his hand 1 
The object this divine onslaught is directed against is described 
as··' the hostile land', the·' enemies' land', 'the rebellious land',' the 
disobedient', 'the enemy', 'the evildoer' and so on, but the more gen-
eralised phrase 'the widespread people' seems to indicate that this 
divine retribution carried beyond the bounds of vengeance on oath-
breakers to any not in friendly relations with the city. The stock 
phraseology has probably been taken over from Ninurta poems. 
It is not a far step from describing the god of a local temple 
as a Divine Net to the personification of the temple itself, for the 
association of deity-temple-city was exceedingly close in Mesopotamia, 
as is witnessed time and again by its survival of foreign invasions 
and destructions. Two examples of this personification occur in the 
collection of hymns already referred to, and they may be amplified by 
some additional references and a consideration of the Hymn to Enlil. 
In No. 15 and No. 40 of Enheduanna' s collection, she describes the 
temple itself as the Net of .the gods. In the one instance, it is Nin-
gishzida's temple Gishbanda, in the other the house of Inanna(= the 
Akkadian Ishtar) goddess of love and war in Ulmash. 
Gishbanda, neck-stock,\fine-meshed net, 
bond of the 1 great ea~th '·, no one can 
draw his foot from it 
Your ••• 'back' is lofty, ••• like a trap 
1. sen-sen-na SA4-gim DU a-mah-bi ku~E-~B-ur-ra 
sa-par-un-dagal-la er1m su:na nu-e (lines 441-442) 
Sjoberg: Temple Hymns, 42f text & translation; 132ff commentary; 
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Ulmash, 'upperland', ••• of the land, 
Ferocious lion, raging against a wild bull, 
·Net spreading over the enemies, 
It makes silence fall upon the hostile land, 
As long as it is not submissive poisonous foam 
is poured out tipon it 1 
318. 
In the first poem the metaphor appears somewhat gratuitously 
unsupplemented by like imagery.· The second quotation opens the poem 
in question and does fit in with the rest of the imagery for Inanna is 
a warn.or who 'opens the "door of battle" ' and is surrounded by 
blood and weaponry (lines 514-516). 
Now a newly published hymn to 'Nungal in the Ekur' illustrated 
extremely well the sharing of roles by the perso n ified temple and 
2 its goddess. The first 26 of the 120 lines follow the pattern of Su-
meri .n temple hymns, personifying and extolling the numinous power of 
the .temple over mankind, discerning and judging the wicked. It is com-
pared to animals such as a great dragon, a scorpion, a bird of prey, 
a raging lion, a poisonous snake and so on, and the numinous phenom-
ena of furious storm, raging sea, flood, green evening light and the 
rainbow strengthen the poetic comparison. In this section the following 
two lines occur, echoed later by a third: 
1 • gis-ban-daki si-gar igi-ten-en gan ki-gal gtri nu-e11 
bar gi4-a nim-ma gises-ad-gim rib-ba 
(Temp le Hymns, No. 15 line 190f = SGL 2, 85-88) 
~ ~ >1 ~' b' gu-erim-ga -oe sa ara-ga 
(ibi~, N~ 40 line 509) 
2. A.W.Sjoberg: AfO 24(1973),19-46 "Nungal in the Ekur". The 43 texts 
and fragments~ which his edition is based all date to the Old 
Babylonian period, but the greater age of the composition is indi-
cated by its inclusion among the literature of the received Sumerian 
tradition represented by the Literary Catalogues, e& C.J.Gadd:UET 6/ 
I, No. 123 = S.N.Kramer: RA 55(1961),169-176 "A New Literary Cata-
lpgue from Ur", line 14 and the parallel texts B,L & P in Kramer's 
sigla. 
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House, trap which lies in wait for the evil, 
which makes the body of the wicked tremble, 
House, net whose fine meshes are skilfully woven, 
which gathers people as booty 
House, it surveys heaven and earth, a net spread out, 
The evil man cannot escape its arm, 
it drags around the evil doer 1 
319. 
The poem continues by introducing the goddess Ningal who is 
depicted as taking her seat onher dias in the shrine and observing 
and supporting the king and the judge in their tasks of administering 
justice, law and order. Her gaze is benevolent as she watches over the 
black-headed people(line 76), for she frightens no one and is filled 
with mercy and compassion(line 75), but to the wicked she is inimicable. 
The strongly moralistic tone which was sounded in connec.tion with the 
role of the temple becomes a refrain in the description of Nungal's 
action - she 'clamps down on the one who does evil to her, he cannot 
escape her arm' (line 61). She says, 'The evil man cannot escape my arm, 
I know what they have done' (line 78). This recapitualtes what has been 
said of her companion Ninegala who acts as her deputy, handing over 
people to hungal (line 42). Of Ninegala, it is said: 
1 • 
Ninegala has proudly taken her seat on its dais 
(which is lustrous like) lapis lazuli 
She has set her eye upon the judge who makes the 
decision, she knows the false and the righteous, 
Her net is (made of) fine meshes, she has stretched 
it over the land, 
The wicked man does not grasp her foot, he cannot 
escape her arm 2 
e·gis-es-ad ne-ru-du-se na-a hul-gal-la SU dub-bu 
e saparx igi-te-en-bi galam-k~d5 un nam-re-es ur4-ur4-u 
e-e an-ki-a igi mi-ni-in-gal sa-parx(~KISAL)-ra al-la 
(art.ciL,29 & 31, lines Sf & 25) 
2. Lines 36-39; line 38 reads in Sumerian: 
sa-parx(KISAL)-ra-ni igi-te-en he-a kalam-ma mu-un-na-an-la 
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The case is then quoted of the man 'who has not spoken to his 
(personal) god'. Quite clearly this does not fit into the treaty 
framework, but it is.interesting that the results of this lapse into 
personal sin have somewhat parallel effects to that of a broken trea·ty 
oath. For example, in Sjoberg's words: 
he is naked and has covered his face with a cloth 
(line 45), He has broken all contact with his friends 
and acquaintances; he leaves the city to dwell in 
ruined cities (line 49) 1 
One is reminded both of Job in silent isolation on the ash-heap 
and of the treaty curses of banishment to wandering on the steppe and 
being stripped naked and publicly exposed. The concept of rejection is 
common to both human and spiritual planes and acts as a powerful psy-
chological deterrent from personal or treaty sin. In the hymn under · 
consideration it is the personal rather than the collective sin which 
occasions the use of the Divine Net. Th'is appearance of the Divine Net 
in a context of personal sin illustrates the range of Mesopot_amian 
sin theology and suggests the generalisation that is borne out by 
much later texts that sin is individual in hymns and prayers and col-
lective in historiographical texts such as the Assyrian royal records. 
Before going on to the main text, the Enlil Hymn, we may con-
' . . . 
veniently gather up a number of parallels for the personification of 
Temples as the Divine Net from scattered contexts. A Pennsylvania tab-
let cited by Falkenstein in support of his translation of the Enlil 
Hymn uses several phrases to convey the idea of the Divine Net: 
e gises-ad-erfm-du: Haus,Schlinge f~r den Bosen ..• 
e sa-par: ·Haus, Fangnetz 
e zi-du erfm-du igi-gala gul su-bi nu.;..~: Haus, 
das den Guten (und) Bose~ erkennt das den Bosen 
aus seiner Hand nicht entkommen lasst 2 
1 • art. cit., 20 
2. Tablet UMBS 12, 40:5 (see HKL I, 289 No. 40) cited in SGL I,26ff in 
support of line 17 of the Enlil Hymn translatio.n. The phrases 
quoted above are in parallel with each other. 
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Then there is the door-socket inscription of Amar-Suen(2046-2038 
be) which describes the temple of Nanna in the following line: 
sa-bar-a-ni lu ed'.m RN nu-e 
his net, the enemy of the divine Amar-Sin does 
not escape 
An extension of the idea from god to temple and then to city is 
attested in the Lugalnanda Epic where the city of Uruk., or more pre-
cisely its walls, are described in terms of the Net metaphor: 
... ki ... . . h" . l" l" bad-unu -ga gu-musen-na-gim edin-e ~e-ni- a- a 
die Mauern van Uruk sollen wie eine Vogelschlinge in 
der Ebene gespannt sein 2 
To judge' from the texts quoted and the Enlil Hymn to follow, it, 
seems valid to read in these metaphors something more than a haphazard 
literary stroke. 
In the Enlil Hymn, unlike the Eannatum inscription where Enlil 
wielded the Net, it is his city Nippur which is personified as his 
Net. Nippur, as the city of the panteon's head, had tremendous religi-
ous prestige in the Sumerian period, and it is to discoveries made in 
it that we owe our knowledge of Sumerian literature. Attached to the 
temple complex, the E-kur, was the scribal academy or Edubba, and very 
1. Barton's translation (RlSA,290); but IRSA, 147 lllA3c renders: 'son 
••• quc les enemis d 'lunar-Suena ne gravissent pas' and ci.dds a note: 
on the omitted word sa-bar - 'peut-etre d'apres le contexte "terre-
plein, eminence" '. The subject is the temple of Nanna, described 
as 'son tribunal' in the previous phrase with which a description 
of it as a Net would appear to fit very well, but a final decision 
must be left to competent Sumerologists. 
2. Cited by vai1 Dijk: SGL 2, 87 note 20 in discussion of TH No. 15 and 
from 'Lugalbanda & Enmerkar' (OECT 1,8 111:38). See now C.Wilcke: 
Das Lugalbandaepos, 1969 , ~ 118f & 124f for lines 305 & 371. This 
edition also carries a full introduction and discussion. 
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likely the Hymn to Enlil is a product of this seat of learning. 1 
After an initial paean of praise to Enlil who has set up his 
seat in the 'bond of heaven and earth', the poem describes the re-
ligious significance of the city. It is characterised by truth, right-
eousness and social justice 'which are exemplified by the orderliness 
in human relations, the son honouring his mother, dealing kindly with 
his brothers and respecting the authority of the elders. In this con-
text, we learn that Nippur punishes the wicked: 
It(Nippur) is a trap that s~rves as a pit 
and net against the rebellious land 
(line I 7) 2 
There follows a long list of sins of speech and deed, which is 
summed up by line 25:' (All these) evils the city does not tolerate'. 
This line is immediately followed by the Net imagery with the city 
being personified: 
Nippur, whose 'arm' is a vast net, 
\.fuose 'heart' is the fast-stepping hurin-bird · 
\.fuose 'hand' the wicked and evil cannot escape; 
(lines 26-28) 3 
J, See S.N.Kramer: The Sumerians, chaps 5 & 6 on Edubba and Temple• 
His translation of the Enlil Hymn (ANETS,137/573ff) is based on 
Falkenstein & Reisman's unpublished-textual dissertation. Sumerian 
quotations will be taken from Falkenstein: SGL I 1 llff. 
2. The basic idea seems secure in the 
cited by Falkenstein. See SL, 472 
gises-sa-du = nahbalu; an"dSL,104 
.., -
light of the lexical evidence 
35;36;37 - es-sa-ad, es-sa-du, 
17 - sa =setu 
3. 
gises-ad ki~bal-a ub4 sa aka-a 
Sie ist fur das aufsassige Land eine Schlinge, 
bereitet ihm die Fallgrube (und) das Netz 
(SGL I, 11 & 20) 
nibruki a-bi sa-par-gal-la-am:Nippurs 'Arm' ist ein grosses 
Netz (SGL I, 12 & 20; line 26) 
Vielleicht lasst sich an Wendungen denken, in denen ein 
Gott als 'rechter Arm' einer Stadt bezeichnet ist. Dann 
ware bier wohl auf Ninurta verwiesen. (Ibi~, 37) 
See further his note on the Hymn to Ninurta op.ci~, 118 line 66. 
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There is a fundamental unity therefore between the passages cited 
from the Stele of Vultures, the cones of Entemena and Sargon II's 8th 
Campaign report. That the Net metaphor carried across from the Old 
Sumerian canon to the Nee-Sumerian canon where it appears in royal 
hymns from Isin and Larsa is proved from its appearance in recently 
published material. 
For example, in a republication by Ake Sjoberg of an Adab-song 
to Nergal with a prayer for king Shijilishu of Istn(l984-1975 be), ~er­
gal 1s requested to 'pile 111 heaps for him(the king) his evil enemies', 
and 1s compared at length to storm, hurricane, ·flood and dragon, as 
well as to 'a lusty wild bull' whose great horn has smitten the enemy. 
Perhaps his r8le as executor of treaty curses is referr~d to in the 
lines 'Nergal smites the enemy whom he has cursed, (and the enmey) is 
counted as nothing'; 'Nergal huge trapping-net(sa-su-us-gal) for the 
evil one covering all enemies; Heroic warrior, you are a great furi-
' 1 ous storm upon the land which disobeys your father • 
Similarly, the god Numushda is addressed as 'grand aurochs(sun-galY 
'qui encorne les pays rebelles' in a hymn with a prayer for Siniqisham 
(1840-1836 be), the 11th king of Larsa. It continues: 'Ton bras est un 
filet de guerre (sa-par-am) pour le pays qui ne connait pas le ble', 
which the editor sees as an allusion to the god's intervention against 
Martu peoples, the Amorite nomads which Shu-Sin's 'Amorite Wall' 
failed to keep out of Mesopotamia. 2 This roots Numushda's action in 
history, however loosely," and that is significant. 
1. A.W.Sjoberg: ZA 63(1973),1-55 "Miscellaneous Sumerian Hymns", No. l 
(E.Chiera: SRT 12 A= CBS 14074 B), p. 2ff; lines partially or en-
tirely quotea-are 32,49,7 & 46f. On the concept oE a Nee-Sumerian 
canon, see W.W.Hallo: Festschrift Speiser/JAOS 88.1 Vol. 53, 71-89 
"Individual Prayer in Sumerian - the continuity of a tradition', 
p. 73 with which compare his articl.e JCS 17(1963),39-51 "Royal Hymns 
& Mesopotamian Uni ty 11 , where he notesthat '.we have a virtually 
unbroken succession of royal hymns from Ur-nammu to Abi-esuh, ie. 
from about 2100-1700 be', p. 42. 
2. M.A.Dupret: Or 43(1974),327-343 "Hymne au <lieu Munu~da avec priere 
en faveur deSiniqi~am de Larsa"; lines quoted are 10 & 19. On the 
MAR.TU= Amurru - the Amorites, see J-R.Kupper:Nomades,159f and I. 
J.Gelb's important review article "The Early History of the West 
Semitic Peoples", JCS 15(1961),27-47; cf. CAR I:Part 2, 562ff & 631ff 
on the issue and on the Isin-Larsa period; W.H.Ph. Romer: Sumerische 
'Konigshxmnen' der Isin-Zeit, Leiden,1965. 
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We have seen, then 1 that beyond coin::idence of metaphor or simile 
a theological unity emerges in Su~erian literature with reference to 
the Divine Net. 11lis theological unity lies in the concept of divine 
punishment for sin. The instances -from hymns, by describing the perma-
nent dwelling of the god as a retributive Net vividly convey the god's 
permanent war on sin and sinners. Naturally the temple personnel and 
the citizens would be inclined to think that aggression against their 
city and temple was the most heinous form of sin - this is the ration-
ale of the Vulture Stele and the Entemena Coli.es. Yet the passages from 
the Hymn to Enlil do exhibit a broader concept of sin (lines 18-34), 
and ultimately a link with biblical concepts need not occasion sur-
prise. 
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(b) The Divine Net at 'Mari. 
Heintz.has drawn attention to three of the letters from Mari in 
connection with the Divine Net theme, all of which belong to the pro:.. 
phetic corpus, and which should be studied in this wider context, 
though that is beyond our scope here. I 
Inibshina, daughter of Zimri-lim king of Mari (1782-1759 be) and 
priestess of the storm god Adad, relates an oracle given through a 
prophetess of Dagan from Terqa warning the king that the king of Esh-
nunna is playing him false in his overtures for a peace-treaty. 
salimatum sa LO CN da9tum-ma sapal IN.NU.DA mu 
illaku ana setim Sa UQa99aru akammissu alsu 
ugallaq u makkursu sa istu aqdami la sulputu 
us al pat 
The peace-moves of the man of Eshnunna are sheer 
deception. Beneath the straw the waters course, but 
I shall gather him into a net which holds fast. I 
shall put an end to his city,and his property which 
from ancient times has not been destroyed I shall 
destroy. 2 
The Pres. Subj. D-theme of qasaru/ka~aru -'to bind' could be either 
3rd Sin& or 1st Sin& - 'que j~ tiendrai serre', as Heintz points outi 
but the former is preferable. The god Dagan does speak in the )st Per-
son, however, in the promises of conquest - the D-theme of roots 
kamasu- 'to gather, heap up' and balaqu -'to lose, disappear' and the 
S-theme of lapatu -'to touch'. The verbs of destruction leave no doubt 
1. Heintz:art.ci~, 129-133. Bibliography in the Mari prophetic texts 
is rapidly expanding, but see Heintz' article, E.Ellermeier: Pro-
phede in Mari und Israel, Theologische und Orientalistische Studien 
I, 1968 with Heintz' review therebf in Biblica 52(1971),543-555 
with its Bibliographie Complementaire on pages 554-555 • 
2. ARM 10, No. 80; but see W.l.Moran:Biblica 50(1971),15-56 "New Evi-
dence from Mari on the History of Prophecy", p. 52 No. 13 for text, 
translation & notes differing from Dossin at key places. On Inib-
shina, see p. 33, the notes on line 3 of N~ 3 with references. 
3. Lines 11-19 in Moran's translation. Note that Dossin's ~e-im is 
undoubtedly wrong, for as Heintz & Moran point out the cuneiform 
copy read~ Je-tim = ~itu-'net' • 
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that we have here in oracular form what so frequently appears as a 
terminal curse formula. In the latter, it is generalised and vague, 
while we have the advantage here of a specific historical situation to 
bring the formula to life. It is a paradigm of divine intervention 
through battle and just the place to find the Divine Net theme. 
Of note too is the diplomatic situation. In the changing pattern 
of coalitions in the period, treaties were made and broken as the pro-
tagonists saw their advantage. Eshnunna is found fighting against and 
for Mari, for expediently· at one time .. she was in alliance with Assyria 
and Babylon against Zimri-lim, while at another she supported Yamhad, 
d ' ' h ' 1 0 11 h Babylon an Man. against Is mi-Dagan. ne cannot te at w at stage 
the salimatum were when the oracle was given. Moran's translation 
'peace-moves' suggests the opening of negotiations, that is, 'peace 
feelers' being put out. The vengeance decreed does suggest that some 
sort of promises had been made which Eshnunna was now intending to 
break. This granted - and a more formal stage of ratified agreement 
cannot be ruled out - we find a very similar theological framework 
for the Divine Net theme to other texts cited, namely covenant and 
oath between states. 
Mukannishum writes another letter to Zimri-lim just after he had 
completed the sacrifices for the life of his lord when the repondant 
(aplllm) of Dagan of Tuttul arose (itbema) and spoke as follows: 
1. For a synopsis, see J.M.Munn-Rankin: Iraq 18(1956),68-110 "Diplo-
macy in W.Asia in the Early 2nd Millenium be", p. 69 and note 6, 
p. 70 and note 1 & 2. In more detail, see H.Klengel: Geschichte 
Syriens im 2 Jahrtausend v.u. Z, 1965 and. Kupper in CAH II:Part 1, 
chap 1 'Northern Mesopotamia & Syria". All unfortunately pre-date 
the ARM 10 letters. The names and brief inscriptions of the Esh-
nunna kings of this period, .but not the dates, are known - see 
IRSA, 240f IVE. Tell Asmar(Eshnunna), 55 miles N-E of Bagdad in 
the Iiyala region was excavated by the Oriental Institute Chicago, 
but 'the main bulk of the tablets ... remains unpublished' (AM,394). 
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CN mJ:nam tettenepE;~ ana pugim upag!Jarka .•• bitat 
7 awili atb1 u me.la ma.kkursunu ana qiit RN lumallem 
0 Babylon ! How must you be constantly treated ? 
I run going to gather you into a net ... I will 
deliver you into the power of Zimri-lim the houses 
of the seven confederates and all thej.r possessions 
• • • 1 
327. 
Again the threit of conquest is delivered in the 1st person by 
the god (D-theme of root paharu -'to gather, assemble'), and the Div-
ine Net descends in preface to the destruction and looting of the city. 
But most important to our general study 1s the overt allusion to 
treaty-making and, one may suppose, by inference to treaty-breaking. 
The bitat 7 awili athi_ 2 is a coalition hostile to Mari under the 
leadership of Babylon, and very likely included former allies of 
Zimri-li.m who had broken their oaths to him. 
Alliance to Babylon itself had been a cornerstone of Zimri-lim' s 
policy in midst of the shifting balances cif power, for Mari's econom-
ic prosperity relied upon the trade route from northern Suria to 
Babylonia. Hammurabi who,as we know from the famous Itur-Asdu letter, 
was not 'mighty by himself', but simply one of five or more kings at 
the head of coalitions ten to fifteen strong, must by the time of 
this prophecy have been ready to turn on his ally after subduing a 
wide region. His .date formulas for his 33rd and 35th years record the 
defeat and destruction of Mari. Our letter may date to just before 
Hammurabi's 33rd year. 3 
I.Text - ARM 13, N~ 23:8-15 with Moran's translation, ANETS, 625. Note 
his reading of the Ntn-theme tettenepe~ instead of the active Gtn-
theme teteneppes of root epesu. The style of address is reminiscent 
of Yhwh's word to Israel: 'O Ephraim, what shall I do with you ? 
What shall I do with you, 0 Judah?' (Hos 6:4). In line 10 il-ka 
ri-im:'your god is a wild-ox'(?) is omitted - see ANETS,625 note 34. 
2. '7' is used symbolically, cf. the OT, for 'all, the complete number'. 
~ are members of a group of persons of equal status and age, 
partners in an abbiitu relationship - see CAD A.2,492f ~ • 
3.0n the Itur-Asdu letter(G.Dossin:Syria 19,1938,117) and Shamshi-Adad's 
letter to Kuwari, which give a vivid picture of the political chica-
nery of this period, see ANETS, 628 • Kupper thinks 'it is probable 
that ... Zimrilim had sought a retrial of his lost cause either by 
resort to arms or in the diplomatic field' (CAR II: 1,28) in the inter-
vening period. See too Gadd (CAH II: I, 17 6-184) on 11Harnmurabi & the 
end of his Dynasty" • 
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It is therefore of paramount importance for reconstructing an 
Ancient Near Eastern theology of ~istory that this phenomenon of pro-
phecy at Mari .as it relates to inter-state relations be seen in the 
framework of tre<1}'-oaths. There is thus far more than a figure of 
speech in common linking the previous Sumerian nnd later Assyrian and 
biblical passages where the Divine Net appears. 
The third letter is unfortunately rather broken at the crucial 
passage for this study, and Assyriologists restore it differently, 
some in a way that eliminates the Divine Net imagery. Nevertheless, we 
feel that Heintz has made out a good case for the appearance of the 
Divine Net, and one which he had the opportunity to defend subsequent 
to the publication of other scholars' restorations. 1 
The letter to Zimri-lim recounts the dream of Malik-Dagan from 
Shakka, who had seen himself in the temple of Dagan in Terqa, and 
heard the god speak a complaint against the king for not laying full 
reports before him. "Had this been done," says Dagan,"I would long ago 
have delivered the kings of the Yaminites into the power of Zimri-
1 . 11 2 im • 
This throws an interesting side-light on the Gottesbrief and 
I. See Heintz' review of Ellermeier's work in Biblica 52, ~ 544 - the 
notes on lines 37f. The text, originally published by Dossin (RA 42 
1948, 128ff),has been ~orked on by W.von Soden (WO I/5,1950,398f) 
and A.Malamat (E-I 4,1956,81-83) and A.L.Oppenheim (Dreams, 195), 
and is translated with notes on the crux by Moran (A°NE"TS,623). 
2. Moran's translati~n; he draws attention to the parallel between the 
Akkadian phrase ana qat X mullum and the biblical phrase natan 
beyad in the oracles of Yhwh 1s wars - Deut 2:24, 3:2, Josh 6:2, 8:1, 
etc. 
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I . 
provides a gratuitous link with the 8th Campaign report. The letter 
continues with Dagan's command to lay a full report before him with 
the promise: 
·s 
u sarrairiiJ [sa DUMU.MEJS-Jamina ina gi sussul 
luba'ilri lupaJssilsunuti-ma ma.Drika CluskuJnsunuti 
alors je trairterai les scheiks des Jaminites dans 
la nasse des pecheurs et je les poserai devant.toi 2 
Divine Net, prophetic oracle and conquest of the enemy are once 
more found together, while there is a possibility that the theological 
framework of oath and treaty might be present too. 
Treaties were not unknown among the Yaminites - indeed great 
attention has been devoted to the treaty-ceremonies in vogue among 
the tribes of this era because of their link with Old Testament cus-, 
toms, but as Kupper remarks, Mari's 'relations with the settlers 
were most frequently strained, if not openly hostile, especially 
during Zimri-lim's reign 1 , 3 so that there is the overall pattern of 
hostility between Zimri-lim and the Yaminites which weighs against 
there having been a treaty in operation, and hence against putting 
this promise of divine retribution upon the Yaminites within the con-
text of broken treaty-oaths. The letter itself makes the exact 
I. Heintz notes the relevance of the Gottesbrief Gattung, describing 
the context as 'de guerre et de prornesse - ici conditionelle - de 
victoire par la divinit~, en liaison etroite avec le ph~nomane 
"prophetique" '(Biblica 50, 545). His study entitled "Lettres 
royales a la divinit~-en Mesopotamie et en Israel antiques: esquis-
ses d 'un genre litt e raire" read at the Congress for the Inter-
national. Association for the History of Religions, Stockholm,1970, 
has not been available to me. 
2. Heintz' translation and restorations (VTSupp 17, 129f) with lexical 
evidence supporting sussul -'net' (ibi~,130 note 2) along with von 
Soden (WO 1,398) but against Malamat and MOran's 'cooking-instru-
ment' ~l)ut see now Moran in Biblica 50,~ 54 where he lists ARM 13: 
23 in noting 'the relative frequency in these prophecies of the net 
metaphor'. The root pasalu -'to pull,drag' in the D-theme is the 
best restoration, not von Soden's S-theme or Malamat's basalu 'to 
cook'. 
3. CAH II: 1 , . chap 1 , ~ 25. See Nomad es, cha~ 2 on the Benj amini tes. 
M.Held:BASOR 200(1970),32-40 "Philological Notes on the Mari 
Covenant Rituals" lists the occunences tb date of the idom bayarum 
qatalu (c£ karat b~rft) in the Mari archive - ~ 33 note 4 • 
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relation between the two groups more difficult to assess if anything, 
for on the one hand the god asks whether a treaty has been drawn up 
but on the other band promises outright defeat an~ subjugation of the 
Yaminites. How are we to understand Dagan's question -
"Did the kings ·of the Yamini tes and their forces 
make peace with the forces of Zimri-lim who moved 
up here?" I said,"They did not make peace." 
(ANETS, 623) 
Was the god genuinely asking for military-diplomatic information ? 
If so, he seems to have envisaged a treaty as a possibility. In favour 
of its belng a genuine request for information is the main theme of 
co.nplaint about the lack of full reports - no doubt this deficiency 
made accurate 'prophecies' more difficult. On the other hand, the 
question could be ironical: Dagan was bound by no treaty stipulations 
whatsoever, and hence nothing prevented him turning on the Yaminites 
in wrath and slaughter, and this is what he promised to do. A certain 
ambiguity remains, therefore, and we cannot be sure whether the situa-
tion was one of unmitigated hostility, of treaty negotiations, of 
treaty renewal or of treaty breach. Perhaps it is much the same situa-
tion as that reflected in the first letter quoted (ARM 10:80). 
In conclusion, we agree with Heintz' exposition of the Divine Net 
mctif as the 
arme omnipresente et englobante de la divinite 
souveraine, destinee a chatier ceux qui ont rompu 
le statut de dependance juridique (Jaminites) ou 
d'alliance (Hammurapi de Babylone) vis-a-vis du 
souverain de Mari 
This, we feel, is the basic significance of the Divine Net theme, ra-
t~er than a victory ritual on which Heintz lays great stress. Certainly 
the Divine Net implies victory, victory over specific historical enem-
ies with whom the king was in confli~t, but its fundamental connotation 
is of divine retribution in parallel with maledictions about the shat-
tering of weapons and slaughter by the sword. Its theological frame-
work is the treaty-covenant in which it operates as a treaty-curse 
from the earliest records and with a sustained longevity. 
1. art.cit., 133. 
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(c) Hammurabi and the Di vine Net. 
The man who put paid to Mati by breaking his treaty-oaths was 
not in the least embarassed theologically by this Machiavellian move 
as one glance at his famous Cone's prologue shows. He presents him-
self as a just ruler in time of peace and a just conqueror in war. We 
draw attention to two passages in this connection, one from the Code's 
prologue and the other from a hymn in the royal idiom. 
The opening lines of the prologue dwell on the divine call and 
the divinely decreed task given Hammurabi -
To make justice to appear in the land, to destroy 
the evil and the wicked that the strong might not 
oppress the weak, to rise indeed like Shamash over 
the dark-haired folk to give light to the land1 
Of note is the identification of the king with the Sun god, elsewhere 
expressed even more directly as'RN •• the sun-god of Babylon who makes 
the light to rise on the land of Sumer and Akkad'. 2 A long section of 
self-praise presents the king as temple-builder and conqueror, and one 
of the royal epithets used involves the Divine Net - sapar nakiri. 3 
The king pictures himself as the Net with the directness evident in 
his sun metaphor. Hammurabi dispenses both justice and retribution. 
This is the message. 
The second text is a paeon of self-praise which celebrates the 
military prowess of Hammurabi in 29 lines of Sumerian, of which those 
with a bearing on our theme. are set out in their editor's wording: 
I. Driver: B'abLaws, 7 CH ia lines 32ff. 
2. op.ci~,13 CH va lines 4ff. 
3 l.'bi'd 8 CH i'i"a li'ne 68 ,.net ensnaring the enemy' • . . , 
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lugal. ••• 
sa-par lu-er1m-~e la-a-me-en 
ein Netz, das uber den Feind gebreitet ist 
Sav~ ~ ; ~ ; 
su-us-gaO. xJx sa-ga-ne su-a-me-en 
ein grosses Fangnetz, das die CBosJes Sinnenden zudeckt 
1 
The conquest by the sword is qualified by aligning it with the 
eradication of evil, which means the subjugation of territories which 
were unsubmissive to the gods of Babylon. 
Das Land, das sich nicht vor Marduk beugt, 
schlage ich ihm mit meiner starken Waffe nieder, 
wie ein Land, das Enlil zu vernichtten befohlen hat, 
zerschlage is es (lines 12-14) 
The final line too imparts a tone of righteousness designed to comple-
ment the just war apologetic which preceeds: 'Hammurabi, der Konig der 
Gerechtigkeit, bin ich' (line 29). 
I. A.Sjoberg: ZA20(1961),Sl-70 "Ein Selbstpreis des Konigs Hammurabi 
von Babylon", lines 6 & 8. See also the references cited by Sjoberg 
in the notes on these two lines (~ 59f), which include: 
(i) Hymn to Enlil & Shulgi: CT 36,26:7 sa-par-mah an-ki ~u-a tug 
kur-kur-ra la-a:' Grosses Fangnetz, das Himmel.., und Erde zudeckt, 
kleid, das uber alle Lander gebreitet ist' 
(ii) Bilingual Cultic Hymn: IVR2 , 26 4:43f e-ne-em-zu sa-par-man 
an-ki-ta ~a-mu-un-la: amatka saparra ~Iru sa ana same u 
erseti tars at: I dein Wort is t ein grosses Fangnetz' das uber 
Hi~mel und.Erde gebreitet ist' · 
(iii) Lugal 1:13 ur-sag sasu-u~-kal-bilu-erim-ma su-a qarradu ~a 
suskalla~u ajjabu isaggapu : 'Held, <lessen Fangnetz uber den 
Fe~nd gebreitet ist' · 
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Broken treaties were the best apologia for a just war, but this 
hymn bristles with an aggression not strictly regulated by a treaty 
theology of war, one suspects. Yet clearly the king felt the need to 
clothe his conquests in theological language and he has used the 
Divine Net personification to give his self-glorification a righteous 
cast. If the Divine Net properly belonged to the theological apparatus 
of treaties, that is, as the i~agery of divine retribution for oath-
breaking, then one can see the point of Hammurabi's self-description. 
in these terms to strengthen his image as a righteous conqueror. 
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It is striking that the Divine Net theme occurs in two of the 
major Akkadian myths - Etana and Enuma Elish. The first of these is 
certainly very old, for copies exist of an Old Babylonian recension, 1 
and before that there are cylinder seals from the Old Akkadian period 
which depict a man astride an eagle rising heavenwards as dogs gaze 
upwards at the departing pair, while on the left a sheJierd herds his 
sheep which also look up with a startled air. 2 Together the figures 
recall 'Etana, a shepherd, the one who to heaven ascended'. Speiser 
accords the Etana myth a very important place in the Mesopotamians' 
understanding of history and civilisation, and puts it third in a 
list of crucial stages as recorded by tradition, which includes the 
beginning of civilisation, the Flood, the crisis under Etana, the con-
flict between Kish and Uruk epitomised in Gilgamesh and Agga, and the 
period of Sargon and Naram-Sin. In demythologised terms he regards 
the tradition as reflecting the crisis before government by assembly 
had come into being. Whethe.r he is right in this or not, he is surely 
correct in drawing attention to the Mesopotamians' own estimate of 
Etana' s importance. 3 . 
I. For the text of Etana, see S.Langdon: Babyloniaca 12(1931),1-56 
I-XIV and E.Ebeling: AfO 14(1941/44),298ff to which add. J.V.Kinnier 
Wilson: Iraq 31(1969),8-17 "Some Contributions to the Legend of 
Etan a" for the Middle Assyrian version with three new p:ie::es added 
and ibid. :JNES 33.2(1974) Geer's Vol. Part 1 "Further Contributions 
to the Legend of Etana". 
2. See H.Frankfort: Cylinder Seals, 1939, p. 138f & pls. 24-h. An excel-
lent photo of the Berlin Museum seal VA 3456 from the second half 
of the 3rd Millenium be is reproduced in Parrot: Sumer, 188 fig. 226 
and ibid. : N&B, 288 fig. 359 • 
3. Speiser "Ancient Mesopotamia" section 4: 1 The Past as Seen by the 
Mesopotamians', IHANE, 55ff. Besides the myth, Etana features in 
an omen, a bilingual text about the Seven Sages and the Sumerian 
King List - see H.G.Guterbock: ZA 42,p. 22 and Jacobsen: The Sumerian 
King List, AS 11,1939, p. 80 note-67. On the relation of traditions 
about the Flood and the Seven Sages, see W.G.Lambert & A.R.Millard: 
Atrahasis, 15ff (ii) The Early History of Man and the excursus 'Early 
Human History', p. 25ff, (ii) The Sages , 
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The parts of the myth which involve the Divine Net donnot con-
cern Etana himself, but the friendship between the eagle which bore 
1 him to heaven and the serpent. These two swore an dath to each other 
and lived communally, the eagle in the branch.es of the tree above 
and the serpent with his brood at the bole beneath. The eagle's evil 
intentions transgress the friendship, and despite warning of retri-
bution from his own fledglings, he devours the serpent's young. Deso-
late the serpent prays to Shamash, witness of the eagle's oath, to 
avenge his murdered offspring. The Sun god discloses a means of re-
venge to the serpent, who lurks in a choice carcass and seizes the 
hungry eagle who has alighted to feed. Having plucked and mutilated 
him, the serpent leaves him in a pit to die of starvation, a just 
reward for his treachery. 
The oath is extant in the Old Babylonian, Middle- and Nee-Assyrian 
versions, 2 though it is only the last which includes the mention of 
the Divine Net, and is given here in Speiser's translation: 
Come let us arise [ .•.. J , 
We have sworn by the nether world C ••• J ! 
The oath that they swo[reJ before valiant Shamash 
[He who transgresses] the boundary of Shamash, 
May [ the mountain] remove from him Cits] pas[sageJ 
May the darting weapon [ head straight] for him, 
May the snare, the curse of Shamash, overthrow him 
and catch him ! (C-2:8-16) 
In typical epical sty"le there is a repetition of this oath, this 
time as a warning from the fledgling, 'the little fledgling exceeding 
wise 1 : 
1. Summaries of the whole story may be found in Saggs: Greatness ,423ff'; 
Oppenheim.: AM,266f; G. Roux: Ancient Iraq, 11 lf; see ANET, 114-118 
plus ANETS,--St/517 for a translation; HKL I,276 for bibliography. 
2. ~' A-2: l-4(0B), B: 1-4(M.Ass) & C-2:.8-17 • 
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Eat not, my father ! The net of Shamash may ca[tch theeJ, 
The snare, the curse of Shamash, may overthrow thee and 
catch thee .! 
He who transgresses the boundary of Shamash, 
[Him J Shamash [will hand over] for evil to the 
executioner (C-2:38-41) 
But this excellent piece of theology is ignored, and the eagle 
devours the snakelets, whereupon the serpent weeps before Shamash: 
[Thou knowestJ , 0 Shamash the evil which he did to me. 
Verily, 0 Shamash, thy rtet is the [ wide j earth, 
Thy snare is the [far-away] sky. 
May [the eagle] not escape from thy net, 
That the evildoer, Zu, who upholds [evil against his friend] 
( C-3 : 9- 13) l 
The serpent is also at pains to point out to Shamash that he is 
blameless, having kept the terms of the oath to the letter: 
I put my trust in thee valiant Shamash; 
To the eagle I extended good will. 
I revered and honoured thine oath, 
I upheld not evil against my friend. 
(A- 2, rev. I I - 14) 
'What we have, then, is an exposition of treaty theology. There ar~ 
mutual oaths with the divine witness to them, and the stipulations of 
the relationship of friendship both negative - not to countenance evil 
1. The Nee-Assyrian text complements the OB passage -
Thou knowest, 0 Shamash, that he pursues evil. 
Thy net is the wi[deJfield, . 
Thy snare Cis the far-away skyJ , 
May the eagle not [escape] from thy net, 
The doer of evlil and aboJmination, 
Who upholds e[vilJ against his friend ! 
(A-2: 19-24) 
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against the other, and positively ~ to succour and help each other, 
which is exemplified by sharing their kills, in turn somewhat rennn-
iscent of the communal covenant meal which sometimes accompanied treaty 
making. The curses too inevitably remind one of treaty documents where 
1 theie are verbal parallels. 
The theology of the fledgling finds echoes in that of Sargon II 1 s 
8th Campaign report, for in the latter we have noted the description 
of Rusas as an oath-breaker which uses the phrase ite DN etequ in 
parallel with la kabbidu mamit DN (Sg 8:148), while the first of these 
phrases is used in Etana to state a general theological principle (C-2 
40), and mamitu in its nature as a curse is described in terms of the 
Divine Net: 
setu sa Samas ibaCrkaJ 
gisparru mamit Samas ibbalakkitiima ibarriika 
(C-2: 38f) 
1. The OB & MA variants of the curses are: 
May the path be lost for him that he finds not the way ! 
May the mountain withhold from him its passage~ 
May the darting weapon head straight for him! (A-2:1-3) 
May the da[rtJing[weaponJhead straight for him, 
May Shamash single him out from among the killers, 
May Shamash hand over the wicked one to the executioners 
May he place the wicked demon upon his land ! (B: 1-4) 
For verbal parallels, see ei?f EVT ,.649..:.651 discussed below. Speiser 
made a general remark on the oath being a familiar concept to the 
audience (IHANE,58 note 58), and drew attention to a parallel curse 
in Abban's grant to Jarimlim: Istar ana qati mukassidisu limallisu 
-'may Ishtar deliver him into the hand of his conquerors'(Wiseman: 
AT, No. 1 line 18) • 
2. CAD B, 4 ba'aru 2~ wants to.make gisparru plural, as above, in view 
of the verbal forms presumably (cf. CAD G, 106 gisparru, b), and adds 
an interpretative gloss in its translation: 'the traps (by which was 
sworn) the oath to Shamash' (cf, CAD G, 106 'the g-traps of the curse 
of Shamash '·). To us, the plural seems odd here both because of the 
parallels with the previous line setu//gisparru, and the stock,...phrase 
character ·Of gisparru sa DN. Perhaps, then, gisparru & mamitu are 
dual subject of nabalkatu & bu'aru ('the trap [of ShamashJ[andJ the 
curse of Shamash, they will ... '), or we have Subjunctives, as Speiser 
appears to read - 'The snare, the curse of Shamash, may overthrow 
thee and catch thee'). The stock-phrase, singular, occurs with 
setu//gisparru at A-2:20-21 rev. ::: Bab. 12, 4: 11 , 
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The eagle is reminded that wherever he flees, whether he takes 
to the air or alights in some remote region, he cannot escape the Net 
of Shamash: 
setka er~etu rapastu ggparruka samu [ruqli.Jtul 
Divine retribution is inevitable and inescapable, just as Yhwh is in-
escapable in the poetic imagery of Psa 139:7-12 or Amos 9:2-4. The 
Etana myth sets the Divine Net in the context of cosmic justice where 
it embodies theodicy at the same time as it bears relation to the use 
of the Divine Net imagery in specific inter-state or inter-tribe rela-
tions because the myth involves the oath and the maniitu , which belong 
to historical,judicial circumstances. 
1. Bab. 12, 14 , 11 = C-3: lOf. Speiser's translation is given on p.336 
above, where the trans lat ion of C-2: 38f on p. 337 is also found. 
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The second maJor myth to make goorl use of the,Divine Net theme 
is the Babylonian creation story known by its opening as Enuma Elish 
-'When on high •.• ' • It runs to seven tablets of between 115-170 lines 
each, and is in Heidel's phras~ 'a literary monument in honour of Mar-
duk', justifying his promotion to the head of the pantheon. In the mid 
!st Millenium at any rate, it was recit~d in full to his statue on the 
fourth day of the New Year Festival. There is evidence to suggest that 
this ritual usage of the myth was secondary, and that the myth which 
retains some Sumerian traits has a long literary history prior to its 
later form, though scholars are divided on this issue, some arguing 
for a literary origin in the Old Babylonian period, others preferring 
the Kassite period, while most recently some evidence has been adduced 
which would push at least its oral transmission back into the 3rd Mil-
lenium be. 1 
I. The publication of W. G. Lambert's Babylonian Creation Myths with the 
competence one can expect from this editor is bound to bring a 
deeper appreciation of Enuma Elish ~gainst the background of other 
Mesopotamian material. His cuneiform teaching text (OUP,1966) shows 
that appreciable gaps remain only in Tablet 5. For transliteration, 
see R.Labat: Le Poeme Babylonien de la Creation, Paris,1935 plus 
the literature cited by Borger: HKL I, 259f. A.Heidel: The Babylon-
ian Genesis, 2nd e~ Chicago UP,1951 offers an excellent introduction 
p. 1--17; translation; related material, p. 61-81; OT corr.parative ma-
terial, p. 82-140; appended texts, p. 141-153; illustrative iconography., 
pL 1-17. English translations include Speiser's P~TET, 60-72 + ANETS, 
65/501ff and exerpts with notes by Kinnier Wilson: DOTT,3-16. A 
summary is given by Saggs:Greatness,409-416 and some pertinent re-
marks by Oppenheim: AM, 177f,232f,264ff, 
Of great interest-'for their bearing on the literary history are 
the following recent articles - T.Jacobsen "The Battle between Mar-
duk and Tiamat" (Festschrift Speiser/JAOS 88, Vol 53,104-108) sug-
gesting an origin on the Mediterranean coast (cf. the Ugar. Baal 
myth) and transposition to Mesopotamia by the Arnorites; Y.Yadin: IEJ 
21 ( 1971) ;82-85 "A Note on the Scenes depicted on the c Ain-Samaya --
Cup" + the excavation reports by Shantur & Labadi ,p. 73-77 and by 
Yeivin, p. 78-81 - the Janus-figure grasping a plant, the serpent 
and dragon, the bar held by two figures in Sumerian dress below a 
faced 12-petalled disc (see fig. 2 ,p. 79 & photos, pls. 9, 10) are in-
terpreted in terms of the text and theme of Enuma Elish and Marduk's 
battle with Tiamat. The MB I date (= Kenyon's EB-MB Intermediate 
Arnorite period, c 2100-1900 be) has wide implications as does the 
Palestinian provenience. See further R.Grafman: IEJ 22(1972),47-49 
"Bringing Tiamat to Earth" who notes that the Isin-Larsa(c. 2030-
1760 be) period Khafaje plaque tallies exactly in detail with the 
binding, clubbing and splitting of Tiamat, and that 'on the cAin-
Samiya goblet, it would seem logical to seek in the curved strip 
beneath the face of Tiamat a depiction of this net' - ia the 
Divine Net so prominent in Marduk's defeat of Tiamat in Enuma Elish. 
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Tablet 4 of the epic recounts the fight between Marduk and Tiamat 
and has long been a centre of debate between Old Testament and Ancient 
Near Eastern scholars, spurred on by the supposed equivalence of 
Ti' amat the defeated mens ter and tehom - 'the deep' in Gen 1: 2. 1 This 
detail cannot now detain us except to remark that the case for the 
Old Testament's borrowing of the Divine Net theme would appear to be 
more broadly founded by comparison than the alleged similarities be-
tween the Babylonian and Hebrew creation stories, and in anu case 
quite independent of the literary history of Genesis and Enuma Elish. 
At the beginning of the tablet, Marduk is invested nnd armed, the 
other gods giving him 'matchless weapons that ward off the foes' (4:30) 
and their blessing. He then makes further preparations, manufacturing 
a bow and arrows with a quiver, and grasping a mace in his right hand, 
being surrounded by lightning. His final weapon is the Net: 
1pus-ma saparra sulmu qerbis DN 
irbitti sare uste~bita ana la asi mimmisa 
idus saparra ustaqriba kisti abisu DN 
(4:41-42 & 44) 
He made a net to encircle Tiamat in it; 
The four winds he stationed to prevent her escape 
At his side he gathered the net, the gi~ of his 
father, Anu 
J. Examination of the usage of Heb. tehom, and indeed Ugar. thmt (eg, 
in the Aqhat and Baal poems) shows that this common Semitic root 
.could be used without any personified and mythological connotations 
and hence the supposed equivalence is an over-simplification. See 
Heidel's discussion of this point (op.cit., 98-101) and of the wider 
issues of inter-relationship (chap 3,p. 82-140); cf. Lambert: JTS 
16(1965),287-300. Kinnier Wilson goes further, remarking that -
It is now, however, recognised that, since the two words 
hvve different meanings - for they cannot be used inter-
changeably - it is of no importance whether they are 
etymologically connected or not. •••. We believe the com~ 
parison (the sequence of creation and wider issues) to be 
partly artificial, partly explainable in terms of coinci-
dence. Thus it seems very probable that the epic has no 
connections of any kind or at any point with Genesis, and 
that each is sui generis (DOTT, 14) 
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Thus equipped, and accompanied by the seven terrible winds, Marduk 
mounted his chariot and rode off to challenge Tiamat to single combat.. 
This section of the poem is fast-moving and powerful as both contes-
tants work themselves up into a fury and clash in head-on battle. The 
fight is over quickly, fo_r Marduk's net enmeshes Tiamat preventing her 
getting at him or escaping, and as she opens her jaws, the winds rush 
in and swell her belly and a well-placed arrow splits herheart. 
sasmis ittibbu qitrubu taoazis 
usparri-ma belum saparrasu usalmisi 
(4:94f) 
Into single combat they advanced, they drew near 
to battle 
The lord (Marduk) spread out his net end enmeshed her 1 
Her supporters were meted out a like fate, and found themselves 
sitting in Marduk's net, his captives, despite their attempts to flee. 
nita lamu naparsudis la le'e 
esirsunuti-ma kakkesunu usabbir. 
saparris nadu-ma kamari~ usbu 
endu tubqati malu dumamu 
serissu nasu kalu kisukkis (4: 110-114) 
Tightly encircled they could not escape. 
He made them captives and he smashed their weapons 
Thrown into a net they found themselves ensnared; 
Placed in cells, they were filled with wailing; 
Bearing his wrath, they were held i~prisoned. 
The final mention of Marduk's net occurs in tab let 6, where the 
gods are meeting in banquet to celebrate the building of Babylon and 
Esagila, and the relief gained from toil by the creation of man -
another demonstration of Marduk's finesse. When gathered like this and 
about to recite the fifty names of Marduk, his great victory over 
Tiamat was recalled by the display of his weapons which were laid up 
I. Langdon reads it-tib-bu from the root tebu -'to rise up and go'; 
Heidel reads id-lu-pu -'they pressed onr;-so Speiser id-lu-bu -
'they swayed' following Landsberger (Ai"ffT, 67 note 77). AHw., 153 
dalapu,dalabu -'aufstoren; schlaflos sein' omits referen"Ce"""to this 
passage, nor does CAD D, dalapu offer support. 
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in the temple - one is reminded of Goliath's sword laid up behind 
the ephod in the shrine at Nob. 1 The bow receives the most attention, 
being given various praise-names, but the net is also mentioned, 
sapar sa J.teppusu :lmuru ilani abbe~u(6: 61) 
The net which he had made his father gods beheld 
As can be seen: from the references collected, the Divine Net 
plays an importan't role in this national epic. No treaty framework 
for it is given, though of course Tiamat and Kingu are rebels against 
the pantheon with whom they should have been in alliance. The Net 
serves as an instrument of retributian follo\.ring a declaration of war 
2 
and a challenge to ordeal by battle. Marduk makes a speech of indict-
ment against the rebels (4:76-86) in much the same manner as a rebel-
lious vassal would have been issued with a threat to trial of arms. 
The Divine Net in Enuma Elish can therefore be seen as .of a piece 
theologically with its appearance in the theological historiography of 
Mesopotamia. 
1. 1 Sam 21:8f, which is just one of a number of points of c'omparison 
between the two stories - compare, for example, the previous low 
rank of David, the fear and irresolution of Saul in contrast to 
the heroic young David, the monstrous proportions of Goliath, the 
issue decided by single combat, the flight and conquest of the 
Philistine host, the dismembering of the slain giant, the praise-
songs to David and his eventual coronation. This is not to suggest 
that the Samuel historiography is mythical, but rather that Enuma 
Elish reflects features of ANE warfare. 
2. On Ordeal by Battle, see Iraq 25 ( 1963), 164 "Warfare of the Hittites 
from the Legal point of view" by V.Korosec; F.C.Fensham "Ordeal by 
Battle in the ANE & the OT" in Festschrift Volterra, 127-135. 
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Addendum: 
In a recently published Nabu Litany which draws on material in 
honour of Ninurta, the hero is described as the one who took the Zu -
bird captive in his net: 
MUSEN DINGIR.IMDUGUD 
· - dza" l~f,)UrU 
SA BI.IN.LAg.A.NI 
·ina setu ibilu 
In a note on the line, the editor says: 
This refers to the episode of the Akkadian Zu Epic 
alluded to in Lugal. e (SEM, 44 obv. 13 = 45, obv. 11) 
and Angim (CT 15, 42 ~ 4864+ end). A Ninurta litany 
also alludesto the episode: musen drm.dugud im.ma. 
ni.in.dib.be.en = ka-mi i~-f,>u-ri dzi-i (SBH,38, 26) 
- 2 
The Lugal.e Epic is one of at least three slaying-of-the-dragon 
myths, and probably provides the proto-type for the hero add battle in 
Enuma Elish~ Some fragments published by Kinnie.r Wilson forming joins 
with others already known refer to Ninurta as a wielder of the Net: 
ur.sag a.sux.ub sasu.us.kal.me.a 
[q_ar-raJ-du mu-sarn-[qit sas:iu-us-kal ta-{}a-zi 
0 warrior who lets fall the net of battle 
(ZA 54,8) 4 
The warn.or Ninurta is here being addressed by his personified weapon 
Sharur. 
I. W.G.Lambert "The Converse Tablet: a litany with musical instructions" 
Festschrift Albright, 335-353, p. 344 & 347, line 14. 
2. ibid., 350 
3. See History Begins, chap 22 "The First 'St.George'" & chap 3 "Myths 
of Kur", p. 240££ & 76ff; cf. Sumerian Mythology, 117 note 76 • 
4. Kinnier Wilson: ZA 54(1961),71££ "Lugal ud melambi nirgal: new 
texts & f ragmentS"" • 
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(e) The Divine Net in Magical Texts. 
In this group. of texts we meet the Divine Net or Trap in a 
slightly different guise, though there is a fundamental link with 
other texts, for it is still an instrument of punishment, a mamitu, 
a curse decreed by gods or demons. Sometimes it is a little less, 
more a metaphor describing the effects of such a curse. 
The first passage is selected from a series of bilingual incan-
tations against fever, headaches and various sicknesses thought to be 
caused by malicious demons. Cleansing water was sprinkled and curses 
pronounced upon any demon who would thereafter dare approach the vie-
tim. 
Ban ! Ban ! Barrier that none can pass, 
Barrier of the gods that none may break, 
Barrier of heaven and earth that none can change, 
Which no god may annul, 
Nor god nor man can loose, 
A snare without escape, set for evil, 
A net whence none can issue forth, spread for evil, 
Whether it be evil spirit, or evil demon, or evil ghost, 
Or evil devil, or evil god, or evil fiend, 
Or hag-demon, or ghoul, or robber-sprite, 
Or phantom or night-wraith, or handmaid of the phantom, 
Or evil plague, or fever sickness, or unclean disease, 
Which hath attacked the shining waters of Ea. 
May the snare· of Ea catch it; 
Or which hath assailed the bonds of Nisaba, 
May the net of Nisaba entrap it; 
Or which hath broken the barrier, 
Let not the barrier of the gods, 
The barrier of heaven and earth, let it go free 
Or which reverenceth not the great gods, 
May the great gods entrap it; 
May the great gods curse it. 1 
1. Text - CT 17, 34:1-40 transliterated & translated by R.C.Thompson: 
Devi ls 2, 118ff 
mamft mamft u~urtu sa la eteqi (SAG.BA) 
u~urat ilani sa la nabalkuti 
u~urat same u er~itim sa la uttakkaru 
ilu istanu la muspilu 
ilu u amelu la ippassaru 
gisparru la etequ sa ana lirnni ritu (GIS.PAR) 
saparru la a~i sa ana lirnni tar~u (SA.PAR) (lines 2-14 Akk.) 
gisparru sa DN libar[suJ 
saparru sa DN2 liksusu (lines 26, 30) 
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Gisparru and ~E!..1:: appear in parallel as the instruments of 
the gods, only this time they are operative on a spirit plane rath~r 
than that of inter-city warfare. Ea, the friend cf mankind is to act 
in retributive judgement on demonic troublers. Note too the idea of 
a divine curse which is also implicit in treaty oaths: 
sa nis ilani rabuti la ipallagu 
nis ilani rabuti liksusu · 
ilani rabuti lirurusu 
(CT 17, 34 36 38 40 ) 
Vassals had to take an oath by" the life of the gods - ni~ ili zakaru/ 
tamu - were urged to fear it, and threatened with curses were it to 
.-- 1 
be broken.. Divine retribution is the common denominator in the the-
ology of oaths .and curses in such varied contexts as treaties, boun-
dary stones, law codes and incantations, and was thought to operate in 
the corresponding spheres of international relations, civil life, and 
the spiritual realm. 
Turning from Utukki Linmuti to the great collection of incantations 
knows as Maqlu, we find that the perpetrators and activities of black 
magic are described in terms of the Net. The Maqlu corpus is official 
or counter-magic directed in the main against human sorcerers who had 
laid a spell and curse upon the sufferer who remained ignorant of the 
identity of his adversary, and therefore had to resort to the gods for 
release and retribution upon his bewitcher. The fire gods Girra, Gibil 
1. Compare CtuppJu sa nis ilani describing the Niqmepa + Irdim treaty 
(AT, N~ 2 line 2) and the Idrimi + Pilliya treaty (AT,N~ 3 lines 
1-3) CtuppJi riksi enfuna RNN nis ilani izkuru - seeAHw., 797 nisu 
II for
0
other occurences of the phrase nis ilim. For the curse of 
the gods, compare: 
ilani rabuti sa same u er~itim ilani mat As[surJ 
ilani matAkkadi ilani Ebir-nari arrat la napsuri liruriikunu 
arratu marustu aggis liruriikunu 
(EBT, iv:8f & EVT~475) 
See Frankena's discussion of arratu, niamitu and other treaty ter-
minology, with copious references - OTS 14(1965),134-140 • 
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and Nusku were the customary.agents invoked to destroy the sorcerer, 
and images of wax, wood, bronze or tow were burnt as an accompanying 
rite to the incantation - hence the title MaqlG, which means 'burnings'. 1 
Sometimes the sorcerer is described as a hunter with a net: 
ba'ertu sa ba'erati kassaptu sa kassapati 
sa ina suqata nadatu sessa 
ina ribit ali ittanallaka enasa (7:84-87) 
Huntress of huntresses, sorcerer of sorceresses 
Who spreads her net in the streets, 
Whose eyes traverse the city-square 
c~ bajjartum sa musi (3:46) 
Before further comment, we may note that the net similes used to 
describe the evil effects of th·e spells on their victims. One passage 
t.akes each comparison of suffering and wishes it upon its originator 
in the name of Marduk, thus -
kima kiti akappilsunuti 
kima bu-Oari asanoapsunuti 
kima kapi abbassunuti 
kima ~eti akattamsunuti (2:172-175) 
like a mat T .roll them up 
like a trap I clamp down upon them 
like a rock I shatter them 
like a net ·r overwhelm them 
Another passage uses no less than four net/trap similes along with 
one comparison to a man-eating lion : 
1. The standard edition with German translation is by G.Heier. For 
ancient commentaries and related texts, see the references cited 
by HKL I, 339f • Compare E.Reiner: Surpu, a collection of Sumerian 
and Akkadian incantations which deal with the sufferer's sins by 
transferring them to an object which was then burned; cf. idem: 
JNES 15(1956),129ff "Lipsur Litanies". Saggs: Greatness, chap 10 
gives a good general introduction to Mesopotamian thought, bringing 
out the obvious predominance of incantation and omen literature 
(cf. Ashurbanipal's famous library directives - CT 22, I = SLA,No. 256) 
over literary documents in the Western sense. ~ ~ 
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ri ttu-ma ri ttu 
rittu dannatu sa ameluti 
klrr.a nesi if?batu amelu 
k:Ima bubari isbupu etlu 
kima seti ukattimu qarradu 
kirna suslrnlli a~aridclu ibarru 
kima gisps.rri ikturnu danni (3:158-164) 
Hand, hand ! 
Powerful hand of man 
Like a lion it seized a man, 
Like a trap it clamped down on a human being, 
Like a net it overwhelmed a hero, 
Like a net it caught the leader, 
Like a net it overwhelmed the strong. 
347. 
The question 1S whether the use of setu, huharu, suskallu and 
"""--'""----
gisparru bear any relation as similes here to their use as maledictions 
elsewhere. Taking the last passage, we can show that the first simile 
does in fact appear as a treaty curse in Esarhaddon's Baal treaty. 
DNN ina qate nesi 8.kalli ClimalluJkunu 
(EBT, iv:6f) I 
Besides the Net and Lion treaty curses, there is the link of ritual 
action between the incantations and treaties. Many of the 'Just as 
(kima sa) curses must have been acted out in front of the vassal's 
eyes, probably with. magical overtones rather than being. simple deter-
2 
rents. Compare the reference to figurines in magical rituals and this 
clause from the Esarhaddon treaty: 
Just as one burns a wax figurine 1n fire, 
dissolves· a clay one in water, 
so may they burn your figure in fire, 
submerge it in water. 
(EVT,$89:608ff; ANETS,540) 
I. Erica Reiner has added another example in her translation of EVT, 
466f - 'May [. •• J · hand you over to a man-eating lion' which has 
the support of the EBT parallel and some EVT traces which Borger 
gives as a two-line curse including ina su2 ruR,.MCAti ... J: 'into 
the clutches of r1Pcon J' (Borger: ZA 54, 190; ANETS,539). 
Compare Lev 26:22 - the wild animal malediction; Ezek 14:21 - wild 
beasts as one. of the four scourges of Yhwh (also Ezek 5:17, 33:27, 
39:4); 2 Kgs 17:25ff - lions sent by Yhwh against Samaria; Sefire ~ 
A:31 - panther, etc & II,A:9 - lion, etc in the treaty curses. 
2. ~ate the occasional us~ of the demonstrative pronoun - 'Just as 
this(annitu) ... ' (e& EVT,547f & 612f). See Wiseman's remarks on 
the ritual accompaniments of the treaty oaths (Iraq 20, 26; c£ 
Frankena: OTS 14, 138f) and compare the wax figurine rituals of 
the Sefiretreaty - Sefire I, A:35-42 • 
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The fundamental similarity is obvious. It is therefore not far-
fetched to believe thnt we have more than a random simile drawn from 
hunting in the magical passages. Simile curses lead us back to treaty 
texts, and these lead us back to the Sumerian political scene of the 
mid 3rd Millenium, though allowance has to be made for the possibility 
that there is an element of common experience rather than common 
literary tradition involved. There is also the question as to whether 
the Net was the prerogative of the gods who wield it in the very early 
texts, and indeed in the first magical text quoted it was in the hands 
of Ea - gisparru sa DN libar[suJ . Have the demons and evil powers 
usurped the Net of the gods ? In the Mesopotamian tradition there are 
certainly stories of mythological theft such as the.snake's theft of 
Gilgamesh' plant of eternal life or Inanna's appropriation of Enki's 
me' s. On the other hand, the Net could be unders.tood simply as ex-
pressing power in the hands of evil spirits without this having raised 
the problem of evil arid the suggestion of the Net as the personal 
property of a god or gods, or misappropriation of the divine authority 
to utter curses. 
Closing this section of our study on the Divine Net and to intro-
duce the next which revolves around the Sun god, we may quote a prayer 
to Shamash using a little flattery to oil the machinery of divine ret-
ribution with the affirmation - 'Your great divinity knows them, but 
no other god knows them', continuing 
atta-ma tidu an8.ku la idu 
DN sa kassapija kassaptija 
episija u must e pistija ragija u ragitija 
. kisp:lsunu ·ina saplanika kima gisparri libbalkissunuti 
sasunu libarusunuti DN Umka izzu liksussunuti 
You know them, but I do not know them. 
Shamash, as to my sorcerer and sorceress, 
My wizard and she who has had me bewitched, 
my male and female charmers, 
Let :their sorceries overwhelm CthemJ beneath 
you as though with a net, 
And let the sorceries catch them. 
Shamash let your fierce storm overtake CthemJ 
J. W.G.Lambert: AfO 18(1957/8),288ff "An Incantation of the Maqlu 
Type", page 294, lines 71-74. 
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The lines immediately following the section quoted have further 
imprecations, line 76 in particular recalling the figurine rituals -
'Let them melt, dissolve and run down' - which are common between 
magical and treaty texts. Community of imprecations is further illus-
trated by this text and the Ramataja treaty in two more paragraphs, 
for line 77 reads: 
Let their life come to an [end] like water from a skin 
cf. EVT, 652-655 
Just as this waterskin is slit and its water runs out, 
so may your waterskins be slit in a region of thirst 
and famine, and you die of lack of water. 
While immediately before this curse in the Esarhaddon text comes the 
gisparru-curse of Shamash: 
May Sharoash clamp his bronze trap (hubaru) over you, 
throw you into a trap(gisparru) from which there is 
no escape, and not save you (from it). 
Thus we find Shamash-trap and Waterskin curses adjacent to each other 
in the vassal treaty, and gisparru and Waterskin similes in the same 
incantation passage addressed to Shamash. Coincidence or independent 
literary creativity would not seem to be an explanation for this se-
quence and deity addressed. The Lion and Figurine curses have already 
been mentioned, and no doubt a wider study would reveal other instances 
of parallels between treaty and magical curse lists. We conclude, then, 
that this is another witness to a common pool of curse material on 
which treaties, magical texts, kudurrus and prophetic oracles would 
draw , though the last differs in its 'ego-theological' approach from 
the 'mechanistic 1 , magical execution of the other texts. 1 
It may be coincidence that excavation has presented us with the 
Sumerian treaty texts as the oldest embodiment of curse material. 
Magic appears to be as old as man and it would be odd if Surpu, Maqlu 
and Utukki Limnuti had no very ancient precedents contemporary with 
the Stele of Vultures. 
I. See F.C.Fensham: ZAW 75(1963),155-175 "Common Trends in Curses of 
the Near Eastern Treaties & Kudurru-inscriptions compared with 
Maledictions of Maos & Isaiah". Fensham draws attention to the 
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differences between, as well as the communality, of ANE & OT curse 
material. By 'ego-theological' is meant that 'the "I", the ego of 
the Lord is the focal point of the threat', cf. Is a 13: 11 f. To take 
another example, compare the Lion curses with Hosea's oracle where 
Yhwh is personified: 
So I will be to them like a lion, 
like a leopard I will lurk beside the way. 
I will fal 1 upon them like a bear robbed of her cubs, 
I will tear open theii breast, 
and there I will devour them like a lion, 
as a wild beast would rend them. 
(Hos 13:7f) 
The whole question of the Semitic-Sumerian contributions to Mesopota-
mian literature needs further careful study now it is known that 
Semites were already present in Mesopotamia much earlier than was 
previously suspected from a literary point of view - see R.D.Biggs: 
Or 36(1967),55-66 "Semitic Names in the Fara Period" and the litera-
ture cited there, in which he remarks : 
The significance of the Semitic names in the colo-
phons lies not only in their being Semitic, but in 
their being names of scribes, thqs suggesting that, 
at least in this particular city (Abu Salabikh, not 
identified with its ancient name yet, ~ee the pre-
liminary report - JCS 20(1966), 73-88), Semites were 
well established and were active in the intellectual 
life by about the 26th Century be • 
To take an example, was the Flood story originally Sumerian or Semitic 
? The commonly held view - 'it is quite clear that the Hebrew story 
is derived directly or indirectly from the ancient Sumerian' (J.Bright 
BAR 1, 39) - may prove incorrect. The Sumerian version (CBS 10673) 
may be secondary to an earlier Semitic original. See Lambert & Millard 
Atrahasis, 14ff and M.Civil's remarks, p. 139 on the Late OB tablet 
which has Sumerian characterised by 'grammatical and lexical irregu-
larities' • 
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(f) The Divine Net in Shamash Texts. 
The Divine Net has appeared in the hands of a variety of gods -
Ningirsu, Dagan, Marduk and Ea, yet there is a sense in which the Net 
belongs especially to the god of justice. Though he was never elevated 
to the head of the pantheon by a process of theological evolution such· 
as involved Niriurta and Marduk, he was nevertheless popular over a 
long period and did not suffer the eclipse that was the fate of other 
deities. As god of justice, Shamash is associated with law which 
reached a highly developed level of theory and practice in Mesopotamia. 
This association is neatly illustrated by Hammurabi's black basalt 
stele found at Susa where Shamash, identified by the conventional 
flames issuing from his shoulders and holding the rod and ring, re-
ceives the king. In the epilogue, Hammurabi describes his relation 
with Shamash as follows: 
Hammurabi king of justice(misarim) to whom Shamash 
has presented righteousness(kinatim isrukusum) am 
I •.••• At the behest of Shamash great judge of 
heaven and earth let my justice go forth in the land 
•.•• May Shamash the great judge of heaven and earth 
who directs aright living creatures ••• 1 
. The iconography and te~~t cf the Code combine to underline the promi-
nent place of Shamash, the dajjanum rabium, in Mesopotamian thought. 
The following four selected proverbial texts illustrate the 
relationship between justice, the king and Shamash: 
The command of the palace, like Anu's, is sure. 
Like Shamash, the king loves righteousness and 
hates evil. 
1. CH 25:95ff,. 24:84ff, 27: 14ff. Compare the Harmnurabi scene (Parrot: 
Sumer,305 fig, 373) with mid 3rd Millenium cylinder seals depicting 
Shamash-UTU (ibid,193,fig, 237) and the 9th Century Sippar stone-
tab let of Nabu-appal-iddin with rod & ring minus rays (N&B, 168 fig. 
215 & 166, fig, 213). -
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As a support to your palace, though your king 
knows nothing, Sharnash will speak to him. 
The sychophant stands in court at the city gate. 
Right and left he hands out bribes. The warrior 
Shamash knows his misdeeds. 
The maligner speaks hostile words before the rule~, 
Talking cunningly, uttering slander. 
The ruler, thinking it over, prays to Shamash, 
"Shamash, you know. Hold him responsible for the 
blood of his people" 
352. 
The justice. of Shamash was a corollary of his omniscience, as the 
latter three texts above illustrate, and the Maqlu-type text already 
quoted concurs with this in attributing to Shamash a knowledge of a 
secret past event - for Shamash must have seen the sorcerer casting 
his clandestine spell. Perhaps more virtuous still is Shamash ,·know-
ledge of the future, for the Sun god was regularly consulted by the 
Sargonids on matters of state policy, moves of the enemy, and so on. 
Thus past, present and future were under his jurisdiction. 2 
1. Lambert: BWL, 233f • 
2. Compare the characteristic phrases addressed to Shamash in 
(i) the incantation text: atta-ma tidu a..118.ku la IdU 
(ii) the oracular enquiries: DN belu rabu sa asalluka ruma Renu 
apallanni 
(iii) the proverb: DN lu tidi 
J.Aro is to publish with additions the oracular enquiry texts 
collected in J.A.Knudtzon: AGS and E.G.Klauber: PRT, while Lambert 
is to publish the related tam=Ltu texts addressed~ Shamash and 
Adad. See their preliminary papers in Divination, 109-117 & 119-123. 
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Since Shamash stands for justice and the Net for judgement, one 
would expect the two to be linked more consistently than in the case 
of other deities. This expectation is borne out by texts from the Old 
Babylonian period onwards which describe one of the Sun god's emblems 
as a huharu. Thus in a con.tract from Larsa we read of an oath adminis-
"""--"'--
tered by the emblems of Shamash: 
They made PN take an oath by Shamash and (for 
this purpose) the (stone) double-axe of Shamash 
and the· bubaru-trap of Shanash were set up. 1 
The form of the emblems - axe and trap - would surely have communicated 
the threat of retribution as well as the oath at the temple gate, that 
is in the god's hearing, adding a great solemnity to the proceedings. 
I. TCL 10, 34:12 in translation by CAD H, 224 bnbaru - (2)'emblem of 
Shamash; from OB onwards 1 : 
SEN.TAB.BA duTU ... GIS. huharum dUTU issaknu 
v v 
cfc the following additional references -
ina huhar DN azakkara.~kll1!l :'I shall state for you under 
an o;th (sworn) by the huharu-trap of Shamash' (YOS 12, 325: 11) 
ina Kl\ DN NA4.sEN.TAB.BA u JJAR.MUSEN.NA sa DN:'( an 
oath taken) in the gate of the Shamash (temple) (by) the 
stone double-axe and the bubaru-trap of Shamash' (YOS 12, 
73:9) 
Shamash was worshipped in Larsa and Sippar especially, and the 
oaths by the emblems of the Sun god as quoted above should be 
compare.cl with oaths by the GIS. TUKUL (kakku) of Shamash in OB 
texts from Sippar and Larsa, which are drmin together in the 
study of Rivkah Harris "The Journey of the Divine Weapon" (AS 
16, 217-~24); cf. AHw., 422 kakku, (3) 'als Symbol', with refer=-
ences. 
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Passing on from the Divine Net of Shamash in legal, magical, 
treaty and epical texts, we come to the great Shamash Hymn. Its lit-
erary history is uncertain, .having a puzzling combination of older 
and later elements, but it achieves a high degree of poetic merit. 
Its main thrust 1s the omniscience of the Sun god as he climbs the 
heavens lighting up mountain and sky, and his rays reach down to 
touch men about their daily tasks, not only in Babylonia, but -
Of all the lands of varied speech, 
You know their plans, you scan their way. 
The whole of mankind bows to you, 
Shamash the universe longs for your light. 
(lines 49-52) 
As god of justice, Shamash is, of course, aware of all kinds of 
human wickedness, from the rogue's banditry and dishonest buisiness 
dealings to corruption on the judicial bench. It is in ~onnection 
with the punishment of such evil doers that the net of Shamash is 
brought in. Unfortunately this is one of the.broken passages which 
still remain after a compilation of all the extant manuscripts, but 
its overall content is clear enough for our purposes: 
Shamash, in [your] net [ • • • • • • • • • • • • J 
From your meshes c.:-:-:-.. Jdoes not [escape J 
He who in taking an oath . [ • • • • • • • J 
Who does not fear .. [ • • • • • •••• J 
Your wide net is spread [ • • • J 
A man who covets his neighbour Is wife 
Will [ ....•........ J before his appointed day. 
A nasty snare is prepared for him .• [ • • • J 
Your weapon will strike at him, and there 
[will beJ none to save him. 
CHisJ father will not stand for his defence, 
And at the judge's conunand his brothers will not plead. 
He will be caught in a copper trap that he did not forsee. 
(lines 83-94) -~ 
I. Lambert: BWL, 121-138 introduction, text & translation; 318-323 
philological notes. 
2. The fact that suskallu, gisparru, setu, kippu & bubaru are all used 
to convey the same idea with the same deity justifies the subsuming 
of all these terms under the title of the Divine Net, as we have 
done in this study - cf. the use of sussul, setu & pugu synonymously 
in the Nari letters quoted. --
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It seems that three offenders are dealt with in this passage, an 
unnamed offender (83f), and oath-breaker (85ff) and an adulterer (88ff) 
using ~akku plus five synonyms for the net/trap imagery. Given the 
background of justice, the hubiru and Net imagery for retribution, it 
is not suprising to find such a full poetic expressio_n of the Divine 
•Net motif in a hymn to Shamash. 
As a post-script to the Net in Shamash texts and because it does 
not fit in elsewhere, we may note the occurrence of the Net motif in 
another Wisdom context, namely; the fable of the Fox. Only two small 
tablets remain of this composition which originally filled a tupgalli, 
that is', 1 a monster tablet'. Lambert gives a full introduction to the 
manuscripts and story of the Series of the Fox, and reference should 
be made there for. details. 1 We simply note that the speeches are 
apparently made during a trial before Shamash in which the Dog, Wolf 
and Fox issue accusations and counter-accusations. However, the pas-
sage which alludes to the retributive Net occurs in a speech which the 
Wolf makes to the Dog who had just chased him and the Fox into their 
respective holes. The Wolf flatters the Dog's qualities as guardian 
of the flock and hunter of its predators: 
[ Jin your net is enmeshed the fleet, the swift, 
[You sit] like a. god, (clothed) in awe and dread 2 
Clearly, it is the ~etu of the gods to which the Wolf is alludin~ 
He compares the hounding of predators by the Dog to the retributive 
judgement wrecked on enemies by the gods. We therefore have yet another 
witness to the Divine Net, this time in a Wisdom context, 
1. BWL, 186ff, 
2. BWL, 194f tablet VAT 13836 restored from photo Assur S 6814:re~ Sf , 
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(g) The Divine Net 111 the Old Testament. 
The best method of presentation of the material under this head-
ing will be to begin with the clearest illustration of the Old Testa-
ment's use of the Divine Net motif in the Ancient Near Eastern tradi-
tion and then to look at other passages which may or may not be part 
of that tradition. Heintz deserves recognition for pointing out the 
connection between the Sumerian, Mari and Old Testament material, 
whether or not his related thesis on the connection of oerem -'the ban' 
and terem -'the net' is accepted. 
Ezek 17:11-21 is the prima~y passage for this study. The histori-
cal situation is as' follows. Zedekiah was on the throne in Jerusalem 
su sequent to the deportation of Jehoiachin after Nebuchadnezzar first 
sacked the city. Instead of remaining a loyal vassal with a certain 
freedom, Zedekiah began intrigues with Egypt, so breaking the terms of 
his oath and launching Babylonian reprisals. The best cormi:lentary on the 
period is provided by Jer 37 following, while Ezekiel's oracle must be 
dated to about 590 be, a couple of years before the second sack of 
2 Jerusalem •. 
Ezekiel speaks of the covenant oath taken by the royal scion and 
the way it was despised by him, and asks the rhetorical question -
'Will he succeed ? Can a man who does such things escape ? Can he break 
the covenant and yet escape?' (Ezek 17:15). Then follows an oracle in 
which Yhwh describes the oath and covenant as his own: 
1. See Heintz:art.ciG, 135-138 for the all too brief development of 
both the.ses. He justly cites C.H.W.Brekelmans' study De Herem in 
het 0 de Testament, Nimegue,1959 to the effect that no satisfact-
orary philological explanation of herem has hitherto been offered. 
2. A.Malamat: · IEJ 18(1968), 137-156 "The Last Kings of Judah & the Fall 
of Jerusalem - an historical-chronological study" discusses many 
passages from Jer & Ezek in correlating the biblical and Babylonian 
material; see~ 145 on Ezek 17:1Zff. He places the breach of Jeru-
salem's walls in the second seige on 18th July,586 be ten-years 
after the first sack of the city. 
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Because he despised the oath and broke the covenant, 
because he gave his hand and yet did all these things, 
he shall not escape. Therefore.thus says the Lord GOD: 
As I live, surely my oath which he despised, and my 
covenant which he brok~, I will requite upon his head. 
I wi 11 spread my net over him, and he sh al 1 be taken 
in my snare, an~ I will bring him to Babylon and enter 
into judgement with him there for the ~reason which he 
has committed against me. (Ezek 17:18-20) 
357. 
Ezekiel's high view of the vassal treaty forced upon Zedekiah 
probably owes as much to his understariding of Yhwh's sovereign control 
of history as it does to the likely fact that Zedekiah took oath in 
the name of Yhwh as well as by the Babylonian gods ·during the. treaty 
ceremony. It is no more startling than the designation of Cyrus as 
Yhwh's servant and anointed shepherd. In other words, it would seem 
unlikely that the prophet had an ex opere operato view of an oath 
taken under duress, and more likely that he fastened on the broken 
vassal oath to bring home Zedekiah's disobedience to Yhwh's decrees in 
a theological schema familiar to his audience. 
He thus concurs with his contemporary Jeremiah in affirming that 
it was the Great Suzerain's will for Judah to submit to Babylonian 
overlordship at this juncture, for exile and the captivity were the 
punishments borne by Israel for her unfaithfulness to her covenant 
with Yhwh. Thus, accepting bondage to Nebuchadnezzar was accepting 
submissively the righteous· judgement of God. - so Jeremiah and Ezek-
. 1 d . 2 iel wou d have un ers·tood it. 
1 • Qay-'ani 'im-16' 'alati 'aser bazah uberiti 'aser hepir 
fuietattiw bero 'so: uparasti caiayw riSti weni tpas 
bimesudati (MT 17:19b-20a) 
' . 
For textual and general discussion, see W.Zirnmerli: Ezekiel I, BKAT, 
1969, 372ff & 386ff • On the Heb. prr in relation to Akk. , Ugar. , 
and Hittite terms, see F.C.Fensham:ZAW 74(1962),1-9 ".Malediction & 
Benediction in the ANE Vassal Treaties& the OT", p. 3ff • Compare 
natan yado (18b) with means of concluding covenants mentioned in 
EVT, 153-156 (ANETS,100/536 $13) • 
2. For the opinion that Ezekiel differs from Isaiah and Jeremiah 
regarding perjury and vassal oaths, see .M.Tsevat: JBL 78(1959), 
199-204 "The Nee-Assyrian & Nee-Babylonian Vassal Oaths and the 
Prophet Ezekiel" • 
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The framework of the covenant and the principle of divine retri-
bution could not be more eyident than in this brief section of Ezekiel. 
The Divine Net motif is thoroughly at home in this setting. The prin-
ciple of requital is stated in verse 19. 'The net/snare combines the 
human agency and the divine origin of the retribution attendant upon. 
breach of treaty oath. The divine origin is conveyed by the use of the 
1st Sing. verbs (eg. para§t!) and the 1st Sing. suffixes (riltf, 
me~udati), while the context of war and sword with the implication 
present in the Net motif of capture and victory for the enemy reminds 
the audience that human agents would be used to administer divine 
judgements. 
Heintz would like to see in the Divine Net motif a reflection of 
a victory ritual which he divides off from the immediate cont.ext of 
1 
war. The above passage does not suggest a ritual in any way, and it 
uses the Net imagery to convey the capture of the Judean king prior to 
his transportation to the royal presence in Babylon for the passing of 
sentence. All points to the operation of a treaty curse via divine-
human intervention. This provides us with a direct link with the Net 
. 2 treaty curses of the Vulture Stele and the Entemena Cones. 
1. Heintz: art.ciL, 135 'La realite .de ce theme et la signification 
precise qu'il acquiert a la lumiere de son Sitz im Leben primitif, 
celui d'un rite de victoire, nous autorisent a en rechercher les 
prolongements dans l'AT'; and after quotation of of Ezek 17:19f he 
adds - 'ce chatiment divin s'effectuera le plus souvent, dans le 
cadre d'un rituel de victoire, en presence ~u souverain et de son 
armee, OU bien, selon Un development litteraire plus tardif, d 1 une 
assemblee formee de peuples nombreux', p. 136. 
2. This point is entirely missed by many modern commentaries on Ezek-
iel - eg. Zimmerli: Ezek. I, 373ff on 17:20, p. 386ff;on chap 12,p. 
254ff; on .12: 13 to be discussed below, see :p. 266f where the only 
suggestion he makes about the Net is to refer to Ezek 19 - 'Das 
Bild vom Fang mit dem Netz durfte im Gleichnis vom Lowen in 19:8 
seinen ursprunglichen Sitz haben' . W.Eichrodt: Ezechiel, SCM, 
1970, p. 146ff eliminates the Net verse - 'it can hardly be attribu-
ted to Ezekiel himself' - at 12:13, and by-passes the Net theme, 
altogether at chap 17,(p. 223ff) ! 
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The second key passage is also from Ezekiel's prophecy, and 
follows on from his acted out par?-ble of flight and exile when he dug 
·through the wall of his mud-brick house and shouldered an exile's bag·· 
gage. This sign was then interpreted verbally, and included the threat 
of retribution under the Net metaphor. 
And I will spread my net over him, and he will be 
taken in my snare; and I wi 11 bring him to Babylon 
in the land of the Chaldeans, yet he shall not see 
it; and he shall die there. And I will scatter 
toward every wind all who are round about him, his 
helpers and all his troops; and I will unsheathe 
the sword after them. (Ezek 12:13f) 
Again the leading thought is that there is no escaping divine 
retribution. Digging through the house wall appears to presage Zed-
ekiah's futile attempt at flight after the breach of Jerusalem by the 
beseiging armies. He was overhauled and brought to book. This is 
claimed as Yhwh's doing. 
Al though covenant as such, either ·t;hat with Yhwh or the vassal 
treaty, is not mentioned in this passage, covenant curses are promi-
nent throughout the oracle. We should note the standard resume of 
covenant curses in verse 16 - sword, famine and pestilence, as well 
as the former group of exile, darkness and the Net in verse 13. The 
covering of the eyes, or more accurately of the face (v. 6, cf. v. 12), 
perhaps implies a disguise to facilitate escape, but in ~ 13 the 
phrase 'yet he shall not see it (Babylonia) 1 seems to imply a· going 
into darkness, that is, the not uncommon fate of blinding which in 
fact Zedekiah was td suffer. 1 
Certainly examples of this fate as a treaty curse occur in the 
Old Testament and Ancient Near Eastern treaty texts. From the EVT and 
Deuteronomy,, we may quote the following sections: 
1. The Hebrew of 12: l 2b reads: panayw yekasseh ya can 'as er lo '-yir 'eh 
lacayin hu' 'et-ha'ares. Eichrodt suggests the covering of the face 
indicates grief (op.cit., 146ff). On Zedekiah's judicial fate, see 
F.E.Deist: JNSL 1(1971), 71f "The Punishment of the Disobedient 
Zedekiah 11 • 
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May Shamash the light of heaven and earth not give 
you a fair and equitable judgement, may he take away 
your eyesight; walk about in darkness 
Your days should be·sombre, your years dark, may 
they decree for you an unrelieved darkness. 
Yhwh will. smite you with madness and blindness and 
confusion of mind; and you shall grope at noon-day 
as the blind grope in darkness 
360. 
Further examples could be cited from other documents, such as the 
Ashurnirari V + Mati'ilu treaty (rev. 6:2), the Sefire stele I (A:39), 
the Hittite Soldier's Oath (ANET, 353f), and curses protecting a vo-
~- 2 
tive inscription, a boundary stone and a law code. Studies have 
noted this cornmonali ty of curses. 3 
Exile - which is so forcefully presented through the dumbshow 
and the oracle - is similarly at home as a treaty curse, as may . 
briefly be shown from the following quotations: 
They shall go into exile, into captivity ••• 
They shall know that I am Yhwh, when I disperse them 
among the nations and scatter them through the countries. 
1. EVT, $40 & 56, lines 422-424 & 485£; ANETS, 538f; Deut 28:28£ • 
2. Sin ... ekletu panisu 11rim:'may Sin •.• cover his face with darkness' 
(Bauer: IAsb, 90 ~ 2564:re~ 12 corrected by von Soden: AHw., 64 aramu 
2; King:BBS, 41 No. 7 Marduk-nadin-abbe Col 2:19£; CH 26:68£ eklet 
la nawarim • 
3. For example, F.C.Fensham: ZAW 75, ~ 170£ • 
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Yhwh will bring you and your king whom you set over 
you to a nation that neither you nor your fathers 
have known ... And as Yhwh took delight in doing you 
good and multiplying you, so Yhwh will take delight 
in bringing ruin upon you and destroying you; and 
you shall be plucked off the land which you are 
entering to take possession of it. And Yhwh will 
scatter you among all peoples• from one end of the 
earth to the other •••• 
May Melqart and Eshmun deliver your land to destruc-
tion, your people to be deported; from your land 
36 t. 
In view of the strong tie between a country and its national gods, 
it is apt that Esarhaddon in the quotation above taken from his treaty 
with Baal of Tyre, should make the local Phoenecian gods the executors 
of the malediction of exile. So too, though for reasons of Yhwh's 
sovereignty vis-a-vis pagan deities, does the Old Testament present 
Yhwh as the executor of Israel's exile. 
Granted that exile and darkness have a treaty curse background, 
it would be a priori likely that the Net/Snare imagery which appears 
in association with them should also share the treaty curse deriva-
tion. This is substantiated by the extra-testamental documentation. 
Another possible reference to the Divine Net in the spirit of 
the Ancient Near East tradition occurs in one of Job's speeches 
1. Ezek 12:llb & 15; Deut 28:36 & 63£; EBT, iv:l4f 
38ff • 
c£ Lev 26: 33 & 
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know then that God has out me in the wrong, 
and closed his net about me (Job 19:6) 
I 
362. 
The Net is in divine hands - the main criterion for assessing the 
derivation of the motif. The second criterion of a context of retri-
bution is also fulfilled, and is ass-0ciated with the sword, albeit as 
a metaphor: 
He has kindled his wrath against me, 
and counts me as his adversary. 
His troops come on together; 
they have cast up seigeworks against me, 
and encamp round about my tent. 
(Job 19:Ilf) 2 
For these reasons the picture language conveying Job's plight 
appears to be drawn from .Ancient Near Eastern traditions of gods who 
actively intervene in historical situations to bring judgement down on 
the heads of the rebellious. Job is puzzled for he is conscious of no 
such rebellion breaking his relationship with his Overlord and Go'el. 
I. The MT of Job 19: 6b reads: fune~udo calay hiqqip • The root nqp II 
-'to go around' (BDB,668f; Holladay,245f) is elsewhere used of be-
seiging in warfare(Josh 6: 3, 2 Kgs 6: J 4) ., or metaphorically with 
human enemies (Psa 17:9, 22:17), or God's assaults (Psa 88:18, Lam 
3:5), but not elsewhere. with ma$od -'net,snare' from the root i.i!i 
-'to hunt'. The latter masculine noun is rare, but satisfactorily 
defined by its usage in parallel with k~rem -'dragnet' in the des-
cription of the harlot - '.And I found more bitter than death the 
woman whose heart is snares and nets(me~odim wa~aramim), and whose 
hands are fetters' (Eccl 7:26). 
yahad yabo'U. gedidayw 
waY.Yasollu calay darkam 
wayyahanu sabib le'oholi: 
. (Job.J9:12MT) 
The NEB prefers to omit line 2 from its text as the probable 
reading, noting its presence in the Hebrew in a footnote. 
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Similar to the Job passage in some respects is a verse from Psa 
66 mentioning the Net in a context of trial and affliction: 
For thou, 0 God, hast tested us; 
thou hast tried us as silver is tried. 
Thou didst bring us into the net; 
thou didst lay affliction on our loins; 
thou didst let men ride over our heads; 
we went through fire and through water; 
yet thou hast brought us forth to a spacious place, 
(Psa 66: 10-12) 
1 If the ~IT of verse II is allowed to stand, then it seems that 
a translation of the metaphor indicates that Israel had suffered cap-
tivity at the hands of some humat1 victors - a fate allowed by Yhwh, 
indeed ordained by him as a test of fidelity. This trial had ended, 
and once more liberty was enjoyed. Exegetical problems remain. Does 
this relate to slavery in Egypt ? The Exodus is certainly referred to 
in verse 6 • Or is it some more recent military defeat ? Sufficient 
clues are lacking, and the answer is partly determined by literary 
analysis - whether vv. 8-12 and the other sections of the psalm origi-
nally belonged together. In any case, the Net metaphor would be en-
tirely appropriate in v. 11, depicting along with v. 12a the judgement 
of conquest by the sword at divine instigation. 
1. habe'tanu bamme~udah samta muCaqah bemotnenu 
Thou hast caught us in a net, 
thou hast bound our bodie'S"Iast; 
(Psa 66: 11 MT & NEB) 
C£ BDB, 845: me~udah -'net' 'Psa 66:11, in fi& Yhwh's judgement' 
This seems satisfactory to us, but see against this H-J.Kraus: 
Ps al men, BKAT, 1959, p. 455ff. He trans lat es without altering the MT 
Du brachtest uns in schwierige Lage, 
hast Bedtangnis(?) um unsere Huften gelegt 
Zur Bedeutung des Wortes vgL KBL, 555: mesudah II; eine 
Korrektur (z B. barnmasor) is t unnotig. 
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We now move on to a passage where it is dubious whether we have 
an echo of the Divine Net imagery, though still possible. The oracle 
of prophetic complaint (Hab 1: 12-17) continues the opening oracle of 
the book in which Habbakuk speaks in anguish of the triumph violence 
over justice and righteousness. He accepts with half of his mind that 
Ybwh uses wicked nations to execute his judgements, yet recoils from 
so unholy a partnership by One who is 'of purer eyes than to behold 
evil'. The incongruity of association is furthered by the wantonness 
of destruction, pictured in terms of repetitive hauls of fish. 
He brings all of them up with a hook, 
he drags them out with his net, 
he gathers them in his seine; 
so he rejoices and exults. 
Therefore he sacrifices to his net 
and burns incense to his seine; 
for by them he lives .in luxury, 
and his food is rich. 
Is he then to keep on emptying his net, 
and mercilessly slaying nations for ever ? 
(Hab 1 : 1 5- 1 7) 
The question we must ask is why the prophet chose to develop the 
fish and net metaphor which has its non-figurative counterpm::t in 1: 
6-11, aside from the illustrative similes there. In 1:6-11, the Chal-
dean army and seige warfare is described in poetic but straightforward 
language. In 1:15-17, the $ame subject and action is wholly covered 
.by the net and fish figure of speech. Do-es 1:15-17 spring fromv.14 
alone ? In other words, the prophet hits on a shoal of fish to describe 
the conquered because they are multitudinous, disorganised and terror 
stricken. Or is he developing the figure of the net because there was 
a common image available to him through tradition, that is, the Net as 
a means of conquest and retribution in the Ancient Near Eastern tradi-
tion we have documented ? 
It is difficult to decide. Verse 14 seems an adequate explanation 
on its own - that is, we have a random choice of imagery drawn from 
everyday life and appropriate because people en masse resemble a shoal 
of fish when the circumstances of war, panic and capture arise. On the 
other hand, the combination of divine judgement, the sword, conquest 
capture and the net is a pattern we have encountered over and over 
again, and we know from Ezekiel that the Ancient Near Eas.tern tradition 
was not only known but used prophetically in Israel in the mid 1st 
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Millenium , Did the net imagery come to the prophet's mind, then, for 
this reason, and has he developed it according to his own genius ? 
The oracle is poetic in diction, and deliberately contrived, so that 
the net imagery could equally well have preceeded the fish imagery in 
the flow of the prophet's thoughts. Indeed for one steeped in the An-
cient Near Eastern traditions, the major thought of !:lb - 1 0 LORD, 
thou hast ordained them as a judgement; and Thou, 0 Rock, hast estab-
lished them for chastisement' could well cause the Divine Net to 
spring to mind as a metaphor exemplifying divine retribution, Dubious 
but possible is the verdict we would return on the appearance of the 
Net in the spirit of the tradition under study. 
Another passage which we would place in the same category is from 
Hosea: 
Ephraim is like a dove, 
silly and without sense, 
calling to Egypt, going to Assyria. 
As they go I will spread over them my net; 
I will bring them down like birds of the air; 
I will chastise them for their wicked deeds. 
(Hos 7 : 11-1 2 )' 1 
Again we notice how apt poetically is the imagery from the court-
ing and panic behaviour of doves - quite sufficient in itself to gen-
erate the whole poetic composition. Yet-a glance at the theological 
ethos of Hosea reveals how well at home the Net as a covenant curse 
would be. 
Literary criticism of Hosea has done an about face since the days 
of Wellhausen who proposed to excise the covenant concept from this 
prophet's writings on the grou~ds that he lived too early to. be acquain-
ted with with such an 'advanced' theological concept as covenant. Nu-
merous contemporary studies of covenant have drawn on material in 
I. For emendations suggested for 12b: 'ayesirem kesemac lacadatam, see 
C.van Leeuwen: Hosea, POT, Nijkerk,1968, p. 160f and H.W.Wolff: Do-
dekapropheten I~ Hosea, BKAT,1961, p. 16lff. 
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Hosea, who is now seen as a classical exponent of the covenant of Yhwh, 
following a long tradition reachi~g back through Samuel to the earli-
est period of national covenant with Yhwh, and heading a new tradition 
of classical or writing prophets along with Amos. 1 
1. Note the following statements from Wellhausen: 
In this way arose, from ideas which easily suggested it, 
but yet as an entirely new thing, the substance of the 
notion of covenant or treaty. The name Berith, however, 
does not occu1° in the old prophets~ not even in Hosea, 
who certainly presents us as clearly as possible with 
the thing, in his figure of the marriage of Jehovah and 
Israel (Isa 1:21). That he was unacquainted with the 
technical usage of Berith is strikingly proved by 2:20 
and 6:7 ; and these passages must decide the view we 
take of 8: 1, a passage which is p1°obably interpolated 
(J.Wellhausen: Prolegomena to the History of Israel, 
A&C.Black, 1885, p. 417f - italics mine) 
This passage from a doyen of another day is shot through with irony 
for present readers who have benefitted from more objective criteria 
furnished by discoveries and a comparative ANE methodology. Particu-
larly disconcerting is the tone of plausability masking a disastrous 
nethodology - the manipulation of the priffiary data to fit a pre-
conceived theory. In contrast to the above conclusions, compare 
Bright's summing up of the classical prophets which relates directly 
to Hosea: 
Their entire attack on the sins of society was rooted in 
an overpowering .sense of Yahweh's sovereign lordship 
over Israel, and of Israel's obligation unconditionally 
to obey the stipulations of his covenant ... Their entire 
message moved from a profound understanding of Yahweh's 
covenant and its demands . (HI, 262£) 
C£ Baltzer: CF, ~ 1 quotations from Wellhausen and discussion of 
the berit debate, Part I: A, p. 1-8 • 
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Besides the occurrence of berit itself some five times in its 
technical sense, 1 pace Wellhausen,~here is a two-10l<l technical use 
of rib which is indicative of the prominat place which the Covenant 
Lawsuit Gattung occupies in the book, 2 and evidence of extra-Israelite 
. 3 
covenant ceremonial practices. Add to this all the treaty curse mater-
ial highlighted by recent studies, and Bright's summation is over-
. 4 
whelmingly borne out for the book of Hosea. 
1. MT references are: 2:20 - eschatological covenant; 6:7 - past 
breach of covenant; 8:1 - present breach of covenant; 10:4 -
spurious pacts; 12:2 - political alliances • 
2. MT 4: I & 12:3. Note that C.Westermann: Basic Forms of Prophetic 
Speech, 199ff delineates the Lawsuit speeches more widely than 
only those passages containing the word rib, ie. Hos 2:4-17, 4:1-3, 
4:4-6 & 12:3-15 • A basic study of rib which includes the Hosea 
passages is J.Limburg: JBL 88(1969)-;291..:.304 "The Root Rib & the 
Prophetic Lawsuit Speeches", to which add previous important 
articles by B.Gemser "The Rib or Controversy Pattern in Hebrew 
Mentality",(VTS 1 =Ad HucLoquitur,POS,chap 5,p. 96-115); H.B. 
Huffman: JBL-r8 (1959), 285-295 11 The Covenant Lawsuit in the Pro-
phets"; J.Harvey: Biblica 43(1962),172-196 & idem: Le Plaidoyer 
Prophetique contre Israel apres la Rupture de l'Alliance, 1967 
and other literature listed there. 
3. At 12:2, for instance; see D.J.McCarthy: VT 14(1964},215-221 "Hos 
12:2 - Covenant by Oil" with K.Deller: Blblica 46(1965),349-352 
"Smn bll (Hos 12:2) - additional evidence" • 
4. E& Hillers: TC/OTP, with biblical index & idem Covenant, chap 6; 
cf. Fens ham: ZAW 7 5, 155-17 5 & idem "The Covenant Idea in the Book 
of Hosea" (OTWSA, 1964/ 5, 35-49) & idem "Father & Son - Treaty & 
Covenant" (Festschrift Albright, 121-135, esp. 132f) ;Moran:CBQ 25 
(1963),77-87 "The ANE Background of the Love of God in Deut"; 
Lohfink: CBQ 25(1963), 417 "Hate & Love in Osee 9:15 11 ; Huffman: 
BASOR 181(1966),31-37 "The Treaty Background of Heb Yadac 11 in which 
Hos 13:4£, 8:2, 2:22, 5:4 & 4:6 are all discussed • Compare the 
study of forms in Hosea by W.Brueggemann: Tradition for Crisis, in 
which he concludes that j udgement·-speech, indictment, sentence, 
salvation-oracle and warning-speech 'are employed by the prophet 
to bring every aspect of his message into close connection with 
the older traditions of covenant', p. 89. 
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So much for the general setting of the oracle. In the immediate 
context, violation of the covenant stipulations is very prominent too. 
Throughout the prophecy three charges of covenant violation are laid; 
there is moral depravity in breach of the Ten Commandments, especially 
the first one of religious infidelity, and the seeking of political 
alliances which compromise Israel's agreement to have no other lord 
than Yhwh. The latter indictment forms the theme of 7:11-13 and com-
pares with the explicit mention of foreign alliances at 8:9f and 12:1. 
Overtures to Egypt and Assyria amount to conspiracy against their 
Great Suzerain to whom they had promised an unswerving loyalty. 
In 7:11-13, Ephraim is indicted for straying(nadad), rebelling 
(pasaC) and speaking lies (dibber kezabim). The background of these 
concepts lies in the terminology of international treaties where a 
. 1 k h h 1 d h ' ' l Th ' vassa too oat to ave no other or t an his suzerain. e main 
thrust of the EVT revolves around this unalterable loyalty. The 
vassals are warned repeatedly in these terms: 
If you sin against him(batu), lift your hands with evil 
intent against him, set afoot a rebellion (epsu bartu) 
or woong or evil plans against him, if you remove him 
from the kingship of Assyria.,, and ins tall another 
king, another lord over yourselves and swear the oath 
of loyalty to another king or lord -
(EVT, $5:66-72; ANETS,99/535) 
1. This point of comparison between OT & ANE treaties is well made.by 
Baltzer commenting on Josh 24: 
The point is absolute loyalty toward Yahweh. This 
loyalty presupposes rejection of the service (i~ 
the cult) of 'foreign gods' 
He then cites passages from.Hittite treaties and comments: 
C£ F 1 $8, i:32 - 'And do not Set your eyes upon another 
F 3 .$11 , D: 40-41 - 'No foreign sovereignty however shall 
you desire, hencef[orthJ hold to the Sun with respect to 
sovereignty'; F 6 $3, i:14f - 'Henceforth however recognize 
.••. no ~her lord'. Here in the political realm, then, we. 
find the parallel of a strict exclusiveness of association 
such as is not found in the religious sphere outside of 
IsraeL (CF, p. 21) 
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The speaking of lies about Yhwh (wehemmah dibberu ca lay kezabim - 7: 
13b) also has its counterpart in the ist Hillenium treaties.Thought 
and speech about the suzerain get a good deal of attention in the EVT, 
for example: 
If you do not always offer complete truth (kittu 
~alimtu) to the crown prince ••• ; if you do not 
treat them with proper loyalty (ina kinate tar~ati), 
speak to them with a true heart (ina kitti sa 
libbikunu) ••• 
If any (of you) hears some wrong, evil, t1nseernly 
plan (Ass. abutu = Bab. awatum, amaturn - 'word I) which 
is improper (la tarsa~;-rf- or detrimental (la 
fabatuni) to the crown prince • • • -
If one of his brothers, his father's brothers, his 
cousins, his kin, or any member of his father's 
lineage, or a descendant of former kings, or any 
prince, governor, Assyrian or foreigner involves 
you in a plot and tells you, "Denounce (qabu karsi: ___ _..._ 
karsu - 'slander') the crown prince designate · 
Ashurbanipal to his father, speak wrong and evil 
things about him", (if) you (thus) cause strife 
between him and his father, and incite them to 
hate each other 
Even the harbouring of evi 1 thoughts about the suzerain is treasonable, 
before they find expression in word or deed (EVT, $16:180ff). 
The Aramaic treaty Sefire III likewise makes specific mention of 
slander of the suzerain: 
[ ••• And whoever will come to you] or to your son or 
to your off spring or to one of the kings of Arpad and 
wi 11 s [peaJk CagJains t me (mll Cl) or against my son 
or against my grandson or against my offspring, indeed 
any man who rants (zy ybch rwJ;l 'pwh) and utters evil 
words against me (wymll mln lhyt !Cly) [ ••.••• J you 
must [not] accept such words from him 
2 
Clearly lies, slander, and words of revolution all amount to much the 
same thing. The character of the suzerain is impugned as a preliminary 
to casting off his shackles. 
1. EVT, $8, 10 & 27 ; lines 92ff, !08ff & 318ff; A.~ETS, 99/535ff • 
2. Sefire III, 1-2 translated by Fitzmyer: Sefire, 96f & notes 104f • 
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One can also point to the reflex of this treaty terminology in the 
Assyrian war records, which according to our thesis are documents of 
treaty theobgy. We have already noted this feature of the 8th Cam-
paign report which states its purpose to have been the punishment of 
sins of speech - 'to muzzle the mouth of the rebellious'. 1 The faith-
less Ruses is depicted as 'speaking lies, his lips uttered vulgari-
ties', and Sargon prays for the gods to 'bring his insolence down on 
his head'. 2 From Ashurbanipal's accounts we saw that seditious and 
slanderous speech was reckoned as blasphemy against the gods of As-
syria who had witnessed the vassal oaths and who set in motion the 
treaty curses which led to the retributive mutilation of the captive 
3 
vassal's lips and tongue • 
1. assu eatam pi mustargi - Sg ~:9 • 
2. dabab tussi nullati ti~pura saptasu ·. 'and 
Sg 8:93 & 124 • 
irig pisu elisu turrim -
3. The references are to Asb. B, 5:25ff; .A,4:66ff; B,6:85ff. Compare -
(PNN) sa eli DN ili banija iqbu sillatu rabitu 
lisanasunu aslup ashuta masaksun 
..., . 
(PNN) who had uttered monstrous vulgarities against 
Ashur my divine begetter - their tongues I slit and 
I tore off their skin. 
(3R, 37 =Streck, 316 =ARAB 2, 393 $1034.7 ) 
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Attention to the general and immediate setting of the net in Hos 
7: 11-13 reveals that it is not uijlikely that the metaphor follows on 
in the Ancient Near Eastern Divine Net tradition as Yhwh's means of 
judgement following on from Israel's infidelity to the covenant. 1 
There is a third passage from Ezekiel which deserves conside.ration 
under the Divine Net theme, though a positive or negative decision 
about the traditional usage is difficult to reach. Heintz appropriates 
it as an example, as he does the Hosea passage above, but without 
elaboration or an argued defence of his position. Of course, the clear 
two-fold appearance of the Net theme elsewhere in the prophet must be 
taken into consideration, at least as evidence of its possibility here. 
1. Many works on Hosea are aware that the Net is a metaphor known out-
side the OT yet entirely miss the connections and implications 
dravm out by Heintz and this study. For example, H.G.Mays: Hosea, 
107ff thinks of it as 'one of his(Hosea's) ready metaphors'; M.J. 
Buss: The Prophetic Word of Hosea, 84 points out that 'Psalms of 
lament often describe enemies as laying traps. It is indeed common 
not only in the OT but also elsewhere, to picture the deity as com-
ing with a net 1 (note 17), but he fails to explore the common con-
cepts of curse and retribution; similarly C.van Leeuwen: Hosea,160f 
and H.W.Wolff: Dodekapropheton !,Hosea, show awareness of the Mari 
and hymnic parallels without elaborating on the theological common-
aiity. Compare the misguided explanation by C.J.Labuschagne, who is 
probably misled by the Afrikaans duif which does dual duty for dove 
.and pigeon into cow.menting that 'Hosea chooses the image of the 
dove exactly because of its excellent sense of direction',which is 
zoological nonsense and certainly not supported by the Noah story, 
since any garden bird will return to a known food source ("The 
Similes in the Book of Hosea", OTWSA 1964/65, 64-76). These works 
which miss the significance of thet-heological framework and trad-
ition of the ANE Divine Net motif underline the need to go beyond 
similarites in words or figures of speech in OT & ANE studies to 
the theological context. When this is done, for instance with the 
animal imagery in Hosea - Yhwh as moth, lion, leopard & she-bear -
it is soon seen that poetic licence is no explanation, but rather 
a long ANE & OT tradition with a theological context - see Hillers: 
TC/OTP, 54ff • 
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The oracle is grouped in the Egyptian portfolio, and dated to 
1/12/12, that is March 585 bc, 1 by which time the Judean exiles from 
the second destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar would have been 
settled in Babylonia, and no doubt Ezekiel had had the opportunity of 
hearing details of the seige and Egypt's abortive intervention from 
them as well as from the figitive who arrived on the 5/10/12 (Ezek 33: 
21). Bitterness at Egypt's failure and escape hitherto probably 
f . -- 2 . ' prompted the use o the funeral-dirge form, the qinah • For brevity s 
sake we quote only verse 2-4 of the section which runs through to 32: 
16. 
1. Some, such as Eichr.odt (op. cit., 433), prefer to work with a March 
586 be dating. The basic work is R.A.Parker & W.H~Dubberstein: 
Babylonian Chronology: 626 be - ad 75, Brown UP, 1956 but inter-
pretation rather than mathmatics must decide whether a vernal or 
autunmal calender was foThwed by the Hebrews at this period, As 
regards Ezekiel, see conveniently J.B.Taylor: Ezekiel, TP,1969, 
page 36 & note 2 for a table with a cautionary word. For histori-
cal discussion, see Malamat: IEJ 18, 137ff • 
2. On this literary type, see Eissfeldt: OTI, 91-98 $13 'Mocking Songs 
& Funeral Dirges' , 
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You consider yourself a lion among the nations 1 
but you are like a dragon in the s~as; 
you burst forth in your rivers, 
trouble the waters with your feet, 
and foul their rivers. · 
Thus says the Lord GOD: 
I will throw my net over you 
with a host of many peoples; 
and I will haul you up in my dragnet. 
And I will cast you on the ground, 
on the open field I will fling you, 
373. 
and will cause all the birds of the air to settle on you, 
and I will gorge all the beasts of the whole earth 
with you. (Ezek 32:2-4) 
The question is where the prophet found the imagery. He could 
have drawn on the oracles of previous prophets, for he shows a deep 
awareness of his forerunners, the nebi'e Yisra'el hannibbe'im bayyamim 
ha.hem ~anim (Ezek 38 i 17), He could also have been drawing on extra-
1. RSV from MT: kepir goyim nidmeta 
we 'attah kattannim bayyammim 
Cf. the NEB Young lion of the nations, you a:re undone 
you were like a monster 
in the waters of the Nile 
The problem is the root d111.h. NEB takes it as damah II -'to cease, 
cause to cease,cut off, destroy'(BDB,198; Holladay, 72 dmh III) .with 
kepir goyim as an apostrophe :-- '0 lion •• '; RSV prefers dimah I - 'to 
be like, resemble', and makes the Waw conjunction introduce a 
strongly contrasting com]Jarison - 'but in reality you are like ••• '. 
Eichrodt suspects that lines have dropped out, and thinks, perhaps 
unnecessarily, that 'the abrupt juxtaposition of the two animal 
metaphors and the unsatisfactory form of the wording cannot be 
attributed to the original poem' (op.ciL, 432). Perhaps this is to 
judge too much by Western canons. On this and other textual prob-
lems here, see the discussions in G.Ch.Aalders: Ezechiel II, 118ff 
& Zimmerli: Ezekiel, 762ff : They do not affect the study of our 
theme significantly. 
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Israelite literature, for the clay tablets of Boghazkoy, Ugarit, Pal-
estine and Egypt already discover~d have revealed the wide dissemina-
tion of certain myths at an early period. 1 Besides this, Ezekiel was 
living in Babylonia which for many centuries had been the fount of 
religious ~ulture. The issue is in fact too wide for us to tackle,and 
we can only indicate some possibilities in a sketchy manner, as do the 
various commentaries already referred to on matters of form, text and 
his tori cal background·.· 
The theme of capture, corpse and cosmos in Ezek 32:1-8 appears to 
combine imagery from the defeat of a Chaos-monster and from the Day 
of the Lord. Myth from the beginning and apocalyptic of the end 
unite to portray the complete triumph of Yhwh over all his enemies, 
supernatural or historical. The Chaos-monster recalls the proof of 
Yhwh's supremacy at the beginning, whether this be at the creation or 
at some time subsequent to it. 2 In the Old Testament, the cosmic 
bat.tle is left in generalised poetic terms, or applied to the Exodus 
and so related to redemption-history, or used of contemporary Egypt, 
or applied to a future divine intervention in an apocalyptic 
·------·---
1. For example, some of the best known instances are the finding of the 
myths of Adapa and Nergal & Erishkigal at Amarna in Egypt; Atrahasis 
at Ras Shamra in Syria; Gilgamesh at Boghazkoy in Turkey and at 
Megiddo in Palestine. 
2. This whole area is still under discussion and very far from solu-
tion, though Lambert's promised Babylonian Creation :Myths may be 
expected to advance our knowledge, if mainly on the Mesopotamian 
side. Relations between Genesis, Enuma Elish and the Baal Myths 
are uncertain, and the meanfi:'.ig-for the latter two audiences is 
not clear - e& whether Tiamat is the salt-waters, a mother god-
dess, a monster or all three simultaneously (see Heidel: op.ci~,82-
140 & Kinnier Wilson: DOTT, 3-16). For Mesopotamia, there is not 
one canonical creation story, nor one god versus monster battle 
but several with plagiarism and adaptation complicating any study 
of their literary history, besides their fragmentary preservation. 
See Kramer: History Begins, chaps 22 & 23 and Sumerian Mythology, 
chaps 2 & 3 • 
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I 
manner. The whole time span from beginning to end is thus embraced. 
The salvation of Yhwh's people is.related to his triumph over and 
eradication of all powers of evil serried against them or himself. 2 
Verse 7-8 add to the complexity of the passage, and enforce its 
cosmic scope, already indicated by the Chaos-monster imagery. 
When I blot you out I will cover the heavens, 
and make their stars dark; 
I will cover the ~un with a cloud, 
and the moon shall not give its light. 
All the bright lights of heaven 
will I make dark over you, 
and put darkness upon your land, 
says the Lord. GOD. (Ezek 32:7-8) 
I. The OT references are as follows: 
generalised - Psa 89:9f, Job 9:13i 26:12, 38:8ff, 41:1-34 
applied to the Exodus - Isa 51:9f, Psa 74:12ff, cf.Rab 3 
Egypt as monster - Isa 30:7, Ezek 29:lff 
a future triumph - Isa 27:1, Ezek 32:1££ 
2. Prophecy and Apocalyptic cannot be neatly divorced. - see G.E. Ladd: 
JBL 76 ( 1957), 192-200 "Why not Prophetic-Apocalyptic ?", and as a 
specimen study D.H.Odendaal: The Escatological Expectation of Isa 
40-66 with special reference to Israel and the Nations, 1970 • 
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This is the language of eschatology and strongly recalls descrip-
tions of the yom Yhwh in which the dimming of the sun, moon and stars 
is ass:cciated with j:dgement of transgressors. 1 It also has affinities 
with, if not its roots in, the language of curses on transgressors oI 
. . i·k 2 h. . ] f h . boundan.es, treaties and the i e. T is l~ a .so true o t e imagery 
of the Banquet of Flesh in verse 4, and here again it links up with 
1 . 3 apoca ypt1c passages. 
Finally, we should not pass over the affinities of the imagery 
of Ezek 32:4-6 with the language of the Assyrian royal war records. 
Older commentators noticed passages from Tiglath-pileser I's inscrip-
tions but left much unexplored. Two passages may be quoted and then 
followed by an Assyrian text of another genre: 
I. On the yom Yhwh, see the studies of G.von Rad: JSS 4(1959),97-108 
"The Origin of the Concept of the Day of Yahweh-n;idem: OT Theol 2, 
119-125; H. Weiss: HUCA 37 ( 1966), 29-60 "The Origin o.f the 'Day of 
the Lord' - Reconsidered"; and most recently J-G.Heintz: VT 21(1971), 
528-540 11 Umusu qerbu (ARM 10, 6:8~) - aux origines d'une expression 
biblique ? 11 , together with the literature cited there. The most 
important passages from the OT include Isa 13:9f, Joel 2:10f & 30f, 
3:14bf (cf. Hatt 24:29, Mark 13:24f, Lk 21:25f, Acts 2:19f, Rev 6:12 
ff, 8:12, 2 Pet 3:10)~ Compare too Isa 29:5ff, 66:15£, Jer 46:10, 
Ezek 13:5, Obad 1: 15, Zeph I, Zech 12...:.14 • 
2. See Fensham: ZAW 75, 170£ 'Turning of Light into Darkness', and 
idem : OTWSA 1966, 90-97 "A Possible Origin of the Concept of the 
Day of the Lord" • 
3. On the Banquet of Flesh, see the treaty curses EVT,425ff, 472ff & 
519 and compare Deut 28:26; as apocalyptic imagery, see Ezek 29:5 
Pharaoh as hattanntn, a parallel to 32:1ff, 39:4 & 17ff the fate 
of Gog the apocalyptic Enemy; 2 Baruch 29:4 Behemoth & Leviathan 
eaten as food; Rev 19:17ff echoing Ezekiel's Gog oracle. On the 
Banquet of Flesh as a realised treaty curse - see Par.t I, Asb~ 
section H: The Fate of the ade Violator, p. 178ff • 
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RN ifarru dannu suskal la magire siipinu qabal targigi 
abiktasunu askun snlmiit quradisunu ina gisallat sade 
kima ra.hisi lukemmer damesunu hurri u ba.mate sa sade 
.... . .... 
lusardi 
Tiglath-pileser the mighty king, the net of the unsub-
missi ve who overwhelms the resistance of evil doers 
377. 
I accomplished their defeat:the bodies of their warriors 
on the ~idges of the mountains like the storm(god) I 
strewed, I made their blood course down the mountain 
valleys and slopes 1 
As commentary on the second passage above with its parallels in 
the inscription as noted, the Sin-sar-i~kun oath text may be cited: 
If you sin against this treaty of Sin-sar-iskun 
king of Assyria, his sons (or) his grandsons, may 
Nergal, the perfect lord, cause to flow your blood 
into the gorges and valleys of the mountains 
2 
Frankena describes this text as a treaty, while Borger more 
cautiously refers to it as a 'Ve1~eidigung fur RN' , but in either 
case the theological structure is the same, and it raises the ques-
tion of historical narrative being written under theological influence 
to produce realised treaty curses. 
1. AKA, 52 & 51, Col 3:32-34 & 23ff; compare the similar lines from 
other places in the inscription - Col 1:77ff, 2:13ff, 2:21ff, 3: 
5 2 ff , 4 : l 8 ff , 4 : 9 1 ff , 5 : 9 2 f f ; AKA, 3 6 , 3 9 , 4 0 , 5 4 , 6 l , 6 7 & 77 ; ARAB 1 , 
74f, 78, 80f & 84, $221£, 229,--z-33, 236 & 242 • 
2. Translation by R.Frankena: OTS 14(1965),125 who collated the text 
originally published by E.F.Weidner: AfO 13(1939/40), 215 Anm 69 
Assur 13955z & L 14 • 
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Th.ose who fled before the stroke of the iron dagger, 
famine, hunger and flaming fire, and reached a place 
of refuge the Net of the great gods my lords which is 
not to be escaped overwhelmed them. Not one escaped, 
not a rebel whom they destined to fall into my hands 
went free ... As for the rest of the people •.. their 
severed flesh I fed to the dogs, pigs, wolves, eagles, 
birds of the air and fish of the deep 
378. 
This exerpt from the civial war contains in realised form the 
threats found in Ezekiel's oracle (32:3f), as did the lines from 
Tiglath-pileser·r. Granting that warfare generates certain descrip-
tions whose language may overlap prophetic oracles, a more satisfying 
explanation seems to lie in relating Ezekiel's imagery to the treaty 
curse material, especially when the Hebrew idiom embraces the Divine 
Net, sword, famine, exposure of corpse and the Banquet of Flesh. So 
the juxtaposition of the Divine Net (sapar ilani rabuti) and the Ban-
quet of Flesh in Ashurbanipal's inscription may be taken to strengthen 
the case for Ezekiel's having used the Divine Net imagery in 32:lff in 
the Ancient Near Eastern tradition. 
A further interesting possibility for the Ezekiel and Assyrian 
passages is that they may have some connection with the Babylonian 
Enuma Elish. As mentioned, the Old Testament made use of some type of 
monster-slaying myth in its poetic imagery, and Ezekiel himself was in 
a position to appropriate what he wanted from Babylon, putting Yhwh in 
the title role for apologetic reasons. At 29:3 he refers to Pharaoh as 
hattannim haggadol and predicts a divinely effected Banquet of Flesh 
(29: 5); at 32: 2 he refers to him as kattannim bayy ammim with a simi--
lar fate (32: 4). Ezekiel's use of the Divine Net theme elsewhere and 
the parallel with Enuma Elishwhere Marduk wields the Net against 
Tiamat favour the Ancient Near Eastern idiom as a background to 
parasti caleka 'et-risti (Ezek 32:3). 
I. Rassam, 4:59ff which is discussed in Asb. section Hin Part I of this 
thesis. 
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To conclude this study of the Divine Net in the Old Testament, 
two passages will be cited which make use of net imagery but in a 
manner not likely to be connected with the Divine Net tradition. 
The first passage describes Jerusalem sacked and captive subse-· 
quent to divine judgement with the main figure of speech being the 
Cup of Ordeal, the net simile being slipped in as a couplet: 
These two things have befallen you -
who will condone with you ? -
devastation and destruction and famine and sword; 
who will comfort you ? 
Your sons have fainted, 
they lie at the head of every street 
like an antelope in a net; 
they are full of the wrath of Yhwh, 
the rebuke of your God. 
(Isa 51:19f) 
This is certainly a graphic description of those in whom the 
covenant curses have exacted their toll. It would be too much to cata-
logue the covenant curse background of ha~~od, hasseber, haracab and 
haQ.ereb within and without the Old Testament, but a brief look may be 
taken at 'fainting' (banayik Cullepu, ~ 20a) in this connection by way 
of illustration. 
Fear and the attendant psychological collapse under stress is 
vividly conveyed by parallel curses frorn Deut 28 and Lev 26 : 
Yhwh will give you there (in exile) a trembling heart 
(leb raggaz) and failing eyes (kilyon cenayim), and a 
languishing soul(da'abon nepes); your life shall hang 
in doubt before you; night and day you shall be in 
dread(pabadta) and have no assurance of your life, 
(Deut 28:65b-67) 
I.will send faintness(morek) into their hearts in the 
lands of their enemies; the sound of a driven leaf shall 
put them to flight, and they shall flee as one flees 
from the sword, and they shall fall when none pursues. 
(Lev 26:36) 
In the Prophets, fear and prostration are linked to the terrifying 
yom Yhwh with an 'out of the frying pan into the fire' sequence -
The earth lies polluted 
under its inhabitants; 
for they have transgressed the laws(torot) 
violated the statutes(b6q) 
broken the everlasting-covenant 
(heperu berit c01am) 
Therefore a curse('alah) devours the earth 
and its inhabitants suffer for their guilt 
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Terror(pahad) and the pit(pahat) and the 
are upo;you 0 inhabitant of the earth 
He who flees at the sound of- the terror 
shall fall into the pit; 
and he who climbs out of the pit 
shall be caught in the snare. 
(Isa 24:5-6a & 17-IBa) 
380. 
snare(pah) 
I ..__._ 
. 
The English fails to bring out the play on words in verse 17a -
pahad, pabat and pal;i • The first is its elf a pun, for as a technical 
term it is part of the hunter's equipment ('hunter's scare' - NEB) 
along with pit and net, yet it is also the dread inspired by Yhwh 
coming in judgement on the Day of Yhwh (bayyom hahu', ~. 21). 2 The 
lines are repeated verbatim by Jeremiah in an oracle on Moab (Jer 
48:43f), and both passages may owe something to Amos 5:18-20 
Woe to you who desire the day of Yhwh ! 
Why would you have the day of Yhwh ? 
It is darkness, and not light; 
as if a man fled from a lion, 
and a bear met him; 
or went into the house and leaned with his 
hand against the wall, 
and a serpent bit him. 
Is not the day of Yhwh darkness, and not light, 
and gloom with no brightness in it ? 
The theme of the faintness due to fear caused by the yom Yhwh 
is exemplified by Isa 13:6-8 giv_en below: 
Wail for the day of Yhwh is near; 
as destruction from the Almighty it will come 
Therefore all hands will be feeble(rapah) 
and every man's heart will melt(masas) 
and they will be dismayed(bahal) 
Pangs and agony will seize them; 
they wi 11 be in anguish like a woman in travai 1. 
They will look aghast(tamah) at one another; 
their faces will be aflame. · 
1. See H.Kosmala: Annual of the Swedish Theological Institute 4(1965), 
91-113 "Three Nets of Belial - a study in the terminology of Qumran 
& the NT" for discussion of Isa 24:17 as quoted and interpreted in 
the Damascus Document, and the supposed allusion in Lk 21:35. 
2. C£ the words of the poet lamenting Jerusalem's desolation 
pa?ad wapa~at hayah lanu hasse't wehassaber: 
sod sadilni kassippor 'oyebay hinnam: 
~ametu babbor 0 ~ayyay wayyaddu.:.'eben bi: 
(Lam 3:47,52£) 
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We have followed through the curse of psychological breakdown 
from its covenant background (Deut & Lev) to historical description· 
(Isa 51 & Lam) to the extension of its application whereby it is fore-
1 told as a characteristic of the .Day of Yhwh (Isa 24, Isa 13, Amos S)·. 
It appears in all three contexts because of its character as a divine 
judgement .. In passages other than Isa 51, we have found it to be asso-
~iated with net, trap and snare imagery (Isa 24, Jer 48, La~ 3). We 
must now ask if the net imagery of Isa 51:20 (ket6' mikm~r) belongs to 
the Divine Net tradition under study. 
The answer is negative. It is a simile rather than a metaphor 
describing divine retribution - .notice, for example, that the divine 
possessive pronoun is not used ~ere, as it was in Ezek 32:3(Eisti, 
hermi), Hosea 7:12(me~ud6), Ezek 12: 13(risti, me~udati) and Ezek 17: 
20(risti, mesudati). _.. __ _ 
It does share something in common with the Divine Net theme, how-
ever, for like the latter this net simile is at home as a treaty-curse, 
and it is for this reason that we have been at pains to point out the 
treaty curse derivation of the language associated with keto' mikmar 
in the Isa 51 passage, that is, the devastation , destruction, famine, 
sword and prostration. This conclusion is clinched by a glance at the 
simile curses of the EVT. No less than three are trap curses. 
1. This overfbws into the New Testament with the equation of the Day 
of Yhwh with the Parcusia, which is illustrated by the eschato-
logical discourse of Luke 21 where the themes of cosmic disruption, 
prostration through fear and the return of the Son of Man are 
found in juxtaposition: 
And there will be signs in sun and moon and stars, and 
upon the earth distress of nations in perplexity at 
the roaring of the sea and the waves, men fainting with 
fear and forboding of what is coming on the world; .for 
the powers of the heavens will be shaken. And then they 
will see the Son of man coming in a cloud with power 
and great glory. (Luke 21: 25-27) 
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Just as a stag(~lu) is chased and killed so may 
your avengers chase and kill you, your brothers, 
your sons. 
Just as a bird is caught by means of a ~ecoy(ina 
dubaqi), so may they deliver you, your brothers, 
your sons into the hand of your avengers. 
Just as a Q.arusbu-beast is caught in a snare(ina 
ki.E£i), so may you, your brothers, your sons and 
daughters be caught by the hand of your enemy. 
l 
382. 
These simile curses are separate and distinct from the bubaru/ 
gisparru curses of Shamash (EVT,$101, 649f), and we would maintain 
that both groups have their counterparts in the Old Testament, Isa St: 
20 being the counterpart of the simile group, and the previous texts 
cited in this study being the counterpart of the latter curse. 
In passing we may note that EVT, $80 - the trapped bird - has 
apparently left its mark in one of the myths, the Erra Epic. The angry 
god has been decimating the population by various means when his 
lieutenant speaks up and tries 'to deflect him from his course of im-
placable destruction, saying: 
As for those inhabitants of Babylon - they are the 
bird and you are their decoy; into the net you forced 
them, caught them, destroyed them, 0 warrior Era. 2 
Though the god uses the net, the simile aspect is speciiically indi-
cated which separates it from the Divine Net usage in our tradition. 
As Hillers has pointed out, the bird-in-trap imagery occurs not 
infrequently in the royal inscriptions. He does not develop the point, 
but the question must be asked as to the theological implications of 
the imagery in the royal war records. Is it simply stylistic, that is 
vivid langua~e to grace the composition ? Or does it relate back to 
I. EVT, $78,80 & 82 lines 576f, 582f & 588£ • 
2. Erra Epic, 4:18f. See conveniently the recent French translation 
by R.Labat in Les Religions du Proche-Orient asiatique, 1970, p. 114 
-117 with introduction and text-sources, p. 114 note I • 
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the treaties and their graphic curses with the intention of presenting 
the king as the executor of the treaty curses ? One supplementary 
reference may be added here to those in Part I. In Sargon's records 
we read -
matati satina kima CtibutJ aribi aktum-ma CN 
•.• huhariS ashCupJ (Lie, 14 lines 85f) 
-- - ' --
Those lands I overran like [an invasion of] locusts; 
Izirtu I overwhelmed as though with a net 
The net simile curses have already been documented. The Locust curse 
which may well lie behind this record has a wide distribution over 
Heprew, Aramaic and Sargonid sources. 1 With the two similes occurring 
together the case for dependence on simile curses seems strengthened. 
1. References fot the Locust curse include Deut 28:38, Sefire I, A:27, 
and EVT, $47 lines 442f. The net simile in royal inscriptions yields 
such examples as 
k:Ima suskalli asaggCapJ kima buf}ari akattam (KAH 2, N~ 84:21) 
ina gisparrija ul ipparsid ... k:Ima i~~liri ultu q_ereb 
sade abarsu ... ina saparrij a ajjumma ul li:'?i (Asar ,58: 12ff). 
Root sabapu + huharis: Sg 8:194, Lie,74 line 5, Iraq 16,177 
line 47, Iraq 7,101 line 25f 
Root sabapu + kima saparri: ARAB 1, 255 $716(= lR,pL 29ff) 
ARAB 1, 283 $789(= Rost: TigL III, 
lines 54ff) 
C£ kamaris: saparris nadu-ma kamaris usbu(Enuma 4:112) 
kamaru sakanu: Alt~,430 kamaru I,(2) 'Fanggarn auslegen, 
vernichtend schlagen' 
RN ana kakki u~i-ma abikta.sunu imija!i 
kamarsunu iskun urm1ansunu rapastim 
usamqit (King:CCEBK, 6:.12f,cf. 7:16,33:32) 
sa nise asib libbisun kamarsunu askun 
(Rassam, 5: 118) 
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IV. 2: The Divine Net and Ade_Theology of the Tukulti-Ninurta Epic. 
The Tukulti-Ninurta Epic actually falls outside the chronologi-
cal boundaries of this thesis in belonging to the end of the 2nd Mil-
leniurn in which the king's reign comes (1244-1208 be), and hence,as 
Harvey points out,it is almost contemporary with the Exodus and is 
the contemporary of the Bundesformular hittite 1 • It therefore brid-
ges the gap between the early Sumerian treaty texts in which the 
Divine Net motif appears and Ashurbanipal's use of.the motif in his 
ade historiography towards the end of the 7th Century be • 
To quote Lambert, 'this text is the only large scale Assyrian 
epic which has come down to us, and must have consisted, when complete, 
of not less than 700 lines'. 2 It is regrettable that a work of such 
literary, historical and theological interest should still be in such 
a fragmentary state of publication, though Lambert's work on extant 
fragments has clarified the plot so that a brief resume may now be 
given. 
Kashtiliash, the Kassite king, has ruptured the relationship with 
Assyria under Tukulti-Ninurta I, thus provoking the wrath of the gods. 
Babylonian merchants with a document written by Kashtiliash fall into 
the Assyrian's hands, and he lays the letter before Shamash charging 
the Kassite with sin. Tukulti-Ninurta sends a letter to his adversary 
which begins by outlining previous relations much in the manner of 
historical prologues to treaties, but here serving as an indictment. 
In Col. 3 charges are renewed before the Sun god, and the king declares 
war on the assite who first engages and then flees to fight another 
day. The climax is reached in a great battle whose outcome is deter-
mined by the intervention of the gods who fight on the Assyrian's 
side. The epic concludes with Tukulti-Ninurta carrying off booty 
which includes Babylonian literature, and giving honour to the gods of 
Assyria • 
. 1. J.Harvey: Plaidoyer, 127; see chap 5, A - ~ 121-128 on the Epic. 
2. w.G.Lambert: AfO 18(1957/8),38-51 "Three Unpublished Fragments of 
the T-N. Epicri-;-~ 38 • The re-ordering of text columns as given by 
Thompson-Ebeling is fundamental; for bibliography, see Lambert's 
article, Borger: HKL 1, 108 on E.Ebeling: :MAOG 12/II(1938) and the 
works cited in Harvey ,-s footnotes. Kash ti liash IV' s reign runs 
from 1242-1235 be; see further E.Weidner:ITN and Borger:EAK I,98ff. 
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Harvey's analysis of the form is useful. It divides the poem into 
part A: The Requisitoire of Tukulti-Ninurta and part B: TI1e Reaction 
of Kashtiliash. Part A has three subdivisions: 
1. Declaration des fautes de Kashtiliash.: 
- interrogatoire (2-4) 
- accusation sous forme declaratoire (5-8) 
2. Procedure juridique rituelle: 
- le roi proclamera le traite devant Sama8(9) 
- et montrera la malice de Kashtiliash par un 
I'equisitoire historique, comprenant ses bienfaits 
et les fautes du partenaire cassite (10-12) 
3 • Declaration de la gue rre- j udg em en t : 
- la guerre sera le vrai proces, oil Tukulti-Ninurta 
sera a la fois plaignant et maitre(13-14) 
- aucun arrangement n'est plus possible; seule la 
mort du coupable montrera qui avait raison (15-20) 
I 
Part B is then divided into the Transition,in which Tukulti-Ninurta is 
full of confidence because of his fidelity to the treaty (21) while the 
Kassite is thrown into dismay by the contemplation of the divine 
ordeal, and the Confession by Kashtiliash of his treaty guilt which 
embraces the past - he acknowledges breach of the treaty, the despi-
sing of the Assyrian's messenger and ingratitude, the present - he 
knows hims2lf to be already found guilty and under sentence fo.r the 
text of the treaty and his fathers' seals prove it as does Tukulti-
Ninutta's indictment, and the future - he acknowledges leading his 
people into unavoidable misfortune and that all recourse to rituals 
are in vain. This needs to be read against the background of Harvey's 
study of the Old Testament rib in its five element form: 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. (a) 
(b) 
Preliminaires du proces 
Interrogatoire 
Requisitoire 
Declaration officielle de la culpabilite 
Condamnation sous forme de menaces 
Decret positif 2 
1. Harvey: Plaidoyer, 123ff • 
2. ibid., 54ff ; see conveniently the tables on pages 54 & 80£ • 
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Moving on to the text itself, we find that the Divine Net occurs 
in a vexingly broken passage whicb belongs to the final column as at-
tested by one of Lambert's fragments: 
... ] sa ma-mi-it ilanirnes i[ ••• 
. • • rJe-e gis-par dsa-mas paleme~ xL .• 
... ma-mJi-it ilanimes na-~ir me[ •.• 
.•. J who the oath of the gods .[ ••. 
. •• J .. the net of Shamash, reign • [ ••• 
••• the oaJth of the gods, the keeper of.[ .•• 
Judging from the context this is a description of the Assyrian 
king as one endowed with righteousness and supported by the gods who 
punish oath breakers but take the part of those who honour the treaty. 
This would be a standard theological principle which the foregoing 
story would have illustrated. 
This may be better appreciated when the theological development 
of the Epic is followed through. It is a moot question as to what mo-
tivated the poet and how his composition was used. Was he intent on 
exonerating Tukulti-Ninurta from the sack of the holy city of Baby-
lon as some of his successors attempted after Sennacherib's attack ? 
Ebeling is perhaps correct to label the Epic a 'politischen Propa-
ganda-gedichtes aus ein assyrischen Kanzlei', but it needs to be re-
membered that politics, history and religion were not three separate 
spheres and disciplines as. they are today in academic circles. Harvey 
thinks that its Sitz im Leben might have been a public reading to 
1 l 1 assemblee du peuple OU des nobles assyriens clans la celebration du 
retour de l'expedition militaire', and emphasises how valuable this 
would have been pedagogically if other A.Ssyrian vassal kings were 
2 present. This would make it analogous to the Sargon Gottesbrief 
and we may a·gree that it stands in the tradition of ade historiography. 
1. AfO 18, 45f BM.98730:38-40 (=B, rev.) • 
2. Plaidoyer, 128; cf. Lambert's comment, art.cit., 41 -
The history, as it comes from Assyrian hands, is no doubt 
tinged with a patriotic bias which has denigrated the Baby-
lonian king, and to this extent Ebeling is correct in cal-
ling the work propaganda. But to suppose that this was its 
prime purpose is as far from the truth as regarding the 
Iliad as an apologia for the sacking of Troy. Tukulti-Nin-
urta is seen as one of the great figures of Assyrian letters. 
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The dominant theological tone of the poem is. set out in the first 
column whose motif is the· god.s' wrath with Kashtiliash. 1 The. reason 
for the divine anger is spelled out - broken treaty oaths: 
ana etiq mamiti PN ilfum slit same[ er~eti ••• 
saJr Kassi isit mamita 
Jmiimit ilani isitu 
. 
Jnis ilani ini' mamita 
against the oath-breaker PN the gods of heaven[and earth ••• 
the king of the Kassites despised the oath 
Jthe oath of the gods he/they despised 
Jthe life of the gods, he altered the oath 2 
CoL 1 ends with a hymn of praise to the Assyrian king, the func-
tion of which in the theological schema is to show that he is elect 
to punish the irreverent and disobedient. 3 
CoL 2 picks up the narrative thread but again is basically theo-
logical with the indictment before Shamash of the Assyrian's enemy. 
The king reminds Shamash of the intimate relationship which existed 
between the Sun god and his forefathers: 
1. See BM.98730:33ff CoL 1; AfO 18, 42ff, 
2. Col.1, B obv. = BM.98730:33; CoL 1, A6 -BM.121033:28,6 & 25 
MAOG 12/II, 21£ • 
3. See AfO 18, 48££; CoL I, F coL y(Rm 142 + BM. 121033:2f) which 
mentions those to be punished: ClaJ adiri &la semL On Tukulti-
Ninurta's divine creation and election, see lines 8ff : 
By the fate(simat) assigned by DN his form is reckoned 
as divine nature(mani itti ser ilani minasu), 
By the decree(purusse) of the Lord of the lands his 
forming proceeded smoothly inside the divine womb, 
He is the eternal image of Enlil(siima salam DN) 
Enlil, like a physical father, exalted him second 
to his first-born son. 
Cf. the language of Psa 139:13£f, Jer 1:5, etc. and Atrahasis, CoL 
1:208ff and the passages cited by Lambert:art.ci~, SO notes 8ff, 
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enilma Cina] mabar ilutika :iJBkuJnu rik:i.lta abblini 
ukinnu miimita ina berisunu rabutka issaqru 
sa istu ma{jra dajjiin abbeni la muspilu quradu atta 
u sa indilrih amer kinatini multeseru ilu attama 
When our fathers established a bond in your di vine 
presence, 
Made sure an oath between them, extolled your greatness 
You who are a hero, from of old the judge for our 
fathers, you who do not change, 
388. 
Even now you are the one who sees our faithfulness, you 
who are the director god 1 
He then holds up the perfidious conduct of Kashtiliash before the gods 
for Shamash' adjudication: 
amminim atiqJ ? istu mabra sar Kassi e~utaka 
sipparaka ipsus 
ul isg1..:ft J mamltka etiq siparraka zapurta ihmil 
useqlil~ qillatisu magraka dsamas dinanni ~ 
Why did the king of the Kassites [transgress?] your 
bounds from of old, annul your decree, 
Not reverence your oath, transgress your decree, 
plan evil, 
Heap up his sin before you ? 0 Shamash, give me 
a ruling ! 2 
He describes himself as a keeper of the oath (nasir mamiti, L 23), as 
were his forefathers whom he lists, such as CKuriJgalzu mamit ili 
radid (L 30). In contrast, there are those like Kashtiliash who could 
expect to perish in. battle for their perfidy: [la na,~irJ siparrika ina 
abikti sa tuqunti nise[suJ guHliq.J (1. 24). 
The treaty is still very much to the fore in Column 3, for it 
opens with an indictment of Kashtiliash for violation of Assyria's 
borders - the definition of borders being one of the features of 
3 
certain treaty documents. The Assyrian rib involved a literal 
1. Col. 2, A 5=BM.121033:15-18; MAOG 12/II, 18. 
2. ibid lines 19-21. 
3. An excellent example is the Abban + Jarimlim treaty - see D.J. 
Wiseman: JCS 12(1958),124££ "Abban & Alalakh"; cf. the Ugaritic 
documentsrelating to treaties and international relations which 
touch on cities and boundaries, e& Nougayrol: PRU 4,48ff, Edict 
of Suppiluliuma RS. 17.340 & 17.369A; Edict of M~rsilis II RS. 17. 
62 & 17.237 and R~ 17.335+379+381+235. From the OT, c£ 1 Kgs 9:10ff 
& 5:12 Solomon+ Hiram treaty, 1 Kgs 9:16 & 3:1 Solomon+ Pharaoh 
treaty, 1 Kgs 20:34 Ahab + Benhadad treaty. 
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reading of the treaty text before the Sun god: 
ullama sa mamit berini t-uppa ana. bel same asassi 
Indeed, I am going to read the tablet with the oath 
between us to the.lord of heaven 1 
389. 
This leads up to a direct challenge to the ordeal of battle in 
which the gods give victory to the righteous party: 
(umma)kuldamma ina taqrubti sa ardani arkat 
aoames i nip[rusJ 
ina isin tarnhari satu etiq mamiti ai ela 
"" pagarsu lidCdiJ 
RN ana na~ar mamiti ittakil kapid ana qabli 
u PN ana sa iba'u sipur il1 qerebsu nukkur 
sahi t-ma ana sis it DN u meherti ili adir u 
..., . ..., 
gussus 
Draw on, let US' decide our fate in the clash of troops 
From the feast of battle the one who has transgressed · 
the oath will not emerge, let his corpse be cast (to 
the ground) 
Tukulti-Ninurta was relying on his keeping of the oath, 
he was planning battle; 
But Kashtiliash, because he had transgressed the decree 
of the gods by being hostile (or: his heart/innards was 
changed/ ch&'1ged) 
He was afraid and anxious to (the point of) crying out 
to Sha.mash and addressing complaints to the gods 2 
The challenge was issued from a position of strength, moral 
strength, and it seized upon the guilty Kassite like an evil demon. 
I. The next line links guilt with battle but suffers from translation 
difficulties; Ebeling offers - [uJ ul-te-ib-ri qu-lu-ul-ta sa 
ki-la-li-ni ina na-aq-ra-bi tu-[se-es-ki-nuJ:'CundJ werde zeigen 
die Schlechtigkeit, dass du uns beide in Kampf Cgesturzt hastJ' 
(~~OG 12/II, CoL 3 CB=A4J:10, ~ 14 & 16) • Alli~,109 agrees in 
understanding [tJu?-ul--te-·eb-ri as the S-theme of root barG -'to 
see 1 ; S - 'to reveal'; but CAD G, 131 offers [tlll tebri g\ilt.tll ta: 
'you remained in sin', pre~ably Dt-theme of labaru, but not 
listed under CAD L, labaru • 
2. MAOG 12/II, 14f; CoL 3 [B::.:A4J:l9-23 • 
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In a confession wrung from his lips he admits that he is as good as 
lost: 
ul usellimsu ina magra bimiltasu da.miqta u1 amgur 
inanna abra gellet matija supsuqa imfdu armi . 
issatpanni seret la nablati kasanni mutu 
tasagganni-ma m3.rr5t DN tukijal qanni 
In the past I did not maintain friendly relations 
with him, I did not agree to his benificent plan. 
Now I see that the crimes of my country are serious, 
its sins are numerous. 
A punishment without reprieve has overwhelmed me, 
death grips me; 
The curse of Sha.mash tries me, it grasps my hem. 1 
The treaty terminology is most prominent with mamitu central and the 
positive aspects of the treaty - now null and void - are attested by 
2 the D-theme of salamu and the adjective damqu. Attention then moves 
to the actual clay document which provides irrefutable proof of the 
Kassite's obligations and hence of his guilt: 
tukinanni tuppi la ene birimtu ab[bej]a 
sunu suzuzzu ina magrija sa la tuttakkaru qibfs[sunuJ 
rikilti abbeja sa la naprukki pisa anni[ 
ukinnanni-ma dajan kinati la mu~pilu qur[aduJ 
I. MAOG 12/II, 15; CoL3 CB=A4J:26-29, 
2. Compare such phrases as salma epesu, tubtu u salimmu, salimu balu 
mitbu~i//tubtu balu sitnunirmna(TnEp) , tabutu, tubu, tabuta epesu, 
damqatim, awatim drunqatim, ana salimum u damqatim - references for 
all of these are given by W.L.Moran: JNES 22(1963), 173-176 "A Note 
on the Treaty Terminology of the Sefire S.telas"; compare the fur-
ther Akkadian and biblical phrases cited in D.R.Hillers: BASOR 176 
(1964),46£ "A Note on Some Treaty Terminology in the OT"; A.R.Mil-
lard: TB. 17(1966), 115-117 "'For He is Good'" ; J.M.Munn--Rankin: 
Iraq 18(1956) ,68~110 "Diplomacy in W.Asia in the Early 2nd Millenium 
be", p. 84ff • 
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You have convicted me with a tablet which is 
unalterable, with the sealings of rr.y forefathers. 
They stand before me with words which cannot be 
changed 
'l'he bond of my fathers which cannot be falsified, 
its words. C J my sin, 
The true judge, undeviating, the hero convicts me 
391. 
1 
The Kassite admits that he has doomed his people with inescap-
able circumstances like a steep-sided pit into which an unsuspecting 
animal falls, and he faces his guilt before the god of justice: 
midu arnuja ina magar DN seretuCja J 
mannu ilu sa igammilu ni~eja ina [ J 
kajjanamma Assuru kala ill upaqqu 
(CoL 3: 37-39) 
Numerous are my sins before Sha.mash [my] crimes[ J 
Which is the god to ransom my people from [ J ? 
Continually the Assyrians pay heed to all the gods 
This dramatic confession is the theological crux of the Epic. Not 
only has the Kassite been indicted before Shamash by the Assyrian king 
and indicted also by letter sent as an ultimatum, but now he indicts 
himself. This creative touch must have been well received by the 
Assyrian audience which we imagine listened to the Epic being recited. 
Action cannot be delayed. But for a moment it seems that the Kassite 
king shakes off his guilt and claims he only awaits the signal from 
the gods to launch his decisive attack. 
RN lu tuseskun ummanka adi adiin DN ikunna 
[u sJiman tagazija ikassada qabalka e tadki 
m[a] annu UmU Sa dam niseka umakkaru name qirbeti 
u eli karasika kima dAddi usettaqu abubu naspanti 
(Col. 1+ CB+A3J: 30-33; t-'iAOG 12/II, 11) 
0 Tukulti-Ninurta, hold your army at the ready 
until the moment set by Shamash becomes evident 
to me 
And the right time for me to engage arrives;do not 
disarm your force ! 
This is the day when the blood of your people will 
soak the fields and meadows, 
and will like Adad send a devastating flood over 
your camp 
1. Col. 3:30-33; on rikiltu,rikis/~tu -'treaty' from root rak~su-'to 
bind', see AHw.,984 for 2nd Millenium references, and Weinfeld:DDS, 
66f; cf. rikW, AHw.,985 (C); on mamitu, see AHw.,599, esp. (2b,c,d,e)-. 
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CoL 5 sees Tukulti-Ninurta's men urging him on to put a speedy 
halt to the insolence and aggression of the Kassite king, and battle 
is joined with the primary focus on the gods who sweep across the 
field spreading terror and slaughter among Assyria's enemies. Images 
of fire and storm abound: Ashur blasts the enemy with devastating 
fire (iSat naspanti napahu, 5:25); Enlil sets them alight with 
fire-bolts (nablu qataru S-theme); Anu lays about them with his unspar-
ing divine weapon (metta la pada, 5:27); Sin launches a crippling ___.._._ _______ _ 
attack (namungat qabli, 5:28); the storm-god Adad unleashed a flood 
on their battle lines (abubu redu S-theme, 5:29); Shamash the Sun god 
blinded their troops (en ummanat etu II, D-theme); Ninurta shattered 
their weapons (kakke ~eberu, D-theme, 5:31); Ishtar smote the~ with 
her rope (keppu mahasu, 5:32). The lines are very vigorous, and besides 
being dramatic poetry they have a theological thrust for behind them 
lie the treaty curses of fire and storm and shattered weapons and 
blinding. 1 
The final column draws the moral with its allusion ~o the Divine 
Net in the ade framework. This theological framework pre-dates the 
ade historiography of. Sargon, Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal in the 1st 
Millenium, but reveals its roots in the 2nd and even 3rd Millenium 
world of international treaty making. The Tukulti-Ninurta Epic displays 
the schema of vassal oath with stipulations, transgression of that 
oath, the ultimatum sent by messenger indicting the offender, the 
insult to the messenger, king and gods, ·the prayer of indictment before 
the gods, the true affirmative from Shamash, divine intervention in 
battle, the fate of the treaty breaker with realised curses, and the 
honouring of the gods in victory. The Tukulti-Ninurta Epic is there-
fore significant not only because it is the sole surviving Assyrian 
Epic, but because it witnesses·so clearly to an ade theology of 
empire and the gods. 
1. References to these treaty curses are given in the works of Fensham 
(ZAW 75), Hillers(TC/OTP), Fitzmyer(Seftre), Frankena(OTS 14) and 
in the discussion of the Assyrian royal inscriptions in Part I above. 
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IV:3. Deracination and Shattered Weapons - a Reference Profile of 
Tuo Treaty Curses.' 
In the i~1portant theological statement of Sg 8: 117-122 quoted 
with translation in Part I, A. 1: The Theological Structure of the 
Gottesbrief on page Il•ff, Sargon referred to the gisparru of the gods 
inescapable by the treaty breaker, and to the fate of being uprooted 
and having weapons shattered. The Divine Net motif has already b'een 
covered in some detail in the first two excurses so that a good idea 
of its chronological and literary distribution has been gained. A pro-
file of references without discussion will now be given for the curse 
of Deracination with a shorter section devoted to the curse of Shat-
tered Weapons. 
The Curse of Deracination. 
(a) In early royal inscriptions: see conveniently Sollberger & Kupper: 
IRSA with details of the best trans-
literated editions of each text given 
on page 265. 
IRSA, 98,101f,105ff,109,112,124f,127,l29,l54,242,255 & 257. 
Kings & Guds involved in the root & progeny curses: 
Sargon I + Shamash; Rimus + Enlil,Shamash; Man-istusu + 
Enlil,Shamash; Naram-Suen + Shamash, Lugal-marada; idem+ 
Nin-gubla, Shamash; Sar-kali-sarri + Enlil, Shamash; 
Puzur-In-Susinak + In-Susinak, Inanna,Narundi,Nergal; 
idem+ In-Susinak,Shamash,Enlil,Enki, Inanna,Suen,Nin-
bursaga, Narundi & pantheon; La-'arab + gods of Gutium, 
Inanna, Suen; Su-Suen + Enlil,Ninliltum; Puzur-Estar + 
Inanna,Dagan,Enki; Takil-ilisu + Ea,Damkina; Indattu-
In-Susinak + In-Susinak,Shamash,Estar,Sin • 
(b) Code of Hammurabi: CH 27b:31-37. 
awaturn marustum sa srunas argis liksussu elis ina 
balt'utim lissugsu saplis ina er~itim etimmusu me 
lisa~mi:'May the baleful word of Shamash quickly 
overtake him, uproot him from among the living (in 
the world) above, and make his ghost thirst for 
water in the world (below)' (Driver:BabLawsl02f) 
c£ nasag isid sarrutisu - CH 27b:28f • 
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(c) Babylonian Boundary-stones: 
lu ra.bifi>U lemuttisu sii:ma liqamma sursisu - Hinke :NBSt, 152 
Nbk I, CoL 4:26f. 
esissu lissubbu liballiqu piribsu lissubbu liselu nannab~u 
(King:BBS, 46 .Marduk-nadin-ahhe, Col. 3:27-30) 
sumsu zersu pere'su lissuQf}u - Scheil: :MDP 4, 164 Melisihu 
p L I 6 , Co 1. 2 : 9 f • 
Cf. the root nas abu + B"du/kudurru: 
(d) An Oracle for Ashurbanipal: 
NBSt, 150 Nbk I, Col. 4: 19 
Mi5i?2, 113:3 
BBS, 41 No. 7, CoL 2:27 
IB,70 CoL4:3f 
ibid., 3:9-12 
BBS, 29 No. 5, Col. 3:35f 
NBSt, 67, 4 
BBS,62 No. 9, CoL 2: 15f 
ibid., 78 No. 11, Col, 2:25 
394. 
sut epsete annate lemneti sea samas-sum-u:tin epusu elika i~id 
kussi sarrutisu assu!} palasu [ J sapib mat Akkadi kalisa 
(Bauer: IAsb,79 ~ 2647+Rm 2,99:3f) 
(Because of) those evil deeds which Shamash-shum-ukin 
perpetrated against you, I will uproot the foundation 
of his royal throne, his dynasty [ J the overthrow 
of the whole of Akkad 
This is in fact a treaty curse on the lips of the deity giving 
the oracle, as the whole theological ethos reveals - c£ the 
following theological statements from it: 
Samas-sum-ukin sa adeja la ifi>fi>Uru-ma ibtu ina tabti Asb. 
csamJas-sum-ukin nizirte belutija sa ar~rusu 
(e) Esarhaddon' s Vassal Treaty: 
elis ina baltutim lissagglikunu saplis ina er?etim etimmakunu 
me li~amu 
On earth may they uproot you from the living, below may they 
deprive your spirit of water (libations) 
(EVT,476f; ANETS,103/539 $56 plus note 21a reading Pree Plu~ of 
root nasahu with Frankena: OTS 14,132 instead of suhhu, and adding 
. in.a from the cuneiform before bal tiitim) 
Frankena would also restore this curse in the very fragmentary 
treaty(?) of Sin-sar-iskun - Clay:BRM 4,No. SO:rev. 6---10·· • 
C J e ilani rabuti i-pa-a[~ ? J 
[ J sa same u ersetim ar-rat la n[ap~su-ri ? J 
C J x li ri-im-~u-nu e-lis i-na x C J 
[ Jx-nu sap-lis i-na ersetim e[temme-su .] 
[ me J lu-u-za-am-me dsin dNann~r d[ . .. J 
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Cf. also K. 82-5-22, 130 (= H. 1105), the loyalty oath to Ashurbani-
pal with curses such as: 
Rev. 13 
14 
dEa sar apsi me nagbi C 
lissugannasu saprlis, 
] 
) 
C£ K. 1033 (= H. 58) an Ishtar oracle to Esarhaddon promising 
the defeat of 'those not faithful', ie. breakers of the loyalty 
oath, and hence the judgements are treaty curse pronouncements: 
Rev. 6 
7 
8 
9 
ma sa itti sarri beli[ ] 
la kinillii ma istu mat Assur 
[a-JnassalJsu C J 
istu mat Assur linnisig J 
'Whoever is not true to the king,[ 
Assyria I will surely uproot him[ 
Assyria let him be uprooted' 
Jlord, from the land of 
Jfrom the land of 
(f) Related Usages: 
11 vainquit aussi les villes de l'~lam et il detruisait leurs 
remparts et Cil extirpa du pays d'£lamJ la racine de Barahsi 
(IRSA, 103 Rimus) 
Je couvertis les villes de mes adversaires en tells et en terrains 
vagues, j'extirpa du pays la racine de l'enemi et du mechant, je 
fis demeurer la totalite du pays conformement a mon ordre 
(IRSA, 222 Samsu~iluna) 
CH 24b: 30f nakre elis u saplis assug - Bab Laws, 94f • 
CH 25b:91f ina matisu raggam u ~enam lissub - ibid, 98f • 
S& records: nasig surus mat Amatte - ARAB 2,61 $118 S& CyL 25 • 
Esar. 
amele CNN milik lemuttum sa nasag surse mati 
imtalliku ••• ina h1ti igtu ultu asrisunu 
assuhsunuti (ARAB 2, 3 $6; Lie,10 line 66f) 
~ ~- . 
surus mat Kusi ultu mat Mu~ur assut - ARAB 2, 227 
$580; Asar, 99 line 45b-46a • 
Compare the 1:1Se of nasahu - 'to deport I in the Assyrian 
royal inscriptions (see AHw., 750 & 753 nasahu 13d & 
nasl)u 5 for references, and the use of nso·& nts in 
the OT - e& Deut 28:63, 29:26f, 2 Chron 7:20, I Kgs 
14:15. Other uses of nasahu related to the uprooting 
idion may be found in AHw., 750 nasabu 4 & 10 and 
~ 752, N-theme 7 • 
(g) Marduk's Treatment of the Wicked: 
·who with his holy charm has uprooted(nasabu) all the evil ones 
·who directs justice, roots our(nasa)]u) crooked talk 
.•. who with the weapon roots out(nasahu) all enemies 
(Enuma Elish, Tablet 7:34,39 & 43) 
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(h) Old Testament Usages: 
nsh - Covenant curse with Yhwh as subject 
__....... 
And you shall be plucked off (wenissahtem meCal) which you 
are entering to take possession of it (Deut 28:63) 
Compare the general usage of the idiom; Yhwh as subject, 
the wicked as object - ~ + sores: 
\yissiiJ:i8.ka .•• wesereseka me 'eref? hayyim // nasa.tu ina bal~ii.tim 
(Psa 52: 7 MT) 
nsh// krt - Prov 2: 22 
___._ --
nts - Exposition of covenant curse with Yhwh as subject 
therefore the anger of the LORD was kindled against this 
land, bringing upon it all the curses written in this 
book ( 'et-kol-haqqeialah hakketubah basseper hazzeh); and 
Yhwh uprooted them (wayyittesem) from their land in anger 
and fury and great wrath and cast them into another land 
as at this day (Deut 29:26 MT) 
Cf. Yhwh' s exposition to Solomon (2 Chron 7: 20) 
exposition to Jereboam (I Kgs 14:15) 
In Jeremiah's call & message -
Ahijah's 
the prophet's role: nts//E!:J_, 'bd, hrs /bnh, ntC (!:IQ) 
the principle of repentance & doom: nts // nt~, 'bdfbnh ,ntC (Jer 18:7_&_9_) - --
doom oracle: ntsH 'bd (Jer 12:14f & 17) 
Yhwh's work: nts//hrs/bnh,ntc (Jer 45:4) 
reversal of punishment: nt?:!Thrs/ntC (Jer 24:6) 
reversal of punishment in the context of the New Covenant:· 
nts//ntg, hrs, rec, 'bd/bnh, ntc (Jer 31:28) 
promiseof reversal -;;y-judgement: nts// hrs/bnh, ntc (Jer 42: 
10) 
(Note - Yhwh as subject and use of ntC in contrasting 
parallel shows that it is the· same idiom as nts + sores) 
- Other occurrences Amos 9:15 - covenant curse reversed 
I will plant them upon their land, 
and they shall never again be plucked up 
(welo' yinnatesu cad) 
out of the land which.I have given them 
says Yhwh your God. (Amos 9: 15) 
Cf. Psa 9:7 - Yhwh's action against wicked cities; Dan 11:4 
- idiom applied to a kingdom; Ezek 19: 12 - Israel as 
an uprooted vine, cf, sores ntq , Ezek 17:9 • 
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sores + various verbs -
Hos 9:16 - ybs: curse of barrenness against Ephraim 
Amos 2:9 - Smd + piryo mi:rn.maCal Wes,arasayw mittagat 
total destruction of the Amari tcs; cf. 
Job 18:6 - the fate of the wicked 
397. 
Isa 14:30 - mGt, raCab: doom oracle on Philistines; c£ 
. Isa .5!14::" Israel as a vine. 
Mal 3: 19HT 16' yaCazob lilhem sores weCanap: the extinction 
of the wicked on the yam Yhwh. 
(i) Phoenecian usage -
'l ykn lm srs lm~ wpr lmcl 
Let there not be for them root downwards or fruit 
upwards (Sidon Eshmunazar, lines 11 f) · 
The Curse of Shattered Weapons. 
This is discussed by Hillers (TC/OTP,60 curse No. 7 'The Breaking 
of Weapons') and by Fensham (Festschrift Volterra, l 28ff). It is 
attested early, e& 
Sargon of Agade(2334-2279 be): H.Hirsch:AfO 20(1963),44. 
Abi-sare of the Larsa Dynasty(l905-1895 be): IRSA,185 IVB6a. 
Yahdun-Lim of Mari(l825-1810 be): IRSA,244 IVF6a & 6b(= 
.... 'AN'Efs, 120/556f. 
More important for our study is its frequent incorporation in treaties 
as one of the maledictions for breach of oath. Thus from Alalakh level 
VII comes the deed whereby the city is given to Yarim-Lim by Abban, a 
document re.lated to a treaty very closely if not formally so (c£ 
Borger: HKL I, 635 No. I Vertrag): 
dgepat drstar GIS;SI.NI-su (sukurru~u ?) liSbirU: 
(Wiseman: AT, No. I: 17) 
The curse is known in the Aramaic treaty, Sefire I, A 4:38-39a 
w'yk zy tsbr WQfilY' 'ln kn ysbr 'nrt whdd [qst mtc 'lJ 
wqst rbwh (Fitzmyer: Seftre, 14) 
It is attested too in Late Assyrian treaties from Esarhaddon's reign -
dAstartu ina tahazi danni qasatkunu liSbir(?) 
(EBT; Asa~,109 line 18) 
qasatku..11u liSbiru (EVT, 573) 
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Related to these are the prophetic maledictions of similar ilk 
from the Old Testament. For example, from Hosea, that book so full of 
covenant curse material: 
we~arbarti 'et-qeset Yisra'el (Hos 1:5) 
c£ Jer 49:35 & the other bibilical references 
supplied by Hillers, lac.cit. 
The Tukulti-Ninurta Epic with its theological ade framework as 
set out in Excursus 2 also has the Shattered Weapons curse as a 
realised malediction in the lines on the divine attack on Kashtiliash: 
Ninurta qardu asarid ilani kakkesunu usebbir 
(Col 5:31; MAOG 12/II,8 A2:31) 
Numerous other instances of this curse could be documented such 
as those from kudurrus and Hammurabi's Code (see TC/OTP), but we shall 
draw attention to only one further passage for its interest and its 
link with other aspects of this study. From Marduk's battle with 
Tiamat and her allies comes the association of the Divine Net with 
the breaking of weapons, both of which with their background in curse 
material underline the fact of retributive punishment for rebellion, 
which also obtained in the case of disobedient vassals. 
Isirsunuti-ma kakkesunu usabbir 
saparris nadu-ma kamaris uSbu 
(Enuma Elish, 4:1llf) 
Further references are given by AHw. and CAD K under kakku, but those 
referred to indicate the spread of the Shattered Weapons curse from 
3rd Millenium royal inscriptions to Alalakh level VII, Aramaic and 
Assyrian treaty documents, in Assyrian theological Epic and Babylonian 
myth, and Phoenecian burial inscriptions as well as Old Testament 
prophetic oracles. 
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IV: 4. Covenant and Covenant Meal. 
In the course of the Sg 8th Campaign report we read of Sargon 
and Ullusunu sitting down to a meal together -
Before Ullusunu the king their overlord a laden table 
I spread, and above Irzanu the father who begot him I 
elevated his throne. Himself together with the Assyrians 
I seated at the joyous banquet. Before Ashur and the 
gods of their land they pronounced blessings upon my 
majesty. (Sg 8:62f) 
It was suggested that the context and the language pointed to 
this being a formal treaty meal such as EVT, 153ff envisages as part 
of treaty making ceremonial with its words - '(If) you establish this 
treaty before the gods who are placed (as witnesses), and swear by 
the laden tab le, by drinking from the cup ... 1 • These lines from an 
actual !st Millenium treaty document prove that the treaty meal was 
known in Assyria a~ this period, and we have interpreted the Gottesbrief 
report - consistent with its ade theology framework - as an actual 
historically documented i~stance of this treaty ceremony. 
By way of amplification we may now look at the association of 
covenant meal with covenant in the biblical material to see what 
additional light is thrown on this traditional ceremony. We shall 
follow the chronological sequence given in the primary documents, 
though scholarship is divided, as one might expect, on the.relation 
between the documents and history. 
Genesis 
(i) The Abraham+ Abimelech Treaty: Gen 21:22-32. 
The main .centre of interest for us in this description of a 
mutual non-aggression pact sworn between Abraham and Abimelech lies in 
determining what function the animals served which Abraham gave to 
I. See Part I, A.2 The Ullusunu & Rusas Incident, p. 22ff for the 
Akkadian and the discussion of the context. 
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Abimelech. Can a case be made out for a covenant me~l or not ? 
At the start, we ihould record our agreement with Speiser that 
'the narrative can be logically interpreted as it stands', and not 
distributed between two sources or two occasions because two groups 
of animals are involved. 1 In Speiser's words: 
The first group of animals symbolises the basic pact. 
The second group, on the other hand, which consists 
of seven ewes, is clearly labeled as a gift, the accep-
tance of which by Abimelech is to constittte validation 
(ceda) of Abraham's claim to the well. In other words, 
there is only one formal occasion with two parts to it 
instead of two separate pacts - or two different 
sources. 2 
The first group of animals consisted of an unspecified number of 
sheep and oxen, and these played a vital, formal role in the covenant 
ceremony, as may be seen from the wording of verse 27: 
wayyiqqah 'Abraham ~6'n ubaqar wayyitten 
la'itbimeiek wayyikretu senehem berit 
The animals are handed over and then the treaty is formalised, and not 
the other way round. In some way.; then, the animals form the pre-
requisite for the treaty. Abraham also swore an oath to Abimelech (see 
~ 23f), as did the latter to Abraham (~ 31), though we cannot tell 
whether this prec e.ded the animals or followed them. The words of 
verse 27b (krt berit) may be an alternative expression for·' swearing 
a covenant', or, as the .Hebrew has 'swearing mutually' (nisbecu 
senehem). On the other hand, it has been suggested that the two phrases 
1. Speiser: Genesis, 160. He credits 21:22-32 to E • This is a marked 
departure from the literary' analysis of previous generations - for 
example, see Skinner: Genesis, ICC,1910 p. 325 who notes that many 
and various scholars have undertaken to detect underlying docu-
ments and redactions, while he himself favours that of Gunkel who 
assigns verses 25,26,28-30 & 32-34 to J, and the rest to E • 
2. ibid. 
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' 1 . d I d h l' f h . were kept apart in the ear y perio , an t e ines ·rom t e Yarim-
Lim + Abban treaty could be taken to support this: 
Abban ana Jarimlim nI~ ilani zakir u kisad 1 
immerim itbuh 
. ... 
Abba.n placed himself under oath to Jarimlim 
and had cut the neck of a sheep 2 
There is a possibility, then, that we should look for both oaths 
and rites on this occasion of treaty making between Abraham and Abi-
melech. It would seem possible to argue that the sheep and oxen han-
ded over by Abraham were used in the rites, and more specifically that 
what we have here is a conununal meal, not excluding the possibility of 
sacrifice to the respective deities as well, since presumably the 
deities of Abimelech and Abraham were witnesses to their mutual oaths. 3 
This interpretation of the function of the sheep and oxen would 
gain support if it could be ruled out that they functioned as tribute. 
It seems clear enough that they did not constitute a bribe-gift to 
win favour, for this would imply that Abraham was the weaker party. 
I. So D.J.McCarthy: CBQ 26(1964),179-189 "Three Covenants in Genesis",. 
p.181 • He concludes-- 'The point is that though taking an oath is 
part of covenant making, it is kept separate from the process of 
'cutting a covenant' • At this early stage one swears an oath and 
also cuts a covenant; one does not swear a covenant' • It must be 
added that drawing this distinction within examples of biblical 
covenant making depends on his source analysis, which does not com-
mand universal agreement - he credits verses 22-24,27 &31 to E, 
and assigns 25-26, 28-30 & 32-34 to J (ibid., 179). Speiser as noted 
above disagrees. See M.Weinfeld: Biblica 56(1975),120-128 "Bertt -
Covenant v/s Obligation" for a review and comments on recent work 
in this .semantic field, esp. p. 120 note 1. 
2. D.J.Wiseman: JCS 12(1957),124-129 "Abban & Alalakh", p. 126. 
3. Surprisingly this possibility is overlooked by McCarthy; cf. idem: 
T&C,164 'the parallel from E, Gen 21:22-31, lacks the meal'; not so 
Kidner:G/TOTC, 142 'since covenants were usually sealed with blood, 
the animals of ~ 27 may have been given for this purpose, leaving 
the 'seven ewe-lambs' as a goodwill gift. The lambs' use for breed-
ing, as opposed to sacrifice, is made a possibility by their being 
. female'; c£ A.van Selms:G/POT, 18 who assumes the oxen were 
'offerdieren' • An assumption we make is that the posited sacrifices 
were not holocausts, but that some -0f the flesh was eaten, 
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Tribute is exacted by a srronger party from a vassal, but it seems 
clear that Abraham is on a par with Abimelech, if not in a superior 
position. 1 This emerges from Ahimelech 1 s acknowledgement in verse 22 
- 'God is with you in all that· you do; now therefore swear to me here 
by God that you will not ~eal falsely with me ••• 1 • The non-aggression 
pact was designed to relieve tensions. Abraham had been uneasy previru;-
ly in the wife-sister narrative, but he was now beyond the immediate 
control of Abimelech in Beer-Sheba, whereas Abimelech is presented as 
the uneasy one in verse 22. In view of the close connection with the 
treaty ceremony and the omission of any mention of the male and female 
slaves, it would also be unwarranted to see in Abraham's gift a return 
of the compensation for Sarah's honour described in chap 20:14, 
Having ruled out a return of compensation, a bribe and tribute, 
we are left with the possibilities of simple generosity or purchase of 
certain rights or the furnishing of a communal meal sealing the pact. 
Since the seven lambs function as a guarantee of Abraham's rights .to 
the well of Beer-Sheba, only generosity or menu remain as explanations 
for the handing over of the sheep and oxen. There is therefore a 
strong probability that a conununal meal was involved in this early 
period against this semi-nomadic background. 
(ii) The Isaac+ Abimelech Treaty: Gen 26:26-31. 
The parallels with the incident described above are so striking 
that literary and historical considerations can not be left aside in 
any discussion of this chapter, but first we shall consider the narra-
tive as it stands before us. 
Isaac is presented as a man to be reckoned with at the time when 
the treaty was concluded. Verses 12-16 convey this by describing his 
prosperity due to the blessing of Yhwh on his crops and herds. They 
also sketch the tensions between his ·household and the inhabitants of 
the city-state of Gerar. 2 
1. Compare McCarthy's judgement - ' •• it is the Hebrew patriarchs, 
Abraham(E,J) and Isaac(J), who are superior. This is counter to the 
etiological interpretation of the incidents current since Gunkel' 
(art.cit., t 82ff). 
2. Perhaps Tel Abu Hureirah; see BASOR l63(1963),47f note 59; IEJ 6 
(1956),26-32; T.C.Mitchell in Arch&OT,405-427: if unoccupied during 
the Middle Bronze period, historicity becomes an issue. 
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The king requests him to quit the region - 'Go away from us; for 
you have grown far too powerful for our liking' (v. 16 in paraphrase). 
The fact that Abimelech goes across to Isaac to conclude the pact at-
tests the same spirit of unease and respect towards this prosperous 
nomad. Indeed, Abimelech's attitude is coloured by numinous awe. He 
reveals a fear of divine retribution of the Rebekkah incident, and 
protected himself against it by extending his royal protection to the 
sojourners in a public proclamation (26:11). Now he comes to Isaac with 
an acknowledgement of the divine protection which that man enjoyed -
'We can see for ourselves that Yhwh is behind you' (v. 28). 
In the king's speech there is preserved something of the flavour 
of treaty terminology. Thus, there is a brief. historical recapitualtion 
of past relationships (v.29) in which tab and salom express the bene-
fits of friendship. 1 Rudimentary stipulations lie in the wording of 
v. 29a - 'im taCaseh cimmanu rac8.h. These may be compared with 21: 23 
weCattiih hissabeCah li be 'lohim hennah 'im tisqor li ulenini 
iilenekdi, and with similar treaty phraseology from the Ancient Near 
East; for example -
whn ysqr Mtc'l .C.lPN ••. 
whln y~qr Cqr Mt c 'l Cl Cqr PN ••• J 
Now if Maticel ••.• should be false Cto Bir-Ga'yah ..• J 
[and IT the offspring of Maticel should be false· [to 
the offspring of Bir-Ga'yah .••• J 
[And if you do comJmit treachery against me or against 
my sons or against lfuyJ offspring (you will have been 
false to all the gods of the treaty •.• ) 
surnma ina libbisu taba~ani qatkunu ana limnitti ina 
libbisu tubalani epsu bartu abutu la tabu la damiqtu 
. . 
tepassanisuni 
1. See the literature cited on page 390 note 2. From Gen 21:23 compare 
Casah hesed, and see N.Glueck: Fesed in the Bible; N.H.Snaith:Q±2!, 
100-110; H.J.Stoebe: VT 2(1952),244--254; Millard:TB 17(1966),115ff 
on the covenantal associations of Qesed & tob, and most recently 
M.Fox: BASOR 209(1973),41£ "Iob as Covenant Terrninology 11 • 
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If you sin against him, lift your hands with evil 
intent against him, set afoot a rebellion, or wrong 
or evil plans against him .•• 1 
404. 
The comparisons are very close for the root ~qr is shared, while 
C§h raCah is semantically paralleled by both hat:u and qatu wabalu ana 
limnutti, while the extension of the stipulation to offspring and pos-
terity is normal treaty procedure. Brief though the pen.copes of Gen 
21:22-32 and 26:26-31 are, they still bear the marks of vocabulary 
and procedure which are now known to be characteristic of treaty 
ceremonies over a lengthy time span in the Ancient Near East. 
It is no surprise, then, to find a communal meal as part of the 
covenant making occasion between Abimelech and Isaac. Verse 30 reads: 
wayyacas lahem misteh wayyo'kelu wayyistu . On this occasion the oaths 
were sworn subsequently to the covenant meal (see~ 31), and Abimel-
ech1s party then left with relations governed by the treaty and hence 
peaceful - wayyeleku me'itto besiilom. 
The question now looms large as to how we should use these nar-
ratives (Gen 26 & 21) in compiling a history of covenant ceremonial. 
Should they be taken as authentic traditions from the Middle Bronze 
age, or as literary free creations from Iron age I or even II ? In 
point of fact from the focal centre of our study this matters little, 
for if they are authentically early, this is but one further indica-
tion of the fixity of form, terminology and rite in treaty ceremonies 
over a lengthy time span. On the other hand, if they are the free cre-
ation of later tradition, then they reflect 1st Millenium usage aµd 
hence are closer to the age of Sargon and Ullusunu. 
In any.discussion, three points demand attention, namely, the 
repetition of Abimelech and Phicol, the gentilic 'Philistines', and 
the naming of Beer-Sheba. 2 To begin with the names: Gen 26:26 has 
t. Sefire I,A:14f & III,22 (Seftre, 12f & tOOf); EVT,62ff; ANETS,99. 
2. As Speiser points out a lot depends on whether we begin with the MT 
vocalisation or the consonantal text; consonants yield (i)sibca -
'seven' ,(ii)sibca -'satedness,plenty' ,(iii)sebiica -'oath'. Add to 
this folk etymologies, ie. socmd puns, and the demonstrably secondary 
nature of name etiologies (see Bright:EI/AHW) and arguments around 
this point look inconclusive, so we shall not dwell on the naming 
of Beer-Sheba further. See G/AB, 202 & 159f; W.J.Martin, NBD, 137f. 
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Abimelech, Phicol and Ahuzzath, while at 21:22 Abimelech and Phicol 
appear~ 1 According to the chronological schema offered by Genesis, at 
least forty years lie between the two incidents, and a period of 
double that duration ~eems more likely. 2 It follows, then, that it is 
difficult to think of the Abimelech and Phicol of chap 21 as being 
3 the same people as in chap 26. Tua solutions have been offered which 
take their start from an acceptance of two occasions of treaty making 
involving a king and commander of identical name, but not identical 
persons. 
The first, noting the occurrence again of the name Abimelech for 
a Philistine king, Achish, in the title of Psa 34, argues that Abi-
melech and Phicol are not personal names but official designations. 
They point out this use of 'Pharaoh' in the Old Testament. The second 
explanation notes the common phenomenon of papponymy in the Ancient 
Near East - and indeed to the present day in many cultures. Near 
1. The LXX & Old Latin, which add Ahuzzath at 21:20, are surely con-
flating, and simply indicate their interpretation of the incidents 
as having involved the same men. ·why the king's intimate councillor 
should be named in one incident but uni<.nown in the other is one of 
the quirks of tradition, probably inexplicable. 
2. C£ von Rad:G/OTL,268 -'Abimelech and Phicol, the commander of his 
troops, also appear in the parallel narrative(21:22fff). But one 
can scarcely consider the two_ here and there identical,_ since a 
period of about.eighty years lies between the two events'. Many 
scholars regard the chronological indicators in Genesis, attributed 
mainly to P, as late and artificial - 'P's chronology is self-consi:>-
tent, but it cannot be integrated with the data of J & E' (G/AB,275). 
See Gen 25: 20, 25: 7, 17: 1, 17 & 18: 14 • --
3. In the 13th Century Ramases II reigned 69 years, exceptionally long. 
The probability is that the earliest understanding of this parallel 
known - whether one calls the interpreter P or thinks in terms of 
some compiler or transmitter of the traditions - took the treaty 
making with Abimelech as having occured on two separate occasions 
with a lengthy interval between. 
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contemporary examples to the patriarchal period are quoted by Kidner. 
Thus in Egypt, Ammenemcs I appointed a provincial governor Mnumhotep 
I, and then his grandfather Ammenemes II appointed Khnumhotep II. In 
between, Sesos tris I and II appointed Nakh t I and II. 1 Sound method-· 
ology demands therefore that the possibility be left open that the 
Abimelech .and Phicol of Gen 26 were the offspring of the pair named 
in Gen 21. In other words, there can be no a priori objection against 
1. Kidner: G/TOTC,154 with acknowledgements to K.A.Kitchen; cf. CAH I:2, 
464ff chap 20. Speiser contemplates but baulks at extending the 
papponymy/coincidence to Phicol: 
If it were not for the fact that in both passages Abimelech is 
accompanied by a military aide who bears the unusual name of 
Phicol, it would be easy enough to assume two distinct local 
kings with the routine Semitic name of Abimelech. As it is, 
only one generation can be involved, contemporary with Isaac's 
as recorded by J; the other listing reflects not a separate 
generation but a different source. (G/AB,200f) 
He does appear to have overlooked data which might be taken to 
strengthen a case for two sar ~eba'o 's, for in the Inda-Aryan 
mariyanna ~;,e have an example of an ethnic, patrician class of 
of warriors forming a military aristocracy among Hurrian peoples, 
thus linking hereditary and military leadership. Similarly, the 
Hyksos at one period constituted a dominant military group among 
whom it is easy to imagine leadership passing from father to son 
and grandson. Van Selm's suggestion that Phicol 'commanded a 
group of chariot-warriors, trained in the Eg)i:tian' ••. 'probably he 
was a specialist, the commander of a small body of professional 
soldiers'(OTS 12, 1958,182-213 "The Canaanites in the Book of 
Genesis", p;-!99 & note 62). Unfortunately this lacks real evidence, 
and leans on a misinterpretation of Megiddo and Gezer stone pillars. 
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·there having been two covenant ceremonies, the first between Abraham 
and the Philistine king, and the second between Isaac and the somor 
grandsons of the Cerar dignitaries. 
Papponymy appears to carry greater probability, though it must· 
be admitted that official titles do sometimes appear misleadingly in 
the Old Testament - for instance, the Assyrian official, now well 
known from cuneiform sources, appears in Hebrew historical tradition 
without the definite article (wayyo'mer Rabsaqeh ••• , Isa 36:12). The 
omission of the article can be ascribed to its being a loan-word, but 
this means at least in theory that Phicol,which is sometimes derived 
from Egyptian, could be an official title. 
Many scholars, perhaps the majority, set aside the papponymy 
theory in favour of the hypothesis of divergent traditions deriving 
from a single historical event. Speiser may serve as representative: 
It may be regarded as certain that no two such events actually 
did take place. For even if one were to grant that a pact 
entered into by Abraham was subsequently renewed by Isaac, it 
is improbable in the extreme that the same Abimelech partici-
pated in both agreements; and since Phicol is the Cerar troop 
chieftain in both instances, one can hardly posit two rulers 
who happened to share the name Abimelech. In other words we 
again have a single incident which was differently reported 
in two independent sources. (G/AB,203) 
. His argument rests on the impossibilities of two Phicols and Abimel-
echs, not primarily on the distribution of the parallel passages be-
tween J and E, fuough he uses these sigla to explain the present text: 
Evidently, tradition had preserved an old report of .a treaty 
between one of the patriarchs and a local ruler of Gerar. In 
the version utilized by E, the patriarch in question was Ab-
raham, whereas the material handed down to J placed Isaac 
in tha~ position 
Logically one can see no necessary step from a division between 
J and E to the positing of a single historical event. All that we have 
to work on is the end product of transmission. It is logically quite 
as admissable to posit an Abraham and an Isaac t~eaty in both J and E 
prior to the end product of Genesis, as it is to posit only a single 
incident diversely transmitted. Methodologically, .then, Speiser has 
pressed his hypothetical reconstruction too far when he makes the 
statement that 'it may be regarded as certain that no two such events 
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actually did take place' • This explanation may command a high degree 
of probability in terms of contemporary Pentateuchal criticism, but 
in strict terms it remains a hypothetical reconstruction. 1 
Matters are further complicated by the mention of Philistines. 
Van Selms thinks that the author was 'aware that the real Philistines 
arrived in Palestine at about the same time as or shortly after the 
Israelites under Joshua', because 'he never included the Philistines 
in his enumerations of pre-Israelite groups in Palestine' . Hence 
'Philistines' is the name Genesis uses for people who dwelt in the re-
gion which was to be occupied by the historical Philistines a few cen-
turies later' . 2 This explanation may well be correct, but cognisance 
should be taken of Kitchen's suggestion that the term 'Philistines' in 
Gen 26 may be 'a term of the 13th/12th Centuries be here applied to 
some earlier Aegean immigrants into Palestine who, like the later Phil-
istines (Amos 9:7, Jer 47:4) had come from Caphtor (Crete and the Ae...,. 
3 gean Isles ) • In the 18th Century there is indisputable evidence 
I. The hypothetical nature of Uberlieferungsgeschichte needs to be 
stre£ed not only to preserve the logical base of biblical studies, 
but also in the light of the variable content covered by the phrase 
'the assured results of modern criticism' over the last century or 
even the last thirty years. See, for instance R,Polzin: BASOR 221 
(1976),113-120 "Martin Noth's A History of Pentateuchal Traditions" 
for a new critical scrutiny of criteria and methodology in this 
field of study. Some scholars would not agree with Speiser, holding 
that two treaty events took place, while others would regard Spei-
ser' s single historical event with scepticism and would favour a 
later literary creation generated by political events of centuries 
later as the origin of these patriarchal stories. To be sure both 
these variants to Speiser's hypothesis probably stem from minority 
groups among contemporary OT scholars. 
2. Van Selms:art.ciG, 193. This deliberate, conscious usage differs 
from von Rad's terse assessment - 'The mention of the Philistines 
is a gross anachronism' (G/OTL,232). 
3. K.A.Kitchen: AO/OT, 80f ; cf. the use of Caphtorim in Deut 2:23 • 
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for two-way trade communications between Crete and Syria-Palestine. 1 
Caution is therefore in order, and it may be that new archeological 
diccoveries will clarify the whole.problem of Aegean trade and settle-
ment in Palestine: In view of the two suggestions explaining the use 
of 'Philistines' in Genesis, it would be wise not·to use this term to 
date the treaty narratives. 
Two approaches to Gen 21 and 26 can be discerned among literary 
critics. One group regards the parallels as due to historical acci-
dent in transmission, the other sees in them a didactic repetition, or 
a conscious use of two similar incidents for didactic purposes~ We 
have already reviewed Speiser's treatment of these narratives, and he 
may be taken as a representative of the transmission-accident inter-
pretation. Thus one strand of tradition has attached a treaty story to 
Abraham, another to Isaac, and it is difficult to decide which patri-
arch was involved in the single historical event which it is believed 
gave rise to the dual traditions. Speiser favours the patriarch Isaac. 
The other approach can in turn be sud-divided, for some see de-
liberate theological intention behind the two narratives where others 
see the political circumstances of the monarchy reflected in them. 
Cassuto serves a a representative of the former school of thought: 
t. There is, for example, Middle Minoan II pottery at Hazor, Ugarit 
and Upper Egypt, and epigraphic evidence from Mari, Ugarit and 
Egypt. In addition to the works cited by Kitchen (AO/OT,80f notes 
12-16), see now A.Malamat: IEJ 21(1971),31-38 "Syro-Palestinian 
Destinations in a Mari Tin Inventory" based on G.Dossin's publica-
tion of tablet A. 1270 (RA 64,1970,97ff), Mari is linked by this 
document to Hazor, Qatnaand Laish(Dan) in Palestine, while a cer-
tain Caphtorite (Kap-ta-ra-i-im) also receives a quantity of tin, 
as does a Carian (Ka-ra-i-im), unless this is a personal name • 
2. For a mas·terly review of the present evidence for contacts between 
the Aegean and the Near East, see E.M. Yamauchi 's essay "The Greek 
Words in Daniel in the Light of Greek Influence in,the Near East" 
(NPOT, chap 12, esp. 177-182 and the long bibliography, 193-200). 
See now J.Yalcar: Anatolica 4(1971/2),133-137 "Cythera & the Near 
East" , 
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At the time when the Torah was written, there were current 
among the Ancestors a number of traditions concerning the 
Patriarchs ••• and the Torah chose from among them those that 
were able to advance its purpose. Three similar tales were 
in existence ••• It is possible that all three flowed from 
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one ancient saga •.. In our case the reason that induced the 
Torah to accept the three existing traditions was the concept 
that everything that is done twice or thrice is to be re-
garded as confirmed and established (cf. Gen 41: 32) ••. This 
is a case, then, of intentional recapitulation and not some-
thing that happened by chance in the course of the work of 
some late redactor. 1 
He works out the recapitulation theory in more detail relating to the 
linguistic features common to the Exodus story and to the narrative of 
Abraham's descent and exodus from Egypt. 
This type of exegesis is difficult to assess. Obviously there are 
going to be parallels in phraseology where similar circumstances and. 
geographical movements are involved. Many of the cities conquered by 
the Israelites could have been visited centuries before by the patri-
archs simply because they were there over that time-span and occupied 
strategic positions. There is no need to read a pre-Conquest conquest 
into the patriarchal itineraries. However, one cannot entirely rule 
out the possibility that this fanciful literary-theological frame of 
mind has a long history prior to rabbinic exegesis. Repetition is a 
stylistic feature of ancient ·epics, and marks the story-telling of 
many illiterate peoples, where a point is repeated or rephrased for 
effect, whereas by western canons this kills the whole effect and 
there reliance is placed rather on understatement; hint and implication. 
Cassuto, then, champions 'intentional recapitulation' • 
In contrast, Mazar sees a political intention behind the Genesis 
accounts. This is directly related to his dating of Genesis. To convey 
his main thesis we need to quote fairly extensively from his artide: 
In my view it is much more within reason that the way of 
life and the ethnic and socio-political picture reflected 
in the patriarchal accounts generally correspond to the 
end o·f the period of the Judges and the beginning of the 
monarchy. That is to say: the Sitz im Leben of these 
accounts, part of which are certainly based on folk-
legends from the time of the Israelite occupation of Ca-
naan, derives principally from a time that preceded by 
1. U. Cassuto: The Documentary Hypothesis, Magnes Press ,ET 1961 ,p. 82£ • 
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only a generation or two that very period during which the 
great historiographic work was given its original written 
form. 1 
411. 
He goes on to say that in this respect the stories of the patriarchs 
in the Negev, in Beer-Sheba and the region west of it, that is, Gerar, 
are particularly instructive'. 
The way of life and conditions of settlement reflected in 
these accounts do not differ from those existing in the days 
when David and his men resided in the Western Negev, in the 
territory of and under the protection of Achish, king of the 
Philistines, whose capital was Gath; and they correspond 
very well to all that the archeological surveys have revealed 
concerning the unwalled settlements of the semi-nomads of the 
eleventh centure in that region. One may find in the accounts 
about Abraham,Isaac and Abimelech transparent allusions to 
the relations to the Judeans and their sub-groups in the Negev 
and the Philistine kingdom during the last quarter of the 
eleventh century. It is therefore not surprising that Achish 
is called by the name Abimelech in the title verse of Psa 34 
••• There is no need to alter the text or to assign to it a 
later date. 2 
According to Mazar's theory we should really regard Abraham and Isaac 
as the 'anachronisms' • He thinks that the organisation of the city-
state of Gerar reflected in king, councillor, general and slaves of 
Genesis in actual fact is that of the 11th Century be. 
To the present writer this appears to go beyond the evidence on 
the one hand, and to leave unexplained exactly why such patriarchal 
stories were 'created' on the other, for it seems to necessitate some 
such word to describe such retro-projections of monarchical conditions 
into the patriarchal period. Mazar's archeological observations are 
not very convincing for they are by nature far too vague to prove any-
thing. Could. the site of Gerar be indentified beyond dispute, and 
could it then be shown not to have been occupied during the Middle 
Bronze age, this would obviously have a direct bearing upon any lit-
erary-historical appreciation of Genesis. This is the kind of objec-
tive evidence necessary to support Mazar's thesis. 
One further interpretation of the parallel narratives of Gen 21 
1. B.Mazar: JNES 28(1969),73-83 "The Historical Background of the Book 
of Genesisrr;-~ 77. 
2. ibid., 78. 
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and 26 may be noted here, It falls into the category of conscious or 
deliberate employment of parallel.accounts by the author-compiler of 
Genesis. Van Selms apparently espouses both the theological and pol-
itical motivation theories. He rejects a documentary solution in fa-
vour of oral tradition: 
Beschouwt men de drie verhalen als 'doubletten', afkomstig 
uit verschillende geschreven bronnen, dan komt de onbe-
antwoorde vraag op, hoe een zo zorgvuldig auteur als sie 
van ons boek juist bij deze stof, die waarlijk zijn hoofd-
personen niet tot eer strekt, in herhaling verviel. 
Het is veel waarschijnlijker, dat achter de drie ver-
halen geen geschreven bronnen to zoeken zijn, <loch monde-
linge overleveringen 
He is here discussing the Wife-Sister motif (Gen 12:10-20, 20:1-18 
& 26:1-17), but this cannot be treated by a methodologically different 
process from the Abimelech treaty narratives, and he himself refers 
back to this latter topic. Lkke Cassuto, van Selms sees a deliberate 
choice of parallel terminology in Gen 12, so that -
In A(l2:I0-20) dacht hij, vgL hoofdstuk 15, aan een parallel 
tussen Abrahams verblijf in Egypte en de geschiedenis van 
Exodus; wij hebben gezien dat de woordkeuze van A door die 
van de Exodus-traditie beinvloed is 2 
This of course involves him in a dating of Genesis subsequent to that 
of the book of Exodus, and in a literary finesse not envisaged by 
scholars such as Speiser and von Rad. He attributes the same intention 
in the case of the Abraham and Isaac stories, 
Hij heeft door woordkeuze en verhaaltrant aangeduid, dat 
er parallellie tussen Abraham en Isaak was. Isaak is de 
ware erfgenaam, Abraham redivivus. 
But the intention of the author is not only theological in his opin-
ion but also the political education.of his readers: 
I. G/POT II, 70 , 
2. ibid. 
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Uit esthetisch oogpunt mag het voorkomen van dit 'triplet' 
minder geschikt geacht warden maar de schrijver, die Egypte 
vreest, doch, wellicht mede deze vrees, goede verhoudingen 
met de Filistijnen wenst , offert de esthetica gaarne op 
aan wat hij van hoger belang acht: de politieke opvoeding 
van zijn lezerspubliek. 1 
413. 
He suggests that Solomon and his sons may have constituted this read-
ing public. 2 
It is not altogether clear to the present writer whether this 
conception of literary transmission represents the same view as that 
stated in van Selms' article published ten years previously. There, 
the markedly philo-Canaanite tendency of the Genesis narratives in 
the main is taken as evidence of the fact that the redactor 'did not 
alter the stories handed to him by tradition', and 'a written compi-
lation of stories on the patriarchs as an intermediate stage between 
oral traditions and Genesis as it is now' is suggested, with a date 
'in the later years of David's reign', but 'it is not possible to· 
idehtify this compilation with the supposed works of the 'Jahwist' 
or 'Elohist' 1 • 3 
It should be abundantly clear at this stage that one cannot speak 
of a scholady consensus when dealing with the patriarchal narratives. 
Do these stories authentically mirror the Middle Bronze age, and have 
they a secure base in history ? At what point did the transmission 
change from oral to written, and when did the compilation of Genesis 
as we have it take place ? To what literary canons did this compiler 
work ? How much did he conserve and how much alter ? Are parallel 
narratives intentional or accidental ? To these and a host of other 
questions no transparent answer presents itself. To the present writer 
the negative. aspects of the literary-historical discussion stand out 
more clearly than the positive. Thus,. there is not precise agreement 
1. ibid,71. 
2. ibid,74 -'(koning Salomo en zijn zonen ?)' • 
3. art.ci~, 212 • 
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on the distribution of the 'doublet' and 'triplet' accounts between 
J and E and later redactors. Furtl:ier, there is no logical step from 
dividing Gen 21 and 26 between J and E to the positing o.f a single 
historical event. Whether J and E are imagined as documents or blocks 
of tradition, there is no way of demonstrating that each had only 
one Treaty narrative before they were dove-tailed into the supposed 
JE compilation. 
The politico-didactic thesis does not convince for it appears to 
confuse an environment in which such stories would be preserved because 
of interest in them with the actual Sitz im Leben of the events nar-
rated. In other words, relations with the Philistines in David's day 
or his possession of the land might well have provided a milieu of 
interest, the ethos in which ancient stories about the ancestors were 
treasured and transmitted, but this is quite different fr:om supposing 
that the circumstances of the monarchy led to the literary creation 
of stories embodying promises to the Patriarchs and paradigms for. 
political alliance, which were ficticiously projected back into the 
Middle Bronze age. Again, if the motivation and intention of these 
stories were the political education of Solomon or his successors in 
the divided kingdom, why is the style of the narrative sc non-didactic ? 
Why such restraint, when we know from the work of every other Hebrew 
historian from the editor of Judges to the Chronicler, not to mention 
the literary prophets, that men who undertook such work were not shy 
to draw theological and political lessons from history in no uncertain 
terms ? 
Caution with respect to both dating and the transmission of the 
treaty narratives of Gen 21 and 26 would thus seem to be in order. 
Nothing demands that they be sundered from their Middle Bronze age 
s~tting, nor is there conclusive proof that only one treaty between a 
patriarch and the king of Gerar was concluded. Many examples of treaty 
renewal, and specific and generalised examples of papponymy and hered-
itary office - in fact the sole Ancient Near Eastern data involved 
in the discussion - show that it cannot be ruled out that the patri-
arch Isaac renewed a treaty with the city-stae of Gerar subsequent to 
the death of his father Abraham. 
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(iii) The Jacob + Laban Treaty: Gen 31 :44-54. 
Again, it is the sharing of meals which draws our attention in 
this narrative, though if it is to be used in a history of covenant 
ceremonial the issues of literary and historical background cannot be 
ignored. Following the pattern of the previous discussion, we shall 
begin with a consideration of the passage as it stands. 
Laban proposes the treaty using the terminology krt berit (~ 44), 
and stressing the permanent effect it was to have by referenc.es to 
witnesses in heaven and on earth. It is not certain whether verse 44b 
is complete or deficient as it stands - wehayah leCed bent ubeneka. 
Speiser feels a difficulty because berl:t is :feminine whereas the verb 
hay ah is 3rd Sing. Masc. , and it is the accompaniment to the treaty, 
that is, the deities normally speaking - though here the stones as 
well - that constitute the witnesses, not the treaty itself. He then 
refers to verse 50 on the MT and to the LXX at ~ 44, and adds before 
44b - '[though no man be with us, GodJ will be witness ... ' • Grammati-
cally this is not necessary since a feminine can often be.coupled with 
1 
a masculine verb when other words come in between separating them. 
Nor does there seem a necessity for denying a short~hand way of speak-
ing to Laban. 
The proposal is met by Jacob's erection of a ma~$ebah 2 Then at 
Jacob's instigation, Laban's party gathers stones together to form a 
heap(gal), and a communal meal takes place beside it - wayyokelu ~am 
Cal haggal (46b) The various names are given to the memorial, and 
Laban calls God to witness that Jacob has promised not to maltreat his 
wives. Verses 51-54 extend the terms of the agreement to a mutual non-
aggression pact, taking the monuments as a boundary line between the 
two, which was not to be crossed with hostile intent. They swear 
1. As pointed out by D.J.McCarthy: art.ci~,179 note 3 with ref~rence 
to G.R.Driver: JRAS 71,1948),164-176 "Hebrew Studies" ; McCarthy 
is here rejecting the division of verse . 44 between different 
sources. 
2. On ma$$ebah -'standing-stone' as an alleged source marker see the 
discussion of the literary-analysis of the passage given later. 
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. . . . d . • 1 
agreement on tlns in the name of their respective ei.ti.es. Jacob 
kills a sacrificial animal (wayyizba\1 PN zebab bahar, v. 54),. and in-
vites members of the other party ('el;liiyw) to partake of the meal, 
which they did, spending the night on the spot. 
The narrative, as it stands, is complex to say the least, for 
there are t~o monuments, two meals, two sets of stipulations and three 
names describing the stone memorials. Many see two covenants tele-
scoped into one occasion, or a variety of sources interpreting one 
event diversely. Variants between MT, LXX and Samaritan versions do 
not lessen the difficulties which the interpreter faces. 
Since most scholars look to a source analysis which distributes 
the verses between J and E and glosses for an unravelling of the com-
plexity, we shall begin by reviewing some of these attempts. Immedi-
ately, two trends can be observed. One school eschews a precise clause 
by clause analysis, the other with some measure of confidence arrives 
at a very refined distribution. Speiser represents the more recent 
1. Verse 53 reads : 'elohe 'Abraham we'lohe Nahor yispetu benenu 
'elohe 'abihem. Since yispetu is 3rd plural, two deities are 
involved according to the MT vocalisation, and this seem5 natural, 
for Laban would swear in the name of his god while Jacob swore by 
'the Fear of his father Isaac' . How then are we to understand 
'elohe 'abihem ? Many regard it as a gloss, taking the 3rd plural 
suffix as referring to Jacob and Laban, and the construct as refer-
ring to a single deity . It would then be an erroneous montheistic 
adjustment, doubly inaccurate if 'abi is 'father' rather than 'fore-
father' and a stark contradictionOfthe previous genealogies of 
Genesis. Van Selms regards it so (G/POT,128). In fact, this solu-
tion is not without difficulties. Why add a gloss instead of vocal-
ising the verb as yispot ; why add a genealogical glaring error ? 
The OT does not disguise patriarchal polytheism - see Gen 35:1ff 
c4 Josh 24:2 & 14f • Terah was the polytheistic father of both 
Abraham and Nahor, and the obvious candidate for the noun + suffix 
'abihem • Further, 'elohe is a plural form construct and can indi-
cate the plural - 'gods of' • On Laban's lips it would be entirely 
natural to hear the remark - 'The gods of Abraham and the gods of 
Nahor, thei will judge between us, the gods of their father'. In 
this way, Laban underlines two treaty factors - family division 
between his group and Jacob's, but common ancestry ('the gods of 
Terah, our forefather'). 
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school of Pentateuchal criticism characterised by 'moderate docu-
mentary analysis'; 1 Skinner and ~cCarthy will serve as representa-
tives of the precise method with Hooke added for comparison. The 
hypotheses of both schools canbe represented in tabular form thus: 2 
J 
A. 46 47 48 49 so 
. 
.. 
E 
Sl S2 S3 S4 
B. 44 46 [] 48 SI S2 S3a 4S [] 49 so S3bS4 
46 [ J 11+8J .S 1 S2 :44 4S [] 49 50 53b54 
D. 44 46 48 50ab 45 47 49 St S2 53 S4 5S 
. ,.. 
I. Speiser's own phrase (G/AB,275); c£ Albright's sweeping statement 
after the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls: 
The discovery of relatively wide limits of textual variation 
going back before the 3rd Century be makes the minute analysis 
of the Pentateuch which has become fashionble in certain 
twentieth-century circles completely absurd. While it is true 
that there is much less evidence for recensional differences 
in the Pentateuch than there is, for example, in Samuel-Kings, 
there is still enough to warn against building up elaborate 
analytic hypotheses and against finding different 'sources' 
and 'documents' wherever there appears to be any flaw or 
inconcinnity in the received text. Such a subjective approach 
to literary historical problems was always suspect and has now 
become irrational. (CBQ 25, 1963, If) 
On trends in Pentateuchal cr1t1c1sm, see for example C.R.North 
"Pentateu·chal Criticism" (OT/MS, 48-83) and more recently R.J. 
Thompson: Moses & the Law in a Century of Criticism since Graf, 
VTS 19, 1970. 
2. A= Speiser (G/AB,248ff); B =Skinner (G/ICC,399ff); C =McCarthy 
(CBQ 26,t79f)~= S.H.Hooke (Peake,176). Square brackets indicate 
a gloss; C48J indicates J2; the line beneath verse numerals applied 
to rows B, C & D but not to A indicates their differences. 
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At a glance differences between B, C and D can be seen over ver-
ses 44, 47, 48, 50, 51 and 52 • It is no surprise then that Speiser 
refuses to be drawn into a detailed analysis, but contents himself 
with a rough division (J:46-50, E:51-54) and recourse to a hypothesis 
of 'cross-harmonization', 1 with a footnote saying 'documentary dis-
0b • 1 • . I 2 d • h f h tri ution unc ear at times • What oes not appear at sig t rom t e 
table above is the way in which the MT has been altered by proponents 
of the detailed analyses, for they have spelt out their ideas of the 
way in which cross-harmonization has occurred where Speiser has left 
it as a generalisation. 
Taking Skinner first, one not$ the a priori argument from vocabtr 
. . . 3 lary. He regards ma$$ebah as an exclusive vocable to E in Genesis. 
This leads him to the conclusion that 'all the references to ma$$ebah 
(5 lb, 52a. b. ) are to be deleted as glosses' from 5 l-53a, which he has 
assigned to J, to whom he allots the frontier treaty and the gal • 
McCarthy too wants to delete words from 51-52: 'I take verses 46 and 
5!-53a to belong to J, with the mention of ma$$ebah in 51 and 52 to 
b • d h • • dd • • I 4 h k • d C h e omitte as a armonizing a ition • Bot S inner an Mc art y want 
to use massebah as a source-marker, but to delete it where it does not 
fit ! In contradiction of their claim of massebah for E, apart from 
Skinner's exceptions (Gen 35:20 & Exod 34:13), one finds that both 
older and more recent scholars have assigned massebah to J in a 
1. 'One source appears to have coloured another, we may have here an 
instance where the hand is mainly E's, yet the voice is sometimes 
J I s I (GI AB ' 248) • 
2. ibi~, 248 note (a) • 
3~ 'Since J alwalJs avoids the word ma99ebah, we assume first of all 
that the monolith (and consequently Mizpah) belo'ngs to E, and the 
cairn to J. Now the cairn goes with the frontier treaty (51, 52 
[removing glosses J: J), and Mizpah with the family compact (49:E)' 
- G/ICC, 399 • On ma$$ebah see also ~ 378 note 18 where the word 
is allowed to J at Exod 34:13 on the grounds of its connection 
with Canaanitish worship, and ~ 423 where hesitatingly it is given 
to J at Gen 35:20, but definitely to Eat 35:14,15 ! 
4. CBQ 25, 179 • 
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passage from Genesis where a divergent meaning from that in Gen 31 
I 
can scarcely be demonstrated. For this reason, manebah can not be 
used to mark E. If J uses the word too, then in the first place there 
is no obligation to delete the massebah from 51b and 52 & b. on the 
grounds that this is a J passage. There may be further implications 
involved in-the neutrality of ma~~ebah 
If the massebah is retained in v. 51, this seems to raise a compar-
able problem, for Laban says: 'See this ~ and the ma~~ebah which I 
have erected (yarit1) between me and you'. But according to~ 45, it 
was Jacob who erected the ma~~ebah. This brings us to another change 
Skinner makes in the consonantal text, for to overcome the difficulty 
he would have us read: '(45) So [Jacob J he(ie. Laban) took a stone 
and set it up as a ma~~ebah (46) And [Jacob] he(Laban) said to his 
.kinsmen, "Gather stones", and they took stones and made a gal; and they 
eat there by the gal'. Jacob is deleted in both verses as a misinter-
pretative gloss. While this would harmonise 45 and 46 with 51, it is 
not the only change possible. 
Van Selms has pointed out that in the consonantal script the 2nd 
Sing. Masc. Perfect would not have differed from the 1st Sing. , and 
hence confusion might be due to the Massoretic vocalisation: yrt 
vocalised as MT yar1t1 instead of yarita. 2 Accepting his suggestion 
1. For example, BDB, 663 massebah, ma~~ebet: lb) a stone, set up and 
anointed as m;rial of divine appearance Gn 28: 18,22 31: 13 (all 
E), 35:14,14(J) •••• set up in token of an agreement 31:45,51,52, 
52 (all E). _Compare Speiser:G/AB, 271 'J is probably to be credited 
with verse 14'. At Gen 35:14 therefore, BDB and Speiser contradict 
Skinner. 
2. 'Men zou· verwachten, dat Laban zou zeggen: " ••• de opgerichte steen, 
die gij geplaast hebt" • Jakob hat dat gedaan, vs. 45. In schrift 
zonder matres lectionis zijn beide formen niet te onderscheiden; 
het werkwoord yara ('werpen~ schieten') komt nergens elders in 
deze betekenis--VOOr; kopieerde de schrijver een oud document ?' 
(G/POT, 128). 
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for the moment, what meaning does this give v.. 51 ? Does Laban credit 
one monument only to Jacob or both ? The ambiguity of the Hebrew rela-
ti ve particle leaves us in doubt, but it would seem possible to under-
stand v.. 51 to imply that Jacob erected the pillar: 
hinneh haggal hazzeh wehinneh ha.mma~~eb8.h 'aser 
yarita beni libeneka 
See this heap [which I have set upJ, and see the 
pillar which you have set up between the two of 
us 
On this interpretation, Laban first points to the gal which he erected 
and named (v.. 46b-47), and then points to the ma~jebah which Jacob had 
set up. Each has contributed a permanent monument as witness. This 
forms a parallel in stone to the oaths which each took in the name of 
h . . d • I is respective eity. 
Certainly van Selms' suggestion involves less alteration than does 
Skinner's. In changing yarftf to yarfta, the consonantal text requires 
no emendation, and understanding v.. 51 as explained above means that no 
emendation is required in 45 and 46, contrary to Skinner's solution.· 
1. It is interesting to compare Exod 24:4 where Yhwh is represented by 
the altar (rnizbea~) and Israel by the twelve pillars (ma§jebah). 
The parallel is not direct of course since the covenant is being 
made between God and people and not between two human parties. 
Nevertheless, there does appear to be the parallel idea of a stone 
erection to represent each party, though they are not described as 
permanent memorials, that is, as witnesses (cf. Gen 31: 52 ced 
haggal hazzeh weCedah harnrnassebah). An altar could function--as-a 
witness - see the story of the Reubenite altar beside the Jordan 
Josh 22 es~ v.. 34 wayyiQre'u bene-Re'Uben ubene-Gad la.mmizbea.ti 
ki Ced hu' benotenu ki Yhwh ha'elohim , but in this exceptional 
case the altar was not for sacrificial usage, see v.. 26. Compare 
too the twelve stones taken from the Jordan river as a 'sign among 
you' ('ot beqirbekem, Josh 4:6) and a perpetual reminder, ie, a 
witness (lizkaron libene-Yisra'el ·cad-colam, Josh 4:7). Altars too 
were built from unhewn stones - Exod 20:24-26. There is no way of 
telling whether the twelve st6nes at Gilgal (Josh 4:20) were used 
for or associated with sacrifice. For stones with covenant stipu-
lations inscribed cf. Josh 8:30-35, Deut 27: 1-8 on plaster, Exod 
31, 32, 34 stone tab lets, and the Se fire s telae I, II & III • 
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Again, the criteria by which ~ and frontier treaty are allotted 
to J, while maHebah and the family treaty are given to E can be 
shown to be insecurely based for three reasons. Firstly, massebah can 
not funttion as a source marker for the reasons set out previously. 
Secondly, the deletion of ~a~jebah from 51 and 52& b. and thus the 
separation of gal and ma?~ebah into different sources and different 
treaties is unwarranted,· for no contradiction exists betw:en Laban and 
Jacob's activities. Thirdly, in order to make their hypotheses tenable 
Skinner and McCarthy both delete Yhwh from verse 49, for having deci-
ded that massebah which appears at the beginning of the verse belongs 
indubitably to E their theory is severely embarassed to find Yhwh in 
an E verse, whereas this would normally be taken as an indubitable 
mark of J, 
Since this manner of source analysis depends upon alterations to 
the text which can be shown not to be obligatory artd upon criteria 
that are decidedly dubious, it must be judged a failure in the last 
analysis. This judgement is only reinforced by taking further examples 
of the precise source-analysis into consideration. No two agree 
exactly; some rule out the criteria upon which others depend. For 
example Skinner makes reference to the analyses of Procksch, Well-
hausen, Dillman, Kautzsch-Socin and others. Procksch arrives at a 
division approximately that of Skinner, but 'with the important dif-
ference that the parts of J and E are interchanged' ' 1 Th • e others 
mentioned differ again, but 'assign the cairn and the maj~ebah to 
the same sources'. 2 These differences among such scholars as McCarthy, 
Hooke, Skinner, Procksch, Wellhausen, et al can only mean that objec-
tive criteria are lacking. 
Since a distribution between J and E cannot be attained, there is 
a choice between regarding the account as composite in a way not dis-
cernible now, or of regarding the narrative as a unity faithfully re-
flecting two sets of terms agreed upon on the one occasion. If it is 
composite then it follows that one set of stipulations must be unhis-
torical, the product of literary free creation whose motivation must 
be sought in the Sitz im Leben of the compiler. No motivation is 
1. Skinner: G/IC~, 399 , 
2. ibid. 
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apparent to the present writer for creating a story which regulates 
Jacob's conduct toward his wives. This seems far too personal a cir-
cumstance to generate a didactic fable for the benefit of latter day 
Israelites. A general theological motive might conceivably be argued 
for - that Yhwh is witness to the treatment of wife, widow, orphan, 
etc - but its setting in the Jacob-Laban cycle would be curiously 
inappropriate since Jacob is presented so favorably, and Laban's 
daughter stipulations seem to reflect only his suspicious mind and 
double-dealing nature leading him to credit Jacob with similar dubiety. 
If this didactic motive - which is well and truly buried in the 
account if it ever lived carries any conviction, there remains the 
possibility, if a composite account is assumed, that the boundary 
agreement is a later literary creation with a politico-didactic 
motivation. 
This thesis has been propounded by a number of scholars without 
agreement, however, on which set of political circumstances gave rise 
to the story. Some think the period of the Syrian wars in the 9th-8th 
Centuries be, others of Solomon's day, and others again of David's 
reign. All agree on discounting a personal boundary settlement between 
two individuals and their immediate families in favour of seeing in 
the Jacob and Laban story eponymous ancestors representing political 
kingdoms. In Skinner's words: 'the treaty of Gilead in J evidently 
embodies ethnographic reminiscences, in which Jacob and Laban were 
not private individuals but represented Hebrews and Arameans respec-
tively'. 1 This is generally accepted, but between the older commen-
taries and the new a change towards conscious didactic purpose on the 
author's behalf has taken place. This is best illustrated by Well-
hausen on the one hand and Mazar and van Selms on the other. A few 
quotations illustrate this new.assessment of the author's work: 
we attain to no historical knowledge of the patriarchs, but 
only of the time when the stories about them arose in the 
Israelite people; this later age is here unconsciously 
projected, in its inner and outer features, into hoar 
antiquity and is reflected there like a glorified mirage 
I. op.cit.., 403 • 
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In the patriarchal legend, however, the ethnographic element 
is always predominant. Abraham alone is certainly not the 
name of a people like Isaac and Lot: he is somewhat difficult 
to interpret. That is not to say that in such a connection 
as this we may regard him as a historical person: he might 
with more lihlihood be regarded as a free creation of 
unconscious art. 
The historic-political relations of Israel are reflected with 
more life in the relations borne by the patriarchs to their 
brothers, cousins, and other relatives. The background is 
never long concealed here, the temper of the period of the 
kings is everywhere discernible. 
These lines from Wellhausen's Prolegomena to the History of Israel 
give a very fair _idea to the approach to Genesis current at the end 
of the 19th Century. Quite how the invention of a character Abraham 
along with a number of stories about him can be reconciled with a 
theory of 'unconscious art' is not at all clear. 'Free creation' and 
'unconscious art' would seem to be self-contradictory terms. Be that 
as it may, this methodology as applied to the Jacob and Laban treaty 
is thought to yield very clear-cut results: 
In the story of Jacob and Laban, again, the contemporary 
background shines through the patriarchal history very 
distinctly. The Hebrew on his half-migration, half-flight 
from Mesopotamia to the land of Jordan., is hotly pursued 
by his Aramean father-in-law, who overtakes him at Gilead 
••• This answers to the actual state of the facts. The 
Hebrew migration into Canaan was followed by the Aramean, 
which threatened to overwhelm it. Gilead was the boundary 
between the two peoples, and the arena, during a long 
period, of fierce conflicts which were waged with each 
other. The blessing of Jacob, in the oracle on Joseph, 
also mentions the Syrian wars 1 
According to Wellhausen's theory, we are to imagine men of the 8th 
Century be, suffering all the uncertainties of intermittent warfare 
with Ben-Hadad's Syrian forces, composing stories with wistful but 
unconscious li.terary genius about an agreed border between Israelite 
and Aramean populations in the long and far-off days. This represents 
one branch of the political interpretation school. 
1. Wellhausen: Prolegomena, 318ff italics mine. 
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The similarities and dissimilarities in scholarship the best 
part of a century subsequent to Wellhausen can be seen in Mazar's 
article already cited in connection wt th the Abimelech treaties. His 
\ general approach and some specific fruits of of this methodology have 
already been quoted, and so it only remains here to notice his 
politico-didactic interpretation of the Jacob-Laban treaty. To judge 
from his general statements, he regards this treaty narrative as a 
product of conscious intention as opposed to Wellhausen's unconscious 
free literary creation: 
Genesis reveals itself to us as a monumental historio-
graphic composition, the product of rich and variegated 
material collected, combined, arranged, and worked into 
one harmonious tract, with the purpose of portraying 
both the beginnings of mankind and the origins of Israel 
in the spirit of the montheistic concept, and with a 
didactic aim. 1 
He thinks that ' it is within reason that Genesis was given its origi-
nal written form during the time when the Davidic empire was being 
established', and he considers that the 'additions and supplements of 
later authors were only intended to help bridge the time gap for con-
temporary readers, and had no decisive effect on its contents or its 
. 2 
overall character'. 
As already noted he regards the patriarchs as anachronistic and 
the Philistines and Arameans as contemporary with the writers. Hence 
in the Jacob and Laban treaty 
What we have in fact is an enlightening portrayal of the 
relationship between Aram and Israel before the beginning 
of David's war against the kingdom of Aram-zobah and her 
allies in the Transjordan. 
I. B.Mazar: JNES 28(1969), 74; italics mine. 
2. ibid. , 74. 
3. ibid., 79 • 
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He follows Wellhausen, then, in the theory that the Jacob and 
Laban treaty reflects political conditions obtaining between kingdoms, 
but rejects Wellhausen's 8th Century dating in favour of an early 10th 
Century date, apparently regarding the narrative as a conscious didac-
tic propagation. 
Van Selms differs again from Wellhausen and Mazar, and boldly 
suggests that the priestly author composed the narrative before us by 
copying from an ancient treaty document with one- eye on the political 
education of his readers: 
De lezer krijgt sterk de indruk, dat de schrijver hier 
beinvloed wordt door een gebeurtenis uit eigen tijd: het 
afbakenen van de territoria respectievelijk van de 
Arameers van Damaskus en van de Israelieten in Trans-
j ordanie. Uit 1 Kon 11:23-25 weten wij, dat tijdens 
Salamo's regering Israel zijn invloedssfeer zag inkrimpen 
door de opkomst van Damaskus. Blijkbaar zag Salama zich, 
om het risico van een oorlog op grate schaal to vermijden, 
gedwongen om op een grensregeling in te gaan •••. Het schijnt 
alsof onze priesterlijke auteur kennis heeft genomen van 
het document, waarin dit verdrag beschreven is, 
His case for an old treaty document rests mainly on the unusual mean-
ing of the root yarah, 2 and he claims the name of the stone-heap, 
Yegar Sahaduta', as the oldest piece of Aramaic which we have, if the 
3 dating to Solomon's day proves correct. Van Selms, then, belongs to 
the political-kingdom interpretation school, but prefers a date inter-
mediate between that given by Mazar and Wellhausen. He is also a power-
ful proponent of the conscious purpose of the author/compiler of 
Genesis. 
How are we to evaluate these attempts to explain the Jacob and 
Laban narrative as a reflection of later political relations between 
Israel and the Arameans ? There seems little to commend Wellhausen's 
1. Van Selms: G/POT, 130 , 
2. ibi~, 128 & 130 • 
3. 'de arameese naamvorm is dus de oorspronkelijke, en wel, als onze 
datering in Salamo's dagen juist is, het oudste stukje aramees 
dat wij hebben' - G/POT, 130 , 
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theory of a naive and unconscious literary genius at work. Mazar and 
van Selms' view of a conscious literary and theological motivation 
behind the accounts does far more justice to the book of Genesis as 
we have it now. Yet doubt lingers in the mind of one seeking to dis-
cover why a writer with a politico-didactic purpose should have re-
sorted to this form of communication. Why has he not applied his nar-
rative ? Laban is not connected with the Arameans of Damascus by the 
least hint, nor is there a suggestion that the treaty .was still in 
force in the writer's day. It is not stated that the massebahand gal 
are still available for inspection ~o this day'. No reference is made 
to Yhwh's exaction of a penalty for either side's breaking of the 
treaty stipulations though this would have fully accorded with Ancient 
Near Eastern historiography and theology. It is little wonder that 
scholars who follow this method of interpretation of the narrative 
differ among themselves on the dating and political circumstances it 
is said to reflect. There is no application in the narrative itself on 
which to base a connection with monarchical politics. 
The question therefore reasserts itself as to whether there has 
not been a confusion again between the milieu of interest which ex-
plains the preservation of the narrative and the historical Sitz im 
Leben of the original event. Nor does a milieu of intense interest in 
characters and events in the past necessarily mean that such data are 
distorted in order better to relate them to the transmitter's circum-
stances. It is one virtue of Speiser's commentary that this truth is 
recognised. Specific examples of the transmission of social and legal 
customs from the Bronze age lead Speiser to a respect for the trans-
mission process. 1 The same can be said of van Selms' conclusions 
b h C . . • 2 a out t e anaanites in Genesis. 
Granted these proofs that·traditions could be transmitted un-
coloured by circumstances of the transmitter's day, Speiser's own 
1. These are well-known and need not be repeated here - see G/AB 'The 
tradition behind the Documents', xxxvii-xliii, and more recently 
J,J.Finkelstein: Festschrift Speiser,31-38 "An Old Babylonian Herd-
ing Contract and Gen 31:38ff' • 
2. van Selms: OTS 12(1958), 211ff. 
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understanding of the historical foundations of the Jacob and Laban 
treaty is seen to be within reason. It is, in part, based on the 
ancient anthropological details in the associated narrative of Rachel's 
theft of the household gods, the teraptm. 
According to the Nuzi documents which have been found to 
reflect time and again the social customs of Haran, posses-
sion of the house gods could signify legal title to a given 
estate, particularly in cases out of the ordinary, involving 
daughters, sons-in-law, or adopted sons. 1 
Having found such evident reflections of Hurrian law Speiser is led 
to the conclusion that -
E did not invent this story any more than J made up the 
wife-sister motir, since so much intricate background 
detail could not be improvised and still prove to be 
authentic by coincidence .•• the ultimate tradition points 
back to mid-second millenium Harran or earlier, the period 
to which the story itself is dated. One such example by 
itself may not be dependable. But when it is joined by 
others like it, the cumulative evidence becomes in-
creasingly impressive. 2 
It is this kind of thinking which governs Speiser's interpretation of 
the Jacob and Laban treaty in the associated story. Thus, he appears 
to favour an authentic Bronze age Sitz im Leben for both parts of the 
treaty 
Both reports, incidentally, have the authentic ring of· legal 
and political documents; they thus appear to hark back to an 
actual agreement between early Israelite and Amorite/Aramaean 
elements; cf. the date formula in Alalakh Tab lets 58 (Old 
Babylonian period) 3 
1. G/AB, 250 - see A.E.Draffkorn: JBL 76(1957),219ff "Ilani/Elohim"; 
~further references in the commentary and K.A.Kitchen: AO/AT, 
153-156 and 41-56 plus footnotes 28-105 for a covenient synopsis 
and bibliography on the patriarchal age and the ANE. 
2. G/ AB, 251 • 
3. G/AB, 249 • 
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He seems to be affirming the historicity of the Jacob and Laban treaty 
here, and its 2nd Millenium date - otherwise, why mention the Old 
Babylonian period ?1 Needless to say, this is a marked departure from 
the views of an 8th, 9th or 10th Century Sitz im Leben which have 
thus far dominated Old Testament scholarship. 
We find ourselves in agreement with Speiser, though wishing that 
more chronologically determinative Ancient Near Eastern data could be 
brought to bear on the narrative Negatively, we have seen that a 
traditional documentary analysis does not yield helpful results. Like-
wise the politico-didactic theory fails to convince for want of posi-
tive evidence, for the non-aggression stipulations are by no hint re-
lated to the politics of the monarchical period. Nor does the assign-
ment of the bridal stipulations to literary or theological free crea-
tion provide a satisfactory motive to the present writer's way of 
thinking. While on the positive side there are good examples of the 
transmission of narratives from the Bronze age, and specific examples 
of Bronze age treaties from Mari and Alalakh. Definition of boundaries 
occupies a prominent position in 2nd Millenium treaty documents. But 
all this on the positive side adds up only to a nihil obstat rather 
than to conclusive proof for the Bronze age Sitz im Leben of the Jacob 
and Laban narrative. There is nothing in the covenant ceremonial of 
Gen 31 which marks it as indubitably 2nd Millenium rather than 1st. 
There is however one feature which might conceivably be used to 
argue in favour of an early date for the treaty narrative. It turns on 
the use of the witness in stone. A development is supposed from the 
erection of a simple uninscribed stone to the use of the same plus a 
written document and then to the employment of a written document 
pltis an inscribed stone. McCarthy, who puts forward this hypothesis 
of development, explains it in·this way -
1. Old Babylonian is sometimes used loo1E.y for approximately 2000-
1600 be; generally it is equated with the 1st Dynasty of Babylon 
whose dates are 1894-1595 be (AM, 335-352). Speiser's use of the 
term 'early Israelite' is obscure, appearing as it does without 
definition. The school of Noth, for instance, dates the history 
of Israel as beginning at the time of the amphictony in the 12th 
Century be, which is definitely not the date that Speiser would 
give to the narrative, hence the significance of his mention of 
the OB period. 
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a more satisfactory witness by providing it with a text 1 
429. 
This is an attractive hypothesis but difficult to substantiate and ~o 
apply with any chronological fruits. Clearly it can be used as a chron-
ological guide only when confined to one group of people, for the use 
of writing like the use of metals is a cultural phenomenon which 
affords chronological indications only within a particular group. 
Illiterate groups - and nomadic peoples fall into this category more 
often than do urbanised - by definition could only make use of unin-
scribed stones in treaty ceremonies. Literate groups had a choice, but 
one can imagine that ceremonial customs would be conservative, and 
hence that a literate group might continue to set up uninscribed stones 
for some time after they had the means to add an inscription to them. 
Were Jacob and Laban literate or illiterate ? In the light of 
present knowledge about such commercial centres as Harran in the 2nd 
Millenium, the balance of probabilities might be thought to favour 
the presence of a scribe among Jacob or Laban's retinue, though this 
can be in no way a certainty. Commercial dealings - in their case to 
do with livestock lent themselves to record keeping as thousands 
of 2nd Hillenium clay tablets bear witness. If there were a man with 
recording ability among them, and if there was a development such as 
McCarthy suggests, then Gen 31 would be seen to stand at the beginning 
of such a development and the Sefire stelae at the end. Intermediate 
are the variations of Exod 24, Josh 8 (cL Deut 32) and Josh 24. The 
fact that uninscribed stones were used by Jacob and Laban would then 
favour an early do.te for the treaty making occasion 
New interest has developed in 2nd Millenium covenant practices 
2 
with the re-study of the MacAlister standing stones at Gezer. It was 
found that only strata 2 and l concerned the 'High Place', while the 
1. CBQ 2 6 , l 8 7 • 
2. See the interpretation by A.M.Furshpan: BA 34(1971),94-132 "Further 
Excavations at Gezer, 1967-71" 
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three earlier strata 5-3 have no connection with the line of ten mono-
liths. 'An analysis of the pottery found in stratum 2 dates the con-
struction of the "High Place" to MB IIC (ca. 1600 be), and the later 
modification in Stratum I to LB I or early IIA (c& 15th-14th Centuries 
be)'. 1 This dating to the end of the patriarchal age seems significant 
if the parallels to be mentioned are rightly drawn. 
The four main functions of all standing stones in Palestine, as 
2 
analysed by C.Graesser are - conunemorative, memorial, cultic and 
legal. Furshpan regards the simultaneous erection of of the ten mono-
liths as ruling out the mortuary or memorial functions, and continues: 
An examination of other groups of standing stones in Palestine 
is not particularly helpful. Those groups sharing most fea-
tures in common with Gezer (Lejjun and Beth-Shemesh) are the 
least secure in interpretation. Those most secure in inter-
pretation (Byblos and Razor) share fewest features with the 
Gezer stones, are mortuary in function, occur in a definitely 
cultic context, and differ in date. While the Gezer 'High Place' 
has some possibly cultic features (the stone block which could 
be explained as an altar or laver, together with the burned 
bone, which suggests some form of sacrifice or meat offering), 
it is not connected with a temple or an enclosed area, nor 
were cultic accessories of any kind found associated with the 
stones ... Perhaps the explanation which fits best the data we· 
have is to be found in a combination of the other two cate-
gories - the commemorating of an event and the witnessing of 
a legal contract between individuals or groups, specifically 
covenant-making. 
She then goes on to discuss the features of the biblical examples in 
Gen 26, 31, Deut 27 and Josh, and concludes in a section wath quoting 
in full: 
These brief examples show the close association between 
covenant-making and certain rituals which might serve to 
explain the data at Gezer· - the alignment of stones, the 
altar or laver, and the burned bone. If, as in the literary 
tradition of Sinai or Gilgal, each covenant unit contributed 
its own stone, this would account adequately for the most 
striking ·feature of the Gezer 'High Place' - the alignment 
of stones and the great disparity in their sizes. The 
rectangular stone block serves best to contain liquids and 
it would be the place where a sacrifice of blood most prob".'"· 
ably took place, making it the focal point of the ceremony 
1. art.cit. 
2. 'Studies in Massebot' - unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard 
University, quoted in the article above. 
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installation. The burned bone and teeth could be explained 
as either a burnt offering ot, in absence of any al tar 
platform for burnt offering, as the remains of a covenant 
meal • 1 
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Obviously, if this interpretation is accepted, an archeologically 
attested 2nd Millenium covenant-making site at Gezer using uninscribed 
standing stones adds no little incentive tO our emphasis on the impor-
tance of the covenant meal and our interpretation of the Jacob and 
Laban narrative. 
A final objection to an early date for the latter should be men-
tioned though it raises a subject too complicated to be dealt with 
here, namely, the Aramaic character of Laban and his language. Mazar 
brushes aside the proto-Aramean theory discussed by scholars such as 
DupontSomer, Unger and Moscati, and argues that: 
we have no convincing evidence for the appearance of the 
Arameans on the stage of history before the end of the 
12th Century be 2 
For this reason he situates the patriarchal narrative in the second 
half, 'and more particularly the end, of the eleventh century' • 
Verse 47 of our chapter which contains the Aramaic name of the 
heap of witness, Yegar Sahaduta', has customarily been assigned to a 
learned glossator from a late period. On the contrary, van Selms has 
claimed it as the earliest fragment of Aramaic which we have. Speiser 
discusses it against the background of the Nahor traditions in Genesis 
and concludes: 
The problem is complicated however by vs. 47 (J), which shows 
Laban speaking Aramaic. The identification, therefore, was 
not only geographic but also lingusitic. Accordingly, we 
must either attribute the confusion to the relatively early 
period of J, if not earlier still, or else we must entertain 
the notion that actual Aramaeans were on the scene a good 
deal earlier than is generally assumed. At all events, the 
I • art.cit.., 124. 
2. JNES 28(1969), 78 & note 16 • 
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problem should not be minimized. 1 
The biblical tradition of)Jlood kinship with the Arameans is weighty 
and not to be lightly discounted, 2 while the Ancient Near Eastern evi-
dence is still under discussion and could well be clarified by future 
discoveries. 3 This would not be the first time that fresh evidence on 
the Arameans and their language would alter perspectives in Old Testa-
ment scholarship. 4 Mazar's conclusions are therefore best regarded 
as premature. The problem of Laban's Aramean affiliation is not so 
I. G/AB, 246 ; the confusion he refers to is between Aramaans and 
Amorites, the latter being the known inhabitants of the town al 
Nahur in the Mari texts. 
2. As Speiser points out in terms of the JEDP source analysis, the 
term Aramean in patriarchal contexts by E,P,J and Dt 26:5, the 
latter being one of van Rad's early cultic confessions. 
3. As a point of sound methodology it should always be borne in mind 
that our present knowledge is fractional in the light of the evi-
dence lost, untouched or unpublished. On this, see for example 
P.Lapp: BA 26(1963),121-134 "Palestine: known but mostly unknown", 
and E.M.Yamauchi "The Greek Words in the Book of Daniel in the Light 
of Greek Inflence in the Near East" (NPOT,170-174 'The Fragmentary 
Nature of the Evidence') and idem : T'h'e"Stones & the Scriptures,IVP, 
1973 chap 4 'Fragments & Circles'. For a positive discussion of the 
present evidence, see K. A. Ki t.chen in NBD, SS ff; his forthcoming 
Hittite Hieroglyphs, Arameans & Hebre'W""Traditions promises a wider 
treatment; cf. Bright: HI, 89f. 
4. For example the whole question of 'Aramaisms' as indicators of late 
date; note the fossilised error of previous scholarship in BDB, 881 
qafal - 'poetic and late', when in fact it appears in cognate form 
in the Mari texts qataltim; see M.Held:BASOR 200(1970), 34 note 11 
'The occurrence of the verb qatalum in so early a literature as the 
Mari letters speaks volumes on the fallability of using the so-
called "Aramaisms" in the Hebrew Bible as a criterion for dating a 
Biblical text'. See his promised study on Prov 1-9 for discussion 
of methodology. Further examples and methodological conunent can be 
found in Kitchen: AO/OT, 145£ • 
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easily minimized as those suggest who simply attribute Gen 31:47 to a 
late scholarly glossator, nor can.the Arameans be so decisively swept 
from the stage of 2nd Millenium history as Mazar would do. 
Careful consideration leads us to the view that a sound method-
ology is best served by leaving the Jacob and Laban treaty in its 
Bronze age setting, and by refraining from reading into the account 
the record of a general political accord between rival Aramean and 
Hebrew kingdoms. 
If the method and conclusions reached in this discussion of 
three covenant ceremonies in Genesis prove correct, then the Old 
Testament is found to provide early and perhaps the only indisputable 
evidence for a meal as part of the covenant ceremonial in the first 
half of the 2nd Millenium be. 
If, contrary to the conclusions reached here, the treaty narra-
tives of Genesis are proven to be literary free creations, then they 
do not fail as witnesses to the covenant meal, but they would have to 
be taken as reflections of ceremonies current in their creators' day. 
Exodus. 
(i) The Sinai Covenant - Exod 24 • 
Mentioned for the sake of completeness,this covenant occasion 
involves the binding together of a nation and its god rather than of 
two human parties such as Sargon and Ullusunu, yet the consensus of 
modern schol~rship regards Israel's covenant as modelled on royal 
covenants and hence it is not without significance for our study that 
a covenant meal is included in the ritual. Besides the zebahim 
selamim of verse 5, which may have sufficed all Israel or only rep-
1 
resentationally the nacarey beney Yisra'el, the seventy elders 
I. The zeba~im selamim are significant, for as F.C.Fensham remarks 
'dat de "vredeoffers 11 (selamim) in nauw verband met het verbond 
functioneerd wordt meer en meer gezien; vgL R.Schmidt: Das Bundes-
opfer in Israel, Munchen,1964, 130v' (Fensham:E/POT,182). The re-
lation between 24:3-8 and the meal of 24:9-11 is bound up with the 
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plus Moses, Aaron, Nadab and Abihu witness a theophany and eat and 
drink in God's presence - wayye~ezu 'et-ha'elohim wayyo'kelu wayyistu 
(24:11). Though dissentient voices are raised, recent studies have 
confirmed both the antiquity and covenant significance of this meal. 1 
Pertinent to our study also is the role of the elders in the covenant 
ceremony. 
controversial complexities of current source analysis. If the oxen 
of the zebahim selamim were eaten after the blood-ritual of verses 
6-8, this could constitute a covenant meal eaten by .the people 
parallel to the one by the elders before Yhwh. 
1. E.W.Nicholson, though rejecting the position of L.Perlitt: Bundes-
theologie im AT, Neukirchen, 1969 by allowing for the antiquity of 
the covenant, nevertheless wishes to reject the covenantal nuances 
of the meal of 24:11, taking the eating and drinking as a general-
ised term for rejoicing or worshiping.He wishes to avoid entangle-
ment in the source analysis controversy of this chapter, but by 
detaching 24:9-11 from the context given it by the editor, he has 
begged the question of what the eating and drinking means here; see 
Nicholson's two articles VT 24(1974),77ff "The Interpretation of 
Exod 24:9-11'' and VT 26(1976),148-160 "The Origin of the Tradition 
in Exod 24:9-11" .Contrast Fensham who relates.the theophany to 
the covenant - 'Van een verbondssluiting kan geen sprake zijn 
zonder ontmoeting tussen die twee partij en (vs. 9-11)' (E/POT, 181). 
See W.Beyerlin: Origins & History of the Oldest Sinaitic Traditions, 
33ff, 36ff, 14 note 91 & 150 who vigorously supports the covenant 
nature of the meal at Exod 24:11 and 18:12, as does K.Baltzer: CF, 
30 note 54; cf. Th.C.Vriezen: OTS 17 "The Exegesis of .Exod 24:9=11", 
p. l 13f and 117 note 4 • --
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(ii) The Jethro Treaty - Exod 18. 
Three articles on Exod 18 have clarified the significance of 
Jethro's meeting.with Moses and Israel, and rescued the incident from 
the web of speculation krtown as the Keni te Hypothesis, in which it was 
alleged that Yahwism was introduced into Israel from the Midianites 
via the mediation of Moses' father-in-law. 1 Before adding to the dis-
cussion of this chapter, we may summarise the points of these articles. 
Brekelmans rejects the ideas that Jethro's exclamation (18:10f) 
constitutes either a conversion to Yhwh or a corroboration of a pre-
viously held belief in Yhwh, and points to the similar exclamation of 
Abimelech (Gen 26:28f), 'In both cases a non-Israelite tribe acknow-
ledges in the person of a leader the blessing the Israelite God be-
stows on his people. And this blessing and the might of Israel call 
f h h d · k wi'th thi's tri'be'. 2 H d ort t e esire to ma e a covenant e regar s 
Jethro not merely as 'the priest of Midian'(Exod 18:1) but as a chief-
tain, noting that 'when two tribes make a covenant with one another, 
the chieftains act as the cultic leaders of the ceremony, as clearly 
appears from the covenants mentioned in the book of Genesis' ••• 'Jethro 
was no more and no less a priest than the chiefs of any other tribe'. 3 
He further supports his rejection of the Kenite hypothesis on the 
grounds of source criticism, taking Exod 18 as Elohistic in its origi-
nal form into which J has inserted the Yahwistic confession found on 
Jehhro 's lips. The sacrifices which Jehh_ro offered were made to Elohim 
1. The three articles in chronological order are - C.H.W.Rrekelmans: 
OTS 10(1954),215-224 "Exodus 18 & the Origins of Yahwism in Israel"; 
F.C.Fensham: BASOR 175(1964),51-54 "Did a Treaty between the Israel-
ites & Kenites Exist?"; A.Cody: Biblica 49(1968),153-166 "Jethro 
accepts a Covenant with the ·Israelites" • For a classic formulation 
of the Kenite Hypothesis, see H.H.Rowley: From Joseph to Joshua, 
London, 1950 • 
2. art. cit.., 2 19. 
3. In support he quotes epigraphic South Arabian mkrb (=offering an 
oblation) designating the high-priest, also a title of Sabean kings; 
Cody disputes this analogy, art. cit.., 154f • 
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(Exod 18:12) and not to Yhwh as one might expect if the point of the 
narrative were Jethro's conversion to Yahwism, or as natural were 
Yhwh Jethro's personal deity. Brekelmans is very assured on this point 
but his methodology is suspect· for he admits a choice of divine names 
to the writer but then claims one as a source marker. 
He goes on to reject the thank-offering interpretation and notes 
that offering and sacred meal commonly accompanied covenant making. 
We find his comparison of Abimelech's acknowledgement apt, as well as 
the point that connubium was unnecessary for covenant relations to 
obtain. Both Jethro and Abimelech went home after the ceremonies but 
with all future contacts betwenn the covenanting groups regulated on 
a friendly footing. 1 Brekelmans' denial that this is a conversion 
story, at least in o.ur sense of conversion, seems valid in the light 
of the overwhelming tendency towards syncretism in the Ancient Near 
East, not least among the people of Israel themselves who are repeat-
edly rebuked for serving foreign gods at the same time as belonging 
1. Cody suggests that because of the enmity which grew up between 
Israel and Midian later on (Num 25, 31 & Jdg 6-8) 'the eventual 
omission and replacement of preceding material, containing, pre-
sumably, some such details as the stipulations of a covenant, may 
have been judged opportune'(art.cit,158). The friendly relations 
down to the period of the monarchy which obtained between the 
Kenites and Israel, which Fensham thinks were due to the active 
operation of the treaty made originally with Jethro, suggest 
perhaps that we may have simple omission rather than suppression 
of detail, and that treaty relations obtained only between Israel 
and the Kenites rather than with the Midianites as a whole, who, in 
any case were made up of at least five sub-groups in Moses' time 
(Num 31:8). ConsenstSon the relation of the Kenites to the Midian-
ites has not been reached. Note too that Heb. ~tn in the consonantal 
text allows 'son-in-law, father-in-law, brother-in-law' (W.F. 
Albright: CBQ 25(1963),1-11 "Jethro,Hobab & Reuel in Early Hebrew 
Tradition ... ; RSV; NEB) - cf. Akk. batanu -'relative by marriage' 
(CAD ij,148); cf. T.C.Mitchell: VT_19(1969),93-112. This has 
implications for source criticism and historicity as well as on 
the Midianite-Kenite relationship. 
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to Yhwh. As for his confession that Yhwh is gr.eater than all gods 
(18:11), this does not deny the existence of other gods, and we may 
compare the conventions of Akkadian prayers whereby the particular 
deity that is being petitioned is addressed in superlatives as though 
. • 1 
the supreme god of the pantheon, and omnipotent. 
Fensham's article appeared next and independently argued for a 
treaty interpretation of Exod 18, pointing out that this would explain 
Jael's execution of Sisera (Jdg 4 & 5), for Israel's enemy was her 
enemy according to treaty stipulations presumed on analogy with numer-
ous other treaties. Furthermore a non-aggression treaty would best 
explain Saul's action in warning the Kenites to withdraw from among 
the Amalekites in view of his impending attack (1 Sam 15:6). The time 
span between Moses' day and Saul's is no difficulty as may be seen 
from a parallel example - the treaty between Joshua and the Gibeonites 
which David recognised by handing over seven of Saul's sons for ex-
piatory execution. 2 The treaty interpretation of Exod 18 this eluci-
dates not one but three passages in the Old Testament, and further 
support is adduced from extra-biblical parallels for the custom of 
safrifice and communal meal at treaty ceremonies, as well as the 
notable biblical parallel in Exod 24. The debat-able points in the 
article fall outside of the biblical passages under discussion and 
1. R. de Vaux supports the historicity of the narrative since it is 
inconceivable that it should have been invented later in the light 
of the hostility between Israel and Midian. But the narrative is 
illustrative of a genre of stories in which Yhwh is acknowledged 
by foreigners. De Vaux writes: 
Abimelek et Rahab n' etaient pas des Yahwistes et ils ne sont 
pas convertis a Yahwe. Cette reconnaissance du Dieu d'Israel 
par des paiens est un theme qui revient dans la Bible, depuis 
l 'histoire de Balaa,, Num 22-24, et celle des Gabaonites, 
Josh 9:9-10, jusqu'au discours d'Achbr dans Judith 5:5....;21 
(E-I 9, 1969 "Sur l'Origine Kenite ou Madianite du Yahvisme", 
28-32, p.0 31) 
He also cites Gen 26:28 - another treaty context. 
2. See further F.C.Fensham: BA 27(1964),96-100 "The 'freaty between 
Israel & the Gibeonites" :-Compare too I Sam 30: 29, a passage 
overlooked in the articles above, where relations between Israel 
and the Kenites are still good. 
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concern primarily the nature of the donkey-foal slaughter known from 
1 Mari and the Old Testament. 
Cody in the third article to appear on Exod 18 as a treaty cere-
mony has pointed out that the dismembered lamb in the Ashurnirari + 
Mati'ilu tnnty is specifically designated as not being a sacrifice 
(la ana niqi selua) 2• Having added this caution, Cody nevertheless 
agrees that we have a sacrifice and a covenant meal in Exod 18 which 
fits into the general pattern associated with treaty making: 
Nevertheless, there is throughout the ancient Semitic area 
a certain community of blood-rites, slaughter of animals, 
covenant meals, despite the sometimes very different ways 
in which those elements were understood. 3 
Two o.f the three extra-biblical parallels must therefore be regarded 
as inconclusive as evidence for sacrifice and communal meal at a cov~ 
enant ceremony, the first because we do not know whether parts of the 
donkey-foal were eaten, the second because the translation of the text 
has not been indubitably settled~ The third - the Abban + Jarimlim 
treaty - might be inconclusive also on analogy with the non-sacrific-
ial nature of the spring lamb in the Mati'ilu treaty. This leaves us 
with the biblical parallels outside Exod 18, and these do afford con-
clusive evidence in the present writer's opinion. 
1. See C-F.Jean: ARM 2(1950), No. 37:6-14 with M.Held: BASOR 200(1970), 
32-40 "Philological Notes on the Mari Covenant Rituals". 
2. For the Akkadian text, see E.F.Weidner: AfO 8(1932/3),p. 18 line 10 
in Erica Reiner's English translation in ANETS, 96/532f • 
3. Cody: art.cit., 156. 
4. For the Abban + Jarimlim treaty see Wiseman: JCS 12(1958),124ff 
on the Idrimi + Sutarna(Barattarna) treaty, sees.Smith: The 
Statue of Idrimi, London,1949 where reference is made to it and 
note that Oppenheim's recent translation (ANETS,121/557f) removes 
all reference to sacrifice in connection with the treaty, but as 
Oppenheim remarks, certainty must await a fresh collation of the 
cuneiform. Note too that the Alalakh Tablets are being re-copied 
and collated by M.Dietrich & a.Loretz according to Lambert in a 
book review (JSS 16, 1971 ,p. 222). We might note that normal diet-
ary practice is not a decisive argument against ritual consump-
tion since a deliberate abhorrence may be introduced as in the 
reported Hau-Mau oathing ceremonies among Kikuyus in Kenya and 
Ng uni special rites described by a modern African writer, Vus ama-
zulu Mutwa; cf. the man, goat, puppy and little pig (UKO, MAS.GAL, 
UR.TUR, & SAg.TUR) cut through in a ritual purification after 
defeat in battle by the Hittites (Gurney:The Hittites,151). 
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The main thrust of Cody's article, however, is his interpretation 
of what Jethro actually did in the covenant ceremonies, for which 
Exod 18:12 is a crux: 
wayyiwwal}. Yitro J;ioten Mo~eh Colah uzebaJ;iim 
The NEB renders this: 'PN ••• brought a whole-offering and sacrifices 
for God', while the RSV reads in the body of its text:'PN •.• offered a 
burnt offering and sacrifices to God', but indicates in a footnote 
that it follows here the renderings of the Syriac, Vulgate and Targum 
whereas the Hebrew MT reads 'took' . According to Cody,. the root lqb 
'nowhere has the sense "to offer" ', and he then cites the Gibeonite 
treaty for a parallel use of laqaQ. where it clearly means 'to receive 
and partake of' - wayyiqehG ha'anasim missedam(Josh 9:14), which was 
1 the means of the ratification of the treaty. 
In this he follows Noth, Stevenson and Schmid in regarding the 
figure of Aaron as weak in old traditions and not of priestly charac-
2o h' • • f I • ter. n t is point, comparison o Noth s estimate of Moses should be 
made, for using similar methodology he concludes that Moses 'was not 
especially firmly rooted in the Sinai theme' and that 'this suggests 
that Moses had no historical connection with the event which took 
1. But note the use of min with the verb here. His second example 
(Gen 21:27-31) is leSS-clear ~Abraham says to Abimelech: 'You will 
accept (tiqqal;i) the seven lambs from my hand'. But it is the sheep 
and oxen which functioned in the sacrifice and covenant meal if 
there was one (against Cody:art.ci~,161). Nevertheless Cody seems 
justified in his observation that 
The nature of the sign differs with the nature of the covenant 
rite, but its acceptance signifies the acceptance of the 
covenant, whether the Israelites are accepting the provision 
of food proffered by the Gibeonites, or Abimelech accepting 
lambs proffered by Abraham, or Jethro accepting the sacrifice 
made by the Israelites. · 
Note that Cody follows McCarthy's questionable distribution of the 
covenant meal alone as a mark of J, while the sacrifices (and some-
times a meal) are allot:red to E. Some scholars would emend the Hebrew 
to remove the root lqQ. - e& K-B under lqh say 'read wyqrb'. 
2. art.cit~ 161 notes 1,4 & 5 • 
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• • ' 1 1 . . place on Sinai • But these cone usions and the roethodabgy involved 
have not satisfied other scholars .who, contrary to -the school of 
thought characterised by von Rad, regard the events of the Exodus and 
Sinai traditions as inseparable, and the traditions concerning Israels 
. 2 
early leaders as fundamentally reliable. 
Returning to the nature of the offerings at the covenant cere-
mony in which Jethro took part, we may not.e that Cody's rejection of 
the holocaust (Colah) does not inspire confidence, based as it is 
3 
upon wholesale excision from a diverse collection of passages. He 
does, however, rightly draw attention to the role of the elders and 
this we shall return to later, while now we shall consider some points 
which favour the traditional role of Jethro as an active rather than 
passive recipient at the sacrifice. 
Firslly, we may agree with Cody that 13.£. does not mean 'to offer'. 
Buber, as noted by Cody, denied that lqh is a sacrificial term here, 
but rather that it indicates that Jethro gathered the materials for 
the sacrifice. Cody sets this aside with a rhetorical question -
'what would the narrative's point be in going to the trouble of say-
ing that Jethro gathered material for sacrifices, only to omit any 
description of what was actually done with that material ?' • This 
hardly disposes of Buber's exegesis, and considerations which could be 
1. M.Noth: History of Israel, 136; this is worked out in detail in 
idem: Uberlieferungsgeschichte des Pentateuch/A History of Penta-
tachal Traditions, ET 1972 by B.Anderson, where (i) the Exodus 
from Egypt (ii) Entrance into the Promised Land (iii)the Promise 
to the Patriarchs (iv)the Wilderness Wanderings and (v)the Reve-
lation on Sinai are regarded as blocks of tradition each with a 
separate history. For rejection of this assessment of Moses' 
role, see for instance J.Bright:EI/RHW~ 52f,85f & 106ff • 
2. See for example R.Polzin: BASOR 221(1976), 113-120 "Martin Noth's 
A History of Pentateuchal Traditions" on methodology; see H.B. 
Huffrnon:CBQ 27(1965),101-113 "The Exodus, Sinai & the Credo" who 
takes is"St:ie with von Rad, H_.:J. Krause and Noth for separating the 
Exodus and Sinai traditions with the corollary of the diminished 
historical reliability of both, .and reaffirms their unity, making 
good use of ANE comparative material relating to covenant-making. 
Similar reason for agreement with Huffman's position may be found 
in studies by Baltzer and Moran (CF and Moran's review Biblica 43 
1962,104). For a convenient revieW, see D.F.McCarthy: CBQ 27(1965), 
217-240 "Covenant in the OT: the present state of inquiry". 
3. The passages for excision are: Gen 22,Josh 22,Gen 8:20,Exod 20:24 
& 24:5, Deut 27:7,Exod 10:25 & 18:12,Lev 8:18ff,Exod 29:35,Num 6:13. 
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taken in support of Buber may now be brought forward. 
In the Keret Epic·there is a parallel use of the root lqQ. in the 
sense and context of gathering materials for a sacrifice. After a 
dream-revelation Keret wakes and purifies himself prior to making 
sacrifice. We quote the ensuing lines in Ginsberg's translation: 
He entered the shade of a pavilion, 
took(lqh) a lamb of sacrifice in his hand, 
~
A kid in the grasp of his hand, 
all his most tempting food, 
He took(lqQ.) a turtledove, 
Bird of""SacrifCiceJ 
In a bowl of silver he poured wine, 
Honey in a bowl of gold. 
He went up to the top of a tower, 
bestrode the top of the wall; 
Lifted up his[han]is to heaven, 
Sacrificed to Bull, his father El; 
Honoured Baal with his sacrifice, 
Dagon's Son with hisCob1ation. 
The passage is indubitably clear; Keret first gathers, then offers 
the sacrificial material. There is no possibility of lqh meaning to 
--"-1.. 
re ce i vein this context. Therefore Jethro at least gathered the vie-:-' 
2 tims; he may also have offered them. 
1. ANET, 144 KRT A (iii-iv), 159-171. For another translation, see J. 
Gray: The KRT Text in the Literature of Ras Shamra, Leiden,1964, 
text p. 11 & commentary p. 31 f • · 
2. The Hebrew does not compel us to understand this, and the narrator 
may have intended us to understand that Jethro brought the victims 
for Aaron to sacrifice, since this would seem natural if the pre-
conceived Kenite Hypothesis is discounted. On the other hand, Jethro 
may have.offered the sacrifices himself and the Hebrew simply be 
taken as elliptical but intended to convey this (le'lOhim). Another 
possibility, but without textual evidence, is omission by haplography 
whereby the present wyqh PN ... clh wzbhym l'lhym appears in place 
of an original wyqh PN ... clh wzbhym wyzbhm l'lhym:'and Jethro took 
.•• a whole-offering and sacrifices and sacrificed them to God'. 
This latter suggestion is, of course, entirely hypothetical. 
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It would seem possible, syntactically, to understand the other 
occurrence of the root. lql;t in this chapter (v. 2) as 'to take, gather 
up 1 - in other words in an identical manner to its use in v. 12 • Ad-
mittedly this goes against the tradttional translation of the verse 
which is acceptable in its parethenthetic pluperfect form -'Now 
Jethro had received Zipporah after her dismissal', but it has points 
in its favour. As all commentators observe, the narrator makes no at-
tempt to expound the circumstances under which Zipporah returned from 
Egypt! It makes little difference whether narrator, narrators or re-
dactors are envisaged. The brevity of what stands in the text, though 
fully characteristic of Hebrew historiography, is apparent. He or his 
sources left Zipporah en route to Egypt (4:20ff) in a passage of ar-
chaic obscurity, and now she arrives under her father's supervision 
to be reunited with Moses. The whole centre of interest in Exod 18 
lies in the clan leaders, Jethro and Moses, which again is exactly 
what one would expect in a Semitic narrative. In our view, it is pos-
sible to take wayyiqqaQ. (v. 2) in sequence with the other Waw Consecu-:: 
tives Imperfect: 'And Jethro heard(~ 1) ••. and he took (~ 2) ••• and he 
came (~ 5): and someone said to Moses (~ 6) .•• and Moses went out (~ 7) 
•.• and he bowed .•. and kissed him ..• and they enquired of each other's 
welfare ••. and entered the tent' • 
1. Contradictory traditions concerning Zipporah's whereabouts need not 
be thought of, for it seens entirely natural that Moses should have 
sent her back to her father's house when he saw that the situation 
had_ become dangerous in Egypt, as he was under threat from both 
Pharaoh arid the disgruntled Israelites. Could it be proven on se-
cure textual grounds that the singular 'his son' should be read 
instead of 'his sons' (4:20), this would heighten the probabilities 
of Zipporah's return to her father's house - pregnancy as well as 
the need for safety. In that case, Moses would have seen his second 
son for the first time .on the occasion of the meeting described in 
Exod 18, at which time he called him Eliezer, commemorating the 
Exodus events. C£ Fensham:E/POT,106 - 'Hij(de auteur) moest dus op 
het standpunt gestaan hebben, dat de naam eerst na de gebeurtenis-
sen bij de Schelfzee gegeven is, dus wel bij de hier beschreven 
herontmoeting'. 
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The use of ~ in Hebrew narrative in Exodus to describe prepar-
ations for a move can be exemplified rather well from a previous pas-
sage involving the same family group, but this time on their way to 
Egypt: wayyiqqaJ;i Moseh 'et-isto we'et-banaw wayyarkiberr.. Cal haJ;iamor-
wayyasob aresah Misrayim (Exod 4:20). The syntax and meaning is iden-
. . 
tical to that of Exod 18:2 • 
Very likely, then, Moses gave Zipporah instructions about meeting 
him before he sent her to her father for his protection, and so it 
happened that as soon· as news reached Jethro of the succesful escape 
from Pharaoh he set out:'when Jethro heard ••. he took Zipporah ••• and 
her two sons 1 (18:1f). This reading of the Waw Consecutive Imperfect 
clauses is perfectly good narrative Hebrew. 
The parenthetic explanation of Zipporah's whereabouts, namely her 
presence in her father's home,is not altogether excised by this trans-
lation but is reduced to an explanatory gloss of t\~o words - 'atiar 
silluheha (18:2b). Since there is no textual evidence for the omission 
of this phrase, it would be unwarranted to regard it as a late harmon-
istic gloss, though it is easy to imagine two words jumping from the 
margin to the body of the text in subsequent copies. If understood as 
a two word gloss, the need for brevity might help explain the unusual 
usage for the Old Testament of silliil;itm? The main point is, then, that 
we very likely have a brief parenthetic explanation in 'al;iar silluoeha 
whether it was used by the original compiler of Exodus or derives from 
1. C£ Albright's interesting generalisation: 'Systematic comparison 
of MT, LXX and new Qumran texts in such books as Exodus, Deuter-
onomy and Samuel, shows that there had been much shortening of 
originally longer text by haplographies of all kinds •.. There is 
less evidence than might have been expected for conflate readings 
and virtually none for late glosses' (CBQ 25,4). 
2. As pointed out by Fensham: 'silluhtm in een betekenis gebruikt 
word, die elders in het Oude Testament niet wordt aangetroffen. 
Doorgans is de betekenis '(afscheids)geschenk' in de zin van de 
huwelijksgift, die de vader aan zijn in het huwelijk tredende 
dochter meegeeft (vgl. 1 Kon 9:16)', E/POT,106. 
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its early textual history. In either case, an explanation of Zipporahs 
whereabouts is given without interruption of the narrative movement 
from Jethro's camp to the mountain of God, and the root lq.2_ is used in 
a consistent way, its meaning in verse 2 being the same as that in v. 
12. This leaves us uncertain as to Jethro's exact role in the sacri-. 
ficial ceremonies, for we have accepted Cody's objection to 'to offer' 
and accepted Buber's understanding of it supported by the Ugaritic 
parallel we adduced, to indicate that Jethro gathered the sacrificial 
material. The possibilities of elliptical syntax or haplography allow 
of picturing Jethro as carrying through the sacrifice. 
If anything Cody's allusion to the Gibeonite treaty works against 
him for they were suing for a treaty and accordingly were the party to 
proffer victuals, while Israel as the stronger party partook of them. 
Accordingly, Jethro as the one suing for a covenant gathered and prof-
fered the victuals, while Israel represented by Aaron, the elders and 
presumably Moses partook of them to indicate their agreement to a 
treaty with the priest of Midian. 1 Were there a real parallel in cus-
tom, we should expect lql;t to be the action of Moses, Aaron and the 
2-
elders not of Jethro. 
Amidst the difficulties of interpretation of Exod 18, such as 
those discussed above, we should not lose sight of the fact that we 
have here a covenant, sacrifices and a communal meal, and to this 
fundamental fact we shall return presently. In the meantime, a point 
not made by the writers mentioned may be raised which would if granted 
supplement the arguments for a covenantal interpretation of Exod 18. 
1. 'Aaron came with all the elders of Israel to eat bread with Moses' 
father-in-law before God'(Exod 18:12b); cf. 'the chief men of the 
community(ha'anasim)accepted some of their provisbns ••• and the 
chiefs(nesi'e ha'edah) pledged their faith to them on oath'(Josh 
9:14fNEB). 
2. Jethro's central acknowledgement militates against Israel being the 
weaker party, and it is the weaker party which sues for a treaty 
with the stronger, and hence Jethro who requests and Israel who. 
accepts the covenant. But Cody's title envisages the reverse -
"Jethro accepts a covenant ••• "), and shows that he is really using 
his argument about ritual procedure to make Jethro the stronger 
party to the covenant. He is misled perhaps by the deference to 
age exibited by Moses 'the meekest of men' • 
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It concerns the use of the root ydc -'to know' in Exod 18:11 -
'attah yadacti: ki gadol Yhwh mikkol h~lohim. 1 This is what we may 
call the central acknowledgement, and as such may be compared to 
statements of similar function in covenant contexts elsewhere. Thus, 
a foreigner seeking alliance says to Abraham:'God is with you in all 
that you do; now therefore swear to me ••. '(Gen 21:22f): or again, to 
Isaac - 'We see plainly that Yhwh is with you; so we say, let there be 
an oath between you and us, and let us make a covenant with you .•. 1 
(Gen 26:28); or again, more pe~hrastically -'From a very far country 
your servants have come, because of the name of Yhwh your God; for we 
have heard a report of him ..• come now, make a covenant with us' (Josh 
9:8ff), Jethro's statement parallels these central acknowledgements, 
but may possibly also preserve a recognisable treaty terminology. 
Two studies ·have drawn attention to the technical use of the 
Semitic root ydc in treaty contexts from Mari, Hittite sources, the 
2 Arnarna archive, Ugarit, Assyria and the Old Testament. In these, the 
vassal acknowledges or recognises the legal claims of the suzerain. In 
the Old Testament, Yhwh is acknowledged as the rightful and sovereign 
lord over Israel his vassal-servant. 
It may be that Jethro is here expressing his desire to enter into 
alliance with Israel by an acknowledgement of Israel's suzerain Yhwh. 
Alliance among vassal-kings was allowed, and simply involved the recog-
nition by both of them of the overlord to whom the first vassal was 
bound. 3 To understand Jethro's remark in this manner avoids the diffi-
culties which might be felt, perhaps, in reading this incident as a 
ccnrersion story in terms of occidentally defined monotheism. 4 
1. The textual difficulties of-the second half of the verse need not 
concern us here, but see for example, Fensham: E/POT, 108 • 
2. H.B.Huffmon: BASOR 181(1966),31-37 "The Treaty Background of Hebrew 
Yadac", and Huffman & S.B.Parker: BASOR 184(1966),36-38 "A Further 
Note on the Treaty Background of Hebrew Yadac" • 
3. See J.M.Munn'-Rankin's discussion of the political relationships in 
Zimri-Lim's coalition in the section 'Independent and Dependant 
States', pages 74-84 of her fundamental study "Diplomacy in W.Asia 
in the Early Second Millenium BC", Iraq 18(1956),68-110. 
4. On Moses, monotheism and the ANE, see Albright's works, such as 
FSAC, 271ff • 
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Having noted the attractions of this interpretation of Jethro's 
central acknowledgement, it must in all fairness be added that conclu-
sive proof of the technical usage of ydc here is lacking, for non-
covenantal examples of ydc can be cited from the Old Testament with an 
appropriate meaning such as 'recognise, admit, confess,acknowledge'. 1 
··') 
The occurrence of ydc cannot be used to prove that Exod 18 is a 
covenant ceremony, but when the treaty interpretation is already es-
tablished on other grounds, the use of ydc by Jethro at this point in 
h . . 2 t e narrative is congruent. 
To conclude, then, we would understand that Exod 18 presents us 
with a clear example of.a covenant meal eaten 'before God', that is 
with Yhwh as witness to the oath and treaty stipulations entered into 
by Jethro and the Israelites who were represented by their elders, 
which treaty involved Jethro in the recognition of Yhwh, not necessari-
ly but possibly as his only divine suzerain, and with whom he was in 
a relationship of salom through the sacrifices of holocaust with the 
probable understanding of its being consumed by Yhwh and of zebahim 
possibly dismembered after the manner of treaty-oath victims and then 
with portions consumed in a fellowship meal which both sealed and 
symbolised the friendly relations brought into being. That no mention 
of taking oath occurs is probably insignificant and due to the abbrev:i:-. 
ated nature of the record, but the emphasis which the communal meal 
positively receives is surely of some weight, especially when viewed 
against the background of the biblical material previously studied. 
1. For example, the two references from Brekelmans' discussion (art. 
ci~, 216): 'Now I know that you are a man of God, and that the word 
of Yhwh in your mouth is true'(l Kgs 12:24 widow of Zarephath to 
Elija): 'Behold I know that there is no god in all the earth but 
in Israel; so accept now a present from your servant'(2Kgs 5:15 
Naaman to Elisha). 
2. Compare too the use of the phrase tobah cgh le in the language used 
to describe Yhwh's salvation and protection of Israel as their 
Suzerain :'And Jethro rejoiced for all the good which Yhwh had done 
to Israel, in that he had delivered them out of the hand of the 
Egyptians', Exod 18:9. This follows Moses' recital of the historical 
relationships between Israel and her Suzerain up to that time, and 
forms an apt prologue to Jethro's joining the covenant. See the 
studies cited on tob, tubtu, tabutu,etc on pages 390 note 2 & 403 
note 1 above. 
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Deuteronomy. 
The Mount Ebal Ceremony - Deut 27 
Again, as in the case of Exridus 24, there is no direct parallel 
to treaties between two human parties, and so no detailed analysis of 
this passage will be attempted·, In this case, we are confronted with 
a projected renewal ceremony to be enacted by Israel when they had 
occupied the promised land. Specifications are made about inscribing 
the plastered stones with the stipulations of the divine covenant 
law,· and rhe building of an al tar of unhewn stone. Then. they are told 
to offer burnt offerings (Colet), and zaba~ta ~elamim we'akalta Sam 
wesama~ta lipene Yhwh 'eloheka:'and you shall slaughter share<l-offeriq§ 
(peace-offerings) and eat them there, and rejoice before Yhwh your 
God' ( Deut 27:7 NEB). In the reflex of this passage in Josh 8, atten-
tion is drawn to the inscription, the altar regulations and the type 
of offerings. The selamim are therefore linked specifically with the 
covenant renewal ritual; while they are mentioned in the Josh 8 pas-
sage, it is the wording of Deuteronomy we'akalta sam:'and eat them 
there' which underlines the function of the communal meal and of the 
animals which are involved. The rejoicing clearly springs from the 
relationship of peace and friendship with Yhwh, the covenant bond. 
This rite is again tied in with the covenant by the repeated reference 
to the verbalised as well as the enacted covenant when verse 8 goes on 
to say - 'And you shall write upon the stones all the words of this 
law very plainly' • In Deuteronomy, then, besides the covenant stipu-
lations and the blessings and curses being heavily emphasised, there 
is am emphasis on the non-verbal aspect of the covenant, namely the 
sacrificing and the eating of the covenant meal. This is in keeping 
with both the patriarchal tradi.tion and with the Sinai covenant 
procedure. 
I. On the importance of Deut 27 for determining the purpose and date 
of the book, see G.J.Wenham: TB 22(1971),103-118 "Deuteronomy & 
the Central Sanctuary 11 , a revised form of the author's unpublished 
doctoral dissertation The Structure & Date of Deuteronomy, London 
University, 1970. For recent work taking into account ANE studies 
on the treaty, see Weinfeld:DDS and J.A.Thompson: D/TOTC with 66 
pages of introductory material, and the literature cited there. 
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Joshua 
The Gibeonite Treaty - Joshua 9. 
Besides the reference in the previous chapter to the Mt. Ebal 
covenant renewal ceremony 1n which the sacrificing and partaking in 
a communal meal is seen as a fulfilment of Mosaic injunctions about 
the covenant with Yhwh, we find a covenant meal attested in this book 
on the level of two human parties. 
This has been competantly discussed by F.C.Fensham 1n a study 
which remains valid! and so we shall only underline one or two points 
in connection with our theme. We have already compared the central 
acknowledgement of verse 9f with similar utterances indicating the mo-
tivation for forming a treaty on the lips of Jethro, and of the kings· 
of Gerar in Genesis. As the Gibeonites relate what they have heard of 
Israel they provide something analagous to the historical prologue 
which sets the Hittite treaties by covering the ground as to the 
relations which have obtained in the past between the contracting 
parties, though in this case it is the history of Israel's relation 
with her divine Suzerain in the Exodus-Conquest which is recited. Fear 
for Israel's Suzerain motivates the plea for a treaty. Analogies are 
found in Ashurbanipal's records to this spontaneous seeking of a 
treaty relationship as opposed to the oath forced upon a subdued 
group following war - for instance, Gyges responds to a dream-reve-
lation of Ashurbanipal's greatness, or as we should unders i:and it 
responds to Ashurbanipal's reputation, his 'name', as the news of his 
campaign succeg:es reached Lydia. We labelled this a diplomatic vassal-
dom. Such is the Gibeonites' motivation; they were responding to the 
'name' of Yhwh - 'From a very far country your servants have come, 
2 because of the name of Yhwh your God' (9:9). 
I. BA 27(1964),96-100 "The Treaty between Israel & the Gibeonites" • 
2. See page 74 above; c£ the 'name of Yhwh' and nibit sumija ina sutti 
usabrisu .•• ina zikir sumisu kusud nakrutika (Rassam, 2:97ff) 
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The self-description of the Gibeonites cabedekem 'ana£nu (~ 8,11) 
'your vassal-servants are we' is appropriate to the weaker party to a 
treaty. We see from the ensuing events that the treaty stipulations 
must have extended from non-aggression to the positive cbligation of 
military aid and vassal protection. 1 This forms a connecting link 
with Ullusunu's treaty with his suzerain Sargon who campaigned for 
his vassal's protection. 
The focal point of the narrative is whether the Israelites could 
be tricked into eating the provisions supplied by the Gibeonites, the 
legal subterfuge not invalidating the rite according to the thinking 
then in operation. The covenant meal appeared to be inviolable, or 
more accurately the oath sworn in the name of Yhwh bringing into being 
the fellowship expressed in the meal, even though it committed Israel 
to a course of action directly contrary to the holy war of Yhwh, and 
roused popular disapproval. 2 The compiler notably censors them only 
for failure to consult Yhwh before swearing the oath and accepting 
their provisions: 
wayyiqel)u ha'anasim mi:;;i;;edam we'et-pi Yhwh 16' sa'alu: 
wayyaCas 18.hem YehosuCa salom wayyikrot lahem berit 
lehayyotam wayyissabeCu lahem nesi'e haCedah 
The chief men of the community accepted some of their 
provisions, and did not at first seek guidance from 
the LORD. So Joshua received them peaceably and granted 
them a treaty, promising to spare their lives, and the 
chiefs pledged their faith to them on oath • 
(Josh 9: 14f NEB) 
1. As pointed out by Fensham: art. cic, 99. 
2. Compare v. 15b and 18ff: 'But we swore an oath to them by Yhwh God 
of Israel; we cannot touch them now ••• we will spare their lives so 
that the oath which we swore to them may bring no harm upon us' 
(NEB). The motive for refraining from slaughtering the Gibeonites 
was clearly fear of divine wrath for breach of oath which Yhwh as 
the divine Witness to the treaty-oath could be expected to pour 
out upon them. Popular reaction was strong despite this, for Joshua 
had to rescue them from being lynched <~ 26). 
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As pertinent for comparsion with the Sargon + Ullusunu treaty 
occasion, we should not only observe the role of the covenant meal, 
but also the role of the elders, This group was the contracting party, 
acting as representatives of Israel as a whole and are referred to a·s 
nesi'e haCedah/nesi'im or ha'anasim - 'the chiefs Of the cultic con-
gregation/the chiefs' or 'the men'. 
2 Samuel 
·The Abner Covenant - 2 Sam 3 • 
We may have a further example of a covenant meal in the negotia-
tions which led up to David being made king over all Israel after the 
death of Saul. A long war between the two houses saw David gaining t4e 
ascendancy despite the counter action of .Ishbosheth's able commander-
in-chief Abner, a man of war and diplomacy~ When the weakling son of 
Saul accused his right hand man of treason Abner took steps to unite 
the land under David, being well aware of the prophetic oracles which 
promised victory over Israel's enemies through David. 
His first step was to send messengers to David at Hebron with a 
view to establishing a personal truce ensuring his safety in return 
for his diplomatic skill to be turned to pursuading the elders of 
Israel to accept David's rule (karetah beriteka 'itti ••• , 2 Sam 3: 
12). When David's stipulation of the return of his wife Michal had 
been met , and Abner had conferred with the elders of Israel, he 
arrived at Hebron with an escourt of twenty men to formalise the nego-
tiations to lead to David's coronation. It was on this occasion that 
the covenant meal took place, for we read that 
wayyacas Dawid le'Abner wela'anasim 'aser 'itto 
misteh (2 Sam 3:20) 
And David prepared a banquet for Abner and his men 
who were with him 
Abner promised formally to gab.er all Israel to David so that they 
might make a covenant with him and he be their king, and then Abner 
leaves, significantly wayyelek besalom • 
Though Abner had the king's guarantee of safe conduct, it did not 
protect him from David's commander-in-chief Joab, a powerful man whom 
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one might suspect of blackmail by retention of Uriah's murder order. 
Avenging his brother's blood, Joab cut down Abner when he had him off 
his guard. David totally dissocited himself from this cold-blooded 
deed and invoked curses on Joab and his house. These curses are drawn 
from the common stock of maledictions which were also frequently used 
I in treaty documents. Those invoked by David included disease, effemi-
nacy, the sword and famine: 
we'al yikkaret mibbet Yo'ab zab fune~oraC iJ.maJ:iaziq 
bappelek wen6pel baJ;iereb waJ;iasar-laJ:em 
May the house of Joab never be free from running 
sore or foul disease, nor lack a son fit only to 
ply the distaff or doomed to die by the sword or 
beg his bread ! (2 Sam 3:29) 
The implication seems to be that Joab had violated the salom newly 
established between David and his supporters and Abner, and David 
accordingly invoked the covenant curses upon the violator. 
When the reciprocal intention to make a covenant (v. I 2f), the 
fact that Abner took leave from David besalom, and the maledictions 
so characterisitic of treaty-curses are laid side by side with the 
misteh David laid on for Abner, it seems more than likely that 
David and Abner concluded some form of preliminary covenant designed 
to lead to a wider t6venant with all Israel (~ 21). We note tha~ 
Abimelech, Ahuzzath and Phicol sat down to a misteh with Isaac, took 
oath with him and they departed from him 'in peace' (wayyeleku 
rne'itto besalom). The misteh for Abner and his departure besalom fit 
into the same framework well. If so, the misteh constitutes yet 
another witness, this time from the early 10th Century, to the use of 
a meal in covenant ceremonies formalising treaty relationships. 
I. See Hillers: TC/OTP; Fensham:ZAW 75 and discussion at many points 
in this thesis, such as under Part I, Asb. section H: The Fate of 
the Ade Violator • 
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IV:S. The Phrases lipeney Yhwh and ina IGI DN in Treaty Contexts. 
We have drawn attention to the prepositional phrase used in Sg 
8:63b referring to the deities of both Ullusunu and Assyria as wit-
nesses to the act of homage (karabu ~arriiti) paid to Sargon, and we 
have argued from the occurrence of the same phrase in the Esarhaddon 
treaties and elsewhere that it marks the feast on the 8th Campaign as 
a treaty renewal ceremony. To the Akkadian references listed in sup-
port of this use of the prepositiinal phrase in a treaty context we 
may now add parallel examples from the Old Testament. 
(i) Four Divinely Witnessed Covenants between Human Parties 
The first passage which is from Exod 18, already discussed at 
length, offers a surprisingly good parallel for the prepositional 
phrase, the leading role of the elders and the covenant meal all run 
parallel to the Sargon + Ullusunu treaty occasion. 
wayyiqqa,tl Yitro J:ioten Moseh Colah uzebal}im le'lohim 
wayyabo' 'Aharon wekol ziqne Yisra'el le'ekol-le~em 
'im-l}oten Moseh lipeney ha'elohim 
The placing of the expression lipeney ha'elohim at the end of the sen-
tence describing the ceremonies gives it a place of prominence. What 
is meant ? Is it a location or is it a 1heological designation ? Very 
often these two shades of meaning coalesce, for the re!Erence is to a 
gathering at the sanctuary where God's presence was enshrined. But 
here we should remember that the Ark and the Tabernacle were not in 
existence, though some form of altar presumably was, on which the 
1. At Exod 16:33f there is a command to lay up a sample of manna 
lipeney Yhwh, and the fulfilment that Aaron placed it 'before the 
Testimony' (lipeney hacedut). The cedut are the covenant stipulations 
inscribed on the two stone tablet, the liihot hacedut deposited in 
the Ark which is then known as the 'Ark of the Testimony' ('aron 
hacedut), which resided in the Holy of Holies in the Tabernacle. 
This illus tr ates the strong association with a shrine which the 
phrase lipeney Yhwh can bear. Exod 16:31ff is dischronologised, of 
course, since neither Ark,Tablets nor Tabernacle were in existence 
when the manna first appeared. On Cedut, see Kitchen:AO/OT,106-109 
noting its early occurrence as a Canaanite loan-word in Egyptian in 
the Turin Judicial Papyrus 4:5 - see original publications cited. 
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accompanying sacrifices were offered. The main nuance of lipeney Yhwh 
will be the idea of Yhwh being there in person as witness to the oaths 
and recipient of the colah. We agree with Fensham when he says 
Het feit, dat in ons vers gesproken wordt van een 
maaltijd 'voor het aangezicht van God', wijst wellicht 
op de eed, die beide partijen voor God moesten zweren 
waardoor zij zich tot het houden van het verbond 
verplichtten 1 
There is no direct mention of the treaty oaths, but since these 
were never omitted from treaty ceremonies since they gave the treaty 
its binding force we must suppose that Jethro and representatives of 
Israel took oaths mutually, and it is natural to place them here. In 
the Isaac + Abimelech treaty the oaths follow the covenant meal. The 
author of the biblical passage apparently considered it sufficient to 
place the covenant meal lipeney ha'elohtm for it to be understood 
that Yhwh became witness to the treaty oaths. By the same token,. the 
scribe of the 8th Cmmpaign made no explicit mention of Ullusunu's 
vassal-oaths. 
The second biblical example derives from the period of the Judges 
and concerns Jephthah's pact with the elders of Gilead when they re-
quested him to lead the men of war against the Ammonites who were 
threatening Israel at that time. He accepted their invitation but only 
on condition that when the fighting was over he was to be their ac-
knowl=dged head. The elders agreed and promised that Yhwh would be wit-
ness to the pact: 
And the elders of Gilead said to Jephthah,'Yhwh will 
be witness between us (DN yihyeh someCa benotenu); we 
will surely do as you say' (Jdg 11:8) 
The fact that the root smC is used indicates that the elders were to 
make a verbal declaration. The Hebrew use of 'im-lo':'if not ••• 1 in 
fact calls down an imprecation if they should break their oath, so 
that the way of expressing the strong affirmative is in the form of 
a self-curse, which is particularly apt in the context. 
Jephthah also takes oath when the elders and people acting in 
concert made him 'head and leader over them'(~ 11): 
1. Fensham: E/POT, 109 • 
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So Jephthah went with the elders of Gilead, and the 
people made him head and leader over them; and Jeph-
thah spoke all his words before Yhwh (wa.vedabber PN. 
'et-kol-debarayw lipeney DN) at Mizpah.(Jdg 11:11) 
454. 
It would be interesting to know if there was a sanctuary at Mizpah, 
for this would indicate whether there is primarily a local significance 
to lipeney Yhwh or solely the judicial-theological concept of Yhwh as 
witness to the oaths of the pact. Since identification of the site is 
. . h 1 d h. . 1 . not certain, excavation as not yet so ve t is question. Discovery 
of an Israelite shrine at Arad shows that we need to be cautious about 
dismissing the possibility of a shrine at Mizpah on the· grounds that 
no such shrine is mentioned directly in the Old Testament. Nevertheless 
the expression lipeney Yhwh in the context of a pact with oaths need· 
not imply a gathering at a shrine, as is clear from the next example. 
In this instance, the oaths are sworn mutually by David and Jona-
than in the Wilderness of Ziph at Horesh, which is not identified, but 
not at all likely to have been the centre for a shrine since the na-
ture of David and Jonathan's meeting was clandestine. For the back-
ground to this pact we should refer back to 1 Sam 18, where we read 
of the first covenant made between these two men: 
wayyikrot Yehonatan weDawid berit be'ahabato 'oto 
kenapso (1 Sam 18:3) 
Then Jonathan made a covenant with David because.he 
loved him as his own soul 
The signs of the covenant were the garments and armaments bestowed on 
David by Saul's son in something like an investment ceremony which 
probably symbolised adoption as a brother with equal rank. 
This pact was renewed after Saul's first attempts on David's life 
and as Jonathan realised more and more clearly that David was destined 
for his father.' s throne. In a poignant passage, Jonathan takes oath 
l. In The Land of the Bible, p. 243 Aharoni says: 'The Israelite forces 
assembled at Mizpah (Jdg 10:17), also called Mizpeh of Gilead(Jdg 
11:29), which was the site of a cultic centre(v. 11), perhaps an 
ancient amphyctionic rallying point in Gilead'. There is in fact no 
support for this statement except a particular interpretation of 
lipeney Yhwh. Aharoni, following F.M.Abel and M.du Buit, suggests 
a possible identification of Mizpah with Ramath-mizpeh between 
Heshbon, Betonim and Mahanaim (Josh 13:26) in the area south of the 
Jabbok, perhaps near.Jebel JelCad and Khirbet JelCad. 
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that he will disclose any threat or plot against David's life which 
his father might make. This reminds one immediately of the clauses of 
vassal-oaths enjoining an immediate report to the suzerain of any 
rumour of treason. Similarly, echoes of the dictum that the enemies ·of 
the one party are the enemies of the other are to be found in Jonathan's 
wishes that Yhwh would cut off David's enemies. The stipulation that 
Jonathan made was that David would guarantee his offspring's survival 
and his own, demonstrating towards them 'the hesed of Yhwh', that is 
the covenant loyalty, the loyal love exemplified by Yhwh and required 
by Yhwh·as witness to David's covenant oath. This David swore to do. 
And Jonathan made David swear again (lehasbica) by 
his love for him (be' ahabato); for he loved him as 
he loved his own soul. (I Sam 20: 17) 
The idea that Yhwh was the witness of this pact is made specific 
throughout. In the preliminary conversation, David had reminded Jona-
than of his obligation to report his father's evil intentions by re-
ferring back to their previously sealed pact as 'the berit of Yhwh' 
- weCasita ~esed Cal-abdeka ki biberit Yhwh hebe'ta 'et-abdeka Cimmak: 
'My lord, keep faith with me; for you and I have entered into a 
solemn compact before Yhwh'(I Sam 20:8 NEB). They take oath in the name 
of Yhwh and part in the consciousness that Yhwh is the arbitrator of 
the covenant stipulations: 
wehaddabar 'aser dibbarnu '8'.ni wa'attah hinneh Yhwh 
beni ubeneka cad-colam (I Sam 20:23) 
wayyo'mer Jehonatan leDawid lek lesalom 'aser nisbaCnu 
senen~ '8'.na~nu besem Yhwh le'm6r Yhwh yihyeh beni 
ubeneka uben zareCe uben zarcaka cad-Colam(l Sam 20:42) 
1. There are some textual difficulties in 1 Sam 20:14ff • In verse 
17, the NEB reverses the subjects and has J·onathan p !edging him-
self again to David, instead of taking the Hiphil of sbc as 
causative as we prefer with RSV. Nothing of central concern is 
effected by these textual emendations and interpretations. on 
which see the standard commentaries. 
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And as for the matter of which you and I have spoken 
behold Yhwh·is between you and me for ever 
Then Jonathon said to David,' Go in peace, forasmuch as 
we have sworn both of us in the name of Yhwh, saying,. 
"Yhwh shall be between me and you, ana. between my 
descendants and your descendants, for ever" ' 
456. 
The next time they met was at Horesh in the Wilderness of Ziph 
when they renewed the covenant yet again, this time with Jonathan 
promising to take a faithful second rank in David's kingdom when the 
LORD had given David Saul's throne.It is here that the covenant is 
said to have been made 'before Yhwh' (I Sam 23: I 8 lipeney Yhwh) • 
Against the background of the previous passages, it is clear that 
mutual oaths made in the presence of Yhwh constituted the heart of the 
covenant ceremony, though symbolic rites such as the exchange of gar-
ments and weapons might accompany the verbal process. It seems certain 
that none of the covenants was made at a shrine. This is conclusive 
evidence that the expression lipeney Yhwh was used in a treaty con-
text to convey the idea of the Deity as witness to the covenant oaths 
and stipulations, and could be used to indicate the presence of such 
oaths and stipulations even when these are not mentioned overtly. 
This we believe to be the case too in the use of the phrase mabar DN 
u ilani matisunu in the 8th Campaign report. 
The final instance of lipeney Yhwh in a human covenan~ concerns 
David at Hebron for his coronation: 
So all the elders of Israel came to the king at Hebron 
and King David made a covenant with them {wayyikrot 
lahem berit) at Hebron before Yhwh (lipeney DN), and 
they anointed (wayyimsehu) David king over Israel. 
(2 Sam 5:3) 
It seems likely that there was a shrine at Hebron. This was a 
locality associated with the patriarchs and their worship (Gen 13: 18 
& 35:27) and Absalom went there to 'pay his vow' and 'offer worship 
to Yhwh' (2 Sam 15:7f). 1 On this occasion, which marked the active 
1. G.Fohrer: ZAW 71(1959),1-22 "Der Vertrag zwischen Konig und Volk 
in Israel" and G.Widengren: JSS 2(1957), J-32 "King & Covenant" 
both discuss passages bearing the phrase lipeney Yhwh in covenant-
making contexts without making anything of it. 
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rebellion against David, Absalom is described as offering sacrifices 
in Hebron as he waited for Ahithophel to arrive. We must picture the 
covenant ceremony as taking place at this shrine, though we cannot 
have any exact idea of the oaths and stipulations covertly referred to 
by the phrase lipeney Yhwh. Presumably the elders took some form of 
oath of loyalty, paying homage, as Ullusunu paid homage to Sargon. 
(ii) Four Passages referring to Covenant with Yhwh. 
As with the covenant meal at Sinai, so too the use of lipeney 
Yhwh can be found in the transposed covenant context which takes it 
from the human to the human + deity plane at one remove from a direct 
parallel with the Assyrian material. 
We refer first to the covenant renewal on the plains of Moab be-
fore the death of Moses. For a structural analysis of this section of 
Deuteronomy and its relation to the book as a whole the relevant works 
should be consulted, for we are concerned with only a single detail, 
the prepositional phrase. This occurs twice, both times in the speech 
of Moses rather than the circumstantial setting. This indicates its 
integral part in the covenant context. Moses summons all Israel and 
exhorts them 'be careful to do the words of this covenant', which is 
enforced by the following reminder: 
You stand this day all of you before Yhwh(lipeney DN) 
your God, the heads of your tribes, your elders and 
your officers, all the men of Israel, your little ones, 
your wives and the sojourner ••• that you may enter into 
the sworn covenant of Yhwh (lecobreka biberit DN ••• 
ube'alato) your God, which Yhwh your God makes with 
you (koret cimmeka) this day (Deut 29:9f MT) 
It is given wider reference by·drawing in even those 'not here with 
us this day', meaning the subsequent generations of Israelites on 
whom the curses would fall if they did not obey and fear the oaths 
1. For example, see Baltzer: CF,3lff and Thompson: D/TOTC,14ff and the 
literature cited there. 
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with its curses: 
Nor is it with you only that I make this sworn covenant 
(k6ret 'et-habberit hazz6't we'et-hi'al~h hazz6't) but 
with him who is not here with us this day before Yhwh 
(lipeney DN) our God. (Deut 29:13f MT) 
458. 
The prepositional phrase conveys not only a general sense of 
religious awe, but relates specifically to the berit and 'alah, for 
Yhwh is thereby designated as Witness to the oaths and Implementer of 
the curses. The active implementation of the curses is spelt out in 
verses J 9f HT in terms of Yhwh' s smoking wrath ('oz yec.~an 'ap-DN 
weqine'ato). The heavenly Witness could discern heart-obedience and 
transgression, and hence the special description of the fate of one 
who inwardly congratulates himself on his security while intending 
disobedience (MT !Sf). 
The second reference comes from the projected covenant ceremony 
at Mt.Ebal already mentioned for its witness to the covenant meal. 
This meal was to be eaten after slaughter of the burnt offering and 
the peace offerings and the people were 'to rejoice before Yhwh' 
(lipeney DN) there. The phrases 'before Yhwh', 'rejoicing before Yhwh' 
or 'eating before Yhwh' are characteristic of Deuteronomy and have a 
strong association with 'the place which Yhwh shall chm;e to make his 
name dwell there'. Thus Israelites are forbidden to offer sacrifices 
at home, or tithes or votive gifts but must go to the place chosen 
and there 'eat before Yhwh and rejoice' (Deut 12:7,12 & 18; 14:26). 
This applied to the major commemorative feasts as well, for example, 
. the Feast of Weeks when they were 'to rejoice before Yhwh' at the 
chosen site (Deut 16:11). The so-called Cultic Credo of chapter 26 
associates the altar with the expression 'before Yhwh'' for the bas-
ket of first-fruits is set down 'before the altar of Yhwh 1 (26:4), 
while verse JO. speaks of setting it down 'before Yhwh your God , and 
you shall worship before Yhwh your God, and you shall rejoice in all 
the good which Yhwh your God has given you'. 
Clearly the phrase lipeney Yhwh cannot denote a covenant cere-
mony in its own. Its general connotation is 'in the presence of Yhwh' 
- and this is often, but not exclusively, associated with a shrine. 
A strong thread in the composite meaning of lipeney Yhwh is the ju-
dicial idea of Yhwh as Witness. In the Credo just cited, this shade 
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. of meaning for lipeney Yhwh is to be detected in a later verse, verse 
13, where a declaration is made that the Israelite has met his obliga-
tions to the Levite, the sojourner, the fatherless and the widow with 
respect to the tithe on his produce: 
then you shall say lipeney Yhwh your God,'I have 
removed the sacred portion out of my house ••• 
(Deut 26:13) 
The sense of Yhwh as Witness and Judge is also conveyed at 18:13 
where Israel is exhorted to be clear from indictment: 'You shall be 
blameless before Yhwh your God'. Similarly, Yhwh was t~ be Arbitrator 
in the case of malicious accusation, because he was Witness to the 
actual deed done: 
both parties shall appear before Yhwh, before the 
priests and the judges who are in office in those 
days. (Deut 19:17) 
A comparison with Mesopotamian legal material reveals how old is 
this concept of the deity as witness and arbitrator where human wit-
nesses were lacking, or where they made contradictory statements. From 
the Code of Hammurabi, the following examples may be drawn: 
$9 witnesses to property ownership and witnesses to 
its sale make sworn statements after a theft 
(mahar ilim + qabu) 
$23 - a robbed citizen declares his losses for compensa-· 
tion (mabar ilim + D-theme baru III/buarum) 
$106 - merchant convicts a recalcitrant agent of receipt 
of a loan (ina rnabar ilim u sibi + kanu D-theme) 
$107 - agent convicts merchant of receipt( ibid.) 
$120 - corn depositor makes declaration for compensation 
(malJar ilirn + baru III/buarum, D-theme) 
$126 - district clears itself of false claim for loss 
(ibid) 
$266 - herdsman clears himself of stock loss 
(malJar ilim + ebebu D-theme) 
$281 unwitting purchaser of another's slave states price 
(ina mabar ilim + qabu) 
Closely related are clauses demanding that an oath be taken in the 
name of the deity, that is the deity guaranteed the truth by knowing 
if the man swore correctly and by exacting a fearful penalty for 
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perjury. Three examples from the Code of Hammurabi may be compared 
. 1 
with.two from the still earlier L~ws of Eshnunna: 
$22 - owner of destrained slave-girl swears destrainer 
has no claim against him (nis ilim izzakar) 
$37 - keeper of another's property disclaims responsi-
bility and compensation (ibid) 
$20 - capturer of subsequently escaped slave disavows 
guilt (ibid) 
$103 - agent blames enemy for loss on trade mission 
(ibid) 
$131 - wife accused of adultery by husband (ibid) 
The last case cited bears a strong affinity with the Hebrew law 
for a wife suspected of adultery, recorded in Numbers 5. There a com-
2 plicated rite accompanies the oath, involving an ordeal by draught, 
but this does not concern us. The point of the comparison is the re-
iteration of the prepositional phrase lipeney Yhwh with a strong ju-
dicial sense some four times between verses 16-30 describing the 
priestly procedure. 
There is a parallel between the oath, rites and curses performed 
'before Yhwh' in this judicial procedure and the oath, rites and curses 
which form part of a covenant-making ceremony - the common factor is 
1. $22 & 37 from the early· laws - see A. Goetze: The Laws of Eshnunna, 
AASOR 31, 1956 in convenient form in ANET, 161ff. For Hammurabi's 
Code, see conveniently, ANET, 163ff in Meek's translation, and 
Driver: BabLaws. ~~ 
2. The river ordeal similarly invokes the arbitration of the deity, 
and applied in the case of a wife accused by someone other than 
her husband ($132 - ana mutisa DINGIR. !D isalli); cf. $2 for one 
accused o~ sorcery. This ordeal should be clearly distinguished 
from the penalty of drowning, when the victim was first bound, 
see $129. $17 of the Middle Assyrian Laws brings out the difference, 
for after another citizen has said, 'People have lain repeatedly 
with your wife', it is specifically stated that the river ordeal 
obtains because there are no witnesses - 'since there were no 
witnesses, they shall make agreement (and) go to the river (for 
the water ordeal)' - Meek's translation, ANET, 181 • 
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1 Yhwh as Witness and Judge. 
461. 
The third example to be added from an Old Testament covenant 
occasion comes from Josh 24. In verse 25 of the chapter, we read that 
Joshua ' made a covenant with the people that day, and made statutes 
and ordinances for them a·t Shechem' (RSV). We prefer to translate krt 
berit lacam in this context with the NEB footnote 'Joshua made a 
covenant ••• for the people', since this is in keeping with his r<5le 
as successor to Moses as mediator and leader of the people. The cov-
enant drawn was clearly not an innovation, but rather a renewal of the 
Sinai bond, as emerges from the terms - to put away foreign gods and 
to serve Yhwh alone (v. 15-24). This covenant renewal ceremony is intro-
duced in the words of 24:1 
Joshua gathered all the tribes of Israel to Shechem 
and summoned the elders, the heads, the judges, and 
the officers of Israel; and they presented themselves 
before God (wayyityassebu lipeney ha'elohim). 
Yhwh was regarded as having taken an active part on this occasion 
as well as being a passive witness to all that went on. This comes out 
in verse 27, where a stone is set up under the terebinth in the sanc-
tuary as a witness against the people, not because it had heard their 
words, curiously enough, but because 'it has heard all the words of 
Yhwh which he spoke to us'. Which words ? Certainly the speech v. 2-13 
which is set in the 1st person with Yhwh as subject,. and may be con-
1. Other laws and incidents involving Yhwh as Witness and Judge include 
Exod 22:8f (c£ CH $120 & 126: ina mapar ilim + baru D-theme) niqrab 
.•. 'el-ha'elohim cad ha'elohim yabo' - loss on deposited goods; 
Exod 21:5f · - the slave who swears life-long fidelity before God 
higgi~u 'adonayw 'el-ha'elohim. On these passages compared with 
others from the Laws of Eshnunna, see F.C.Fensham: JBL 78(1959), 
l 60f "New Light on Exod 21: 6 & 22 ! 7 from the Laws· ofEshnunna". LE 
$37 speaks of an oath sworn in the gate of Tishpak, the city god, 
to clear the storer of another's property lost after accident (bel 
bltim ina bab bit DN nis ilim izzakarsum~ Note further that Korah's 
rebellion was settled by appearing lipeney Yhwh (Num 16:7,16f); the 
challenge to Aaron's priesthood was settled by placing rods 'before 
Yhwh' (Num 17:7,9 lipeney NN; cf. 4,10 lipeney hacediit. Divine arbi-
tration was invoked by use of the lot, e& for tribal division of 
the land (Josh 18:8,10 & 19:51 - begoral beSiloh lipeney DN petal,l 
'ohel maced ; c£ Prov 16:33) : both shrine and spot are named which 
suggests that 'before Yhwh' here bears a judicial connotation. 
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1 
sidered as the Historical Prologue to the covenant. Perhaps too the 
words referred to in v. 26, which Joshua presumably read aloud: 'and 
Joshua wrote these words in the book of the law of God (beseper torat 
'elohim). These consisted of the hoq umispat: (v. 25)' which are pre- . 
sumably the covenant stipulations. 
The stone ('eben gedolah) is invoked as a witness by reason of 
its permanence and immutability, in the same way as heaven and earth 
or the mountains are invoked elsewhere in the Old Testament. 2 The pas-
sage, then, is replete with the concept of witnesses to the treaty 
first of all they gather 'before Yhwh', then the people solemnly accept 
the covenant, becoming witnesses against themselves (~ 22), and finally 
the stone is erected as an impersonal, disinterested witness. Thus we 
have Yhwh in heaven, the people in earth and the stone in-between 
on earth obviously, but also in the presence of Yhwh by virtue of being 
in the sanctuary (v. 26b). 
The reason for the great stress on the witnesses to the covenant 
1. So, for example, G.E.Mendenhall: BA 17(1954), 67 and D.J.McCarthy: 
T&C, 145ff • 
2. This is the simplest understanding of Israelite usage of natural 
phenomena in covenant contexts, and as such differs from the nu-
minous usage common in Hittite, Ugaritic, Aramean and Assyrian 
texts. What properly belonged to the mythology of surrounding cul-
tures could often be taken over into Uebrew culture simply as 
poetic colouring without compromise to Yahwism. On the OT against 
its ANE background in this area, see Huffman: JBL 78(1959),285-295 
"The Covenant Lawsuit in the Prophets", who suggested that moun-
tains, rivers, heaven, earth, sea, winds, and clouds were invoked 
in ANE treaty texts 'presumably because the curses and blessings 
•.• involved these natural phenomena', p. 292 . ~foran disagreed, 
saying that Huffman's explanation 'does not sufficiently take into 
account the numinous character which these so-called natural phe-
nomena possessed in Hittite religion' (Biblica 43,1962,317-327 
"Some Remarks on the Song of Moses", p. 319), and after drawing at-
tention to non-treaty texts - a Ugaritic one invoking heaven and 
earth, and an Assyrian t~kultu ritual invoking desert wastes and 
abandoned tells as well - he concludes that natural phenomena 
were invoked in ANE texts 'simply as pertaining to the numinous 
world and therefore being in some way subjects of power', p. 320. 
See too Harvey: Plaidoyer, 33 note 4, 88f who suggests the need for 
two witnesses, their immutability in this changing world, and that 
'ces realites cosmiques, divinisees dans les pantheons hurrien, 
hittite et assyrien, sont communes aux deux parties dans un accord 
international, alors que les autres dieux ne sont en general 
honores que par l'une des parties en presence', p. 89 • 
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oaths is clear, namely, Israel's unceasing apostacy. This explains 
the mention of their idolatrous ancestry, both in the prologue and 
the exhortation(~ 14f), and the disqualification alleged by Joshua 
with its threat that only judgement would be incurred by taking the 
1 . 1 . 1 d. d oath ight y, as in the past. Joshua as the covenant me iator e-
clared his intention of serving Yhwh alone,. and was, in fact, the 
fourth witness to Israel's covenant to total obedience to Yhwh. 2 For 
our purposes, it must suffice to conclude that the primary witness is 
Yhwh himself, since 24:1 sets the entire scene 'before God'. 
The fourth and fifth examples are really one and the same for 
they are drawn from parallel pass;:tges in the books of Kings and Chron-
icles, and concern a covenant made by Josiah and the people at the 
Temple in Jerusalem after the discovery and reading of the seper 
I. The characterisation of Israel's history as one of continual 
apostacy is taken up again in later passages of the OT, eg, 
Psa 106, Ezek 16 & 21 ; c£ the Song of Moses, Deut 32 • 
2. M.Noth:Josuat HAT ·7,1953, p. 136 rejects verses 19-24 as a later 
addition, but this is countered by arguments by McCarthy:T&C,150; 
Blatzer: CF ; J.Muilenburg: VT 9(1959),347-365 "The Form and Struc-
ture of the Covenantal Formulations", ~ 357ff; Huffman: CBQ 27, 104 
note 16; Moran:Biblica 43,103. Other studies of Josh 24as a 
covenant ceremony include J.L'Hour: RB 69(1962),5-36,161-184,350-
368 "L'Alliance de Sichem", and Ch.H:Giblin: CBQ 26(1964),50-69 
"Structural Patterns in Josh 24:1-25" • Muilenburg rightly 
stresses the importance of the mediator in Israel's covenants 
eg, Moses, Joshua and Samuel, while Baltzer notes the association 
of confirmation of the covenant with the transfer of authority. 
Both points are relevant to Josh 24 • 
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habb~rit 1 In 2 Kgs 23 we read 
And the king stood by the pillar and made a covenant 
before Ynwh (~ayyikrot 'et-habb~rit _lip~ney DN), to 
walk after Yhwh and to keep his commandments, his 
testimonies and his statutes with all his heart and 
all his soul, to perform the words of this covenant 
that were written in this book; and all the people 
joined in the covenant(wayyac~mod kol-hacam habberit) 
(2 Kgs 23:3) 
464. 
Covenant terminology abounds; one notes the 'covenant stipulations' 
(Cedotayw), the need to give them heart-obedience (b~kol-leb ubekol-
nepe~), and the verbs krt and Cmd conveying the carrying through of 
the pledging procedures. 
The parallel passage, 2 Chron 34:31, similarl.y records the location 
of the king and the fact of the covenant's being made l:ip~n~y Yhwh. 
Given the three indications of locality - Jerusalem, the house of 
Yhwh, and the dais or pillar (Cal-hacammud/ca1-cam~do), the phrase 
lipeney Yhwh must be doing theological-judicial duty, indicating that 
2 Yhwh was witness to the covenant-oaths of king and people. 
We conclude that this brief comparative study of lipeney Yhwh and 
ina mabar ilim, best understood as 'in the presence of' the deity, shows 
that it may not necessarily be associated with a shrine, and that the 
occurrence of these phrases in the context both of Law Codes and Coven-
ants is not accidental but indicative of the common strand.of the deity 
being witness to oaths and judge of perjurers and oath-breakers. 
1. See N.Lohfink: Biblica 44(1963h261-288 & 461-498 "Die Bundes-
urkunde des Konigs Josias - eine Frage an die Deuteronomiums-
forschung" and the literature cited there for analysis of this. 
2. Comparison might be made with Ezra 10, where Shecaniah and Ezra 
make the 'leading priests and Levites and all Israel take oath' in 
a covenant with God to put away foreign wives and children. Ezra is 
described as prostrate before the Temple (mitnappel lipeney bet 
ha'elohim) before the ceremony, and departing thence afterwards 
(millipeney bet ha'elohim). The addition of bet into the prepo-
sitional phrase is surely not a periphrasis substituting 'the house 
of God' for direct reference to the deity (c£ 'kingdom of heaven' 
for 'kingdom of God'), since the direct phrase is used at 8:21 in 
descriiing a fast lipeney 'elohenli. Locality must therefore be the 
first nuance of lip~ney b~t ha'elohim • 
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IV:6. The Role of the Elders in Covenant Making. 
When Sargon describes his first meeting with Ullusunu on the 8th 
Campaign he gives a list of officials accompanying the Mannean king, 
no doubt to convey to th~ reader that his royal dignity required an 
elaborate reception, and also to show the dependence of the Manneans 
on his good offices were they to have any chance of retaining their 
social structure and government in the face of Urartian aggression. So 
Sargon speaks of his unwavering intention to avenge the Manneans on 
their enemies, and then reveals their gratitude properly expressed in 
his royal reception. 
su adi raban:Eiu S:lb:i: malik:i: zer blt a.bisu sakkanakld 
. u r:i:de muma"iru matisu ina ullu~ libbi u hidut pani 
ultu qereb matisu balu l:i:t:i: gitmutis u~amm; (Sg 8:33f) 
He with his officials, elders, counsellors, the royal 
progeny, prefects and officers, the representatives 
of his country came from the heart of his land with 
hearts rejoicing and glad countenances without hostages. 
1 
This meeting took place at the Mannean border town of Sinihinu. The 
treaty renewal ceremony was held at the fortress of Sirdakku, when 
the nobles and governors are again specially mentioned: 
su adi rabann:L sakin tem matisu usalllini-ma ina 
panij a eli irbi .ri tte~unu iptassiiu k:Lma kalbi 
He together with (his) dignitaries, the guiding 
spirits of his land, were crawling about on all 
fours just like dogs (Sg 8:58) 
When we turn to the Old Testament, we find that elders and other 
state officials are frequently specified as having taken a leading 
part in covenant ceremonies. 
1. Muma"iru is the D-theme Participle of root (v)hu -'to go,go off';· 
D-theme 'to send, commission,charge' (GAG, $106,f); D-Par~ 'com-
mander, commanding officer, envoy'. The-S"imilar mu'errum which was 
once derived from (w)aru (GAG, $56,e) with the meaning 'Kommandant', 
is now derived from the root erum -'to be awake, guard' (GAG, $106, 
f & AHw., 667 mu'erru -'Versammlungsleiter'). ~-
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To take the secular examples first, we find that the elders of 
Israel are specifically mentioned in Exod 18:12 as taking part in the 
covenant meal with Jethro, while in Josh 9 they are responsible for 
the over-hasty conclusion of the pact with the Gibeonites. Josh 9:14 
speaks of the men'(ha'ana~im:'the chief men of the community' ,NEB) 
partaking of the Gibeonites' provisions. The same group, this time 
called 'the leaders of the congregation' (n~§t'e hac~dah, ~ lSb), 
swore the treaty oath to them, and were severely criticised by the 
mass of the people for their actions in the covenant meal and oaths 
in which they participated as the representatives of the whole con-
gregation. Nevertheless, their oath remained valid for the whole of 
Israel despite general disapproval. In the Jephthah story, it is the 
elders of Gilead who approach him and negotiate the pact by which he 
became war-leader and judge (Jdg 11:4-11). It was the elders of Israel 
who made negotiations through Abner with David, resulting in the cov-
enant he concluded with them at Hebron (2 Sam 5:3). 
The 'religious' covenants of the Old Testament likewise bear 
witness to the key role of the elders, and among them we may note the 
following. At the Sinai covenant in Exod 24, the elders are specially 
mentioned (verses 1,9-11 & 14) as approaching Yhwh as the representa-
tives of the people who were not allowed near the mountain. They wit-
nessed the theophany and partook of the covenant meal ('asile bene _. __ .,. ____ _ 
YiSra'el, v. 11). At the covenant in the plains of Moab, Moses speci-
ally mentions Israel's leaders in his address (ra'sekem sibtekem 
ziqnekem wesoterekem, Deut 29:9 MT). In Deut 27:1, the elders are 
associated with Moses in giving instructions about the Mt. Ebal cov-
enant ceremony, while Josh 8, the reflex of the passage from Deut-
eronomy mentions the leaders of Israel (zeqenayw wesoterim wesopetayw, 
Josh 8:33) in a similarly compTehensive list of participants in the 
covenant ceremonies. The leaders are similarly specified as sunrrnoned 
to the covenant renewal ceremony at Shechem (ziqne Yi§ra'el,ra'sayw, 
sopetayw, soterayw - Josh 24:1), and as having remained faithful to 
the oaths they took there after Joshua himself had died (v. 31). 
Finally, the elders were summoned in particular by Josiah to hear the 
book of the covenant read and to enter into a covenant renewal con-
ducted at the cleansed temple (2 Kgs 23:1). 
The references just cited support the view that normally speaking 
the elders must be present as the representatives of the people as a 
whole to ratify a treaty or covenant. When the association of the 
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elders with the covenant, covenant oaths and covenant meals is noted, 
and when the phrase lipeney Yhwh is also present, this may be consid-
ered to lend weight to the view that the mention of elders, a meal and 
the phrase ina mabar ilani befokens a covenant renewal ceremony, though 
the word treaty is not used in the narrative of Sargon's meeting with 
Ullusunu. 1 
1. On the role of the elders in Israel with some comparisons with the 
elders among the Hittites and at Mari, see J.L.McKenzie: Biblica 
40 (1959) ,522-540 "The Elders in the OT" • He summarises the role 
of the elders under five headings: 
1. Representatives in political or religious activity 
2. Associates in authority with the leader 
· 3. Governing body 
4, Royal council members 
5. Judicial body 
The majority of the passages we have discussed fall into McKenzie's 
first category, namely, that the elders act as the people's repre-
sentatives in concluding treaties and covenants. See too A.Malamats 
essay "Organs of Statecraft" (BAR 3, 163ff) 
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IV:7. Sg 8:146f and the Phenomena of Electrical Storms. 
The frightening phenomena of electrical storms - thunder, light-
n1ng and hail lent themselves to mankind's earliest mythologies and 
commanded his numinous respect. Linked as they were to the blessing of 
rain and the disaster of floods, they contributed to religious devel-
opment that ambivalence of attitude towards the gods - praise and 
fear. No attempt can be made here to trace the origins and development 
in literary form of mankind's reaction to the storm. It must suffice 
to indicate links between the earliest literary statements which come 
from the Sumerians and pass on to the Semites, though there will be no 
attempt to argue for linear development rather than a mixture of 
parallel and cross-fertilised development. 
From the Sumerian corpus, we may take two convenient examples, 
both recently made available in English translation by the doyen of 
Sumerologists, S.N.Kramer. The first belongs to the irshemma genre, 1 
is dedicated to the storm-god Ishkur, and, to quote Kramer, 'seems to 
have been composed by a temple poet eager to assure the people of 
Sumer that Ishkur 1s on their side and will come to their aid against 
their enemies'. 2 'Father Ishkur, lord who rides the storm'(line 7) is 
exhorted by his father Enlil to equip himself and set upon 'the rebell:-
ious land 1 • 
Let the howling wind howl for you, harness the winds before you, 
Let your vizier 'Lightning' go before you,(harnes~ the winds 
(>efore you), 
My young one, go, go joyfully, who is like you when approaching 
it ! 
To the rebellious land, hated by the father who begot you, 
who is like you when approaching it ! 
Take small stones, who is like you when approaching it 
Take large stones, who is ·like you when approaching it 
Rain down on it your small stones, your large stones, 
1. See Falkenstein & von Soden: SAHG, 22f on this genre. 
2. ANETS, 141/577f "Ishkur & the Destruction of the Rebellious Land" 
with brief introduction; text 29631, CT 15, pl& !Sf; see HKL 1,226 
for bibliography. 
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Destroy the rebellious land to your right, subdue it to 
ytiur left (lines 18-25) 1. 
One can imagine the efficacy of this hymn when recited in.the 
temple before the army set off to quell an uprising in some vassal 
area. The exhortation to ·the Storm god for his intervention, by the 
poet's genius, was not the lot of the priest but the express wish of 
his father Enlil, the de facto head of the Sumerian pantheon in lieu 
2 
of Anu who had become a shadowy figure in the background. 
If this irshemma embodies standard Sumerian beliefs of ancient 
origin, the next example reveals something of the process of dissemi-
nation of these expressions for in a long poem written by Enhed·uanna, 
daughter of Sargon the Great, we find the syncretitstic process un-
folding before our eyes as the Semite becomes a leading proponent in 
the Sumerian cultus. 
As a final step in this politico-religious reformation, 
Sargon equated the Sumerian Inanna with the Akkadian 
Ishtar to lay the theological foundations for a united 
empire of Sumer and Akkad, and thus ushered in what the 
chronographic tradition regarded as the 'dynasty of 
Ishtar'. 3 
1. For Yhwh as the 'rider on the wind', see Psa 104:3b-4 
hassam-Cabim rekubo 
Caseh mal'akayw rUJ;iot 
hamehallek cal-kanepe-rua.Q. 
mesaretayw 'es lohe~ 
2. See S.N.Kramer: History Begins, 144 • 
3. Hallo & van Dijk: Exaltation, 9£ • 
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Leaving on one side the political and cultural implications of 
the Nin-me-sar·-ra poem, we may focus attention on. the transfer of at-
tributes from Ishkur the Sumerian Storm god to Inanna-Ishtar, goddess 
of love and war. This occurs in section two to four of the poem which 
portray Inanna in her terrifying aspect. When she roars at the earth 
like Thunder no vegetation can stand up to her(line 10). She rains 
down flaming fire over the land (line 13). 
Destroyer of the foreign lands, you have given wings 
to the storm, 
Beloved of Enlil you made it (the storm) blow over 
the land 
In the following lines the storm imagery is blended with the sound of 
battle as the Semitic characteristics of the goddess of love and war 
intrude: 
In the van of battle, everything was struck down 
before you, 
My queen, you are all devouring in your power, 
You kept on attacking like an attacking storm, 
Kept on blowing (louder) than the howling storm, 
Kept on thundering (louder) than Ishkur, 
Kept on moaning (louder) than the evil winds, 
Your feet grew not weary, 
You caused wailing to be uttered on the 'ly~e of 
lament'. 2 
I. Kramer's trarslation - ANETS, 144/580 lines 17f; cf. Exaltation,17 
Devastatrix of the lands, 
Beloved of Enlil, 
you are lent wings by the storm. 
you fly about in the nation. 
d' ~ b ' u4- e a a-e-si. kur-gul-gul 
ki-aga· den-lil-la kalam-ma im-mi-ni-dal 
2. Compare the translation given in Exaltation, 16ff 
In the van of battle 
Oh my lady (propelled) 
on your own wings, 
In the guise of a 
charging storm 
With a roaring storm 
With Thunder 
With all the evil winds 
Your feet are filled 
To (the accompaniment of) 
the harp of sighs 
everything is struck down by you 
you peck away (at the land) 
you charge 
you roar 
you continually thunder 
you snort 
with restlessness 
you give vent to a dirge 
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Despite the variations in translation~ the fundamental pain~ 
stands that from the earliest times both storm and the sway of battle 
were given a numinous explanation in terms of direct divine interven~ 
tion. History and nature can not be divided in Mesopotamian theology. 
When, centuries later, Sargon described the intervention of Adad in 
his campaign, he simply affords us further evidence for the continuity 
of a tradition. 
Skipping over other material, we take one example of standard 
East Semitic tradition relating to the Storm god cf Mesopotamia. 1his 
comes from the Atrahasis Epic, which is the Babylonian Flood story an-
cestral to the widely distributed Gilgamesh Epic Tablet XI. 
umu isnu panusu 
ila ismi'.i rigimsu 
istuma Idilu babsu 
istagna DN ina erpetr 
kupru babil ipebbi babsu 
DN isaggum ina erpeti 
The appearance of the weather changed 
Adad roared in the clouds. 
As soon as he heard Adad's voice 
Pitch was brought for him to close his door. 
A~er he had bolted his door 
Adad was roaring in the clouds 1 
igi-me-ta 
. ~ , 
nin-mu a-n1-za 
u4-d~7-du7-gim 
u4 gu-ra-ra-ta 
drskur-da 
im-bul im-gul-da 
giri-za nu-kus-u 
balag-a-nir-ra-da 
(lines 26-33) 
ni ma-ra-ta-si-ig 
F"..A. KA 1:-durudx(K11)-e 
1:-au7-au7-de 4gU. im-da-ab-ra-ra 
sigx(KA LI) mu-da-an-gi4-gi4-in 
im-da-kus-u-de 
i-in-si 
i-lu mu-un-da-ab-be 
See the commentary on sections 2-4 in Exaltation, cha~ 5, pages 
SOff, where some of the translation difficulties are discussed 
and para~lels cited. 
I. Atrahasis, 92f; Tablet III, CoL 2:48-53 
49 & 50 on page 160 • 
see the notes on lines 
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With this one should compare the rather fuller and more poetic 
version of the storm preserved on.a fragment of the Assyrian recension. 
DN ira sar erbetti irtakab pare[suJ 
sutu iltanu sadu amurCruJ 
siqusu siqsiqqu megu radu 
Adad rode on the four winds,ChisJ asses, 
The south wind, the north wind, the east wind, 
the west wind, 
The storm, the gale, the tempest blew for him 
The next lines are damaged but 'the chariot of the gods 1 which 'sweeps 
forward', 'kills' and 'threshes' may still be referring to the 
elements of the storm which generated the Flood. 2 
Adad in fact has a prominent role in the Epic, for in previous 
attempts to wipe out mankind, he was instructed to withhold his rain 
and so cause drought and famine, but was diverted from this course by 
having a temple built in his honour and an offering of meal set out. 
A Babylonian incanta:i.on priest was later to reconnnend this procedure 
for overcoming drought to a late Assyrian king using a quotation from 
the Atrahasis Epic -· another witness to the continuity of the theo-
logical tradition in Mesopotamia and one which demonstrates that a 
late cul.tic event could make use of archaic material, a fact signifi~ 
cant for studies of the cult in Israel. In the Atrahasis Epic, Adad 
fiaally co-operates with the divine assembly, and intervenes decisive-
ly in human history as an agent of judgement working destruction, 
1. Atrahasis, 122ff; BM.98977+99231 = U:re~ 5-7. See~ 167 for note on 
line 7 • 
The Evil Wind(imbullu) ,,,, the winds arose 
The south windCbreakl ••• arose at his side, 
The west wind blew at his side,· 
[.J.C.J ••• reached ••• 
the chariot of the gods(rukub i.Jani) •••• c ... J 
CitJ sweeps forward, it.kills, it threshes c. ..... J 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Compare Gilgamesh XI:91-131 for a later poetic and theophorus 
account of the storm - Speiser: ANET,94; Kinnier Wilson:DOTT, 21f; 
Heidel:Gilgamesh Epic; 84f for a-rallge of English translations. 
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From the Sumerian 'rider on the storm' and the Babylonian 'rider 
on the winds'~ we move on to the Ugaritic 'rider of clouds'. Necessar-
ily we must skim over the surface of this material which remains the 
subject of intense debate both in basic matters such as translation -
and in the wider areas of the coherence, function and comparative sig-
nificance of the mythology. To condense discussion, we shall draw on 
the work of van Zij 1 and Cross, the former who demonstrates a pains-
taking methodology in handling the Ugaritic texts about Baal, and the 
latter who endeavours to take a broad sweep and relate the Baal ma-
terial to Hebrew material. 1 Both scholars benefit from the stream of 
scholarly work preceding their recent publications. 
Both draw attention to 'the two-sidedness of Baal's role as 
storm-god: on the one hand, the dread warrior before whom all nature 
blanches and dies, on the other hand, the god whose sway brings the 
fructifying rain which makes the desert bloom'. 2 Van Zijl's linguis-
tic study reveals that ' military terminology is of decisive impor-
tance', for as subject of 30 out of 38 verbs included in the category, 
'he is the one who works the destruction of other beings'. 3 The storm 
phenomena belong to Baal's self-disclosure: 
1. P.J.van Zijl: Baal - a study of Texts in connection with Baal in 
the Ugaritic Epics, AO/AT 10, 1972 in which the methodology is 
described as that of logotactical, linguistic analysis; F.M;Cross: 
Canaanite Myth & Hebrew Epic - essays in the.religion of Israel,1973 
which contains a critique of both the 'Myth-and-Ritual' and the 
HeiZsgeschichte schools, and chapters of specific relevance - chap. 
7 "Yahweh & Baal" and chap. 5 "The Divine Warrior" • 
2. Cross:CM/HE, 151 • 
3. Van Zijl-: Baal, chap. 8 "Conclusions about the Grammatic~l Situation", 
'The Categories of Verbs: Summarized Conclusions', page 317; c£. 287ff. 
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A word of a tree 
awhisper of stone 
converse of heaven with earth 
the deeps with the stars. 
Thunder-stones(abn.brq) which heaven does not know 
thunder(rgm) which people do not know 
and the multitude of the earth do not understand, 
Come and I shall show it, 
in the midst of my towering mount ~aphon 
in the sanctuary, on the mountain of my portion, 
in the pleasance, on the hill of victory. 
474. 
The thunder is thought of as Baal's voice as the following text makes 
clear, which presents the Storm god in connection with the fertility 
theme: 
Behold, the season of his rain, 
Baal appoints the season of the service 
in overflowing (of water) 
Lo ! he gives (forth) his thunder(voice) in the clouds, 
his song(voice) to the earth with lightning. 2 
Another text portrays Baal as a king sitting victoriously enthroned on 
his mountain, Mount ~aphon: 
Baal sits indeed enthroned on the mountain 
Hadad hurnbles(humiliates) indeed as accuser 
on his mountain 
the god of Sapanu on the mountain of glory 
Seven light~ings (sbct.brgm) (he had) 
eight as a storehouse of thunder('i~r rCt) 
a shaft of lightning(C~ brqy[hJ) is the hand 
His head is beautiful; dew between his eyes. 3 
1. ibid, 59; text Cnt:III:19-28 (=CTCA 3:C); c£ Ginsberg: ANET,136. On 
the parallelism of abn.brq & rgm and their meaning, see especially 
F.C.Fensharn: JNES 18(1959) "Thunderstones in Ugaritic" on which van 
Zij 1 draws, p. 60f • 
2. ibid, 107; text 51:V:68-71 (=CTCA 4:V); ANET, 133 and Cross:CM/HE, 
148f. Lines 70f in parallelis;-read wtn.qJ:h-:-bcrpt//srh.lar~.brqm; 
c£ text 5l:VII:27-30 (=CTCA 4:VII) quoted & translated by van Zijl 
(p. 141) and by Cross (p. 149) in which the lightning is Baal's holy 
voice (qlh.qds.bCCi.yJtn). Hebrew verbal and theological parallels 
are found in 1 Sam 12:17 & Psa 18:14. 
3. Baal,358; text RS 24.245. Van Zijl takes the verb ~with Baal as 
subject as 'descriptive of a royal council (meeting) and compares 
1 Kgs 22:19 'I saw Yhwh sit on his throne, and all the host of heaven 
. standing beside him on h-rs-right hand and on his left'. From our 
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Other scholars restore and translate this passage somewhat dif-
ferently - Cross, for instance, takes kmdb in the second line above 
as a comparison of Baal's throne with the back of the Flood Dragon, l 
and sees as the cultic background of the scene 'the return of the god 
from victory over Yamm or the flood-dragon, and his subsequent sitting 
in state on his throne, manifesting himself as lord of the storm'. 
Whether it is as a victorious warrior or whether as presiding over 
the divine assembly that Baal sits enthroned, it seems fair to con-
clude that the concept of Baal's kingship offered here includes some 
idea of his suzerainty, that is of his supremacy over rivals or enemies. 
We may conclude, then, that Baal's duality does not mean that his 
association with electrical storm phenomena is confined to a fertility 
motif which is quite unrelated to his martial activity. In principle, 
there would be no surprise occasioned by the discovery of a Ugaritic 
text in which Baal intervened in a historical battle, just as Hadad 
did for Sargon or Yhwh for Joshua. 
The Old Testament abounds with descriptions of Yhwh in terms of. 
storm phenomena, and some passages are extremely close in phraseology 
to those already cited from Ancient Near Eastern sources. The context 
may be that of Creation, Theophany 2 or Judgement, and the literary 
type historical narrative, poetry; wisdom, prophetic oracle or eschat-
point of view, it is interesting that this heavenly council meeting 
was determining divine strategy for intervention in battle ! If van 
Zijl's suggestion (hd.rCkkJ kmdb.btk.grh - rkk 'to humble,subdue'; 
kmdb - cf. Akk. dababu, bel dababi = 'to litigate; adversary in 
court') is accepted, there may be something of a parallel here with 
divine judgement following rib in the OT and its Nee-Assyrian 
counterpart, discussed in Part I, Asb. section E:Prayer to the Gods, 
section F: The Divine Pronouncement and section G: Divine Inter-
vention. 
1. CM/HE, 147f where he compares Psa 29: 10 Yhwh lammabbul yasab -'Yhwh 
sits enthroned on the Flood-dragon' (cf. Job 36:30); Ugar. mdb -'flood, 
stream' • 
2. In the context of (i) Creation, see for example, Psa 104:1-13, 148:8, 
Job 36:24 - 37:24, 38:25-30 & 34-38, Jer 10:12£ = 51:15£ and (ii) 
Theophany, see for example Exod 19:16-19, 20:18, cf. Deut 4:33 & 36, 
5:22-27, Psa 29, Psa 97:3, 11:6 and Hab 3 • 
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ology. We concern ourselves here with Yhwh vis-0.-vis his enemies 
I 
only, and the two best parallels.to the Sg 8:146 passage primarily. 
On several historical occasions Yhwh is said to make use of lightning, 
thunder and hail in judgement.· For example, Yhwh was said to have 
rained down 
and fire on 
in Samuel 1 s 
2 . 
fire and brimstone on Sodom and Gomorrah, thunder hail 
the Egyptians~ 3 thunder and rain on Israel's wheat crop 
4 day. Though in each of these instances the retributive 
action of Yhwh is directed against his enemies, none parallels the 
incident of the 8th Campaign exactly, as do two further passages now 
to be considered. 
In the first of these it is during the holy war with the Canaanites 
thRt Yhwh intervenes on Israel's behalf. Gibeon had been attacked by 
an alliance of five kings under Adonizedek of Jerusalem. Joshua was 
called upon to honour the treaty Israel had recently made with the 
Gibeonites despite its conclusion by deception on their part. A de-
cision to honour the treaty had in fact been made in principle imme-
diately after the Gibeonites' true identity became known, but this 
attack put the decision to the test. On receipt of their message which 
was couched in the technical terminology of a vassal's appeal to his 
suz~rain (C~bed = 'vassal', Josh 10:6), Joshua received a war oracle 
I. We must by-pass here the Canaanite-type poetry so rich in storm 
imagery, eg, 2 Sam 22:8(=Psa 18), I Sam 2: 10; cf, Jdg 5:4f, Deut 
33:2, as well as prophetic-eschatological passages from the 
Prophets, eg, Isa 29:5-8, 30:29-33,; cf. Rev 8:7, 11:9, Ezek 38: 
22, 13:13, c£ Jer 25:30f - a r1b against foreign nations. 
2. Gen 19:24 -'Then Yhwh rained(himt1r) on Sodom and Gomorrah brimstone 
and fire(gopr1t wa'es) from Yhwh out of heaven' • 
3. Exod 9: 23f - 'Then Mos es stretched forth his r_od toward heaven; and 
Yhwh sent· thunder and hail (natan qolot ubarad), and fire ran down 
to the earth (wattihalak-'e$ 'areiah). And Yhwh rained hail(wayyamter 
DN barad) upon the land of Egypt; there was hail(barad) and fire 
flashing continually in the midst of the hail(we'es mitlaqqahat 
betok habbarad), very heavy hail such as had never been in all the 
land of Egypt since it became a nation'. 
4. 1 Sam 12:18 -'So Samuel called upon Yhwh, and Yhwh sent thunder and 
rain(wayyitten DN qolot Grnatar) that day'. 
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1 from Yhwh promising victory and he marshalled his troops. Yhwh threw 
the enemy into a panic before Israel and then augmented the victory 
by means of an electrical storm: 
And as they fled before Israel, while they were going 
down the ascent. of Beth-horon, Yhwh threw down great 
stones from heaven upon them (DN hislik calehem 'aban'im 
ged616t min-hassamayim) as far as Azekah, and they died; 
there were more who died because of the hailstones 
(be'abne habbarad) than the men of Israel killed with 
the sword. (Josh 10:11) 
The parallels between this incident and that of the 8th Campaign are 
remarkably close. The context of both is historical narrative about 
national campaigns. A vassal treaty preceeds and demands the battle, 
which is then settled by divine intervention. This extends not only to 
a rout of the enemy but to multiple deaths among the fugitives from 
the battle whom the suzerain troops were unable to overtake, but who 
were struck down by the same means - electrical storm phenomena. 
The second incident is interesting too though not quite so close 
a parallel to the 8th Campaign incident. Again, the context is histori-
cal narrative about the Holy War, this time against the Philistines 
who had previously captured the Ark and routed Israel. At a somewhat· 
later date, there appears to have been a national dedication to Yhwh 
which one might reasonably suppose to have involved a covenant renew-
al ceremony - so it would seem from the terms which Samuel put to 
Israel (I Sam 7:3) with the promise that if they acknowledged no other 
Baals their Suzerain would come to their aid in battle. This was put 
1~ On war oracles, see J-G.Heintz: VTSupp 17(1969),112-138 "Oracles 
prophetique et 'Guerre Sainte' selon les Archives royales de Mari 
et l'Ancient Testament" with the literature cited there and the 
Sargonid oracles discussed or referred to in Part I, Asb. section 
F: The Divine Pronouncement, page 13lff above. For a literary 
discussion of Josh JO reference should be made to the standard 
commentaries and the many articles, such as recently J.F.A. 
Sawyer: PEQ 1972, 139-146 "Josh 10:12-14 & the Solar Eclipse of 
30th September, 1131 BC" • Important for the theological frame-
work is F.C.Fensham: BA 27(1964),96-100 "The Treaty between Israel 
& the Gibeoni tes" • 
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to the test immediately when the Philistines advanced on the assembled 
Israelites at Mizpah. Samuel interceded on behalf of the people and 
Yhwh answered him. Whether this was by unrecorded victory oracle or 
by the outcome of the subsequent events is not quite clear. At any 
rate, we read: 
As_ Samuel was offering up the burnt offering, the Phil-
is tines drew near to attack Israel; but Yhwh thundered 
with a mighty voice~ayyarcern DN beqol-gadol) that day 
against the Philistines and threw them into confusion 
(wayyehummem) and they were routed (wayyinagepu) before 
Israel. (1 Sam 7: 10) 
Historical narrative, a treaty - in this instance Israel as the vas-
sal of Yhwh, a military threat to the vassal, a battle, and the outcome 
decided by the intervention of the deity who fills the roles both of 
Sargon and Adad ~ these constitute marked parallels in Israel's and 
Assyria's theological historiography. The significant difference is 
Assyria's pantheon as opposed to Israel's single deity, Yhwh. 
To conclude we may review some Assyrian material pertinent to 
the theology of Sg 8:-146f and illustrative of points already made. 
Much Assyrian material is available to illustrate the ambivalence of 
blessing and disaster associated with the Storm deity, and the follow-
ing address to Adad from a royal inscription of Shalmaneser III ad~ 
mirably evokes the spirit of worship engendered by the deity, the god 
·of the lightning bolt - bel birqi: 
ana DN gugal same er1}etim saqi bel gimri 
kaSkassu ilani rasubbu sa la issannanu dannussu 
nasi qinnazi elli musanbi' tamate 
1}abit kippat sare mukil me nugsi 
musaznin zunni musabriq birqi musabsu urqeti 
sa ina pisu gursani innusu isab'u t~mate 
ilu remenu sa nashursu balatu 
.... . 
To Adad, canal-inspector of heaven and earth exalted lord of all, 
Mightiest of the gods, the terrible, whose power has no equal, 
Bearer of the Holy Whip, lashing the seas, 
Controller of the Circle of the Winds, keeper of the waters of 
abundance, 
Who makes rain fall, lihhtning strike and vegetation to grow, 
At whose word the mountains tremble, the seas swell, 
The merciful god whose favour (liL his turning from wrath ) 
is life 1 
I. J.V.Kinnier Wilson: Iraq 24(1962),93ff Kuraba'il statue:l-7. 
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Despite the steady flow of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, and 
the canal irrigation system, Assyrian monarchs prayed for rain and re-
corded Adad's answers. Thus we find Tiglath-pileser I concluding an 
inscription with a prayer to Arm and Adad as follows: 
zunne tabdute sanat nunse u masre ana paleja lisruku 
ina qabli u t&hazi salmis litarruni naplJar matati 
nakireja sap~ute u malke za'ereja ana sepeja lusiknisu 
Copious rains, years of plenty and richness may they 
bestow upon my reign. From strife and battle may they 
bring me safely back. All of the lands hostile to me 
with their princes and kings, my enemies, may they 
cause to bow down at my feet. 1 
It is interesting that fertility and conquest are bracketed together 
in petition to the Storm god, but not unusual since Mesopotamian the-
ology was not systematic - Adad~ for example has a third function as 
an oracle giver along with Shamash, 2 and furthermore the division into 
spheres of action such as history or nature was not contemplated •. 
Ashurbanipal associates the luxuriant growth of wild vegetation 
and cultivated crops with Adad and claims this as a blessing charac-
teristic of his entire reign. 3 Nabonidus too makes capital out of good 
I. King AKA, 27ff; K. 1621a + 13871, CoL 8:23-33 - Cylinder of Tiglath-
pileserl (1115-1077 be); ARAB 1, $216-267. 
2. In the Babylonian tamitu texts, Adad is addressed with Shamash -
see W.G.Lambert "The Tamitu Texts" in Divination, 119-123. Compare 
too Esarhaddon's building enquiry - Asar, 82 lines 20b-21; ARAB 2, 
260 $671 • --
3. 'Adad sent his rains, Ea opened his springs; five cubits tall grew 
the grain in the furrow, the length of its ear was five-sixths of 
a cubit; .the thriving of the harvest and the expanse of grain con-
tinually the fields produced; the fruit trees were laden with fruit, 
the cattle excelled in bearing. In my reign abundance abounded, 
during my years plenty accumulated' (Rassam, 1:45-51; ARAB 2,292). 
C£ Bauer: IAsb, 87 re~ 2f the Hunting Inscription. 
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rains which fell during summer at the time of his withdrawal from 
Babylon to indicate the gods' pleasure in him. 1 
Naturally the negative side of the coin, drought and famine, was 
unders toad as Ad ad's curse and was wished upon enemies, 2 while other 
texts celebrating the prowess of the gods refer to the terrifying phe-
nomena of .the electrical storm as manifestations of divine power, es-
pecially of divine wrath directed against the enemy. For example, take 
the following lines from bilingual poems to Enlil and Adad respectively. 
belim nasi dipari muoamme~ ajjabi 
nasib mat la magiri libbaka [ ••• 
muballi napisti raggi libbaka [,,, 
musaznin abnI u isati eli ajjabi libbaka C •.• 
0 Lord, bearer of the torch who sets alight the enemy, 
Who uproots the land of the rebellious, thy heart[ ••• 
Who annihilates the life of the wicked, thy heart [ ••• 
Who rains down stones and fire upon the enemy, thy heartc3 · 
1. Gadd: AnSt 8(1958),58 lines 36f dAdda me zunni isaqqisunuti • 
2. From such curse material note for example: 
$ CH 27b:64-80 destruction by Adad via drought, famine & floods 
$AMT, rev. iv:8-13 curse of drought & famine by Adad (AfO 8,20; 
read ikkil DN with Erica Reiner, ANETS,97/533 in linel""2) 
$ Lev 26:3-5 & 18-20 blessings of rain and fertility contrasted 
with the curses of drought and sterility 
$ Deut 28:12 & 22-24 ditto 
Cf. the discussion and references supplied by Fensham: ZAW 75, 168ff. 
3. K.5001:3,5,7,9 published by S.Langdon: OECT 6, 19f • 
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belum ina agagisu samu itanarrarusu 
DN ina ezizisu ersetim inassu 
sadu rabutu sunbupusu 
ana agagisu ana ezizisu 
ana ifagimisu ana ramimisu 
ilani sa same ana same rtellii 
iliini sa er~etim ana er~etim iterbu 
0 Lord, at whose anger the heavens quiver, 
0 Adad, at whose raging the earth quakes, 
The mighty mountains are overwhelmed by him 
When he is angry, when he rages, 
When he roars, when he thunders, 
The gods of heaven fly up to heaven, 
The gods of earth plunge into the earth1 
481. 
With these poems we should compare the descriptions of other deities 
in similar terms: 
ina aqqulli sa ina same napgu •.. (ina) isati napigti 
sa el mat nukurti izannunu aniiku 
in the red sheen blazing in the heavens, (in) the 
blazing fire which rains down upon the enemy land 
am I (Ishtar) 
sa nablusa muttaprisutu ana mat nukurti izannunu aniiku 
I (Ishtar) am (the fire) whose flames rain down on the 
enemy. land 
akukutu sa ana ajjabi nap9at 
Firebrand which blazes against the enemy (Ishtar) 
(Nabu) tabnit CN akukati kiC ••• J qamu niikirika 
Nabu born in Kish, firebrand [ •.. J burning your enemies 2 
But of more interest in this note ori Sg 8:146£ are the curses 
involving blitzing with lightning and hailstones, for they may well 
lie behind the account providing its theological framework. 
1. Langdon: OECT 6, 3lf; text - 4R,28 N~ 2 lines 9ff • 
2. G.Reisner: SBH, 104 lines 27ff (bilingual text) c£ CAD I/J, 229 
isatu, 1, 2 ... (b),l ... ; P.Haupt:ASKT, 129 lines 15f (bilingual text); 
. L.W.King: STC 2, pL 78 line 3'l--; RT 19,61 Nn 2 line 3 • 
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The EVT provides a good example of this, though Adad is not specifi-
cally named as agent. The Adad curse speaks of 'a severe destructive 
downpour': ina rib7i danni (EVT,442) coupled with locusts, drought, 
famine and cannabalism, but in· the ki sa section there is no doubt 
that Adad again is the divine agent in the copper sky metaphor which 
runs as follows: 
kI sa ina libbi same sa siparri zunnu la izannunani 
ki banne zunnu nalsu ina eqlatikunu tameratkunu lu 
la illak kllin nalsu pibnati ina matikunu liznun 1 
Just as rain does not fall from a copper sky, so may 
there come neither rain nor dew upon your fields and 
meadows, but let it rain burning coals in your land 
instead of dew. (EVT,530-533; ANETS, 103/539) 
The well known parallels in Deut 28:23 and Lev 26:19 do not carry 
the rain-of-fire clause, but that it had some international popularity 
is evident from Sefire I 
wysk c1 'rpd ['bny brd 
And may he (Hadad) shower upon Arp ad Chruil-[ stones J 2 
This type of curse found its way into the Assyrian war records in 
three forms, and we would see this as characteristic of Assyrian his~ 
toriography. The first mode of appearance. is in the extensive list of 
curses set to protect the inscription from concealment of destruction. 
In the example chosen here, Anu and Adad are asked to put such curses 
into effect as the overthrow of kingdom, uprooting of throne, eradi-
cation of seed, breaking of weapons, defeat in battle and captivity in 
I~ The Akkad.ian pihnati or pi 'nati has variants in the singular form 
of pemtum, pentu, pendu & pe'ettu and is cognate with Heb. peQam; 
see AHw., 854 • 
2. Fitzmyer: Sef!re, 14f Sefire I, A:26f , See too Fensham: ZAW 75, 
169 and note 93 • 
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chains before foes. Then Adad is pet.itioned separately as follows: 
DN ina birqi lemutti massu libriq sunqa bubuta 
busabba dame am matisu liddi iSten lima la balassu 
liqbi sumsu zersu ina mati lugalliq 
May Adad blitz his land with lightning; may he cast 
hunger, want and bloodshed upon his land;not for one 
'day may he decree life for him; may he destroy his 
name and seed from the land. 1 
Two centuries previous to Tiglath-pileser I, Adad-nirari I had 
invoked his namesake god in a similar manner with a very thorough 
explication of what he hoped the Storm god would do to the offender: 
DN ina rigi~ lemutti :irgi~ abubu saru lemnu sagma~tu 
tesu asamsiitu sunqu bubutu arurtu busaggu ina matisu 
lu kajjan massu abubis usbi' ana t111 u karme luter 
DN ina beriq lemutti massu libriq 
May Adad overwhelm him with an evil downpour; may flood, 
destructive wind, tumult, confusion, tempest, hunger, 
famine, hunger-pangs and want be ever in his land; flood-
like may he(Adad) sweep over his land turning it into 
ruins and wasteland. May Adad blitz his land with deadly 
lightning. 2 
Unlike these explicit curses appended to royal inscriptions, the 
next examples are what one might call realised curses, and are drawn 
from the narrative body of the texts. They constitute the second and 
third modes of appearance, being divided between the action of the 
gods against the enemy and that of the king as the viceroy of the 
gods. 
The Rassam cylinder records the Arabian campaign in vivid detail 
with the specific application of ade theology, setting the rain-of-fire 
curse in the context of the realisation of 'every curse written down 
in the ade': 
DN asibat CN isatu litbusat melamme nasat eli GN 
izannun nabl1 
Ishtar who dwells in CN, who is clothed with fire and 
bears (the halo of) numinous glory,, rained doWn flames 
on the land of the Arabs. (Rassam, 9:79-81) 
I. AKA, 108 Tig. I CoL 8: 83-88 • 
2. AKA, llf Nn 90978; Adanirari 1(1307-1275 be) • 
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What is stated as a curse in the EVT is presented here through narra-
tive action after a theological exposition - an exegetical historiog-
raphy. 
A second example of storm-theophany in historical nanative is 
provided by a variant account of Ashurbanipal's second campaign which· 
was directed against Ummanaldash and Ummanigash, the Elmaite kings. 
The text is fragmentary but describes the king and the army of Ashur 
in action against the enemy aided by the Assyrian gods, among whom 
Ishtar and Adad are described in terms of the curse material pertinent 
to Sg 8: 146f. The goddess is clad for battle. The noun i~patu-'quiver' 
is preserved, followed later by the root hamat:u -'to flicker, burn' 
used with nablu -'flame'. Adad fares better in the preservation: 
DN gugallu same u er~etim erpitu riij~i elisu [ ••• J 
ina tukul ti ilani belej a abut wnrnanat PN 
Adad, canal-inspector of heaven and earth, [thundered/ 
hurled ?J upon him (the Elamite king) a cloud-burst; 
with the help of the gods, my lords, the destruction 
of PN's arw.y CI achieved/completed ?J 1 
In another text,. the Babylonian king Nabopolassar credits the 
plague god Erra with blitzing his enemies. 2 This indicates the lack of 
a rigid division of divine attributes and activities in Mesopotamian 
theology. Adad the Storm god was in general allocated the attribute3 
of the electrical storm, but the goddess of love and war, and the 
destructive plague god sometimes share his .means of intervention in 
historical battles. Perhaps this is because all the gods were involved 
in treaty oaths and were jointly responsible for the implementation of 
the treaty curses, some of which as we have argued lie behind these 
descriptions of battle in the Assyrian war records. 
1. Streck; 184; ARAB 2~ 358 $925; K.2631+2653+2855: 52f • 
2. VAB 4, 60 Col 1: 28 dErra rasubbu mu~tabriqu za 'irij a. Compare 
passages such as dGIS.BAR(=girru) ultu same imqut-ma •. uCqalJli-
sunU:ti:'(upon divine intervention) fire fell from heaven and con-
sumed them' (Thompson: AAA 20, 1933 ,p. 88 IT: 150); cf. the fragments 
BM. 123410:7~ (Millard:---rraq 30,1968,p. 109f) and Th. 1929-10-12,23 
(Thompson: Iraq 7,1940,p.·109 No.35. 
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The third form of witness to the electrical storm curses which 
appears in the Assyrian inscriptions is more open to debate since it 
has to do with the king's reaction to his enemies. In one sense the 
curses are demythologised by this process for their efficacy depends 
on their being put into effect by human agency. A few examples will 
illustrate this: 
salummat DN belija usasgip-ma ana zikir ~umeja libbusun 
itruku irma idasun 
I made the blaze of Ashur my lord-overwhelm them; at the 
mention of my name their hearts palpitated, their arms 
collapsed 1 
The salummat DN better translated as 'the glory of Ashur' 1S 
probably not to be connected with any literal 'blaze', as Gadd's trans-
lation might suggest, but does duty for melamme, namrirru or the like. 
The S-theme of sabapu reveals the human agency involved, for the 
scribe could have written 'the glory of Ashur overwhelmed ••• ', but 
instead he demythologised the process giving prominence to the king. 
That he writes within the ade theological framework is evident from 
his phrasing a few lines previously - Cina] ade ilani rabuti ibti: 
'he sinned against the treaty-oath of the great gods'(line 14), which 
introduces the Carchemish report. 
With this example of 'demythologising' in mind, we may go on to 
other passages where the king fills the central role even more directly. 
illnu neperdu sa melammusu kibrati usaggapu nablu 
surrugu sa k:lma tiq rig~i ana mati nukurte 
suznunu-ma ina siqir DN magira la isu usamqitu 
gir DN2 
kasid ajjabesu muhalliqu garesu sarru sa tallaktasu 
abubumma epsetasu~ClabJbu nadru panussu zununu arkesu 
t:lb qi trub tagazisu dannu nablu musta.{µ11e·~u DN la 8.nigu 
1. Nimrud Prism, Fragment D published by C.J.Gadd: Iraq 16(1954),179£ 
CoL 4:42-45 ; cf. H.Tadmor: JCS 12(1958) ,34f Sargon II • 
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(The king who is) the dazzling storm whose splendour 
overwhelms the four quarters; the blazing flame which 
like the onrush of a tempest rains down on the land of 
the enemy; and the one who at Enlil's decree has no 
equal, who fells the opponent of the god Ashur 
Conqueror of his enemies, annihilator of his opponents, 
the king whose advance is like a flood, whose deeds are 
.like a fierce lion's, before him is a Zu-bird, after 
him the onrush of his mighty battle clash; a blazing 
flame (is he), an unquenchable fire 
486. 
These two passages are typical of Royal Titularies with their 
long strings of bombastic epithets which are primarily designed to 
present the king as the elect of the gods, their viceroy clothed with 
divine attributes. This can be demonstrated by reference to melammu 
and Oppenheim's penetrative study in which he writes: 
The king as representative and likeness (mussulu, c£ 
H.652:re~ 13) of the gods, also has such an aura which 
constitutes the divine legitimation of his royalty. 
This melammu is bestowed upon him when he becomes king; 
KAR 307;-r~ 24 (=Ebeling: TuL I,36) describes this 
with the words 'they(the gods) give him sceptre, throne 
and the palu-symbol and they adorn him with the royal 
melammu ("G'=Za-a'-nu-su-ma me-lam sarru-u-ti) '. This 
halo legitimates the king by endowing him with godlike 
appearance and power. 2 
1. AKA,33; ARAB 1,73 $218; Tigpl. I, text K.162la+l3871, Col. 1:40-45; 
c£ nablu bamtu suzuzu abub tambari (AKA,73): Asar,97 re~ ll-i4 
the Esarhaddo~ Zinjerli stele. The translation--c;y-line 13b is a 
little difficult as Borger indicates zu(?)-um-ma & ti-ib(?)-
Oder ist statt zu-um-ma er4-um-ma (eru - 'Adler') zu lesen 
(so A.Schott: MVAG 30/2, 195) ? Und statt ti-ib (so Schott, 
a.a.O.) ti-qu 'Regenguss' (sou.a. Luckenbill) ?? 
Luckenbill translates the debated phrases - 'before him is a storm 
(lit storm-demon), behind him a cloudburst(downpour); the onset 
of his battle is powerful ••• ' • 
2. A.L.Oppenheim: JAOS 63(1943),31-34 "Akkadian puluhtu & melammu",p. 31. 
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If the king partakes of the divine melammu it is not surprising 
that he also exhibits the numinous attributes of the electrical storm 
which properly belong to Adad and other deities. Thus we find nouns 
like nablu and riQ1?u, adjectives like ~urruhu and dannu and verbs such 
as zananu, bamat:u and baraqu shared by deities and kings in connection 
with the onslaughts on the enemy. Sometimes the parallel of attributes 
is overtly described, sometimes not: 
kima DN sa rib~i elisunu asgum usaznin 
kima DN elisunu rigilta usaznin 
Like Adad (god) of devastation, I roared down on them, 
I rained down flame upon them · 
Like Adad, I rained down on them a devastating flood 1 
Among the Assyrian material so far adduced as connnentary on Sg 8: 
146f, we have encountered poetry which crystallizes the Mesopotamian's 
numinous awe conjured by violent electrical storms, his gratitude for 
good rains with their blessing of fertility, and his fervent desire 
that his enemies should experi,ence none of the weather's blessings but 
all of its terrors and curses. He managed to link his meteorology with 
his judicial and foreign policy bureau and turn this to good effect by 
means of his official publications department in which court. histori-
ographer and theologian worked side by side. We found that the key link 
which held weather, law, chronicle and theology together was the con-
cept of the curse, expressed either formally, exegetically or in de-
mythologised terms. 
To round off the commentary on Sg 8:146f, two further literary 
sources from Assyria may be tapped - epic and oracle. Both reflect an 
identical theology to that already described. The theological frame-
work of the Tukulti-Ninurta Epic has already been discussed in some 
detail in an Excursus of its own, so we simply quote the apposite 
t. AKA, 335 Ashurnasirpal CoL 2: 106; cf. AKA,233 rev. 4: 3R, 7 ShaL III 
CoL 1:46; cf. CoL 2:50 & 98. For other references, see-CAD Z, 43 
zananu, 2~ . Note how Sennacherib erritles himself 'he who blitzes 
the enemies': musabriqu zamani(Senn, 23 CoL 1:9, etc) and compare 
dErra rasubbu mustabriqu za 'iri~ 
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passage: 
isir ina malJra DN ippuij,eli nakri isat naspanti 
isarrum DN2 qablat ajjabi usaqtar nabla 
Ashur went straight in front and devastating fire 
flared up over the enemy, 
Enlil leapt forilard and burnt the host of the enemy 
with flame 1 
488. 
Adad in this instance is credited with sending wind and flood' 
(~aru abuba) over the enemy's battle line. With this we should compare 
the demythologised parallel describing Tukulti-Ninurta in action: 
sarraoat mamlussu tusa[qtar? la] adiri pana u arki 
·qadat eroussu tulJammat la semi sumela u imna 
galtu melammusu usaijlJ~pu nagab za'iri 
Glorious is his might, it sco[rchesJ the urJreverent 
fore and aft ; 
Blazing is his impetuosity, it burris the unsubmissive 
left and right; 
Fearful is his splendour, it overwhelms all his enemies. 2 
Qataru, bamatu and sahapu describe royal action where elsewhere in 
parallel contexts they have the gods as subject. This parall:lism is 
underlined by the Epic itself in lines such as the one comparing 
Tukulti-Ninurta to Adad 'As when Adad bellows, the mountains 
tremble I: k:Imad dAddi ana sagimmesu ittarraru sadu 3• The Assyrian 
Epic is therefore comparable in all respects in its ade theology and 
implicit and explicit comparisons of royal and divine action and in 
its use of the electrical storm imagery. 
1 .• Ebeling: :M..AOG 12/2, 7 (A2) Col 5: 25f ; . see also page 392 above • 
2. Rm 142 = F, CoL Y:2-4 given by La~bert:AfO 18(1957/8), 48£ • 
3. ibi~, lihe 6 • 
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From the corpus of Sargonid oracles comes one which may be cited 
as a commentary on Sg 8:146f. 1be large but broken tablet K.2401 col-
lects several oracles whose relationship to one another is not clear. 
One from column two is completely preserved between ruled lines, and· 
is given here in Langdon's translation minus the concluding ritual 
directions.: 
Now these idle fellows plotted, have come up against 
............ 
thee, have arisen against thee. And thou hast opened 
thy mouth saying, 'I appeal to Ashur'. I have heard 
of thy shame. From within the gate of heaven I shall 
come quickly. I shall hasten and cause fire to consume 
them. Thou in their midst shalt stand. From before 
thee I shall send them up, unto the mountains cause 
them to ascend. Meteors upon them I shall rain. Thy 
foes I will cut down, and fill the river with their 
blood. Let them see, let them glorify me, even as I 
am Ashur lord of the gods. This is the greeting which 
in the presence of the statue (was rendered). 1 
The similarity of this war oracle and the royal inscriptions is 
apparent with the sketch of the enemies in full flight taking to the 
mountains, but being overtaken and cut down, their blood flowing 
freely. Likewise standard is the envisaged divine intervention, but 
takes on interest when its means - fire and meteor - are compared 
with the 8th Campaign. Both stand in a long tradition. 
A second oracle on the K.2401 tablet also refers to divinely 
scattered fire: 
The Cimmerians into his hand will I give 
Fire in the land of Ellipi will I hurl2 
The subject. of the D-theme of root emedu is the god since the verb is 
to be read as 1st Person, not 2nd Sing, as Langdon has it.· 
1. s.Langdon: TI, 135; K.2401:10-26. Lines 17 & 21 read: isatu lus8.kil-
. sunu & abneaqqullu ina mubbisunu azzunnun; cf. CAD A. I, 60 abnu 'I 
have rained on them glowing stones' & AHw.,54 anqullu,aqqu1-ru-=- 1Noon; 
midsummer heat' & aban anqullu -'Meteor?'. 
2. K.240l:CoL 2:2 isatu ina GN ummad; cf. CAD I,231 isatu 2"' 'I(Ishtar) 
shall send Ellipi up in flames'. Another possible reference from 
Langdon is BH.82-5-22,527:line 25 which apparently reads in trans-
literation - sar-bu-bu ar-bi-is MIN(sina ?) GIB!L.MES, but the 
translation is obscure - see AHw.,933 on rababu and Labat:Manuel, 
sign 548 GIB!L : qilutu, qa1U0arapu • 
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Again returning to the oracle first quoted from K.2401, there is 
another significant detail to relate to the 8th Campaign report. The 
oracle continues in Langdon's translation: 
The tablet of the decrees of Ashur concerning the 
revelation into the presence of the king one shall 
'bring. Good oil let them pour out and make sacri-
fices of lambs. Incense they shall burn. Before the 
king they shall read it. 
Again, the gist is clear while uncertainties plague the would-be trans-
l later. A tablet described as the tuppi ade •.. sa Assur is read 
aloud to the king. Is this the tablet which records the loyalty oath 
of the rebels, and the curses to be enacted upon them? Or does it 
more plausibly refer to the copy of the oracle just given ? In either 
case it must be an assurance to the king that divine intervention was 
imminent, and that his enemies would be eradicated. Oracular promises 
in contexts of war are inseparable from treaty curses made when peace 
was concluded. Both seal the fate of those who would dare to oppose 
the king and reveal the gods' support for him. 2 
Sg 8:146f is therefore part of a long tradition of imagery em-
ployed for conveying the revelation of the gods to men, and more than 
this is linked to the judicial-theological system of thought brought 
to bear on battles with enemies and empire and the gods in general. 
I. K.2401, Col 2:26-28 tuppi ade anniu sa DN ina UGU ha-'-u-ti ina 
pan sarri enab:'this tablet containing the oath for~ula of the god 
Ashur will be brought to the king upon a ••• (CAD U, 162 ha'utu -
'meaning uncertain. Refers perhaps to cloth used as protection and 
support for a precious document'; cf. AHw., 318 bamrnutu ( 1) ) • 
2. On war oracles and the ade, ·see the discussion in Part I, Asb. 
section F: The Divine Pronouncement~ page 131ff where oracles in 
the body of Ashurbanipal's war records and others collected 
separately are referred to. 
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IV:8. An Additional Note on remu, re'amu/ remu, remutu/ rbm • 
We noted that in the Rass am account of Abij ate'' s capitulation 1 
the phrase remu rasu -'to show mercy to' was immediately followed and 
qualified by the explicit mention of the vassal oath imposed upon him 
(ade niS ilani rabuti + S·-theme zakaru). Other pass ages in the records 
suggest that the association of remu rasu with treaty-making is fre-
quent and somewhat analagous to phrases like t:ubtu epesu. -'to do good 
to', hadis naplusu-'to regard favourably' and those with damqu, 
damqati, damaqu - that is, the phrase remu rasu belongs to the orbit 
of suzerain-vassal vocabulary, though not exclusively so. 2 For example, 
it can refer to divine-human grace as displayed by the goddess Ishtar 
3 
when she receives Ashurbanipal's prayer for vengeance on Teumman. 
This is paralleled on the human plane by Sargon's reception of Ullu-
sunu's vassal plea for vengeance on his attackers, where - as we have 
argued - his vassal oath was renewed. 4 
1. See Part I, Asb. section A: Vassal Oath & Vassal Status, p. 79 note 
4 and 81 note 1; Rassam, 8:44-46 • 
2. See M.Weinfeld's article "Covenant Terminology in the ANE & its 
Influence on the West" (JAOS 93,1973,190-199, esp. 191 & note 29), 
which surmnarises a number of previcas semantic studies, 
3. 'Because of the uplifting of your hands and because your eyes have 
filled with tears, I have granted you mercy': ana nis qateka sa 
tassa ena.ka imla dimtu artasi remu (Prism B, 5:48£ ; Piep, 66) • 
4. 'I extended mercy to them and received their prayer, their speech 
of supplication I heeded and pronounced the abulap upon them': 
rema arsisunuti-ma utninnisunu alqi atmusunu sa teninti asmi-ma 
aqbisunu abulap (Sg 8:59). 
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Sparing of the life or forgiveness are prominent aspects of royal 
grace, and this is often the preliminary to imposing the vassal oath. 
The vassals are under obligation to the suzerain for their very lives, 
and secondarily by their oaths, For instance, the Babylonians who su1-
vived the siege, famine and carnage during the quelling of Shamash-
shum-ukin' s rebellion deserved only death, but Ashurbanipal 'grant~d 
them mercy, commanded that their lives be spared and settled them in 
1 Babylon'. There is no explicit mention of an oath of allegiance but 
its omission is historically unthinkable. Pharaoh Necoh experienced 
Ashurbanipal's royal grace, being spared execution and immediately 
' 2 
bound with a vassal oath. Tammaritu fleeing from revolution in Elam 
was harboured in Ashurbanipal 1 s palace, later to be installed as vas-
sal king of Elam. The emphasis here is on the king's pardon of previous 
sin, and Tammaritu's utter and unconditional surrender to vassal sta-
3 tus. Elsewhere Ashurbanipal recounts the roygl grace in returning 
captured gods or hostage sons against the background of vassal treaty 
renewals, and further examples can be culled from earlier Assyrian 
records, 4 
1. Rassam, 4:92ff ; Streck, 40 ; ARAB 2, 305 $797 , 
2. 'To Necoh from among their number I extended mercy, and spared his 
life, I augmented (the terms of) the vassal,..oath and concluded it 
with him': ana PN ultu birisunu remu arsisu-ma uballit napsassu ade 
eli sa mabri usatir-ma ittisu askun (Rassam, 2:8f) • 
3. 1 1, Ashurbanipal the wide-hearted, who does not harbour a grudge, 
who pardons sin, extended mercy. to Tammaritu': anaku RN libbu rapsu 
la kasir ikki mupassisu bitate ana PN remu arsisu (Rassam, 4:37-39; 
Streck, 36; ARAB 2, 303 $793); cf. line 26££ 'he reckoned himself as 
my vassal' : ana epes ardut ij a rrunansu imnu (line 3 1) • 
4. In the return of Hazael's tribal gods (K.3087:9ff; Streck,218; ARAB 
2, 365 $940; cf. Th. 1929-10-12,1CoL4:9ff); in Ashurbanipal's re=--
turn of Jahi-milki son of Baal of Tyre who was sent 'to perform 
vassal service to me' (ana epes ardutija Rassam, 2:59; Streck,18; 
ARAB 2,296 $779); in his reception of Ersinni son of Ualli 11 
granted him mercy and despatched my peace envoy to him': remu 
arsisu-ma mar-siprija sa sulme uma '1r fi>erussu(Rassam,3: 20f; Streck, 
24; ARAB 2,299 $786); Esarhaddon's installation of Jadi' 'I granted 
him mercy and made the district of Bazi subject to him': remu 
arsisu-ma nage CN suatum usadgil panugu (Th. 1929-10-12,1CoL4:76f); 
Tukulti-Ninurta II's swearing in of Ammi-Baali · 1 1 granted him mercy 
••• the oath of Ashur my lord ..• I made him swear': remutu askunassu 
. , .mamrt DN belija[ J utammisu (ARAB I, 127 $405); the capitulation 
of Sugi to Tiglath-pileser I 'they seized my feet, and I granted 
them mercy and fixed their tax and tribute, and reckoned them as 
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The appearance of the root in actual treaty texts is not une.x-
pected, and again divine and human grace run parallel. In one of the 
2nd Millenium Hittite treaties, Mattiwaza speaks of his overlord's 
generosity towards him which included adopting him as a 'son' and re-
storing him to his throne, and treating him with dignity and gracious-
ness. Referring to Suppiluliumas' lordly gifts of horses, chariot and 
gold, he says - 'the Great King showed mercy to me': ~arru rabu 
irtemanni 1• As the negative of this royal graciousness the curse of 
mercilessness from the gods is invoked on Mati'ilu if he breaks his 
treaty with Ashurnirari: 
DN belu rabu a~ib CN ana PN ma[re~uJ rabuti~u 
nise matisu .•. ai irsisunu remu 
May the god Sin, the great lord who dwells in Harran 
show no mercy to Mati'ilu, his sons, his elders or 
the people of his land. 2 . 
The identical curse is found .in Ashurbanipal's inscriptions as a 
malediction upon those desecrating his memorial to his work on the Nabu 
. 3 
and Ea temples with those gods as its executors. 
subjects of Ashur my lord I: sepeja i~batu arimsunuti bilta u mandatta 
elisunu uk:In itti dagil pan DN belija amnusunuti (AKA, 62; ARAB 1, 
80 $233) • 
1. Weidner: PDK, 42 No.2:32. Compare the ise of rhm in the Aramaic 
treaty Sefire 111:8 to indicate an ally of the Si'.iZerain (Sefire, 
96f & Ill note 8) • 
2. Weidner: AfO 8(1932/33),20 Col. 4:3ff ; ANETS, 96/536f • 
3. Stele s2 & S3 = Streck,244 line 80 and 248 line 99f ; ARAB 2,376 $977 and 978ff • 
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Turning to the Old Testament, we find that the root rJ;lm is assoc-
iated with family relationships, with Yhwh in other covenantal termin-
ology, and with respect to the relation between the human suzerain and 
his vassals. The three uses are of course intimately related, with the 
familial giving rise to the figurative, legal and covenantal uses, 1 
though chronological conclusions cannot legitimately be drawn from 
this extension of ideas. 
Passing over the narrowly familial usages without further comment, 
we may go straight to the heart of Old Testament thought in its predi-
cation of r9m to Yhwh as one of his central covenantal attributes. It 
is, for example, prominent in the Sinai covenant narrative in the most 
intimate revelation of Yhwh's character: 
I. Compare Weinfeld's remarks to the effect that 'the whole diplo-
matic ~ocabulary of the second millenium is rooted in the famil-
ial sphere' (JAOS 90, 1970, p. 194). He notes the Akkadian ab bu tu --
'fathership' ,--u:iarutu -'sonship', abbutu -'brotherhood' and the 
phenomenon of adoption in treaty contexts,and elsewhere comments 
on the parallels of conjugal-diplomatic terminology (JAOS 93,1973~ 
p. 196) • In the OT, rhm in the mother-child or father-child 
relationship is used im simile applying to Yhwh, e& Isa 49:15 & 
Psa 103:13. The conjugal metaphor employs rem, and cannot be seg-
regated from the technical covenantal terminology - see, for 
example, Isa 54 esp. verse 6f & 10. Compare too Adad-shurn-w~ur's 
praise of Ashurbanipal for promotion of his family in the royal 
oath-bound service: 
ak1 s~ abu ana maresu epu~Uni sarru beli ana ardanisu 
etapas 
Just as a father would act on behalf of his children, 
so has the king my lord done for his servants 
(H. 358:22ff = LAS,92f No. 122) 
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I will make all my goodness(kol-tubi) pass before you 
and wi 11 proclaim before you my -;ame, 'Yhwh'; and I 
will be gracious to whom I will be gracious, and will 
show mercy on whom I will show mercy (weri"tiamti ,et-
,~ser ~rahem). (Exod 33:19) 
Yhwh, Yhwh, a God merciful C el rayum) and gracious, 
slow to anger and abounding in steadfast love(hesed) 
and faithfulness ('ernet). (Exod 34:6) 
495. 
Though 'goodness' could be interpreted as 'cornel{ness, beauty', it 
seems just as likely if not more so that this is a designation of 
character (sem) rather than appearance, and that it may be linked up 
with the covenantal usage of fob. 1 The root~ and~ in parallel-
ism expoind the term t:ubi further, and subsequently are further quali-
fied by the covenantal terms hesed and 'emet. 2 This designation of 
the covenant God appears elsewhere as a standard formula, e~ Psa 86:15 
- tob in verse 5 
..a-
}. So, for example, Fensham: E/POT, 226f against BDB, K-BL and D.M.G. 
Stalker: Peake, 238.0n Exod 34:6 in relation tacovenant renewal 
see Fensham: E/POT, 229 and other passages to be cited below • 
2. See Glueck: ijesed, 83ff for discussion of hesed in the passages 
Hos 2, Isa 54, Jer 16 & Isa 63 to be referred to below. His 
definition of the relationship between the various terms in cove-
nantal vocabulary, such as hesed, 'emet and raoamim retains its 
value - see for example his comment: 
It is but a short step from hesed to raoamim. ~esed is 
covenant loyalty; rahamim is forgiving love. Yahweh's 
people had to reciprocate hesed and raQamirn with hesed. 
The people, however, could not show raoamim toward 
Yahweh. (Hesed, 84 on Hos 2) 
His study is dated with respect to the lack of the now abundant 
ANE texts and comparative studies available. 
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496. 
In the historical prologue to the great intercessory prayer of 
Isa 63:7ff, which looks back to t~e Mosaic period and the Exodus-Sinai 
events when Israel became the covenant people of Yhwh, such concepts 
as vassal adoption and piotection occur in association with a cluster 
of covenantal terminology in which raQamayw .is grouped with hasadayw 
and the rah-tub lebeyt Yisra'el. In a contrasting passage from Jere-
miah whose theme is the rupture of the covenantal bond amidst the im-
plementation of the covenant curses which parallel those of the Ancient 
Near Eastern treaties, Yhwh speaks of the removal of rahamim in con-
junction with his salom and tesed (Jer 16:5). All three words are ob-
viously being used in their technical covenantal sense. 
In Hosea, the usage of the root ~ illustrates the intermingling 
of adoption, conjugal and treaty formulas. 1 Yhwh denies paternity, im-
plying illegitimacy which represents the breach of the covenantal re-
lationship. The title lo' ruhamah (Hos 1:6,8; cf. 'et-baneyha lo' 
'arahem, 2: 6) is made more specific in its parallel title lo' Cammi 
(1:8 & 2:28). Continued covenantal relations for Judah and supernatur-
al vassal protection are promised by use of 'arahem (1:7), and re-
stored covenant bonds for lo' rul;lamah by the phrase weril}amtl: 'et-lo' 
ruhamah (2:25). Conjugal and treaty metaphors are married in the des-
cription of the restored berit as the betrothal between Yhwh and his 
bride when the people will acknowledge Yhwh as Suzerain. The technical 
use of ydc (w:22) is supported by a cluster of covenantal terminology 
including rb.m, and the ove·rall concept of peace (2: 20). 
we'erastik li lecolam we'erastik li be~edeq ubemispa-t: 
ubeJ;lesed uberal}amtm (Hos 2: 2 1) 
1! It is a mistake to think that an author is bound to either a con-
jugal met'aphor or else to treaty metaphor in an exclusive manner. 
Mixed metaphor abounds in any lit~rature, and is to be expected in 
OT literature as the heir to ANE treaty terminology which is recog-
nised (eg. by Weinfled) as an outgrowth of kinship terminology. On 
this point as applied to Father-Son in Hosea, see F. C. Fens ham "Father 
& Son as Terminology for Treaty & Covenant" (Festschrift Albright, 
121-135 and es~ ~ 132f & note 64) • 
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497. 
If the r2m of Yhwh was to lead to the renewal of the broken cov-
enant after the Exile, a necessary step was the mercy of Israel's ca~ 
tors. The parallel is brought out in Jer 42:12 which seems to give 
evidence for r2m in a secular treaty context as well as or its use in 
Israel's theological vocabulary: 
I(Yhwh) will grant you mercy(natan ra~amim le),that 
he (Nebuchadnezzar) may have mercy on you (weritiam. 
'etekem) and let you remain in your own land. 
In the context, Nebuchadnezzar's 'mercy' can only mean that he will re-
frain from reprisals for the murder of his vassal, and will renew the 
vassal oath with the remaining population under a new governor. His 
mercy is the suspension of the treaty curses, the negative aspect, and 
the renewal of his suzerain protection over the populace, the posi'tive 
aspect. The prqhet sees the prevenient mercy of Yhwh, Israel's real 
Suzerain, in this, and probably regards it as a step in the direction 
of a fully renewed covenant relationship with the nation or its remnart", 
remaining in the land and restored from captivity. 
He is no doubt informed here by the theology of Deuteronomy 
specifically that promising covenant renewal after the curse of exile 
found in Deut 4:27 and chapter 30. The first passage reiterates that 
Israel's covenant God is an 'el ralj1um, responsive to repentance in the 
exiled people: 
For Yhwh your God is a merciful God('el rahum) he 
will not fail you or destroy you or forget the 
covenant with your fathers (berit 'aboteka) which 
he swore to them. (Deut 4:31) 
We see that rahum is a covenantal attribute of Yhwh, expounded in 
negative terms in this verse with positive connotation resulting. The 
positive is stated in the second chapter mentioned which follows on 
from the list of curses in Deut 28:15ff and their hortatory exposition 
in chapter 29. Restoration upon repentance in exile after retribution 
is attributed to the mercy of Yhwh. 
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Then Yhwh your God will restore your fortunes, and 
have compassion upon you (werihameka), and he will 
gather you again from all the peoples where Yhwh 
your God has scattered you. (Deut 30:3) 
498. 
The compassion of Yhwh, understood as his willingness to enter 
covenantal relationship, is regarded as the motivating factor in the 
captor's humane treatment of exiled Israel. Solomon's prayer and Heze-
kiah is letter are both steeped in this Deuteronomic theology of the 
covenant, which relates repentance to return from exile and a renewed 
covenant with Yhwh: 
grant them compassion (unetattam leratiamim) in the 
sight of those who carried them captive, that they 
may have compassion on them (weri"Q.amum). (I Kgs 8:50) 
For if you return to Yhwh, your brethren and your 
children will find compassion (leraQamim) with their 
captors and return to this land. For Yhwh your God 
is gracious and merciful (l,:tannun werahum), and will 
not turn his face away from you, if you return to 
him. ( 2 Chron 30:9) 
The envisaged compassion of the captors clearly means humane treatment, 
the allowing of a return to Palestine, and thus illustrates the non-
technical use .of rl;lm in the Old Testament, while the divine rl;lm goes 
beyond releasing the people from captivity and sparing them from fur-
ther retribution. It led to a renewed covenant bond just as the re-
lease from Egypt led to the Sinai covenant. 
The exclusive nature of the covenant, implying as it did in Heze-
kiah 's time the religious and political independence of the nation 
under its one Suzerain, required that Yhwh should motivate the captors 
to act leniently since Israel's new covenant with Yhwh would be to 
their material disadvantage. Hezekiah's letter exhibits the paradox of 
faith in this respect. 
Belief in the covenantal attribute of Yhwh's rl;lm led to the 
strengthening not weakening of this paradoxical faith as time passed, 
and witness to this is the cluster of prophetic passages which promise 
Yhwh's compassion expressed in terms of the re-gathering of the nation 
and the renewal of the covenant. Thus, Isa 54, elaborating the bridal 
metaphor, relates compassion to covenant and re-gathering in the fol-
lowing phraseology: 
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For a brief moment I forsook you~ 
but with great compassion 
(U.berahamim gedolim) -
I will gather you. 
In overflowing wrath for a moment. 
I hid my face from you, 
but with everlasting love I will have compassion 
on you (ubel;le-sed cc;1am rihamtl'k ) 
says Yhwh your Redeemer. 
For the mountains may depart 
and the hills be removed, 
but my steadfast love(wehasdi) shall not 
depart from you, 
and my COVP-nant of peace(Uberit selomi) 
shall not be removed, 
says Yhwh, who has compassion on you(meraQ.amek) 
(Isa 54:7£ & 10) 1 
499. 
Verse IO is explicit in its use of Qesed, berit salom and rhm in 
__.__ 
parallel to describe covenant relations. The mention of mountains and 
hills is reminiscent of their invocation in certain Ancient Near 
I. Compare Mic 7:19 referring to 'the remnant of his inheritance' 
(lis'erit naQ.alato) in verse i8 and the patriarchal eovenant in 
verse 20 might be included - 'He will again have compassion upon 
us': yasub yerahamenu. The dating of this and other passages to 
be quoted, e& Zech 10:6, is disputed; for example, Eissfeldt and 
Harrison are disposed towards an 8th Century authentic prescription, 
but Winton Thomas to the late post-exilic period (OTI,4Ilf; IOT,924; 
Peake,634). The dating 'issue need not detain us here. ~-
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500. 
I Eastern treaties and Old Testament rib contexts, and may be compared 
with the imagery of Jer 33 which speaks of the pennanence of the Da-
vidic covenant in promising a restoration for the exiled Northern and 
Southern kingdoms in the Deuteronomic terms of Yhwh's compassion: 
If you can break my covenant with the day and my 
covenant with .the night, so that day and night will 
not come at their appointed time, then also my cov-
enant with David my servant may be broken 
If I have not established my covenant with day and 
night and the ordinances of heaven and earth ('im-lo' 
beriti yomam walaylah QUqqot samayim wa'are~ lB-samti) 
then I will reject the descendants of Jacob and David 
my servant and will not cho:se one of his descendants 
to rule over the seed of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. For 
I will restore their fortunes, and will have mercy on 
them (ki-'asub 'et-sebutam werihamtim) • 
(Jer 33:20-21a & 25f) · 
!. See Huffman: JBL 78(1959),285-295 "The Covenant Lawsuit in the 
Prophets"; Moran: Biblica 43(1962),317-327 "Some Remarks on the 
Song of Moses" ; Harvey: Plaidoyer, 33 note 4 and 89 • Jeremiah's 
covenant with astronomical bodies is rather different to these 
acting as witnesses to the covenant with Israel in the direct sens~ 
though Noah's rainbow (Gen 9: 8ff) and the regularity of the seasons 
as well as day and night (Gen 8:22) are adduced in covenant prom-
ises. An Assyrian letter expressing a wish for dynastic durability 
comes close to Jer 33 in imagery by drawing a comparison with the 
permanence of heaven and earth: 
May the great gods of heaven (and) earth in the very same way 
do a benefit (and) favour (tabtu deqtu lepusu) to the descen-
dants of the king my lord, as long as heaven and earth exist 
may they (the royal progeny) be leaders of the whole world 
(adu same er~itim daruni sunu lu muma'irute sa kal matate) 
(H.358.:rev. If & 20-22; LAS,92ff No. 122) 
C£ As firmly as the Moon [and the SuJn are established in the 
sky, as firmly may the kingship of the king, my lord, and 
his descendants, be established in the whole world ! 
kf sa dC3JO Cu ~JTU ina same kunnuni sarruCtuJ sa sarri 
belija sa zeresu ina kal matate lu kunn[atJ 
(H.7:re~ 5-7; LAS,95f No. 123) 
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50 I. 
The same promise is given in Zech 10:6 wehosebotim ki rihamt1m, 
where the emphasis falls on the geographical return, without doubt 
symbolic of the spiritual renewal although covenant per se is not 
mentioned. 
To conclude, we find that the Akkadian and Hebrew phrases for 
'mercy' and 'showing mercy to' become part of the technical vocabu-
lary of treaty and covenant, especially when it is a case of the 
renewing of a treaty or covenant which had existed but which had been 
breached by rebellion against the human or divine suzerain. In this 
case, the full extent of the retributive sentence was set aside and 
the possibility of entering into an obedient relationship was held 
out. 'Mercy'.is thenfore associated with the 'goodness', 'benificence', 
'generosity', 'wide-heartedness' and 'love', summed up in the English 
. word 'grace' which marks the relationship of the suzerain to the 
vassal. 
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